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FOREWORD
Intelligent agents and agent-based technology form a new paradigm for developing complex and
large scale software applications. Currently Intelligent agents and Multi-agent systems are being used in an
increasingly wide variety of applications, ranging from comparatively small systems like intelligent personal
user assistants, say, for e-mail filtering to large open complex systems of real time planning, scheduling and
control such as air traffic control, shipping and other.
Multi-agent systems (MAS) and agent-based technologies are the focus of intense interest of many
sub-fields in computer science and artificial intelligence, and in many aspects are based on their theoretic
background. In addition MAS set their own theoretical challenges, particularly, in the areas of collective and
cooperative behavior, dealing with uncertainty, knowledge engineering and learning, programming, etc.
On the other hand, MAS research is forming a new viewpoint on the traditional problems of
artificial intelligence and is enriching the set of paradigms, methods and algorithms of artificial intelligence
via raising new problems, proposing new approaches , etc.
The Workshop is considered by organizers as a natural extension of the two previous ones held in
Poland in 1995 (DIMAS'95) and in St. Petersburg in 1997 (DAIMAS'97). These events were a big success.
For example, researchers from 12 countries participated in DAIMAS'97. For more information including
electronic versions of all presentations at DAIMAS'97 in English and in Russian see
http://space.iias.spb.su/ai/english/windex.htm. While attending ICMAS'98 in Paris, the organizers of both
events decided to join their efforts, and to draw in additional national inputs from Bulgaria, Hungary,
Romania, Czech, Slovakia, Yugoslavia to establish a biennial Central and Eastern Europe Workshop on
Multi-Agent Systems that hopefully will grow into a major agent-oriented scientific event in Central and
Eastern Europe. The current event is entitled The First International Workshop of Central-Eastern Europe on
Multi-agent Systems (CEEMAS'99).
The agenda of the Workshop proposes invited talks of well known scientists in the area of Multiagent Systems and thorough discussion of selected hot problems of Multi-agent theory and practice
according to the following technical sessions:
Session 1. Negotiation, Cooperation and Conflict Resolution in Agent-based Combinatorial Problems
Solving.
Session 2. Agent-based Modeling of Combinatorial Problems Solving.
Session 3. Agent-based Modeling of Combinatorial Problems: Real Time Planning, Scheduling and
Resource Allocation.
Session 4. Agent-based Modeling of Combinatorial Problems Solving.
Session 5. Multi-agent Systems and Knowledge Discovery: Mutual Impact.
We hope that CEEMAS'99 materials published in this volume will be of interest for the specialists
in the area of Multi-agent systems and will draw attention of the corresponding scientific community to the
new areas of potential applications of Multi-agent technology, interconnections and mutual impact of Multiagent systems and other areas of Artificial Intelligence.

Chairman of the Organizing
Committee of the CEEMAS'99

Co-chairman of the Program
Committee of the CEEMAS'99

Professor R.Yusupov

Professor V.Gorodetski

PARTI
Invited Papers

OPERATIONAL AGENT: A CONCEPT OF MIDDLE AGENT
ARCHITECTURE*
(extended abstract)

Stanislaw Ambroszkiewicz and Krzysztof Cetnarowicz
Email: sambrosz@ipipan.waw.pl, cetnar@uci.agh.edu.pl,
WWW:http: //www. ipipan.waw.pl/mas/andhttp: //galaxy.uci.agh.edu.pl/~cetnar/

Abstract. We present experiences gained during realization of our ongoing project on modeling Agent Virtual Organizations (AVOs) [7]. The experiences presented in the
paper concern various agent architectures we have tried to
apply for the agents that were supposed to form and reform
virtual organizations.
Key words: Agent architectures, M-agent, operational
agent.

words, these agents share information, knowledge, and
tasks among themselves. The intelligence of MAS is
not only reflected by the expertise of individual agents
but first of all is exhibited by the emerged collective
behavior beyond individual agents."
In order to be a bit more formally let us present the definition of multi-agent system proposed by Y. Demazeau
[15]. According to that definition MAS is defined as

MAS = (A,I,0,E)

1

Software agent

where: A is a set of agents. J is a set of agents'
interactions (see Ribeiro & Demazeau [30]) like communications in ACL [17], CNP (Contract Net Protocol
[32]), auctions [31]. O is a set of static organizations
with fixed roles for the agents to undertake (see Ferber
[16] for overview). £ is a specific environment.
According to this definition of MAS, interactions and
static organizations form an infrastructure (global facilities) for the agents to cooperate.
Our view is that these very interactions and organizations (that are actually necessary as an infrastructure)
should be extended to virtual interactions and organizations. These very organizations are created locally
by the agents themselves in situation where they are
needed by the agents as means for cooperation.
The main motive of our work is that "Intelligence"
emerges from behavior of virtual organizations of operational agents!

Let us start with the concept of software agent.
From Peng [27]:
"There is no consensus on the definition of software
agent or of agency. Some people go so far to suggest
that any piece of software or object that can perform
a specific task is an agent. However, the prevailing
opinion is that a software agent may exhibit three important general characteristics: autonomy, adaptation,
and cooperation.
By 'autonomy' we mean that agents have their own
agenda of goals and exhibit goal-directed behavior.
They are not simply reactive, but can be proactive
and take initiatives, as they deem appropriate. In this
sense, agent systems can be viewed as a generalization
of the client-server model in that each agent can be
both a client and a server and can provide and request
services to and from others.
'Adaptation' implies that agents are capable of adapt- 2
Review of existing agent architecing to the environment, which includes other agents
tures
and human users, and can learn from the experience
in order to improve themselves in a changing environIn the sequel we are going to compare and evaluate
ment.
'Cooperation' and coordination between agents is existing agent architectures.
probably the most important feature of MAS. Unlike
Reactive agent architecture: bottom-up
those stand-alone agents, agents in MAS collaborate 2.1
approach
with each other to achieve common goals. In other
"Supported by the State Committee for Scientific Research Reactive agent is defined by a stimulus - response function F, such that for given stimulus s from the enviunder the grant No. 8 Tl 1C 008 12
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ronment and current state c of the agent, it determines
reaction = F(s,c).
Reactive agents do not have goals and are not proactive.
2.2

Cognitive agent: top down approach

Cognitive (deliberative) agent has symbolic representation of the world. It has several additional mental attitudes like motivational and intentional ones. Its epistemic attitude contains mutual knowledge, i.e. knowledge about other agents knowledge [1]. On the basis of
these attitudes the agent performs planning, reasoning,
etc..
The architecture of BDI-agent (see Bratman [10], Rao
& Georgeff [29]) is here the most famous example.
The inspiration of Belief, Desire, and Intentions is
borrowed from a psychological view of human cognition. These very mental attitudes (belief, desire, and
intentions) are taken as primitive notions on which the
reasoning and planning process is based.
This architecture goes back to the traditional mainstream of symbolic Artificial Intelligence.

3

"Cooperation" as a test for evaluation agent architectures

Cooperation is it the key concept in MAS [20] so it
may serve as the best test for evaluation of agent architectures.
• BDI-architectures exhibit good performance in
relatively simple worlds with a small number of
agents. Cooperation techniques developed for
this kind of architecture are mainly theoretical
ones. They are based on collective knowledge,
goals, intentions commitments, see the notion of
team formation and reconfiguration Cohen et al.
[13], Kinney et al. [22], Dunin-Keplicz et al.
[21].
• Reactive agent architectures are good solutions
for large not structured environment with large
uniform agent societies. For such environments
emergence of cooperation (organizational) patterns of agent societies can be observed, see Ferber [16].

The need for middle architecture: hybrid It seems that there is a critical level of complexity
of E + I + A where none of the agent architectures
architecture?
described above is appropriate in the sense that the
There is a wide spectrum for potential agent architecagents are inefficient or unable to realize their goals.
tures between the reactive one and deliberative one. In This very critical level can be clearly seen for envifact, reactive architecture is extremely simple whereas ronments where fulfilling single agent's goal needs a
deliberative one is extremely complex.
complex workflow to be performed and the workflow
Hybrid architectures concept tries to overcome the involves a large number of self interested agent to colimitations of deliberative and reactive architectures
operate with each other.
just by combining them. Usually these architectures
What BDI-agents can do in this case?
are composed of several layers. For example in J.
-they compute joint plans, goals, intentions;
Mueller's InterRap architecture [25] only neighboring - they try to make (negotiate with) other agents to
layers interact. Each layer of an InterRap agent is recommit to them;
sponsible for different activity. The bottom behavior- - all this takes time, so that after achieving this, the
based layer implements reactive behavior and proceplans, goals, intentions are out-of-date!
dural knowledge. The middle plan-based layer conWhat reactive agents can do?
tains a mechanism for constructing individual plans
- not too much, they are to simple!
for the agent given current knowledge about the world.
The top cooperation layer has capability to generate
collaborative plans using special cooperative knowl- 4
Our proposal
edge.
Such kinds of architectures do not seem to overcome The criticism presented in the previous section conthe complexity of deliberative architecture. The reason cerns reactive and cognitive agent architectures not in
for that is that the hybrid architectures actually extend general but only for applications in complex environdeliberative architecture by adding reactive compo- ments. Of course there are environments for which
nent. Hence, for some stimuli a hybrid agent behaves these architectures are appropriate. Our experiences
reactively according to bottom part of the architecture, (from modeling cooperation mechanisms in general
whereas the rest if its behavior is determined by cog- and agent virtual organizations in particular [6, 7])
clearly show that for complex environments neither
nitive part.
Hence, it seems that the concept of hybrid architecture bottom-up nor top-down approach is appropriate. For
such complex environments a new middle approach is
does not propose any qualitative progress here!
2.3
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needed. The following architecture of M-agent may
be seen as a proposal towards this direction.
4.1

• The agent forecasts its possibilities using the strategy s. Applying the strategy s to the model m
it obtains the model m' of the modified environment. Then, the agent compares in its mind the
models m and m' using the function q that determines the goal of the agent functioning. It serves
to select the best (from the point of view of the
goal g) strategy s*.

M-agent as a candidate for middle agent

The main idea of the M-agent architecture starts with
the following point: to design and realize multi-agent
system we must first define what system component is
supposed to be an agent, and what is not supposed to
be ([12]). So the multi-agent system may be divided
into two parts (Fig. 1):

• If the evaluation of m and m' is satisfactory the
agent realizes the selected strategy s* that is represented by operation AT-execution: V — X(s, V)

• environment - that may be observed by the agent
So, in the rough, the first approach to the algorithm of
and represented by a corresponding model;
a given agent may be expressed in three stages:
• agent's mind - an area in which the agent builds
and processes an environment model.
1. Observation - creation of the model m of the environment V:
m = I(M, V)
2. Reasoning - forecasting of the possible strategies application and evaluation of the result of
the strategies application:

environment

• modeling of the strategy application m' =
s(m)
• evaluation of the strategy application:
q(m, s(m)) — q(m, m') € 3J

Figure 1: Principle of the M-agent architecture. I imagination operation, X - execution operation, m, m'
- models of the environment, s - strategy, q - evaluation
function, eu,- - events taking place in the environment,
evx - event produced as the result of the realization of
the strategy s.

3. Decision - selection of the optimal strategy s*:
s* = F(M,Q,S,V)
what may be realized by the following method:
find s* such that:

4.1.1

M-agent architecture
g(m, s*(m)) = max^(m, s(m))

In the process of creating multi-agent system we consider that a given agent a remains and acts in an environment called V.
For any created agent a the following are defined:

4. Action - realization of the optimal strategy s* in
the environment V:

• strategies S (s - strategy s 6 5), goals Q (q - goal
q e Q), and models of the environment M (m model of the environment, m € M).
where:
. operation of the observation / and operation of
the strategy execution X.

V' = X(s,V)

M

' Q> S' setS of models> g°als> strategies represent§ k"™1^ of ^ agent a,

in

' environment (state),
I - observation function,
• The agent observes the environment around and F - decision function enabling selection of the optimal
builds a model m of the environment in its mind, strategy s*,
For this purpose it uses the observation (or imag- X - function representing an operation of the realizaination) operation /.
tion (execution) of the agent's strategies.

The main idea of the agent functioning is the following:

14

V

The whole decision process is carried out by the processing of the models of the environment in the area
called agent's mind.
The starting point to the agent oriented approach may
be derived from the Object Oriented Analysis and Design and similarly expressed in the sentence:
"you are an agent, you must get along by yourself in
the environment".
This is a useful starting point to define agents of the
multi-agent system with the M-agent architecture concept.

4.1.2

Agent Model with Multiple Profiles

The agent model may be extended, so that we can consider a multi-profile M-agent architecture. Each profile
is a M-agent model. T he agent observes the environment in each profile, and final decision is undertaken
upon the results from each profile (Fig. 2).

VI < i < n ft(m,-,mj) € &
where 3J - real numbers.
The observation function I of the agent is defined as
{mum2, ...mi, ...mn) = I(Mh M2,-, Mit...,Mn, V),
VI < i < n mi e Mi
The agent in every profile calculates the evaluation of
a possible strategy s = (si, s2,...s,-, ...s„) by the value
DIi{mi, s) = g,(m,-, Si(m,-)).
Final decision undertaken by the agent to realize
the optimal strategy s* = (s^Sj, ...s*) is carried
out using the decision function U: U(m,s*) =
maxä65 U{DI\ (mi,s),DI2(m2, s), ...DIn(mn, s),AS)
where AS - agent-state describes a general vital
state of the agent and may be defined: AS =
{mj, 7712, —mi, ■■■mn} (mi -just created model in the
profile a, of the environment observed).
The selected strategy s is realized by the agent in the
environment V:
V' = X(s,V) = X((shs2,...Si,...sn),V)

multiprofile ,
agent
/ CjrofHe i

observation
observation

'profile ?

4.1.3

Application of the M-agent architecture to
the operational agent definition

Agent considers in its mind the result (m') of the application of the strategy s to the model m of the observed
environment environment V (m! = s(m)). The modification of the
model of the observed environment may be done by
observation
two ways:
observation

Figure 2: Concept of the multi-profile M-agent architecture

• by changes of the environment (parameters of the
environment)
• changing the point of view by agent displacement
in the environment

In a more complex case we can consider an agent with
several profiles:
Displacement of the agent makes that the observation
of the environment V from the new agent position
a= (ai,a2, ...a,-...an),
a, = (Mi,Qi,Si,I,X,L) gives different model m'.
The mobile agent may be defined with the use of the
where a,- - profile i of an agent a.
M-agent architecture as a multiprofile agent in which
The operations /, X, L are common for all profiles, the
at least one profile is the displacement profile.
configurations Mi, Qi, 5, are different and characteristic of each profile. Each profile (egz. i) has defined
An agent may execute operations on the environment
its own strategy configuration 5,- but the agent must
by changing its parameters. The parameters of the enrealize only one strategy s belonging to the set S. This
vironment may be considered as a set of resources that
common configuration of strategies S is defined:
are processed by operations executed by the agent. So
S C S\ x 52 x ... x Sn,
s = (si,S2,...Si,...sn) we can consider a kind of agent - processing agent, that
when performing an operation, consumes one (kind)
VI < i < n S,(TO,) = mjof given resource and produce another one. The model
The relation between the set of common goal Q and the m of the environment contain information about congoals in profiles Q,V1 < i < n is defined as follows: sumed and produced resources before and after execution of the operation represented by the strategy s
Q C Q\ xQ2 x ... x Qn,
q= (gi,92,-gt,-9n) (Fig.4).
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Figure 5: Principle of the grouping profile of an agent

Figure 3: Principle of the agent displacement analyzed
with the M-agent architecture: a - agent intending to
displace from the node (1) to the node (2), m - model
of the observed environment before displacement, m!
- forecasted model of the environment to be observed
after displacement.

may be considered as a sub-environment of V and
called "organization". Then, due to the specialization and cooperation, they preserve and maintain the
sub-environment V\. Agent a entering an organization
(team) is supposed to decide whether joining the organization Vj is better than remaining in V (Fig. 5).
The agent that has a profile to analyze the organization
entering is an agent with grouping capability.
4.2

m

nrT

Figure 4: Principle of the operational profile of an
agent
So the presented agent structure be considered as a
profile of an agent and called operational profile. The
operational agent, in the sense of M-agent architecture
is the multiprofile agent with at least one operational
profile.
Agents acting in the environment V have possibility
to change this environment and adapt it to its own
needs. This operation may be carried out by a group
of agents that have the same (or similar) point of view.
The decision to create new (sub) environment V\ is
undertaken by the agents due to the analysis of the
common acting and benefit from that (for instance:
cognition, consciousness and emergence theory [9])
The group of cooperating agents changes the part of
the environment (by forming an organization) obtaining in this way a new environment Vi (Fig. 5) that
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Operational agent architecture

Although the M-agent architecture can be easily extended with learning capabilities, it does not support directly implementation of cooperation mechanisms. In
order to have agents being able to cooperate with others according to predefined cooperation mechanisms,
we propose an extension of M-agent architecture to the
architecture of operational agent.
Operational agent is supposed to be bounded to some
operation, see Fig. 6, and Fig. 7. The operation is
either its own capabilities to perform some tasks, to
produce some output from some input or expresses its
expertise of management of such operation. Let us
note that the operation itself may have internal structure consisting of sub-operational agents composed in
a supply chain or a workflow.
The architecture of operational agent consists of three
instances of M-agent: director-agent, manager-agent,
and envoy-agent. The principal role of director agent
is to determine protocols to follow for manager and
envoy agents, and to coordinate their behaviors. The
director agent has at its disposal:
• library of already constructed generic management protocols like MRP, or / and JIT, scheduling
methods, etc.
• library of cooperation mechanisms, like bilateral
contracts, CNP, auctions, and more sophisticated
mechanisms for forming and reforming virtual
organizations.

Manager-agent is responsible for internal affairs, i.e.
for management of internal workflow or business process of the operation whereas the envoy-agent is responsible for external affairs, i.e. for input delivery
and output distribution as well as for joining to already
existing organizations or for making fusion with other
agents, see [6, 7].
One example of functioning of operational agent is
given in the next section.

yulput A
operation

/ /input \

OPERATIONAL AGENT ARCHITECTURE
The concept of operational agent:
manager, envoy, and director agents are instances of M-agent.

Figure 6:

manager. agent

An operation.

Figure 7:

5

Simple example of team formation

To illustrate the concept of operational agent architecture and the idea of organization formation, we present
team formation process.
As the environment we consider a network of servers
and mobile agents that can move from one server to another in order to look for resources scattered randomly
on the servers. To enhance cooperation between the
agents, the entry to some servers is forbidden for some
agents. Thus, if a resource, wanted by an agent, is
on a forbidden server, then the agent needs help from
other agents. If several agents need the same resource,
then they have to compete for it. Agents can execute
the following types of actions: take (drop) a resource
from (to) a server, receive (give) a resource from (to)
another agent, move from one server to another, or to
end his activity. The agents can communicate with
each other only if they are at the same server. The set
of mobile agents is denoted by M, whereas the set of
the resources by R. Each mobile agent i is assigned an
original goal, G, C R, which consists in getting (9,
with minimal effort and then to end his activity switching to an "off" state. The effort is related to agent's
personal account, so that any action execution costs
one unit, which is subtracted from the agent's account.
Initially any agent is supposed to know only that his
world is a computer network with agents living there
however without specification. So that he does not
know initially neither the map of the network nor the
other agents and resource locations. An agent acquires
knowledge from wandering over the network and from
meeting other agents and gossiping with them.
If the network is large with a lot of agents looking and
competing for the resources, then an agent has a little
chance to realize his goal unless he tries to form a team
of agents with consistent goals, i.e. the agents who do
not compete with him for the same resources. Agents
formed into a team extend their resources and capabilities to enter more servers in the network. However this
is not the only gain from forming a team. Since the
agents are realizing joint goal of the team, they have
together greater computation power and more possibilities to get more and faster important information.
Hence, by working in the team for realizing the joint
goal, an agent increases his capabilities to achieve his
individual goal.
The crucial point here is the notion of team. Team
may be seen as an organization created by autonomous
agents for fulfilling their joint goal. Since the environment is distributed, it forces all interactions inside a
team, (i.e., information flow, decision making, goal realizing) to be local. Thus, in order to maintain integrity
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of the team, a mechanism is needed for eliminating inconsistent decision making as well as contradictory
information and goals inside the team. To manage
with all these problems we adopt the standard technique of token passing in a computer network. The
token is the sign of decision power, so that a member
of the team who has currently the token has got the
exclusive authority to decide on the status of the team.
The passing cycle of the token serves for the following
purposes:

token at the moment. It is clear that passing the token according to the order of the passing cycle can not
be effective. The reason is that the token should be
rather passed to the agent who needs it for expanding
or shrinking the team. The same concerns the cooperative work in the final mode. The resources should be
passed directly to the agents who need them instead of
wandering a long way along the passing cycle.
Operational agents in teams

1. It determines the order in which the decision Agents can be implemented according to the standard
M-agent architecture. Operational agent is associated
power is passed from one agent to another.
with the team token. So that there is one operational
2. It determines the communication route.
agent per team. In fact, the token carries the role
of operational agent that is undertaken by the ordinary
3. It determines a plan of the cooperative work peragent that has currently the token. The protocol for performed by a complete team.
forming resources distribution in the final team mode
The crucial idea of our formation mechanism relies on refers to a management protocol. So that the team
the fact that team is expanding locally, starting with may be seen as an operation associated to that operaa single agent. If the common goal of the expanding tional agent. The protocols to follow in expanding and
team becomes inconsistent according to the knowledge shrinking modes refer to formation and reformation
acquired from the dynamically changing environment, mechanisms. In this particular case operational agent
then the team starts shrinking by removing some of its may be seen as super mobile agent with the range being
members. As soon as the expanding team becomes the sum of ranges of all members of the team. In fact,
complete, i.e., it has all the resources and capabilities operational agent may be identified with the "mobile
needed to achieve the common goal, the members of intelligent token" that uses an ordinary team member
the team perform the cooperative work. Another in- as its "incarnation" in order to use the expertise of
teresting feature of our approach is that the plan of the that team member and to act in the range of that team
final cooperative work of the team is constructed and member.
For more details concerning agent architectures, algorevised step by step during its formation.
However this example illustrates how to design effi- rithms, implementation, and related work we refer to
cient formation mechanisms, and how the basic orga- [2].
nizational frames can be dynamically constructed and
reconfigured in the formation process.

6

Team as a simple organization
The team structure and reconfiguration process is extremely simple and is based on the idea of token passing. The passing cycle serves for the following purposes:
1. For organizational frame, i.e. it determines the
passing order of the decision power of the team.
2. For information flow frame, i.e. it assures the communication flow inside the team, and in this way it
maintains the organizational integrity of the team.
3. For business frame, i.e. it assures that the cooperative work of the complete team is performed in the
final mode.
The structure of team is fiat and extremely simple.
There are only two roles the agents can take, namely
"team representative" for an agent who has currently
the token, and "passive role" for agents not having the
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Conclusions

We have presented a novel architecture of middle agent
called here operational agent architecture. Actually we
apply this agent architecture in our ongoing projects
on modeling agent virtual organizations and agent virtual workflow management. The organizations and
workflow management systems are implemented on
Agent Platform (http://www.ipipan.waw.pl/mas/) that
supports network infrastructure construction.
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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the role of collective
commitments in groups of agents involved in Cooperative Problem Solving (CPS). Collective intentions
and collective commitmens are formalized in the logical framework designed by Rao and Georgeff in [22].
The novelty of our approach is to base a collective
commitment on a social plan, and defining it in terms
of collective intentions and pairwise social commitments between team members together with mutual
beliefs about them.
During social plan execution collective commitment within a group inevitably leads to the execution
of agent-specific actions. However, due to the dynamic and possibly unpredictable environment, team
members may fail their actions or be presented with
new opportunities. Thus, it is necessary for them to
monitor action performance and replan based on the
present situation. This leads to the reconfiguration
problem. In order to solve this problem, the main
phases of CPS, namely construction, maintenance,
and realization of collective commitments, are assigned to a four-level abstract architecture. In terms
of these generic levels and their interplay reconfiguration algorithm is specified.

1

Introduction

Multiagent systems (MAS) are computational
systems in which a collection of loosely-coupled
autonomous agents interact in order to solve a
given problem. As this problem is usually beyond the agents' individual capabilities, agents
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can communicate, cooperate, coordinate, and
negotiate, both in advancement of their own goals as well as for the good of the system as a
whole.
Some MAS are referred to as intentional systems realizing the practical reasoning paradigm
([1]). The best known and most influential are
so-called belief-desire-intention systems. BDIagents are characterised by a "mental state" described in terms of beliefs, corresponding to the
information the agent has about the environment; desires, representing options available to
the agent; and intentions representing the chosen options. While beliefs are viewed as agent's
informational attitudes, desires as goals, intentions and commitments refer to its motivational
attitudes.
In a formal specification of BDI-systems different kinds of modal logics are exploited. Dynamic, temporal and epistemic logics are extensively used to describe the single agent case. Inevitably, social and collective aspects of CPS should be investigated. Thus, from the perspective
of teamwork, motivational attitudes are considered on three levels: individual, social (i.e. bilateral), and collective. In this paper we discuss and
formalize social and collective aspects of intentions and commitments and their role in CPS.
We agree with [21] that:
Joint intention by a team does not consist merely of simultaneous and coordinated individual actions; to act together, a
team must be aware of and care about the
status of the group effort as a whole.

We aim at giving an internal (or prescriptive)
theory of individual, social and collective motivational attitudes which allows agents to reason about cooperative problem solving (CPS).
This is in contrast to external (or descriptive)
theories which describe agents' attitudes from
the perspective of the outside observer. In our
approach, all individual motivational attitudes
are viewed as primitive notions, but in contrast
to [22] we investigate logical aspects of relations
between individual intentions and social commitments on the one hand, and collective intentions and commitments on the other hand.
Starting from individual intentions, we first
define the notion of a collective intention for a
group. Our definitions are stronger than the
ones introduced in [23], in particular a collective intention includes that all members intend
for all others to share that intention. Together
with individual and collective knowledge and belief, a collective intention constitutes a basis for
preparing a plan (or a set of plans).
Planning may be done in many different ways;
here we abstract from any particular methods,
assuming only that a certain plan results, at the
first place, in an adequate task division ensuring the realization of a collective goal. Next, an
appropriate allocation of tasks (goals) to group
members should be established. Both steps together reflect an operational way to achieve the
goal in question.
Next, we characterize the strongest motivational attitude, namely the collective commitment
of a group. We assume that bilateral aspects
of a plan — mutual obligations between agents
— are reflected in social commitments. Thus
collective commitments are defined on the basis
of collective intentions and social commitments.
A collective commitment is meant to reflect the
way ä plan is to be executed, but one should
take into account that agents are autonomous
entities taking individual decisions in the light of
the current situation and the commitment strategies they follow. We provide a classification of
agents' commitment strategies based on an analogical characterization of intentional strategies
given by Rao and Georgeff in [22]. Let us stress,
however, that because the change of an agent's
social commitment directly influences the way
the plan is executed, the conditions imposed on

agents dropping social commitments are more
restrictive than in the case of changing individual intentions.
The theory of collective motivational attitudes, with collective commitment as a central
concept, focuses on static aspects of CPS. The
proper treatment of collective commitments in
a dynamically changing environment entails the
maintenance of all individual, social and collective motivational attitudes involved throughout
the whole process. We isolate four basic stages involved in teamwork in a distributed environment. These are construction, maintenance,
and realization of collective commitments. We
base our analysis on the four-stage model of [31],
containing the consecutive stages of potential recognition, team formation, plan formation and
team action. These stages will be viewed as levels of abstraction and constitute together an
abstract architecture. Taking into account the
unpredictable environment, all four stages have
a dynamic character and require methods reflecting this. When defining the levels we abstract from particular methods and algorithms
meant to realize level-associated goals, but instead formulate their final results and associate
them with appropriate individual, social, and
collective motivational attitudes.
Even though potential recognition, team formation and plan formation have been extensively discussed in the MAS and AI literature, the
important phase of collective team action has
received relatively little attention. The requirements of a constantly changing environment
lead to the reconfiguration problem: when maintaining a collective intention during plan execution, it is crucial that agents replan properly
and efficiently when some members do not fulfill
their delegated subtasks or are presented with
new opportunities. This problem may be treated as the core of plan execution. It has been
the main subject of [12, 11, 13]: in terms of the
generic levels and their interplay an efficient and
flexible reconfiguration algorithm has been specified. The algorithm description is meant to
be generic: a pattern of behavior is described
in terms of abstract level-associated procedures,
viewed as a sort of black box with specified input
and output parameters. The next step should be
a transformation of black boxes into glass ones.
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The paper is structured in the following manner. In section 2, notions of a group and collective belief are introduced. In sections 3 and 4
some motivational attitudes like individual goals and intentions and social commitments are
discussed as well as different types of agents'
commitment strategies. On this basis collective
motivational attitudes are defined in section 5.
Section 6 presents the four-level description of
the abstract system. In terms of these generic
abstract levels a general-purpose reconfiguration
algorithm is defined in section 7. Finally, the
last sections focus on discussion and options for
further research.

2

Beliefs

To represent beliefs, we adopt a standard
Ä"D45„-system for n agents as explained in [15],
where we take BEL(a, ip) to have as intended meaning "agent o believes proposition <£>". KDA5n
consists of the following axioms and rules for
i = 1,... ,n :
Al All instantiations of tautologies of the propositional calculus
A2 BEL(i, ip) A BEL(i, ip -> V) -> BEL(i, V)
(Belief Distribution Axiom)
A4 BEL(i,<p) ->BEL(i,BEL(i,tp))
(Positive Introspection Axiom)
A5 ->BEL{i,tp) -> BEL(i,-.BEL(i,v>))
(Negative Introspection Axiom)
A6 -.BEL(i, -L) (Consistency Axiom)
Rl From ip and tp —>■ ip infer ip (Modus Ponens)
R2 From <p infer BEL(i,cp)
(Belief Generalization)
In the semantics, there are accessibility relations Bi that lead from worlds w to worlds
that are consistent with agent i's beliefs in w.
Thus, BEL is defined semantically as follows:
w|=BEL(t,</>) iff
t f= (p for all t such that wBit.
Note that the Bi need not be reflexive, corresponding to the fact that an agent's beliefs need
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not be true. On the other hand, the accessibility relations Bi are transitive, euclidean and serial. These conditions correspond to the axioms
of positive and negative introspection and to the
fact the agent has no inconsistent beliefs, respectively. It has been proved that KD4Sn is sound
and complete with respect to these semantics.
(The property of negative introspection is controversial; we are agnostic about this and dropping [A5] will not have important consequences
for the logical framework presented in this paper.)
One can define modal operators for group
beliefs.
The formula E-BELGM is meant
to stand for "every agent in group G believes </?". It is defined semantically as w f=
E-BELG(V) iff for alii 6 G, w \= BEL(*,y»)),
which corresponds to the following axiom:
Cl E-BELG(y>) <-> /\ieGBEL(i,cp)
A stronger operator is the one for collective
belief, which is similar to the more usual common knowledge. C-BELGM is meant to be true
if everyone in G believes (p, everyone in G believes that everyone in G believes ip, etc. Let
E-BELG(</?) be an abbreviation for E-BELG(y),
and let E-BELG+1 (</>) for k > 1 be an abbreviation of E-BELG(E-BELG (<£)). Thus we have
w \= C-BELG(p) iff™ (= E-BELG(p) for all
k > 1. Note that even collective beliefs need
not be true, so w (= C-BELG(V) need not imply w \= tp. Define t to be G-reachable from s
if there is a path in the Kripke model from s to
t along accessibility arrows Bi that are associated with members i of G. Then the following
property holds (see [15]):
s \= C-BELG(V) iff t\= <p for all t
that are G-reachable from s.
Using this property, it can be shown that the
following axiom and rule can be soundly added
to the union of KD&5n and [Cl]:
C2 C-BELG(v) -» E-BELGfo> A C-BELG(V>))
RC1 From y> -> E-BELG(V> A <p) infer
ip -> C-BELG (ip) (Induction Rule)
The resulting system is called KD4b%, and it
is sound and complete with respect to Kripke
models where all n accessibility relations are
transitive, serial and euclidean [15].

Some of the ways in which individual beliefs
can be generated are updating, revision, and
contraction. The establishment of collective beliefs among a group is more problematic. In [18]
it is shown that bilateral sending of messages
does not suffice to determine collective belief if
communication channels may be faulty, or even
if there is uncertainty whether message delivery
may have been delayed. We assume that in our
groups, a more general type of communication,
e.g. by a kind of global announcement, can be
achieved. A good reference to the problems concerning collective belief and to their possible solutions is [15, Chapter 11]. In any case, it is
generally agreed'that collective belief is a good
abstraction tool to study teamwork.

3

Individual motivational attitudes

Our approach to describe motivational attitudes and related aspects is minimal in the sense
that we aim to deal with concise necessary and
sufficient conditions. Additional aspects appearing on the stage in specific cases may be addressed by refining the system and adding new
axioms. After an introduction of the notation,
this section focuses on individual goals and intentions, and gives a short overview of our choice of axioms and corresponding semantic conditions from [22].
3.1

COMM{a,b,<p)
COMM(a,b,ß)
GOAL(a,y>)
GOAL(o,/3)
stit(a, <p)
done(a,ß)
INT(a,y>)
INT(a,/3)
E-INTG(v>)
E-INTG(/?)
C-INTG(v?)
C-INTG(/3)
C-COMMG,.p(V)

Notation
C-COMMG,P(/3)

In our framework, most axioms relating motivational attitudes of agents appear in two forms:
one with respect to propositions, the other with
respect to actions. These actions are interpreted
in a generic way — we abstract from any particular form of actions: they may be complex
or primitive, viewed traditionally with certain
effects or with default effects [6, 7, 8], etc.
A proposition, on the other hand, reflects the
particular state of affairs that an agent aims
for. In other words, propositions represent the
agent's higher level goals. Again, we abstract
from particular methods of achieving them; e.g.
they may be realized by particular plans.
Table 1 gives the formulas appearing in this
paper, together with their intended meanings.

agent a commits to agent b
to make ip true
agent a commits to agent b
to do/?
agent a has as a goal that
ip be true
agent a has as a goal to do ß
agent a sees to it that ip holds
agent a has done ß at the
previous moment
agent a has the intention
to make ip true
agent a has the intention
to do ß
every agent in group G has the
intention to make <p true
every agent in group G has the
intention to do ß
group G has the collective
intention to make ip true
group G has the collective
intention to do ß
group G has a collective
commitment to make tp true
by plan P
group G has a collective
commitment to do ß
by plan P

Table 1: Formulas and their intended meaning
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The symbol <p denotes a proposition and ß an
action. Even though it may seem from the table
as if the formulas have only an informal meaning (perhaps derived from so-called folk psychology), this is actually not the case. In fact,
the individual motivational attitudes are primitive but are governed by axiom systems and
corresponding semantics, while the social and
collective motivational attitudes are defined by
axioms in terms of the individual ones.
3.2

Individual goals and intentions

In Rao and Georgeff's [22], individual beliefs,
goals, and intentions are formalized as primitive
notions and given a formal semantics. We take
their semantics as a basis for our formalization
of collective motivational attitudes, and refer the
reader to [22, 24] for details, especially completeness and decidability proofs. However, we give
a short description here, providing the background needed to follow this paper.
As a reminder, the temporal structure is a discrete tree branching towards the future, as in
Computation Tree Logic CTL, which is used for
studying concurrent programs (see [14] for a semantic and axiomatic treatment). The different
branches in such a time tree denote the optional
courses of events.that can be chosen by an agent.
Primitive events are those events that an agent
can perform and that determine the next point
in the time tree. The branch between a point
and the next point is labeled with the primitive
event leading to that point. For example, if there
are two branches emanating from a single time
point, one labeled "go to dentist", and the other
"go shopping", then the agent has a choice of
executing either of these events and moving to
the next point along the associated branch.
The temporal operators include inevitable (<p)
(in all paths through the point of reference <p
holds), optional(<p) = -iinevitable(-«p), Oip (somewhere later on the same path, y? holds) and
ip U tp (v until ip, i.e. either <p holds forever
on this path, or,- as soon as it stops holding, ip
will hold). Formulas are divided into state formulas (which are true in a particular state) and
path formulas (which are true along a certain
path). Here follows our definition, which adapts
Rao and Georgeff's single-agent definition to the
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n-agent case with a set of agents A:
51 each atomic proposition is a state formula;
52 if (p and ip are state formulas, then so are
-up and (p A ip;
53 if (p is a path formula then inevitable (tp) and
optional((p) are state formulas;
54 if (p is a state formula, then so are BEL(a, ip),
GOAL(a,(p) and INT(a,y?) for all a € A;
PO if (p and ip are state formulas, then Otp and
ip U ip are path formulas.
As to Kripke semantics, we consider each possible world to be a temporal tree structure as
described above with a single past and branching
time future. Evaluation of formulas is with respect to a world w and a state s, using ternary
accessibility relations Biy D{ and I{ on corresponding to each agent's beliefs, goals (or desires),
and intentions, all of which lead from a pair of
a world and a state in it to a world. Evaluation
of formulas at world-state pairs is defined in the
obvious manner inspired by CTL and epistemic
logic. Here we give only our n-agent adaptation
of the definitions for goals and intentions, where
the expression M,ws (= tp is read as "formula ip
is satisfied by world w and state s in structure
M". For ! = l,...,nwe have:
M,ws \=GOAL(i,tp) iff
Vv with (w,s,v) e Di, M,va \= if
M,ws |= INT(ij¥>) iff
Vu with (w, s,v) e Ii, M,vs\= <p
The full definition of formula evaluation can
be found in [24], and some examples are given
in [22]. We will need this notion of possible
worlds throughout the rest of this paper.
Rao and Georgeff [24] give an axiomatization
of a basic BDI-logic for the single-agent case,
which includes all CTL-axioms for the temporal
component. For the epistemic operator BEL the
modal system KDA5 is used, which we adapt to
KDA5n for n agents (see the previous section).
For the motivational operators GOAL and INT
the axioms include the system K, which we adapt for n agents to Kn. For i = l,...,n the
following axioms and rules are included:

Al All instantiations of tautologies of the propositional calculus
Rl From ip and <p -»■ ip infer tp (Modus Ponens)
A20 (GOAL(t, <p) A GOAL(i, ip ->V) -+ GOAL(i, ip)
(Goal Distribution Axiom)
A2/ (INT(i, v) A INT(i, ip -> V) -* INT(i, V>)
(Intention Distribution Axiom)
R2D

From 9? infer GOAL(i, y?)
(Goal Generalization)

R2/ From ip infer INT(i, (p)
(Intention Generalization)
In a multi-agent system, an agent starts from
goals. As an agent may have many different objectives, its goals need not be consistent with
each other. Then, the agent chooses a limited
number of its goals to be intentions, which are
chosen in such a way that consistency is preserved. Thus for intentions Rao and Georgeff assume, as we do, that they should be consistent.
This can be formulated as follows:
A6/ -JNT(i,±) for i = l,...,n
(Intention Consistency Axiom)
Rao and Georgeff also add an analogous axiom
for the consistency of goals. However, it was argued above that an agent's goals are not necessarily consistent with each other. Thus, we adopt
the basic system Kn for goals. Nevertheless, in
the presented approach other choices may be adopted without consequences for the rest of the
definitions in this paper.
In order to formulate the axiom that captures the fact that the set of an agent's intentions
is a subset of its goals, we will first give a semantic intuition. Because intentions are chosen goals, one would expect the trees that are
intention-accessible for an agent to be narrower versions of the trees that are goal-accessible;
after all, some optional courses of events have
been left out by the agent when going from goals to intentions. This semantic condition is
formulated more precisely below. At first sight one would formulate the fact that intentions
are chosen goals as INT(i,<p) -> GOAL(i,y?) for
all formulas. However, for some strange formulas this formula does not hold on the intended

models, for example INT(i, inevitable (ip)) ->■
GOAL(z, inevitable^)) need not hold when the
intention-accessible worlds are narrower versions
of the goal-accessible ones. For, inevitablap
says that <p should hold on all branches through
the point of evaluation; thus inevitable? may
hold on the narrower tree of intention-accessible
worlds but not on its supertree of goal-accessible
worlds.
Thus, a syntactic definition is needed to formulate a restricted version of the intention-goal
compatability axiom. O-formulas are defined to
be those formulas that contain no positive occurrences of inevitable (this is a somewhat stronger
definition than Rao and Georgeff's, but easier to
understand and use). The intuition behind 0formulas is that their truth is preserved when going from a narrower tree to its supertrees. Note
that inevitable^) is not an O-formula, and indeed, as was shown above, its truth is not always
preserved when going from a narrower tree to its
supertree.
For ip an O-formula, we adopt Rao and Georgeff's axiom of goal-intention compatibility,
which belongs to the multi-modal extension of
their basic BDI axiom system. Thus, adapting
to the n-agent case, intentions are stronger than
goals: they are chosen goals.

ID-SA1 INT(i)¥>) -+ GOAL(i,y>)
for i = 1,... ,n.

This axiom corresponds to the following semantic condition: for all w' which are goalaccessible for agent i from (w, s), there is a w"
which is intention-accessible for agent i from
(w,s), and which is a subtree of w'. Intuitively, a world w" is a subtree of w' if w" contains fewer paths, but is otherwise identical to
w' (see RG95).
Rao and Georgeff prove soundness and completeness of their basic BDI-logic and some
extensions with respect to suitable classes of models by a tableau method, and also give decidability results using a small model theorem. It is
easy to see that their methods can be extended
to our choice of axioms for the n-agent case.
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4

Social commitments

As [2] showed, it is important to distinguish between individual intentions, bilateral commitments, and collective motivational attitudes. A
social commitment between two agents is not as
strong as a collective commitment among them
(see subsection 5.2), but stronger than an individual intention of one agent. If an agent commits
to a second agent to do something, then the first
agent should have the intention to do that. Moreover, the first agents commits to the second
one only if the second one is interested in the
first one fulfilling its intention. These two conditions are inspired by [2], but we find that for
a social commitment to arise, a third condition
is necessary, namely that the agents are aware
about the situation, i.e. about their individual
attitudes. Such awareness, expressed in terms
of collective belief, is generally achieved by communication:

by other agents in the group. This metaknowledge ensures proper replanning and coordination as was discussed in [10].
The strongest commitment strategy is followed by the blindly committed agent, who maintains its commitments until it actually believes
that they have been achieved. Formally,
COMM(a, &,¥>)->
inevitable[COMM(a,b,tp) U
BEL(o, tp)]
Single-minded agents may drop social commitments when they do not believe anymore that
the commitment is realizable. However, as soon
as the agent abandons a commitment, some
communication and coordination with the other
agent is needed. For open-minded agents, the
situation is similar as for single-minded ones,
except that they can also drop social commitments if they do not aim for the respective goal
anymore. As in the case of single-minded agents,
communication and coordination will be involved as expressed by the axiom:
COMM(a, &,¥>)->
inevitable[COMM(a,b,ip) U
{BEL(a, if) V
(->BEL(a, optional Otp) A
done(communicate(a, b, ->
BEL(a, optional Otp))) A
done (coordinate (a, b, tp)))
V(-.GOAL(a, (p) A
done(communicate(a, b, -iGOAL(o, tp))) A
done(coordinate(a, b, tp)))}].

COMM(a,6,vj) -H INT(a,<p)A
GOAL(fe, stit(a, tp)) A
C-BELG(INT(a, tp) A GOAL(6, stit(a, tp)))

where stit(a,tp) means that agent a sees to it
(takes care) that tp becomes true (see [26]).
4.1

Commitment strategies

The key point is whether and in which circumstances an agent can drop a social commitment.
If such a situation arises, the next question is
how to deal with it responsibly.
We define three kinds of agents according to
the strength with which they maintain their social commitments. The definitions are inspired by those in [22] for intention strategies.
The need for agents' responsible behaviour led
us to include additionally the social aspects of
communication and coordination. We assume
that the commitment strategies are an immanent property of the individual agent and that
they do not depend on the goal to which the
agent is committed, nor on the other agent to
whom it is committed.
We also assume that each agent knows which
commitment strategies are adopted by itself and
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5

Collective motivational attitudes

Groups are created on the basis of collective intentions, which are defined in subsection 5.1.
However in this paper we abstract from the ways
in which groups are formed, and refer the interested reader to [5, 19, 31]. The behaviour of such
groups will be studied with respect to both collective intentions and collective commitments,
which are defined in subsection 5.2. The creation of a collective commitment is based on the
corresponding collective intention and hinges on
the allocation of actions according to an adopted plan. However, some agents in the group

may not have delegated actions while still being
involved in the collective intention and the collective commitment. The group exists as long as
the collective intention among them exists.
When creating a collective commitment, the
group as a whole is known, including the metaknowledge about the members' commitment
strategies. For simplicity we assume that an
agent's commitment strategy persists during
plan realization, after which it is allowed to
change its strategy.
The reader will note that collective intention
and collective commitment are not introduced
as primitive modalities, with some restrictions
on the semantic accessibility relations (as in
e.g. [3]). We do give necessary and sufficient
conditions for such collective motivational attitudes to be present. In this way, we hope to
make the behavior of a team easier to predict.
In the philosophical and MAS literature there
is an ongoing discussion whether collective intentions may be reduced to individual ones plus
collective beliefs about them (see [29, 2, 17]).
Even though our definition seems to be reductive, it involves nested intentions and collective
epistemic operators, and for this reason is deeper
than a simple compound built out of individual
intentions and collective beliefs about them by
propositional connectives only.
Let us stress again that we have tried to find
minimal conditions for collective intentions and
collective commitments to be present, and not to
weigh down the definitions with all aspects that
play a part in the establishment of collective intentions and commitments. Such elements as
conventions, abilities, opportunities, power relations and social structure (see [27, 28, 31] for
a thorough discussion) certainly are important,
and we leave open the possibility of defining and
using them in specific cases where they play a
crucial role, for example in the form of additional axioms.
5.1

Collective intentions

In order to establish a collective intention among
the members of a group, a necessary condition
is that all members of the group have the associated individual intention, and that it is a
collective belief in the group that all members

have this intention, i.e. all members of the group
are aware of this. In fact, this condition is taken to give the full definition of collective intention in [23] (see [31] for a similar definition of
collective goal). However, this condition is certainly not sufficient. Imagine that two agents
want to achieve the same goal but are in a competition in which both want to be the only one
to achieve the goal. Suppose also that it is a
collective belief among the two agents that both
want to achieve this goal. In this case the agents
cannot be said to cooperate: they do not have
a collective intention, even though the necessary
condition stated above is fulfilled.
This example suggests adding an extra condition in the definition of a collective intention:
all members in the group should intend the other
members to have the associated individual intention ; and it should be a collective belief in the
group that this is so.
In order to formalize the above two conditions
for collective intentions among a group G, let
us recall that <p stands for a proposition and
a for an action. The formulas E-INTG(y) and
E-INTG(a) (standing for "everyone intends")
are syntactically defined in a similar way as the
operator for "everyone believes", namely by the
following axiom:
E-INTcfoO*» /\WT{i,<p)
Now we are ready to adopt the following
axiom defining collective intentions (the analogous axioms for actions a hold as well):
<-»
E-INTG(y>) A C-BELG(E-INTG(¥>))
A E-INTG(E-INTG(v>))

C-INTG(V)

AC-BELG(E-INTG(E-INTG(V>)))

5.2

Collective commitments

Inspired by [2], we treat collective commitment
as the strongest motivational attitude to be considered in teamwork. In our opinion a collective
intention is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a collective commitment to be present.
A collective intention may be viewed as an inspiration for team activity, whereas the collective commitment reflects the concrete manner of
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achieving the intended goal by the group. This
concrete manner is provided by planning. Thus,
our approach to collective commitments is planbased.
5.2.1

Social plans

We see planning," including means-ends analysis,
as a two-step process. The first step is task division or decomposition, in which the question
is adressed how to decompose a complex task tp
into (possibly also complex) subtasks tp\,..., tpn.
This step is followed by task allocation, in which
actions are associated to the subtasks constructed in task division, and these are given to team
members. This results in pairs < <Xi,b > of a
possibly complex action <Xi that realizes task tpi
and an agent b. To make a social plan complete, the temporal structure among these pairs
should be established. This is reflected in the
recursive definition of a social plan expression,
adopted from [23] and inspired by dynamic logic. The plans on which collective commitments
are based are always represented as social plan
expressions.
• If p is an atomic action and y is an agent,
then < p,y > is a well-formed social plan
expression;
• If tp is a well-formed state formula and y
is an agent, then <\<p,y > (standing for y
to achieve (p) and <?ip,y > (standing for y
to test the truth of condition tp) are wellformed social plan expressions;
• If a and ß are well-formed social plan
expressions, then < a;ß > (sequential composition), < a || ß > (parallellism) and
< a | ß > (non-deterministic choice) are
well-formed social plan expressions.
The last part of the definition introduces the
temporal relations between the execution of actions. Paradigmatic aspects like negotiation,
communication and coordination are all involved
in planning. The result of the whole planning
process is a plan P, represented as a social plan
expression.
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5.2.2

The definition of a collective commitment

Let us turn to a definition of collective commitment based on the plan P. A collective commitment among a team can only be established
or maintained if the group has the associated
collective intention.
In addition, for every one of the subgoals
tpi,...,tpn established during task division that
together constitute the overall goal tp in question, there should be one agent in the group
who is socially committed to at least one (mostly
other) agent in the group to fulfil the subgoal.
Moreover, there should be a collective belief in
the whole group that the plan will be entirely realised, i.e. that all actions have been adopted by
committed members of the group. The defining
axiom below reflects all these characteristics.
C-COMMaAf) *» C-INTG(v)A
/\ V COMM{a,b,tpi) A
<fli€Pa,b€G

C-BELG( /\

V COMM(a, 6, ¥>,•))

•Pi€Pa,b€G

Unlike other definitions of joint or collective motivational attitudes (see e.g. [21, 31]), this definition of collective commitments is easy to understand and to use. Because the definition is part
of an internal theory, it has pragmatic power:
agents can take the whole process of building
and revising collective commitments into their
own hands.
Let us stress that this definition is parsimonious: we consider social commitments and
collective beliefs about them between pairs of
agents, instead of among the team as a whole. It
is not assumed that all agents in G know the plan
P. Let us stress that in this definition the team
as a whole is aware that social commitments between team members have been established in
the proper way, without explicit knowledge of
each bilateral commitment. This kind of explicit knowledge can be incorporated when needed.
Also, some other approaches to collective commitments (see e.g. [31]) consider triggers for
commitment adoption formulated as preconditions. If needed, these may be incorporated into
our framework as well by adding an extra axiom.

Our approach is especially strong when replanning is needed. In fact, in a constantly
changing environment it often occurs that during action execution some agents do not fulfil
their delegated actions. The problem of replannig properly and efficiently in such circumstances is called the .reconfiguration problem, which
will be treated in the next two sections. In contrast to [31], using our definition of collective
commitment it is often sufficient to revise some
of the pairwise social commitments, instead of
involving the entire team in the replanning process. This is a consequence of basing our definition of collective commitment on an explicitly represented plan, and of building it from pairwise
social commitments. In effect, if the new plan
resulting from the analysis of the current situation within the team and the environment is as
close as possible to the original one, the process
of replanning is maximally efficient. Note that
in contrast to other approaches ([31], [21]), the
collective commitment is not iron-clad: it may
vary in order to .adapt to changing circumstances, so that the collective intention on which it
is based can still be reached.
Even though the definition of collective commitment is intuitive, its complexity calls for a rigorous maintenance of all motivational attitudes
involved in CPS, especially during reconfiguration. This is the subject we turn to now.

6

The four levels of CPS

We base our analysis of CPS on the four-stage
model of [31], containing the consecutive stages of potential recognition, team formation, plan
formation and team action. These stages will
be viewed as levels of abstraction and constitute
together an abstract architecture. Taking into
account the unpredictable environment, all four
stages have a dynamic character and require methods reflecting this. When defining the levels
we abstract from particular methods and algorithms meant to realize level-associated goals,
but instead formulate their final results and associate them with appropriate individual, social,
and collective motivational attitudes.

Level 1: potential recognition
The starting point of the cooperative problem
solving process is the overall goal that should be
achieved. In this paper, as in [31], we restrict
ourselves to the situation with one fixed overall
goal and one agent that takes the initiative to
achieve that goal. Analogous to [31], we consider CPS to begin when some agent in a multiagent environment recognizes the potential for
cooperative action to reach the overall goal <p of
the system.
Input and output of potential recognition
The input of the potential recognition stage is
an agent a, a goal ip plus a finite set T of agents
from whom a potential team may be formed.
The output at this stage is the "potential for
cooperation" that the initiator a sees with respect to <p, denoted as POTCOOP(a,ip), meaning that:
• (p is a goal of a (GOAL(a, (p));
• either a cannot achieve </? by itself, or it believes that it does not have any (complex)
action at its disposal which realizes (p and
which it has as a goal to execute in isolation:
-.CAN(a,v>)V
BEL(a, ^[AGENTS^, {a}) A
MEANS-FOR(/?,¥>) A GOAL(a,/?)])
• there is a group G such that a believes that:
- G can collectively
(C-CANGM),

achieve

</?

- members of G have the right distribution of commitment strategies to do so
(STRATA, GO)
- they are willing to participate in team
formation (Vi G Gwilling(i,(p))
Now, we are ready to present the formal definition of potential for cooperation with respect
to the overall goal ip. All formulas that are used
in the definition are presented informally in table 2.
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KNOW(a,¥>)
AGENTS(/3,G)
MEANS-F0R(/3,¥>)

CAN(a,v?)
C-CANG(v5)
willing(i, tp))
STRATA, G)

agent a knows that tp
group G is precisely the set
of agents required to perform
the action ß
the (possibly complex) action
ß is a means to realize
the goal tp
agent o can individually
achieve goal ip
group G can collectively
achieve goal tp
agent i is willing to
participate in team formation
with respect to goal tp
group G have a suitable
distribution of commitment
strategies to achieve ip.

Table 2: Formulas needed for the definition of
potential recognition

POTCOOP(a, tp) «* GOAL(a, tp)A
{-nCAN(o,v>)V
BEL(o, ^3/3[AGENTS(/J, {a}) A
MEANS-FOR(/3, tp) A GOAL(o, ß)])} A
3G C TBEL(o,C-CANG(y) A
STRATA, G) A
Vi € G willing (i,tp))

Next, the ingredients occurring in the above
definition of POTCOOP(a, <£>) will be refined. The informational attitude KNOW(a, tp)
is discussed in section 2.
The predicate
MEANS-FOR(/3, tp) is meant to associate appropriate means, a possibly complex action ß, to a
goal tp:
MEANS-FORO0, ¥>)<->
inevitable (happens (ß)

happens(ß;tp?)).

Thus MEANS-FOR(/3, tp) means that on all paths, after action ß happens, the test for proposition tp is successful, i.e. tp is true. Here, the
straightforward interpretation of happens (ß) is
that action ß happens next on the current path.
We find that an agent a can individually
achieve goal tp if there is a (possibly complex)
complex action ß such that a knows that a itself
is the single agent required to perform ß, and
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that ß is a means to realize tp. Using the previously defined predicates, individual ability can be
formally defined as follows:
CAN(a,p)<4
3^(KNOW(o, AGENTS(/3, {a}) A
MEANS-FOR03, ¥>)))•

Here, the primitive predicate AGENTS (ß, G),
meaning that group G is precisely the set of
agents required to perform action ß, is taken
from [31]. Note that our definition of individual
ability itself is not recursive, and differs from the
one in [31].
The definition of collective ability of a group
G to achieve tp should be decomposed in terms
of individual abilities of team members. For this
purpose the overall goal tp is split into a number
of subgoals «pi,..., tpn. These subgoals can be
viewed as instrumental to the overall goal. Together they constitute tp and are compared with
the individual abilities of the agents. We propose that a goup G can collectively achieve goal
tp if tp can be split into subtasks tpi,...,tpn that
constitute it, and such that for all these subtasks there is a team member j in G who can
individually achieve that subtask. Formally:
++ 3<pi, • ■ ■, 3<fin
(constituted (pi,...,tpn >,tp) A
Vi<n3j€GCAN(j,<pi)).

C-CANG(V)

The willingness willing (b,tp) to participate in
the team formation is modelled as the agent's
belief that it is optional that it is possible that
it will have the individual intention to reach the
overall goal. Formally willing (b,tp) stands for
BEL(6, optionalomT(b, tp)). This does not conflict with the agent having different intentions
INT(6, ip), even if tp is inconsistent with the overall goal tp. Note that the agent's willingness
to participate in team formation does not mean
that the agent will necessarily be a member of
the resulting team.
Unfortunately, STRATA, G), the right distribution of commitment strategies, can not be defined in terms of individual commitment strategies. The reason is that this notion is not compositional. In fact we have to take the overall
distribution of commitment strategies as primitive and regard it as a kind of constraint on indi-

vidual commitments. Whenever the set of individual commitment strategies of the members is
a suitable distribution for the whole group then
the individual commitment strategies are also
suitable.
Let S = {blind, single-minded, open-minded}
be the set of commitment strategies and s* € S
and constituted <pi,.-.,<pn >,<p) and j < n
and i € G then indstT&t(i, Si,tpj,G,(p) denotes
the fact that agent i uses commitment strategy
Si to achieve (pj, as part of the overall goal (p and
being a member of the team G.
A suitable commitment strategy for an agent
i is defined as follows:
If
constitute(< <pi,...,(pn >i#
/\i6G indstrat(i, s<, <pj, G, ip)
-> STRATA, G)
then
for all i, si is a suitable commitment strategy
for agent i (to achieve tpj in team G as part of
the overall goal <p).
As output of a successful outcome of this
stage, track is kept of the sequence (G\,..., Gn)
of all relevant groups G C T for which a sees potential for cooperation with respect to the main
goal. It will be of use when the need for reconfiguration appears.
Level 2: team formation
Suppose that agent o sees the potential for cooperation to achieve (p. Somewhat different
from [31], we find that during the team formation stage agent a attempts to bring it about
in some group G that the group has the collective intention to make (p true (see section 5.1).
The input of this stage is agent a, a formula ip
and sequence of potential groups (Gi,...,Gn)
as output by stage 1. The output of a successful outcome of this stage is one group G from
(Gi,..., Gn) together with a collective intention
among G to achieve (p, which includes corresponding individual intentions of all group members.
This is done by subsequently attempting to establish the collective intention among Gi, G% etc.,
until this succeeds for some Gi. The sequence
of still untried potential groups (Gj+i,..., Gn)
is stored for revision purposes.

Level 3: plan generation
The input of this stage is a team G together
with its collective intention to achieve a goal (p.
The final successful outcome of this stage is the
collective commitment C-COMMG,P(V) of the
group G based on the social plan P (see section 5.2). In AI and MAS literature many methods of planning have been proposed. Prom our
perspective, the most interesting one is planning
from first principles. In the MAS context, we
may assume that this method includes task division and task allocation. We will discuss this
method now.
During a successful run of the plan generation stage, first, an adequate task division of ip
into a sequence of (possibly complex) subtasks
ipi,...,tpn is constructed, ensuring the certain
realization of the collective goal. These subgoals can be viewed as instrumental to the overall
goal. Together they constitute <p and are compared with the individual capabilities and opportunities that the agents are believed to have.
This step is followed by task allocation, in
which actions are associated to the subtasks constructed in task division, and these are given to
team members. This results in pairs < cti, b > of
a possibly complex action a* that realizes task ipi
and an agent b. For an appropriate allocation of
actions to agents, not only agents' abilities and
resources, but also their commitment strategies
are taken into account. To make a social plan
complete, the temporal structure among the pairs < cti, b > should be established. This is reflected in the recursive definition of a social plan
expression. The plans on which collective commitments are based are always represented as
social plan expressions.
Note that team members' characteristics, such
as abilities, commitment strategies and resources, may already play a role at the stage of task
division. Therefore, meta-knowledge about all
involved aspects within the team should be accessible. The result of the planning process is a
plan P, represented as a social plan expression.
Note that there is a close interplay between task
division and task allocation.
In effect, at the plan generation level all agents
from a group socially commit to carry out their
respective subtasks, and to communicate about
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these social commitments in order to establish
pairwise mutual beliefs about them. This information exchange concludes the collective part
of plan generation. The final successful outcome of this stage is collective commitment
C-COMMGtp{tp) of the group G based on the
social plan P. Because of our strong notion of
collective commitment, this definition of the successful outcome of the stage of plan generation
is somewhat stronger than the one in [31].

Level 4: plan execution / team action
This level includes execution of actions and
the reconfiguration procedure.
At the level
of plan execution, all team members aim at
realizing their own subtasks from the collective commitment C-COMMG)p(v?) constructed
at stage 3. Thus they start executing adequate
agent-specific actions. Many different situations
may occur, some of which imply reconfiguration
among the group, an aspect which is not treated explicitly in [31]. We will discuss reconfiguration in the sequel. In terms of motivational
attitudes, plan realization amounts to the maintenance of social commitments and associated
individual intentions.
The successful outcome of the stage of plan execution is that all subtasks making up the social
plan P have been carried out by the agents who
were socially committed to do them, the team's
collective commitment and that by the success
of their actions the goal (p of the collective commitment has been achieved.
Now we are ready to define success and failure
of the system as a whole. The system fails if the
overall goal <p is not realizable by any team from
the relevant set T; the system succeeds otherwise.

6.1

The structure of the system

The diversity of the system's functions should
be reflected in the structure of the system: in
addition to agents realizing the domain problem
solving there need to be agents aiming at the
proper organization of DPS, all of them operating on different levels. The goals of such organizing agents could be the following:
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• To organize the control on particular levels;
let us note that here such complex tasks
like cooperation, communication and negotiation are involved.
• To realize the reconfiguration method as the
interplay between different levels.

7

The reconfiguration method

The dynamics of the system will be reflected in
the cycle of the system. In order to achieve a given overall goal, one cycle realizes the following
consecutive steps: potential recognition, team
formation, plan generation, and plan execution.
In the perfect case a group achieves the goal
in the way it was planned from the very beginning. In the more common non-perfect case disturbances appear in the first cycle of the system
at some level. In such a situation some kind of
reconfiguration is necessary. Because the need
to reconfigure may appear at every moment, the
cycle of the system will be referred to as the reconfiguration algorithm. The main purpose of
the algorithm is the proper maintenance of collective commitments. To properly deal with the
variety of situations the reasons of disturbances
have to be recognized. Therefore, a few definitions will be introduced.
An action execution fails for an objective reason if it is not realizable by anybody in the
present team in the current state of the world.
An action execution fails for a subjective reason if the agent to whom it is delegated does not
believe that he can achieve it.
The problem of choosing adequate properties
of a reconfiguration method may be viewed as
an open question, possibly related to the type of
application considered. When formulating the
reconfiguration algorithm, we chose some intuitive properties corresponding to classical strategies adopted in backtracking. We postulate that
the system behaviour should preserve continuity.
This means that, if an obstacle appears, the problems are solved by moving up in the hierarchy,
but as little as possible. Thus, one moves to the
nearest point up in the hierarchy of levels where
a different choice is possible. If such a point does
not exist anymore, the reconfiguration algorithm
fails. In other words, depth-first search is used.

7.1

remember the previous task allocation and
give "old" (or similar) tasks to agents that
were assigned them before. Thus, division
and allocation should not be viewed independently.

Conservativity

The continuity criterion is context-independent.
As the basis of local decisions a context-sensitive
criterion would be valuable. When new rounds
at particular levels are necessary, the question
arises which results should be preferred based
on the failed ones. The answer to this question
is certainly context-dependent and requires formulation of a specific notion of the distance between teams, goals, plans, etc. It seems that for
a wide class of application domains, the system
should behave in a rather conservative way.
In our case, conservativity (or inertia) entails that the collective commitment that is being
carried out should change as little as possible.
In particular, conservativity includes:
• When team formation is not realizable for
the current sequence of teams, a new round of potential recognition is needed, taking care that the new sequence of potential
teams is as close as possible to the previous
one.
• If a task division is not realizable by the
current team a round of team formation is
needed in order to create a new team for
the current collective intention, taking care
that as few as possible team members are
replaced by new ones.
• When making a new task division for the
current collective intention and the team,
one should take care that as few as possible
tasks are replaced by new ones. In particular, one should try to reinclude the tasks
that have been carried out already into the
new plan, so that hard work is not thrown
away unnecessarily.
• When making a new task allocation for the
current task division one must take care
that as few as possible tasks (and only subjectively failed ones) are reassigned.
• During replanning as a whole, one should
take care that the new social plan is as close
as possible to the previous one, taking into
account tasks that have already been successfully achieved. This entails that even in
the case of a new task division, one should

7.2

Reconfiguration algorithm

The (informal) description of the reconfiguration algorithm below is meant to be generic: a
pattern of behavior is described in terms of abstract level-associated procedures (i.e. potentialrecognition, team-formation, task-division, taskallocation, plan-execution), without fixing any
particular method or strategy. Input and output parameters, as well some other conditions of
these complex procedures are commented in the
algorithm itself. Let us stress, that each of these
procedures may succeed or fail - in this sense the
structure of each abstract level is analogical.
To make the algorithm's structure more transparent, we decided to bind a label with each
level-associated procedure and to use the goto
statement.
In the algorithm an assignment of new
social and individual motivational attitudes
is made to create a new collective commitment. In this sense this algorithm may be
viewed as a revision of motivational attitudes.
In the body of the algorithm phases of belief revision and motivational attitudes revison are distinguished, without further refinement. They are realized by abstract
procedures belief-revision and motivationalattitudes-revision, after motivational-attitudesassignment. Let us note however, that in the
description of the algorithm we have resigned
from explicitly splitting collective motivational
attitudes into individual and social ones. Also,
for the sake of simplicity, the above procedures haven't fixed the number of parameters, but
their proper use is always implied by the context.
Let us stress that system failure and success
are realized by the complex procedures systemfailure and system-success, respectively. It is
also assumed that all the required information
is available at the development-time.
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Reconfiguration algorithm:
begin
{input of the system:
Q - a goal of agent S;
S - the agent that is input to the system and that will recognize potential;
T - a set of agents from whom potential teams are selected}
A: potential-recognition (Q, S, H, T);
{input: Q, S, T}
if not (potential-recognition-succeeded) then
{S does not see any potential for cooperation with respect to goal Q}
system-failure;
STOP
else
{potential recognition succeeded - output: H - a sequence of teams H =(Gi,..., Gn)
with the potential to realize Q}
initialization-of-motivational-attitudes(Q,S);
{the attitude POTCOOP(S', Q) is established}
B: team-formation (Q, S, H, G);
{input: Q, S, H}
if not (team-formation-succeeded) then
{the collective intention w.r.t. Q cannot be established among any of the teams from H;
return to the potential recognition level for S to construct a new sequence of potential
teams for which it sees cooperation potential w.r.t. Q}
goto A
else
{team formation succeeded - output G: a set of agents aiming to realize Q; Suppose G is the
first unused G{ from H for which the collective intention towards Q can be established}
motivational-attitudes-assignment (Q, G);
{the collective intention C-INTG(Q) of G towards Q is established here}
C: task-division (Q, G, R);
{input: Q, G}
if not (task-division-succeeded) then
{task division failed; return to the team-formation level in order to attempt the first unused
Gi+i from H to establish collective intention towards Q}
goto B
fi;
{task division succeeded - output: R - a sequence of subtasks together realizing Q;
i.e. the first part of a social plan P}
D: task-allocation (Q, G, R, P);
{input: Q, G, R}
if not (task-allocation-succeeded) then
{task allocation failed; return to the task division level}
goto C
{task allocation succeeded - output: a social plan P corresponding to subtask sequence R}
motivational-attitude-assignment (Q, G, R, P);
{the collective commitment C-COMMGJP(Q) among G to goal Q with respect to social
plan P is established (including corresponding social commitments to subtasks from R)}
{plan execution part starts here}
E: plan-execution (Q, G, R, P);
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{input Q, G, R, P}
if plan-execution-succeeded then
{all actions that constitute the plan P are successfully executed; agents' beliefs and
motivational attitudes need to be revised to reflect that the overall goal Q is achieved
as well as agents' subgoals from R}
belief-revision (Q, G, R);
motivational-attitudes-revision (Q, G, R, P);
system-success;
STOP
elseif
{some action execution failed: differentiation of reasons for failure}
Fl:if subjective-reason-for-failure(Q, P, G, R, Rl, R2) and
not (objective-reason-for-failure(Q, P, G, R, Rl ,R2)) then
{Rl: the sequence of tasks from R that have been successfully achieved thus far;
R2: the sequence of pairs (A, X) of tasks that failed plus reasons for failure,
where X=ob or X=sub}
{for every action that failed, it failed for a subjective reason, i.e.

\/A e R VX({A, X)eR2->X = sub)}
belief-revision (G, R, Rl, R2));
if task-reallocation-possible then
{for every action that failed for a subjective reason, there is another team
member believing it can achieve it, i.e. VA G R VMi, M2 G G((A, sub) G R2
ACOUM(Ml,M2,A) -> 3M3 G G(Mi / M3 A BEL(M3, CAN(M3,A))));
before an attempt at task reallocation based on P, Rl and R2 is made,
a revision of motivational attitudes is needed}
motivational-attitudes-revision (Q, P, G, R);
goto D
elseif
{no task reallocation is possible: a new task division is needed}
goto C
fi
fi
{there are also objective reasons for failure, i.e. 3A G R({A, ob) G R2)}
F2: belief-revision (G, R, Rl, R2);
{investigation whether the objective reason for failure blocks achieving the goal Q}
if blocked(Q) then
{the objective reason for failure blocks achieving the goal Q}
system failure;
STOP
else
{the objective reason for failure does not block achieving the goal Q;
a new task division is needed, return to the task division level}
goto C
fi
fi
end
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Let us trace the cycle of the system during
a realization of the reconfiguration algorithm.
When consecutive steps of reconfiguration go
well, changes of individual, social and collective
motivational attitudes are commented in the description of the algorithm. Let us focus on the
points where failure of the four main stages of
the process takes place.
The failure of the potential recognition level
(see the label A) meaning that agent S does not
see any potential for cooperation with respect
to the goal Q, leads to the total failure of the
system.
The failure of the team formation level (see
the label B), meaning that the collective intention with respect to Q cannot be established
among any of the teams from H, requires a return to the potential recognition stage to construct a new sequence of potential teams.
The failure of the task division level (see the
label C) requires a return to the team formation
level in order to establish a collective intention in
the chosen new team from H and may be viewed
as the reconfiguration of the team together with
a change of motivational attitudes on the level
of collective intention and respective individual
attitudes.
The failure of the task allocation level (see the
label D) requires a return to the task division
level in order to create a new sequence of tasks.
This may be viewed as the reconfiguration of the
first part of a social plan P to realize the goal Q.
When, finally, a collective commitment is established, the failure of some actions together constituting the social plan P requires the reconfiguration of motivational attitudes on the level
of collective commitment.

7.3

Complexity of the reconfiguration
algorithm

Let us recall that the reconfiguration algorithm
is an abstract one. Thus, it is meant to be instantiated for each particular application.
When defining the levels we abstracted from
particular methods meant to realize levelassociated goals, but instead formulated their
final results and associated them with appropriate motivational attitudes. Procedures realizing level-associated goals are rather complex.
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Especially the plan generation / formation level, including task division and task allocation,
is complex from both the AI and the MAS perspective. As for the first perspective, planning
is involved. If done from first principles, planning is in general undecidable [4], while for limited domains it may still be tractable. If, on the
other hand, a plan library is used, searching the
library may be complex as well. As for the MAS
perspective, the aspects of communication, negotiation and coordination come to the fore on
the level of plan generation. Even though the
work on negotiation is still in progress, it is quite clear that the procedures being proposed are
usually rather complex [25]. The same holds for
coordination.
On the level of plan execution, belief revision,
which is known to be NP-hard, is repeatedly performed. Also, if there are objectively failed tasks, it needs to be checked whether their failure
blocks the overall goal. This kind of consistency
check is co-NP complete. Let us stress that all
the complex aspects mentioned here have to be
treated in any rigorous approach to the reconfiguration problem.
As for the global structure of the reconfiguration algorithm, it is based on backtracking
search. In the generic case, when not using
any domain-dependent information, contextdependent improvements as obtained in informed search methods cannot be made.
However we did use forward checking in the
algorithm in the check whether an objectively
failed task blocks the overall goal. Next, in order
to be certain that the search method is complete
and optimal, iterative deepening may be used.
It doesn't increase the time or space complexity
when compared with depth-first search. Due to
its exponential space complexity, breadth-first
search is no option for reconfiguration.
We would like to stress that our definition
of collective commitment ensures efficiency of
reconfiguration in two ways. Firstly, all the
motivational attitudes occuring in the definition of collective commitment are defined in a
non-recursive way. This allows straightforward
revision of all relevant motivational attitudes.
Secondly, only pairwise social commitments to
subtasks appear in the definition of collective
commitment, so that replanning and motivatio-

nal attitudes revision are made less complex.
Thus, in contast to [31], using our definition of
collective commitment it is often sufficient to revise some of the pairwise commitments, instead
of involving the entire team in the replanning
process.

8

Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we have provided a formalization
of social and collective motivational attitudes of
agents within strictly cooperative groups. Special attention was paid to the strongest attitude: collective commitment. Our approach
is inspired by Castelfranchi's pre-formal discussion [2]. We share his opinion that commitments
are stronger than intentions, in the sense that it
is commitments, not intentions, that trigger action execution. Our contribution is the formal
characterization of collective commitments, viewed from the perspective of teamwork, which
is reflected in a plan towards achieving a given goal. The collective commitment hinges on
pairwise social commitments between the team
members to realize the actions resulting from the
generated decomposition of the overall goal.
Then, we have provided an abstract multilevel architecture which makes it possible to properly deal with CPS, based on the BDI paradigm. In particular, we stressed the need of
the proper treatment of all motivational attitudes — individual, social, and collective, through
all stages of CPS. To achieve this we introduced, as in [31], levels of abstraction reflecting the
main aspects of CPS, namely potential recognition, team formation, plan generation, and plan
execution. The main contribution is the reconfiguration algorithm respecting the property of
continuity, which entails that replanning should
be more efficient than when other (e.g. blind)
methods are used. Also our definition of collective commitment is meant to ensure efficient
replanning because of the pairwise social commitments involved. In addition, it seems that in
many domains, conservativity is the appropriate
criterion to guide local choices during reconfiguration.
When defining a general-purpose reconfiguration method some problems have been left aside.
We do not take into account questions concer-

ning heterogeneity of the system. Our agents are
allowed to be dissimilar and to have different
problem solving perspectives, reflected in local
expertise of domain solvers and global / strat&r
gic expertise of CPS organizers. Howevejv aJÜ,of
them need to communicate, and some to cooperate and coordinate, despite their differences.
We agree with [30] that agents' diversity should
be restricted by possessing common ontologies,
in this case with respect to action effects and
motivational attitude^
Tuomela TuomelaÖö considers we-intentions
Instead of collective commitments to be the prerequisite for collective activity. His pre-formal
definition is agreement-based, in contrast to our
plan-based collective commitments. In his view,
this agreement need not be fully specified. Therefore, there is no concrete representation of collective plans leading to collective actions in his
approach.
In [16] Grosz and Kraus give an interesting definition of partial shared plans, but do not treat
reconfiguration as a separate subject. Rao, Georgeff and Sonenberg [23] consider related issues
with an emphasis on the ontology and semantics of social agents carrying out social plans,
but they do not provide a generic reconfiguration method either and work with pre-given
plans instead of plans that can be adapted on
the fly. Also, their definition of collective intention is not sufficiently strong, as we argued in
subsection 5.1.
The need for reconfiguration was recognized by other authors, and some of the abovementioned papers treat certain aspects of recon-figuration or apply it to specific cases. Our pa-i
per, in contrast, provides a rather methodological approach to maintaining all motivational
attitudes.
Haddadi [17] gives an internal or prescriptive
approach that characterizes the stages of CPS in
a manner similar to [31]. She introduces the notions of pre-commitments and commitments between pairs of agents and presents an extensive
and well-founded discussion of their properties,
including important aspects like communication.
However, in contrast to our approach, she does
not go beyond the level of pairwise commitments
and is not explicit about their contribution to
collective behavior in a bigger team.
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Another question addressed in this paper is
when team members can responsibly drop their
social commitments. We adopt the perspective
that strategies for dropping a social commitment
are agent related. This is in contrast to Wooldridge and Jennings' social conventions for adopting and dropping joint commitments: their
conventions are task related. When defining the
commitment strategies in the context of teamwork, we introduced the aspects of communication and coordination with interested team
members.

9

Further research

The reconfiguration algorithm is meant to be generic: a pattern of behavior is described in terms
of abstract level-associated procedures, viewed
as a sort of black box with specified input and
output parameters. Future work will be to formalize the framework and to prove desired properties like efficiency of replanning. Then, the
reconfiguration algorithm may be implemented
for some applications.
The next step should be a transformation of
black boxes into glass ones. When designing multiagent systems a good balance between communication and reasoning is of importance, nevertheless communication is always necessary. In
recent systems models of communication range
from rather inflexible communication protocols
to more sophisticated constructions based on
speech acts. What is missing is a more in-depth
analysis of different types of communication. In
[9] we have tried at least partly to fill this gap.
Our approach is based on the rigorous typology
of dialogues, distinguishing persuasion, negotiation, inquiry, deliberation, and information seeking. In that paper we give a short characterization of the above dialogue types and discuss
their role during teamwork, on the basis of the
four-level structure discussed in the present paper. In [5] the analysis for the first two stages
of CPS, potential recognition and team formation, is taken a step further to the level of speech
acts. Future work will be to complete the formal
normative model of CPS related dialogue types.
Thus it will be possible to prove that in given
circumstances the dialogue results in a certain
outcome.
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Abstract
XJDOME is a set of tools and techniques for those who wish to speed up development ofDistributed COM applications and improve their quality. DOME supports graphical modeling, code generation, simulation, deployment, monitoring and management. The simulation mode enables the
developer to simulate the entire distributed application in virtual time on a single machine. After
simulation step the application can be deployed onto the target network and managed via DOME
Application Viewer. During run-time DOME platform enables the developer to collect and watch
statistics, inspect threads and synchronization objects, view logs. DOME platform supports building ofmobile agent systems on top ofDCOM services. It provides for agent migration and DCOM
security.
Keywords: multi-agent systems, DCOM, simulation, modeling, RAD
1. Introduction
Mobile agents are attracting interest from fields of
distributed systems, information retrieval, electronic commerce and artificial intelligence as a
rapidly evolving technology. This area suffers a
lack of industrial-strength development tools support.
In this paper we present XJ DOME — run-time
and development environment for building mobile
agent system on top of Microsoft DCOM services.
It also provides graphical specification of object
behavior, as well as simulation and visualization
services. XJ DOME may tightly integrate with MS
Visual C++ Developer Studio. Thus, DOME provides the developer with friendly environment
from specification through debugging to real execution stage.
2. The current state of mobile agent systems market
The vast majority of the agent systems available
are research prototypes and only a few of them
have users outside their own university or research
institute. The most known are Aglets (IBM, Japan),
Mole (University of Stuttgart, Germany),
Telescript (General Magic, USA) and AgentTcl
(Dartmouth College, USA). Aglets and Mole support Java, AgentTcl supports Tel, Telescript has its
own language.
However, there are no high-level rapid application
development (RAD) environments for agents development. Also, at the moment there is no mobile
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agent system based on DCOM platform. The implementation of mobile agent system for DCOM
enables to utilize its performance advantages (execution of native code and full access to OS services)
and integration with MS Windows NT security.

3. XJ DOME run-time environment
XJ DOME run-time environment supports the following models of mobile agents:
• Lifecycle
• Computational
• Communication
• Navigation
• Security
The lifecycle model provides services to create, destroy, save and restore mobile agents. The computational model heavily relies on Win32 services at the
moment. The navigation model handles all issues
referring to transporting an agent between two
places. The communication model defines communication between agents. The security model defines
rules of mutual access for agents and network.
We build our communication, navigation and security models on top of Microsoft DCOM. This allows
the developer to fully exploit the advantages of Microsoft industry standard for Windows environments. This also greatly simplifies dealing with numerous security issues intrinsic to mobile agent systems.

4. DOME Application Editor
The basic services provided by XJ DOME Developer Studio are:
• Creation of COM components in visual environment with complete code generation (for
both static and dynamic components)
• Debugging of timings and synchronization and
performance estimation of a distributed application by simulating it in virtual time on the
developer's machine
• Deployment of the application components
over the target network
• Monitoring of the distributed application: collect and display statistics, inspect threads and
synchronization objects, view logs, etc.
•

Management of the distributed application via
COM interfaces using standard controls

For rapid prototyping of distributed COM applications XJ DOME offers Application Editor, see
Figure 1. It includes graphical COM Object Diagram and Statecharts editors. DOME Application
Editor generates the complete application code including IDL, C++, resources, and MS Visual C++
project. It builds the application components using
MS Visual C++ command-line compiler. DOME
Application Editor drastically saves developer's
time on the early design stages. Later on, when
"COM skeleton" of the application becomes more
stable, the developer can continue with MS Visual
C++ environment using built-in DOME Wizards.
5. Wizards for MS Visual C++
DOME can be used with new projects as well as
with the legacy software. In the latter case DOME
functionality can be added to the application
gradually. By following a set of simple rules one
can easily instrument COM objects under development to use DOME simulation, deployment,
visualization and management facilities. To automate this work DOME adds to MS Visual C++
development environment a set of wizards covering all related tasks:
• DOME App Wizard — creates a skeleton application project.
•

Add DOME Object — adds an object with
support of standard DOME interfaces and
skeleton implementation to the application project.

•

Add Child Object — adds aggregated or contained child object to DOME object.

•

Add COM pointer — adds a COM pointer to
DOME object. DOME Objects communicate by
calling methods of each other via COM pointers
that are in turn set up by DOME run-time environment.

•

Add DOME Thread — adds a control thread to
DOME object. DOME objects can have several
control threads and spawn them dynamically.

•

Add DOME Statistics — adds an ability to collect statistics to DOME object. On execution
stage the statistics is available for monitoring in
DOME Viewer.

•

Add DOME Log — adds a log access point to
DOME object. DOME a feature that allows the
user to watch logs of several objects deployed to
different hosts.

6. Simulation
Simulation is used for preliminary analysis of the
application correctness and estimation of its performance. In the simulation mode the most detailed
information on threads and synchronization objects
is available online in DOME Application Viewer,
see Figure 2. The user can run the application stepby-step, stop upon a certain condition, e.g. when
enough statistics is collected, etc. Using automation
the developer can program DOME to run multiple
simulation sessions to find optimal parameter values
or to test the application scalability. All the simulation is performed on a single developer's machine.
DOME simulates the application in virtual time, thus
making arbitrary complex experiments possible on a
single workstation.
Simulation is supported by DOME Engine that implements IDomeEngineSite interface. The application objects developed according to DOME technology invoke the functions creating new objects,
threads, synchronization objects, delaying thread
execution, waiting for events, etc. through
IDomeEngineSite. In the normal execution mode
such call is transparently passed to the local operating system (in fact, the call does not even leave the
local machine, as the engine is represented there by
a lightweight DOME Engine Proxy object). In the
simulation mode, the engine takes care of thread
scheduling, synchronization and time.
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7. Visualization
The user can monitor the running application with
DOME Application Viewer. The viewer retrieves the
information via IDomeObject interfaces
implemented by DOME-compatible application
components and displays the global picture of the
application, including:
• Application objects and their hierarchy
• Threads
• Synchronization objects
• Statistics
• Logs
• Inspection views
• IDispatch interfaces of objects
The details of the displayed information depend on
the execution mode. Namely, in the simulation mode
the user can watch the current states of the synchronization objects and threads, and wait queues,
whereas in the normal mode these details are not
available.
The user can request information about running
agents on the specific nodes and view their statistics, as well as access their properties and status
information.
8. Management
The user can manage DCOM application with
DOME Application Viewer. Before the application
starts the user chooses the execution mode (simula-

tion or normal), root objects and gives deployment
instructions for static objects.
When the application is running, commands available
in the viewer depend on the execution mode. In simulation mode the user has full control over the application execution. Since DOME Engine manages time and
synchronization, the user can run the application stepby-step, stop, watch the activity of the selected object,
etc. In the normal execution mode time and synchronization are managed by the operating system. In any
mode the user can change the COM properties of any
application object with DOME IDispatch Browser.
9. Example
As an example (see Figure 3), consider a file searching system. Its purpose is to find a file with a name
corresponding to the given pattern and containing
given text in it. The search system consists of two
parts. The first one is an application that interacts with
the user, requests corresponding patterns and reports
the result on search completion. Another part of the
search system is a mobile agent that travels through
the domain and performs search procedure on every
host in the domain. Due to the use of DCOM security
model the agent has the same privileges as the user
who launched it. As the agent finishes visiting hosts
in the domain, it returns to the launching system and
transfers the results to the front-end application, which
reports them to the user.
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10. Future Works
As DOME is considered as a framework technology that can be used as a basis for building distributed applications with predictable quality of service, we are working in three directions:
• Implementing general-purpose distributed algorithms in DOME objects, such as distributed
termination, distributed snapshot and distributed deadlock detection.
• Developing DOME object-compatible simulation models of communication and navigation
models for mobile agent systems and communication media (networks and protocols) for
better prediction of application performance.
• Incorporating UML Statecharts engine into
DOME objects for enhancing clarity and expressive power of object behavior specification.
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NEGOTIATION ON DATA REALLOCATION IN
DISTRIBUTED INFORMATION SYSTEMS
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Abstract
This paper concerns the problem of data reallocation in systems consisting of several
informational servers. This problem may emerge when each server processes queries of the clients
in its geographical area and it has to often retrieve the needed data from the other servers, that
resulting in profit losses. Under these circumstances data reallocation may take place after the
negotiation among the servers.
Keywords:

negotiation,

distributed

Nowadays large information systems
need to be distributed and working in network
environments. Such a system usually consists
of a set of database servers located in
different geographical areas. Each server
contains some information related to specific
topics. The pieces of information stored on
different servers are not intersected. When a
client makes a request, the server either finds
the needed data on itself or has to ask another
server for the data. As an example we may
mention the Data and Information System
component of the Earth Observing System of
NASA [1]. Another example is the TORIS
system [2]. TORIS is a toponimic research
system in Northwest Russia and consists of a
number of TORIS-servers which contains
data on toponims of different language origin
and of different categories. For processing a
query a server receives a certain amount of
payment, but if it has to retrieve some data
from the other servers, it pays itself for the
data and transportation. As long as the server
mainly exploits data stored locally, it has
some acceptable profit. But when, at some
moment, the situation changes and the server
begins to ask for data another servers more
and more, it may have substantial losses. So
the current data allocation need to be
reallocated in order all the servers have profit
of some predefined level.
Let us describe the above mentioned
situation in a more formal way. Suppose we

information

systems,

data

allocation.

have a set of information servers distributed
in the Internet. Let the set be denoted by S =
{su s2, ... , s„), n > 2. Each server has a
number of datasets stored on it. Let D denote
the whole set of datasets: D = {d\, d2, ... ,
dm}, m > 1. Each dataset has the length l(d,)
measured in data units. A (A c= D, i' = 1,... ,n;

(JA , /= l,...,»; HA *0> V= 1,-A *J)
>,j

is the number of datasets stored on s,, so we
arrive at the distribution of the datasets among
the servers: W = {Du D2, ... , A}, n > 2.
Each server s, has expenses due to the storage
of data: st_costt * /(A), where stcosti is the
cost of storing one data unit on a server.
Every client must pay cosU for
processing one query by his server s,. If the
server s, cannot process the query itself, it
asks s* for the data and has to pay
dist{s*)*tr_cost* l(d*)+sr_cost, where dist{s )
- virtual distance to s*, trcost - is the cost of
transportation of one data unit over one
distance unit, srcost - the payment for s to
process the query from s,.
Thus, the server s, has the following
profit per a day:
Pi = costfKi - YJ ( dist(/)*tr_cost*
d'

l(d*)+sr_cost) - stcostj* /(A),
where AT, is the whole number of queries that
s, processed, d* is the datasets which were
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retrieved from the other servers and A is the
set of datasets stored locally.
At every moment t e {1, 2, ... , 7} the
servers calculate their profits (expenses), rates
of requesting both their own (local) datasets
and remote datasets. And if the profit of the
server s, become less than the predefined level
Uj, then s, may propose reallocation W of the
datasets so its profit greater than or equal to
Ui and the others reply 'Yes' or 'No'.
Let us consider the possible situations.
1. All the servers said 'Yes'. In this case the
proposed
reallocation
is
simply
implemented.
2. There is a server that said 'No'. Then we
have a set A of severs which agreed with
the proposed reallocation and a set B of
severs which disagreed with the proposal.
There might also be a set C of severs
which are indifferent. (If C = 0, then
AKJB = S).
Under these circumstances the
following restrictions take place:
• the servers of A stop answering queries
from the servers of B and vice versa;
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•

as the servers cannot processed some
queries they are imposed with penalties so
their profit would be P,' = P, - u<£'),
where JK is the number of unprocessed
queries.
Hence, until the servers reach an
agreement on data reallocation, they have
losses. In order to stop having losses the
server has to negotiate on data reallocation,
and as a negotiation protocol we use Nash
bargaining solution.
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Abstract
There are two approaches to modelling the mechanics of robots, the (standard) Newton-Euler
approach based on the use of generalised coordinates and the constraint dynamics approach
which uses redundant coordinates and computes the forces ofconstraint explicitly.
Based on our experience with particle simulations, we have used the constraint dynamics
approach, both in the Euler-Lagrange and Hamiltonian formulation because we believe that it has
the following advantages:
• A better ability to deal with robot complexity, since the method has been used to simulate
molecules with many thousands of constraints for which it would be impossible to find
generalised coordinates,
• Better performance, in that the matrix in the linear equations for computing the constraint
forces is usually sparse with algebraically simple elements, whereas that for the matrix in the
linear equations for the computation of the generalised accelerations is usually full with
complicated elements involving expensive trigonometric functions.
• // leads to better software because the variables and equations are closer to the original
physics so that 00 and agent-oriented paradigms can be employed.
This form of analytical mechanics has been combined with artificial force fields to automatically
programme redundant robots involved in welding complex ship sections. The force fields are
designed to ensure collision avoidance and task performance in a virtual world whose geometry is
specified in the CAD model of the ship design. Deviations of the real worldfrom the model one are
detected by simple sensor systems and the programs corrected on the fly.
The notion of multi-agency enters in two ways. The form of analytical mechanics used views the
robot as a collection of rigid bodies connected by joints which are modelled as constraints. The
robot components can be thought of as a collection of agents which communicate with each other
through the mutual forces of constraint arising from the external force fields. In this way,
purposeful behaviour of the overall robot can be thought of as emerging from agent
communication and the influence of the agent environment.

Introduction
Statistical Mechanics
Statistical mechanics is the branch of
mathematical physics which deals with predicting
or approximating the macroscopic behaviour of
mfimte-dimensional systems of Newtonian
particles. The dynamics of such a system is
described in terms of the Hamiltonian function

H(p,q) = T(p,q) + U(p,q)
where T and U are the kinetic and potential
contribution to the total energy. An equivalent
approach is the d'Alembert or Euler-Lagrange
formulation. The evolution is described by the
Hamiltonian differential equations
Interacting Hamiltonian systems with more than a
few degrees of freedom ^ usually chaotic
However, under suitable conditions, a
Hamiltonian system may converge to a region of
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the (p,q) phase space which is "ordered" in some
way, for example, a solid.
It is notoriously difficult to achieve analytic
results for such complex systems, so that the main
tools of investigation are molecular dynamics,
which solves the equations of motion numerically
and computes the macroscopic properties of the
system as time averages, and the Monte Carlo
method, which generates new configurations of
the system by moving particles at random and
computes macroscopic properties as ensemble
averages over configuration space.
There are a couple of significant differences
between the two approaches. Molecular dynamics
is normally carried out at constant energy, so that
properties such as temperature emerge as the time
averaged kinetic energy. The Monte Carlo method
proceeds at constant temperature, and in fact,
suppresses dynamic information.
According to the ergodic hypothesis, properties
for the same system computed by both methods
should be the same. Interestingly enough, the
Monte Carlo method has directly inspired the
technique of simulated annealing, which has been
used as an optimal search technique in artificial
intelligence.
The first work suggesting that particle dynamics
would be useful in artificial intelligence was due
to Khatib [1], who achieved promising results
with planning collision avoiding trajectories for
simple 2-dimensional simulated robots by solving
their equations of motion in an artificial force
field attracting "the tool center to a goal and
repelling the robot from obstacles.
This work inspired us to try to use the method for
automatically planning trajectories for real,
redundant robots in 3-dimensions performing
welding of geometrically complex components of
very large ships being constructed at the Odense
Steel Shipyard. To do this, we had to generalise
Khatib's work in ways:
• Since the robot used was actually a composite
10 degree of freedom manipulator consisting
of a standard 6-axis industrial robot and a 3axis (xyz) gantry, we needed a more compact
mathematical description than that contained
in the usual description of mechanics in terms
of generalized coordinates.
• We needed to design force fields to ensure that
the parts of the robot and obstacles in the environment could be prevented from colliding.
Both the parts of the robot and objects in the
environment were represented in a standard
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graphics manner as surfaces consisting of
polygonal patches.
• We needed to restrict the motion of the tool in
relation to the task curve in the situation
where the robot was actually welding.
The first and third problems were solved using the
techniques of constraint dynamics which had been
developed in the field of molecular dynamics.
The second problem was solved by trial and error.
.,. dH .,.
dH

«CO-^PO—jj-

Constrained dynamics
All but the simplest mechanical systems are
constrained. Thus, the 2-dimensional simple
pendulum, in which a point mass moves on a
circle, has only one degree of freedom, because
one has been removed by requiring that the
distance of the mass from the point of support
must remain constant. The dynamical effect of
this constraint on the coordinates is a force along
the string which ensures that the mass moves in a
circle.
The information contained in this force is lost
when the normal physicist's method of describing
the system in terms of a single generalised
coordinate, usually the angle between the string
and the vertical direction, is employed. Constraint
dynamics is a technique of formulating the
problem using the original (redundant) Cartesian
coordinates (x,y) of the point mass and explicitly
solving for the constraint force.
Other types of constraint relevant to robotics are
the restriction of the mutual motions of two
component rigid bodies connected by revolute,
prismatic and revolute joints imposed by those
joints and the requirement that the tool center
moves on the task curve. These constraints can all
be represented as (usually quadratic) algebraic
relations between the coordinates of the form
f(q)=a constant
or, in their time-differentiated form
Grad(f(q)).q'(t)=0
This equation has the geometrical interpretation
that the velocity has no component in the direction
of the normal to the surface in configuration space
defined by the constraint, which means that the
force associated with that constraint only has a
component in the direction of the normal and the
mechanical interpretation that the constraint

forces can do no work. In feet, other, so-called
non-holonomic constraints, such as those
expressed by requiring that the instantaneous
point of contact of a wheel rolling on a surface is
at rest with respect to that surface have a similar
Pfaffian form which we may write in matrix form
as,
J(q)q'(t) = 0
but are not normally a total derivative, and
therefore not integrable. We do not consider such
constraints here as they do not arise in the
applications described in this paper.
When there are many geometrical constraints,
their intersection is a manifold of lower dimension
equal to the number of degrees of freedom of the
system and whose normal is a linear combination
of their gradients, as are therefore the constraint
forces. Efficient numerical methods exist for
computing the constraint force components in the
d'Alembert equations of motion
Aq"(t) = external forces + Transpose(J) T
where A is the (usually diagonal) inertia matrix,
by solving a sparse set of linear equations for the
constraint forces T.
Force fields
The most well-known force fields, the Coulomb
forces due to electric charges and harmonic forces
which model springs, should actually be used with
caution in this context. Coulomb forces are very
long-ranged and can cause artefacts in finite sample simulations. Harmonic forces lead to linear
equations of motion, and, if used to model rigid
bodies, require a very short time step in the simulation.
These forces also have the property of being
spherically symmetric, which makes them
unsuitable for modelling artificial forces between
the very non-spherical parts of robots and their
surroundings. There are two strategies for
designing efficient non-spherical forces. One is
encapsulation, where we try to efficiently cover
the relevant surface with a small number of
encapsulating ones, such as ellipsoids [2]. The
other is to compute the shortest distance between
polygonal facets of the surface [3]. This is a
quadratic programming problem for which
efficient algorithms exist.
As the artificial forces act in a virtual world, we
are not limited to simple examples from physics.
As an example, Perram and Demazeau [4]
modelled the force (actually the motive power or

braking force) to be applied by a driver to a car so
as to avoid collision with another car it is
following as complicated functions of the relative
position and velocity which imitated the way a
human driver would behave. Thus it is possible to
build in a certain amount of
individual
intelligence into these forces. It of course needs to
be checked that the forces thus designed produce
the desired sort of global behaviour.
Another example of a non-physical force is the socalled thermostatic force, which couples the
kinetic energy of the system to a heat bath [5]
whose kinetic energy or temperature can be
controlled. This method can be used to move the
robot's tool center smoothly onto the task curve or
to control its velocity according to the demands of
the process model as it moves along the task
curve.
Mechanical agents
At this point, the author may be curious as to what
all this has to do with agents. Consider the parts of
a robot modelled as rigid bodies. At any instant,
the state of each part is described by its coordinates, velocities and a set of parameters expressing its goals and beliefs in terms of force fields.
At each step, these are updated according to the
forces, or external influences, each part experiences. While the artificial force fields usually
have the form of pair-wise additive contributions,
the constraint forces and the thermostatic forces
do not, since they are global properties of the
system. Although these are conveniently and efficiently computed using numerical algorithms,
they have the same character of a negotiation between the components. This line of thought indicates that there is a close connection between
multi-agent systems and statistical mechanics [4].
Emergent trajectories
Assuming that the force fields have been suitably
designed, numerical solution of the mechanical
equations yields joint configurations at the rate of
about 100 Hz. Although this is sufficient to plan
trajectories in real time, the initial ship welding
application produced an offline program valid in
the virtual world defined by the CAD model of
the work piece. Because of the high tolerances in
shipbuilding, the small geometrical deviations of
the real world from the CAD model could be
measured on line using rather simple touch
sensors and the program corrected.
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Current versions of the system involve much more
sophisticated sensors such as laser range finders
or vision, so that perceived changes in the
environment can be fed directly back to the CAD
model so that the numerical simulation proceeds
on line.
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Abstract
The goal of this talk is to try to identify complexity problems specific to multi-agent systems.
Clearly, the multi-agent systems inherit the relevant traditional problems related to
communicational complexity, security, learnability etc. But they have also their own problems
implied by the individual simplicity of agents, their intensive interaction with the environment,
their cooperativeness and adaptiveness. We assume that the computational resources of any
particular agent are very limited, though the basic actions and tools to construct and modify the
current behavior can be chosen from a sufficiently powerful set. The problem is to distribute
these resources between agents and supply them with initial procedures of behavior and that of
modifying their behavior which would permit the cooperative agents to accomplish repetitive
tasks. A general principle of adaptation of the collectivity of agents to the environment, given a
type of tasks to accomplish, is the principle ofminimizing this or that criterion with the flavor of
epsiIon-entropy of metric spaces. Such a notion gives some basis to compare the qualify of
algorithms of behavior and the quality of algorithms of adaptation. Though the minimum of the
chosen entropy-like criterion could be hard to reach, the diminishing of this criterion can be
treated as an indicator of a good algorithm of adaptation. Within the same framework of basic
notions one can give quantitative criteria for other features ofagents behavior.
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DATA AND KNOWLEDGE MINING
IN MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
Nikolay G. Zagoruiko
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Abstract
■ The modern methods the Data Mining (DM) and Knowledge Mining (KM) and possibility
the using it for improving some features of agents and multi-agent systems as a whole are
considered. At a microlevel the DM and KM methods can be used to supply to the agents skill
and desire to reason by analogy, to conduct the self-analysis and to aspire to self-perfection.
On macrolevel these methods can allow the agent to use intuition during the analysis the
regularities of social behavior the other agents, rating their competence and objectivity at the
collective solution of tasks.
Keywords: data and knowledge mining, taxonomy, pattern recognition, filling gaps,
prognosis, self-analysis, self-perfection and intuition.

1. Introduction
Let's explain in the beginning what we
understand under Data, Knowledge
and Data and Knowledge Mining.
Initially the data reflects the separate
facts: "the house N°l: a material brick, height - 25 M "; "the house >fs2:
a material - tree, height -7 M, color of
walls - gray", etc. After the analysis of
these data it is possible to discover
regularities of such kind: "The houses
described in a database, are divided on
height into three classes: < 5 m, 6 - 12
m and > 12 M "; " If (material - tree),
then (height < 10 M) ". Our
understanding of investigated objects
became more general, we, as though,
"have taken and have lifted on a
surface" the regularities hidden in a set
of the separate facts. The discovered
regularities are formulated as easily
perceived by the man and convenient
for the further machine processing, and
are referred here as "knowledge". The
methods of the information analysis,
providing the transition from the data
to knowledge we refer as Methods of
Data Mining (MDM).
We enter the metrics into
knowledge space allowing to measure
distances between any two knowledge
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[1]. It gives possibility to analyze
knowledge
contained
in
the
Knowledge Base by the methods,
similar to those used for data analysis.
As a result, the regularities hidden in
the
Knowledge
Base,
i.e.
Metaknowledge, of such type are
found out: " the knowledge described
in the Knowledge Base, usually
contains no more than 7 predicates ";
"concerning structure and values of
predicates the knowledge are precisely
divided into two classes: knowledge
about village houses and knowledge
about urban houses ", etc. The methods
of discovering regularities on set of
knowledge we call here as Methods of
Knowledge Mining (MKM). The
MDM are widely applied in various
systems of artificial intelligence.
Recently the MKM have begun to be
applied as well. What can give their
application for creation of agents with
highly developed intellectual and
emotional characteristics?
2. The agent of a partner type.
At a level of the separate
agent the urgent task is to transform it
from the passive assistant into the
active partner of the user. What

qualities should the good partner have?
Apparently, each of us would like to
have the partner, which would
reasonable, i.e. have wisdom (to be
able to choose the purposes, to put
tasks), mind (to be able to build the
effective plans of achievement of the
chosen purposes) and will (to have
desire and forces for achievement of
the purpose). It will be well
coordinated to the basic postulate of
Russian philosophical school, that in
all reasonable there is a base triad: an
idea, word and act. Therefore, the
agent of a partner type except the skill
to fulfil the tasks of the user should
have the following intellectual and
emotional functions:
under the
initiative of formulation the reasonable
tasks, to choose methods of their
solution and to solve the formulated
tasks.
The modern methods of DM
and KM seem to be useful in
achievement of such purpose. In
particular, with their help the agent can
constantly supervise a status of the
information base, finding out various
imperfections in it. At detection the
gross errors or blanks in the data and
knowledge it can stress attention of the
user on them and offer the variants for
correction of this mistakes and filling
of blanks. Comparing available and
new data and knowledge, the agent can
find out the contradictions between
data,
knowledge
or
between
knowledge and data and formulate an
inquiry to the user or to other agents
and experts to eliminate these
contradictions. Finding out arising
changes in regularities, the agent may
focus attention of the user on them and
offer the forecasts of possible
consequences of these changes. At
detection noninformative, duplicating,
out-of-date data and knowledge the
agent with the consent of the user can
remove them in archive, thus raising
reactivity. Making classifications of

the data and knowledge, the agent may
structure
the
information
thus
accelerating the process of a logic
inference. What methods can help to
realize such set of skills and wishes?
Let's give the brief description of these
methods.
3. Algorithms for improvement of
the data table.
For filling gaps, discovering
and correction the mistakes in the data
table agent can use the algorithms of
the ZET family [1]. Let us consider for
simplicity, that initial data are of the
type "object-property' table, where
strings (J,2,...i,...l,...m) correspond to m
objects
a(i),
and
columns
(l,2,...j,...k,...n) - to n features or
properties x(j). Let us suppose, that
value b(ij) of y'-th property of z'-th
object is unknown for us and we want
to obtain its predicted value. Let us
name the elements, placed in /'-th string
and y'-th column, intersection of which
corresponds to predicted element, the
"basic" elements; After normalization
the values of each table column the
competent matrix is chosen, including
r strings, the most similar to the base
string /', and v columns, most tightly
connected with the base column j. As
the measure of string similarity we
may use distance between them in
Euclid space of properties, and as the
measure
of
intercorrelation
(dependency) of properties - modulus
of correlation coefficient. Each /-th
string of the competent matrix obtains
the weight L(il), proportional to its
competence, which increases with the
decrease of the distance between /'-th
and ./'-th strings. In the same way,
competence L(jk) of each &-th column
increases with increase of its
correlation withy'-th column. L value
varies from 0 to 1. The next step is
construction of r linear regressions
between /'-th string and all /-th
competent strings. From each of such
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regressions, knowing the value of
element b(lj) in /-th string, one can
obtain the variant of prediction of the
missed element value in /-th string b(ij,l). Averaging of obtained variants
with competence weights gives the
variant b(ijl), worked out with
participation of all r strings:

bQjD^KüJrm'Zmi)
1-1

1=1

In the same way we determine
the variant b(ij2), obtained by
averaging of predictions b(ij,k) from
all v columns with weight, equal to

b(ü2) = ±b(ij,k)*LUk)/±L<jk)
k=l

k=\

competence!,^ of these columns:
.Final variant of predicted
value is obtained, for example, by
simple averaging of predictions from
strings and columns: b(ij)'
{b(ijl)+b(ij2)}/2. The level of trust to
the received result can be estimated by
the dispersion criterion [2]: the
higher is dispersion of the forecasts
of sets b(ij, I) and b(ij, k), the greater
mistake of the final forecast b(ij)'
will be. It can appear that the available
information is not sufficient for the
sure forecast of absent value. In this
case the agent will repeat attempts of
filling of available blanks at each
receipt of the new data. The
modification of this base algorithm can
be used for the solution of many other
agent tasks. So, with the help of ZET
the agent can predict all known
elements of the data table and compare
these predictions to actual values. If
the distinction between the fact and
forecast will exceed some threshold,
the agent will inform the user about it.
It can appear that it is the unique fact,
which is dropping out of regularities in
the given table. In this case user
confirms its validity. It frequently
happens, that the gross blunder is
found out. In this case user either
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replaces erroneous value by the correct
one, or charges the agent to find
correct value. For performance of this
task the agent uses all internal
resources:
expands structure of
competent
submatrix,
applies
knowledge from the knowledge Base,
calculates required value with the help
of the model of the investigated
phenomenon - if such model exists. If
the satisfactory result is not received,
the agent puts aside a multi-agency
network and searches necessary data,
knowledge or model in accessible
information bases of other agents. At
last, through the appropriate agent, it
can address to the user being the expert
in interesting area, the request to state
the judgement about the given fact. If
as a result of all these actions it is
possible to find the value well agreed
with the available data and knowledge,
the agent informs user about
performance of the task. Otherwise, the
agent in process of receipt of the new
data and knowledge will repeat
constant searches of the correct
solution, reminding the user about the
trouble in a Database. At each moment
of time it is possible to find the sum S
of distinctions between the actual data
and their ZET-predicted values. The
value of S can help the agent to
indicate the Database perfection and
stimulus for self-perfection. If £
exceeds some allowed threshold value,
the agent includes all mechanisms of
correction of a situation described
above in a time free from performance
of the user task. ZET-methods allow
separating the actual data from out-ofdate information. The agent predicts
elements of each line and analyzes
"age" of lines contained in the
competent submatrix. If the regularities
of process inducing the data vary in
due course, then to every line of age T
there will correspond the set of
competent lines with age near T. In
result, for the current moment of time

it is possible to find the greatest age T
of lines contained in competent
submatrix. The agent can consider
lines with age, larger than T as
"irrelevant" and transfer them from a
working field to archive under the
consent of the user. It raises reactivity
of the agent and simultaneously serves
for the user as the information on
occurrence of essential changes in
behavior of investigated object or
process.
4. Methods for structuring the
Database
Using algorithms of the
cluster analysis [1] agent can separate
the set of objects (lines) on k subsets
(taxons si, s2,...sj,...sk) and reveal the
typical representative ("precedent") for
every taxon, i.e. object aj with
minimum the sum of distances from it
to all other objects of the given taxon
sj. The information on number of
taxons, ' their sizes, structure and
characteristics of precedents represents
the brief description of the Database
structure regularities. The structured
Database facilitates the agent to solve
more frequent tasks. So, if now user
will need to find the object in a
Database most similar on the
properties to the given object ai, the
agent does not need to compare object
ai with all other objects. By the most
similar precedent aj it is possible to
find the nearest taxon sj and then carry
out comparison the object ai with
objects of it taxon only. If some other
agent of multi-agent system will search
for the necessary data it will not need
to look at once through the contents of
all Database of the all agents. It is
enough to study structure of precedents
to decide, whether it is possible to find
interesting information here. During
work of the agent the new data will be
added to its Database. To support the
structural order it is possible to use
methods of pattern recognition [1].

In the simplest case the new object will
be added to that taxon, which
precedent is most similar to this object.
In a Database the objects usually have
the superfluous description. Among
their characteristics one can find
noisily, not informative, duplicating
each other ones. The reasonable agentpartner should eliminate these lacks. It
is possible to select the most
informative subset n of the
characteristics from initial set q, for
example, by means of algorithm
DTSA (Directed Taxonomic Search of
Attributes) [1]. The measure of
distance R between the characteristics
is reverse proportional to their
interdependence. So, knowing the
distance R between the characteristics
it is easy to divide them on n of groups
(taxons).
Then
the
typical
representatives (precedents) of every
taxon are determined. The algorithms
of taxonomy guarantee that the
dependence between precedents will
be minimal. A subset of the n most
informative characteristics is produced
in such a way.
5. Methods for self-perfection of the
knowledge base.
Each element of knowledge of the type
"x=3+5" contains the statement that
the probability of events x<3 and x>5
is equal 0, and the probabilities of
events x=3, x=4 and x=5 are equal 1/3.
So the task of the measurement of
distances between knowledge is
reduced to the task the measurement of
distance between distributions of
probabilities. Let us consider that there
is a statement ax for the variable x.
Let's divide the scale of possible values
of x into m parts with density of
probability in each part equal to \/m.
Let's record a positions of borders
between parts: xal, xa2,...xai,...xam.
Let's consider the second statement
about variable x - xb. Having done the
same procedures with them, we shall
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receive borders xbl, xb2,...xbi,...xbm.
If these statements are identical, the
appropriate borders will coincide with
each other. At the different statements
of border the values xai and xbi will
settle down in different points of an
axis x. The sum of such distinction r
defines one of the parties of distinction
between the statements. At same
average distance between distributions,
the statements can differ from each
other by categoriality. Than more
distribution xa differs from uniform,
the higher is categoriality. If we will
find entropy of uniform distribution
and distribution xa, their difference ha
can serve as a measure of a
categoriality of judgement xa. The
measure of a categoriality of the
second statement hb is obtained in the
same way. In result the average
categoriality of the two statements is
accepted equal to h = (ha+hb)/2. The
special importance has the presence of
sites of an axis x, concerning which
judgement xa and xb are identical.
These zones of the consensus can be
used for the elimination of the
contradictions in the knowledge Base.
The higher are distinctions of two
distributions, the less the zone of
consensus v is. Let's accept, that the
third component of distance between
distributions is equal to w=l-v. In
result the measure of distinction
(distance) between two statements can
be expressed by the value R=r*h*w.
Using this approach, we can find
distance between knowledge and thus
create the conditions for application of
KM methods similar to DM methods
described above. The taxonomy of
knowledge makes the Knowledge base
(KB) more transparent. The selection
the precedents of the taxons accelerates
procedure of a logic inference. At
filling KB it is important for the agent
to find out the contradictions in
knowledge. With this purpose the
agent defines distance between
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conditions (" If ... ") Ri and
consequences (" than ... ") Rt. If Ri is
small, and Rt is great, it means, that the
strongly distinguished conclusions are
done on the base the close conditions,
and the agent informs the user about
the noticed contradiction.
The metrics in knowledge space
allows overcoming essential lack of the
programming
languages
of a
PROLOGUE type. Now it is possible
to make conclusions not only on
strictly identical, but also on "similar"
knowledge, simulating a human way of
thinking by analogy.
There are algorithms of pattern
recognition, selection of a subset of
informative predicates, detection of
gross blunders and filling of gaps in
KB [1], which allow the agent not only
to support KB in a good form, but also
to improve it during operation.
6. Agent-partner in multi-agent
environment
The reasonable agent should be the
good partner not only for the owner
(user), but for other agents as well. It
should be attentive to requests of other
agents, inform them about important
information events and carry out the
honest share of work in the collective
solution of tasks. The good reputation
will help the agent in the solution of its
own tasks with application the
resources of other agents. At the same
time, it should well be guided in multiagent
environment:
to
know
specialization of the separate agents,
their competence, structure of mutual
relation between the agents, to be able
to predict results the solution of the
tasks with participation of other agents.
The paper at our previous conference
was devoted to the questions of an
automatic rating of competence of the
agent [3]. The analysis of the structural
characteristics of multi-agent system is
considered at the given conference in
the paper [2]. The DM methods for

detection of coalitions in agent
environment, rating the competence of
each coalition, classification of tasks
solved by system, and forecasting the
results of the solution of new tasks by
separate agents coalitions and system
as a whole are described there.
7. Conclusion
The methods of Data and
Knowledge Mining
give wide
opportunities for creation of reasonable
multi-agent systems consisting of the
agents a partner type. The brief
acquaintance to these methods can be
received
at
Web
site
http://www.math.nsc.ru/AP/oteks.
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Abstract
This paper is an attempt to characterise some aspects of the new wave of
reaction-diffusion and ant based computation, and to discuss their place in the
class of fully distributed load-balancing algorithms that solve the dynamic load balancing problem of communication networks. The main question of the paper states:
what are the advantanges of the intellectualisation of the control agents and how
much do we pay for the smartness ? We start our investigation with random walk
techniques and the electricity paradigm, carry on with the reaction-diffusion approach, and finish the construction of the computational hierarchy with the ant
paradigm and smart agents.
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1

Introduction

The idea of computing with a swarm of simple agents can be developed in the direction
of using enormously large numbers of elementary entities which have minimal physics based
attributes - the ability to diffuse, flow, or randomly walk through a space or over a graph
or network, possibly being affected by some
local conditions. In the limit this reduces to
electricity or chemical diffusion. An example is field computing, where a graph is expressed as a network of resistances, and the
flow of current in response to applied voltages
is interpreted as a solution to some difficult
problem. Such methods were well developed
in the area of operational research from the
1950s onwards. In a recent example, Vergis
et al [38] showed how, by representing spare
node capacity in a communication network
by conductances, it was possible to instantaneously calculate all shortest paths. Marshall
and Tarassenko [30] used a similar technique
for path planning problems in robotics, showing potentially enormous gains in speed over
serial computation, and planned to implement
the solution in VLSI. Chong (1993) [15] applied a similar solution to problems of optimal
routing in packet switched networks. Scarcely
more complex are the reaction-diffusion systems of real or simulated chemicals which diffuse away from nodes and form immobile precipitates when they encounter different chemicals from other nodes; these systems can construct various useful spatial structures such
as Voronoi partitions and skeletons (e.g. [2]).
This class of models was probably first developed by Tsetlin [37], Stefanyuk [34] (see historical review in [35], and Rabin (see [17]). In
particular, Tsetlin's book [37] identifies many
of the features associated with biologically inspired automata: randomness, self organisation, and distributedness. The absence of direct interactions between agents was also implied. These principles were applied to the
same types of problems as seem attractive now
- to the control of telecommunications networks [13] and groups of radio stations [34].
Rabin also introduced the ideas of jumping

and walking pebble automata that could solve
problems on graphs and lattices by interacting
with the consequences of their previous actions
using what is now called stigmergy.
The ant based computation paradigm was
developed in mathematical biology and biology inspired robotics [10] independently of
primary physical and automata models, and
only recently has moved toward the mainstream of distributed computation models (see
e.g. [16]). The basic principles underlying
the possible use of ant algorithms for the
control of telecommunication networks were
set out in [9]: mobility of the agents, interaction mediated by the environment with
no direct contact between the agents, decay of messages with time, stochastic components of agent behaviour, and large numbers of agents. These principles can be discerned in more recent works on network control [33, 32, 11] and distributed combinatorial
optimization [16, 22, 26]. Another significant
area of application of ant-like algorithms and
computation with mobile agents deals with
problems of computational geometry, particularly the approximation of proximity graphs
(see e.g. [4, 5, 6]).
The paper explores the potential of some
of the new methods for controlling packetswitched networks with dynamically changing
topology and variable traffic patterns. The
routing tables controlling packet switching are
updated by mobile agents without any central
control and with no a priori knowledge of the
topology of the network.

2

Random walk, electricity
and approximation of trees

The connection between random walks and
electrical flows was established several years
ago (see [23] for detailed overview). The principal results state that various classes of trees
can be approximated by random walks, and
that random walks are equivalent to electrical
flows. Let G = (V, E) be a finite graph with
vertices from V and edges from E. If we start
a random walk at x0 and absorb it at Z C V,
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probabilistic technique known almost a century ago - the Biename-Galton-Watson construction of random trees. Given a set of probabilities we begin with one individual node and
let it reproduce itself (make connections with
neighbouring nodes) according to the given
probabilities; we then let each such child reproduce itself in the same way etc. Lyons
and Peres [28] discuss how to choose one of
the random trees from the numerous trees of
the given graph by using some properties of
Markov chains. In the case of a directed graph,
the spanning tree is a subgraph that includes
any vertex of G and has a root vertex xo such
that every other vertex is the tail of exactly
one edge in the tree. To choose the tree we
pick up some vertex xo, and another vertex y,
and draw the path from y to xo (it exists by
irreducibility); then pick up another vertex z
not contained in path from y to xo and draw
the path from z to xo and so on. We continue until all vertices have been used. The
path can be chosen probabilistically according
to the weights of the edges. If all weights are
the same the approximated tree will be choyx
*y
lXy —
sen
with uniform probability. If the weights
Rxy
are different, and if at every step we choose
where Ixy is the flow along (x,y) and Rxy is the edge with the locally minimal weight, the
the resistance of the edge. By Kirchhoff's node minimum tree will be approximated.
law we have:
and Sxy is the number of transitions from x
to y then E[Sxy - Syx] = Ixy, where i" is the
current when a potential is applied between
x0 and Z [28]. Moreover, if G is a connected
graph and V is a voltage function derived from
the unit current flow from xo to oo then for any
x there is a path of vertices from xo to x along
which V is monotonic [28].
The probabilistic interpretation of electrical
current is quite clear [28]: particles enter the
graph at xo;'they do Brownian motion; they
spend more time on edges with smaller conductances; they are removed when they hit
any vertex from the set Z of destination vertices; and the net flow of particles along an
edge is the current on that edge.
Let weights be equivalent to conductances
(or resistances), and the batteries be connected between S and Z, S,Z C V, in such
a manner that the voltages (potentials) are 0
at S and 1 at Z. Current then flows along
the edges. Ohm's law says that for any edge
(x,y) 6 E the following relation between current and resistances will hold:

The basic result noted by Aldous [8] and
Broder
[12] states that a random walk on a
y.(x,y)£E
finite connected graph constructs the uniform
That is, the voltage function represents the random spanning tree. This is because a ransolution of the Dirichlet problem [28]. More- dom walk on G is seen as the discrete time
over, Kirchhoff's cycle law also holds. If path Markov chain with transition probability ma»i, £2, • • • > xn, xi is a cycle then
trix P calculated as follows: Pxy = deg(x)~1
n
if (x,y) 6 E, otherwise it is 0.
yx —

deg(x)

/ jlxiXj+lK-XiXj+l = U.
»=1

In words we can say that if a voltage is established between vertices xo and xi such that
it is 0 at xo and 1 at Xi then the voltage at
vertex x equals the probability that a random
walk visits xi before it visits xo when it starts
at x.
Let us look now at the well known algorithm
for the generation of random trees as represented in [28]. The algorithm is similar to a
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These ideas provide the basis of algorithms
for the approximation of spanning trees during
neuron morphogenesis described in [1]. The
tree is approximated by the growing branches
of the dendritic tree. The growth cones of different branches move at random and compete
for occupation of given points. The energy
of the growing cones of the branches decrease
with time. The branch that has maximum energy wins.

3

Ant paradigm

The key features of ant based methods centre round minimum entities called ants which
can move through some spatial domain which
is typically a continuous or discrete Euclidean space, a graph of nodes embedded in a
Euclidean space, a graph corresponding to
some topological or topographical domain, or
a graphical representation of a problem in
some non-spatial domain; graphs may be directed or undirected. Each ant may carry
with it a set of attributes and variables which
may be affected by what it encounters as it
moves over the graph: typical attributes are
source, destination, and type; typical variables
are age, distance travelled, and route taken.
The ants move according to rules which may
take into account any of the following: fixed
local qualities of the domain; encounters with
other ants; local qualities of the domain which
may have been directly altered by ants; local
qualities of the domain resulting from some
autonomous process, which may be affected by
alterations made to the domain by ants; and
hard constraints which may be required for the
particular target problem. The determination
of movement is typically stochastic rather than
deterministic, with the likelihood of choosing
a particular direction being a function of the
ants internal state, and local characteristics,
which may include fixed factors, and factors
due to or influenced by ant activity; it may
employ in addition a fixed or variable amount
of noise. An ant may be brought into being at
a time and at a location determined by external factors (for example elapsed time), or by
local factors, or by another ant subject to some
contingency. Ants may terminate under certain conditions; for example, when they reach
their designated destination node; termination
may be accompanied by changes to the domain
(such as updating segments of the ants route)
or launching new ants which may inherit information from the terminating ant. An ant
may alter the local qualities of the domain in
ways, at time's, and by amounts, which may
include the following: the quantity modified
may be a node or edge, or may be associated

with a directed or undirected edge, and with
the source, destination, route, or other characteristic of the ant, and may be at the present
position, the immediately previous position, or
at every previous position; the time of modification may be immediate, or after termination
of the ant; the amount of modification may be
fixed, or may vary with some local or global
attribute, or may vary with the absolute value
of some attribute or variable internal to the
ant, or with the relative value in comparison
to other ants. The effects of any such modification may persist indefinitely until changed,
or may change autonomously with time. The
solution to the problem may be the effect on
some autonomous process of the activities of
the ants, or may be a static configuration derived from the modified domain, perhaps by
probing with a mobile agent making deterministic movement decisions. This degree of
complexity must clearly support a number of
distinct phenomena affecting the results, and
since the list has been compiled from a relatively small number of algorithms, each algorithm probably depends on the operation
of more than one phenomenon. Ant based
methods can be used as alternatives to established methods for simple problems, or for
intractable problems where conventional algorithms are unsatisfactory. The types of difficult problems for which ant algorithms seem to
be particularly well suited are those combinatorial optimisation problems, which can be expressed in a suitable graphical form. All have
the underlying characteristic that ants associated with each part of the problem or solution
both affect and are affected by one another,
principally by using and modifying route segment information on the graph.
Behaviourally, ants are usually considered
to be rather simpler and less competent individually than solitary insects. They are dominated by specific sensory inputs, and often behave as if implementing simple if-then rules
and functions, but with a strong admixture of
random behaviour. Although short and long
term learning are often used, and some real
ants appear to become attached to particular
tasks, the application of an agent-based model
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using beliefs/desires/intentions is wholly inappropriate; ants are essentially automata. However, any implementation of interacting high
level agents which uses large numbers of space
or graph-based mobile agents which can interact directly or indirectly via environmental
modification will inevitably show some lower
level mass behaviours; a nice recent example
is [24] which deals with pedestrian crowds high
level agents behaving like simple automata.

4

Diffusion-like algorithms

The echo algorithm by Ahuja and Zhu [7] was
one of the first diffusion based techniques for
the construction of the minimum weight spanning tree. During the execution of the algorithm messages are sent by the root down the
tree (down wave). When the messages arrive
at the leaves they are turned into echoes and
run back up the tree (up wave) [7]. In the
down wave the root sends information to all
the nodes, and it receives information collected
from all the nodes in the up wave phase. The
down and up wave are repeated until the minimum spanning tree is constructed. We discuss
now how a similar technique can be realised in
reaction-diffusion systems.
Let G be a lattice where every node is connected by undirected edges with its four closest
neighbours. The state of every node x at time
step t is characterised by the tuple < cx,px >
where cx is the concentration of a reagent and
px is the orientation of a pointer. The concentration variable takes their values from the
real interval [0,1] and px points either to the
neighbour y, px = y, {x,y) € E, that is the
closest to the root xs of the spanning tree that
is under construction, or nowhere, px = •. Initially all nodes except xs have no reagent and
their pointers are not oriented, i.e. for any
x € V we have cx=0 = 0 and px=0 = •, whereas
cl=0 = 1.0. In our rather clumsy notation the
diffusion equations can be written as
c

3/~c*)>

Figure 1: Concentration profile (top) and orientations of the pointers (bottom) at the 30th
step of the reaction-diffusion tree constructor.
The pointers change their states by the rule:

Px

=

y*

(x,y) € E and
max,:(äri,)6E{c*} if p
otherwise

An example of the concentration profile and
pointer field for the case of static uniform
weights of edges is shown in Figure 1; for
x*=0 = 1.0, G is a grid of 31 x 31 nodes,
xs - (15,15), and St = 0.1; the results are
shown at the 30th step of the simulation.
In this version the distance minimal tree
is approximated. However, we can also take
loading (or spare capacity as the inverse of
loading) at the nodes into consideration. Let
ax be a spare capacity at node x. Then the
diffusion equation takes the form
cx = S(

^2

Cy-C^-CT"1,

y.(x,y)eE

assuming ax > 0 and cx :— 0 if cx<= 0. After
such modification the maximum spare capacwhere 6 = 0.25. Space is therefore discrete, ity of the spanning tree rooted at xs is approximated. An example of a numerical simulation
but time is continuous.

Cx = K Yl

j/:(x,y)eE
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Figure 2:

is given in Figure 2 (c* = 500.0 every time
step and ax is a random variable distributed
uniformly in the interval [1,10.0]).
As we see from the pointer equation the
state of the pointer is changed only once. That
is, the technique is not adaptive. To make it
adaptive we have to reset the pointer states
before every, round of the diffusive approximation of minimum weight/capacity trees or
spread the orientation of a pointer amongst
all neighbours of the node, making it fuzzy or
probabilistic.
We can now discuss routing tables rather
than simply deterministic pointers. The routing table based at node x of grid G has four
entries (one entry per neighbour node because
we are approximating a tree with a given root)
per root xs. Here we still consider a single root
xs (that is we are interesting in only sending
packets to node xs) therefore we deal with the
real valued vector of order 4.
Let us use now three reagents, 0, ß and 7.
The a reagent diffuses from the root node in
the same manner as it did in the former model.
Imagine now that every edge (x,y) consists of
two tubes (x,y) and (y, x) filled with reagent
ß. ß is a catalyst:

a + ß ->y + ß,
the 7 reagent is produced as the result of the
reaction between a and ß. The concentration
exy of 7 at tube (y, x) of edge (2, y) reflects the
amount of a reagent that has passed through
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Figure 3: Overloaded nodes (diamonds) and
orientation of pointer in the reaction-diffusion
model of load balancing.
the tube:
&xy — / \Cy

Cx)

The numerical implementation of function /
can vary from model to model. If we need to
know which node a given node x is connected
with at time t of the system's evolution we,
can compute the state of the pointer as
max

z:(x,z)€E

1

If we are anxious about the growing values of
exy we can make them "probabilistic" via normalization:
-xy
~xy

/Liz

exz

Now we can establish the state of the pointer
at every real step of the evolution time. Let
us check again how good this technique is.
Using spatial analogies we can think of overloaded nodes as obstacles placed on the grid
G. Several different versions of obstacles are
represented on a grid (Figure 3, overloaded
nodes are diamonds) by groups of nodes with
ax = 2; the rest of the nodes have cx — 100.
A drop of reagent is placed at node xs —
(15,15): c°Xs = 100. After a certain amount of
diffusion time the distribution of the pointer
orientations (Figure 3) finds the optimal tree
rooted at xs.
Moreover looking at the dynamics of the diffusion we see that the reagent flux through the
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was tested on the British Telecom synchronous
digital hierarchy network (Figure 4). Fro comparison with previous results we also run our
algorithms on this network.
In this section we aimed to find the answers
to the following questions:
1. does "discrete" reaction-diffusion do well
when the numbers of diffusing components are limited?

Figure 4: Topology of SDH network of British
Telecom used in the simulations.
obstacle-nodes is virtually blocked and almost
all the diffusion goes through the "open" parts
of the grid.
So, we know that a spanning tree is approximated using diffusion, that this is the minimum weight tree when the nodes or edges are
weighted, and that it can be dynamically recomputed at any time of the systems evolution. Time is continuous, therefore the system
reacts to changes in loading or spare node capacity.
Let us introduce a second entity that moves
along the branches of the tree towards the
root. This may be the diffusion of another
reagent, or the movement of packets. We know
from the introductory sections that one can
hardly see the difference between diffusion and
random walk, or diffusion along gradients and
packet flows; however, as soon we as deal with
communication networks, we have to consider
packets of information that are discrete entities.

SHBR-algorithm:
the net

ants on

2. what are the advantages of auto-catalytic
self localisation of minimum load routes,
using the pheromone paradigm?
3. do probabilistic agents do better than deterministic ones?
The basic model considered here, the 51model, involves two type of messages: data
packets, emitted with some defined generation
rate, and control packets, or ants, which are
generated at the rate of one ant per node per
time step. Every ant can be represented by
the tuple (xs, xj, x, a), where xs and Xd are
the source node and destination node of the
ant, x is the current position of the ant in the
network, and a is the so-called age of the ant.
Every node x of the network has a routing table R with entries that look like RxyXd- The
entries of the routing table are updated by the
ants:
Rxyxs

R xyx,

+ /(0.

so that some quantity proportional to the age
of an ant is added to the appropriate entry.
The updating of routing tables by ants is an
analog of pheromone laying on ant trails.
At every step of the simulation the routing
tables are normalized to make them look like
probabilities: for every x&
ttxyxd — ■!■■

2/:(:r,y)€E

Here we used a modified version of the
Schoonderwoerd - Holland - Brüten Rothkrantz (SHBR) algorithm, initially designed for circuit switched networks [32, 33],
on a packet switched network.
The original version of the SHBR-algorithm
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Ants may also age when they encounter
queues at nodes: a •f- a + g(l), where / is
the length of a queue. Traveling to destination Xd, and being at node x at the current
step of simulation time a packet is routed to

the node y neighbouring to x where the entry Rxyxd is maximal amongst all other entries
Rxzxd, (x, ar) T£ E.

S1-balancing

To test our ideas we designed three additional versions of SHBR-algorithm:
• S2-model. The ants move as in the 51model but they do not have load dependent age. Age is simply incremented by
distance measured in nodes: when an ant
leaves its current node x its age is incremented, ax <r- ax + 1.

I

X

e

• S3-model. The ants perform as in the 51model except that they choose the next
node at random. Being in node x at time
step £, an ant goes to node y with probability k~l, where k is the degree of x.
• S^-model. The ants follow their routing
tables deterministically. That is, the ant
(x,xs,Xd) chooses to go to node y corresponding to the maximal entry of the
routing table, i.e. y is such that
■K-xyxd

= rnax

z:(x,z)£'E,Rxzx<i-

In all except this, the ants behave in the
manner as in 51-model.
Here we present some results on the simulation of ant based control on the BT topology
network (Figure 4). The parameters of the
simulation were chosen to conform in general
the call and ant generation parameters in the
Schoonderwoerd et al model [32, 33]. In our
toy model
1. every node of the network has a capacity
of 40 packets equally split amongst the
queues of the outgoing links;
2. the capacities of the incoming links are
not taken into consideration;
50
Htralions

3. the packets are launched from randomly
uniformly chosen nodes toward destinaFigure 5: Mean number of dropped packets in
tion also chosen at random;
51-, 52-, 53- and 54-versions ant algorithm.
4. at every step of simulation time no more Vertical lines represent standard deviations.
than 1.2K packets can be on-line (including packets waiting in queues and newly
launched packets);
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5. every node generates one ant per time oscillations than the systems managed by the
step and ant is assigned destination node deterministic ants (54-model).
Finally, what about the adaptation to the
chosen at random,
changing environment? If we compare the be6. we now also able to change the call pat- haviour of the systems during the hot session
terns for a hot session.
we notice that the systems with probabilistic
ants start adapting (i.e. number of dropped
Simulation is run for 10K units of time, and packets gradually decreases) immediately afresults are averaged for every 100th step of ter the start of the hot session (Figure 5, 51).
the simulation. In the [4000,4500] time inter- This does not happen with deterministic ants
val a hot session is set up on the network. In (Figure 5, 54), which appear to have little or
the simulation we present here, the hot ses- no adaptive abilities.
sions were organized as follows. Every time
step node y is chosen to be the destination for
Discussion
every packet generated at this time step with 6
a probability 0.3; any other nodes of V — {y}
Despite numerous results and expressive
may be the destinations of packets with probdemonstrations we are still quite far from a
ability 0.7. The number of packets dropped at
solid theory describing the connections beeach time step is chosen to be the measure of
tween mass flow techniques and computations
efficiency of the load balancing scheme.
with mobile agents. In this last section we
As we see from Figure 5 the effectiveness of
identify several points that appear to be imthese four techniques varies significantly.
portant for further consideration.
Using the mean number of dropped packets
as a parameter we can order the models in the
following hierarchy: 54 (24.4 packs/step), 51 6.1 Diffusion
(26.8 packs/step), 53 (35.3 packs/step) and As we saw in previous sections the discrete dif51 (39.8 packs/step).
fusion algorithms are similar to the technique
The huge gaps between 54 and 51 on one used in the experiments done by Subramanian
side and 52 and 53 on the another prove that et al [27]. In their experiments all ants are
simple mass transfer does not work when the uniform; they move at random on the network,
number of control agents is small.
and they die when their fixed life time expires.
That is, there appears to be a trade-off between number of agents and the information 6.2 Balancing of multi-processor
passed by a single agent. The agents which
networks
are aging proportionally to the loading of the
queues outperform the agents whose ages are Another form of load balancing occurs in
multi-processor networks, and involves findsimply incremented by a factor of 1.6.
ing
a way to move tasks among processors
When we consider the so-called shock response (the increase in number of dropped to make the numbers of the tasks approxpackets during hot session compared to that imately uniformly distributed amongst the
during normal operation of the network) we processors. The tasks should usually walk (i.e.
find that the mass flow modifications (52 and move between the adjacent nodes) but not
53 models) are quite tolerant: 8.2 packs/step jump. The diffusion schedule states that the
and 9.2 packs/step. The deterministic ants tasks have to be moved along edges depending
are slightly better than the probabilistic ants on the number-of-tasks-gradient at the edge
(10.1 packs/step and 10.8 packs/step, respec- [18, 20, 21, 31]. The method is claimed to be
tively). Surprisingly, the networks controlled asynchronous affine, fault tolerant and topolby the probabilistic ants (51-model) exhibit ogy stable [20]. The simplest scheme looks like
more high amplitude (and certainly aperiodic) a typical model of diffusion on graph. Writing
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•0* for the transposed vector of the whole workload on the nodes of G at time step t we have
•0t+1 = AV>* 1, where A is the doubly stochastic and symmetric matrix with entries from
[0,1]. The number of tasks moved between
nodes i and j along the edge (i,j) € V equals
<5tJ(V>- - V>j)- The scheme converges if the second largest eigenvalue of the diffusive matrix
A is less than 1 in absolute value. We can conjecture that the rate of convergence is inversely
proportional to the diameter of the graph G;
thus, e.g. it is inversely proportional to the
number of nodes in the case of a linear graph
[40, 41] and should obviously be two times less
when a linear graph or a mesh is formed into
torus.
At the same time in the ant-based model,
an ant at one node walks to an arbitrary uniformly chosen neighbouring node, and never
stays at the same node for the next time step
(except in a queue, i.e. at the exit). How
does this relate to the diffusive schemes? In
[20] it was demonstrated in numerical experiments that for different families of graphs with
standard topologies the entries of the diffusion matrix are the same, and that they are
inversely proportional to the degrees of the
nodes. There are no general principles for the
determination of the number of tasks left on a
node at every iteration, so, the leave no ants
principle seems to be a good assumption. It
was also proved [40], that the convergencerate-optimal diffusion coefficients have a form
^2 when the network is a d-dimensional cube.

6.3

Reinforcement learning

The so-called distributed reinforcement learning scheme for load balancing [29] utilizes an
estimated delivery time which the nodes exchange locally. A node sends a message to
its neighbour with the estimated lowest delivery time, and asks its neighbour to send back
an updated estimate. Its neighbour does the
same when sending the message to its neighbour, and so on. When at a distance p nodes
from the target node xt the node xs will fin'we can write it in the more familiar form V'+1 =
t/»' + At//, assuming 6a = 0

ish the phase of updating after p steps. We
can easily reformulate it in terms of ants: ants
traveling from xt to xs are messages that deliver information about the estimate and inform the data messages about it by leaving
pheromone in the routing tables. In terms of
reaction-diffusion: the estimated delivery time
along a path is proportional to the gradient
along this path and it is reflected in the concentration of the precipitate at the edges.

6.4

Complexity

Here we write m for |E| and n for |V|. The
communication and time complexity of the
construction of spanning tree is quite obvious. We need 0(m) messages to traverse m
edges, and it takes 0(n) time steps because
G can has diameter n. One of the first algorithms for the distributed construction of
spanning trees was published in [25]; in the
execution of the algorithm the fragments of
tree formed the forests of trees and the minimum outgoing edges between the fragments
and combinations of fragments via minimum
weight edges are carried out repeatedly. It requires (2m + 5n log n) messages and (5n log n)
time steps. Gallager's et al [25] algorithm was
modified in [14].
There the network starts its evolution when
every node knows the weights of its adjacent edges and finishes the computation with
the spanning tree. The nodes exchange messages of different sorts. The message complexity has upper bound 0(m + mlogra) and
time complexity 0(nlogn + 3ra); in the synchronous version every message contains at
most one edge weight or one node identity
and (log n + log log n + 9) bits. The message complexity in the echo algorithm [7] is
(2m - 2(n - 1) log(n/2)); the time complexity
is (2d log n), where d is a diameter of G.
The excitation algorithm [3] for the construction of the spanning tree needs 0(m)
messages and 0(n) times steps in the worst
case (actually Y%=i St = n, where T is the
time complexity of the algorithm and St is a
number of messages generated at the t-th. time
step). When averaging the time complexity
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we can use the boundary O(logn) [36] in a [4] Adamatzky A. and Holland O. Voronoi-like
nondeterministic partition of a lattice by collecvery wide range of probabilistic assumptions
tives of finite automata Mathl. Comput. Modbecause the time of computation is bounded
elling 28 (1998) 73-93.
by the length of the longest path among the
shortest paths.
[5] Adamatzky A. and Holland O. Swarm intelligence: representations and algorithms In Proc.
For the case of the diffusion schedule
Int. Workshop on Distributed Artificial Intelli(namely for the first order schemes that we regence
and Multi-Agent Systems (St. Petersburg,
fer to here) it is shown that the optimal scheme
Russia,
1997) 13-22.
(i.e. the optimal diffusion matrix) can be determined in a time polynomial in the number [6] Adamatzky A. and Holland O. Electricof nodes and logarithmic in the optimality paity, chemicals, ants, and agents: a spectrum of swarm based techniques (1998),
rameter [20].
http://www.uwe.ac.uk/facults/eng/ias/andIn several papers published recently we can
rew/ANT98.HTM.
find extensive modifications of original ant algorithms where the capabilities of the single [7] Ahuja M. and Zhu Y. A distributed algorithm
ant (agent) are increased enormously. For
for minimum weight spanning tree based on echo
algorithms In: Proc. Int. Conf. Distr. Computexample, ants can travel back toward their
ing Syst., 1989, 2-8.
source (see, e.g., [39]) after they have visited the destination. This algorithms obvi[8] Aldous D. J. The random walk construction
ously have a little difference if any from the
of uniform spanning trees and uniform labelled
centralised or slightly decentralised algorithms
trees SIAM J. Disc. Math. 3 (1990) 450-465.
for the computation of shortest paths used
for the routing optimization of communication [9] S. Appleby and S. Steward, Mobile agents for
control in telecommunications networks, British
and computation networks (see e.g. [7]). In
Telecom Technology Journal 12, 104-113 (1994).
this case the ants are the messages that deliver information about the local states of the [10] R. Beckers, O.E. Holland and J.L. Deneuborg,
From local actions to global tasks: stigmergy
network to the central controller (controllers),
and collective robotics. In: ALIFE IV: Proc.
which in their turn recalculate the matrices of
4th Int. Workshop on the Synthesis and Stimuthe shortest paths.
lation of Living Systems, Eds. R.A. Brooks and
P. Maes (MIT Press, 1994), 181-189.
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Abstract. We study the concept of agent virtual organization [16,23] and show how it relates to the paradigm of Network Based Computing [30]. We also discuss the paradigm
ofBDI-agent trying to show that sophisticated architecture
ofBDI-agent can not be efficiently applied for large worlds.
As the working example of virtual organization we consider
a model of virtual enterprise.
Key words: Agent virtual organization, agent-based manufacturing, virtual enterprise formation.

1

Introduction

Autonomous, adaptive and cooperative software mobile agents are well suited for domains that require constant adaptation to changing distributed environment
or changing demands. Actually cyberspace and manufacturing enterprise are such domains so that there
is increasing interest in applying agent technologies
there.
Cyberspace, in the shape of the Internet, intranets,
and the World Wide Web, has grown phenomenally
in recent years. Cyberspace now contains enormous
amounts of information and is also being increasingly
exploited for a number of business and other applications. Software agents can act as smart personal
assistants, roam cyberspace to collect required information on behalf of the users and conduct a variety of
business transactions and functions online.
Taking the new network technology as granted a new
manufacturing strategy have been proposed recently:
Agile Virtual Enterprise (AVE) [16,23,34] as a mechanism for enabling the industry to achieve increased
agility (the ability to thrive on frequent and unexpected
change). An Agile Virtual Enterprise is a rapidly configured, multi-disciplinary network of firms organized
to design and produce a specific product. It is "virtual"
because it relaxes the conventional restriction that an
enterprise be a single legal entity, headquartered in
'Supported by the State Committee for Scientific Research
under the grant No. 8 Tl 1C 008 12

a single place, with close synchronization among its
various functions.
So that there is a need for the software agents to be able
to collectively perform complex, collaborative tasks.
It is clear that a single agent alone can not perform
efficiently its tasks. For large open worlds such as
cyberspace simple cooperation mechanisms like, like
contracts [38], exchange of resources and knowledge,
signing a draft [5], and role/task delegations [11], are
not sufficient, especially if the agents' goals are interrelated in a way that fulfilling the goal of a single
agent must involve a cooperation of a large number of
agents. In that case agent organizations seem to be a
panacea to manage the necessary cooperative work.
However, the problem is with the concept of organization as well as with the understanding and modeling
organization formation mechanisms, see [31, 32, 35]
for an overview.
In the context of Multi-Agent Systems, organizations
are regarded as an important aspect of agent coordination, see [27]. However, here the organizations are
understood as static structures created by the the designer of the system [13] where agents are designated
specific roles to undertake. Another approach is based
on so called "social laws" [40,41, 33] where a society
of agents adopts a set of laws (like road traffic rules)
that constrain or specify individual agent behavior, see
[18] for an application.
According to the prevailing paradigm in current multiagent systems research, organizations emerge from
patters of agents interactions, so that the work is rather
centered on agent architectures than on agent organizations. The concepts of organization and organization formation as advanced cooperation mechanisms,
although regarded as important, were not so far a subject of extensive research, modeling and application in
MAS, an exception is [19, 25] and recently [20].
Manufacturing in a large distributed world seems to
be a perfect environment for modeling virtual organizations; in this case virtual enterprises. However the
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Figure 1: Shifting of agent paradigm: from sophisticated BDI-agent to simple smart agents in organizations.
manufacturing is so complex that we have decided to
construct an abstract model of the environment. So that
we propose a simple model of "a networked world"
represented by a computer network where workstations play roles of computing factories with specific
inputs and outputs.
Thus our research objective consists in modeling agent
virtual organizations. For this purpose we choose manufacturing enterprise as the working example. Our
goal consists in constructing generic formation mechanisms of efficient enterprises that manufacture the
products specified by a demand.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
present our methodology of agent virtual organizations. Section 3 is devoted to introduction of our abstract model of manufacturing. In Section 4 we present
our methodology of virtual enterprise formation. In
Section 5 we outline some details of our implementation of the concepts of enterprise and reconfiguration
mechanism. Section 6 contains a discussion whereas
Section 7 a short conclusion.

2

Agent Virtual Organizations

The idea of virtual organization is not novel and has
been exploited for several years, see [9]. We have
rediscovered this idea during implementation of the
concept of BDI-agent (see [10, 36]) for environments
like the one shown in Fig. 2. In the case of small worlds
the BDI-agents perform their job well. However if the
world is getting larger, then sophisticated architectures
of BDI-agents become not efficient. The reason for
that is that if agent has to much knowledge about the
world and tries to compute good (cooperative) plan to
realize its goal, then it takes some time for him to do
so. If the world is large and there are a lot of agents
that may help or prevent the agent to achieve its goal,
computation of a good plan takes so long time that after
completing the computation, the plan becomes out-of-
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Figure 2: Simple agent world: Three agents; each of
them is collecting blocks of the same color as its own
head. For that simple case BDI agent works well.
date, because the world has changed in the meantime.
Our implementation experiences forces us to change
the concept of agent architecture, see Fig. 1. In order
to be efficient the agent must be simple. However this
very simplicity implies that the agent alone can not
realize its goal. To manage this problem we came up
with the idea of team [4]. It turned out that our teams
are simple examples of agent virtual organization.
Having these examples we started to study the general
idea of agent virtual organizations (AVO for short).
Looking over the literature we have realized that
the idea of AVO could have application in so called
Network-Based Programming.
2.1

Network-Based Programming

Computer networks offer new application scenarios
that cannot be realized on single workstations. Resources and services may be distributed because of political, organizational, etc. reasons which make a centralization impossible. The parallelism gained through
the simultaneous processing of subtasks at distributed
sites may lead to a better system throughput. However for large computer networks, the classical programming paradigm (see Fig. 3) in not sufficient. It
is hard to imagine and the more to realize the control, synchronization and cooperation for hundreds of
processes running on different workstations. It is at
least not efficient if not unrealistic at all to program,
run and control each application on any workstation
separately. Here comes up the idea of (mobile) autonomous agent as a solution to this problem. But
certainly this is not enough. To run an application
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Figure 3: Computing on a single workstation versus
network computing.
on a network, an infrastructure is needed for assuring
communication and coordination between heterogeneous workstations. That very infrastructure is called
"middleware" in the literature. CORBA [14], CoKe
[30], InfoSleuth [24], and our Agent Platform [2] are
examples of such middleware. Hence, the NetworkBased Programming paradigm [30] goes far beyond
the classical paradigm of distributed computing where
each process is run separately and the communication
between the processes is already given.
The new paradigm postulates design and implementation of interaction (cooperation) mechanisms for autonomous software agents because the network infrastructure restricted only to CORBA or CoKe is not sufficient. So that there are several attempts (see FIPA
[21] for example) to extend network infrastructure by
introducing standard services and facilitators that can
be used by software agents (see the Fig. 4.).
The concept of Dynamic Interaction Model (see [37])
is closely related to the idea of dynamic interaction
mechanisms shown in Fig. 4
Once we grasp the idea of Fig. 4, there is only one
small step to the concept of virtual organizations seen
as advanced agent interaction mechanisms. In this
context agent-based programming consists in not only
designing and implementing agent architectures but
also in designing and implementing virtual organizations for the agent's.

2.2 Realization of the idea of AVO
The idea of agent virtual organization seems to be clear,
however the real problem is with implementation of
this idea. There are several research project that aim
at understanding the concept of organization, see [35]
as a quite recent source of references.
The problem is that even simple organization has sophisticated structure, in which we can distinguish: the
goal of the organization, business process realizing that

hardware & OS

hardware & OS

hardware & OS

Figure 4: Agent virtual organization within the framework of network computing.
goal, internal information flow, and organizational dependencies concerning the decision power distribution.
If all this sophisticated structure must be incorporated
into architecture of simple agent (see Fig. 5), then
the question arises whether it is possible. It is already
proved in [4] that it is possible for simple cases. In
constructing our model of virtual enterprise we struggle to prove that it is also possible for a real complex
case.

3

Our working model: virtual enterprise

We propose a simple model of "a networked world"
represented by a computer network where workstations play roles of computing factories with specific
inputs and outputs. Each computing factory is managed by one agent called factory agent. There is a
global demand for some final products (computations)
so that in order to manufacture one of such final products the factories must be formed in several competing
supply chains (networks). However, if the world is
large and production technologies are complex, then
supply chain formation alone is not sufficient. The
supply chain must be maintained, integrated, and reconfigured to be able to compete with other chains. For
this purpose the factories of a supply chain are forced
to form a joint enterprise at least for some period of
time.
In our model it is supposed that all this work of formation, integration and reconfiguration is done by autonomous mobile agents created by the factory agents.
To formalize the model let us consider graph G —
(V, E) representing a network of servers, where V is
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Figure 5: The problem: How to build the generic
organization structure into agent architecture ?
the set of vertices (servers), E C V X V is the set of
edges (connections), see Fig. 6.
There is one static-gate-agent at each server v, denoted
also by v, responsible for management on that server.
The management consists in:
1. Maintaining a blackboard for information exchange
by the mobile agents.
2. Storing the products manufactured by factories.
3. Transportation of mobile agents and products to
other servers in the neighborhood.
The gate-agents are supposed to be fully obedient.
Around any server there are workstations connected
only to this server. Let the set of all workstations be
denoted by W. There is one computing factory residing on any workstation w € W (denoted also by w).
A computing factory means here a specific hardware
& software for specific computations. Any such computing factory has precisely specified (multiple) input
and (multiple) output, so that it may be represented as
an operation of the following form:

Qw-: li Ai-> n £;>
i£lnw

jEOutw

where A,-, i € Inw corresponds to the multiple input,
whereas Bj, j £ Outw to the multiple output. Similar
notions of operation are frequently used in the workflow literature, for example the notion of activity and
task in [ 1,12]. Our model may be seen as quite generic
if we suppose that operations are primitive workflow
activities.
A computing factory is managed by one autonomous
agent called factory agent. His goal consists in getting
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input
primitive activity Q

Figure 6: The model.
maximal and firm profit form selling the manufactured
products. It is supposed that any factory w is characterized by so called production stream Sw that describes
how much of the input, "time" and "energy" is needed
to produce a particular amount of the output. Hence,
the production stream is interpreted as the time, energy,
and resource complexity of the production technology
used in the factory. Input (respectively output) may
be interpreted as types of products, commodities, resources needed for production (respectively as types
of final products of the factory). Commodities produced or needed for production may be stored at the
servers, however there is a fixed fee for transportation,
and storing a unit of product per a unit of time, as well
as for writing or reading an info on the blackboard.
It is supposed that message passing as well as transportation of products, and energy (money) is done by
mobile agents; each transportation from one server
to another costs a fixed fee. Each mobile agent belongs to its master, i.e. a factory agent (enterprise
agent) that has created it and equipped it with energy (money) needed for travel, product transportation,
message passing, etc. over the network of servers. The
creation of a mobile agent may be also a subject of paying a fixed fee.
Energy (money) is acquired from selling products. The

final product

t- output

4

final product type
/ \ - input
primitive activity Q

supply chain

Figure 7: A technology process of the final product.

source of money is the global demand for the final
products. The demand is external and is determined
by the designer of the system.
One fixed server is the place for auction where the
designer collects the proposals from already formed
enterprises with already constructed technology process (see Fig. 7) and corresponding complete supply
chains (see Fig. 8). Generally, the supply chain is a
network of suppliers, factories, warehouses, distribution centers and retailers trough which raw materials
are acquired, transformed and delivered to the customer. The completeness of supply chain means here
that it contains all intermediate factories (starting from
resources) needed to manufacture the final product,
with determined supply routes between them in the
network.
The proposal of an enterprise specifies delivery time,
price and amount of the final product. After collecting all proposals, the designer decides, on the basis
of the fixed mechanism, denoted by DM, how to distribute the global demand between the enterprises. It
is supposed that the mechanism prefers larger product
streams (amounts) and lower prices.
Let us notice that a factory agent can get a payoff only if
it is a member of a complete supply chain. The agents
have to cooperate with some agents whereas with some
others they have to compete. So that in order to realize
his goal the agent tries to form (or to join to) a supply
chain that can be completed and can assure, in this
way, a good profit for him. However, how to do so?
Our approach towards solution of the problem relies on
constructing simple protocols for the agents to follow,
like: Try to join to a forming (according to a fixed
mechanism) enterprise and submit to the all resulting
obligation.

Figure 8: A fragment of supply chain corresponding
to the technology from Fig. 7.

4

Methodology

The crucial point of the methodology applied in our
work is the separation of enterprise formation mechanism from the agent architectures.
4.1

Agents

A factory agent tries to form or to join to an enterprise
according to a formation mechanism. It is intuitively
clear that an incomplete enterprise would accept a factory agent as its member if the resources and/or production capabilities of the agent are needed in the supply chain of the enterprise. Our concept of formation
mechanism relies on so called roles or positions to be
taken by the members of the forming enterprise. The
roles are inherent parts of the formation mechanisms.
Any agent tries to get a role (position) in an already
existing enterprise or in a new one that will assure him
maximal and firm profit. In order to find out such
forming enterprise and negotiate a profitable role, the
agent creates and sends mobile agents. Once the factory agent joins to an enterprise and has got a role, he
commits to all obligations prescribed to that role. The
obligations consist in fulfilling a more or less specific
knowledge-based protocol consistent with the goal of
the enterprise. Since the protocol is knowledge-based,
the agent is obliged to acquire knowledge from the
environment via the mobile agents.
Hence, the whole strategy of a factory agent consists
in finding out an opportunity to join to a forming enterprise and negotiate an advantageous position to undertake in that enterprise. What the agent does next is
determined by knowledge-based protocol prescribed
to the position, so that the agent need not "think" too
much about it.
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4.2

A concept of enterprise

Enterprise structure consists of three basic and interrelated frames: business process frame, organization
frame, and information flow frame.
Business process frame.
Business process frame
may be viewed as a collection of factories formed into
a supply chain together with a management of the
supply chain.
Organizational frame. This frame consists of roles
and organizational interdependencies between them as
well as several interrelated mechanisms:
1. Mechanism for distribution of the net profit of the
enterprise among its members.
2. Mechanism for distribution of decision power concerning the status of the enterprise, i.e. who and under
what circumstances has the power to:
- remove a factory from the supply chain of the enterprise in favor of a more efficient one,
- join a new factory or another enterprise, and determine a position to the new member.
3. Mechanism for recovery from failures in functioning of supply chain and organizational dependencies.
4. Mechanism for redesign and reconfiguration of
technology process and supply chain.
Another important topic here is hierarchical enterprise
structure and partial autonomy of enterprise members,
i.e. in a formation process of small enterprises into
larger one, a small enterprise may preserve a part of its
autonomy.
Information flow frame. This frame is to serve for
maintaining organizational integrity of the enterprise
as well as for optimizing supply chain performance.

5

Implementation of the enterprise
concept

Our implementation of enterprise concept is extremely
simple. It consists of managing director, a collection
of factories or small enterprises formed into a supply
chain with distinguished final products to be manufactured. The basic frames are built into the role of
managing director. That is, a mobile agent undertaking that role performs all tasks specified in these
three frames. The managing director of an enterprise
is equipped with visiting cycle and decision making
protocol.
The visiting cycle determines the order of visits the
director is obliged to pay to the factories belonging to
the enterprise. This constitutes the information flow
frame.
For the sake of prices calculation and applying MRP II
(Manufacturing Resource Planning) for management
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Figure 9: The concept of enterprise.
we consider only input-closed enterprises (see Fig. 9).
This means that the unfolded supply chain of the enterprise contains all intermediate factories (starting from
the resources) needed to produce the product manufactured by the enterprise. More details concerning this
issue are given in the next section.
In order to introduce the hierarchy to the enterprise
structure, we allow the factories belonging to an enterprise to be also enterprises. So that in this way the
structure of enterprise becomes recursively nested.
As a mechanism for net profit distribution we use a
simple method that divides the profit proportionally to
the work load. The method allows to avoid agents'
negotiations during enterprise formation process.
Decision making protocol.
The goal designated
to managing director is to manage the enterprise in a
way that would assure maximal production stream. To
achieve this goal the managing director is responsible
first of all for the supply chain management to produce
efficiently desired quantities of the final products. This
is done by applying MRP II method, see [44]. The second duty of the director is to take decisions (according
to the specified protocol) concerning the status of his
enterprise. This concerns enterprise reconfiguration to
produce more efficiently as well as forming a complete

Enterprise E_2

Enterprise E_l

Ei preserves its internal structure.
• Flat fusion. Both enterprises E\ and E2 loose
their internal structure. So that the new enterprise
E consists of all factories of E\ and E2. One of
the managing directors of E\ and E2 becomes
the managing director of E whereas the other is
destroyed.

Input A

Fusions of enterprises E_l and E_2:
Output

Output

Absorption

Flat fusion

It is clear that extreme enterprise structures resulting
from applying only one fusion type can not be efficient.
It seems that a tradeoff between the size of enterprise
and the number of hierarchy levels should be found
out.
As to the removal of a sub-enterprise e from an enterprise E we distinguish two cases:
1. The managing director wants to remove e.
2. The sub-enterprise e wants to leave the enterprise
E.
We consider three scenarios that solve the removal
problem:
• Mutual agreement. The director of E and the
director of e do agree on this subject.

Simple fusion

• Voting. The removal (leaving) of e is a subject
of voting of the directors of all coordinate subenterprises.

Figure 10: Possible fusion types of two enterprises E_l
and EJ2.
supply chain. He may remove a factory from the enterprise, join a factory to the enterprise or make a fusion
with another enterprise. His decisions are based on information acquired from the factory agents belonging
to the enterprise.
It is important to notice that business, information flow,
and organizational frame of the enterprise structure
presented above are integrated into one role of managing director. Since we allow the enterprise structure
to be hierarchical.also the business, information flow,
and organizational frames are structured in a sophisticated hierarchical way. This solution follows our idea
of team formation [4].
Now we are going to present some details of the protocol concerning reconfigurations, that is, fusion of two
enterprises (see Fig. 10), and removal of a factory
from an enterprise (see Fig. 11). We distinguish three
types of fusion of two enterprises E\, E2 into new one
E:
• Simple fusion. The enterprises EUE2 preserve
their internal structures and become "factories" of
the new enterprise E. A mobile agent undertaking
the role of managing director of E is created.
• Absorption. Enterprise Et is joint to E\ as a
new "factory" of the enterprise E\. The factory

• Termination after a fixed period of time.

6

Related work and discussion

As far as we know our approach to enterprise formation is relatively new one. There are several attempts to
apply software agents to management (see [39] for an
overview), however the problem of enterprise formation and integration is considered as hard, so that the
basic research is focused rather on building universal
platforms than on constructing formation mechanisms.
One of commercial platforms for management of heterogeneous information (that is actually a basis for
efficient manufacturing as well as for workflow management [1, 12, 17]) is InfoSleuth [24]. It seems that
the InfoSleuth architecture with user agents, broker
agents, and resource agents supports worlds where the
service technology is relatively simple, that is, the path
between a user who wants a service, agents that perform that service, and resources needed is short. In that
case contracts between the agents suffice to perform
the service efficiently. However in the case of large
worlds with sophisticated service technology, agent organizations seems to be at least of interest as a solution
to the problem of effective service performance. Of
course, the same concerns manufacturing. Actually
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our metaphor of "computing factory" is much more
close to the service than to real manufacturing. However, the problems with management, maintenance,
recovery, and optimization are similar.
The organizations make the world smaller in the sense
that one organization may aggregate tens or hundreds
of factories, so that technology processes become simpler although not necessary optimal.
Although agent organizations may be seen as panacea
to solve the problem of complex cooperative multiagent work, simple mechanism like contracts, barters,
and markets should not be eliminated.
Our concept of global enterprise containing a complete
supply chain (i.e. all intermediate factories starting
from resources needed to manufacture final products)
is not a perfect solution. It seems that too large enterprises can not be efficient. However, in order to have
clear and simple formation mechanism, we consider
only input-closed enterprises. For these enterprises
the price calculation as well MRP II method can be
easily applied. Open-input enterprises can function if
contracts or/and markets are available. After completing testing with input-closed enterprise concept we are
going to introduce contracts, auctions, and markets to
our model.
Another problem is with agents' negotiations. Since
it is supposed that the factory agents are interested in
maximizing his own profit, it is clear that each agent
wants to purchase the input products at lowest prices
whereas to sell his output products at highest prices.
The negotiations concerning selling-buying are hard
problems (see [29, 45]), so that in order to avoid them
we introduce (see [7]) a uniform distribution protocol
of net profit proportional to load of work performed by
enterprise members. In a future work we are going to
introduce more flexible negotiation protocols.
A serious drawback of our enterprise concept implementation is the assumption of perfect reliability of
enterprise functioning, i.e. no random failure or damage can occur, so that a mechanism for recovery is not
needed. The introduction of random failures to our
model is a subject of the future work.

7

Preliminary conclusions

The paper reports the work in progress. We have presented our idea of agent virtual organization. We have
outlined some details of our working model, methodology applied, agent architectures, and enterprise formation mechanisms. The model presented in Section 2
is already implemented in JAVA on the Agent Platform
[2]. Now we are constructing and testing simple cases
of agent architectures and formation mechanisms for
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Figure 11: A reconfiguration of enterprise E_l.
small worlds. However, our approach is supposed to
be for large worlds, so that performances of our tests
can not be representative. We need a testbed for comparison, that is, a universal world model that can be
scaled up.
The progress and results of experiments will be published in the subsequent papers.
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Abstract. In this paper we suggest new structures for
modeling games (multi-agent systems). We use prime event
structures as the branching runs representing all the possible
plays in games. Event structures have been already successfully applied in the theory of distributed systems [18] and
several temporal logics have adopted them as frames. We
show that a prime event structure extended with a utility
function defined on the terminal nodes can be naturally considered as distributed game in extensive form. The notion of
passing knowledge introduces a novel concept to the standard definition of games in extensive form. As well, the
notion of information-sets (corresponding to agent's knowledge) gets new insight, because now the information sets
cannot be defined in an arbitrary way, i.e., they must correspond to causal dependencies in the system.
Key words: Multi-agent systems, games, even structures,
causality, knowledge.

1

Introduction

It is intuitively clear that games are closely related to
distributed systems and multi-agent systems. However, the classical definition of extensive games takes
its inspirations from strategic games like chess, gomoku, mancala. In comparison with economical and
war games, these games seem to be artificial and impose several severe .restrictions like global states of a
play and consecutive order of players' moves. Moreover, in the classical definition of game, the communication, knowledge exchange, and cooperation between
the players cannot be defined explicitly.
The essential feature of real economic and war games,
that actually may be considered also as multi-agent systems, are local interactions of players (agents). During
such interactions, agents may communicate, cooperate, and pass knowledge to each other. So that usually
in the real games there is no need for considering global
•Partially supported by ESPRIT project No. 20288 CRIT-2

time, global states, and consecutive order of players'
moves especially when they are independent. Hence,
the classical definition of extensive games should be
revised. Our approach may be seen as an attempt
towards such a revision. An extension of classical definition can be found in Kaneko & Dubey [6], where
the notion of simultaneous moves is introduced.
In this paper we suggest new structures for modeling
games. We use prime event structures as the branching runs representing all the possible plays in games.
Event structures have been already successfully applied in the theory of distributed systems [18] and
several temporal logics have adopted them as frames
[12,13, 14, 10]. We show that a prime event structure
extended with a utility function defined on the terminal
nodes can be naturally considered as distributed game
in extensive form. The term distributed corresponds
to the distributed local interactions between the players (agents). So that local interaction of two or more
players can be explicitly modeled. During such interaction the players have opportunity to communicate or
acquire knowledge. However, the lack of global states
of a play (resulting from distributed interactions) does
not disturb in applying standard techniques of game
theory, like backwards induction, selection of rationalizable strategies, or equilibrium points. It seems that
this very distributed interactions make the extensive
games more realistic and interesting. In order to show
that distributed games are proper revision of the classical notion of extensive games, we prove an analog of
the second theorem of Kuhn [5, 7].
The notion of passing knowledge introduces a novel
concept to the standard definition of games in extensive
form. As well, the notion of information sets (corresponding to agent's knowledge) gets new insight, because now the information sets cannot be defined in an
arbitrary way, i.e., they must correspond to causal dependencies in the system. For example, an agent cannot know that an event, say e, occurred unless either he
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has participated in that event or knowledge about e was
acquired from another agent during a meeting. Knowledge acquisition is modeled by introducing queries in
the similar manner as in databases [3].
It is our intention that the framework sketched above
can serve as a semantics for formal logics of distributed
games and multi-agent systems. In the theory of distributed systems, knowledge formulas are usually interpreted over infinite linear or branching runs of the
systems [4,9,16,17]. It is clear that capturing changes
in state due to actions is crucial for successful modeling of knowledge. While these changes are usually
present in the frames, logical formalisms quite rarely
incorporate them. One of the reasons is that when actions are incorporated into global state formalisms, this
leads to high undecidability [8, 9]. In [15], Penczek
considers a temporal logic of causal knowledge interpreted over a variant of flow event structures. The
logic is decidable and possesses a complete axiomatization. Therefore, there is an important reason to
develop semantic models for multi-agent systems and
games, which can be characterized by decidable temporal logics of knowledge incorporating the effects of
actions.
Classical definitions of knowledge are built on global
states and global time, see Aumann [2], and Halpern
et al. [4]. The consequence of that definition is logical omniscience of the players and an arbitrarily deep
nesting of knowledge operators, that is, formulas under consideration are of the form: agent i\ knows that
agent %i knows that... that agent in knows that event
e occurred. This very omniscience is frequently regarded as a drawback especially if player is to be modeled to take decisions in real time. Moreover when
modeling such a player, it turns out that the representation of the whole game-world must to be put into the
"brain" of the player, see the concept of BDI-agent of
Rao & Georgeff [17]. This is acceptable if the world
is small, say up to ten players and several hundreds
of decision nodes (global states), but if the world is
getting larger then it is computationally unrealistic do
deal with such a model [1]. Hence, if the world is
large and/or what is even worse, the world is "open,"
then the classical notion of knowledge remains only
an elegant theoretical notion.
Our alternative proposal to the classical notion of
knowledge of Aumann, Halpern et al. is acquisition
of knowledge by the agents (initially they may know
almost nothing) via communication in environment
(possibly "open" one) with local interactions instead
of logical omniscience and arbitrary deep nesting of
knowledge operator.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
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tion 2 the frames of distributed games are introduced.
Causal knowledge and distributed games are defined
in section 3. Section 4 contains analogs of Kuhn's
theorems. Concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2 Frames of distributed games
We start with a definition of general partially ordered
structures, which are frequently used for representing
behaviors of distributed systems.
Definition 2.1 (Winskel [18]) A labeled prime event
structure (lpes, for short) is a 5-tuple H = (E, A, -4
, #, /), where
1. E is a finite set, called a set of events or action
occurrences,
2. A is a finite set, called a set of actions,
3. —¥ is a subset of E x E; it is an irreflexive, acyclic
binary relation, called the immediate causality
def
relation such that \. e = {e' G E | e' ->* e} is
finite for each e G E, where —>* is the reflexive
and transitive closure of—*,
4. # is a subset of E X E and is a symmetric, irreflexive relation, called conflict relation, such
that (# o -»* ) C # (called conflict preservation
condition),
5. The intersection of—** and # is empty,
6.1.E

A is a labeling function.

We intend to introduce agents (players) in such a way
that the lpes's represent behaviors of multi-agent systems or game frames by taking occurrences of agents'
actions as the starting point. Every occurrence of an
action is modeled as the separate event; a labeling
function / indicates for each event which action it is an
occurrence of; /(e) = a means that event e is an occurrence of action a. The two relations —>, # capture,
respectively, the causality, and conflict relationship between events.
We say that two events are in conflict if they cannot
occur in the same run, that is, in the same play of the
game. One of the sources of the conflict is agent's
choice of action, i.e., if agent must choose between
two actions a, b, then the event ea corresponding to to
the choice of a and the event e\, corresponding to b
are in conflict. Moreover, if ea —** e' and e\, -»* e"
(event e' is in the causal future of ea and event e" is in
the causal future of e&) then also the events e', e" are

in conflict. Another source of conflict are executions
of joint action, which is explained later on.
Each two events can be either causally dependent, or
in conflict, or unrelated by ->* and #. Obviously, these
relations are disjoint as stated in item 5 of Def. 2.1. It
is intersting that any two unrelated events, say e, e', are agent 1:
concurrent; we denote this as e||e'. The concurrency
relation relation is defined as || = {E X E) \ (->*

u(-v)-1 u #).

We do not put any conditions on the labeling of events.
Therefore, one can easily model non-determinism of
actions. This is especially important as we need to
model failure of joint actions.
Figure 1 shows a local (lpes) and global representation
of three player (agent) game, whereas Figure 2 gives
some of the possible runs of the lpes.
Agent 1 is independent on the other agents, whereas
agents 2 and 3 can synchronize by executing the joint
action g. In case agent 2 schedules for execution action
d\, then agent 3 will fail executing action g. Similarly,
if agent 3 schedules for execution action d2, then agent
2 will fail executing action g.
The local representation is given by an lpes, where
the boxes represent events, the arrows the immediate
causality relations, and the dotted lines the conflict
relation. The conflict relation that follows from the
conflict preservation condition is not marked in Fig
1. Labeling of events is given by letters put into the
boxes.
The global representation is an extensive form of the
above game. The circles represent global states of the
game, and the moves of players are consecutive. Since
there is a lot of concurrent actions here, all possible
orders of moves must be present in global representation. Moreover, in order to define knowledge of a
player (i.e. information sets in game-theoretic terms)
the whole structure of global representation must be
taken into account. This means that if we suppose a
player to reason about knowledge, the player needs to
know the whole global representation of the game.
It is a crucial point here to notice that in the case of
local representation a different kind of knowledge can
be defined, i.e., "causal knowledge." So that for player
1, his knowledge is only about himself. In fact he does
not need to know about the other players. Moreover, he
cannot have knowledge about others unless he has interacted with another player. Hence, in order to reason
about knowledge, the player does not need to know the
whole structure of the game, and even more the game
structure does not need to be common knowledge of
the players as it is assumed by Aumann and Halpern et
al. So that in our framework of "causal knowledge" it
is possible (and reasonable for large open systems) to

agent 2:

agent 3: a3

Local representation

a1 T

"' a2

a3

bl—-O:

(>^Of-K>-K><^

= = =

^o^r0

Global representation
Figure 1: Example of the local and global representation of the same distributed game
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allow the situation where initially players know almost
nothing. They must acquire knowledge about the game
played and the current play from performing actions,
perception, and communication with other players.
For the purpose of our paper it is sufficient to assume
that the set E is finite. Therefore, we can define the set
of maximal (relatively to -+) events, called Eterm. Let
N be a finite number of agents and E = E\ U.. .L)EN,
where Ej is a set of events agent i participates in, for
1 < i < N. We assume that (£,■ x Ef) n || = 0,
which corresponds to the fact that the events of one
agent cannot be concurrent. This, in fact, means that
they are either causally related or in conflict. Similarly,
A = Ax U ... U AN, where Ai = \jeeEi l(e) for each
i is the set of actions of agent i.
An event is said to be joint if at least two agents participate in that event. So that usually the sets E\,..., EN
do not need to be mutually disjoint. For each event
e £ E let agent(e) = {i £ N \ e 6 Ei} be the set
of agents who participate in e. Since the events may
be joint, also the actions that are associated to joint
events are called joint actions. Similarly, for each action a £ A, we define agent(a) = {i £ N \ a £ Ai}.
The meaning of the joint action a is that in order to
execute action a successfully, all the agents agent(a)
must participate in the execution. A joint action a can
be executed if for all the agents needed for execution,
the action a is enabled and selected for execution, i.e.,
intuitively all the agents "can" and "do want" to participate in the execution of this action. Let us note that
the notion of joint action is closely related to the notion
of simultaneous move of Kaneko & Dubey [6], however their approach is based on global states and global
time. If one of the agents cannot or does not want to
participate in the execution, then the attempt to execute
the action a fails. For this reason we assume that for
any joint action a, and any agent i £ agents(a) there
is a local action fail(a, i) £ Ai that corresponds to
agent i's failure to execute joint action a. It is natural
to assume that if all the agents needed for an execution of a joint action schedule this action for execution,
then the action will be executed. This is equivalent to
say that any conflict-free behavior of an lpes in which
all the agents i execute fail(a, i) with i £ agent(a),
is forbidden. Maximal conflict-free substructures of
lpes satisfying the above condition are called runs.
This notion of run corresponds to the game-theoretical
notion of play.
We define payoff function of agent i as, Hi : Ei D

l£J—~1S1

@-*-@-"-GHI

@-Ml-*"^^

1 0-Hi

0_»^]

0-HH

3 @-+-@-*4L

0-*-@-»-B

0-*-@-»-&a

1 S-H3

0-^0
0-^0
[5i-»»P3-—Piäa @-*-E3
B—@
s-^a

2 @—*-@-»3 @-*@-*-

2 g}-»@

E-»0
EH-HH-Hü

0-^0

Figure 2: Runs of the event structure of the former
example
an lpes, Ei is the set of events of agent i, and Hi is a
payoff function of agent i.
In order to complete the definition of a distributed game
we need to define information sets for each agent i. In
the classical definition, the information sets of agent
i are denned by a partition of his decision nodes. In
our approach they are defined by a partition of the set
Ei, i.e., the events in which agent i does participate
and at which he also takes decisions concerning action choice. However, our idea of introducing causal
knowledge relies on acquiring knowledge from perception and from communication with other agents.
For this reason the information sets determined by
agent's knowledge cannot be arbitrary. Agents' information sets must correspond to the cumulative and
aggregated knowledge that is acquired in agent's history. Since agents acquire knowledge by communicating with other agents, in order to understand each
other the agent must speak in common language with
common semantics. Introducing such language and
completing the definition of game is the aim of Section 3. In order to illustrate all the newly introduced
notions, we present the game of Puzzles as the running
example.
2.1

Puzzle game

Consider a network of computer servers and mobile
software agents that can move from one server to another in order to look for resources (puzzle pieces)
that are scattered randomly on the servers. To enhance cooperations between the agents, the entry to
some servers is forbidden for some agents. Thus, if
a resource the agent needs is on a forbidden server,
Eterm
y Reals
the agent needs a help from other agents. On the
other hand some agents may compete for the same reDefinition 2.2 A distributed game frame is the or- source. It is assumed that the cost of performing any
dered triple F — (11, (Ei)i€N, (#»)teiv)> where U is action is one unit subtracted from agent's personal ac88

3

D

3q2: 3 asks 2 about his resources
lq3: 1 asks 3 what resource 2 has got.

Figure 3: Example of Puzzle game
count. So, each agent can execute a finite number of
actions limited by the introductory balance of his personal account. Each agent wants to get his resource
with minimal effort (cost). Agents can execute the following types of actions: take (drop) a resource from
(to) a server, get (give) a resource from (to) another
agent, exchange a resource with another agent, move
from one server to another, or end his activity switching to the 'off'-state. Switching to the 'off'-state is
obligatory for an agent if his account is equal zero.
Giving and exchanging resources is possible only for
agents residing at the same server. Additionally any
two agents can communicate (talk) to each other provided they are at the same server. Intuitively, Puzzle
can be viewed as an example of a multi-agent system
as well as of a game.
Let us notice that an exchange of resources r, r' between two agents i,j (which can be thought of as
composed of two actions: a = (agent i gives r to agent
j), and a' = (agent j gives r' to agent i) executed in
either sequential order) is treated here as an atomic action for the following reason. After action a has been
executed, there is no way to make self interested agent
j execute action a'. Hence, the exchange cannot be
modeled as a simple composition of two actions.
Initially, in the example of Fig. 3., each agent is supposed to know only his resources, his position, and
which servers he can enter. So that initially he knows
nothing about the other agents. In order to realize
his goal player 1 needs A, player 2 needs B, whereas
player 3 needs C. The lpes representing the behavior
of the example of the Puzzle game is shown in Fig. 4.
One run of the lpes is distinguished with the thicker
lines. This run will be used as the running example of
the next section.

3

Causal Knowledge

Figure 4: A part of the lpes for the example of Puzzle
game
We assume that knowledge of any agent i can be
stored in the variables v\,..., v{K ranging over the
sets Wi,.. ■, WK- The sets Wk can be of any sort
including: char, integers, reals, etc. This variable
collection defines agent's knowledge frame. One can
think about it as a relational database. It is important to note that the range of variables v3m and vlm is
the same for any i,j G N and m € K. The profile of current values of agent's variables (database)
is considered as the current state of the agent mental
state. So that all possible agent's mental states are
collected in the set M = UkeK Wk- That is, for example mi = (wi, w2, ■ ■., wk) corresponds to agent z's
mental state where v\ = w\,..., v'k = WkExample 3.1 For our game of Puzzle a simple
database of each agent can be defined as a 3x3 matrix
[vij], where rows store information about agents 1,2
and 3. The information concerns the resources, the
location of an agent, and the number of moves already
performed by the agent. The star (*) denotes the lack
of information.
The variables (uj,. ..,v[) are updated or revised by
agent z's perception and knowledge acquired from
other agents via explicit communication.
Now we are going to define agent's perception. Let
p — {pi,p2,...,pi} be a set of common observable (propositions of Propositional Calculus) of all
the agents N. That is, perception mechanism is of
the same kind for all the agents. The propositions
are evaluated at events in the following way: at e any
agent i € agent(e) can evaluate any p € P and come
up with the conclusion whether p is true or false or
unknown.
Example 3.2 For our game we can define the following propositions. For each i € {1,2,3}, X €
{I, II, III}, andY e {A,B,C}, the proposition
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PiXY is defined. The proposition is true if agent i
is at server X and has resource Y. Agent i can evaluate proposition PJXY at event e as true or false iff
i = j or the event e is a joint event of agents i and j.
Otherwise the value ofpjxY is unknown.

Let the query q = q\... QK be directed to agent i,
whose memory state is m. The answer of agent i is
equal to Val(q, i) — x\ .. .XK, where a;, = m„ for
g, =?, and i, = <?,- for <&■ = *. For example the answer
of agent i to query * * *?*? can be * * *2 * 9.

Let O = {t, *, /}' (Z is the number of propositions) be
the set of all possible strings of length / over the set
{t, *, /} coding all the valuations of the propositions.
For example, for / = 4, o = ttf * t e O corresponds
to agent's observation that propositions p\, P2 and ps
are true, proposition p-$ is false whereas the value of
proposition pä, is unknown.

Definition 3.8 Common reasoning mechanism is
defined as a function:
S:Mx Val(Q)

M

An intuitive meaning of S(m, x\... XK) — mf is that
mental state m is updated to m' after receiving answer
cci... XK to a query sent by an agent.

Definition 3.3 Agent i 's perception is defined as a
Definition 3.9 Agents' common ontology is defined
function IT, : E{ —t O.
as A = (O, M, Mem, S).
An intuitive meaning of IL-(e) = ttf * t is that at
event e agent i perceives the propositions in the way It is natural to assume that any agent stores in his memory the information about the actions he may execute
described above.
currently. This assumption will allow us to define coExample 3.4 During the perception of agent 1 and 2 herently agent's information sets. Since the informaat the event labeled e corresponding to the exchange tion sets represent agent's knowledge, the availability
of resources B and C by agents 1 and 2 at server of actions must be stored in the knowledge.
II, the agents perceive that the following propositions
hold: pine, and PIIIB- This means that after the ex- Definition 3.10 Game with local interactions, explicit
change, agent 1 has got C and is at server II, whereas communication, and causal knowledge (distributed
agent 2 has got B and is at server II, as well. As to game, for short) is defined as (F, (n,),G^, A), where
the propositions P31A and P3IUA> the agents 1,2 can F is a distributed game frame, IT,- is the perception of
not evaluate whether they are true or false. However player i, and A is a common ontology.
they can deduce for example thatpjiiB andpmc are
When an agent gets information from another agent,
false. This kind of deduction may be encoded in the
then he puts it to his data base in two cases. Either, he
memorizing or reasoning mechanism.
has not had any information on this subject or he is able
Definition 3.5 Common memorizing mechanism is to infer that the information he has just received is more
recent than his own. Let us notice that the reasoning
defined as a function Mem : M X O —> M.
mechanism as well as the memorizing mechanism is
common
for all the agents. The reason for this is
An intuitive meaning of Mem(m,o) = m' is that
mental state m is updated to m! after observation o has mainly technical. If these mechanisms had not been
common, then in order to have common semantics
been made by an agent.
(ontology), translations from one agent's language to
Example 3.6 After executing the event corresponding other would have been required.
to the exchange ofB for C with agent 2 at server II, the In the set A of actions we identify a subset of comdatabase of agent 1 is updated by the information about munication actions. For each query q 6 Q we have
agent 2: at server II, resource B (see Fig. 4). Let us a joint action iqj of agents i and j with the intended
notice that with each observation of event the number meaning of agent i sending query q to agent j. If agent
of steps already executed by the agents participating j does agree to answer the query then the action iqj is
in the event is updated in their data bases.
successfully executed, otherwise it fails.
Definition 3.7 Let Q = {*, 1}K be the set of queries.
The interpretation of query q = * * *?*? is: tell me
the value of variable V4 and Vß in your memory
(database). The set of all possible answers to the

Example 3.11 In the Figure 5 we indicate a possible
run of the Ipes representing the behavior of our game.
We assume that each agent has performed some initial
local event. All events are first drawn as local ones.
queries Q is defined as the set Val{Q) = rifceÄ" (Wk *-* Joint events are obtained by grouping the corresponding local events. Each event, except for the initial
{*})•
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Figure 5: One run indicated in the lpes for Puzzle
example
ones, is labeled by the first letter of the name of the
action, which was executed at this event. Moreover,
each event is equipped with the 3x3 table storing the
agent's knowledge. Let us note that the figure shows
an updating problem. The agents 1 and 3 execute the
joint event labeled by action \qi, where q is a query:
"What resource has agent 2 got ? " Then, agent 1 cannot
update his data base since he does not know, who has
got the most recent information about agent 2. This is
marked by the question mark (?) The way of solving
this kind of problems is by encoding an extra information, which is sufficient for deciding who has got
the latest information about other agent. One of the
possible solutions is so called secondary information
defined for gossip automata [11].

3.1

Information sets

One may ask how distributed games relate to the classical games in extensive form. As far as we consider
the definition of game frame, it is a matter of taste.
That is, both approaches, the classical one and ours
model the same situations, i.e., the same real games.
In this sense they are equivalent, i.e., one can be transformed into the other one. However by introducing
causal knowledge, we narrow the class of games under consideration. The gain is that we can explicitly
consider agent's knowledge, and we can model and
simulate plays of large and open games.

4 Analogs of Kuhn's theorems
As to the first theorem of Kuhn (see [7]) about existence
of Nash equilibrium point in games of perfect information, the notion of perfect information in the classical
definition cannot be implemented in our framework
of distributed game unless we assume that there is no
concurrency in the system. This means that all the
agents participate in all the events.
The maximal knowledge an agent can have is when
all agents exchange all their knowledge during each
synchronization, and have capability to store all the
acquired knowledge. This maximal causal knowledge
does not correspond to perfect information in games,
because an agent can not have a knowledge about another agent unless there is a causal relation between
them.
Now we are going to show that the relations between
mixed and behavioral strategies are the same in both
the distributed and the classical case.
For any subset A' C A, let AA' denote the set of
all probability distributions over set A'. Let i4,(m,)
be the set of actions available for agent i to take at
his information set m,-. However, the sets Ai(mi)
do not include the failures of joint actions, that is,
fail(a, i) is not an action for itself and can not be
executed by an agent. It is a result of unsuccessful
execution of action a by agent i. So that fail(a, i)
is a means for representing indeterminacy (success or
failure) corresponding to execution of action a.
Let us note that according to the assumption made
below Definition 3.9, the set A,(m.) is uniquely determined. That is, for all e 6 £;(m,), the set .A,-(m,-) is
the set of actions available for agent i to take at e.
We define pure local strategies (s') as functions of the
form:

It is supposed that the agents use a fixed common ontology when they play a distributed game. So that having
specified perception for each agent, any agent changes
in the course of play his mental state according to
perception, memorizing mechanism, communications
with other agents and reasoning mechanism. Hence,
any m 6 M uniquely determines an information set
of agent i. It is possible that this set is empty, if the
mental state can not to be reached by agent i.
Thus, the information sets may be identified with the
elements of M.
Let Ei(m) be the set of all events, where the mental
state of agent i is m. It is clear that the collection of
Ei(m) for m € M is a partition of E{.
The assumption that any agent stores the information
about current availability of actions, guarantee the cos{: Mi —> A{
herence of the notion of information sets, that is, any
agent must know what actions he may execute cur- such that s^mi) 6 ^(m,-), and 5' denote the set of
pure local strategies of agent i.
rently.
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All the events In the picture belong to agent 2.

Figure 6: Information sets of agent 2 in distributed
framework.
x Sn be the set of n-tuples (or
Let S = Sl x
profiles) of pure local strategies.
Let us recall that we exclude the situation in a play
(run) where all agents agents(a) want to execute the
action a and they fail. In this case the action a is
executed successfully. As a result of this assumption,
we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1 Each profile s = (s\ s2,..., sn) € S
of pure strategies uniquely determines the subset of
events of E, denoted E{s), that are reachable under
s. Moreover, E(s) contains exactly one terminal node
for each agent i.

fail(a,1)

For n-tuple s = (sl, s2,..., sn) € S of pure strategies,
the payoff ti(s) to agent i is defined by
h'is) = Hi{ei)
such that e,- G E(s)
The set of mixed local strategies X' of agent i is defined as X* - A(5'), where 5' is the set of pure local
strategies of agent i. This means that agent i chooses
each pure local strategy with probability xl(sl). Let
X = Xx x ... x Xn be the set of n-tuples of mixed
local strategies.
For n-tuple x = (x1, x2,..., xn) G X of mixed strategies, the payoff h{(x) to agent i is defined by
hi(x)
s£5

where x(s) = UjeNXj (sj) is the probability, under x,
that the profile s has been selected by the agents.
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I fail(a,1)v

Figure 7: Modeling joint action a of two agents in distributed framework and in the framework of extensive
games. In the extensive game framework two possible
orders of moves must be considered.

We define behavioral strategies bi of agent i (corre- can be represented as a classical extensive game with
sponding to the behavioral strategies in the classical actually the same structure of information sets. Thus
also the notion of perfect recall is the same in both
definition) as functions of the form:
cases. Hence, there is equivalence between the bebi : Mi —► AA,
havioral and mixed strategies in distributed games, the
same as it is in the classical case proved by Kuhn [7].
such that bi(mi) 6 AA,-(m,-).
So that for any mixed strategy of an agent there is
We write 6,(ra;; a) for the probability of the choice of a corresponding behavioral strategy of the agent that
action a € At(m,) by agent i at rrc; . The set of all gives him the same payoffs.
behavioral local strategies of agent i is denoted by Bi.
As in the standard approach the set Bi of behavioral Theorem 4.2 Let T be a distributed game in which
strategies of agent i can be identified with a subset of agent i has a perfect recall. Then, for each mixed
i
the set X{ of mixed strategies. Formally, the mixed lo- strategy from x' e X there is a corresponding behavl
cal strategy x' corresponding to the behavioral strategy ior strategy bi that is equivalent to x .
bi € Bi is defined by x* = (x'(s*))s''eS''' where

xi{si)= n 6i(m,-;s*'(m,-))

5

Conclusions

A new definition of game in extensive form based on
Hence, for any profile of behavioral local strategies local agents' interactions and casual knowledge has
been presented. The main difference with the classical
b = (b\b2,...,bn) we define
notions of knowledge by Aumann, and Halpern et al.
relies on restricting information sets in such a way that
M&) = hi(x)
players are not supposed to know a priori the whole
Let us note that in the definition of mixed as well structure of the game, so that their knowledge about
as behavioral strategies of agent i involves only the the game played and the play is acquired in a causal
structure of information sets and the agent's actions. way. Our definition can be seen as a revision of the
The same is true for the standard definition. In the case classical definition rather than an extension.
of distributed games the information sets are defined This approach has several consequences on the theoas subsets of the set of agent z's events, whereas in retical and practical ground. The first theorem of Kuhn
the standard definition the information sets of agent i does not hold in our approach since the condition of
are subsets of the set of his decision nodes. Clearly, perfect information cannot be imposed at every disthe events of agent i are at the same time his decision tributed game. However, the second theorem of Kuhn
nodes, that is, the places where agent i chooses an still holds.
action to execute.
As far as practical advantages of our approach are
However, the structure of information sets in the case concerned, we should mention a very compact repof distributed games is simpler that in the classical resentation of games. This feature allows for easier
case. The reason is that from the point of view of and more efficient analysis and verification of game
a single agent the only source of indeterminacy (in plays. As to the the notion of knowledge we have inthe distributed case) is the execution of his joint ac- troduced, it seems that this is a reasonable notion that
tions, see Fig. 6, whereas in the classical case the next can be used for modeling agents in large, distributed,
moves of other agents. As it it can be seen in the Fig. and open environments.
7, successful execution of joint action and failure can
be classically modeled as consecutive moves of agents
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Abstract
The aim of the paper is the development of the new approach to designing a decentralized management system which performs the exchanges of industrial resources based on the model of collective behavior of intelligent agents. The results of the construction of a multi-agent architecture for the management system
are represented. The abstract intelligent agents underlay this model. Theirs interaction and activities determine a required intelligent behavior of the whole multiagent system. These agents realize the creation of some required types of resources and interchange by them for reaching of the global purpose of the production system. For the research of interacting agents the intelligent simulation
tools were used. The work is supported by Russian Fund of Basic Research (grant
99-01-01136).
Keywords: CIM, intelligent agent, multi-agent system, management, simulation.

1. Introduction
The automated management system of the computer
aided integrated manufacturing (CIM) consists of a
set of local management systems (LMS), functioning in a computer network of the firm (or its part).
All the production operations are realized under the
control of LMS. Their realization requires performing the following stages:
• Stage 1. Definition of the operation which is
necessary to be executed.
• Stage 2. Supply of this operation by required
industrial resources:
• Stage 2.1. A choice of the CIM elements as resources of operation.
• Stage 2.2. The management of auxiliary operations, which are realized by moving the selected
resources from a state to the required one.
• Stage 3. Realization and successful completion
of the operation.
For reaching general purposes faced by CIM, the
coordination and cooperation of operations performed by separate LMS should be ensured. The
LMS are distributed in a computer network The
process of the LMS coordination and cooperation

can be carried out various methods, which differ
one form another first of all by the level of centralization. The centralized systems have some uniform
control device, but in decentralized systems the
control is realized at the cooperation of LMS
[Emelyanov 1990, Gomtvetal, 1990].
Here CIM represents a constantly varying system.
The modifications are dynamical and are frequently
difficult to predict. It means that the CIM is evolving as a system. The complicated system which has
arisen by an evolutionary way, can not cope by the
uniform centralized management system [Varshavskiy et al., 1984; Emelyanov 1997]. This will be the
CIM management system that should be created as a
system with a pre-defined level of decentralizing.
On the other hand, the decentralized mode of the
work requires higher flexibility and adaptability by
everyone by separate LMS. This requirement can be
carried out at organization LMS as intelligent [Lefrancois etal., 1994; Parunak 1993].
In the present work the intelligent decentralized
CIM management system is considered as the multiagent system. Here the LMS are considered as independent agents, which have a pre-defined rights
specifying their level of intelligence and the possi-
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bility to make decisions, using for this purpose an
available information and knowledge. Has a place a
collective behavior of the intelligent agents (IA),
when each IA communicates with another ones to
obtain the necessary resources for performing industrial operations. Horizontal connections have
priority over vertical ones in processes; IA are separated.
The simulation methods are suggested for researching collective behavior of intellectual agents.
Such approach to building simulation model of decentralized control system is based on intellectual
simulation, using artificial intelligence in a hierarchy of interacting systems and analysis of mutually
dependent processes. The main subjects of the
model are abstract agents in the organization - their
activities and interaction determine the required
collective intellectual behavior [Artificial 1996; Tarasov 1996].
RAO intellectual simulation medium was chosen as
a tool for simulation [Artiba et al, 1998; Emelyanovetal.,1997].
2. The Multi-Agent Approach to Decentralized CIM Management Systems
Decentralizing of management is related to the fact
that all LMS make decisions under uncertainty
when the information about other LMS is incomplete and ambiguous. Here the LMS ensures a realtime control of all elements in the cell and searches
for additional resources located in other cells. For
this purpose LMS should made decisions about using its own resources and the resources it needs. The
missing resources are at the disposal of others LMS
and can be transferred for realizing the industrial
operations above. The local management systems in
CIM is linked to all other LMS. This LMS also
should select the best plan among the set of all possible plans. Therefore, the set of LMS should exchange the information intensively for organizing a
purposeful CIM work in the whole. Thus, separate
LMS have a complete information about their own
resources and purposes, but they have a few information about purposes and effectiveness of the
whole system.
Therefore, among the most significant functions of
decentralized management system, we point out the
following:
• Connection with a management system of a
higher level. In spite of the fact that we create
our system as a decentralized system, the links
with the management systems of higher hierar-
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chy level can not be completely lost. Our task is
the elimination of a governing role of a higher
level system during the real-time management.
The role of a management system of a higher
level should be reduced to the definition of the
production strategy and the plan distribution at
the beginning of changes between LMS.
• Monitoring of resources and services. The process of providing cells with the resources has two
aspects: A - definition of necessary resources
and as a consequence, ordering of missing resources; B - mechanism of searching for and
delivery of necessary resources. When LMS orders required resources, it should not care of
their location and state.
• Detection and resolution of conflicts. During the
LMS interactions, various conflict or disputable
situations may occur (for example, concerning
the order of using resources). To detect and face
such problems, it is necessary to introduce into
the system some additional functions.
• The modification of a system. Because CIM is a
constantly varying object, it is necessary to add
some new modules. The structure of available
systems can vary, as well as the topology of
their connections in a system.
• Functions of distributed database for the accumulation of both knowledge and data concerning the state of the system.
Thus, every LMS should work independently with
analyzing its own state and making decisions; so it
needs to be autonomous and active. Everyone LMS
should work in an optimal way to attain the goals,
such that the global CIM purpose would be
achieved (the more efficiently, if possible). To prevent conflicts, which are unavoidable in the
autonomous work case, LMS should perceive the
external world state and react operatively to its
modification; it also should be connected with other
LMS and accepted by them. The autonomous mode
of functioning also needs learning capacities. Therefore, the LMS may be viewed as an intelligent agent
possessing such properties as autonomy, reactivity,
activity, social behavior, life in the network, flexibility, adaptability etc. [Braspenning 1997; Jennings
1995; Zweben 1997]. The necessity of representing
these properties in LMS can be shown via the
analysis of their operations in CIM [Fleury et al.,
1984].
The use of a multi-agent architecture allows decisions to be taken in a decentralized way. In artificial
intelligence, this approach appears to be well suited
to complex problems, especially those with a great

number of interactions between components, and
for which classical incremental methods cannot
provide good results. The multi-agent method allows one to solve subproblems locally with an
agent, and to propose a global solution as a result of
interactions between the different agents [Kouiss
1997].
For the production management of a CIM, many
decisions have to be taken to reach the production
objectives (e.g. planning decisions, scheduling decisions, and control decisions). Indeed, these decisions must be periodically updated in order to take
into account changes in the CIM (e.g. a machine
breakdown, worker absences, etc.). The use of a
multi-agent architecture allows one to share out all
these decisions between several agents in a hierarchical manner. Each agent is in charge of specific
decisions [Chandra et al, 1991; Iffhecker et al,
1991; Baptiste et al, 1993; Kwok et al., 1993; Barbuceanu et al, 1994; Tacquard et al, 1994; Trentesaux et al, 1995; Ouzrout, 1996]. Unfortunately this
structure presents some disadvantages, due mainly
to possible contradictory decisions of agents that
can lead to a global lock of the system [Attoui et al,
1995].
The obvious complementarity of the multi-agent
and simulation approaches to management problem
has led to a growing interest in these hybrid systems
involving the cooperation of both approaches. Apart
from the usual reasons for building a multi-agent
architecture, some conditions were specially taken
into account, such as modularity and ease of integration [Larry 1995].
Distributed heterogeneous systems are receiving
great attention from researchers in all the computerrelated fields [Velasco et al. 1995; Virdhagriswaran
1994].
3. Types of the Agents in the Decentralized
Management System
Agents may be positioned in a system by using
technological, functional, topological or organizational criteria. In our case, IA overlays CIM topology. Each IA is an entity able to modify its environment and, if necessary, to interact with other
agents. To do it, the IA uses its knowledge base and
inference mechanism. The goal of each IA is to
simulate the decision that may be made by a human
for a given CIM system. Here the IA uses heuristic
methods and takes into account what products have
already been manufactured, what resources (its own
or borrowed) are available or ordered, what data

depend on the decisions made by other IA, what
due-dates are planned etc.
In the basic workflow model in the CIM system we
shall consider the interaction between two agents,
the Customer and the Performer. Both are the instances of same IA type, the resource USER agents.
The USER agents function independently and pursue their own goals (performing prescribed basic
operations), with using their knowledge (heuristic
methods), data and criteria. So the USER agents are
active IA because nothing initiates their operations
from outside.
As a Customer, the USER agent sends requests to
all the other USER agents requiring that they either
get some resources from it or send some resources
to it. Another USER agent, while receiving such a
request and, after analyzing it, can either accept it
for fulfilling (putting it into the queue of its basic
operations and hence becoming Performer in the
interaction between two IA) or reject it. After receiving a request IA sends a relevant message to
other USER agents. As a result of such information
exchange, the interaction is realized between two
IA, the Customer and the Performer. Any USER
agent may be at the same time both Customer and
Performer in respect with the other USER agents.
Here Customer and Performer are the active IA in
the system - that means that they initiate their own
operations and the operations of other IA.
For delivering requests and responses, a Channel
agent (or agents) is used. Its purpose is to provide
information exchange for all the other IA. The
Channel agent delivers a request or a message to a
given address (if there is any) or to the all IA in the
system (if there is no specific address). So the
Channel agent takes functions of a various packages
(information, controlling, introducing) routing. Using the knowledge the Channel agent can optimize
various retrieval operations and process the distributed information in a network.
For the storage of the resources and re-distributing
them among the subsystems, some transportation
and storage systems are necessary in the CM. In
multi-agent model, their LMS are represented as
Service agents. The USER agents are able to negotiate with the Service agents about receiving, sending or moving resources. The Service agents receive
requests for transporting, giving out or storing resources. These Service agents are passive - they
don't initiate other IA's actions and don't seek them.
The function of agent's interaction coordination, as
well as the detection and solution of conflict situations is made by a Supervisor agent. Also his task
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consists in the correction of the system while the
new agents emerge. To connect agent's cyberspace
with an exterior environment an Interface agent is
introduced. He is the mediator between the various
agents and operator (Fig.l).
Thus, a basic model of multi-agent system seen as a
functional - structural unit of a decentralized management system is suggested, including the interactions between five basic types IA (User, Channel,
Supervisor, Service, Interface), which have the connections of three types (Coordination, Controlling
and Informing).

Fig. 1. Architecture of multi-agent distributed management system

about the resources structure and state from the user
(Customer) to the resources themselves (or to the
place of their birth). Furthermore, it is necessary to
organize the resources interaction and finally to entrust supplying the resource components to the resources themselves. So we convert the resource into
active objects, which can be naturally represented as
IA. Thus, both the resource itself (material, information or resource - operation), and its virtual
counterpart are present in the system.
To realize the multi-agent resources supply system,
the following new agents types can be introduced
(Fig.l):
•Resource provision process agent (RPP agent) initiates and co-ordinates the process of resource
maintenance for the User agent, playing the Customer role. It is generated by the User agent, which
appears as the resource Customer.
•Class component agent (CC agent) is the agent
containing the knowledge on the resource components and parameters. Because the system possesses
multi-component resources and there can be some
variants of combining these components, we obtain
the resources class. Let us introduce the proper IA
resource A, as well as the resources, owned by others IA. These resources are required (Fig.2) to supply the resource R. Two combinations of these resources {B, C} and {D, E} are possible, each of
them allowing the construction of the resource R.
Depending on a selected combination, some various
instances of the resource class can be obtained.

4. Multi-agent Model of the Resources Exchange Process
We shall consider the following types of resources:
finite activity products, if we deal with a producing
cell of the CIM; services, if the deal with the transport cell or some other auxiliary cell; parts or free
places for them, if the storage system is considered,
etc. The resources have two basic parameters: the
site and the state. To obtain or consider the opportunity of receipt of a required resource, the IA called
the Customer should know the meaning of these
parameters. However, in this case, when the given
parameters constantly change and the set of resources (even identical) is very large, the accumulation of such huge information amounts becomes
practically impossible.
Therefore it is necessary to create the flexible
mechanism of initialization of resources exchange.
Also it is necessary to have the mechanism of dynamic adjustment of parameters for the resources
exchange process when the CIM system works.
First of all it is necessary to pass the knowledge
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Fig.2. An example of a structure of the resource class
components
Each agent belonging to the class of component
agents "is linked" to a User agent or Service agent.
Therefore it is possible to select two types of CC
agents:
1. Resource Class agent (RC agent) - contains
knowledge on a current state and technological

structure of a resource. This agent is linked to the
User agent, which creates or stores a given resource.
2. Service Class agent (SC agent) - contains
knowledge about a current state and technology of a
service operation. This agent is linked to the User or
Service agent, which implements the given service
operation.
Instance agent - selects the components of a required resource. It is formed by the decomposition
of the Class component agent through the digitization of a resource parameters. The Instance agent
is the direct initiator of those or other operations in a
system. It addresses the call to make up the operation to the User or Service agents. The operations
should be feasible by the reference moment. The
Instance agent is supported by the Class agents
during the previous phase of resource maintenance
process.
The set of all class attributes may be represented in
a natural way by a frame.
It is suggested to introduce the set of the frames,
which will reflect a structure of a class. This set
contains real values of the class parameters at various stages of work. The top level frame will be referred as the "Frame of resource class " (Fig3).
Prototype frame of resource class
Slot

Slot name

1

Provider name

2

Type of resource

3

Resource parameters

4

List of sets
class component resources
Name of active set

5
6

Class accessible

Mean
ing

Description
Name of User or
Service agent
Name of resource
type, which support its
class
Reference to frame of
basic type of class
resource
Names of sets
Name of active set of
components in class
instance
YES of NOT

Fig.3. Prototype frame of resource class
The following frame contains the information about
a component of the resources set. This frame is
called "Frame of resource components set".
Each class component is a basic resource for any
other class. Moreover, there can be a variety of such
classes. They are unified by their membership to the
same resource type, and distinguished by the name

of User or Service agents which are providers of a
given class.
5. Interaction of the Agents
The process of resources exchanging in multi-agent
system generally can be founded on the workflow
model. In this model the basic cycle links the Customer agent with the Performer agent. The cycle
consists of four phases called workflow: "preparation - negotiation - performance - acceptance ".At
the preparation stage the Customer addresses a demand (or an order for work realization) to the Performer. At the following stage the negotiation takes
place directed at the development of mutually acceptable conditions of the order satisfaction.
Then the Performer performs the job and by ending
it, reports to the Customer on its completion, and at
the last phase the Customer accepts or rejects the
job.
Here the engagement network appears that forms an
organizational structure, and the feasible communication acts of the agents giving the communication
the protocol, are determined by possible speech
acts.
Applying to the model of resources exchange, the
following cycle of operations is suggested. On the
basis of its knowledge or its behavior model the
User agent makes the decision about the initialization of some industrial activity. To do this work he
needs some additional resources. In this case he
will try order such absent resources. The ordering
process, for a single resource, will consist of the
following steps (Fig.4):
•User agent generates the RPP agent, which is responsible for the coordination of the resource supply process. To do this the RPP agent is provided
with all the necessary knowledge, both about the
resource, and concerning the mechanism of interaction with other agents.
Each of RC agents, after receiving the request,
specifies its correspondence to his own resource.
When the correspondence takes place, the class becomes active and produces the operations necessary
for a concrete definition of all parameters of the basic resource. If these concrete parameters correspond to the specification, then the RC agent forms
an answer to the RPP agent and generates the Instance agent, which, in its turn, will initiate and coordinate the User or Service agents operations to
provide a required resource.
In the correspondence with the above-stated scheme
of the agents interaction in the resource providing
system the resources, each agent performs a se-
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quence of pre-defined operations in a restricted area.
All these operations are initiated and introduced on
the basis of the agent internal knowledge, with the
use of inference module and the mechanisms of interaction with other agents. The state diagram for
the agents is represented in Fig. 5. The arrows des-

ignate possibilities of the agent transition from a
state to another one. From this diagram the possible
sequence of operations produced by the agents is
obvious.

Resource specification
i

1

1

1

Chains of Instance agents
RPP
agent

Instance K Instance ^
agent
agent J

Instance X Instance \j Instance
agent
agent /\ agent

)

MI

Fig.4. A multi-agent model of resources exchanging
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T
Generate the Instance agent

The class
unactivation

The Instance agent is
waiting

i
Activation of the Instance
agent

i
The process of
resource
maintenance
Terminate of
Instance agent

-«

Initiate and co-ordinate the
process of resource
maintenance
Complete the process of
resource maintenance

Fig.5. The state diagram for the multi-agent system
6. RAO Method (Resources - Actions - Operations)
At present, our approach has not been implemented
on real CIM. The simulation model of multi-agent
systems was designed to research its performance.
We take a new method of knowledge representation
and use - RAO (Resources-Actions-Operations),
applied for the exposition and simulation of complicated discrete systems, construction of control systems, development of hybrid systems etc. [Artiba et
al., 1998, Emelyanov et al, 1997].
Following the RAO-method, the model of a complicated discrete system is given by a dynamic production system. The database for such a production
system contains the information about the system
resources, and the knowledge base includes the set
of operations fulfilled by these resources. The adaptation to a concrete simulated system consists in
the formal representation of resources and operations on some language with introducing them into
the knowledge and databases.
For the purposes of intelligent simulation, the
knowledge in RAO language, using modified pro-

duction rules, is written as follows:
IF (condition) THAT (event 1) TO WAIT At THAT
(event 2).
The events 1 and 2 represent events of the beginning and termination of some operation having the
temporal duration At. The operation time depends
on die state of resources in a simulated system. The
operation can be interrupted by other operations
(mainly by irregular events).
The inference mechanism works with modified production rules which permit to construct a model of
the process and to construct feasible and optimal
solutions.
All main components of the discrete system that is
its elements, process, rules of functioning are related in RAO-method to the following information
objects: resources, actions and irregular events, operations. The complex system model is created from
the above-mentioned elements by a set of resources
and a set of operations. The process model is presented by a temporal sequence of actions and irregular events.
The simulation model may be created when the
mechanism of events and irregular events simulation block are added to the dynamic production
system. Besides the above-mentioned elements the
simulation system contains a subsystem of collection of performance measures, which is intended for
collecting results and their primary processing.
This RAO language due to its flexibility allows to
describe in the framework of a uniform universal
approach both decision made by separate IA, and
the fruits of their interaction during the information
exchange, taking into account the process dynamics.
Besides, there is a possibility to describe in the
same formalisms the whole production process in
the CIM. It allows us to estimate the effectiveness
of the control process.
7.RAO-model of Interaction Class Agents
We shall show some designs of simulation model of
multi-agent management system and show of a little
bit various elements of model in environment RAO.
All IA, inquiries, messages, the tasks and etc. are
represented by resources of RAO-model. Each resource should concern to which or type. The type of
a resource determines structure of its attributes, their
possible meanings, meaning by default. There are 8
resource types in the model: Resource Class, ServiceClass, Instance, User, Service, System and
Node.
For example the description of Resource Class as
resource type, which is permanent (that is all time is
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Tr: Resource_Class
Sys.Sysl

in system) looks ] ike:
$Resource type ResourcejClass: permanent
$Parameters
: (A, B, C, D, E F, Z)
Number
: (Ma, Mb, Mc, St)
Owner
Graph_no : integer
: integer = -1
State
: integer = 0
UsC
•.integer =0
Ct
$End

$Bocfy
Tr
Choice from
Tr.State = -1
first
Convertible
State set
-2
{ Selection of class for decomposition}
Sys
Choice from
Sys.TJ = 0 {System is free/
first
Convertrule
TJ
set
3
{Set of the counter
flag}
Pzc set
1
$End

All actions, which are carried out in model by resources and over resources are described in object
patterns of operations. Each pattern represents usual
or modified production rule. All operations of one
kind in model should concern to a certain pattern
and differ by only used resources (relevant of operation) and parameters.
So the pattern of decomposition Resource Class
looks like:
SPattem
, RClassDecPr: rule trace
$Relevant resources

Step |100
'■ System
iSTOP-'"':

Slop

So

Ran
Resource .(Ü?
Number: 1100

-CSH':

■ FUrnäk*
S-T12

Keep
Keep

Rjn

-Doski
ISTOP

'I

T47

/

WORK

DPili
T23
ISTOF

-Eius '
'STOP
'■

-

:

. SusMsa

|:STDP
T57
STOP

Fig.6. Example of an animation frame
As performance measures, received at imitation are
used such as: average time of processing of an re-
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quest of IA on reception of a demanded resource,
average load Channel IA, average load of the Serv-

ice agent and other.
The cell of sawmill shop was simulated. Basic animation frame is shown in Fig. 6.
Conclusion
The considered approach to multi-agent model of
resources exchanging ensures the decentralized production management in CIM. It is applicable to
management systems incorporating specially developed LMS, which are capable to realize the inference mechanism, to receive, to accumulate and to
treat knowledge.
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Abstract
The study of intelligent agents has received an increasing attention within many disciplines. In
this paper we argue about the importance of common knowledge and the need to be able to express self-referential statements in multi-agent systems. Based on these observations we present a
first order self-referential framework for reasoning about truth, knowledge, and common knowledge. We continue by discussing a special case, a well-known logical paradox the surprise examination, which involves self-reference in a multi-agent domain, and we employ common knowledge to investigate it under an entirely new perspective.
Keywords: Agent Theories, Common Knowledge, Logics in AI.

1. Introduction
The term autonomous agent is usually employed to
describe systems that are capable of independent
action and rational behaviour in an open, and often
unpredictable environment. Therefore they often
need to communicate, co-ordinate and collaborate
with one another in order to achieve a mutual goal,
perform a complex task or share resources. Here
we are viewing agents from the standpoint of
Computer Science and we adopt a mentalistic view
for them, we define agents as having certain mental qualities such as knowledge and beliefs and
thus we characterize their behaviour in terms of
these mental attitudes. This approach of ascribing
human properties and attitudes to artificial agents,
known as the intentional stance [2], is a useful and
convenient means of describing complex systems
as well as, explaining and predicting their behaviour. Using the intentional notions we can formulate agent theories in order to describe an agent, its
properties and its reasoning. Hence a theory of
agents can be viewed as a specification language
which can be used to design, build, study and verify multi-agent systems.
A number of formalisms have been proposed in the
literature for describing agents [3,9]. However
most of them are based upon classical prepositional or first-order modal logic. Using modal
logics and possible worlds semantics is an attractive way for formalizing notions such as knowledge or belief but this approach lacks the characteristic of self-reference. Higher order logics and
syntactic theories are possible avenues for incorporating self-reference but they have their own disadvantages like undecidability in the former case
and inconsistency in the latter. If we want to obtain
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consistent syntactic theories this means weakening
the logics but we end up with systems that are too
weak to work with. On the other hand if we try to
implement self-reference in modal logics the resulting systems suffer from the same drawbacks as syntactic theories [9].
A basic notion that should be built-in into an agent's
cognitive system is of course that of truth. Therefore, the first requirement that emerges for a theory
of agents is that it should be able to represent facts
about the agent's world and obviously their relation
to truth. An agent that can represent certain facts
about its environment should also be aware of them,
know or believe them.
For agents to interact not only with their environment but with the other agents as well, their theory
should involve reasoning about the other agents and
their knowledge, beliefs, preferences, goals, etc.
Thus the second requirement that emerges for such a
theory of agents is that it should be able to express
self-referential statements. This stems from the fact
that an agent's assertions about the other agents'
knowledge may be self-referential. Self-reference
occurs when an agent knows or believes a proposition about the knowledge or beliefs of other agents,
which in turn make reference to this very proposition.
The third issue that concerns us, since we are interested in agents that interact with other agents in a
number of ways, is the representation of the common knowledge that arises among a group of agents.
The concept of common knowledge is based on
what everyone in a group of agents knows and was
first studied in the context of conventions [7] and
has also attracted considerable attention in Economics [1] and Game Theory. However, it seems

essential in co-ordination, collaboration, reaching
agreements and in discourse understanding. Some
of these issues will be discussed in the sequel.
This paper contributes towards the direction of reasoning agents in a number of ways. Firstly an alternative logical framework with possible worlds
for describing agents is presented. We provide a
first-order self-referential approach for reasoning
about truth and knowledge, in a; multi-agent domain working and extending the framework for
syntactic modalities presented in [12]. In our approach we allow multiple syntactic modalities for
knowledge since we want the theory to be applied
in a multi-agent domain. Secondly we formalize
the notion of common knowledge and its properties, which we argue is crucial for an agent's social
behaviour and interaction. We discuss a special
case, a well-known logical paradox, the surprise
examination which involves a multi-agent domain
and self-reference. After presenting the traditional
analysis of the surprise examination we investigate
it under an entirely new perspective using common
knowledge.
The structure of the paper, which consists of five
subsequent sections, is as follows. In the next section we briefly discuss the basic ingredients of an
agent's cognitive system. We then informally establish the necessity for common knowledge in a
multi-agent system and its effects on an agent's
social behaviour and interaction. The following
section describes the basic logical machinery that
supports the notions of truth, modal knowledge and
common knowledge and then we look at an extension of the framework in which knowledge and
common knowledge are treated as syntactic modalities. We continue by discussing a special case,
the surprise examination, using common knowledge as the new means of investigating it. The last
section is a summary and a brief description of our
findings, conclusions and a pointer to future work.
2. Truth and Self-Reference
The agents considered in this paper are viewed as
systems that are attributed mental states such as
knowledge and beliefs. These mental states are
propositional attitudes, relations between an agent
and various propositions about the world. A general theory for the representation of such attitudes
should obviously represent truth and falsity. For
example we would like to say that the predicate
"true" applies to the quoted form of a sentence just
if
the
sentence
is
true.
That
is,
true("couple(zoejohn)") should be true if couple(zoejohn) is true. The Tarskian Biconditional
captures this intuition:

T(40«*|.

But this definition is self-referential, it includes reference to itself and unfortunately self-reference
whether it is used directly or indirectly can lead to
inconsistencies. We can construct a sentence, which
asserts its own falsehood like:
f Sentence $ is false (The "Liar" sentence)
which leads to a vicious circle. To see why, we
should be able to say either that it is false that sentence (}» is false or that it is true that, sentence <|> is
false. But if it is true that sentence <|> is false then
sentence <j> is false. And if it is false that sentence $
is false then sentence § is true. Reasoning agents
should be able to make assertions about their knowledge and beliefs as well as about other agents'
knowledge and beliefs. These beliefs or knowledge
may involve quantification over sentences such as in
"John believes something false". In other cases an
agent's A assertion may involves a proposition about
the beliefs of another agent B whose beliefs make
reference to the very first proposition asserted by the
first agent A, as for instance in the following case
(indirect self-reference):
A : "I believe whatever B believes"
B : "I have the same beliefs as A"
Therefore, if statements like the above are to be represented, an adequate formal treatment of belief or
knowledge must be able to refer to statements about
the world as objects in the world. But quantification
over propositional attitudes and self-referential sentences are beyond the expressive power of first order
logic and can be expressed either in higher order
logics or by using syntactic theories. But as was
mentioned earlier both higher order logics and syntactic theories have disadvantages. Therefore we
need a self-referential approach that will not run into
problems and will be expressive enough for describing our intuitions about the intentional notions.
3. Common Knowledge in MAS
In this section we will discuss in a few more details
the concept of common knowledge and we will argue about its need in a multi-agent environment.
Recall from the discussion above that common
knowledge is based on what everyone in a group of
agents knows. For instance everyone in our society
knows (ideally) that a green light means go and a red
light means stop [3]. Moreover, this fact is also
common knowledge, because not only everyone
knows this fact, but everyone knows that everyone
else knows this fact, and everyone knows that everyone knows that every individual knows this fact,
and so on. Common Knowledge was first discussed
by [7] in his philosophical study of conventions.
Although we are not going to engage in a sociological analysis of conventions and how they are
formed, nevertheless we have to mention here that
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Conventions and social norms are regularities in
behaviour. A convention is nothing more than a
group prescription to do or not to do given actions
under certain circumstances, a co-operative social
behaviour and everyone that belongs to a certain
group or community has to conform to it. What is
important in the formation of conventions and social norms however, is the concept of common
knowledge. In order for something to be a convention among the members of a certain group, everyone must be aware of the conditions of the convention, and everyone must know that every other
member of the group knows that and that everyone
is willing to conform to this convention. In other
words everyone in the group must have common
knowledge of the convention. Structured groups of
human agents like societies, communities and organisations, operate according to certain predetermined authority relationships and social norms.
Once an agent enters into a community he is given
a specific role which entails a set of rights and obligations. Each member of the group knows its
place and acts accordingly and furthermore each
knows the implications of exercising rights and
braking commitments. These authority mechanisms rely on the obedience of the addressees and
their behaviour, and enable the whole group to act
effectively and efficiently. In such a structured
community the notion of common knowledge naturally arises. For instance, the leader of such a
group has a certain predetermined authority and
this in fact is common knowledge among all the
members of the group. The members of the group
also know that they are obliged to carry out certain
tasks and obey the leader and this is profoundly
common knowledge. However it seems reasonable
to suggest that agents in artificial societies or in
multi-agent systems with build-in or with the ability to form authority relationships and communities
or groups, should have common knowledge of the
whole structure as well of their role in it and the
rights and obligations regarding themselves and the
other members of the group.
Other forms of social commitment as promises for
example include the element of common knowledge as well. We usually prefer to keep our promises and this is a moral obligation that we undertake when we make one. We keep our promises
because we do not want to destroy our reputation
for not keeping promises, lose other people's trust
or undermine trust and confidence in promises in
general. It is common knowledge that a promise
indicates a person's true intentions and his/her
commitment in carrying it out. From now on and
throughout this paper we will assume that we are
dealing with rational, truthful and sincere agents,
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who have no intention of deceiving one another and
do not, on purpose, supply false information.
An ordinary way of acquiring common knowledge is
through communication. Announcements made in
public are sources of common knowledge. The purpose of the speaker is to make her intentions, goals,
preferences etc. known to a group of other agents. In
other words to provide knowledge not only to each
member of the group separately but to the group as a
whole, that is she provides common knowledge. The
content of the announcement can then be used by
each of the members individually and as a group as
well, in order to make decisions, plans or take action. Simple speech acts between two or more
agents; exchanging information can be the source of
common knowledge as well, on the grounds that the
agent supplying common knowledge is trustworthy
and reliable.
Common knowledge is also relevant in discourse
understanding and in the use of language among a
population. Grammar rules and word meaning are
considered common knowledge among a population
using a specific language. Consider the case of a
new expression added to the language. In order to
use this expression a group must have common
knowledge of it, how it is used, what it means and
that everyone knows how to use it as well. In a
number of applications involving agents such as negotiation and agreements, co-ordination and collaboration, common knowledge seems to be relevant as
well. For instance suppose that two agents A and B
need to agree on some statement x. It is reasonable
to suggest that if the two agents agree on x then each
of them knows that they have agreed on x. As was
pointed out in [3] this is a key property of agreement: each of the agents must know about the
agreement and he must also know that every other
participant in the agreement knows about the agreement. Thus an agreement always presupposes common knowledge among all the agents involved. In
co-ordination situations the agents need common
knowledge for example of the schedule of actions to
be performed by each agent. In cases such as the coordinated attack where common knowledge cannot
be attained, co-ordination becomes difficult if not at
all impossible [3].
But how does common knowledge affect an agent's
social behaviour and influences an agent's decisions,
choices, future actions and goals? For instance, in
the case when an agent belongs to a certain structured group, community or organization, the agent
has to adopt social commitments and must undertake
obligations and rights. But a socially committed
agent to a group or another agent, loses some of its
autonomy in order to adapt to the organizational
constraints. Therefore an agent having now common
knowledge of certain restrictions may need to mod-

ify his behaviour to conform to these restrictions.
His goals and future plans and actions may be in
conflict with the constraints and requirements of
the group and thus may need modifications and
alterations. Maybe some of them need to be abandoned completely. Common knowledge is not an
abstract definition but a key concept, a basic and
active ingredient of an agent's reasoning process
and affects and guides the agent's social behaviour.
4. Logical Framework
In this section we present an alternative possible
worlds formalism for agents. Our logical machinery is based on the framework proposed in [12].
We build on this work and we extend it further by
adopting the approach of [3] towards common
knowledge.
4.1. The Logical Language
We begin by presenting the logical language we
will be using to write down our logics. Our language L is based on First Order Language and
apart from the standard connectives and quantifiers
it also includes:
i. Three distinctive predicate symbols T, F and
= for expressing Truth, Falsity and Equality
respectively,
ii. Three modal operators Ki; EG and CG for expressing "Agent /' knows", "Everyone in a
group G knows" and "It is common knowledge among the members of G" respectively,
iii. A set of variable symbols V and a set of
predicate symbols P.
Terms in this language are:
i. Constants .
ii. Variables
iii. wffs can be treated as terms in the language
in order to allow circular reference. Thus if
A(yi, y2,..,y„) is a wff and yh y2,..,yn are free
variables then (tA, yi, y2)..,yn ) is a term. (In
what follows we write A where no confusion
can arise.)
An atomic formula is a predicate letter applied to
terms; if P is a predicate letter and ti, t2,..,tn are
terms the P(tu t2,..,tn) is an atomic formula. The
formulas of the language (wffs) are then defined
inductively as follows:
i. An atomic formula is a wff
ii. If ti and t2 are terms then ti=t2 is a wff
iii. If t is a term then F(t) and T(t) are wffs
iv. If A and B are wffs so are -A, AAB, AVB,
A=>BandA<=>B.
v. Ifx is a variable and A is a wff then VxA and
3xA are wffs.
vi. if A is a wff then K;(A), EG(A) and CG(A) are
wffs

A model for the logical language L is a tuple
M=<W, Ki, D, 7i, T, F> where W is a set of possible
worlds, Kj is the accessibility relation for each agent
/ of our multi-agent domain; D is the universe of
discourse; n is used to determine the truth values of
the atomic formulas of the language apart from the
truth and falsity predicates; T is the extension of the
truth predicate (that is T:DxW=> 0,1) and F is similarly the extension of the false predicate. We require
the domain of individuals to be constant and Cartesian closed and each individual constant to be a rigid
designator.
4.2. Stable Truth
Our intuitions for the truth predicate tell us that
whatever is asserted to be true, must be so and this is
elegantly captured by the Tarskian Biconditional:
Tb. T(A)»A
However, as we mentioned earlier the inclusion of
such an axiom schema in our logic leads to inconsistency. In order to maintain consistency the logic
must be weakened. In the Gupta-Herzberger semantic theory this is achieved by discarding the principle
ofbivalence:
Biv. T(A)vT(^A)
and this in other words means that not all sentences
in the language denote propositions, some sentences
are paradoxical.
The intuitions underlying the Gupta-Herzberger
[4,5] semantic theory are based on the idea of an
iterative revision process. This revision process
starts with simple statements that do not contain the
word true and they are assigned a truth value according to the empirical facts. As the process continues, more and more statements involving complex
assertions about truth and falsity are assigned a truth
value. Given the model M for L, as defined above,
we define M'=<W, Ki, D, it, T, F> the Tarskian revision of M such that:
3"=(l|t||)v,w= (a) 1 iff t=(tA ,yi,...y») and M |=v>wt
(b) TMIWDv.w otherwise
*MI|t||)v.w= (a) 1 iff HU ,yi,-yn) and M |=v,w -,t
(b) F=(||t||)v.w otherwise
where v is an assignment of elements of D to variables. Only the wff change since for the other elements such as constants and variables the T and F do
not change. Starting from a model M with arbitrary
extensions of T and F and using the above revision
step, we can define a sequence of Truth and Falsity
predicates T(n) and F(n) for n>=0 :
i. T(0) = T
F(0) = F
ii. T(n+l) = T(p!)
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F(n+1) =F(ri)
iii. for a limit ordinal k define:
T(k)(d)=l iff 3 j(j<k) V h(j<=h<k)
(r(h)(d)=l)
F(k)(d)=l iff 3 j(j<k) V h(j<=h<k)
(F(h)(d)=l)
Under this revision process the notion of stability
can be defined as follows:
• an element d of D is positively stable iff 3 j V
k>=j T(k)(d) = 1
• an element d of D is negatively stable iff 3 j V
k>=j F(k)(d) = 1
• d is stable iff it is positively or negatively stable
• d is positively stable from k iff V j>=k
•

The weakest logic that we can have for truth, modal
knowledge and common knowledge is D-rm:
k.T(A=>B)=>(T(A)=>T(B))
d. T(A)=>-nT(-nA)
bar. VxT(A)=>T(VxA)
Nee

IfDTm l-thenDTm l-T(A)

K.

K(A=* B)=*(K(A)=>K(B))

D.

K(A)=*-nK(^ A)

BAR.Vx K(A)=>K(VxA)

WH

NEC

d is negatively stable from k iff V j>=k
F(j)(d)=l

E.EG(A)<»AieGKi(A)

The notion of a stabilization ordinal is central to
the Gupta-Herzberger approach. A stabilization
ordinal is that point in the revision process at
which no more objects will become (stably) true or
false, that is we have reached a saturation point
where we can say no more about truth and falsity.
An ordinal cr is a stabilization ordinal iff:
i. Vd e D, d is positively stable iff T(a )(d) = 1
ii. Vde D, d is negatively stable iff F(a )(d) = 1
iii. Vde D, d is positively (negatively) stable
implies that d is positively (negatively) stable
from a.
THEOREM (Herzberger) There exists a stabilization ordinal.
We are interested in wffs that are valid in such stabilized models as described above. Thus we have
the following three additional definitions:
i. a wff A is safe iff A is valid at every stabilization ordinal
ii. A is stably true iff T(A) is safe and
iii. A is stably false iff F(A) is safe
The models with which we are going to be concerned here are the D, T, S4 and S5 models. In
these models the accessibility relation among possible worlds is serial for D models, reflexive for T
models, transitive and reflexive for S4 models, and
finally transitive, symmetric and reflexive for S5
models. We are going to refer to these models from
now on as T-models. The notion of safeness and
stability can be relativized to the class of T-models
under consideration. A wff is T-safe iff A is valid
at all stabilization models for all initial T-models
M. It is r-positively stable if T(A) is T-safe and it
is r-negatively stable if F(A) is T -safe.
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4.3. Logics of Truth, and Modality

If DTm I- A then DTm I- K(A)

C. CG(A) <» EGk(A) for k=l,2,...
IR. if A=>EG(AA B) then A=*CG(B)
We have chosen the standard K- and D-axioms for
both truth and knowledge. K is the minimal system
for normal modal logics [6] and it states that if an
agent knows A and knows that A=>B then she also
knows B. The D-axiom expresses the consistency of
an agent's knowledge and the necessitation rule
states that any valid formula is known. The necessitation rule and the K-axiom are forced on us by the
possible worlds framework itself and give rise to the
logical omniscience problem.
We follow the approach of [3] on Common Knowledge. Intuitively everybody in a group knows a
formula A if and only if every agent / in that group
knows A. As we mentioned earlier if A is common
knowledge among a group then everyone knows it
and everyone knows that everyone else knows it,
and everyone knows that everyone knows that everyone else knows it, and so on. This notion of common knowledge among a group of agents has a
graph interpretation and requires the notion of
reachability, which involves paths of arbitrary finite
length. A group of agents G has common knowledge of A in a world w if there is a world w' such
that there is a path in the graph from w to w1 whose
edges are labeled by members of G (w1 is Greachable from w) [3].
THEOREM 1.
DTm is a consistent logic of truth and modality and
all the theorems ofDTm are stably true.
Proof.
In order to establish that each of the theorems of DTm
is stably true, we first establish that each of the axioms are not only safe (axiom k for instance is true at
stabilization ordinals) but stably true (that is, T(k-

axiom) is true at stabilization ordinals). We will
illustrate with the axioms of truth.
(1) T(T(A)=>-.T(-A))
(2) TCT(A=>B)=>(T(A)=>T(B)))
(3) T(WT(A)=>T(VxA))
For (1) we have only to observe that T(A) always
excludes the possibility of T(-A) at both successor
ordinals and limits. For (2) we must show that
(T(T(A=>B)=>(T(A)=>T(B)) is true at any stabilization
ordinal.
First
note
that
T(A=>B)=>(T(A):=>T(B)) is true at any successor
ordinal by the definition of revision. Moreover at
limit ordinals if A=>B has been true from some
ordinal less than the limit ordinal as well as A, then
B must have been true from the greater of the two
ordinals and thus is true at the limit. The argument
for the safeness of the Barcan formula (3) relies on
the constancy of the domain of individuals. For the
Nee rule for truth we have only to observe that if A
is true at every world in every model from some
ordinal onwards then T(A) will be.
For the modal case we will only illustrate with the
K-axiom. Suppose that Mv,w l=K;(A=>B) and
MVjW l=Ki(A), then there is a world w' such that
Kj(w,w') in which Mv,w-1= (A=>B) and Mv,w l=(A).
Then using modus ponens it must be the case that
MVJ=(B).
Since K;(w,w'), it follows that
Mv'w l=K;(B).
For common knowledge it is quite easy to establish
that the axioms are safe since they are true at all
worlds in the D-models.
•
We would like to strengthen the axiomatization for
truth by considering stronger axioms like t, s4, and
s5:
t.

T(A)=> A

s4. T(A)=>T(T(A))
s5. -,T(A)=>T(-,T(A))
The t-axiom is the axiom of truth, saying that
whatever is asserted to be true must be so. The s4and s5-axioms state that if a fact is true then it is
true that it is true, and if a fact is false then it is
true that it is false. However, as Turner [12] shows
the incorporation of these axioms to the logic of
truth results in inconsistency. The t and s4 schemata are safe but not stable, whereas the s5 schema
is not even safe. The only way to incorporate the
axioms t and s4 to the logic is by weakening the
necessitation rule in order to obtain consistency.
In order to strengthen the modal part of the logic
we can add the standard modal axioms for knowledge to which we are going to refer as the set Y:
T. K(A)=»A

54. K(A)=*K(K(A))
55. -nK(A)=>K(^K(A))
The T-axiom is the axiom that separates philosophically the notion of knowledge from that of belief.
Knowledge is always true whereas an agent can
have false beliefs (without of course being aware of
it). The axioms S4 and S5 are the positive and
negative introspection axioms respectively and give
the agent introspective capabilities with regards to
her knowledge.
Let us call D[X,Y] the logic which comprises of the
aforementioned DTm logic and the sets of axioms Y
and X together with the rules:
Neca IfD[Y]l- A then D[X,Y] I-T(A)
Necb If D[X,Y] l-A then D[X,Y] |-K;(A)
THEOREM 2.
DfXJJ logics are consistent systems of truth and
modal knowledge and common knowledge.
Proof.
The proof of this theorem relies on the proof of
THEOREM 1. For the rest of the axioms we follow
a similar line. Consider the Necb rule. If A is true
at every world for every stabilization ordinal then
Ki(A) will be. The rule Neca for truth follows from
the fact that all the theorems of D[Y] are T-stable
where Y is any combination of modal axioms for
knowledge.

4.4. Extending the Framework
Let us extend the language L to LI by adding three
new predicates KNOW, EKo and CKG for expressing knowledge, what everyone in a group of agents
knows and what is common knowledge in a group of
agents respectively. Since it is well known that a
direct treatment of knowledge as a predicate can result in inconsistency, we are going to use an alternative approach here in order to obtain consistency on
the one hand, and strong enough logics on the other.
In this approach, following [12] the knowledge
predicate is defined as follows:
KNOWi(A)=defKi(T(A))
Now the central question is what are the available
logics to us for Truth and syntactic knowledge given
the above definition. The weakest logic is DTK:
k.

T(A=* B)=> (T(A)=> T(B))

d.

T(A)=>-.T(-TA)

bar. V xT(A)=> T(V xA)
Nee ifDBcl-AthenDTKl-T(A)
K.

KNOWi(A=>B)=>(KNOW(A)=>KNOWi(B))

D.

KNOW(A)=> ^KNOWi(-iA)
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BARVx KNOWi(A)=> KNOWi(V xA)
NEC If DTK l-A then DTK |-KNOWi(A)
THEOREM 3
DTK is a consistent logic of truth and syntactic modality. Now again if we try to strengthen the logic
we can get the following family of consistent
logics.
Proof.
In order to show consistency we employ the definition of the modal predicate. We will illustrate
with the D-axiom for knowledge. Hence we get
-,(KNOWi(A)AKNOWi(-A)) and by the translation -n(Ki(T(A))AKi(T(^A))). Using the d-axiom
for truth we get T(-A)=>-.T(A) and from the necessitation rule for IQ we get Ki(T(-.A)=>-T(A)).
From the assumption and the K-axiom for K; we
can deduce Ki(-.T(A».
But now we have
Ki(T(A))AKi(-,T(A)) which contradicts the Itaxiom for K;. The other two axioms and the rule
follow in a similar way.
•
Let X be any subset of the standard axioms for
truth t,s4:
t.

T(A)=>A

s4. T(A)=> T(T(A))
Let Y any subset of the standard modal axioms for
knowledge T,S4 given below:
T. KNOWi(A)=> A
S4. KNOW;(A)=> KNOWi(KNOWi(A))
Let us call D[X,Y] the logic which comprises of
the aforementioned DTm logic and the sets of axioms Y and X together with the rules:
NecA

If DTK I- A then DTK[X,Y] I- T(A)

NecB IfD-ncI- A then DTK[X,Y] I- KNOWi(A)
THEOREM 4
logics are consistent systems of truth and
modal knowledge and common knowledge.
Proof.
The proof follows in a similar way like the proof of
THEOREM 3, by employing the translation of the
syntactic modalities.
•

DTK[X, Y]

The following axiom connecting truth and knowledge can be consistently added to the aforementioned logics:
T(KNOW0(A))» KNOW;(T(A))
The predicate EKQ can be defined as a syntactic
modality as follows:
EKQ(A)=drfEaCr(A))
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The predicate for common knowledge now is similarly defined as follows:
CKa(A)=drfCa(T(A))
The properties of these new predicates reflect the
properties of the respective modal operators:
E.

EKG(A)

=> Ai6G KNOWi(A)

C.

CKG(A)

=> EKak(A) for k=l,2,....

IR. if A=>

EKG(AA

B) then A=>

CKG(A)

THEOREM 5
The DTK[X,Y] logics together with the above axioms
for EKG and CKG predicates, are consistent logics of
truth, syntactic knowledge and syntactic common
knowledge.
Proof.
By employing the translation.

5. Common Knowledge and the Surprise Examination Paradox
In the preceding sections we mentioned the notion of
self-reference and the fact that sometimes it can lead
to inconsistencies. We will examine such a situation
here, a logical paradox known as the surprise examination which involves self-reference and arises in a
multi-agent environment. The situation can be told
the following way:
The teacher tells the class that sometime during next
week she will give an examination. She will not say
on which day for, she says, it is to be a surprise. Is it
possible for the teacher to give a surprise exam?
A student now can reason as follows. The exam
cannot be delayed until Friday. Because if it hasn't
taken place on any of the previous days then on
Thursday the student will know that it will take
place on Friday. If the student knows the day then it
cannot be a surprise and that's why the exam day
cannot be Friday. But the exam day cannot be
Thursday either. Because if the exam hasn't taken
place on any of the previous days and having already
excluded Friday then the student thinks that the only
possible day left is Thursday. But again if he knows
the day then it cannot be a surprise and so the exam
day cannot be Thursday. Using the same line of reasoning the student can eliminate the rest of the days
as well. So finally he comes to the conclusion that
there is not going to be an exam after all. But their
teacher next week gives them the promised surprise
examination. The paradox has been formalized in a
number of ways in the literature and [11] contains a
very thorough discussion. The teacher's announcement is indeed self-referential. She states on the one
hand that there is going to be an exam some time
next week and on the other that based on her very

announcement (this is where self-reference occurs,
the teacher refers to her own announcement) the
student will not know the day of the exam, it will
come as a surprise. Although the surprise examination has been extensively studied from the point
of view of self-reference, we believe that other important issues as well have not been sufficiently
recognized and explored. As we will show in the
sequel common knowledge seems to be the key
element in this new investigation. In the surprise
examination we have a group of agents which consists of a teacher and a class of students. Communication among any members of the group is
achieved through announcements and speech acts,
which is a way of making someone's plans and intentions known. Recall from the third section that
the content of public announcements is considered
to be common knowledge among the speaker and
the audience after the announcement is made.
Since the announcement is made in public this creates a moral obligation as well. The teacher's declaration of her intentions can be interpreted as a
promise, a commitment to the students. If a promise is made in public (like the teacher's announcement) the others will know that they must go along
with the one who has promised, for they know
what she will do. If the teacher brakes her promise
then she betrays the students' trust and faith in her,
and it is difficult to think of an educational system
in which the teachers cannot be trusted. In addition the surprise examination takes place among
the members of a specific organized group, that of
a class. In a class the students and the teacher have
separate roles each with respective rights and obligations. Furthermore the teacher has a certain kind
of authority which is well known and accepted
among the other members of the group. Taking
into account the whole setting of the surprise examination and from the discussion above we believe say that common knowledge arises in this
case. A student belongs to a structured group, in
which the teacher has an authoritative position
which gives her the right to make decisions and the
students are obliged to follow them. This is one
reason for the student to take the teacher's announcement seriously. Moreover the teacher is
considered to be truthful and sincere and this in
fact is part of her obligations and commitments
towards the class. Furthermore her intentions have
taken the form of a promise, a strong social commitment and this is another reason for the student
to believe the teacher's announcement. Going even
further, if the student tries to model the teacher's
reasoning he will be able to see that what the
teacher promised to do is indeed achievable.
Therefore it is quite reasonable for the student to
conclude that having common knowledge of the

teacher's announcement, he has common knowledge
of the fact that he is not going to know the exact day
of the exam, and this conclusion is supported by the
above argumentation. A student's common knowledge and rationality provide him enough reasons so
as to make the right choice. Obviously, in order to
fully analyze the surprise examination we would
need not only knowledge and common knowledge,
but intentions, goals, commitments, obligations and
actions. However here we are going to restrict our
formal analysis to the use of common knowledge
only, since our theory does not fully account for all
these issues. The basic idea behind our formalization
is that the self-referential announcement of the
teacher does not include the kind of information
necessary for the class to estimate the exact day of
the exam. Therefore, knowing the announcement
does not mean knowing the day of the exam, and
this takes the following form:
<|>:<|>IA(KNOW((|>)=>KNOW(-^\K))

where
(j>: "I will give you an exam next week and based on
the knowledge of this announcement, you will not
know the exact date of the exam",
<j>i : "I will give you an exam next week",
\y : "The exact date of the exam",
and <|>i and \j/ can be presented as first order formulas
of our logical language. C is the class of students.
Now we can show that with the introduction of
common knowledge, the fact that the class will not
know the exact day of the exam becomes common
knowledge. This can be done with all the above
mentioned logics of truth and syntactic modalities,
but here we use DTK- SO formally we have:
1. ^assumption
2. EKc(<|>) everyone knows <|>
3. EKc(*iA(KNOWcfo)=>iKNOWc(*)))
2,definitionof(|>
4. EKc(<h)AEKc(KNOWc(<|>)=>-KNOWc(Y))>
theorem of DTK
5. EKc(KNOWc(<t>)=>^KNOWc(v|0) 4
6. EKc(KNOWc(«t)))=>EKc(-nKNOWc(v|/))
5, Theorem of DTK
7. CKc(KNOWc(«()))=*CKc(-1KNOWc(Y))
The announcement is Common Knowledge
We conclude that common knowledge of the announcement implies that it is common knowledge
that the class will not know the exact day of the
exam. The class in fact is aware of their lack of
knowledge of the examination day. This result is
quite different from those found in the literature so
far [11]. There is no good reason for rejecting the
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announcement as a false one since the teacher is
considered to be truthful and sincere and has no
intention of deceiving the class. It is not logical
either to conclude that the class does not know the
announcement. The fact that the announcement is
made in public puts the students in a very special
situation, in which they know that the announcement is true and that they are in this situation, the
announcement has in fact become common knowledge.
6. Concluding Remarks
This paper has presented a method for the formal
description of multi-agent systems, which combines the notions of truth, knowledge and common
knowledge. Although, this work leaves many unanswered questions, we believe it is a first step towards the direction of a first-order theory of agents
that ca reason about self-referential sentences. A
first order language has been presented in which
the concepts of truth, knowledge and common
knowledge have been formalized based upon the
framework for syntactic modalities set up in [12].
A number of properties have been introduced as
axioms of a theory of agency concerning the
aforementioned concepts. It is argued that the intuitions captured in this model provide a flexible
way of describing agents and the kind of reasoning
involved in a multi-agent environment. The
framework is quite flexible and for instance, the
weaker notion of belief can be formalized instead
of knowledge. Our model presents the following
advantages when compared with other approaches
[3,10]. Firstly we use first order logic which offers
more expressive power than classical modal logic.
Furthermore, although the formal counterpart of
first order theories, standard modal logics, offer
another possible and attractive way for formalizing
notions such as knowledge and belief, they lack the
characteristic of self-reference. Once the mechanism for implementing circular reference is added
to modal logic, the whole approach runs into
problems and modal theories suffer from the same
drawbacks as syntactic theories [9]. Our approach
yields consistent self-referential logics for truth,
knowledge and common knowledge, which are not
too weak to work with. In addition in our framework statements like the "liar" and the "knower"
[8] can be effectively blocked. In this paper we
have also formalized the surprise examination
based on our intuitions about the teacher's announcement as a self-referential statement, without
however changing the meaning of the original
statement, and finally we demonstrated how common knowledge can be employed in order to investigate it. Our example shows how an agent's
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choice and behaviour can be influenced and affected
by considering social factors like conventions,
authority relationships, group belonging and of
course common knowledge. As it is the theory now,
only accounts for the information component of an
agent (knowledge) and says nothing about its motivational part such as intentions, goals or desires. In
studying the behaviour of an agent this component is
needed as well.
There are a number of possible avenues for future
development of this model. Firstly the notion of time
can be incorporated into the model and the relation
between time, common knowledge and action can be
studied. Secondly the model can be extended to a
K(B)DI [10] model and enriched by incorporating
intentions and desires as new syntactic modalities
and such an approach is under current investigation.
Desires and intentions could then be used in order to
better analyze and comprehend the surprise examination. A third possible avenue for investigation is a
higher order version of the approach presented here.
However, while the ideas in this paper may be conceptually appealing, considerable work remains to
be done to analyze the utility of the approach in
more complex situations.
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Abstract
The paper is focused on an agent-based information security system (ISS) application.
Shown is an ISS which is network-based and distributed over a number of hosts of the
computer network. Each host-based ISS consists of a number of interacting and cooperating autonomous agents managed by coordination agents. Agents are specialized for
access control, detecting non-authorized intrusion, pursuing, identification and rendering harmless the attacker, accessing the damage of non-authorized access and information integrity recovery, authentication cryptographic defense, steganography and
steganoanalysis. An agent-based model of a computer security system is proposed. It is
based on ontology of the ISS domain that is the subject of development in the paper.
Ontology is used as a means of structuring distributed ISS knowledge to help specify the
common ground of interacting agents as well as for agents behavior coordination. General principles of agents' coordination within agent-based ISS are considered.
Keywords: multi-agent system, information security, knowledge sharing, ontology, agent coordination, common ground.
1 Introduction
(2) threat of destroying information integrity,
_
.
.
.
and
The problem of information security is
(3) threat of denia, of service making cmcja,
recognized now as one of the most complex and its
resource and/or information unavailable,
importance is growing coherently with increasing
Currently used computer security systems
network connectivity, size, and implementation of
consist of a number of independent components
new information technologies. Today, information
requiring an enormous am0Unt of distributed and
has become a highly valuable commodity and its
specialized knowledge to solve their own security
vulnerability is of great concern within any largesub_problems. As a rule, these systems represent a
scale organization utilizing computer networks.
bottleneck with regard t0 process speed) reliability,
Networks and information are becoming
modularity [2]. A modern
flexibility
and
increasingly vulnerable to intrusion due to new
information security systems (ISS) must be
sophisticated threats and attacks, both direct and
considered as a number of independent, largely
remote, aimed at overcoming or destroying existing
autonomous> network-based, specialized software
information security means.
agents operating in a coordinated and cooperative
A widely accepted point of view intrusion is
fashion designated to prevent particular kinds of
defined as "any set of actions that attempt to
threats ^ suppressing specific ^^ of attacks.
compromise the integrity, confidentiality or
Thjs can proyide ^ required ,eve] rf genera,
availability of a resource" [4]. According to this
secufi
Qf information according to a global
definition, there exist three mam types of threats
criterion
for information security [3,6,7, 16]:
. an(J dear ^
A
has been drawn
(1) threat of non-authorized access to information;
bfitween agent.based ISS md ^ ^j^, immune
This author's work is supported partially by RFBR grant 99-01-00733
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system [8]. The immune system consists of
distributed white blood cells, which must attack
anything which they suspect to be alien. By having
"as many cells as necessary", the animal body is
able to defend itself in a very efficient way. If the
animal body is infected in one area, then cells move
to that area and defend it.
Modern multi-agent system technology presents
a valuable approach for the development of ISSs
that is expected to have very promising advantages
when implemented in a distributed large scale
multi-purpose information system.
Here we consider an agent-based model of an
ISS. The paper is organized as follows. In section
2, the conceptual level of such a model of an ISS is
outlined. In sections 3 and 4, based on [3, 6, 7, 16,
17], we propose the ontology of an information
security domain. It is considered as an important
means to form the structure of a task - oriented
distributed agents' knowledge and belief utilized for
behavior coordination as well as a common ground
for agent information exchange and their mutual
understanding. In addition, ontology is considered
as a basis for a general information security task
decomposition and, hence, corresponding multiagent-system architecture development. In section
5, we outline general principles of agents'
negotiation and coordination within an agent-based
ISS. Section 6 is devoted to analysis of related
works associated with agent-based ISS and
emphasizing distinctions of agent - based models of
ISS proposed here. In conclusion we outline the
main results and future work aimed at utilizing
agent-based technology for ISS development.
2 Conceptual Agent-Based Model of ISS
Conceptually, a multi-agent ISS is viewed as a
cooperative multitude of the following types of
agents, distributed both across the network and on
the host itself (see fig.l):
(1) (discretionary and mandatory) access
control agents which constrain access to the
information according to the legal rights of
particular users;
(2) audit and detecting non-authorized access
agents (intrusion detection agents) and to alert a
responsible system (agent) about potential
occurrence of a security violation;
(3) anti-intrusion agents responsible for
pursuing, identifying and rendering harmless the
attacker;
(4) agents of accessing the damage of nonauthorized access and information integrity
recovery;
(5) cryptographic defense agents;
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(6) steganography and steganoanalysis agents;
(7) authentication agents responsible for
identification of the source of information, whether
its security was provided during the transmission
which provide verification of identity.
Coordinated and cooperated behavior of the
above agents provides the required level of general
security of information according to a global
criteria which are managed by agents of a special
type which, according to the accepted terminology,
are called meta-agents, or, simply, managers.
M

'

' '"*

audit and detecting
intrusion agents

I"

access control
agents

'accessing the damage &
integrity recovery agents

anti-intrusion
agents

meta-agents

IXIXi
'cryptographic
defense agents

*-*

'steganography
agents

Fig. 1. Structure of security agents' community
According to the proposed conceptual multiagent model of information security system, let us
specify processes of performance for protected information systems as association of three functions:
Func = Func'u Func2 u Func3. Func =N uM ,
Func2=N2uM2, Func3=N3urf, where N':T-> C
and M1: T-> C - are the processes of messaging on
the authorized access channels and the nonauthorized access channels respectively, AT; T-> C
and M2: T-> C - are the processes of messaging
causing and not causing violation respectively, N :
T-> C and M3: T-> C - are the processes of messaging not resulting and resulting to denial of service respectively, T • is the set of discrete count of
time, C - is the set of the messages generated during
the normal work of the protected information systems.
Let us determine a general task of information
security as a task of finding such security function
F, which provides allowable probabilities of the
non-authorized access (Pnoo), integrity violation
(Piv) and service denial (Psd) at given temporal
(//r<?a) and resource constraints (RF^RQ )'•

l-HTi_0\p{F(Func1(ti)) = N'(tij)] < Pj,

where i - is the variable of time counting (/'=0,...,7),
P{F(Func'(0) = N'iO), p(f(Func2(t,)) = N\t,j),
P{F(Func(ti)) = N\tl)) - are the probabilities of
events occurring during the performance of the information system protected by ISS, at the moment
of time U the messaging is carried out on the
authorized access channels, the integrity violations
and the service denial are absent. P„aaa, Pi°, Psf are allowable probabilities of the non-authorized
access, integrity violation and service denial respectively. tF - is the common execution time of
security functions. ta, RF , Ra - are anytimeconstraints on providing the security functions (ta is the vector of temporary constraints on the performance of the security functions. RF - is the vector of resources needed on security maintenance. Ra
- is the vector of resources allowed to be used for
security maintenance).
Let us represent a security function as a set of
individual functions:
F=F,uF2uF3uF4uF5uF6uF7uF8,
where Ft - are the functions of access control
agents, F2 - are the functions which are carried out
by the audit and detecting non-authorized access
agents (intrusion detection agents), Fs - are the
functions provided by means of anti-intrusion
agents, F4 - are the functions realized by the agents
of assessing the damage of non-authorized access
and information integrity recovery, F5 - are the
functions of cryptographic defense agents, F6 - are
the functions of steganography agents, F7 - are the
functions of authentication agents and F8 - are the
functions of meta-agents responsibility associated
with management and coordination of individual
agents activity to solve the general information defense task.
Let us assume that in the initial state there are
standard (correct) copies of all software components of a protected information system and the
standard configuration of hardware is created. At
initial loading and also at restoration of damaged
information, the. authentication agents authorize
loading only of reference copies of the program
components. User's input in the system is authorized, if he is registered in the system with the appropriate rights (ID - password). For each user, the
list of resources are set (which can be given to
him/her according to his/her authority) as well as
order (or priority) of their granting is determined.

The resources concession checking is carried
out by the access control agents by realization of
discretionary access control rules specifying to
each pair "subject - object" the authorized kinds of
messages (reading, recording, performance, etc.).
The various access control agents cooperate to each
other with the purpose of maintenance of nondiscrepancy of discretionary access control rules on
various sites of computer network. The information
flows of various confidentiality are supervised by
the access control agents by realization of mandatory access control rules not admitting outflow of
confidential information.
The authentication agents carry out maintenance of conformity between functional processes
realized and subjects (users, programs) initiated by
these processes. While receiving a message from a
functional process, the authentication agents determine the identifier of the subject for this process
and transfer it to access control agents for realization of discretionary access control rules.
The cryptographic and steganography agents
carry out creation of safe channels of an exchange
between the computer network sites. These channels are multiplexed by the authentication agents
and afforded to functional processes.
All actions of the subjects and objects are registered by the audit and detecting non-authorized
access agents (intrusion detection agents). As a
result of statistical processing of the messages
formed in the information system the intrusion detection agents can stop information processes, inform the security manager, and specify the discretionary access control rules. The statistical process
is used for learning. These agents use the available
information about normal functioning processes,
possible anomalies, non-authorized access channels
and probable scripts of attack.
The intrusion detection agents cooperate with
the anti-intrusion agents, and also with the agents
of accessing the damage of non-authorized access
and information integrity recovery. The intrusion
detection agents can generate the reports on behavior of information system subjects and transfer
them to the security manager.
The host-based meta-agents carry out a management of information security processes. This
includes coordination of actions of other agents and
resolution of conflicts between them.
3 Ontology of Information Security Domain
In the multi-agent ISS, to solve the global task
of information security in a distributed and cooperative fashion, agents must communicate to each
other by message exchanges. Message exchange
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is associated with tasks of access control agents, the
agents for audit and detecting non-authorized access, the authentication agents and finally, the
meta-agents.
The access control agents carry out two basic
functions [17]: (1) to operate flows of information
with various degrees of confidentiality, not
allowing the outflow of sensitive information on
non-authorized access channels; (2) to provide access of users to information resources in strict conformity with their functional role. The first function
is implemented by means of performance of mandatory access control rules, and the second function
by means of discretionary access control rules.
Therefore, as a basis of the construction of access
control agents, the models of implementation of
mandatory and discretionary access control rules
should be fixed. The model of realization of the
mandatory access control rules establishes conformity between the actual degrees of information
confidentiality and their internal performance in
information systems. This model determines the
procedures of realization of mandatory access control rules. The model of realization of discretionary
access control rules should allow one to define the
concrete subjects and objects the discretionary access control rules, and to deduce one rule from others as well as to set conformity between access
control rules of various depth.
The audit and detecting non-authorized access
agents (intrusion detection agents) are intended for
identification of the non-authorized intrusion into
information systems from the outside, definition of
deviations of registered users' actions from the prescribed order, which consequence can become the
non-authorized access to information, and also
search of the not documentary functions and mistakes in hardware and software. These agents
should carry out all audit functions and
furthermore, execute statistical data processing
measuring the behavior of the subjects in relation to

surmises that agents are able in some sense to
"understand" each other. Mutual agent understanding means that (1) each agent "knows" what
kind of task it must and is able to execute, (2) what
agent(s) it has to address for its request for help if
its functionality and/or information are not enough
to deal with a problem within its scope of responsibility, and (3) agent's messages must be represented
in a form and in terms that are understood to addressee. Therefore, each agent must possess its own
model and models of many other agents of the system.
One of the most promising approaches to model
the distributed agents' knowledge, beliefs and
common ground of multi-agent-system as a whole,
is the utilization of domain ontology [9-11]. This
naturally follows from the motivation of using ontology for the purpose of enabling knowledge
sharing and reuse. It is well known that the ontology-based approach can be applied to generate a
consistent distributed knowledge base in many applications and for agent-based ISS as well.
Like any other domain, ontology of the information security domain is a description of the partially ordered concepts of this domain and the relationships over them that should be used by the
agents. This ontology describes, in a natural way,
ontological commitments (constraints, social rules,
and etiquette) for a set of agents so that they might
be able to communicate about a domain of discourse without necessarily operating on a globally
shared theory. In such an ontology, definitions associate the names of entities in the universe of discourse (e.g., classes, relations, functions, or other
objects) with human-readable text describing what
the names mean, and formal axioms that constrain
the interpretation and well-formed use of these
terms [10].
A part of the developed fragments of the information security domain ontology is depicted in
Fig.2 through Fig.5. It is a part of the ontology that
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various objects. This is done on the basis of deviations from normal behavior as well as attributes
characterizing non-authorized actions. The necessity of intrusion detection agents is precipitated by
opportunities of intrusion into information systems
from the outside. Furthermore, the unknown probability of backdoors or undocumented function
calls , created casually or deliberate, can be very
high. The models of the non-authorized access detection realized by these agents describe a process
of data gathering about behavior of the users and all
functional component behavior of the users and all

r

functional components of the information system.
The agents form required data structures, determine
methods of statistical processing for reception of
the characteristics of normal and abnormal behavior
as well as the actions (which are undertaken during
deviations from normal behavior). With the purpose to increase the efficiency of the nonauthorized access detection, these agents should
apply non-authorized access detection rules, which
allow one to detail the access control rules, to conduct search and elimination of non-authorized access channels in real time.
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The authentication agents goal is to distribute
safe channels of message exchange between information processes, to sanctify the processes initialization only to given set of the users both information system components and to maintain
documentary confirmation of information exchange. The necessity of the authentication agents
is caused by the following reasons: (1) there is a

need to exempt the discretionary access differentiation agents from additional calculations connected to authorize transfer and change of subjects' roles; (2) while conducting distributed information processing, the message made by some
user causes a set of parallel flows of the messages
processable on various information processing
sites. Thus, for realization of discretionary access
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through differentiation rules on each site, it is necessary to give to access control agents the identifiers of the subjects responsible for message generation; (3) the messages belonging to one processes,

r

Authentication

can be intercepted and changed by other processes,
therefore it is necessary to give to processes the
channels providing integrity and confidentiality of
transmitted messages.
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The authentication models constituted on the
basis of the authentication agents' functioning
describe the order of granting of the safe channels
to information processes. They also describe the
order of determination of the subjects, to which
discretionary access differentiation rules can be
applied. These models specify a transformation
from logic descriptions to the certificates which
identify against a fake and are the basis of users'
authentication during the input of the information
system and during loading and initialization of
software components. The given models allow one
to provide documentary confirmation of transfer
and reception of messages by processes, and also
transfer the delegation of authority of one subject
or another.
It is necessary to emphasize the important role
of meta-agents for coordination of security agents'
actions. Let us explain the role of meta-agents in
supporting of interaction between the access control agents and intrusion detection agents. The performance of security functions by access control
agents has the following features: (1) message
checking is carried out in consecutive order with
functional operations of the information system
(because the message check on conformity to certain access control rules will not be carried out,
functional operation performance is impossible),
that reduces productivity of information system; (2)
increase the access control depth which causes an
avalanche increase of quantity of the messages
which are necessary for supervising which essentially has an effect on productivity; (3) an increase
of access control depth is limited to opportunities
of formation of access control rules, because the set
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of details of the hardware and software performance appears latent from the developers; (4) insufficient depth of access control does not allow one
to check messages of bottom levels, and therefore,
leaves an opportunity to detour the access control
rules; (5) message generation on a non-authorized
access channel is a relatively rare event, therefore
checking of the most part of messages is carried out
during idle CPU periods.
The audit and detection of non-authorized access agents carry out their processes basically in
parallel with functional processes, interrupting
them only at detection of non-authorized access.
Meta-agents solve management and coordination of decisions of the subordinate security agents'
during their performance. They should (1) ensure
flexibility of distribution of functions between access control and non-authorized access detection
agents, (2) optimize the time required for protection
of information system performance on intervals
belonging to the critical path while providing an
admissible level of probability of non-authorized
access as well as minimizing resources needed for
detection of non-authorized access .
4 Agent-based Architecture of ISS
Let us consider a number of basic principles of
construction of ISS as an integrated agents' community distributed in a network environment and
allocated on several hosts (see Fig.6, Fig. 7).
Let us suppose that each security agent should
be host-based and run on some segment of the
computer network (Fig.6). In this case, we assume a
meta-agent is host-based as well. This meta-agent
manages a set of the above mentioned specialized

www-server, ftp-server, telnet-server, etc. In essence, they are software sensors that form various
metrics of input traffic. They may be built in the
way like considered in [4] and, for this reason,
specific details are not shown below.

agents, which, in their turn, receive information
from the agents - "demons" investigating the input
traffic (login, password, IP address of source of
input message, contents of query, etc.). The agents demons carry out monitoring of the input traffic to
different servers located on the same host, i.e.
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Fig.6. Host-based part of ISS architecture
All agents are permitted the possibility to communicate each other to provide the following ISS
properties (fig.7):
(1) ISS has to be capable to detect network attacks, even if intrusions are undertaken
"locally" during a given time interval;
(2) ISS should be capable to detect network attacks when attempts of the non-authorized
intrusion are undertaken serially (for example, the substitution of a log-file, entrance
with incorrect id/password), each of which
separately can not be interpreted as attempt
of intrusion. Together they represent an attack.
Input traffic

The offered set of agents can be on any host and
can cooperate through the manager - meta-agent,
which operates with the "top level" knowledge base
and makes conclusions within the framework of
one host.
The information interchange between hosts is
carried out either on a peer-basis, or by means of
the meta-agent which is the network layer manager.
In the first case, meta-agents of hosts cooperate
among themselves. The initiative and conducting
role is played by the first meta-agent, which has
suspected intrusion. This agent receives information on its inquiries from the meta-agents of other
hosts.
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Fig. 8. Abstract representation of agents' ontologies intersection
5 Agents' Coordination and Negotiation
The agents' functions determine those subsets of
nodes and relations of ontology, which should be
used by agents for the task solving. The nodes,
placed on crossings of ontology fragments set by
functions of separate agents, form knowledge,
which is used in pairs of agents (see Fig. 8). These
nodes form the field of knowledge which is common for them for the acceptance of decisions. For
acceptance of decision by agent 2 this agent needs
to know something about nodes 1 and 2. But the
agents 1 and 3 have more detailed knowledge of
these nodes. The agent 2 should receive this knowledge from them. Similar situations will take place
for other agents. The agent 2 knows "only" about
nodes 1 and 2, but it can set the question in the
terms understandable for agents 1 and 3, which can
receive from them knowledge and can this knowledge be correctly interpreted.
In Fig.9 the example of common fields of
knowledge for the meta-agent, access control agent
and authentication agent are shown. The meta-agent
knows what functions the specialized agents realize, and addresses to a specific agent for realization
of these functions. The access control agent needs
to know whether the given access subject has the
certain authority. For this purpose it addresses to
the authentication agent receiving from it the appropriate information.
Let us consider an example of script of security
agents' interaction within the framework of the offered architecture of ISS. Let the protected information system include three hosts which are distributed in a network (see Fig. 10).
1. The destroying software (for example, a new
combined file virus) penetrates into the information system on the host 1, avoiding the control access agents. The attempts of penetration
are made also on other hosts of information
systems. In host 1, the virus carries out a number
destruction actions (for example, infects executable files, reads out passwords, tries to transfer
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this information on a network, damages files of
documents).
2. One of the intrusion detection agents situated on
the server 1 reveals (by means of abnormal actions and their consequences) a virus presence
and transfers to the meta-agent the attributes of
virus actions (for example, increase of exe-files
to 1636 bytes, data about attempts to leave for
an external network) and also information about
consequences of its actions (modified files of
documents and reference to password files).
3. The meta-agent (on intrusion) notifies the system manager and meta-agents of other hosts, and
also calls for the anti-intrusion agent, transferring the appropriate information on the intrusion.
4. The anti-intrusion agent identifies and neutralizes a virus, and then transfers to the meta-agent
the information about the carried out actions and
specified virus parameters (including information on sending message address).
5. The meta-agent causes the agent of accessing the
damage of non-authorized access and information integrity recovery, and also transfers the information about a virus to meta-agents of other
sites of information system (hosts 2 and 3).
6. The agent responsible for accessing the damage
of non-authorized access and information integrity recovery specifies consequences of virus
actions and restores the damaged files.
6. Related works
Many of the existing and proposed ISSs use a
monolithic architecture. Several approaches that
exploit the idea of distributed ISS are given in [15,
GrIDS project], [12, the NADIR system], [18, Cooperative Security Manager], [14, EMERALD
project]. In the paper [8] the metaphor of immune
system is exploited to develop a widely distributed
program to intrusion detection problem solving.
There exist few papers, for example, [1, 4, 5, 12,
13, 18] that consider an agent-based approach for
an information security system design. All these

papers consider only a separate task of the information security, .in particular, the so-called intrusion detection task. It must be noticed that all of

them use a very simplified point of view on the
agent itself, their architecture, and functionality and
on agents cooperation. Thus, in [1,4, 5] so-called
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AAFID architecture of intrusion detection system is proposed. It utilizes the notion of an agent
that mainly coincides the traditionally used notion
of low level "demon", i.e. a program that is attached, say, to a port "to inspect the content of network packets and to perform operations based on
this information" [4]. AAFID ISS itself can be distributed over a number of hosts in a network and
may contain a great number of such agents. Each of
them monitors a small aspect of entire network traffic to recognize in a sense "a probably suspicious
behavior", say, not known IP address of input
packet, an attempt to write information on a hard
disk, etc. Each agent is "measuring" an attribute of
input traffic or something else and comparing its
value to an assigned "threshold". A "suspicious be-

havior" corresponds to the case when measured
value overcomes the above threshold. Agents cooperate together via sending information to the socalled transceiver that is host-based aiming at detection of an intrusion on the basis of entire amount
of information obtained by a host-based agency as a
whole. An agent may also perform a simple function (say, a linear threshold function of input variables) which arguments are outputs of a group of
agents. A hierarchical structure (host-based and
network-based agents -> host-based transceivers -»
network-based monitor) is imposed over a multiagent system. Since agents may be located on or
migrate to different hosts, the approach utilizes advantages of the host-based and the network-based
ISS. Unfortunately, (1) other authors restrict
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themselves by solving only one of the information
security related tasks, i.e. intrusion detection task,
(2) do not pay needed attention to the agent cooperation problem and multi-agent system architecture because the main goal of the paper is development of training procedures ("learning by feedback") via Genetic Programming that makes possible to assign to each agent the optimal value of the
above mentioned threshold or linear threshold
function. In addition, (3) these papers ignore advantages of using intelligent agents. Nevertheless,
even using such a relatively simple agent-based
approach as a model of ISS leads to a number of
advantages such as efficiency, fault tolerance, resilience to subversion, scalability, trainability, etc.
In our approach we have borrowed the idea of
using low level agents to analyze input traffic and
other data sources but we consider them only as
sensors for an intelligent multi-agent system.
A multi-agent system for intrusion detection is
considered in the paper [18] which a Cooperating
Security Manager (CSM) is proposed. It is closer to
the modern understanding of multi-agent system.
CSM runs on each computer connected to a network and aimed.at cooperative detection of probable intrusion. Its architecture include sensors that
analyze users activity and input queries to the system to recognize abnormal system usage patterns.
The entire system contain a number of host-based
sensors that cooperate via information exchange
that, in its turn, makes it possible to detect attacks
in a host as well as in the network as a whole. For
example, several agents based on different hosts
detect the sequential attempts of entry having incorrect login and password and all of them have the
same IP address of source than no one agent separately is able to detect an attack but, to be analyzed
as a whole, this information is the certain feature of
attack on the network. It is a unique way for agent
cooperation. Unfortunately, like previous approaches, the last one is based on a relatively poor
agents functionality, architecture and the way of
cooperation. In addition the approach is aimed at
solving the only information defense task, i.e. intrusion detection task. Nevertheless, even such a relatively simple approach demonstrates a number of
promising advantages of an agent-based model of
ISS to detect network-based attacks.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper an agent-based model of Information security system is proposed based on ontology
(a network with a sense of existence). The main
features of the approach are as follows:
• An extendible information security system is
considered as a number of host-based and network122

based specialized agents and managing intelligent
agents that solve, jointly, the entire multitude of
tasks of information security, such as (1) access
control, (2) detection of non-authorized access, (3)
authentication, (4) anti-intrusion task, (5) assessing
the damage of non-authorized access and information integrity recovery, (6) cryptographic defense
and (7) steganography and steganoanalysis.
• Agent cooperation and message interpretation
is based on the use of ontology of information security domain. The latter is considered as the framework for distributed common knowledge and
agent's individual knowledge development and representation. In addition, use of ontology in such a
way forms the model of common ground needed to
reach an agents mutual understanding during the
message passing process.
The main paper results include:
(1) development of information security domain
ontology that is associated with the multitude of
information security tasks under consideration;
(2) development of an agent-based architecture
of information security system that aims at solving
the entire multitude of problems related to tasks;
(3) definition of agents' cooperation framework.
In future works it is planned to develop in more
detail the domain ontology, the agent-based architecture and the formal frameworks for agent cooperation, and distributed knowledge and beliefs representation.
One more intention is to exploit "learning by
feedback" methods to provide ISS by real-time adaptation properties. The latter is conditioned by the
necessity for ISS to specialize to new kinds of network-based attacks, to variability of computer network structure and platforms, etc. In its nature, the
tasks of providing information security cannot be
formulated in any constant form. This is a reason of
high importance of providing ISS by powerful dynamic and adaptable learning abilities.
A software prototype development to verify and
validate the main ideas proposed in this paper and
those that will be developed is being pursued for
future work.
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Abstract
The representation of the information as knowledge for intelligent processing of Web resources is
the theme of the paper. Appropriate models of ontology and ontological system for the Weboriented knowledge instead data spaces representation is discussed. The project ofmulti - agent
system for ontology-based information retrieval on Web is presented.
Keywords: Ontology, knowledge representation and processing, knowledge space, intelligent
information retrieval, multi - agent systems, WWW.

1. Introduction
It can be depicted that Web intellectualisation
nowadays is connected with the using of explicit
knowledge representation methodologies, methods
and tools developed in AI-community [3, 4]. There
are many approaches devoted to the representation
of semantics for Web resources, that may be viewed
as attempts to the creating of knowledge spaces
instead of data spaces on Internet [13]. Among
others taxonomies, large databases and ontologies
are well known [17]. And the notion of ontology is
the key one in all of them. The main questions in the
domain nowadays are the following: what
ontologies should be, where their place within the
intelligent Internet-oriented systems, how to design
and develop the ontologies for such a systems and
what a technology is appropriate to their
implementation.
The main goal of presented paper is the discussion
of the ontologies and ontological systems models
and an approach to the design and processing of
ontology within intelligent Internet-oriented
systems. The appropriate multi - agent system
FireExpert for ontology-based information retrieval
on Web is presented. Presentation below is
organised as follows. Next section presents the
background in the domain, overview of ontologybased projects, ontologies models and approaches
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to the processing of ontologies. Then a special
formalism for the ontology description and
processing is discussed. Project of multi - agent
system FireExpert that is in progress nowadays in
Russia is presented in the conclusive section of the
paper. Last section summarises the results and
depicts the directions of future researches.
2. Related Researches and Developments
There are some problems in the design and
implementation of knowledge spaces on WEB. First
of all, if we would like to create such a space within
the Internet we should use an appropriate technology
and tools for the networking. On the other hand if we
would like to receive really intellectual space we need
in explicit representation of its model. So we need in
a technique and tools for knowledge acquisition,
representation and processing. And finally, if we
would like to develop significant software system
supporting our intellectual space we need in
appropriate software engineering technology. So
knowledge spaces design and development is based
on amalgamation of methods and tools from
• WWW-technology
• KBS-paradigm
• MAS-approach
rested at the object-oriented implementation methods
and tools.

According to depicted problems and overview of the
results receiving in background domains [3, 5, 8, 9;
16; 17; 22;] it is possible to outline that we can
actively use:
• from the WWW-technology networking in
open environment and browsing,
•
from KBS-paradigm - explicit knowledge
representation and semiotic approach to
knowledge processing
• from MAS - ideas of agents working in
asynchronous
manner
and
multilevel
architecture.

lexical and conceptual. GUM ontology model is
based on taxonomy only organising as concepts
hierarchy and standalone links hierarchy.
TOVE (Toronto Virtual Enterprise) [21] is an
example of the domain-oriented ontology. The
appropriate system developing within the project can
respond to user's questions (using explicitly
representing knowledge and/or deduce answers)
about enterprise modelling. Formal level of TOVE
ontology is specified by frames. There isn't facilities
to the integration of the ontology with another
ontologies that "live" outside of TOVE.

As it was mentioned above the core of presentation
is discussion of the ontology-based paradigm
implementation to the knowledge spaces design and
development and using of multi - agent support for
the implementation of such systems. So we
concentrate below at the KBS-paradigm and MASapproach.

Gensim [30] is an another example of the domainoriented (biochemical reactions modelling) ontology.
It consists of two parts: objects (for example,
molecules, proteins, etc.) ontology and description of
objects potential behaviour. Frame formalism is used
to the ontologies specification in Gensim project.

2.1. What Ontologies Projects
are "living" on Web
There are number of projects somewhat connected
with ontologies on Web today. See for example the
overview [8]. Below we will enlarge on the several
most interesting (from the paper point of view)
works.
It seems that there are two classes of the projects in
domain nowadays: with hot spot on ontology itself
and connected with ontologies support development
methodologies and tools.
The analysis of the "ontology oriented" projects has
indicated that ontologies themselves can be
classified in according to the following several main
dimensions:
• dependency from the task and/or domain;
• ontology axiomatic level;
• domain nature (application - metalevel).
For example, the main goal of CYC project [15] is
creating an ontology for common-sense knowledge
and appropriate inference engine. The CYC's
knowledge base contains about 10,000 terms with
assertions about each. The representation language
CycL and inference engine that performs general
logical deduction are developed in the project.
Top level ontology oriented to the natural language
(English, German and Italian) processing is
developed within the Generailized Upper Model
(GUM) system [29]. This ontology level is between

Another approach to ontology specification is used in
Plinius system [31] oriented on semiautomatic data
mining from texts. Atomic concept sets and complex
concepts generation rules are defined in Plinius
instead of explicit notions taxonomy. Frame
formalism is used to the specification all ontology
components.
So there exists a number of ontologies from such
global as the CYC to various, more domain and task
restricted ontologies such as, for example, TOVE and
Gensim. As it was mentioned in [4] there are no
global differences between knowledge representation
for global and specific ontologies. Main disadvantage
of large ontology is connected with the fact that such
ontologies composed from abstract point of view at
the domain subjects and their relationships. And to
build single ontology reflecting the different views is
not easy because it requires co-ordination between
different people on different aspects [1]. In fact for
each user exists own context that is dictated by the
situation and the user's world model.
Instrumental projects in domain are concentrated
(first at all) on the following problems:
• ontology design;
• sharable and reuse ontologies and
• composing different ontologies.
For example, SHOE (Simple HTML Ontological
Extensions) project [17] presents the Internet-oriented
information retrieval system using special ontologies
and knowledge based inference. First at all SHOE
tools are oriented on
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• ontologies creation and
• HTML pages annotation.
SHOE ontologies specifications include classes
and/or
categories
ISA-hierarchy,
atomic
relationships between categories and a set of Horn
like inference rules. There is no central provider of
ontology in the system developing within SHOE
project. As a consequence of this fact user can't
know about some new concepts and doesn't use
them in his requests, then answer may not contain
important information user needed.
It is supposed that special tags expanding HTML
specify ontologies in SHOE project. The same
approach is used here for HTML-documents
semantically annotation by their owners [17]. The
authors can expand basic ontology with new
concepts, inference and classification rules.
Ontobroker project [7] is close to SHOE by its
goals. But main idea of Ontobroker system is using
"newsgroup" metaphor to define a set of people
having common view on ontology subjects, e.g.
common model of world. Powerful support tools
develop within the project for knowledge acquisition
from Web-documents.
There are three main modules in Ontobroker:
queries forming text and graphical interfaces,
inference engine and special Internet robot. Each of
them is supported by special language: query,
knowledge representation and annotation languages.
To inference and to representation language for
ontologies Ontobroker based on Frame Logic [14].
The special Ontocrawler search engine finds and
collects all "onto-compatible" HTML-documents.
KA2 (Knowledge Acquisition Initiative) is open
initiative and participants take part in process of
creating distributed ontology [1] to organise
intellectual knowledge acquisition from Web
documents. Ontology plays role of the basis to
annotate HTML-documents in the project and
Ontobroker is the basis for the solving the last task.
The analysis of above projects shows that main
time and labour consumption tasks in the ontologies
based systems using are ontologies specification
and Web-documents annotation. So there are some
projects oriented on the design, development and
support special ontological servers.
It is possible to outline Ontolingua Server project
[6] in the domain. Main server's functions are in
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support of the ontologies libraries processing,
creating new ontologies and editing already exist
ontologies. Server can be used in the following
regimes: remote users groups working (view, create,
support and save ontologies from Web browser via
HTTP protocol); working with ontologies from
remote applications (modification, data queries, data
updating via API data transmission protocol);
ontologies converting (among others, CORBA's IDL
and KIF are supported).
So the main tasks in ontologies creating are
connected with sharable and reuse ontologies;
ontology design; comparing and composing different
ontologies [8]. The processes of ontologies design
and process are the questions that are taking attention
of ontology researchers today. Now almost all
existing and newly appearing ontologies suppose the
one scheme of theirs organisation, have internal
explicit knowledge representation language and some
of them also suppose an inference engine. And
different approaches concentrate on the ways of
defining and accessing of domain topics and their
inter relationships.
2.2. What MAS Technology has
and What We are Need in
Agent technologies are usually provide architecture
families, agents types and their models, components
libraries and support development tools for different
types of MAS.
Main MAS architectures [26] widely used nowadays
with their characteristics that are presented in Tab. 1.

Architecture
Deliberative

Knowledge
representation
Symbolic

World
model
Formal
theory

Reactive

Non-symbolic

Hybrid

Mixed

Heurist
ic
model
Hybrid
model

Table 1.
Problem
solving
Inference
in formal
theory
"situation"
-"act" type
inference
Mapping
on tasks
solving
methods

There are many pro and contra for each of above
depicted architectures. But it seems that the hybrid
architectures are the hot spot in current researches [9,
11,12].

It is known [23] that software agents are viewed as
an autonomous software construction with
capabilities of executing without user intervention.
There are some agent classifications presented in
publications nowadays [12, 26]. One of them is
presented in Tab. 2.
Table 2.
Tr
Sm
Int
Agent Types S
Int
Attributes
+
Autonomous execution
+ +
Communication with other
agents or the user
+ +
Monitoring of execution
environment
+
+
Ability to use symbols and
abstractions
+
Ability to exploit domain
knowledge
+
Capability of adaptive goaloriented behaviour
+
+
Learning from the
environment
+
Tolerant to error,
unexpected, or wrong input
+
Real-time execution
+
Natural language
communication
Agenda:
Int - intelligent agents
S - simple agents
Sm - smart agents Trlnt - truly intelligent agents
The overview of the related papers in domain [25,
26] and analysis of the data presented in Tab. 2
show that the attributes of different agents types are
not orthogonal. And more, different projects depict
different attributes for the same types of agents
[24]. But due to the goals of this paper it is possible
to outline the following main attributes of the agents
suitable for the processing of Web-resources:
• Autonomous execution;
• Communication with other agents or the user;
• Ability to use symbols and abstractions;
• Ability to exploit domain knowledge;
• Capability of adaptive goal-oriented behaviour;
• Learning from the environment and
• Natural language communication.
It seems that in context of the present paper the
following pragmatically agents classification [23] is
more useful:
• interface agents;
• information agents;
• intelligent agents;
• ontologies agents;
• agents of Internet-resources and

• broker agent.
So it will be used below as the basis but it is
necessary to outline that above depicted in Tab. 2
attributes (all or some) should be implemented within
each of pragmatic-oriented agent.
There exist some libraries and support development
tools for the agents and MAS implementation
nowadays. Well-known examples of appropriate
software are presented on site [23]. Almost all of
them are oriented to support of maximum smart
agents implementation, and knowledge needed to the
"living" of such agents are incorporated into program
code by developer at the base of the intuition and
experience.
We need in intelligent software to support the fullscale life cycle of MAS design, development and
implementation. Attempts to create such tools are in
progress now [11]. This is a global task that can be
solved after the gathering of MAS design and
development experience. That's why currently the
local task is the development of MAS-specification
formalisms based on knowledge processing
methodology "caught" from AI. In fact we get in
such case special intelligent toolkit based on
appropriate expert system. And the composition of
the traditional AI tools and MAS methods can give
us the needed technology of MAS developing in Web
environment.
3. Ontology and Ontological System Models
and Remarks to Their Processing
In the frame of FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents) specifications of ontology [18] we
may refer to it as to a particular system of categories
accounting for a certain vision of the world. In its
most prevalent use in AI an ontology refers to an
engineering artefact constituted by a specific
vocabulary used to describe a certain reality plus a
set of explicit assumptions regarding the intended
meaning of the vocabulary words usually in the form
of a first-order logical theory. In the simplest case
ontology is described by hierarchy of concepts and
predefined relationships between concepts. In more
sophisticated cases suitable axioms and inference
rules are added in order to express other relationships
between concepts and to constrain their intended
interpretation. So ontology is the explicit expression
of the conceptualisation. The latter concerns the way
an agent structures its perceptions of the domain,
while the former gives a meaning to the vocabulary
used by the agent to transfer such a perceptions in the
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communication process. The ontology for the
domain can be explicit constructed or implicit coded
in appropriate agent's implementation [10].
According to the more concrete definition from the
Stanford Ontolingua library [6], ontology is an
explicit specification of some topic. From the
practical point of view it means a formal and
declarative representation of the topic including the
vocabulary (or the list of constants-terms) for the
referring of the domain terms, the integrity
constraints on the terms, the logical statements that
restricts the terms' interpretation and their
relationships. Ontologies therefore provide an
environment for representing and communicating
knowledge about some topic.
There are distinguished:
• top (meta) ontologies describing very common
concepts (such as space, time, event, act, etc.)
• domain and task ontologies connected with
generic domain (for example, multi agent
systems or entertainment) or with generic task
or activity (for example, design & development
or information retrieval) describing the domain
oriented vocabulary with the description of the
items specialisation from top ontology.
In presented paper we follow to the conception of
the ontologies pairs - top and domain level based on
the common formalism presented below.
3.1. Ontology Formal Model
Let's introduce the notion of an ontology formal
model by the following manner:
Def. 1. An ontology formal model O is the ordered
triple
0 = <X, 9i, G», where
X- finite non-empty set of domain concepts and
concepts' types;
iff- finite non-empty set of relationships between
concepts;
0 - finite set of interpretations (functions),
defined on the concepts and/or relationships
of the ontology O (axiomatisation).
It is clear that two components of ontology O (X
and iff) are not simple names but the complex
structures that can be defined by the following way:
[ x is_a T.O
x

.

s

,y

/

^ slot

; s T1y101

; .], where

T., T
O

frame

- variables types;
,u

slot

frames and their slots.
The partial order is_a (":") is the main pre-definite
relationship in model. All others have procedural
defined semantics and implemented as demons.
To the specification of interpretations (functions)
from 0 we use Java language with expanding it by
the classes that are used nowadays in multi - agent
community for the implementation of the agents.
So on the top-level view it is frame-based knowledge
representation formalism. It's really but there are
important distinguishes. The frames and slots
composition is defined by the problem under solving
(in our case ontology-based Web-resources
processing). Some slots are interpreted as the
relationships with dynamically defined and modified
semantics; frame-oriented knowledge bases are
interpreted as meta and domain specific ontologies
connected with the different sides of the processes
under design.
In according to above done definition and notation,
the description of semantic networks structure used
below for ontologies models representation can be the
following:
[net is_a prototype;
Nodes {frame};Arcs {frame}];
[node isa prototype;
FullName
string;
ToArcs
{frame};
FromArcs
{frame};
BedirArcs
{frame}];
[arc is_a prototype;
FullName
string;
Source
frame;
Destination
frame];
[Ontology is_a net;
Inference func, by_default
SystemlnferenceMachine () ];
[Concept isa node;
State string, one_of {"nonprocessed",
"active", "passive"},
by_default "nonprocessed",
if_changed Run (Interpretation);
Links
{frame};
URL
{string};
Interpretation func];

domain variables and constants;
[Relationship isa arc;
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.

- special operations defined on the

State

string, one_of ("nonprocessed",
"active", "passive"},
by_default "nonprocessed",
if_changed Run (Interpretation);
Interpretation func];
The processing of semantic networks is standard
and can be described by the system inference engine
with the following specification:
SystemlnferenceMachine 0 {
while (![$Target]){
STempAgenda = SAgenda;
$WasActiveElem = false;
while (STempAgenda != empty) {
SCurrElem = SAgenda»;
if ([ SCurrElem : State] = "active") {
Run ([ SCurrElem : Interpretation] );
SWasActiveElem = true;
}else »STempAgenda = SCurrElem;

S

- the model of associated with an ontological
system S inference machine.

There are several types of the problems can be solved
within the ontological system model.
For example, if we suppose that
,„d&L , _EC „Search , ,
{O
} = {0 tO
}, where
EC
O
is the domain ontology model connected with
the conceptualisation of the notion "Electronic
Commerce" and O earC is the ontology model of
information retrieval task then the model of inference
machine can be redefine as it will be shown below.
We can also to expand the set {O
} by the user's
model and receive personal-oriented ontological
system model.

};
if ( SWasActiveElem == false ) {
SAgenda = STempAgenda;
exit ("Target state is not succeed in the
ontology");
};
};
exit ("Target state is succeed in the
ontology:",
[STarget]);

We can build the ontological systems typology and
discus the formal properties of its members but it is
the theme of a separate paper.
Let's consider how an ontological model works in
specific domain.
3.2. Ontological System Model: an Example

According specification the semantic network
processing consists in waves activation. It is
stopped when target state is succeeded.

In according to processing of Web-resources goal we
need:
• domain and meta knowledge connected with
the knowledge space under design;
• knowledge based inference engine and
• intelligent communication engine.

It is clear that in such a manner can be solved
diagnostic tasks (target state is the diagnosis, the set
of initial states is the description of anemones, and
the trace is the explanation of the decision). But the
approach is not completely convenient for the
intelligent processing of Web-resources, where we
need in multilevel network representation of domain
and more sophisticated inference mechanism.

Domain and meta knowledge representation are the
ontology of specific domain and tasks under design
and meta ontology. Inference engine based on
production-frame
knowledge
representation
formalism is used at the stages of users requests
processing and ontologies processing. And intelligent
communication engine is responsible for the user's
queries processing.

That's why let's expand the ontology definition
presented above onto the definition of an
ontological system formal model:

So let's discuss a model example connected with the
gathering information from Web about electronic
commerce. We need in appropriate domain ontology
for solving the task (cup of it is depicted on Fig. 1).

}

Def. 2. An ontological system formal model E
the ordered triple
Z = <0
O
{O

,{0

}, S

>, where

is

The specification of part of domain ontology may be
the following:

- top level ontology;
d&t

} - the set of domain ontologies and
ontologies of tasks, and
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write (STopics); exit ();
rule NEW_TOPIC_IS_NOT_RELEVANT
:: [SCurrSeeAlso: State] = "passive"
■»exitO;
}
In addition to domain ontology we need in task's
ontology that can be specified as the single node
Search for the simplicity:
[TaskOntology isa Ontology;
Nodes = { Search, ... };
Arcs = { Demands, DoAlso, ... };
Inference = TaskDortiainlnferenceMachine Qi],
[Search is_a Concept;
State = "nonprocessed";
Links = { Demands#001, DoAlso#001, ...};
Interpretation = IntSearchConcept ()];
Fig. 2. Domain ontology "Electronic Commerce"
fragment
[EC_Ontology isa Ontology;
Nodes = { Internet, Chats,
ElectronicCommerce, CyberPayment,
Advertisement, ... };
Arcs = {HasPart, KindOf, SeeAlso ... };
Inference = EC_DomainInferenceMachine 0];
[CyberPayment isa Concept;
State = "nonprocessed";
Links = { KindOf#001, SeeAlso#001,
SeeAlso#002 };
URL = { "http://www.cyberplat.ru/", ...};
Interpretation = IntConcept 0];
[SeeAlso is_a Relationship;
FullName
= "SeeAlso";
Interpretation = IntSeeAlso ()];
[SeeAlso#001 is_a SeeAlso;
Source
= CreditCards;
Destination
= ElectronicPayment;
State
= "nonprocessed"];
We present the fragment of domain ontology where,
in particular, the relationship SeeAlso is specified.
It activates when the value of State slot changes and
the demon of ifchanged type with the name
IntSeeAlso is started. The last is the following
production system:
SeeAlso 0 {
rule SLEEP
:: [SCurrSeeAlso: State] =
"nonprocessed"
■»exitO;
rule NEW_TOPIC_SEARCH
:: [SCurrSeeAlso: State] = "active"
+ $Topics = [SCurrSeeAlso: Destination];
[STopics : State] = "active";
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We presented above the ontologies of domain level.
But in our ontological system the meta ontology was
depicted too. Our approach to meta ontology
description is based on heterogeneous semantic
networks (HSN) formalism presented in [19]. The
HSN specific is (first of all) in explicit outline of
semantically links and in their typology based on
lexical values of natural language predicators and
features of links (regularity, transitivity, etc.). Main
types of semantically links outlined within HSNtheory for natural (Russian) language with their
features are depicted in Tab. 3. All these semantically
links can be divided into 9 types with the same
features within each of them.
Table 3.
Kinds of
semantic
links
Gen
Des
Ins
Cous
Com
Cor
Lint
Med
Net
Pos
Pot
Res
Rep
Sit
Dir
Trg
Fin

Links
T N A R
r t t f
r r
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

features values
N A S A
r r m n
f f
s
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ +
+
•+
+
+
+
+
+
+

A N
s s
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

The main benefit of HSNs using as top level
ontology is the reducing of inference complexity
due to meta level inference.
Let's specify, for example, some semantic links
from top ontology useful for our task. Among
others these are Gen, Lim, Fin from Tab. 3.
We should define the prototype of HSN semantic
link notion at first. It is clear that it will be the
following instantiation of the notion Relationship
presented above (all HSN-links features in the
definition are presented by slots with the type
Boolean and named as in Tab. 3:
[HSNJink isa Relationship;
Tr, Ntr, Atr, Rf, Nrf, Arf,
Sm, Ans, As, Ns
bool;
by_default false];
Then (to take into account previous definition)
semantic link Gen that can be reflected by surface
phrase "object A belongs to the set M" and is nontransitive (Atr), non-reflexive (Arf) and nonsymmetrical (Ans) has the following definition:
[Gen is_a HSNJink;
Atr = true;
Arf = true;
Ans = true];
In the same manner:
[Lim is_a HSNJink;
Tr = true;
Arf=true;
As = true];

[Fin is_a HSNJink;
Tr = true;
Ntf=true;
Ns = true];

If the properties of the relationships in domain
ontology are determined we can "understand" with
what type of relationship it is necessary to work in
top ontology.Interrelations between all above
discussed ontologies depicted on Fig. 2.
Meta ontology

Tasks ontology

Domain ontology

Fig. 2. Domain, tasks and meta ontologies
interrelations
3.3. Top View at
How an Ontological System Works
for Web-resources Processing Domain
Let's suppose that the user's request is "The ways of
advertisement on Internet? ".
Pre-processing of query gives us the following list of
keywords: way(s), advertisement, Internet. Each of
them should be mapped onto the domain ontology
concepts (via Stop Vocabulary, for example). Several
nodes should be "flash" according to ontology
presented above. Otherwise our ontology is not
complete and special procedure of its update should
be run. There are two concepts in our ontology
become active: Advertisement and Internet. That's
why, inference machine associated within our
ontology system should process them by the
following manner:
• due to the processing the relationships HasPart
(between concepts Internet and Electronic
Commerce) and KindOf (between concepts
Advertisement and Electronic Commerce) the last
concept "flash" too;
• processing of the concept Electronic Commerce
(via processing the relationships KindOf) leads to
the activation of the concepts Electronic Payment,
Shopping, Marketing, etc. and, at least,
• activation of the relationships SeeAlso gives the
activation of the following concepts: Credit Cards,
Cyber Payment, Banners, Banners Exchange
Network and Internet Store.
On the finishing of the "wave" inference within the
domain ontology we'll receive the updated list of key
concepts (not keywords!): Internet, Electronic
Commerce, Advertisement, Electronic Payment,
Shopping, Marketing, Credit Cards, Cyber Payment,
Banners, Banners Exchange Network and Internet
Store. The specifications of those concepts are
scanned for the extracting the values of slot URL (if
such slots are present in specifications and have
values).
Let's suppose that only the following concepts posses
the values of slot URL:
• Marketing
(http://www.citforum.ru/marketing/index.shtml,
http://www.marketing.spb.ru/, etc.),
• Cyber Payment (http://www.cyberplat.ru/, etc.)
and
• Internet Store (http://www.cd.ru/,
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http://bshop.ipassage.ru/, etc.).
All of them excluded from the further key terms list
processing and the values of their URL give us the
header part of the response for user request.
There are two strategies for the processing of other
key terms. The first one is connected with the
updating current domain ontology via dialogue with
user and its discussion is out of paper. The second
is connected with the ranking the other key terms
according to their generality (specific concepts have
the highest priority). These terms Internet and
Electronic Commerce are so general that can't bring
the concrete information. At the finishing stage of
users request processing appropriate query is
generated for the search engines working on Web.
The results of the search are processed too. There
are two approaches that can be used for the analysis
of the results and decision about relevance of the
received documents. The first one lies in the
comparison of URLs presented in the documents
with the URLs already presented in current
ontology. The last is little bit sophisticated and
supposes using of bootstrapping like procedure. We
consider that annotation of each received document
is the new quasi-request. So we can apply to it the
described processing procedure and receive its new
quasi-pattern. Then we can compare this one with
the initial pattern of user's request. If they are the
"same" the result document is relevant to the initial
request. Unfortunately, we have no room for the
deep discussion of interesting and very important
topic in the paper.
4. FireExpert: Multiagent System
for Intelligent Processing of
Web-resources
Multiagent approach had been chosen for the
design, development and implementation of
FireExpert system. The main goal of the system is
search and gathering of information resources on
Web. So FireExpert should solve the following
generic tasks:
• ontology-based specifying of the users requests;
• standard search engines using;
• processing of search results;
• analysis of the received documents for their
relevance to initial requests;
• informational resources thematic bases support
• users' ontologies support.
4.1. FireExpert System Architecture
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The hybrid and distributed architecture is chosen for
FireExpert design and implementation. It is possible
to pick out three logical levels in system's
architecture: interface, monitoring and meta level.
The ontologies models implementation and Ontology
Service Agents belong to the meta level.
Informational, Intelligent and Auxiliary Agents are at
the monitoring level and Interface Agents are at the
interface level.
To satisfy the modern distributed Internet
applications requirements FireExpert (FE 1.0) system
architecture is based on the distributed client-server
architecture with "thin" clients. Its common structure
depicted on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. FireExpert architecture.
The basic functions of client and server parts are
presented in Tab. 4, 5.
Table 4
Server part agent
functions
Inquiry processing
control
gathering information
from Web
Analysis of acquired
information
Ontology storing
DB inquiries storing

Operations
Receiving inquiry from
client
Access to searching
engines
Ontology based
processing of the results
Ontology forming
DB inquiry forming

Table 5
Client part agent
functions
Inquiry forming
Forming (editing) the
ontology

Operations
Transmission of the
inquiry to the server
Transmission of an
ontology scheme to
server

Processing of the result
Forming (escorting)
database
document base to user
As follows from the above tables, all main tasks are
concentrated at server in FireExpert system. It gives
us fast working applications, an easy control over
the system on the whole and small-size client part
('«thin" client).
Server is capable of working in three modes:
• Mode of executing of the users inquiry. User
(client) may send query to server from the
interface of a program (separate Java
application or HTML - interface, which is
loaded to web-browser). The TCP/IP protocol is
used for data transmission.
• Mode of ontology supporting. The users (clients)
are working with ontologies (data receiving,
editing, etc.) at client. All ontology changes are
transmitting to server by the TCP/IP protocol
and are saving.
• Mode of ontology supplementation. User may
specify mode in which agents use the existing
ontology components and regularly search for
the information (every day, week, or month) in
web, thus expanding the ontology.
Formal specification of the system architecture may
be performed with the use of the same productionframe formalism [27], which was discussed above
in the section devoted to the ontology specification.
To demonstrate such a specification technique, we
will consider a fragment the intentional
representation of the architecture of the FireExpert
1.0 system.
First of all, we need to specify the following set of
prototypes that fix the structure of an arbitrary
system:
[System is_a prototype;
consist_of {frame}, restr_by Component;...];
[Component is_a prototype;
consist_of {frame};...];
In addition, we'll define the structure of a
multiagent system with a client-server architecture
by using the following set of prototypes and
examples:
[ ClientServerMAS is_a System;
consist_of = {ServerPart, ClientPart} ... ];
[ServerPart isa Component;
consist_of {frame}, restrby Agent; ... ];
[ClientPart is_a Component;
consist_of {frame}, restr_by Agent; ... ];
[Agent is_a prototype; ... ];

The descriptions presented are not yet related to the
FireExpert system in any way. In order to fix such a
relation explicitly, we specify the presented
conceptions as follows:
[ FireExpert isa ClientServerMAS; ...];
By using this specification we state that the
FireExpert system can be classified as a Client Server MAS system. Consequently, it contains client
and server parts, which in turn consist of agent
components.
In the following subsection we will show how the
further specification of the FireExpert system can be
realised. Now we only conclude that formalism used
is rather flexible and powerful to specify a wide class
of systems.
4.2. FireExpert Agents Specifications
According to the generic tasks listed above, we will
consider the following agent types:
• Interface agents,
• Informational agents,
• Intellectual agents,
• Ontology agents,
• Internet-resources agents,
• Database agents.
Interface agents are responsible for communication
with users, receive the user's inquiries and transmit
them to informational agents. They are also used in
co-operation with searching engines and for receiving
the results of the processing.
Informational agents are intended to retrieve the
documents in the Internet. Transmission of the user's
inquiries to the searching engines (using the formats
compatible to particular searching engines) and
receive the searching results.
Intellectual agents process the results from
informational agents in order to determine the
relevancy of a document to the user's inquire. For this
purpose they co-operate with ontology agents.
Ontology agents are support output and provide
access to ontologies also for it's renewal.
Database agents co-operate with the relational
databases.
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Internet-resources agents copy the HTML
documents from the web then scan them to exclude
obsolete and repeating references and analyse the
structure of the HTML documents.
Knowledge that possesses the agents of a system
may be structured by the following way: searching
for the common distributed knowledge of the
agents, particular knowledge and searching for
necessary resources. Knowledge necessary for each
type of agent is shown in Tab. 6. However the agent
that co-ordinates transmission of the input/output
data was brought in, in addition to agent types
listed above.
Agent type
Interface
agents

Partial
knowledge
User's
settings

Knowledge
of inquiry
formats for
different
types of
search
engines,
its Internet
addresses,
protocols,
etc.
Intellectual Algorithms
for
agents
comparison
and making
a decision
wherever
the
document
relevant or
not
Methods for
Ontology
service
data
extraction t
agents
from the
ontologies
and for
editing and
replacement
of the
ontology
Database
agents
InternetData
transmission
resources
protocols
agents

Shared
knowledge
Ontology
scheme

Table 6
System
resources
HTML
document
format

Informatio
nal agents
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Broker
agent

Data
transmission
protocols

There is no central control for the agents in
FireExpert system. Network communications are
supported by Java Remote Method Invocation.
General scheme of agent's interactions depicted on
Fig. 4.
It is clear that the agents specification is based on the
definition of the following notion:
[Agent isa prototype;
PartialKnowledge {frame};
SharedKnowledge {frame};
SystemResources {frame};
CommunicateWith {frame}, restr_by Agent];
According to the FireExpert system agents types it is
possible to introduce the specifications of
[InterfaceAgent is_a Agent;
PartialKnowledge = {UserModel};
SharedKnowledge = {TopOntology,
TasksOntology,
DomainOntology};
SystemResources = {HTML-format};
CommunicateWith = {dbAgent, Brocker}];

Ontology

HTML
document
format

[InformationalAgent is_a Agent;
PartialKnowledge =YahooQueryFormat,...};
CommunicateWith = {Brocker, ...}];
[IntelligentAgent isa Agent;
PartialKnowledge = {InferenceEngine,...};
SharedKnowledge = {TopOntology,
TasksOntology,
DomainOntology};
SystemResources = {HTML-format};
CommunicateWith = {OntologyServiceAgent,
Brocker}];

Ontology,
ontology
scheme

Results
database
Informatio
n about
HTML
documents

[OntologyServiceAgent is_a Agent;
PartialKnowledge = {EditEngine,
AsquisitionEngine,...};
SharedKnowledge = {TopOntology,
TasksOntology,
DomainOntology};
CommunicateWith = {IntelligentAgent}];
[InternetResourcesAgent isa Agent;
PartialKnowledge = {TCP/IP, HTTP,...};
SystemResources = {HTML-format};

consist_of = {Co-ordinationAgent,
ProcessQueryAgent,
InternetResourcesAgent,
OntologyServiceAgent, ...}; ...];
In such a manner it is possible to expand the agents
specifications to the level needed for their
implementation.

CommunicateWith = {Broker,...}];
And to determine (to take into account the data
from Fig. 4 and Tab. 4, 5) FireExpert system server
and client parts as follow:
[ClientPartFE is_a ClientPart;
consist_of = {QueryAgent, EditAgent,. .};•••];
[ServerPartFE is_a ServerPart;

Interface
agents

Database
agents

■u

URL list
Internet resources
agents

Solution

URL-list

Intellectual agents

Broker
agent
(server)
iI

List of pages
Task

Solution
Search
engines
results

Internet
chtask
1

Search
results

User's
query

It

Query

Ontology Service
agents

r

Informati onal agents
(■ erver)

Fig. 4. Agent's interactions diagram
To illustrate the technique of such an expansion
let's discuss the description of FireExpert system
interface agent screen form (Fig. 5).
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Fig 5. FireExpert system interface agent
screen form
There are three main areas in the screen form: pull[ PopupOption is_a prototype;
Title string;
down menu and button-bar where presented buttons
duplicate options from menu and drop-down list
Options
{frame} ];
with ontology under processing, work table and
[ ItemOption isa prototype;
status line. Worktable is divided into three
Title string;
windows. The first one used for the representation
ShortKey string;
of current ontology scheme as quasi-tree (course in
fact the ontology is not tree but network). Two
Support
frame ];
others reflect the current notion attributes - the
[ToolBar is_a prototype;
URL-list connected with the notion and selected
Options
{frame}, restr_by {Button, ...}];
notion and its relationships description.
To support the screen form implementation first at
all it is necessary to expand above presented
InterfaceAgent specification with the slot
ScreenForm of frame type. And further, to add into
specification knowledge base the set of the
following prototypes:

[Button is_a prototype;
Icon
string;
Support
frame ];
[WorkTable is_a Window];
[StatusLine is_a Window];

[ScreenForm is_a prototype;
MairiWindow frame, restr_by Window;
ConsistOf
{frame} ];
[Window is_a prototype;
Caption
string;
XO, YO
int;
W, H
int;
ConsistOf {frame}... ];
[ Menu is_a prototype;
Options
{frame} ];
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FireExpert screen form specification based on above
depicted prototypes can be described as follow:
[ScreenFormFE is_a ScreenForm;
MairiWindow =MairiWndFE;
ConsistOf
= { MenuFE, ToolBarFE,
WrkTblFE, StatusLineFE } ];
[MainWndFE is_a Window;
Caption = "Intelligent System FireExpert 1.0";
X0 = 0;Y0 = 0;W = 400;H = 300;
ConsistOf = {WndOntologyDescr, WndURL,
WndNotionDescr} ];

[WndOntologyDescr is_a Window;
\CurrOntology frame, inher_from
OntologyDscr];

Presented research partially supported by Russian
Foundation for Basic Researches (Grant N 99-0100844).
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[MenuFE is_a Menu;
Options = {Main, Query, Options, Help} ];
[ Main is_a PopupOption;
Title= "Main";
Options
= {New, Load, Save, ...}];
[ New isa ItemOption;
Title = "New";
ShortKey = "Cntr + N";
Support
= NewOntologyMethod ];
Expanding of specifications till the bottom level of
all frames examples we can receive full-scale
specification of FireExpert screen form. Some
values of slots in specification will represent the
parameters (for example, string "Intelligent System
FireExpert 1.0" is the Caption slot value and on the
other hand it is factual parameter of Window class
constructor).
Others
will
represent
the
implementation of the methods connected with
appropriate
objects
(for
example,
frame
NewOntologyMethod is the Support slot value and
on the other hand it is Java code support the new
ontology creation).
5. Conclusion Remarks and Future
Developments
An approach to intelligent Web-resources
processing in spirit of ontology context and multi agent support was discussed. Full scale
development and implementation of presented
approach is connected with the solving of the
following problems:
•
pre-processing of the users queries at the base
of NLP techniques for the receiving as an
output their
full
scale
semantically
representation;
•
researches in the domain of relevance
problems; ■
•
complete implementation of presented multi agent system FireExpert.
All of them in the hot spots of our research
connected with the development of the user-friendly
tools for the design, maintenance and processing of
WEB-oriented ontology based multi - agent
systems.
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APPLICATION
OF HYBRID AGENT-BASED TECHNOLOGY
FOR DESIGN OF TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Igor V. Kotenko
Department of Telecommunication Systems, St.-Petersburg Signal University.
E-mail: ivkote@robotek.ru
Abstract
The paper describes the basic results of creation of the multi-agent intelligent computer-aided
System for Design and development Planning of Telecommunication Systems (SDPTS): (1)
principal theses of the conception of SDPTS construction as a hybrid multi-agent system; (2)
general models of design processes as integrated models of SDPTS soflware agents' community
functioning; (3) models ofdesign objects usedfor SDPTS agents' reasoning about subject domain;
(4) models and algorithms of SDPTS agents' functioning; (5) soflware prototypes of basic agents
and their efficiency evaluation.
<
Keywords: computer-aided design, multi-agent systems, intelligent software agents, computersupported cooperative work, telecommunication systems.
1 Introduction
Now we can establish that the volume, complexity,
distribution and change dynamics of information
necessary for design and development planning of
telecommunication systems essentially have
increased. Also the requirements of the efficiency
of these processes and quality of accepted decisions
considerably have grown. However the used
technology of design and development planning of
telecommunication systems is characterized by high
laboriousness, large temporary expenses and
unsatisfactory decision validity.
The
existing
works
on
automation
of
telecommunication system design and development
planning are in the undeveloped condition. As a
rule these works are focused on a local taskoriented approach and don't use uniform
technology.
The majority of the systems for automation of given
processes, developed hither to, has a number of
essential lacks, that adds one more level of
complexity and results in natural refusal of their
use: (1) designers should work in the strictly certain
place; (2) design process is automated only
partially; (3) stages of conceptual design are not
supported; (4) subject domain models are not
interconnected; (5) management facilities of design
technology are. not provided; (6) systems are
"obtrusive", ordering the rigidly given design order;
(7) methods which have not confirmed the
adequacy are used; (8) the realized ways of
interaction of external environment and designers
with systems do not correspond to the requirements;

(9) the very weak opportunities of task solvers and
automatic schedulers are realized only; (10)
designers' actions are not supervised, since there are
no means of prevention, detection, criticism and
correction of mistakes; (11) mechanisms of
cooperative work support are absent or are not
advanced and etc. ([Kotenko et al., 1996] [Kotenko,
1998a]).
One of the most cardinal ways of an output from an
existing situation is an automation of the given
processes based on "new" information technologies.
This means the necessity of creation of the
distributed continuously evolved intelligent
computer-aided
systems
for
design
and
development planning of telecommunication system
(SDPTS), which elaboration is conducted on the
basis of uniform construction conception founded
on multi-agent technology ([Wooldridge et al.,
1995], [Gorodetski, 1996], [Wooldridge et al.,
1998], [Brenner et al., 1998]), integrated set of
models of the telecommunication systems and
processes of their functioning, design process
models, methods, models and algorithms realizing a
complex automated transformation of design
information.
SDPTS must support the developers in performing
their tasks and increase their understanding and
competence to a level that allows them to make
justifiable decisions, using all intelligent design
agents that are friendly to users and available on all
computer sites in large computer networks used for
design and development planning. The SDPTS
realization will allow to use the new technology of
computer-aided
design
and
planning
of
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described by the following model (fig. 1):
MSDrrs =< {AJ, {TJ, (TAJ, fTARJ, {CSJ, {CPJ,
{CRr}, {EJ, {SJ, {FAt}>,
where {AJ}=<NJ, Dj, RJt M, Vj> - agents' types (Nj
and Dj - name and area of agent's competence, Rj resources, required for agent's work, Mj - agent's
metaknowledge (metaalgorithm of functioning), V, 2 Conception of SDPTS construction
additional attributes describing the agent); {Tu}=
2.1 General theses on SDPTS construction
<Nk, Ph A4 lb Ok, Pk> - types of automated design
and design process realization
tasks (Nk - task name, Pk - task purpose, Mk decision model describing decomposition of a task
According to offered conception the essence of
on subtasks and sequence of their decision process,
design process, which is carried out by the use of
Ik and Ok - input and output data, Pk - parameters of
SDPTS, consists in realization of automatic and
decision efficiency); {TAJ - function of distribution
automated operations of transition from general
of tasks between agents; (TARJ - resource
representations of telecommunication system to
restriction (including temporary and computational)
detailed development of its
components,
on process of realization of tasks by agents; {CSJ consecutive
detailed
elaboration
of
strategies of cooperative work and agents'
telecommunication system elements, and then
cooperation during design; {CPJ - protocols of
combining them
in
a
single
unit
agents' negotiation; {CRJ - protocols of avoidance,
telecommunication system as the whole and its
detection and resolution of conflicts between
optimization [Kotenko, 1998a].
various
agents' actions; {EJ - events caused by
The scheme of realization of automated design
actions of agents and external influences; fSJ processes is set as follows: the designers, working
SDPTS states, determined by states of agents {Aj}
in computer networks (LAN - MAN - WAN, or
and
tasks {Tk}; {FAh} - transformation of states
Intranet - Internet), manipulate various objects,
arising
as a result of actions of agents and external
exchange different data, start automatic procedures
events,
and resulting in evolution of design objects
(for example, for testing variants of resource
(elements
of telecommunication system) [Kotenko
distribution etc.). SDPTS continuously watches
et al., 1994c].
designers' actions and "unobtrusive" directs them
The scheme of solving a concrete design task
acting in a role of adviser.
(process) by the given approach use is the
SDPTS is built as a distributed multi-agent system,
following: (1) subject domain
:FA
knowledge,
knowledge
of
($:
(TÄR
(cs
restrictions and requirements to
agent 1
(CP~
task 1
design objects is transferred to
CR
name
agents interested in them; (2)
name
competence
purpose
each agent solves a fixed task;
area
(3) locally effective decisions
decision
work
resources
model
are transferred to specially
input and
metaknowledge
allocated agents; (4) after
data
output data
attributes
completion
of
decision
decision
describing
formation cycle a result is
efficiency
the agent
, parameters , icy
prepared . for dispatch on
icy
interested agents for analysis;
agent 2
task 2
(5) all the process is repeated
before achievement of global
effective
solution.
The
generalized SDPTS structure is
task m
agent n
based
on
principles
of
sophisticated local control and
organizational
structuring
[Durfee et al., 1989]. The most
important agents' classes are the
ones of agents' coordination,
cooperation and collaboration
T.
support.
They owe: (1) to
Fig. 1. Common architecture of SDPTS as multi-agent system
telecommunications uniting a complex
ways and means of automated
processing, transfer, storage and
information on all the stages of
planning.
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1

L

of methods,
multi-agent
display of
design and

A

i

represent competitive actions; (2) to describe
temporary relations between actions; (3) to process
uncertain and incompletely developed agent's plans;
(3) to suppose several levels of action plan
abstraction; (4) to take into account both negative
and positive relations between the local plans of
various agents; (5) to provide agents' interaction,
and etc.
The modeling approach of SDPTS construction
assumes its development as a system of hybrid
agents uniting performance of traditional "rigid"
algorithms, manipulation of facts in a database,
modeling by means of various imitating and
analytical models from model base, processing of
knowledge from knowledge base and use of
telecommunication system projects already realized
and solved tasks from precedent base [Kotenko
etal., 1994c].
Basic principles of automated design realization
are: (1) granting to the designers of functionally
complete set of opportunities that ensure the
realization of various design operations; (2)
integrativity; (3) intellectuality; (4) interactivity.
2.2 Base SDPTS features
The base SDPTS features are: (1) realization of
design as operations of detailed elaboration of
telecommunication system elements; (2) unity of all
the stages of information process; (3) "uniform"
information base; (4) design decision support; (5)
openness and adaptability; (6) distributed
cooperative group work support; (7) support of
case-based design; (8) support of various modes of
operations and interactions of users with SDPTS;
(9) automated document workflow; (10) support of
hypermedia information manipulation;
(11)
processing of • incomplete and contradictory
information; (12) version and development history
support; (13) information reliability support; (14)
maintenance of design guaranteed time; (15)
designers' tutoring and work accompaniment
support; (16) information security support and etc.
The basic principles, methods and strategies of

intelligent cooperative design are: (1) hierarchical
parallel multilevel design, (2) generation and testing
of suggestions, (3) combination of leastcommitment and intelligent casual-commitment, (4)
combination of linear and nonlinear design action
planning, (5) opportunistic design action planning,
(6) constraint propagation, (7) temporal and
resource planning, (8) meta-level reasoning, (9)
skeleton
(precedents)
design
(case-based
reasoning), (10) qualitative reasoning [Kotenko,
1995b].
2.3 Methods of automated design and
planning realization
The general family of methods of automated design
and planning realization is characterized as set of
methods of the cycle "task definition -> variants
generation -> results explanation -> analysis,
estimation, selection and criticism of decision
variants -> variants modification -> SDPTS agents'
learning" (fig.2).
The basic methods of decision variants generation
are the methods of (1) decomposition - assembly,
(2) transformation, (3) case-based reasoning, (4)
constraint propagation and (5) classical methods of
operations research.
Proceeding from definition of methods, used for
solving of each type of design tasks, both
knowledge and subtasks, necessary for realization
of each method, based on [Chandrasekaran, 1986],
design task structure is constructed.
One of the main components of SDPTS
construction conception is the offered approach of
solution generation by means of derivational
analogy. This approach allows to carry out design
processes by repeated fulfillment of modified
decision plans of design tasks realized, basing on
their representation as hierarchical structure of
goals and on the new tasks solution by descending
exposure of these plans [Kotenko, 1998b].

2.4 SDPTS architecture and general design
algorithms
Decomposition of telecommunication system description The basic theses of SDPTS construction
conception are: (1) definitions of basic
2) variants
generation
^ concepts of automated design, (2) scheme of
{3)results
K
use of traditional and expert SDPTS agents
I
explanation I >f
1) task definition
(deliberative, reactive and hybrid agents), (3)
4) analysis, estimation, selection
and criticism of decision variants
generalized algorithm of automated design,
5) variants
(4) structure of SDPTS as a multi-agent
"\ 6) agents' learning modification
system, (5) algorithms of designers' work, (6)
algorithms of the automated functional,
structural and parametrical design, analysis,
^
JI
estimation and selection of decision variants,
Generalization of telecommunication system description
redesign and coordination of decision
Fig.2. Main stages of automated design development planning
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decision demonstration in a common context and
variants. The suggested strategy of the automated
reception of the remarks (offers), modeling of
design, following from the given scheme of various
decision variants, estimation of the moment of the
agents' use, gives an opportunity of parallel
variant
generation termination, utility function
performance of design processes by means of (a)
construction, ordering of the accepted alternatives,
traditional
algorithmic
methods
of
coordination of decision variants, avoidance,
telecommunication system synthesis and analysis
detection and resolution of conflicts, distribution of
and design management (based on the rigidly given
results.
algorithms); (b) methods of heuristic search and
logic reasoning; (c) formalizations of design
2.5 Approach to realization of computerpurposes and tasks, generation of variants, their
estimation and selection.
aided design technology
SDPTS architecture has three logic levels (fig.3):
The offered approach to the design technology
(1) level of agents of design process environment,
realization is based on unification of base design
(2) level of agents of common information
operations (modules), which yet do not contain the
repository service and (3) level of agents realizing
information, dependent on technology, and also
the separate tasks of telecommunication system
definition and adjustment of parameters of basic
design. The basic agents of design process
technology elements - (1) tasks, (2) task flows and
environment are (a) design technology management
(3) automated design process environment
agents (guaranteed time maintenance and design
[Kleinfeldt et al., 1994]. Unification of various
realization agents), (b) designers' interface
agents realizing the technology is based on concept
realization agents and (c) design process
of modular abstraction and is carried out by
environment kernel agents. The kernel of SDPTS
integration of modules and (or) their embedding.
design process environment is divided on the top
The most important aspects of technology
and bottom levels. Structure of the top level agents
management are: task abstraction realization,
includes the agents of functional, structural and
automatic performance and generation of flows,
parametrical design, agents of the analysis,
management of data changes and task flows,
estimation and selection of decision variants,
maintenance of convenience and simplicity of
redesign agents and agents of coordination,
SDPTS use [Kotenko, 1998a]. Use of this approach
cooperation and collaboration. The top level agents
allows to present SDPTS as mobile and well
use results of work of the bottom level agents. The
organized agent-based system, capable to
bottom level agents are the agents of task solving,
adjustment on feature of a subject domain and on
case-based reasoning, constraint-directed reasoning,
the varied requirements.
expert criticism, designer's cooperative work
support, document forming and processing,
specifications and design
agents of design process environment
~~1
version forming, teaching and
design technology management agents
work
accompaniment, iC
designers' interface realization agents
information security, etc. The
generalized automated design i
design process environment kernel agents
top level agents
algorithm is given as an
parametrical'
decision
variants
i
functional structural
iterative
sequence
of
design
analysis, estimation
design
design
operations of functional,
agents
agents
agents
and selection agents
structural and parametrical
fcoordination, cooperation and collaboration agents
design, analysis, estimation
and selection of allowable
expert
designer's
decision variants, redesign,
constrainttask case-based
criticism cooperative work
directed
coordination of decision
solving reasoning
support agents
agents
reasoning agents agents
agents
variants and selection of
optimum (rational) variants.
specifications teaching and work information
document
and design
The developed algorithms of
forming and
security
accompaniment
version
agents
agents
processing agents
designers' work are based on
iterative performance of
■bottom level agentsoperations of data input and
decision inquiries, formation f
agents of common information repository service
^
J
of decision variants, editing
of results, search of the f agents realizing the separate tasks of telecommunication system design)
decisions in precedent base,
Fig.3. Basic SDPTS agents
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2.6 Methodology of SDPTS development
According to the chosen evolutionary SDPTS
development methodology for creation focused on
the designers' need adaptive automated system,
simply included on environment of various design
processes realization, concrete SDPTS application
should be formed by means of the special
development support complex and evolutionary to
be increased while in service. The development
support complex is a set of SDPTS agents'
generation tools, which by the use of the definition
of the required design functions and tasks provide a
choice of adequate design agents, their
combination,
adjustment
and
evolutionary
adaptation to concrete application by means of
appropriate formal and expert components.
3 Basis of the theory of computer-aided
design and development planning of
telecommunication systems
This theory (by analogy with [Tomiyama, 1986],
[Ohsuga, 1989], etc.) is necessary for an all-round
and "deep" substantiation of basic theses of SDPTS
construction and computer-aided design realization,
determining the design processes, objects and used
means
of knowledge
representation
and
manipulation. The offered theory is given in a form
of uniform constructive as developedformal system,
concerning to a class of "weak" theories: it (a)
determines by means of integrity restrictions a set
of allowable decisions; (b) accumulates in a form of
rules and precedents a designer experience; (c) for
decision support uses pseudo-physical logics, soft
models and algorithms, qualitative reasoning
mechanisms and etc. Given theory is based on three
types of models: (1) models ofprocesses of design
and development planning of telecommunication
system, as integrated models of functioning of the
SDPTS agents' community. They represent the
design as "expansion" (in time and space) of
telecommunication system elements expressing in
consecutive definition of their structure and
parameters by means of common resource
distribution and fixing the results in a form of
documents; (2) models of telecommunication system
elements and factors, influencing them, necessary
for realization of agent' reasoning about subject
domain. These models represent structure and basic
"laws" of functioning of telecommunication system,
condition of its construction, opportunities and state
of working telecommunication system as a design
and planning resource; (3) models of functioning of
SDPTS intelligent software agents (as design forces
and means).

4 Formalization of computer-aided design
and planning processes
The processes of the computer-aided design and
development planning of telecommunication
systems are submitted on the basis of the following
models: (1) prescriptive models (showing, how
design processes should be carried out, and
determining a design methodology) and (2)
computing models (specifying methods of data and
knowledge representation and manipulation). In
difference from works on the general design theory
(for example, [Tomiyama, 1986], [Ohsuga, 1989],
[Coyne, 1990]) the offered models in details
describe concrete processes of design and
development planning of telecommunication
systems.
4.1 Prescriptive models of computer-aided
design and planning processes
The prescriptive models include (1) general models
of processes of design and development planning of
telecommunication systems, (2) models of decision
support processes, (3) models of documents and
processes of their formation and processing.
The general models of design and development
planning are given as sets of telecommunication
system elements and their states, stages, processes,
tasks, conditions and resources of the design and
telecommunication organization, documents and
relations between them, specifying the design
restrictions
and
necessary
design
data
transformations. For definition of separate design
operations the description of their input, output,
converter (technique, formalized or machine
algorithm of operation performance), required
resources and used intelligent software agents is
given. The example of generalized graphical model
of one of the design processes (efficiency
evaluation and decision variant choice) is depicted
in fig.4.
The models of decision support processes are given
as (a) models of separate decision support processes
and (b) integrated decision support model (as model
of interconnected set of separate decision support
processes).
Within the framework of separate decision support
processes the basic decision support tasks of
telecommunication system design and development
planning are selected: (1) search of a route for
message transfer ways; (2) allocation of a group not
renewed resource in sole usage; (3) establishment
of a sequence of shared resource use; (4)
distribution of renewed resources; (5) evaluation of
parameter values. The tasks are submitted by means
of their name and statement attributes, elements
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~"i The computing models
I describe used in SDPTS
< )
i—<§>
I methods of data and
knowledge representation
and manipulation, and also
design agents
determine various aspects
X
of realization of the design
designers' interface realization agents
and development planning
t
I
I
t
1
of
telecommunication
designers
systems
(iterating,
1 - choice of efficiency parameters; 2 - definition of input data for a choice of
uncertainty,
temporary
efficiency calculation models, specification of the requirements to parameters; 3 construction (choice) of models for definition of efficiency parameters; 4 - formation aspect, parallelism and
of set of allowable variants; 5 - evaluation of variants on the chosen parameters; 6 - overlapping in time of
choice of variant with greatest efficiency; 7- acceptances of the decision about various processes, etc.).
decrease (specification) of the requirements or updating telecommunication system They are submitted by
structure. D - design data and documents.
family of models: (1)
deductive
and
nonFig.4. The generalized scheme of efficiency evaluation and decision variant choice
deductive
reasoning
which work out and accept decisions, choice
models, (2) models of reasoning under the
incomplete and contradictory information, (3) caserealization purpose, criteria of purpose achievement
based reasoning models, (4) constraint-directed
degree evaluation, scales of measurement by
reasoning models, and also (5) agents' coordination,
criteria of purpose achievement degree evaluation,
initial alternatives given for generation, alternatives
cooperation and collaboration models.
generation rules, restrictions for alternatives choice,
The deductive reasoning models are developed by
allowable alternatives, correspondence of allowable
means of modal logics with truth maintenance,
alternatives set. to criteria estimation of their
realizing the concept of possible worlds in logic S4.
outcomes, system of preferences, alternatives
The non-deductive reasoning models set design by
selection rules and chosen alternatives.
bidirectional process: (1) by generation of decision
variant on the basis of design knowledge and
Within the framework of integrated decision
telecommunication systems specifications by means
support model the formal representation of
computer-aided design as hierarchy of decision
of abduction; (2) checks of conformity of decision
support tasks is given. The design is given as set of
variant to the specifications by means of deduction.
The incomplete knowledge base manipulation
iterations, each of which consists of consecutive
processes
represented
on
a
tree
of
mechanisms are determined by the use of nonmonotonic reasoning methods, in particular of
telecommunication system description and allowing
circumscription methods, realizing elimination of
to carry out the integrated solving of synthesis and
contradictions and knowledge updating at the
analysis tasks.
expense of definition of the situations, which have
The models of documents are submitted by a set of
caused
the contradiction, as exceptions and their
document structures represented on three levels:
evident
determination as new situations. The given
conceptual (describing document semantics and
models are based on the scheme submitted, for
reflecting contents and character of information
instance, in [Ohsuga, 1989].
included in document), logic (specifying internal
The developed models of reasoning under the
structure of document and determining its syntactic
incomplete and contradictory information are
construction as a composition of separate data
founded on concept of deductive system and
elements) and representative (describing document
integration of quantitative and qualitative methods.
appearance). This levels are described by means of
The offered approach is based (1) on structuring of
contextual-free grammatics, and a set of operations
existing methods of the incomplete and inconsistent
on documents. Models of document formation and
information processing; (2) on analysis of
processing determine interrelation of document
knowledge uncertainty kinds and use of uncertain
groups and document circulation scheme. They are
information combined processing models; (3) on
based on the "workflow" concept and represent a
embedding of models of incomplete and
interrelation of documents and separate design and
inconsistent information processing in design
planning tasks [Kotenko et al., 1995e].
process models; (4) on defining of techniques
ensuring a combined processing of different kinds
4.2 Computing models of automated design
of uncertainty and admitting adjustment on various
and planning processes
approaches [Kotenko, 1995c]. The scheme of
(""design processes an3_aäta
I

dSr<^3bgej^^
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utilization of the incomplete and inconsistent
information processing methods in SDPTS
determines ways of representation of facts,
uncertain values, operational knowledge, ways of
use of quantifiers, modifiers, modalities, ways of
certainty factors interpretation, mathematical
apparatus for operating with uncertainty, ways and
methods of reasoning, actions in a conflict situation.
The combined processing models are given by
means of attributes of telecommunication system
elements, attribute definition ranges, an evaluation
function of defmiteness of the attributes and rules
meanings, identifiers of alternative decision
variants, functions and predicates describing
telecommunication systems and design processes,
rules and precedents reflecting ways of design
realization, a component of a choice and adjustment
of approaches to a reasoning with uncertainty.
According to model of design under the incomplete
and inconsistent information the design is carried
out on the basis of uncertain purposes in space of
uncertain conditions produced according to
combined processing model.
The offered models of computer-aided design by
means of case-based reasoning use designers' nonformalized knowledge and combine methods of
derivational analogy and expert reasoning. These
models include (a) models of precedents, (b)
models of reasoning at separate levels of design
process hierarchy and (c) integrated models of
reasoning [Kotenko, 1998b]. The precedents are
given as the interconnected dynamic data structures
(corresponding to lines of design processes of
various abstraction levels, conditions of their
realization and possible failures), connected by
discrimination networks. The model of reasoning at
separate levels of design process hierarchy are
intended for definition, adaptation and fixing of
precedents at the given design hierarchy levels.
Indexing of precedents is carried out according to
the descriptions of the purposes, conditions,
constraints, importance meanings and failures by
means of discrimination networks. By search of
precedents at first the design purposes are compared
and descriptions of constraints and failures are
analyzed, and then the most important elements of
the condition are estimated and the weighed
incomplete conformity is applied to a choice of the
most suitable precedent. The integrated models of
case-based reasoning are based on hierarchical
design methodology using constraints, indexing and
detection of failures. The resulting project is created
by means of detailed elaboration of precedents,
describing the top levels design processes, on
subprocesses and subtasks, while the design process
is not reduced to non-expandable precedents of
tasks and operations. Use of dynamic data

structures and the dynamic controlled by the user
backtracking allows: (a) to adapt to expert
preferences by changing of soft constraint values,
being learned on the basis of fixing explanations;
(b) to predict, to find out and to correct incorrect
decision variants; (c) automatically to modify
incorrect knowledge, contained in precedents
caused by information incompleteness, being
learned on the basis of experience; (d) to notify the
designers on mistakes and to make updating the
decision variants.
The models of constraint-directed reasoning are
given as structure, which elements are (1) ordered
set of choice sets (determining decision variants),
(2) assignment for set of choice sets (describing the
chosen decisions variants), (3) set of restrictions on
choice sets and (4) algorithms of constraint-directed
reasoning. The design tasks, reduced to constraint
satisfaction tasks, are determined in the terms of
choice sets and a constraint set. The decision of a
design task is a set of alternatives, each of which is
chosen from the appropriate choice set and satisfies
the constraints.
Models of the agents' coordination, cooperation
and collaboration make (1) models of design
actions, (2) models of conflict resolution and
"useful" relation utilization, (3) negotiation models
and (4) general multi-agent planning models. These
models are based, mainly, on results of works
[Lander et al., 1991], [Martial, 1992], [Kotenko,
1994a] and [Kotenko et al., 1995a]. The models of
actions are founded on the use of action
representation, basing on events, which supports the
obvious description of time, used resources and
relations between actions. Models of conflict
resolution and "useful" relation utilization include
the description of multi-agent design plan, models
of temporal and resource conflict resolution, and
also models of plan modification based on help
relation application. Taxonomy of relations between
the various agents' plans includes negative relations
(conflict for a consumed and non-consumed
resource, incompatibility of actions), positive
relations (equivalence, inclusion, help) and inquiry
relations. The presence of relations between the
agents' plans means an opportunity of updating
these plans for their coordination purpose. The
negotiation process is considered as a structured
interaction by message transfer between various
agents. The negotiation models are given by means
of dialogue condition, types of agents' interaction
messages, and negotiation protocols (determining in
what dialogue condition with what the message
type an agent can sent or be received). The general
multi-agent planning models are submitted by
structure, which elements are design environment
(determined by set of agents and their
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opportunities), states of initial agent coordination
and stages of plan coordination. The considered
models are fixed in the coordination, cooperation
and cooperation agents.
5 Formalization of design and planning
objects

(describe primary elements of telecommunication
systems); VN - non-terminal symbols (appropriate to
derivative elements); S c VN - initial symbols
(describe set of derivative elements, occupying the
top levels of hierarchy of telecommunication
systems); V=VT u VN, VT n VN=0; P - rules of
transition from one elements to other; 0={&, v, 0,
||, €>} - operations of element combination, where &
designates conjunction, v - disjunction, + excluding "or", || - "multiform" and <8> "alternativity" of elements. Thus the conjunction
(&) corresponds to consecutive connection of
elements, disjunction (v) - parallel connection,
excluding "or" (£) - an opportunities of realization
of elements by means of a choice of one from
several allowable elements, "multiform" (||) connection of alternative variants of element
structure representation, alternativity (#) definition of various variants of element
construction; A - attributes describing the element
parameters; R: V ->A- rules of definition of values
of element parameters. The example of design
element structure, represented in fig.5 by attribute
grammatics
M&
demonstrates
the
telecommunication network design generation
scheme.
The models of telecommunication system
functioning processes are given by means of the
descriptions of situations, processes and histories.
The situations fix a set of the involved elements of
telecommunication systems and their states. The
processes set changes occurring at functioning of
telecommunication systems, determining integrity
restrictions on attributes of elements and their
derivative. The histories of telecommunication
system functioning define sequences of processes

The formalization of telecommunication systems
gives the SDPTS intelligent agents an opportunity
to manipulate the knowledge of base principles of
telecommunications, organizational and technical
construction of telecommunication system elements
and fundamental physical laws of their functioning
required for design realization [Kotenko et al.,
1996].
The following models of design objects are
developed:
(1)
conceptual
model
of
telecommunications subject domain intended for
the generalized description of telecommunication
systems and formation of individual models of their
elements; (2) models of structure and parameters of
telecommunication
systems
serving
for
representation and manipulation of attributes of the
structure and parameters of telecommunication
system elements; (3) models of telecommunication
system functioning processes, reflecting dynamics
of changes, occurring at functioning, and the
descriptions of sequences of processes affecting
telecommunication system elements.
The conceptual model of telecommunications
subject domain is determined as structure
specifying subject domain objects, their properties,
attributes of properties, object functioning
processes, relations between objects, states and
situations of object functioning. The objects
represent essences to which there can correspond as
actually design objects as well as
factors influencing them.
The models of structure and
parameters of telecommunication
systems are intended for compact
representation of structure and
parameters of design objects by set
of typical elements and relations
between them, and also effective
automatic manipulation with their
structures and parameters by
means of operations of element
decomposition,
element
composition, calculation of values
of element parameters, etc. The
models are described by the use of
attribute grammatics:
MSP=<VT, VN, S, P, O, A, R>,
where VT - terminal symbols
Fig.5. Example of design element structure
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affecting telecommunication system elements. The
models are based on mechanisms of qualitative
reasoning [Forbus, 1984] and their basic features
are application of qualitative meanings of attributes,
representation of subject domain "laws" as
constraints on meanings of parameters and
contraction of analysis of telecommunication
system functioning to a constraint feasibility task.
6 Models and algorithms of intelligent
design agents' functioning
The offered models and algorithms of design
agents' functioning serve for realization of SDPTS
design environment and are considered below.
6.1 Models and algorithms of base task
solver functioning
These models and algorithms are developed on the
basis of ends and means analysis method and an
intelligent casual-commitment strategy [Veloso,
1994].
The base task solver is a functionally complete
nonlinear scheduler, since it can interleave goals
and subgoals on' any search space depth, and can
use the given or automatically acquired control
knowledge in all the choice points of task solving.
Base task solver is based on use of the entered
knowledge representation language: the operators
are represented as the scripts or reasoning rules set
by conditions and effects.
6.2 Models and algorithms of case-based
reasoning agents' functioning
These models and the algorithms include the
generalized model of case-based reasoning agents,
and also models and algorithms of these agents'
functioning: automatic generation of precedents,
formation of precedent base, search of precedents
and fulfillment of precedents by analogy. The
given models and algorithms are based on the
entered computing models of the case-based
computer-aided design [Kotenko, 1998b].
6.3 Models and algorithms of constraintdirected reasoning agents' functioning
These models and algorithms are determined by the
use of constraints given in the terms of Boolean
expressions and described in the form of
dependency network, including control information
(for distribution of constraints) and information on
dependencies (for an explanation and realization
controlled by dependence backtracking) [Croker et
al., 1993]. The models of functioning of the
constraint-directed reasoning agents are based on

use of two components: task solver (being
expansion of SDPTS base task solver), which
operates with knowledge of telecommunication
system subject domain and contains information on
design task variables and preference ordering, and
the reasoning mechanism, controlled by constraints,
which traces a state of constraints and directs task
solver. Features of these model are maintenance of
constraint distribution by giving additional
semantics to nodes and connections in a constraint
network; use of truth maintenance; maintenance of
incremental modification of decisions at change of
task specification.
6.4 Models of expert criticism agents
The offered models are intended for intensification
of designers' creative activity, protection them from
mistakes fulfillment, and decision variant
modifications. These models include: (1) general
model of the mistakes fulfillment and criticism
implementation and (2) actually expert criticism
agents' model. The expert criticism agents receive
on an input the description of a task and (or) the
decision variant offered by the designers or other
software agents, and as result generate criticism of
reasoning and used knowledge. In a basis of the
given class of the agents the ideas were fixed stated,
for instance, in [Silverman et al., 1992].
The general model of mistakes fiilflllment and
criticism implementation allows to predict a place
and reason of design mistakes. It is given as
structure, which elements are: (a) categories of
knowledge (irrelevant, correct, passed and absent),
(b) knowledge mistakes (as a result of irrelevant
knowledge use, relevant knowledge omission, and
necessary knowledge absence), (c) reasons of
mistakes, (d) information, displayed at criticism,
and also (e) transformations of knowledge category,
mistakes and reasons of their fulfillment to criticism
information.
The expert criticism agents' model is given as
structure with the following elements: (a) influence
rendering agents (for realization of "positive"
connection with the designer with the purposes of
possible mistakes detour); (b) deviation detection
agents (for revealing the mistakes and "negative"
feedback with the designer); (c) direction agents
(assisting to remove mistakes and deviations at
designing, specifying possible directions of
actions); (d) explanation agents (for improvement
of perception and understanding by the designers of
criticism realized); (e) agents of criticism
strengthening,
including
recurrence
agents
(allowing by various ways to execute the same
criticism strategy); persuasion agents (describing
reasons of the mistake and result of its fulfillment);
argumentation agents (allowing to explain
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importance of criticism to show the alternative
points of view); (f) the relations between criticism
agents and types of mistakes (for linkage of
criticism mechanisms in a decision network).
By the combined use of these agents (fig. 6) the
criticism adequate for the current design task,
conditions and designers is realized.

Tab.l. Conflict resolution strategies
Xa
1

Strategy
Generate
Random
Alternatives

2

Find
Compromise

3

Generate
Constrained
Alternatives

4

Generate
Goal
Alternatives

5

Find
Precedent
Solution
Revise and
Merge Goals

agents of criticism strengthening
explanation
. agents .

recurrence persuasion argumentation
agents
agents
agents

influence
rendering
agents

deviation
detection
agents

tjL

J

f

"l

direction
agents

Fig.6. Scheme of use of criticism agents
6.5 Models of designer's cooperative work
support agents
The developed models are based on the principles,
methods and strategies of intelligent cooperative
design and complete conflict resolution between
offered decision variants ([Lander et al., 1991],
[Martial, 1992], [Kotenko, 1994a], [Kotenko et al.,
1995a] and [Kotenko, 1995d]).
As necessary for realization in SDPTS the
following aspects of conflict management are
allocated: (1) conflict avoidance, (2) conflict
detection, (3) conflict resolution, (3) decision
explanation and updating.
The conflict avoidance is supported by using leastcommitment and constraint propagation approach,
since the design agent is not forced to arbitrary
choose from a set of acceptable alternatives simply
to make a definite commitment and the choice are
carried out by using actual constraints.
Two approaches for conflict detection are offered:
(1) qualitative, basing on hierarchy of possible
conflict types, where conflicts are shown through
set of the broken restrictions; (2) quantitative, based
on an estimation of local and global parameters
describing compatibility of alternatives and
satisfaction of restrictions, where conflicts are
shown, when the required meanings of parameters
of the alternatives compatibility and satisfaction of
restrictions are not satisfied.
When conflict is detected one of the designer's
cooperative work support agents must execute a
protocol for conflict resolution process. To make
this the agent should know the conflict situation
information, the set of conflict resolution strategies
(tab.l), extended by means of set of rules and
heuristics (tab.2, tab.3), and scheme of a strategy
choice on the basis of conflict symptoms.
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6

Comments
If multiple solutions exist or can
be generated easily, then choose
the proposals rated equally or
slightly lower
Find the solution that is within the
acceptable interval using agent's
relaxation of variable values
Generate new alternatives based
on constraints received from
inflexible agent or using other
agent's partial solution
Generate proposals by looking for
alternate goal enlargements. Some
goals can be relaxed or
relinquished
Find
a
previous
solution
succeeded in resolving a similar
conflict situation
Build a new goal structure that
incorporates goals of all agents
involved in conflict and generate a
solution guided by these structure

The action explanation is realized by the
metadesign mechanisms, which in the elementary
case to each rule or heuristics correspond the
explaining statement.
Tab.2. General conflict resolution expertise heuristics
Ns
1

2
3

Domain-independent heuristics
If design agents have alternative contradictory
plans for achieving their design goals, then find
an alternative way of achieving their design goals
that is not contradictory
If something has a negative influence, then put
obstacles in its way
If something has a negative influence on the
object, then locate the object to the place where
this influence is not a concern

Tab.3. General conflict resolution expertise heuristics
Ns
1

2

Application-specific heuristics
If the fixed area network can't guarantee desired
quality indexes, then the mobile straight link
network must be planned
If area network communication center is
developed in considerable distance from control
center, then link between them is realized by
means of radio relay stations
...

6.6 Model of document forming and
processing agents
These agents are intended for complex automation
of document forming and processing. They are
developed as a result of a specification of the
document models and document forming and

processing models given at the description of
prescriptive design models. They are constructed
according to allocation of set of functions of
document development of various level: design as a
whole, design of separate subsystems, realization of
technological operations and their elements
[Kotenkoetal., 1995e].
6.7 Models of specifications and design
version forming agents
The offered models are intended for representation
in the SDPTS information repositories of generated
decision variants evolution, including forming and
analysis of alternative decision variants, realization
of their consecutive improvements, coordination of
various aspects of telecommunication system
elements, "assembly" these elements from
elements, included in their structure, etc.
These models include the generalized model of
decision variant specifications forming and the
version management model. The first model is
submitted as structure, which elements are the
specifications such as design objects, configuration
specifications, specification at a level of exemplars
and specification generation mechanisms. The
second model sets design object versions, their
configurations, version histories, working areas and
operation on versions.
6.8 Models and algorithms of guaranteed
time maintenance and design realization
agents' functioning
These models and algorithms are developed for
maintenance of the timeliness, design validity and
controllability requirements and are intended for
design technology management and adaptive
forming of an optimum (rational) sequence of
design and use for each separate design process
(task, procedure) of the most acceptable models and
algorithms allowing to obtain the decision for
allocated time with required (or maximum
achievable) validity. They include (1) common
model of temporary restriction satisfaction, (2)
common algorithm and mechanisms of the design
and temporary restriction satisfaction management,
(3) models and algorithms of real time design
realization. The given models are based on works
on deliberative real-time artificial intelligence
[Garvey et al., 1994].
The common model of temporary restriction
satisfaction is submitted as structure describing (1)
design conditions, (2) temporary restrictions, (3)
computing resources, (4) models of the design
processes, tasks and procedures, (5) structure of the
SDPTS agents (allowing to realize these models by

means of procedures having various computing
complexity,
accuracy,
definiteness
and
completeness), (6) agent's profiles (expected
temporary expenses at their use), and also (7) rules
of agent choice by the use of "flexible" calculations,
realizing incremental decision improvements, and
contract calculations which are forming the design
plan and the inclusion in it of necessary
approximations.
The common algorithm of design and temporary
restriction satisfaction management includes:
formation (updating) of design models - generation
of chains of agents and their actions (generation of
approximations); forecasting of solution time and
parameters of decision variant quality; the
revealing, whether design will be executed for the
allocated time with required quality (recognition of
approximation necessity); design fulfillment
according to the model (realization of the chosen
approximation by the "rigid" algorithms, rough
search strategy, approximate data and knowledge);
dynamic forecasting and observation of design
parameters (including design time); identification of
design condition and formation of design
approximations, processes, tasks and procedures.
The models and algorithms of real time design
realization are based on transformations of three
kinds: (1) transformations of design plan (model)
from a stored format (as precedent or script) in
operational representation (as records of actions)
used for design realization; (2) transformations of a
sequence of action records in a SDPTS fulfillment
line; (3) transformations of a fulfillment line in
representation of precedent (or script) for fixing in
SDPTS information repository.
6.9 Models of teaching and work
accompaniment agents
The teaching and work accompaniment agents are
intended for teaching to the basic concepts, design
knowledge and facts, skills of an evaluation of
decision consequences, tracking designers' work
and rendering help to them. The offered models and
algorithms are based on architecture of intelligent
help systems ([Breuker et al., 1987], [Erlandsen et
al., 1987]). These models and algorithms are
include: (1) model of teaching and work
accompaniment, (2) models and algorithms of
teaching management (based on a plan generation
method controlled by the goals), (3) models and
algorithms of recognition and forecasting of
designers' activity (including interpretation of
inquiries and actions), (4) learner models, (5)
models of control question generation, (6) models
of soluble tasks, (7) models of estimation formation
and mistake diagnostics, (8) models of generation
of communication conditions and of formation of
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teaching task conditions, (9) models of changes in
telecommunications, (10) models of task solving,
(11) models of knowledge acquisition [Kotenko et
al., 1994b].
6.10 Models of information security agents
The models of information security agents allow to
reflect all design aspects that important from the
point of view of protection against the unauthorized
access. The basic information security agents are
(1) the access differentiation agents, (2) the
unauthorized access detection agents and (3) the
authentication agents.
The model of the access differentiation agents is
given as models of (1) mandatory and (2)
discretionary
access
differentiation
rules
implementation, reflecting accordingly processes of
the private information flows management (which
are not admitting of outflow on unauthorized access
channels), and processes of designers' and software
agents' access to information resources according to
their functional role. The model of realization of
mandatory access differentiation rules is submitted
by dynamic, marked, directed graph, which nodes
make the usual and trusted processes, the directed
edges set the messages between processes, and the
labels serve for representation of information
privacy levels. The relations are entered that fixing
assignment of levels to usual processes and the
authorized design messages, and also definition of a
maximum level of trusted processes. On the basis of
specified elements and sets of design events the
mandatory access differentiation rules are offered.
The model of realization of discretionary access
differentiation rules includes sets of the subjects
(active design elements) and objects (SDPTS
resources), their classes, categories of subjects and
objects access, binary predicate symbols, compared
with a kind of the subjects to objects messages, and
discretionary
access
differentiation
rules
represented as productions, which left and right
parts are given by predicate formulas. The
unauthorized access is treated as discrepancy
between a real object condition and a condition
determined by discretionary rules.

The model of the non-authorized access detection
agents describes processes of search and
elimination of the non-documentary functions and
mistakes in SDPTS agents' structure, and also
definition of deviations of the designers' and
software agents' actions from authorized order. This
model is given by sets of control records
(representing agents' messages and generated at
functioning or testing of SDPTS agents), profiles of
normal behaviour (describing subjects' behaviour in
relation to objects using statistical parameters),
records of abnormal behaviour (created at detection
of deviations from some profile of normal
behaviour), reaction rules (being the description of
conditions and actions which are carried out by
analysis results) and unauthorized access detection
rules (allowing to determine an approximate
estimation of belonging of message to unauthorized
access channel).
The model of the authentication agents sets
distribution of safe channels of message exchange
between design processes, sanction of initialization
of processes only to given set of active components
and maintenance of documentary confirmation of
information exchange. It is given by sets of process
responsibility carriers, groups of responsibility
carriers, messages, the base relations between the
responsibility carriers agents and reasoning rules for
obtaining of the new relations. The SDPTS
functioning is submitted by generation of messages
by responsibility carriers. For an establishment of
relations between responsibility carriers the two
reasoning rules are used: (1) responsibility
transmission and (2) authority delegation. The set of
responsibility carriers is given with a responsibility
carrier name and open key from pair of keys of
responsibility carriers for asymmetric enciphering
algorithm. The authentication processes are
described by creation and check of the certificates
representing right parts of reasoning rules. The
message exchange is accompanied by certificate
exchange, with which help for each process on
various information processing units by application
of reasoning rules to the certificates the
responsibility carriers are determined.
7 Implementation and efficiency evaluation
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telecommunication system design processes
The following SDPTS agents' prototypes are
automation the complete construction of SDPTS
realized: (1) cooperative work support agent
remains in the long term.
(CWSA), (2) document development agent (DDA),
(3) hypermedia information support agent (HISA),
So the SDPTS construction decisions were tested
(4) case-based reasoning agent (CBRA) and (5)
by means of analytical and imitating models, and
separate agents for design of telecommunication
also as a result of experiments with the software
subsystems.
agents' community realized. The estimation was
carried out for cases of realization of traditional
For agents' realization the Smalltalk, C++ and
design technology and various variants of the
Delphi were used. We've realized more then 120
offered technology of computer-aided design and
classes of objects. The part of class hierarchy
development planning of telecommunication
realized in C++ is depicted in fig.7.
systems. For estimation of efficiency of separate
The scheme of telecommunication system design
design
processes and basic SDPTS agents the
and the responsibility spheres of agents' realized are
processes
of formation of documents and
depicted in fig.8.
preparation of decision variants and also the DDA,
The basic aspects of these agents' realization are:
(1) the CWSA realization is based on Object
FixedCommunicationSjislem
r Simulators
- MobileCommunicationSj>stem
the developed models of coordination,
-Processors-)- Cootdinators
RootCoordinators "WormationDirections
I—ConfidendentialNetworks...
cooperation and collaboration agents
-SecondaryNetworks
—TelephoneNetworks...
I—rDocumentaE xehangeN «(works...
and designer's cooperative work
Models
GiidNetwoik
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support agents. The architecture of
— StiightLinkNetwork
-CarrieiNetwoik—
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-TableDocuments...
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■ DesignAgents
—RadioSatelliteCommunicationAgent
with the designers in information
—PostCommunicationAgent
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repository the necessary documents are
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the
automated
document
Events...
workflow is supplied;
Fig.7. Classes of Objects implemented
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HISA and
CBRA
agents were chosen.
Proceeding from the
carried out analysis, a
conclusion
about
achievement
of
30
40
60
required meanings and
Fig.9. Execution time of design tasks
significant gain on the
[Coyne, 1990] Coyne R. Logic of Design Actions //
basic parameters of essential design properties has
Knowledge-Based Systems, 1990. Vol.3. No. 4.
been made at realization of offered technology in
[Croker et aL, 1993] Croker AE, Dhar V. A Knowledge
comparison with existing:
Representation for Constraint Satisfaction Problems //
IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering,
1) on timeliness: effect of reduction of critical way
1993. Vol.5. No. 5.
time for various design conditions - 1.2+2.2 times
[Durfee et aL, 1989] Dutfee E.H., Lesser V.R., Corkill D.D.
(for separate stages) and 1.2+3.5 times (for all
Trends in Cooperative Distributed Problem Solving // IEEE
design cycle). Thus on each of stages the additional
Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, 1989.
time, transferred for the benefit of decision
Vol.1. No. 1.
development processes by the designers, - 30+70%.
[Erlandsen et al., 1987] Erlandsen J. Holm J. Intelligent help
systems // Information and Software Technology, 1987.
As an example in a fig.9 for each task from a set of
Vol.29. No. 3.
realized design tasks, ordered on complexity, the
[Forbus, 1984] Forbus K. Qualitative process theory //
evaluations of execution time with use of traditional
Artificial Intelligence, 1984. Vol.24.
and offered technology are submitted;
[Garvey et al., 1994] Garvey A, Lesser V. A Survey of
2) on validity: effect on an integrated parameter of
Research in Deliberative Real-Time Artificial Intelligence
the decision validity and accuracy expressed by
// Journal of Real-Time Systems, 1994. Vol.6. No. 3.
decrease of entropy of considered decision variants
P.317-347.
number achievable at designing - 20+40%;
[Gorodetski, 1996] Gorodetski V.l. Multi-Agent Systems:
State of the Art and Perspectives // Artificial Intelligence
3) on controllability: the offered technology
News, No. 1,1996 (in Russian)
realization allows to increase parameters
[Kleinfeldt et aL, 1994] Kleinfeldt S. et al. Design
controllability at the expense of an opportunity of a
Methodology Management // Proceedings of the IEEE,
variation for the allocated time of number of
1994. Vol.82. No. 2.
iterations and variants researched. The increase of
[Kotenko, 1994a] Kotenko I.V. Conflict Resolution in
meanings of these parameters conducts to validity
Computer-Supported Cooperative Design // Lecture Notes
in Computer Science. Berlin, etc.: Springer Verlag, 1994,
growth, and achievement of the given meanings for
Vol.876.
smaller time - to increase of timeliness at allowable
[Kotenko et al., 1994b] Kotenko I.V., Kopjlov AI. Using AI
validity. A prize on number of iterations - 1.5+6.4
planning techniques for formation of teaching and work
(times), prize by quantity of taken into account
accompaniment strategies in intelligent decision support
variants -1.1+14.2 (times);
systems // East-West International Conference on
Computer Technologies in Education. EW-ED'94.
4) on laboriousness: a gain on factor of designers'
Proceedings. Part 2. Crimea. 1994.
loading - 1.1+1.4 (times), a gain on factor of
[Kotenko et aL, 1994c] Kotenko I.V., Golikov V.V, Janchenko
designers' intensity -1.4+2.7 (times);
I.P. Computer-Aided Technologies of the Communication
Network Design and Development Planning // International
5) on security: the allowable unauthorized access
Information Forum. HI International Conference on
probability is provided at minimization of
Informational Networks and Systems. ISINAS-94.
information protection time on critical to time
StPetersburg. 1994.
functioning sites, or at reduction of volume of the
[Kotenko et aL, 1995a] Kotenko I.V., Krechman D.L.
resources spent on unauthorized access detection.
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Abstract
The article presents decentralized multi-agent system for the
FishBanks game simulation. The participants of the game are the
fishing companies aiming at generating maximum profits on fishing
while sticking to their assigned limits of fish catching thus
avoiding excessive overexploitation of the fish-banks. The system
allows the participation of both computer-simulated players as
well as real players. The system enables to research the problems
of
reaching agreement in negotiations, maintaining the common
renewable resources on the appropriate level (the problem of "the
tragedy of commons") and provides the satisfactory functioning of
the system regardless of any change in its conditions of operation
(the problem of maintaining functional integrity which we are
working on).
Keywords:
renewable resources, Fish Banks game,
simulation, maintenance of the functional integrity

multi-agent

(players' teams) in order to avoid overexploitation of
the resources.
1. Introduction
FishBanks system is based on the Fish Banks game
designed for teaching effective co-operation in
using natural resources ([Meadows 93a],
[Meadows 93b]).- It allows for the analysis of the
phenomena which are typical for the whole class of
similar problems such as soil erosion, fossil fuel
depletion, deforestation, ground water pollution,
over-fishing, etc. Several teams of players - fishing
companies are the participants of the game. Each
company aims at collecting maximum assets
expressed by the number of ships and the amount
of money deposited at a bank account. The money
is generated on fish catching at fish banks - the
bigger the catch is, the higher initial profits are;
however, excessive fish catching may result in
overexploitation of the fish banks resources. The
aim of the play is to teach and research the
negotiation techniques applied by the company
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The following basic goals were kept in mind while
we were creating the computer implementation of
the game:
■ simulation of the FishBanks game with the
artificial players (negotiations as the method of
effective application of the renewable resources
in the system);
■ game with human participation (researching
human behaviour and teaching effective
strategies in negotiating exploitation of the
renewable common resources);
■ analysis of the maintenance of the functional
integrity of the system (impact that the state of
the resources has on maintaining the functional
integrity of the system).
The nature of the multi-agent systems (they are
composed of the autonomous, intelligent elements)
is very suitable for carrying out such experiments.

There is a number of multi-agent systems which
deal with the problems of the exploitation of the
common renewable resources and they undertake
both the analysis of the general problems
([Bousquet96], [Antona98], [Rouchier98]) as well
as specific situations when we deal with the
problem of the common renewable resources e.g.
the analysis of the community of hunters and
farmers [Proton97].
2. Description of the "tragedy of
commons ti
"Tragedy of commons" appears when several
users have a free access to the resources. There is
always the danger that exploitation of the common
resources may result in their overexploitation
called "the tragedy of commons". Let's assume
that the warehouse of resources is able to offer
resources and reproduce them at a certain speed of
their consumption by the users. Excessive speed of
the consumption may result in overexploitation of
the resources. The problem was described by
Hardin [Hardin68]. He based on the works of the
mathematician William Forster Loyd of 1833 in
which Loyd had analyzed utilization of the
common pastures by the sheep farmers in England.
The pastures constitute common property - they
are available for many sheep farmers at a time.
Each farmer is interested in having the biggest herd
possible. Only a limited number of sheep can graze
on the meadows. Problems emerge when the
number of sheep reaches the maximum limit
permissible for the pasture. On one hand the sheep
farmers should not increase their herds any more as
it leads to devastation of the pasture and unables to
maintain their herds in the future. On the other
hand, all the farmers share the inconvenience of
increasing the herd in number while profit of this
is attached to the one who has increased the herd.
Thus rationally reasoning farmers will be
increasing their herds.
A similar problem emerges in many situations
when the operational effectiveness of user depends
on the level of their utilization of the renewable
common resources. It concerns fish and whales
catching, environmental pollution, preservation of
the tropical forests, urban transport problems, etc.
The problem "the tragedy of commons" always
emerges when the user (not necessary a human
being) acts in a rational way - therefore it also
relates to the multi-agent system. The problem may
emerge in the computer systems which resources
are common for many processes - utilization of
time resources of the processor, memory, capacity
of the message channels, etc. It may additionally

include real resources management if they are
managed by computer and not by human being. The
problem "the tragedy of commons" was presented
from the point of view of the multi-agent systems in
the work of R.M.Turner [Turner91]. Certain
methods were proposed in order to avoid "the
tragedy of commons" both for the societies made of
rational individuals (mainly human communities) as
well as specifically for the multi-agent computer
systems [Turner91]:
■ multiagent planning approaches. One of the
agents is elected as the planner and he makes
decisions concerning availability of the
resources ([Cammarata83], [Georgeff84]). The
disadvantage of the approach is that the planning
agent needs to posses extensive knowledge of
the other agents. Otherwise he will not be able to
make assign optimum limits.
■ partial-global planning [Durfee87]. The agents
exchange information on their objectives and
plans and a common plan is created. It may be a
difficult task to develop such plan for individual
cases. Moreover, it is only possible for a certain
class of systems e.g. FA/C systems with cooperating agents. If the agents' objectives
contradict drastically, it may be impossible to
work out such a plan.
■ voluntary
measures
and
conventions.
Voluntary measures are not sure means of
problem solving ("free rider problem" - e.g. a
participant is not willing to face inconveniences
in order to maintain the state of the resources as
he may assume that the others will do it for
him). Only when the designer has full control
over the resources the convention may work.
■ monopolies. Rights to the resources are given to
one agent only. The approach works similarly
as the multi-agent planning, however there is no
chance here to change the managing agent as he
forces his position on the other agents. The
resources can be also ruined by the competition
for the monopolists position, moreover, it may
result in a decrease in the effectiveness of the
system providing the decisions made by the
monopolists contradict with the objectives of the
other agents.
■ privatisation. It is a simple rule to avoid many
cases of "the tragedy of commons", however
not all the types of resources can be privatised
(the system may not have the information on its
actual amount, it may not be able to enforce the
rights of ownership on the other agent,
indivisibility of the resource).
■ mutual coercion mutually agreed on. The
agents negotiate the right of access to the
resources among themselves and jointly
undertake certain
coercion which prevent
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collapse of the system (e.g. introduction of
progressive taxation on the amount of the
exploited resources). The solution is proposed
in [Hardin68] and it is also used in our
negotiations in the FishBanks system.
3. Rules of the Fish Banks game
The Fish Banks game is played in succeeding
rounds which represent years of the game. Few
teams participate in the Fish Banks game. Each
team represents one of the fishing companies. Each
company aims at collecting maximum assets
expressed in the amount of money and ships. The
companies are allowed to catch fish in two fishing
waters (inshore or deep-sea fishing) or they may
keep their ships at the port. Initially it is assumed
that the number of fish in deep-sea fishing waters
is higher than the number offish in inshore fishing
waters therefore deep-sea fishing is more
profitable. Costs of fishing (ships preparation) are
higher for the deep-sea fishing and lower for the
inshore fishing. The company may also leave their
ships at the port and pay even lower rate for their
maintenance, however this way it cannot fish. The
companies may order new ships to be built as well
as they may cross-sell their ships. The ships may
be also sold at the auction organized by the game
manager. The players can enter negotiations. The
subjects of the negotiations are not limited, in fact
they typically concern limitations in terms of the
fish catching limit in the fishing waters which are
endangered with overexploitation. The costs of
building a ship, costs of its maintenance and use as
well as the cost of sold fish is fixed for the whole
game. At the end of the game the value of the ships
owned by the companies is estimated. In the course
of the game a standard case of "the tragedy of
commons" is faced as the fish constitute the
common renewable resource.
4. Description of the model
4.1.

Introduction.

In the following sub-chapters we describe the
model of the FishBanks system: we give the main
assumptions, describe the types of resources in the
system, the types of the agents in the system, the
types of actions performing by the agents, the
mechanisms of the reasoning of the agents and the
kinds of interactions in the system.
4.2.

General assumptions

There are several types of agents in the system
(such as company, game manager, ship-builder,
fish-seller, fish-bank, weather, visualizer, clock).
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Each type of agent has the skills to perform its
typical actions, also their goals may be similar. The
actions performed by the agents may be classified
into two groups:
• actions connected with transfer or production of
resources;
• actions connected with negotiations to prevent
or enforce some actions which belong to the
first group.
4.3.
Resources
The agents operate using three types of resources:
fish, money and ships. Each resource has its specific
features.
Fish. Fish are renewable resource. Their number
grows in a specific time period At (one year of the
game) and depends on their actual number and the
maximum permissible number:
AR= R(t)*Rv*(l-R(t)/RMax)

(Eq. 1)

where:
AR -the number of fish born within the period
(t,t+At);
R(t) - the number of current resources;
RMSK - the maximum number of resources;
Rv - reproduction co-efficient.
Although fish are actually owned by specific agents
(fish bank, company or fish-seller), the fish bank
agent must make them available to each agent who
is capable of performing appropriate actions,
therefore it may be considered as a common
resource.
Money. The system views money as renewable
resource. Every period (a year of the game) its
amount is updated as a result of the interest rate on
the account (depending on the negative or positive
balance on the account the interest rate may be also
negative or positive). The money is also owned by
specific agents and there are no limitations as to
their use (they always constitute private resources of
the individual agents).
Fishing ships. Ships are private resources owned by
the agents (company, ship-builder and game
manager) and some of them have the capacity to
build new ships (ship-builder and game manager).
The ships may be also seized i.e. as they are used by
the agent for certain actions (e.g. sending to the fish
bank) they cannot be used for any other one.
Moreover, there is a specific charge for ships storing
which are owned by the agents-company).

4.4.

Dynamics of the game

The system may remain in several different states
during which the agents do some specific tasks.
This happens because of the state character of the
Fish Banks game and not because of the
supposition of the implementation of the system.
The agents perform paralelly and their moving on
to the others states is preceded by the exchange of
the messages used for synchronization. There are 4
regular stages of the game which take place
subsequently in each year of the game:
■ ships and money collection;
■ ordering new ships to be built;
■ fish catching;
■ resource regeneration.
There are also two special stages of the game
to be moved to by the system as requested by the
agent:
■ the auction;
■ negotiations;
4.5.

Agents

There are several different types of the agents in
the system. Each type has its specified actions to
be performed as well as the objectives and
strategies of their implementation. The system
includes the following types of agents:
■ company - the agent of such type represents
the company participating in the Fish Banks
game. He may send ships to the fishing waters
to catch fish {SendShips), order to build of
new ships
(OrderShips), buy or sell ships
(SellShips), (BuyShips), sell fish (SellFish),
calculate
the
state
of its
account
(CalAccState), pay charges for the ship storage
(ShipsStorage). He may also participate in
auctions and negotiations.
■ ship-builder- builds ships and delivers them
to the companies
which order them
(DeliverShips).
■ fish-seller - buys fish (BuyFish).
■ game manager - initiates auctions of ships, he
may also execute the agreed rights which come
as the result of negotiations.
■ fish-bank - represents the fishing waters and
calculates the current number offish at the fish
bank. The number is subject to fluctuation as a
result of catching and regeneration (FishReg).
■ weather - tells the weather on the fishing
waters and has impact on the level of
catching.

4.6.

Actions

to the operations on the resources. As a result of an
action the resources may be:
■ exploited - the agents produce the resources,
obtain the resources from another agent;
■ used - the resources are irrevocably spent by the
agent;
■ locked - the resources are not available as long
as the action takes place, when it is completed
they are available again
■ transferred - the resources are transferred to
another agent
Each action and operation may involve even all
kinds of the resources - triples (money, fish, ships),
written vertically, are used in their description in the
table
Actions

Res.
Exploit.

Res.
Used

Res.
Lock.

Res.
Transf.

SendShips
(n,m)

0,
n*cL(m),
0
0,
0,
0
0,
0,
n
n*pNS,
0,
0
0,
0,
n
n*pS,
0,
0
0,
n,
0
n*pF,
0,
0
0,
0,
0
n*addl,
0,
0
0,
AR(n,m),
0

n*cC(m),
0,
0
0,
0,
0
0,
0,
0
0,
0,
0

0,
0,
n
0,
0,
0
0,
0,
0
0,

o,
o,

o,

0,
0,
0
0,
n*cUn),
0
n*pNS,
0,
0
0,
0,
n
n*pS,
0,
0
0,
0,
n
n*pF,
0,
0
0,
n,
0
0,
0,
0
0,

Catching
(n)
OrderShips
(n)
DeliverShips
(n)
BuyShips
(n)
SellShips
(n)
BuyFish
(n)
SellFish
(n)
ShipsStorage
(n)
CalAccState
(n)
FishReg
(n,m)

o,
0

0

0,
0

o,

o,

0,
0

0,
0

o,
o,

o,
o,

0

0
0,

o,
o,
0
n*cost,
0,
0
N*add2,
0,
0
0,
0,
0

o,
0

o,
0,
0

o,
o,

o,

0

0

o,
o,

o,

0

0,
0

Table 1 The meaning of the actions
The meaning of the actions:
SendShips (n,m) - sending n ships to the fishing
waters m;
Catching (n) - realization of fish catching in the
fishing waters with n number of ships;

The table describes the actions which the agents
are capable of performing. The actions are related
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■

OrderShips(n) - an order to build new ships,
the transaction takes place only at the
beginning of the next year of the game;
■ DeliverShip(n) - ship order and delivery;
■ BuyShips(n) - purchase of n ships;
■ SellShips(n) - sale of n ships;
■ BuyFish (n) - purchase of n units of fish;
■ SellFish(n) - sale ofn units offish;
■ ShipsStorage(n) - charge for owing n number
of ships;
■ CalAccState(n) - calculation of the new state
of the account;
■ FishReg(n,m) - regeneration of fish at the fish
bank with n number of fish and with the
maximum number of fish in the fishing waters
which we mark as m.
Values (other than the number of resources) which
have impact on the actions are:
■ cC(m) - the costs of fishing on m fish bank per
one ship;
■ cL(m) - the current level of fish catch on m
fish bank per one ship;
■ pNS-the price of building a new ship;
■ pS - the price of one ship sold/purchased;
■ pF - sales price of a fish unit;
■ cS - the price of the maintenance of the one
ship;
■ addl - interest rate on bank deposit (if the level
of the account greater then 0);
■ add2 - interest rate on debit (if the level of the
account smaller then 0);
■ R(n,m) the number of new-born fish (described
by the formula Eq. 1 ).
4.7.
Reasoning
The majority of types of the agents in the system
are at the moment reactive agents who react to the
events which are happening but don't conduct
their own reasoning process. There are two types
of agents with more developed decision-making
mechanism: game manager and company.
Game manager must make a decision when to
start of the auction of ships, their number and the
initial price. The current number and the price are
specified at random from the numbers included in
specific brackets, however the decision about the
very beginning of the auction is made when the
catch is low and it does not provide the required
level (as the level is given and it is expressed by
the brackets including the number of fish bought
by fish sellers).
More complex decisions have to be made by the
company. The company's decisions come from its
nature which is defined by the following
initializing parameters:
■ w - parameter describing the strength of the
market strategy impact (profit-oriented);
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■

e - parameter describing the ecological strategy
impact (oriented towards maintaining the
balance);
■ k - parameter describing the achieving
information strategy impact (oriented towards
collecting information about the system).
Those three parameters above, must sum up to
score hundred.
The initial parameters describe, how much is
each of these strategies important to the agent.
The agent uses three strategies: gaining fortune,
taking care of the balance in the system and
achieving the information of the system. The goal
function of the agent company is described by:
■ W - estimation of the current state of agent from
the market strategy position;
■ E - estimation of the current state of agent from
the ecological position;
■ K - estimation of the current state of agent from
the archiving information position.
The main goal function (G) of the agent company is
described by:
G=w*W + e*E + k*K
(Eq. 2)
The agent try to chose the solution which improve
its main goal functions. The decisions concern:
■ sending ships to fish banks;
■ order ship building;
■ ships sale/ purchase;
■ proposal to start negotiations;
■ proposed solutions in negotiations;
■ proposal to start auction;
■ proposed auction price.
4.8.

Interactions

Interaction take place in the system by using
messages exchanged by the agents. The messages
are created according to the Interaction Language
presented in [Demazeau95]. Such messages consist
of three segments where each segment transfers a
different type of information:
■ message language - contains information about
the sender and the receiver of the message as
well as the identifier of the message;
■ application language - contains information
typical for the application
■ multi-agent language. The language is to present
the intention of the sender and his expectations.
It contains information about the message
protocol used in a given conversation thread and
information about the position of the message in
this protocol.
The system has three types of the interaction
protocols:

■

"simple" - inform/perform - used for the action
to be performed by agents;
■ auction - "escalating bids" - used for the
auction of ships;
■ negotiations - Sian protocol ([Sian92]) - used
for negotiations;
The figures present the complex interaction
protocols (of auction and Sian protocol) in use.
The auction is conducted according to the standard
protocol "who gives more". Starting the auction
the auctioneer sends the information messages to
the participants, The participants initiate the
communications threads to remember the state of
the auction.

course of negotiations and takes the final decision:
whether the proposition is accepted or rejected. We
assume, so that the proposition would become law it
must be accepted by all the agents.
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Figure 1. Auction protocol.
Auctioneer (company or game-manager) may be in
two main states:
■ WaitingForPropose - while waiting for the
price proposals;
Warning - while sending the information about
the current state of auction (current winner
and his proposition);
The participant (company) may find himself in the
following states:
■ WaitingForWarning - waiting for the
auctioneer's answer with the information about
the current state of auction;
■ Winning - the participant has proposed the best
offer;
■ Losing - the other participant has proposed the
better offer;
■ Win - the participant wins the auction;
■ Lost - the participant loses the auction.
The negotiations are based on the Sian protocol
[Sian92]. Each proposition is evaluated by the
agent, who may accept, reject or ignore it (4th
opportunity ~ the proposition of the modification
is not implemented). Each agent evaluates the

The negotiated propositions may concern:
■ forbidding catching on the particular fish bank;
■ accepting catching on the particular fish bank
only some quantity of ships for each company;
■ accepting catching on the particular fish bank
only some percent of ships for each company;
■ setting the tax for catching on the fish-bank
(game-manager executes it).
4.9.

Remarks

Our research concern the problem of the
maintenance of the functional integrity by the multiagent system — to guarantee that the system will
perform its functions independent from the changes
in it (linked with the number of the agents in the
system, the types of agents or the resources in the
system). The FishBanks system makes possible to
analyze the influence of the change of the resources
to the proper functions of the system. We assume,
that system FishBanks works correctly (its
functional integrity is maintained) if the quantity of
the caught fish in the given time is in the interval of
magnitude described by specific numbers.

5. Realization
5.1

Introduction.

In this chapter we present the structure of the
FishBank system, the structure of the agent and tools
used to implementation of the system.
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5.2

5.4

Structure of the system.

There are two kinds of processes in the system:
■ the process of server - responsible for
simulation of game with participation of
artificial companies;
■ the process of customer - owing to this process
a man can participate in the game as one of the
fishing companies.
Communication between customer and server is
realized by using "remote method invocation"
(RMI). The figures present how the processes of
server is build ( Fig.3)

,
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Structure of the agent.

The server's process is a multi-thread one where
each agent acts as a separate thread. The agent
company is the most t complex one as it consists
the following elements (Fig. 4.):
■ message receiver - receives and puts in order
messages incoming from other agents;
■ register of current message state - stores the
state of current
realised message threads
(auction and negotiation);
■ knowledge - stores data on the state of other
agents, history of the game, etc.
■ state - stores information about the owned
resources;
■ decision module - on the basis of the own state
of resources and knowledge and taking into
account the negotiated laws it selects the actions
which are the best for realization of the agent's
goals, the set of actions to selection is chosen by
strategies module and the value of the actions is
checked by anticipation module;
■ message sender - prepares and send messages
to other agents.

E3

~E
i

MS*,

l can uii ■

kct«*«lL(n.-

Figure 3. FishBanks server
The server contains following modules:
■ Multi Agent System - contains all the agents;
■ Parameters .- contains the initialization
parameters of the agents;
■ User Interface - realizes the communication
with the user : setting the parameters and
presenting the results;
■ Human Interface Listener - realizes the
connection to the human players;
■ Coming Agents Listener - realizes the
migration of the agents;
5.3.

Agents of the realization level.

In the previous chapter, the types of agents,
which are the elements of the model of the system
were presented. At the level of the system
realization two others types of agents are
introduced:
■
■
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visualiser -' responsible for presenting the
results of the operation of the system and
recording the history of the simulation.
clock - responsible for synchronization of
years and stages.

m- - PidttaBpmrt
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Figure 4. Model of agent
Other agent types are simpler - they do not have
a module responsible for remembering the state of
communication and their decision-making modules
are simplified.
5.5.

Remarks

The system Fish Banks is written in Java
language(JDK 1.1.6 and library Swing 1.0.3 to
make user's interface are used). The sources have
about 19000 lines and contain about 140 classes.
6. Results.
Moreover, we analyzed the change of the state of the
system during the simulation and compared the
game with negotiations and without it. We did the
experiments on the balanced population of the four
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Figure 5. Results.
a,c,e - for the game without the negotiations;
b,d,f - for the game with the negotiations;
a,b - number of ships of companies;
c,d - quantity offish on fish bank ;
e, f - money of companies.
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We compare the changes in the quantity of the ships
and companies' money and the quantity of fish in
the fish-banks. The games without the negotiations
were finished with the exploitation of both fishbanks. And with the negotiations process the agents
made an agreements and limited the level of
catching, giving the time for fish to breed.
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7. Conclusions
7.1.

0

FishBanks system.
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agents-company (some of them have stronger
market preferences, some of them - ecological) and
two fish-banks.
The agents have following
characteristics:
■ companyO: w= 100, e = 0, k = 0;
■ companyl: w = 0, e = 100, k= 0;
■ company2: w = 0, e = 0, k = 100;
■ company3: w = 40, e = 40, k= 20;
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The FishBanks system's goal is to modelize the
course of the game so that the behavior of artificial
players is similar to the human players' one. But the
system indeed may have wider utility. It is possible
to change the parameters of the simulation (the
prices of ships, fish, interest rate on loans and
savings, quantity of the fishbanks and their
parameters etc.), which are the constants in the Fish
Banks game. We work on the version where the
agents migrate between the games (using the Aglets
library for migration of code in the computer
network).
7.2.

FishBanks system and tragedy of
commons.

In the FishBanks system we analyze one of the
preventing mechanisms
of "the tragedy of
commons"
- negotiations to agreed mutual
commitments. However the system is based on the
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FishBank game, still - thanks to the "tragedy of
commons" which takes place in very different
situations - we may to adopt to the researches on
the similar problems.
7.3.

FishBanks system and MAS theory.

In the FishBanks system
the negotiations
guarantee the maintenance of the functional
integrity of the system, assuring the sufficient level
of the resources. The functional integrity of the
system may also be damaged by the lack of the
agents with proper capacities. The solution to this
problem is to give the agents the possibility to
enter to or to leave the system (the agents may be
useful in the system or not, and the conditions in
the system may satisfy or not satisfy the agents). It
is the reason, why we work on the version
including the migration of the players between the
games.
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Abstract
Problem ofautomatic metro scheduling is considered. The task is very complicated. High dimension
of the task does not permit to solve it by classical methods. It is offered to solve the task with the
application of Multi-Agent System technology. Trains running in metro line are considered as a
controlled environment. Metro stations controlling train movement are presented as agents of
bottom level. The functions of the agent are determined on the basis of the role of the station in
train movement control. Bottom level agents use knowledge about the line and its divisions from
agents of high levels. The offered technology allows finding acceptable variants of the metro
schedule. The prototype of the system was successfully tested for one of the lines of St.Petersburg
metro.
Keywords: metro line, terminal, turnaround station, leave/return station, night parking station,
train, train situation, line schedule, circled schedule, Multi-Agent system.

1. Introduction
The task of scheduling is of high complexity.
It is determined by the variable numbering whose
meanings should be found while scheduling. Each
variable corresponds with the departure time of ith train from j-th station. The number of these
variables is proportional to the number of stations
n, the number of trains TV running on the line and
the number of circles D/T performed by each train
for a working day: 2*n*N*(D/T).
Here D - time of metro operation, T - circle
time of a train running on the whole line.
Coefficient 2 takes into account two directions of
train movement on the metro line.
According to the formula the number of
variables for a real metro line is estimated in
thousands ones.
The task of metro schedule making up would
have been simple solution if the interval between
all neighboring trains had remained constant within
a working day. But it changes under the influence
of the following factors:
• change of intensity of a train movement
dependent on the passenger flow fluctuations
during the time of metro operation;
• train leave from the line for maintenance
service and its return to the line;
• reordering of trains according to their
numbering performed at the working day end for
their location at the appointed night parking places.
Thus the task of metro scheduling is an
optimizing one. The interval uniformity of train
movement is taken as the criterion. It is the

function of time. The above factors, which have
numerical value, are used as restrictions.
According to high complexity of the task it is
impossible to apply mathematical programming
models for its solution. Heuristic approaches do
not give desirable results either [1].
In this paper the solution of the formulated
problem is offered with Multi-Agent technology
application. Multi-Agent model for metro line
movement allows not only to execute
decomposition of the task on n of subtasks, but
also to ensure their activity by corresponding them
with agent's [2].
We first consider the subject field model
construction in MAS terms [3]. We then give the
theoretical basis for the agent function synthesis.
Finally we describe two fragments of the Metro
Scheduling System (MSS) and discuss MAS
properties of the proposed model.
2. Metro Line as Multi-Agent Model
There are two items participated in the metro
line movement: metro stations and trains running
on the line. Within object-oriented programming
sense it may be possible to consider them as
objects. Concerning control aspect these objects
are distinguished as active and passive ones
respectively. From MAS point of view let us
assume metro stations as agents of the system. The
trains form the environment of the system.
To construct Multi-Agent Model for Metro
Line let us consider some basic properties of a
train and a station.
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The following features characterize each
train:
• route number;
• order number among the trains running on the
line for night parking organization;
• stations of today and tomorrow night parking;
• the station and the approximate time of line
leave for maintenance service and return from
it;
• approximate departure time from today night
parking station;
• approximate arriving time to the next night
parking station.
The basic MOTION function of the train as a
movement participant is not directly used, as it
does not take part in movement organization.
Concerning their role in train movement
control metro stations are distinguished as linear,
terminal, turnaround and leave/return ones (Fig.l).
The types of stations differ by their resources,
which are understood as train parking places and
track layout. Linear stations, as most simple, have
only to delay train departure. The terminal has in
addition to the above function to control the order
of train departure to the opposite movement track.
The turnaround station can also reorder trains, but
it makes this by means of inserting of the arrived
train into a train pair running in the opposite
direction. The leave/return station in addition to the
above functions can carry out the function of
taking the train off the line and returning it to the
line.
Thus the above-described stations make
decisions for movement control inherent to agents
in the MAS [4]. According to Demazeau [4] the
basic kind of interactions between metro MAS
agents is implemented by communication through
trains (the environment), using them as a shared
resource.
However, metro stations have no full
information about the line. Knowledge about the
line and its divisions used by the station agents for
decision-making is distributed between the line
agent and division agents. The line agent besides
provides initialization of representatives of the
TRAIN object and controls the event processing
sequence in the MSS. Thus, the Agent metro model
has the hierarchical structure. Metro stations form
the bottom control level of the MSS. The
intermediate level of the model consists of division
agents. The top model level consists of the single
line agent. Agents of high levels give division and
line information for agents of the bottom level.
Besides the line agent is the monitor of MSS.
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3. Agent Structure
As the object of the program system each
agent of the MSS consists of a database and a set
of functions. The database of the station agent
contains the following static information:
• station name;
• station type (terminal, turnaround station,
leave/return station);
• left and right neighboring stations;
• left and right adjacent divisions (division
length, average time of train running on the
division);
• station resources (track layout and the number
of parking places);
• parking place type (even or odd day, constant
or reserve).
The parking place state (vacant or engaged)
relates to the dynamic information type.
The functions of the station agent are
determined by its role in the train movement
control. Each station has a DEPARTURE
function. It calculates the train departure time from
the station on the basis of global and local average
intervals of train movement in a current period of
time.
The turnaround station besides executes 2
functions: ENTER and EXIT. First of them makes
the decision concerning the direction of train
movement, i.e. to continue the movement or to
change it into the opposite direction. In the second
case the train enters the station dead end. The
EXIT function determines the moment of the train
transfer from the dead end to the opposite direction
track in order to insert the train to the proper place
of the running train sequence.
The terminal executes the CIRCLE function
determining the sequence of train departure in the
opposite direction.
The leave/return station executes the LEAVE
and RETURN functions. The first of them
determines the moment when the train leaves the
line for maintenance and the second one determines
the moment when the train returns to the line after
its maintenance.
The input data for function execution are the
train situation involving trains being at the station
and its adjacent divisions. The result of processing
the current train situation by the station agent is
the record of pairs: «train number, departure
time». It forms output data array. The set of these
arrays represents the metro line schedule allocated
at all stations.

Metro line 1

^—

Opposite direction

Linear
station

M ovem ent dire ction

Terminal

^

Fig. 1 Metro line model

The database of the division agent contains
the following static information:
• division name;
• set of stations between two neighboring night
parking stations;
• division length;
• average time of train running on the division.
The dynamic information is the set of trains
running on the division at the current time.
The division agent executes one INTERVAL
function calculating local average interval of train
movement on the'line division.

The database of the line agent contains the
following static information:
line name;
set of stations belonging to the metro line;
line length;
circle time of trains running on the line;
planned time of the movement beginning;
planned time of the movement end;
minimal interval between neighboring trains;
time of the night parking beginning;
maximal diversion relatively the line leave time
by the train.
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The dynamic information is set of trains
running on the line at the current time.
In addition to the INTERVAL function
calculating the global average interval of train
movement the line agent executes following
functions: INITIALIZATION, NUMBERING,
START, CONTROL, ORDER. The INITIALIZATION function sets the planned tasks to all
representatives of the TRAIN object. The
NUMBERING • function establishes relative
numbers of trains remaining on the line for locating
them at night parking places. The START function
forms initial queue of TRAIN representatives. The
CONTROL function exercises the sequence of
processing of TRAIN representatives. The
ORDER function estimates the end of
lexicographic reordering of trains before their
location at night parking places at the working day
end.
4. Metro Scheduling
The metro line schedule is calculated by
means of Multi-Agent Model behavior simulation.
There are 3 stages of train movement during a
working day:
• beginning of movement on the line;
• interval management;
• location of trains at night parking places.
The initial data for modeling are contained in
the circle schedule. They represent a set of the
planned tasks for each train:
- night parking place and the departure time from
it;
- place of the future night parking and the time of
arrival to it;
- technical maintenance place;
- station and the time of line leave for technical
maintenance;
- station and the time of the return to the line after
technical maintenance.
The line agent inserts these data to all
representatives Of the TRAIN object. Then it
carries out the relative numbering of trains
concerning the future night parking places.
The line agent controls the functioning of the
system. The CONTROL function analyses the first
element of the train queue and activates the agent
representing the station of departure for the chosen
train. The result of processing of the TRAIN
object is time of its departure fixed in the output
array of the station agent. According to the value
of die departure time the CONTROL function
finds a new place in the queue for the TRAIN
object on the basis of lexicographic ordering.
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Let us consider the metro line Multi-Agent
Model functioning at each stage of train movement
during metro operating time.
4.1. Start stage
At that stage the station agents execute 2
goals: maintenance of the train departure interval
uniformity and alignment of the first trains starting
time from all night parking stations.
The start stage is carried out by the system in
2 steps. At the first of them the line agent forms
the initial train queue by START function. At this
step the planned train departure time from night
parking place is calculated. On the 2-nd step the
processing of queue elements is carried out with
fixing of a real departure time in output data array
of the station agent. At this stage the real departure
time coincides with the planned one.
Each element of the TRAIN object queue
consists of three elements: «a planned departure
time, train number, departure station». The queue
is ordered according to the increase of the
departure time of trains. It consists of 2 parts. The
trains participating in the start from night parking
places up to 6 a.m. make up the first part. The
trains started after 6 a.m. from night parking
places or depot form the second part of the queue.
The planned departure time of trains forming
the second part Q2 of the queue Q is directly
determined on the basis of the circle schedule of
the line. The planned departure time of trains
forming the first part Qi of the queue Q
additionally takes into account the following
factors:
- beginning t0 of movement on the line;
- distribution of night parking places on the basis
of sequence of train exit from the station;
- average train departure interval from night
parking places.
The division agent on the basis of the division
length and the number of trains calculates the last
parameter concerning night parking places.
The beginning of movement of the 1-st train
from each night parking place should be close to
the time of the beginning of movement on the line.
The delay of the 1-st train departure is caused by
the occupation of the next night parking station
and is to be minimized.
4.2. Interval management
At this stage the station agents also execute 2
goals: maintenance of uniformity of train
movement intervals and maintenance of time for

line leaves by trains for technical service in the
range of ±15 minutes concerning planned leave
time.
At the arrival of the train to the line the
interval between neighboring i-1 and i trains
decreases two-fold:
Tint, i-l, —(fdep, i-l, rtdep, i, /)/2,

(1)

and for the train leave from the line it increases
two-fold:
Tint, i-l, i—lifdep, i-l,rtdep, i, l) ■

(2)

Here tdeP,ui - departure time 7-th train from /-th
station.
The average interval T^um between
neighboring i-l and i trains at the arrival of an
extra train to the line is recalculated according to
the formula:
Ti„t,Hne'=Ti„tlH„e NunJ(Nii„e+\),

(3)

and the time of leave of the line - according to the
formula:
' in-line- =TinuweNijne/(N,j„e-l),

(4)

The recalculation of the interval is carried out
at each arrival/leave event.
As the interval of train movement on the line
Tinuiim is average in relation to intervals T^ui,,,
i=l,...,Nii„e, the alignment is either reduced to the
interval Tmi-u atTinU.u>TinUine, or is increased at
* int,i-l,i -^ in-line-

The reduction of the interval T1,-^,.;,, is
obtained by the delay of the previous train leaving
j station and the increase - by the delay of the
subsequent train coming to j-th station.
As the previous train is already started from
the station the delay is performed by the correction
of its departure time in output data array of the
station. The delay of the coming train is performed
by the recount planned departure time to the real
one according to the formula:
dTin(- I Ti„tfi.i,rTint,liiK I

(5)

The alignment of intervals of train movement
can be instant or smooth. The instant alignment of
the interval is carried out during 1 step by the
delay of the previous or the subsequent train on
dTint. If this difference is great, it is possible to
distribute the delay between N^v trains occupying
this division:
dTint- I Tint,i.iirTi„t,ii„c I INj-

(6)

The second goal of this stage is achieved by
forecasting the conflict for connecting track
resource at the leave/return station. The terminal
agent compares planned time of leave for the
analyzed train with the time of leave (return) of
other trains. If the time of line leave for two trains
coincides, the delay of the analyzed train at the
terminal is carried out.
4.3. Location of trains at night parking
places
As the result of train leaves from the line and
returns to it the order of their following is broken.
So at this stage reordering is necessary. Its goal is
to send each train to destined night parking place.
This process is formulated as the task of
lexicographical ordering of trains under their
numbers nominated concerning of their future night
parking places.
The reordering of trains is carried out by the
agents representing terminals, turnaround stations
and, as an exception, leave/return station. The
agent of a turnaround station (or a line leaving
station) chooses the direction of further movement
(direct or opposite) of the analyzed train. The
agent of terminal chooses the sequence of train
departure.
The decision making for future train
movement is carried out on the basis of the
calculation and comparison of cyclic differences of
train numbers for current train situation at this
station. The train situation is supposed as a set of
trains, which are at the station and on divisions of
the line adjacent to the station.
The cyclic difference is calculated for those
pairs of trains which may be formed according to
the relation «previous, subsequent» {NpryNss).
There are 2 groups of pairs: preserving and
changing movement order. Terminals and
turnaround stations form these groups.
As the module of a cyclic difference greatest
number of relative numbering of trains is accepted. The cyclic difference dN={Npr-Ns^modN is
calculated according to the following rule:
if Npr< Nss, then dN~Nss,-Npr,
else dN:=(N-Npr)+Nss.
The variant of movement order chooses whose
characterizing group has the pair with minimal
cyclic difference.
After every action of train reorder the line
agent checks the lexicographical order of trains on
the line. If the order is achieved the process of train
reorder is over and trains are set for night parking
places.
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Let us consider the decision making by
turnaround station and terminal agents. It is
executed for further train movement variant choice
by the cyclic difference analyses using.
4.3.1. Decision making by turnaround
station agent
The turnaround station agent makes decision
on the basis of train situation at the turnaround
station after train arrival. The model ofthat station
used for the cyclic difference calculation is shown
in figure 2.
The train situation at the station consists of 4
trains and the train array:
Nf - train number for the train arrived to the
station;
Nif - train number for the train following the
arrived train;
Nof - train number for the train sent from the
station;
Nob - train number for the train sent from the
station to the opposite direction;
Nib[i] - the train number array for trains running
on the division previous to the station on the
opposite track.
Cyclic differences dN showing the existing
movement order:
dof= Nof-Nf, dif= Nf-Nif,
db = Nob-Nib..
Cyclic differences dN showing the changing
of movement order:
dob=Nob-Nf dib = Nf-Nib, df=Nof-Nif.
There are some variants of the movement
order changing. They differ by the train pairs
running in opposite directions into which train Nf
must be inserted. To find the best variant of
insertion in respect to cyclic difference value all
possible pairs formed on the basis of the array
Nib[i] are considered. The first of them is the pair
(Nob,Nib[l]) and the others are formed as
Qtib[i\Jfib[i+l]), i=J,...Nrl. Here Nj - the
number of trains running on the j-th division
adjacent to the station. If the movement order
changing decision is taken the train Nf is sent to the
dead end. It should wait there while the chosen pair
of trains will arrive to the turnaround station.
After the calculation all cyclic differences dN
the minimal one is chosen:
1) dNs, min=aäa{dof, dif db} - for the decision of
movement order preservation;
2) dNCi mi„=mm.{dob, dib, df) - for the decision of
movement order changing.
The turnaround station agent makes the
decision according to min{dNs,min, dNc,mi„).
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4.3.2. Decision making by terminal station
agent
The terminal agent chooses the train, which
should be departed after the current train arrival,
by using the train situation analysis. The train
situation on the terminal consist of the following
trains (Fig.3 and Fig.4):
iVj^ - the train number for the train arrived to the
station;
Nob - the train number for the train departed from
the terminal into the opposite direction;
NT1 - the train number for the train occupying
parking place 1 in the dead end;
NT2 - the train number for the train occupying
parking place 2 in the dead end;
NiJ[i] - the train number array for trains running to
the terminal from the adjacent division.
The condition of changing the order of
movement from the terminal is the existence of 2 or
more parking places. There are 2 variants of these
allocations:
1) 1 dead end having 2 parking places (Fig.3);
2) 2 dead-ends, each having 1 parking place
(Fig.4).
The first variant is characterized by the
consecutive parking place order. It may be
described as a stack (the last to come, the first to
go).
For this variant there are the following
possible train situations at the terminal:
1.1. Trains occupy both places. There are no
alternatives for the choice. The departure of the
train NT1 is carried out.
The second variant of allocation is
characterized by the parking place parallelism. For
this variant there is possible following train
situations at the terminal:
2.1. Trains occupy both places. There are 2
possible alternatives for the choice:
2.1.1. The departure of the train NT1 is
performed.
2.1.2. The departure of the train NT2 is
performed.
2.2. One parking place is vacant. There are 2
alternatives for the choice:
2.2.1. The departure of the train Nf is
performed.
2.2.2. The departure of the train NT1 is
performed.
2.3. Both places are vacant. There are 2
alternatives for its choice:
2.3.1. The departure of the train Nf is carried
out. The movement order is preserved.

occupied by trains. Obviously the train situation
1.1 may be considered as a particular case of the
train situation 2.1. Due to this it is possible to use

2.3.2. The train Nf is sent to a parking place
for the movement order changing.
Thus decision making for these train
situations differs only when both places are
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common algorithm of decision making for both
variants.
The algorithm uses the following formulae:
1. There are 2 dead ends. Both places are
occupied;
dbl=Nob-NTl; dl2= NT1-NT2 -»
dNJ2=mm{dbl,dl2};
db2=Nob-NT2; d21 = NT2-NTJ ->
dN2i=mm{db2,d21};
If dN12<dN2i, then the train NT1 is departed from
the station, else it is allocated to NT2.
2. Both places are vacant:
df=Nob-Nf; difl=Nf-Nif[l]
->
dNbf=mm{df,difl};
dif=Nif[i]-Nf; dfl=Nf-Nif[i+l] ->
dNi/=min{dif,dfi}, i=l,...,nb.
Here nb - the number of trains following the train
Nf
If dNbf^vrm dNtf, then the train Nf is departed
from the station, else it is sent to the dead end for
waiting for train pair (NiffiJ,Niffi+JJ) into which
it must be inserted.
3. One parking place is vacant:
df=Nob-Nf;
dfl=Nf-NTl ->
dNtjf=mm.{dfdfl};
dbl=Nob-NT; dJf=NTJ-Nf
->
dNNTI=mm{dbl,dlf);
dif=Nif[i]-Nf; dfi=Nf-Nif[i+lJ->
dNjf=mm.{dif,dfi}, i=l,...,nb,
lfmm.{dNNf, dNmi, dNjj)=dNNf then the train Nf is
departed from the station.
If mia{dNNf, dN^rn dNi/}= dNm-i then the train
NT1 is departed from the station.
If mm{dNNf, dNmi, <#V^}= dNif, then the train JV^is
sent to the dead end.
5. Experiment results
On the basis of the offered metro line MultiAgent model two fragments of the Metro
Scheduling System (MSS) had been designed.
The objective of the first fragment was to
reorder train sequence from the arbitrary order to
lexicographical one. The main problem ofthat task
is to achieve a coherent behavior of agents. It was
discovered the task solution depends on a set of the
following factors:
• time of solution;
• jointed action of both agent type - terminal
and turnaround station agents;
• proper distribution of turnaround station
agents on the line;
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•

train delay on both tracks before the
turnaround station in order to insert the
transferring train into the proper train pair
running on opposite track;
As the reorder task has no single solution it is
multifold solved by variation of above factors. The
coherent behavior of agents is achieved when the
sufficient combination of the factors takes place. It
had been experimentally received of 7 variants of
solution from 176 factor combinations for the line
example.
No single task solution permits to choose the
best reordering result among received different
variants. The last ones for the example have been
estimated relatively to factor values.
The objective of the second MSS fragment was
to simulate movement beginning and interval
alignment during train starts and its line leaves/
returns. The program automatically makes up and
displays the line schedule during train movement
simulation.
The MSS has some restrictions:
• the metro line model can consist of up to 25
stations;
• maximum number of trains on the line may be
up to 60;
• circle time of a train on the line may be up to
150 min.
Before simulation following system installation
is performed. Initially the system is set for the
concrete metro line. After that trains are set to
night parking places. The opportunity of line model
updating is provided.
The system prototype was successfully tested
for 2 variants of the 4-th line of St.Petersburg
metro. They consist of 10 and 12 stations at the
line respectively. The line schedule without the last
stage was built during some minutes. The schedule
quality is acceptable and can be improved by
change of system variable meanings.
The second MSS fragment is created at C++
language.
6. Discussion
It had been initially applied a natural
approach to solve the complicated task, i.e. the
decentralized model have substituted for the
centralized one. It had been decided to solve the
task according to "from down to up" principle. For
that reason it is possible to relate the decentralized
model to Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI)
field. Hence it is no sufficiently to relate that model
to MAS field. An agent of MAS must possess such

features as autonomous, interactive and proactive
ones.
At object-oriented programming point of view
let us consider the first feature. The event in MSS
is thought as arrival of the train to the station. The
station agent makes decision by event processing.
Each event-processing agent depends on no rest
agents. The line agent controls no trains. Its role is
only to form train queue in order to organize
station agent activity. In fact each agent is
autonomous one. Its decision is determined by only
own train situation.
At the first look there are no visible
relationship between agent of the system. Hence
there are some occasions when relations are
obvious. They exist between station and division
agents. Division agent participates in solving of 2
tasks. It calculates the planned departure time of
trains starting at movement beginning in order to
align intervals between trains. Another alignment
task is solved when trains leave/return the line.
There are 2 ways to solve the problem. If exact
time of trains leaving/returning the line is known it
is used for other trains departure time calculation.
If exact time of train leaving/ returning the line is
unknown when leave/return event is occurred the
division agent recalculates early-calculated
departure time of trains.
As against vertical agent interaction
horizontal one actually is very weaken. It is
realized indirectly in controlled environment (trains
running on the line). In spite of the fact that
horizontal interaction is weak, one agent cannot
solve tasks of the system. For example the train
reorder task demands not only participation
community of agents, but also their heterogeneity.
The problem of agent interaction in the
reorder task can be solving by two ways: external
and internal ones. In the MSS the external way is
chosen. It is realized through allocation to the
agents of spheres of their actions. This choice is
adequate to a task of planning admitting
consideration of several schedule variants received
by model factor variation. For operative solving of
the task the internal way of agent interaction
realized through mutual agent analysis is more
preferable. Hence that way is more expensive.
The task of scheduling does not require
evolution of agents. Therefore station agents have
no feature of proactivity. Here Ockham principle is
pertinent: "Entities should not be multiplied
unnecessaraly".
At artificial intelligence point it may assume a
function calculation as agent reasoning. As agents
of MSS carry out the simple enough protocols ones

have rather the reactive type. According to
Braspenning [5] it may consider agents of MSS as
plant-like ones. Its interaction may be thought as
external coordination. However all classifications
are relative.

7. Conclusion
In this paper we have advanced an approach
for automatic metro line scheduling. It is proposed
MAS model for complicated task solving [6]. Two
fragments of the Metro Scheduling System (MSS)
had been designed.
The following basic results are received.
1. The subject domain is structured on agents
and environment. As agents metro line stations are
accepted and environment is thought as train
running on the line. First are in a static state and
second are in dynamic one. Thus the MSS model
feature compared the most MAS systems [7] is
dynamic environment and static agents.
2. It is developed the architecture of agents.
They solve several tasks of metro movement
control. On the basis of models of interval
alignment and train reorder the appropriate
functions of agents are designed.
3. It is experimentally shown that tasks of the
system are solved only under condition certain
combination of agents. The structure specifies
diversity of agent roles in order to rich common
goal of the community. Such community of agents
gets emergence property.
4. The coordination of agent actions plays an
important role in the task solution. At the interval
problem solution the coordination is achieved with
application of the agents-coordinators. The latter
provide station agents with average interval of
train movement information. The lexicographical
ordering problem is solved by allocation of station
agent action spheres.
5. It is necessary to note that metro schedule
made up according to the offered technology is not
optimal. It is only the result of the adequacy to
given restrictions. On that reason mechanisms is
used for providing to return to early stages of
decision taking. Thus limited set of variants of
metro schedule may be generated and the best
variant may be selected. Such solution of the
problem is quite allowable for the task of planning.
We should like to denote the MSS might be
not only for the scheduling problem solution but
also to design track layout of the metro line
stations for movement optimization goal.
The similar MAS model can be applied for
solving of tasks in another subject domains, for
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example in communication field (packet switching,
etc.).
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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to propose a multi-agent architecture intended to be used for problem
solving (especially complex scientific problems). Our study refers to a model of cooperating agents
involving expert agents which use a task oriented reasoning. We developed a prototype where the
communication is solved using the KAPI environment and KQML communication language. The
reasoning model for agents was implemented in the CLIPS expert system shell.
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1. Introduction
Generally, complex problems solving combine
programs written in different languages and running
concurrently in different computers [16,17] and are
characterized by: difficulties tasks that need
different problem solving skills; concurrent and
continuously evolving models; concurrent and
distributed activities with high computation in
communication rates; multiple expertise; imprecise,
incomplete and dynamical knowledge; multiple
conflicting goals; large data bases processing; realtime constraints etc.
A possible range of application of distributed
problem solving techniques are the scientific
problems which can be decomposed in subproblems (independently or not) which is possible
to be solved separately. Our goal is to develop a
problem solving system based on a multi-agent
architecture to be used when solving scientific
problems.
Related work already exists to develop such systems
and we can cite here general-purpose architectures
such MIX [9]. This system provides a network
model and an agent model to structure the solving
process. ARCHON [2] is another example of a
general-purpose system intended to supervise
industrial applications. Many ideas from this system
represent basics on MAS architectures. Some other
systems are more specific and involve artificial
intelligence notions like expert systems. We

mention here SYNERGIC [18] which uses the
acquaintance model to represent the interactions
between
expert
agents,
together
with
communication facts in order to exchange
knowledge. DESIRE [1] framework uses the task
model to specify the multi-agent system
competencies.
NESS (Non-linear equation systems solver) [13] is
an intelligent front-end for non-linear equation
systems solving, developed in CLIPS. Starting from
the features of the system and of the numerical
methods, human expert use domain knowledge
(numerical analysis) and heuristics to:
choose the most suitable method
- interpret the results (intermediary and final)
- restart the solving process in the case of failure.
NESS uses a task-oriented reasoning. For the
domain of solving differential equations systems
there is the ODEXPERT system [10] having the
goal to provide expertise when solving such
problems. Also, the EPODE [6] solving
environment, for differential equations and systems
of equations, offers helpful features regarding user
interface and expertise.
Our work is centered on developing a skeleton of a
distributed multi-agent system, which can be
extended, with a new collection of communicative
specialized agents working on a specific goal. We
implements a task concept [3] which we feel useful
when solving scientific problems but we also work
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on some agent communication issues and how they
could be efficiently implemented.
We developed a multi-agent prototype based on
NESS extension.
A general problem solving system, providing a
remote interface, is NetSolve [14]. But this system
is mostly concerned about how to provide a service
and how to specify any general request apart from
our intention of having a powerful non-linear
problem solver. NESS is rather intended to provide
services for NetSolve engine.
2. A description of the NESS problem
The formal description of the problem is done by:
F(x) = Owhere F : D c R" -> R"
We consider the problem of numerically solving the
nonlinear equation system, determinating
x e D such as F(x") = 0
There are various methods to do that ranging from
more general to more particular methods. No
method can solve any system and there are systems,
which cannot be solved using known methods.
From the numerical solving methods, we have
Selected some classical ones with high
performances (Classic Newton, Discretizated
Newton, Secant, Steffensen, Parallel Lines, etc.) or
others relative recently developed (Broyden,
Friedman, Conjugated Gradient with Reeves
Balanced Factor, Successive Over-relaxation,
Alternating Directions Iteration}, etc.), as well as
special methods, generally useful for solving
equations with differences resulted from continuous
problems discretization (for example, the equations
with differences corresponding to the weakly
nonlinear two point boundary problem).
The methods for. solving nonlinear systems of
equations have some certain intrinsic characteristics
(which do not generally depend on the particular
system, which has to be solved); such
characteristics are crucial elements of the general
solving strategy. There have also been developed
special methods for certain classes of problems,
using some specific particularities of the problems
and to get enhanced performances by these means.
The principal characteristics are: the convergence
rate [5], the computing effort per one iteration [4],
the possibilities to exploit the sparsity and the
numerical stability.
The decision about which method is best fitted for
solving a given system must be made considering
these characteristics of the methods. It is obvious
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that -for instance- for a sparse system should be
tried a method that can exploit the sparsity of the
Jacobian. Some other times, the problem is more
difficult; for instance, for a badly conditioned
system it is not recommended a method which
needs the inversion of the Jacobian, but even
finding out that a system is badly conditioned is a
problem not so easily to be solved.
Beside these characteristics of general order
(convergence speed, computing effort, possibilities
to exploit the sparsity) there are many methods with
special characteristics, appropriate for particular
nonlinear systems. This is the case of the nonlinear
systems proceeded from the discretization of
nonlinear differential systems. For example, the
problem of heat conduction with nonlinear
boundary conditions, the weakly nonlinear two
point boundary value problem, and so on.
Solving nonlinear problems also involve a series of
collateral extremely important problems; for
example, choosing the initial iteration [15], error
evaluation [7], possibility of parallelization, the
problem of finding all solutions in given a
rectangular domain, etc.
The methods considered in our work are iterative
methods with one step (only one method which
make exception is the secant method, a method with
two steps), having the form:
xk+l =<b(xk), x0- given, G> - function of
iteration.
Generally, there is not a unique recipe in solving the
non-linear
equation
systems
(non-linear
simultaneous equations) [12].
To choose a particular method one should take into
account several external aspects: the form of the
system, knowledge's about a "good" iteration,
structural characteristics (the quality of the
Jacobian, condition number), etc. Other elements,
that influence the solving process, are the precision,
the memory space, and the convergence speed [13].
3. Intelligent front-end
The overall architecture of the NESS problem
solving system is presented in the figure 1.
The arrows indicate relations between components,
which will be detailed below.
The entire system is build up on the axe User
Interface - Expert - Solver where the Expert is a
central decision point.
User Interface is the place where the user interacts
with the rest of the modules. The user may:

Figure 1: NESS' modules
1. Edit a system of equations
2. Edit a method
3. Specify run options like: desired method to
solve the problem, maximum number of
iterations, a particular CAS to use, etc
4. Specify preferences concerning the degree he
wants to be signaled on the evolution of the
solving process.
5. Query the NESS Expert about solving
suggestions.
6. Start/Stop the solving process.
7. Query the NESS Expert about its reasoning
process.
8. Ask to have a graphical display of the solving
iterations.
As indicated in the figure, the Interface have a bidirectional communication link with the Expert, in
order for the above to work. The Expert is able to
retrieve solving aspects from the Solver and pass
them correctly formatted towards the Interface.
Methods Database is the module where all the
internal NESS available solving methods are stored.
Other external solving methods may be available on
CAS systems and are not stored here.
This component is a database system able to
manage the access to the existing methods. The
existing methods are available to the Expert and
Solver in order to make reasoning or to solve the
problem. The new methods, coming from the User
Interface are stored and are also available to the

Solver. The expert could not use the new methods
in reasoning since it needs more data besides the
method code.
A stored method may have associated two kinds of
data: the code and reasoning data. If the code is
enough for the method to be run, the reasoning data
is important in the expertise. The method code is
written is a dedicated language and will be
interpreted at the Solver level. The reasoning data
includes quantification of the method appropriation
to be used to solve a problem with particular
properties (see the section describing the possible
problem properties).
The Problem module is split into three parts. The
first part is maintaining the problem as the user
introduced it. The problem remains available in the
original form to be re-edited, saved, etc. The second
part is intended to optimize the problem to be
solved. Sometimes a problem may be simplified by
replacing some variables computed function of
others, when the problem can be decomposed in a
linear part and a non-linear part.
The variables in the linear part will be expressed
based on the variables in the other part. This is one
case when optimization is needed. The third part
detects the problem properties. This part contains
routines performing the properties detection. The
Expert uses the problem properties and methods
properties in order to decide the suited methods for
the problem.
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The Solver is the part where the method is applied
to the problem. A dedicated interpreter able to
parse/execute the methods code interprets methods.
The expert supervised the entire process. It is
automatically informed about the current iteration
and internal events like floating overflow or
division by zero. The process stops when either the
Expert stops it or a solution was obtained.
The solver may use internal mathematical routines
or external routines from CAS or mathematical
libraries also figured in the figure 1. The routines in
this category are high performance procedures for
matrix operations or symbolic derivation routines.
The Expert is the component that copes with the
intelligent aspects of the solving process rather than
the mathematical aspects. The main functions of the
Expert are:
1. Selecting the solving method based on problem
properties and the properties of methods. The
methods properties are obtained from the
Methods Database module. The problem
characteristics are coming from the Problem
part. A matching mechanism is provided at the
expert level in order to accomplish this task.
2. Providing all the initial data, if not supplied by
the user, required for that particular method. We
include here an initial iteration and some other
parameters like maximum number of iterations.
3. Supervising the execution steps of the selected
method. This means that some static data must
be maintained into the expert, which allows the
expert to reason about the current state of
solution. This way, it can stop the current
method, decide if the current solution is good
enough or start a new method. A choice here
could be to choose new initial data for the same
method and restart it.
4. Benefiting from user indications; sometimes,
the user may provide useful information about
the system's characteristics and, eventually a
kind of indications about how these can be
used. The expert must be able to benefit from
this data and to integrate new facts in its
knowledge base.
5. Another expert's goal is to offer details to the
user about the motivations to select a particular
action. The explication are useful for advanced
users which can decide if the expert reasoning is
right or if it needs some adjustments.
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4. Multi-Agent Model
In this section we present a general inter-agent
communication model to be used in the NESS
multi-agent system. The architecture of the agent
system is presented in the figure 2.
The involved agent types are Central Agent,
Mediation Agents, Facilitator Agents and Expert
Agents.
We consider an expert agent having one or more
capabilities (competencies) which can be used in
behalf of other agents. A capability is associated
with a task the agent may fulfill and has a central
role in the overall architecture. Using the capability
concept, an agent is represented in the environment
by its name and its capabilities.
4.1. The Expert Agent
Essentially we distinguish between two main
aspects: communication and knowledge. These
aspects determine the layers of an agent: the
communication layer and the expert layer as
represented in the figure 2.
4.2. The Communication Layer
The need for communication resides in four aspects:
1. offer local data to other agents
2. request data from other agents
3. request a task execution from other agent
4. return answers to execution queries.
The agent environment uses the KQML
(Knowledge Query Manipulation Language) [11] in
order to transport the queries and answers between
agents. This language offers the possibility to pass
embedded messages in some particular language
(KIF, Prolog, Lisp, CLIPS, etc) depending on the
application. The user has also the choice to add a
language translator at the expert level of an agent
and can use different "language speaking" agents.
The speaking context for a conversation represents
an ontology [8]. So, we mainly distinguish two
ontologies: the agent ontology used in inter-agent
communication and the application specific
ontology (ies), used in the problem context.
The agents exchange data in an asynchronous
manner. A synchronous approach may be
implemented at the expert layer (if desired).
The communication layer provides a mailbox where
the incoming requests are stored until retrieved for
processing. The outgoing queries or answers are
also placed in the mailbox.

AGENT

AGENT

Expert level

Expert level

FACILITY
AGENT

CENTRAL r'

MEDIATION
AGENT

AGENT

Figure 2: Multi-agent system structure
The mailbox structure is the only interface between
the expert layer of the agent and the communication
layer. The agent names are converted at this level in
agents identifiers which are consequently used in
communication exchanges. There are also
maintained cache tables storing mappings between
agents identifiers, names and capabilities, as long as
the agent contact other agents to request capabilities
execution. This way we can reduce communication
expenses.
4.3. The Expert Layer
The reasoning process of the agent is entirely
implemented at the expert level. The expert layer
generates requests to the communication level in
order to call other agent capabilities. The
implementation of this level totally depends on
application.
4.4. The Central Agent
The central agent has the role of ANS (Agent Name
Server) retaining the mapping between agents'
identifiers and agent names. Besides, the central
agent retains the agents' capabilities. The central
agent is able to provide agents with physical
addresses when it is requested about the agents to
perform a task. This agent uses the agent ontology
in order to provide desired data.
In order to maintain the tables, every agent joining
the system needs to register itself to the central
agent and when an agent left the system it must

signal the central agent, thus unregistering itself.
The capability list for an agent is also provided at
the registering time.
Once the registering fulfilled, every other registered
agent has access to the agent capabilities.
This is an example of a conversation between an
Agent and the Central Agent:
; agent registration
(evaluate
:receiver ANS
: sender
Agent
:language
KQML
:ontology
agent
: content
(register
:name
Agent
:address
gibon:2122
:capabilities
multiply_two_matrix
inversejnatrix)))
;request for agent identifier
(evaluate
:receiver ANS
:sender
Agent
:language
KQML
:ontology
agent :content (ask-address :name
Agentl))
;answer
(evaluate :receiver Agent :sender
ANS :language KQML :ontology agent
:content
(tell-address
:name
Agentl
:address
gibon:2122
:capabilities (multiply_two_matrix
inverse_matrix)))
It is possible for an agent to "die" before
unregistering due to external conditions. To treat
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this situation, from time to time, the central agent
sends control messages to every registered agent in
order to receive confirmations that the agent is alive
or not. When no confirmation is received the agent
is automatically unregistered.
Obviously, the central agent communication
identifier must be available to all agents before their
logging in.
Due to its role, the central agent is a critical point in
the system. Anyhow, when no central agent is
available, the agents may eventually benefits from
their local caches when requesting capabilities from
other agents, until the central agent is up again.
4.5. The Mediation Agent
The role of the mediation agent is strongly related
to agent capabilities because this type of agent is
intended to mediate inter-agent conflicts generated
by having the same capabilities. The difference is
made by problem restrictions. The mediation agent
is able to process the problem restrictions or
properties and to choose the appropriate agent to
process the request.
Considering, for example, the problem of inverting
a matrix. There are several methods to do that,
depending of the matrix properties: symmetric or
not, triangular or not and so on. The mediation
agent (if it has the appropriate knowledge) decide
which agent to propose, based on dialogs with all
conflicting agents.
It is imperiously necessary for a mediation agent to
be able to discuss with the involved agents and to
be able to obtain problem specific properties in
order to make a good choice.
4.6. The Facilitator (Utility) Agent
This type of agent is useful when implementing
agents groups. Between a group of related agents it
is often the case to exchange individual or broadcast
information in order to maintain the consistency of
some data or to keep trace of some common
variables.
In order to implement this behavior every agent
willing to offer information send an advertise
message to the facilitator specifying which type of
data it offers. The requests come to the facilitator,
which then interrogates the adequate advertising
agents building the response for the requesting
agent.
The facilitator is also able to broadcast available
data to all interested agents. The KQML language
provides mechanisms for such a behavior.
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5. A prototype design
We place our architecture in a UNIX environment,
with the user interface agent able to run in any Java
supporting environment. This is the only agent
needing to be eventually ported. The rest of the
agents are running as separate processes in a
solving environment. The solving architecture
accepts queries and establishes communications
with the user interface agent.
5.1. Clips extension for communication
The communication acts of the CLIPS expert agents
is entirely done through the KAPI agents
environment developed at Enterprise Integration
Technologies Communication. This environment is
also able to provide communication mechanisms
between agents programmed in LISP or C/C++.
5.2. Clips extension for task representation
Our task-oriented model is based on the task
structure (3) and allows a reasoning and control
knowledge explication at different levels of
abstraction. A task is an elementary component of
reasoning and represents a knowledge granularity
level.
We tried to map the concept of tasks as described
above on the CLIPS rule based knowledge system
and its modularization and OOP concepts.
Using the CLIPS COOL facilities (OOP part of
CLIPS), we have designed a task class, which
includes precondition, post-condition, task-body
and subtasks together with a method to activate the
task.
This model of task allows us to simulate a backward
chaining reasoning in the frame of forward chaining
CLIPS inference engine. We have also designed a
task-monitor entity whose purpose is to be a
manager of all the existing tasks. This manager is
on object of a dedicated class, which has as
members a list with all the tasks, and a stack used
by the monitor to activate in the right order the
tasks.
6. Implementation Issues
One main issue is the portability aspect. We are
strongly interested to create a system which can be
used on most existing platforms. A solution of this
problem is to provide portability only for the
interface agent we talked about above. The solving

environment may be placed in a dedicated place
(platform) along with all the required environments
such as symbolic computing ones, expert systems,
DBMS's, etc.
At this moment the Java technology seems to offer
all the required portability across systems and is
ideal for developing user interfaces and we use it at
the User Interface level. A big advantage is that
there are some inter-agent communication systems
already developed in Java, like JAT (Java Agent
Template), available on the Internet.
We integrated the JAT environment with the KAPI
agent environment (also available on Internet) in
order to have an environment able to support both
Java and non-Java agents communicating in the
KQML language.
The design option allows many users accessing the
NESS environment at the same time through WEB
browsers or applet viewers from anywhere on the
Internet.
Although this approach seems fine, a big issue is
raised: how to keep trace of different sessions inside
a single solving environment? This can be mainly
solved in two ways: duplicating all the agents when
a request comes in or implementing the solver in a
manner allowing to maintain multiple data
structures, one for each user session. The second
alternative seems more attractive since it involves
fewer resources to be consumed. Anyway, it
requires complex multiplexing techniques at the
solver level.
There are some other aspects to be accommodated,
like the possibility to use different environments
providing numerical or symbolical methods. Here
we include the Computer Algebra Systems like
Maple, Mathematica, or numerical libraries. The
communication protocols must agree with the
protocols supported by these systems. Open-Math
seems to be a good choice, as an example of a
mathematical object communication protocol
because this is an emerging standard in the field.
This type of protocols must be embedded in an
envelope language that is largely used for interagent communication. An example is the KQML
[11] language used for the inter-agent
communication.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we describe a distributed multi-agent
system architecture intended to solve distributed
problems with a great degree of non-determinism.

Every agent could run independently, but we have
insisted on the social behavior.
We can point out some of the system qualities:
1. Portability across systems;
2. Friendly user interface;
3. The modularization that derives from
distribution;
4. Control distribution but also the availability of
some degree of centralized control which make
the architecture more controllable;
5. The transparency of communications at the
expert agents level;
6. The abstraction of agent's reasoning using task
concept;
7. Error detection and recovering;
8. System evolution tracing
In our future work we will insist on finishing the
existing modules and implementing the remaining
tasks. A multiplexing agent intended to allow
concurrent queries for NES problems must also be
implemented. Another direction is to implement
security mechanisms in order to establish better
interactions between agents. Another extension we
envisage is to adapt the EPODE environment for
differential equation problems in a similar
architecture and to integrate both systems (NESS
and EPODE) in a common environment.
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Abstract.
This paper advocates the application of multi-agent techniques in the realisation of social robotic
behaviour. We present the Social Robot Architecture, which integrates the key elements of agent-hood
and robotics in a coherent and systematic manner. This architecture seamlessly integrates real world
robots, multi-agent development tools, and VRML visualisation tools into a coherent whole. Using these
elements, we deliver a development environment, which facilitates rapid prototyping of social robot
communities.
'
Keywords: multi-agent systems, agent architectures, agent-based robotics, co-ordination and
collaboration, virtual reality.

1

Introduction

The primary concern of this paper is that of Social
Robotics. Our research deals with the architecture
whereby robot communities can engage in
opportunistic collaborative behaviours in the
solution of shared tasks.
This paper demonstrates the application of multiagent techniques in the realisation of social
behaviour between a group of autonomous mobile
robots. To this end we commission Agent Factory, a
software development environment that facilitates
the rapid prototyping of Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS). Agent Factory offers a conduit through
which robot control can be governed by a
deliberative agent architecture, specifically that of a
Belief Desire and Intention (BDI) architecture. In
addition, Agent Factory supports not only the
creation of the social robotic community but also the
subsequent experimentation and visualisation of
their behaviour.
We integrate the key elements of agent-hood and
mobile robotics in a coherent and systematic manner
leading to the development and implementation of
the Social Robot Architecture. This architecture
seamlessly integrates real world robots, multi-agent
development tools, and virtual reality visualisation

mediums into a coherent whole. We therefore deliver
a development environment, which facilitates rapid
prototyping of social robot communities.
Section 2 offers an introduction to BDI
architectures. Section 3 provides an overview of
Agent Factory. An introduction to agent-based
robotics is presented in section 4. Section 5
describes the Social Robot Architecture with section
6 animating its use. Discussion and conclusions are
presented in section 7.
2

Belief Desire Intention (BDI)

Much research work has been commissioned on
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and Distributed
Artificial Intelligence (DAI) [BG88], [DLC89],
[OJ95]. Specifically, competing agent architectures
have been proposed in the literature. Two major
architectural schools have emerged, namely those of
the reactive system school and the deliberative
system school. The former has predominated in the
arena of autonomous mobile robot control. In this
paper we advocate the synthesis of reactive and
deliberative reasoning.
In the delivery of
computationally tractable models of deliberative
reasoning, one approach that has gained wide
acceptance is to represent the properties of an agent
using mental attitudes such as belief, desire, and
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components must be interwoven, those of agents, a
world and a scheduler. The next section describes
the high level architecture.

intention. In this terminology, an agent can be
identified as having: a set of beliefs about its
environment and about itself; a set of desires which
are computational states which it wants to maintain,
and a set of intentions which are computational
states which the agent is trying to achieve. Multiagent architectures that are based on these concepts
are referred to as BDI-architectures (Belief-DesireIntention) [RG91] [Jen93] [OJ96], and have recently
been the subject of much theoretical research.
Proponents of the BDI approach argue that the
understanding of the dynamics of these mental
attitudes and their intimate interdependencies, is
crucial in achieving rational agent behaviour.
3

3.2

Agent Factory

The agent is the main computational unit of Agent
Factory, it combines a series of attributes that
represent and support the Mental State model of the
agent, and a set of methods (the actuators). Agents
are executed using an Agent Interpreter. This
interpreter currently controls agent perception, and
commitment management which considers the
adoption, revision and realisation of Commitments.

3.1 What is Agent Factory?
In essence Agent Factory is a distributed
environment for the rapid prototyping of intelligent
agents. More complete descriptions of Agent
Factory are presented elsewhere in the literature
[OA95] [Col96] [OJ96] [OCC+98]. Agent Factory
has been specified using the Vienna Development
Method and realised using ObjectShare's
implementation of Smalltalk-80, the VisualWorks
integrated development environment.

The scheduler controls execution of the community,
using an algorithm that exploits parallelism where
possible.

Agent Factory is a member of the class of systems
that embraces the BDI philosophy. The system
offers an integrated toolset that supports the
developer in the instantiation of generic agent
structures that are subsequently utilised by a prepackaged agent interpreter that delivers the BDI
machinery. Other system tools support interface
customisation and agent community visualisation. In
creating an agent community three system
, Scheduler
Instances

.Component
Design Hierarchies

Schematic Functional Architecture

The development environment is based around
Component Design Hierarchies (CDH) that are
extensions of the standard Object Hierarchies in the
OOP Paradigm. The development of specific agent
communities requires the instantiation of particular
designs from these design hierarchies. Three
particular types of components have been identified
as necessary for the development of agent
communities: agents, schedulers, and world
interfaces. Correspondingly, there is a CDH for
each type. See figure 1.

Finally, the world interface acts as a medium
between the problem domain, the community it is
being developed for, and the other components of the
Agent Factory system, as seen in figure 1.
4

Agent-Based Robotics

Initial research focused on the behaviour [Bro86]
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[Ste94] and navigation problems of single robots,
more recently the area of multiple robots has
demanded considerable attention. There are
numerous advantages in the use of multiple robots,
these include inter alia distributed capabilities;
parallelism; task and load distribution; increased
functionality with minimal complexity. However,
achieving coherent behaviour presents considerable
challenges, none more acute than overcoming
problems of co-ordination and interference. It seems
clear that multi-agent techniques are amenable to
transference to systems of multiple autonomous
robots, in particular to addressing the problems of
co-ordination and interference.
Initial work on agent based robotics emerged from
cellular robotics where the robots had limited
functionality and relied on swarm like intelligence to
achieve their desired task, typically exhibiting
emergent capabilities. Fukuda et al conducted
research in the early stages of agent robots on both
multi-robots in DARS (Distributed Autonomous
Robotic System) [CF95] and reconfigurable robots
within CEBOT (Cellular Robotic System)
[Fuk+89].
Dudek et al in [DJM96] presents a taxonomy that
classifies multi-agent systems according to
communication,
computational
and
other
capabilities. Arkin and Balch [AB98] developed
their reactive strategy for multi-agent co-operation
with robots searching for trash objects, which they
grasp and carry to wastebaskets. This research is
concerned with the development of behaviours for
formation maintenance in heterogeneous societies of
mobile robots.
The RoboCup initiative [Rob95] provides a standard
controlled environment for a team of multiple fastmoving robots to perform tasks, namely soccer
playing, under dynamic real-time circumstances.
"The Robot World Cup Initiative (RoboCup) is an
attempt to foster AI and intelligent robotics
research by providing a standard problem where
wide range of technologies can be integrated and
examined"
The various technologies being researched include
design principles of autonomous agents, multi-agent
collaboration, strategy acquisition, real-time
reasoning, robotics, and sensor-fusion. RoboCup
also provides a softer transition from theory to
reality through its standard environments.

agents in terms of performance, policy convergence,
and behavioural diversity [Bal97].
5

Social Robots Architecture

The motivation behind this research is to
demonstrate, in a tangible form, the correspondence
between systems of multiple agents and systems of
multiple robots.
5.1 Social Robots
We introduce the term social robots here. Preexisting research has been undertaken, most notably
by groups at the Universities of Edinburgh and
Reading, which interprets sociality from the
perspective of communication, learning and human
machine interaction. Researchers at the University of
Essex, under the auspices of the EOS+ [EOS+]
project use the techniques of Distributed Artificial
Intelligence and artificial societies to study the
emergence of human social complexity.
It is our conjecture that a distinction exists between
societal robotics and social robotics. The former
represents the integration of robotic entities into the
human environment or society, while the latter deals
specifically with the social empowerment of robots
permitting opportunistic goal solution with fellow
agents. This paper offers valuable insights into the
delivery of, and experimentation with social robots.
5.2 Social Robot Architecture
The computational machinery needed to facilitate
team building and collaborative behaviour is non
trivial.
We describe the Social Robot Architecture, which
goes some way toward achieving this through the
judicious synthesis of the reactive model with that of
the deliberative model.
The layered architecture (figure 2) has three
fundamental elements: the deliberative level provided
via Agent Factory, the robot level, and the
environment level, which we consider in more detail
in the subsequent sections. The control architecture
offers basic reactive behaviours for reflex robot
responses to unexpected or dangerous events. These
constitute a set of primary survival behaviours for
the robot. Goal oriented behaviours are delivered
through the intentional agent structures of Agent
Factory. Shen [SAC96] investigated a similar
layered behaviours approach.

Balch et al researches the impact of communication
in reactive multiagent robotic systems in [BA94].
Balch later uses the soccer scenario for evaluating
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Figure 2: The Social Robot Architecture: The robot
Agent Factory supports inter-agent interaction
(figure 3) enabling the resource bounded robot to
usurp minimal computation on such activities, thus
maximising resources for perception, reasoning,
planning and action. Any process intensive action
(i.e. planning) retards the real-time reflexive nature
of the agent. Typically, more deliberative behaviour
necessitates increased high level inter-robot
communication, planning and deduction which could
result in a loss of perception granularity.
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Figure 3: The Social Robot Architecture: Agent Factory
We now consider the functional components of the
architecture
5.2.1

The Environment Level

Robots in our terminology may take the form of
either that of a physical entity, specifically the
Nomad Scout II from Nomad Technologies or a
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This robot world has been mirrored in the real world
and also, for the visualisation tool, in a VRML
world. While the VRML world does not provide any
feedback to Agent Factory, it constitutes a powerful
and compelling visualisation tool for the
development and experimentation of robot behaviour
experiments. It also facilitates the ease of
development of behavioural models within a dual
observation
medium
providing
analysis,
recordability and alternate perspectives via both
reality and a three dimensional metaphor.
5.2.2

The Robot Level

A series of fundamental behaviours are implemented
at this level. They provide the basic survival kit of
the robot necessary for such dynamic unpredictable
environments. These Survival Behaviours include
such behaviours as avoid_obstacle, stop,
and retreat.
The sensory information received from the
ultrasound and bumper sensor rings is processed at
this level, resulting in clear agent-events being
generated and communicated to Agent Factory.
5.2.3

Agent Factory
i

simulated entity, which may vary, contingent upon
the visualisation medium. Robots are situated in the
world and exhibit behaviour, based upon degrees of
perception, action and interaction. Three such
physical robots Aengus, Bodan and Bui1 are
available for experimentation. An example of such a
world is given in section 7. Embodiment, as
indicated by [Dre79] [LJ80], is an important element
of the architecture for the realisation,
implementation and testing of these behaviours.

The Deliberative Level: Agent Factory

The deliberative layer provides the deliberative
machinery. This is achieved through the BDI
architecture described in section 3. Beliefs are
generated based on its belief set, and are updated
with the receipt of new agent states or events from
each robot. Our agents interact via an Agent
Communication Language (ACL) based upon
Speech Act Theory [Aus69]. The language,
Teanga3, is dealt with in more detail in section 5.3.
Agent events form the basic catalysts for robot
communication and result in information being sent
to the Agent Factory high-level controllers (agents).
1

Aengus, Bodan and Bui are ancient characters in Irish legend
and their graves can be found at Bru na Boinne, Ireland.

2

Teanga is Irish for "language" and interestingly is an
anagram for a agent.

Raw sensory data could be sent straight to Agent
Factory however, this requires further processing to
firstly filter and thus achieve attention focusing and
to deliver the added value needed by our agents.
Rather than burden Agent Factory with this low
level processing, this is undertaken at the robot level,
distilling the data down to a more useful form.
A scheduler in Agent Factory allots time slices to
individual agents. As an agent enters its allotted time
slice, it starts by gathering perceptions. Local robot
processing filters these, generating a set of agent
events that have occurred since the preceding time
slice. The perception process within Agent Factory
deals with converting these perceptions into beliefs
and adding them to the belief set providing the agent
with an up to date model of its current perceived
situation. This situation is then analysed and the
agents' commitments
are updated.
Those
commitments that the agent made for realisation in
the current time slice are analysed and, where
possible, agent_commands are dispatched to the
robot.
By way of example a team of robots may have a
goal of mapping their environment. Decomposing
this problem further, the individual robots might
have to map constituent rooms, which in turn are
made up of walls and a door. By analysing the data
gathered from the sonar's these components might
be identified. If a wall is found the robot then
generates an agent event of the form,
wall_from(X,Y,Xi,Yi). Upon receipt the
robot agent will revise it's belief set and accordingly
add
the
belief
Bel(wall_from(X,Y,Xi,Yi)).
5.3 Teänga
Our agents interact via an Agent Communication
Language (ACL), called Teänga, which is based
upon Speech Act Theory [Aus69]. Teänga consists
of 4 basic categories of communicative acts
(messages): informatives, directives, commissives
and declarations. This categorisation was developed
from a classification of performatives proposed by
[Searle76]. Within each category there are more
specialised types of communicative acts, e.g.
drop_commitment. The language is designed
as a carrier for an application-dependent content
language. We do, however, place some constraints
on prospective content languages. In the context of
the Social Robot Architecture the content language
must be able to allow, amongst other things, the
representation of actions (including speech acts) and
their status e.g. done, doing; and an agent's mental
states, e.g. beliefs and commitments.

One of the main reasons why we chose to develop
our own ACL rather than work with an established
language such as KQML [LF94] or FIPA's ACL
[FIPA97] is that our language should be
compositional. We wish to be able to support nested
speech acts (and speech acts contained inside
composite actions, e.g. plans). To implement a
nested communicative act in KQML requires that
the content be a KQML message. However, in
KQML the content language is independent and
there is therefore no content checking.
"A
disadvantage of content independence is that it
prevents the content from being checked for
compatibility with the speech act type" [CL95].
The communicative acts within the real world are
sent via wireless Ethernet.
5.4 Reality and Virtuality
One of the key tenants of our research has been the
provision of multiple views of the operation of the
same robot system. Consequently, the environment
level provides two system views. The primary view
provides a physical perspective of the Nomad Scout
II's navigating the robot world. We supplement this
with an abstract view to support behaviour
generation and testing. The secondary view is a
virtual reality perspective provided via the Agent
Factory Visualiser which deliveres a 3-D VRML
world via the Internet (figure 4).

Figure 4: Virtual reality view of the IMPACT research
room
Herein we harness the advantages of using virtual
environments, by directly relating virtuality and
reality in a seamless manner. Such alternate views
permit multiple views, information hiding and
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abstraction, system interaction, and behaviour
scrutiny via snapshots and recordings.

recourse to the purchase of expensive robotic entities
in the first instance.

Our architecture supports the specification and
invocation of robot experiments via a Java Internet
interface. Each world is activated and their views
synchronised.

Researchers can articulate their experiments across
a Java interface whereby they tune certain key
workbench parameters, namely:
•

The Number of Robots;

5.5 Incremental functionality
In order to implement the complex notion of social
robotics, we have broken the levels of behavioural
complexity into incremental functionality as shown
in figure 5.

The world within which they are to be situated;
•

Complex

Social Robotics

A

A

J

Cooperative Problem Solving

i

A
Collaborative Exploration and Resource Finding!

A
Resource Finding

1

A
Exploration

A
Elementary

Basic Motion and Obstacle Avoidance

I

Figure 5: Layered social behaviours
5.5

The Virtual Reality Workbench

Detailed programmes of robot tests have been
performed and are characterised in the subsequent
section. As a part of this research however we also
wished to provide a shared global resource available
and usable across the internet which supported
distant robot experimentation.
This facility, the Virtual Robotic Workbench ,
provides a medium through which researchers can
design robot experiments remotely and without
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The Customisation of the Robots
Their Name;
The visualisation avatar associated with each
robot;

As robot control stems from simple move and
turn commands to complex notions of social
robotics, this allows for systematic task
decomposition and development leading to individual
robot behaviours and extending to multiple robot
behaviours.
A library of robot behaviours exists which adopts a
subsumption model [Bro86]. Higher layers provide
increasing complexity and subsume lower level
functionality (see figure 5). Reactive or reflex
survival behaviours are implemented at the robot
level with more complex behaviours defined within
Agent Factory. Each robot therefore has a degree of
autonomy, which is independent of any inter-robot
communication, and important in the realisation of
robust complex robot behaviours.

The Customisation of the Environment

Mapping virtual robots to physical robots;
The behaviours ascribed to a given robot;
Their Initial Location within the selected
world;
•

The Task
The selection of the shared goal;

Figure 6 depicts the nature of the Java interface by
which these are specified Once the experiment has
been crafted the subsequent activation results in the
observable behaviour of the robots across any
suitably configured web browser. The behaviour of
the robots is governed by the social robotic
architecture with the higher level functions directly
furnished through Agent Factory. As such the virtual
experimental results and the navigation and
behaviour of the robotic avatars can be seen by
utilising the Agent Factory Visualiser. Detailed
treatment of the Agent Factory Visualiser is
presented elsewhere in the literature [OCC+98].
Agent Factory generated events governing agent
behaviour are dispatched simultaneously to both the
robot controller, which activates the motors on the
individual physical robots, and a proxy server,
which, via the External Authoring Interface (EAI) of
VRML, updates the world view accordingly,
resulting in the movement of the virtual robot. The
difficulty is in trying to achieve synchronisation
between these two views3. Figure 7 illustrates the
Agent Factory Visualiser and gives the reader a feel
for the potential which the virtual robotic workbench
offers.

3

Clearly only in certain limited circumstances will it be
possible for a corresponding physical experiment to be
conducted at the same time. It is possible to provide a richer
palette of virtual worlds for experimentation.
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Figure 8: The virtual robot and PRISM Research
Laboratory

Figure 6: The Agent Factory World Interface
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Robot experiments are characterised by firstly
selecting a world, subsequently situating robot(s) in
this world, and finally ascribing behaviours to these
robots.

Figure 9: The virtual reality and physical reality in
parallel
Figure 7: The Agent Factory Visualisor
The benefits of the application of virtual reality to
robotic experimentation are many-fold. Perhaps, the
most obvious benefit is that it allows for remote
behaviour observation with multiple perspectives.
There is also the fact that any website that provides
remote real-robot experiments is constrained by the
number of physical robots available. The robots
may be in use or offline. Our system can utilise
simulated robots if the real-robots are unavailable
thereby providing the user with an accurate 3-D
visualisation of the experiment. Finally, on a more
logistical note there is maximum resource utilisation
through the participation of different research
groups.
6

Application

With the building of a virtual reality representation
of the PRISM research Laboratory and the robots
visualised in this .environment (as shown in figure 8),
we have a testbed within which to demonstrate that a
constructive link between reality and virtuality can
be achieved.
This link is created and maintained through the
Agent Factory World Interface (see figure 6).
This web-based interface allows the user to create,
view and manipulate agents. These agents may then
be situated in worlds and linked with real robots. A
world can therefore exist in two environments:
physically and in Virtual Reality (VR) as shown in
figure 9.

6.1 The Waltz
One such experiment, which exercises the degree of
architectural and behavioural functionality required
to demonstrate the applicability of the social
robotics architecture, is that of a waltz duet. The
specific waltz is the "Box Waltz" which consists of
a simple square shape repetitive motion. The
objective is for the two robots, Aengus and Bui to
perform the waltzing behaviour side by side in a
space restricted environment.

C

lEiäRN:*'J

Figure 10: The robot duo performing the waltz and
visualised in both reality and virtual reality
Figure 10 shows both a real and virtual perspective
of the experiment and the synchronous motion of the
robots.
Figure 11 demonstrates the robot trajectories while
performing the waltz, clearly showing the behaviour
modification when one robot encounters an
unexpected obstacle or wall while also utilising the
concepts of collaboration and communication to
maintain a co-ordinated behaviour.
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This experiment clearly demonstrates a robust
system which, through the fusion of reactive survival
behaviours
and
high-level
deliberation,
communication and co-ordination, can achieve
complex goals in a real-time, real-world
environment.

Figure 11: The two robot trajectories of the performed
behaviour in a rectangular room

7

Discussion and Conclusions

This research has introduced Social Robots and an
accompanying Social Robot Architecture. The
architecture provides firstly, a powerful robot
control mechanism, which integrates reactive and
deliberative features and secondarily, a rich
visualisation medium, which offers seamless,
contrasting, yet consistent views of social robotic
behaviour. Subsequently social robot experiments
may be observed and analysed through these
mediums.
With the breakdown of robot behavioural
complexity, this has enabled the realisation of the
social robotics concept via a series of developing
stages of complexity and functionality.
To date, experimental evidence has demonstrated
that constructive and coherent collaboration is
achievable in restricted task domains. We are
confident that our social agent architecture is
scalable and ongoing research seeks to demonstrate
its applicability to different real-world problem
domains.
9
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Abstract
Negotiation is a kind of decision making where two or more parties jointly search a space of
solutions with the goal of reaching a consensus. This search is usually a single dimensional
process where the different agents involved on the negotiation process mutually adapt their
price offers in order to reach their goals (to sell or to buy a good). However, this process is
inflexible and often unrealistic because more than one single issue has to be negotiated in
order to find out an adequate solution. In this paper we present a multi-issue negotiation
protocol for one-buyer-to-many-sellers interaction. The presentation is also enhanced with an
application example that illustrates the negotiation process and shows how it can be useful
both as a product brokering and as a market brokering tool.
Keywords: Negotiation, Multi-issue negotiation, Electronic Commerce.
1. Introduction
Most of the well known negotiation protocols deal
with a single dimension (usually the price).
Moreover, M. Wellman [Wel99] also says that the
preferences reduction to the price single figure is
what characterises the market. However, this seems
to be a bit simplistic and unrealistic as well in the
electronic commerce framework.
In this paper we are going to focus our attention on
the kind of negotiation that takes place in an
electronic market involving one buyer and many
merchants that are potential sellers, hi fact, we will
use the traditional Consumer Buying Behaviour
Model (CBB) that is also used and enhanced to
accommodate software agents concepts as it is done
by [Gut98a]. CBB encompasses six main stages:
Need Identification, Product Brokering, Merchant
Brokering, Negotiation, Purchase and Delivery,
Negotiation, Purchase and Delivery and finally
Service and Evaluation. Currently, Electronic
Commerce agent mediated systems try to automate,
at most, three of these stages (Product and Merchant
Brokering and Negotiation). Here in this paper we
are most concerned with the use of Software Agents
for a rich (multi-dimensional) and flexible
(adaptive) design of the Negotiation phase protocol.
However, as we will see later, this negotiation
protocol can also be seen as a product brokering
190

stage once the buying agent can also use it as a
market search process.
Negotiation is a kind of decision making where two
or more parties jointly search a space of solutions
with the goal of reaching a consensus [Ros94].
Some authors [Vul98] advocate the use of auction
protocols for agent-mediated EC, arguing that they
are widely recognised by economists [Moo92] as
the most efficient way of resolving one-to-many
negotiations.
Other authors point out the limitations of auctions'
protocols and seek for more flexible negotiation
models [Gut98b]. They stress out that online
auctions are in fact less efficient and more hostile
than it would be desired. For example, the winner's
curse, i.e. the winner pays more than the real value
of the product, seems to be a consequence of
auctions and, therefore, they propose more cooperative Multi-attribute decision analysis tools and
negotiation protocols using distributed constraint
satisfaction policies to support it.
However, both lines of research are aware of the
need of enhancing simple, price-based auction
mechanisms, transforming them into new protocols
encompassing multi-dimensional issues to be
negotiated among the market participants.
This kind of negotiation is no longer of a win-lose
type (zero-sum game on the game theory taxonomy)
and becomes one of the win-win type (non-zero

sum game) allowing agents to co-operate when
negotiating over multiple dimensions. Therefore,
co-operative negotiations can be described as the
decision making process of resolving a conflict
involving two or more parties over multiple
independent, but non-mutually exclusive goals
[Lew97]. Another important point to take into
account in which agents negotiation in the
electronic commerce framework is concerned, is the
need for real adaptive agents that can learn with past
experience in several different ways in order to
become more effective in the market. Interesting
work in multi-issue negotiation is being carried out
by Nick Jennings [Vul98; Sie97]. However, the
focus of their work refers to one-to-one negotiation
while our work is dedicated to one-to-many
negotiation once this is the typical situation in online shopping.
2. Issues on Multi-criteria negotiation
It is not crucial whether we use multi-lateral
negotiations or auction protocols for agent-mediated
electronic commerce as far as we enhance the
negotiation protocol capabilities with multi-attribute
bids and appropriate evaluation functions.
Moreover, and according to [Vul98] and [Moo92],
once the only auction protocols relying on agents
playing their dominant strategies are the English
and the Vickrey auctions, it seems reasonable to try
to accommodate the new co-operating negotiating
facilities along the multi-dimensional buyers'
preferences to the referred auction protocols.
Vulkan and Jennings introduce an extension to the
English auction protocol by which all the service
provider agents have a preliminary negotiation stage
("pre-auction") to find out the best proposal which
is, afterwards, proposed to the service seeking
agents for negotiation (or take-it-or-leave-it). They
claim that in doing so, they maximise the worst-case
outcome for the buyers (always restricting the
auctions to private and not common values, i.e. not
allowing goods re-selling). However, the referred
authors deal with the agents' preferences as if they
were just quantitative parameters through the
definition of constraints on parameters.
Multi-criteria negotiation is extremely useful in a
large number of situations. Situations where more
than one single parameter is simultaneously taking
part in the same negotiation are common in real
commercial scenarios where buyers are confronted
with several different appealing proposals.
In single-criteria negotiation the value of a
parameter is negotiated with the different
negotiators trying to defeat their opponents by
offering a better proposal. The preferences of the
buyer can be either implicit (the lower is the price
the better for the buyer) or explicit with the buyer

publicising its preference. This process can be done
in a single round, where the competitors have one
single chance to offer and no offer revision is
allowed1, or in multiple rounds where agents can
revise their offers in face of the other competitors
offers2.
The first difficulty in multi-criteria negotiation is
the buyers' preference definition. If we want to
build a generic system, where no global, common
knowledge is available, the buyer must make
explicit his/her preferences in order to allow the
potential sellers to calculate their best proposals
taking also into account the buyer's point of view.
While defining the buyer's preferences we must
distinguish between discrete and continuous
parameters. When the negotiation involves a
discrete parameter it can be either a scalar or a nonscalar value. If it is a non-scalar value, the
announcer (buyer agent) must specify either all the
admissible values or a relationship over that
parameter (higher than, lesser than, ...). Whenever
the parameter's value is of a scalar type, the
announcer can also specify intervals of admissible
values. When dealing with continuous values, the
announcer must specify specific values or intervals
of acceptable values.
The second main difficulty in using multi-criteria
negotiation is the mutual evaluation by both the
buyer and sellers of each possible bid value.
Because this evaluation must be done according to
the buyer's criteria, the buyer must communicate
his evaluation function to all the potential sellers. In
order to allow the comparison of different possible
bids including different parameters (due to different
sellers' interests and possibilities) that cannot, in
principle, be directly compared, the adopted
solution is the weighting of the different possible
values. In addition to the specification of the
admitted values or intervals of values, the buyer
must also specify the weight he/her attaches to each
possible value. When intervals of values are
defined, an evaluation for each interval must also be
specified. Alternatively, an initial and a final value
for each interval can be defined. In this case, the
evaluation of each intermediate value will be
calculated by linear interpolation. For continuous or
discrete scalar values the upper limit for the interval
can be considered as infinite as well as the lower
limit can be considered as minus infinite.

1
Vickrey auction and First-price sealed bid auction are
examples of single-round protocols.
2
The English and the Dutch auctions are probably the most
popular examples of multiple-round auctions [San96].
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3. A multi-issue negotiation protocol
The new protocol for multi-criteria negotiation we
are here presenting is a modified version of the well
known English auction. The buyer will start a
negotiation session by announcing his request
together with the list of the accepted values and
correspondent evaluations. This announcement is
then broadcasted to all the potentially interested
agents. These receiving agents (sellers) evaluate the
request and find their best answer (bid) for it. In this
process, the sellers must weight two often
antagonistic or, at least, non-coincident interests their own interest as sellers and the buyer's interest.
In order to maximise their profits, the sellers will
produce bids that are not their own best bid
(according to their own evaluation function), but
those which they believe would be the best from the
buyer's point of view. The negotiation process will
force the sellers to move from an ambitious
perspective (trying to maximise their own utility
instead of the one from the buyer) to a non
ambitious one (reducing their own utility in order to
increase the buyer's utility) as the negotiation
progresses. The process of finding a maximum for
the linear combination of two non-linear generic
functions such as both the buyer's and sellers'
evaluation functions is a complex optimisation
problem where genetic algorithms could be used to
find out the optimal bid value according to the
current constraints. The best solution found by each
seller will then be considered as its first bid. Once
the buyer has received all the bids (or a predefined
timeout has expired) the bids are ranked and the
best bid is selected. If the buyer, in face of the
received bids, decides to change its own evaluation
criteria, the evaluation parameters must be resent to
all the sellers and the negotiation must be restarted.
Otherwise, the best solution achieved is sent to all
the sellers and a new negotiation round starts. In
each round, the best bid is used as a reference bid.
Only those bids that are better are accepted. If a
seller sends out a bid with a lower buyer's
evaluation, it is disqualified and eliminated from the
seller's pool. If a seller has no chance to improve
the best bid so far, its normal procedure is to quit
the negotiation process explicitly by sending out to
the buyer an adequate message. The negotiation
process will finish when all but one seller quit or are
disqualified.
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The evaluation function used both by buyers and
sellers is the following:
£(v) = $>,.c(v,)
i-i
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where:
n - number of parameters
T[vJ -user defined score to value Vi of parameter i
Pi - type of parameter i
Maxi - maximum value of parameter i
w; - parameter i user defined weight
Mini - minimum value of parameter i
The evaluation function E(VJ) is a linear
combination of the n parameters evaluation values
represented as c(v,) and weighted by the weights w,.
The function c(v,) represents the score defined for
the value c,. If the parameter is discrete, such a
result is a list of values, one for each possible value
of the input parameter. If the parameter is
continuous, the evaluation value is calculated by
linear interpolation between the value (T[min,])
corresponding to the minimum acceptable value for
the parameter i (min,) and the value (T[max,\)
corresponding to the maximum (max,) acceptable
value for the parameter / as defined by the user. The
weights w, are somehow redundant because the user
could define different weights by correctly setting
the evaluations T[v,]. However, the explicit
definition of the weights was considered to be much
more understandable and natural for the user.
4. A negotiation example
In order to illustrate the concepts and protocol
presented before, an application example is now
introduced. The negotiation protocol is completely
generic and can be applied to any (or almost any)
field. To facilitate the reading of this paper, the
automotive market - a very familiar scenario - was
chosen. A situation where a user wants to buy a new
car was simulated and the new protocol for
negotiation is now applied, explained and discussed.
After the user has selected a car in the category of
"family car" he gets a pre-defined evaluation
function that was created in order to correspond to
the usual preferences of the typical "family car"
buyer. However, the user can also freely customise
this profile if it has different preferences. In this
example, the weights considered in the evaluation
function range from 0 to 100 and the score range
from 0 to 20. However, any other scale can be used
because only relative comparisons of values are
made. The absolute value of the classifications is
irrelevant. The weights referred above reflect the
importance the user gives to each parameter.
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Table 1-User' s preferences.

calculate the value of each possible bid. As well as
the buyer's goal is to get the product that maximises
his evaluation, the seller's goal will be to find the
product and selling conditions that will maximise its
satisfaction and simultaneously convince the buyer.
The evaluation function of the sellers can be based
on distinct parameters that the one of the buyer. For
simplicity, we have used, in this example, the same
evaluation function for all the sellers. However,
each seller can use a completely different function
with different parameters and corresponding
classification. The evaluation function for the
different sellers is presented on table 2.
Comparing table 2 with Table 1 it can be seen that
only some evaluation parameters are common to
both tables. New parameters like Stock (reflecting
the number of units in seller's stock), Model age
(how long is the car's model available in the
market) and Discount (the percentage of discount
relative to the ideal price) were now introduced.
These new parameters, the absence of some of the
previously defined and the different given values for
the common parameters reflect the different
perspectives the buyer and the sellers have for the
same product. Of course, the sellers evaluation
function is private to each seller and it is never
revealed to the buyer or to any other seller.
The sellers, knowing both functions, can evaluate
the products they want to sell, from both
perspectives. To go on with our example, we will
now consider three different sellers Beta, Gamma
and Delta with different products to sell that can be
of interest to the buyer who have made the previous
announcement (see Table 3).

Classifications define the importance the user gives
to each one of the discrete parameters' value or to
each one of the limits of each continuous parameter
domain. Classifications can also be used to express
a low or a high importance to each parameter. By
associating high classifications to the different
values of a parameter (ex. 16-20) the user can also
give it a higher importance in the final classification
than what would be the case if using low
classifications (ex. 6-10). This kind of redundancy
was introduced in order to achieve a more natural
representation of the user's preferences.
The preferences shown on Table 1 will be used both
by the sellers to evaluate their offers from the
buyer's point-of-view and by the buyer to evaluate
the value of the different bids. The first line on table
1 is the type of each parameter. It can be either
discrete (D) or continuous (C). If the type is
continuous, the different accepted values for the
parameter are given and under it, the correspondent
classification is also given. If the parameter is
continuous the two limit values (minimum and
maximum) are defined and the classification for
these two limits is presented. The evaluation
function will use linear interpolation to evaluate
intermediate values. The evaluation scale used was
between 0 (minimum) and 20 (maximum).
However, it is important to stress out that the scale
used is irrelevant because the evaluation function
will be used only for the sake of comparison
between the different bids. This classification
criterion will be appended to the announcement.
The same way as the values in table 1 reflect the
v evaluation criteria of the buyer, the different sellers
will also have their own evaluation function to
ABS
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Table 2 - Sellers evaluation function.
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Table 3 - Sellers products description.
After received the announcement, the seller will bid
with the solution that optimises its own criteria. If
there is more than one solution with equal
evaluation to the seller, it will decide for the one
that is more valuable to the buyer. Once received
the different solutions from all the sellers, the buyer
selects the best proposal and communicates the
evaluation ofthat proposal to all the sellers. In each
negotiation round all the bids must have a higher
evaluation than the best bid of the previous one plus
some pre-defined threshold (in this example 0.1)
unless it is their last bid. In this case any increment
to the previous best is accepted. In Table 4 the
buyer and seller evaluations are depicted. The
minimal and maximal evaluations are due to the
price factor. In this example this is the single
parameter that can be continuously modified in
between pre-defined limits set by the seller (set by
the ideal price and maximum discount). Because the
price has a direct influence in both the buyer and
seller evaluations, when a car is proposed at its
higher price, the maximum evaluation for the buyer
and the minimum for the buyer will be obtained.
When the minimum price is offered we will have
the maximum for the buyer and the minimum for
the seller. Any value between these two situations is
possible depending on the percentage of discount
adopted. A situation where a seller chooses to make
a discount instead of moving to another product
occurs in the third negotiation round of the example.
Of course that this table can only be calculated in
the vendor side. The buyer has no idea about what is
the maximum discount the seller is able to do. Only
the negotiation can force the seller to reduce its
Brand

. Bets
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Delta

Model
Betemax SR
Betamax AIRBP MP SR
BetamaxAC AIRBP
Betamax AC AIRBP MP
Betamax AC SR AIRBP MP
Gamex EL
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Delux
Delux ABS
Delux ABS AIRBP AC
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price moving from a zero discount offer to a
reduced price offer. Anyway, the seller will always
make the offer with the highest possible evaluation
to himself. The price reduction will only be adopted
if it is the best solution to the seller accordingly to
its evaluation function.
In Table 4, the "Seller max evaluation" column
corresponds to the seller's evaluation of each car at
its maximum price and the "Seller min evaluation"
column corresponds to the seller's evaluation at
each car minimum price. In a similar way the
"Buyer max evaluation" is the buyer's evaluation at
the minimum possible price and the "Buyer min
evaluation" column the buyer evaluation at the
maximum possible price. This table is private to the
sellers because the buyers do not know the
minimum prices. The table is used to know the
range of values each bid (car) can have, from the
buyer's perspective, whenever the price (the only
continuous parameter that the sellers can control in
this example) is modified.
Lets now see how negotiation evolves from the
announcement stage to the final assignment. The
first step in the negotiation process is the
announcement made by the buyer communicating
the intention of buying a car and containing its
evaluation function as described in table 1. In their
first bid, the different vendors will bid with the
solution that presents a better evaluation for
themselves. As you can confirm in table 4, company
Beta decides to bid with car Betamax c/TA (13.27 to
Beta, 9.99 to the buyer), Gamma with Gamex EL
(12.84 to Gamma, 10.01 to the buyer) and Delta
with Delux (13.52 to Delta, 10.00 to the buyer).
Seller max
evaluation
13.27
13.13
12.16
12.24
11.95
12.84
12.46
12.55
12.68
12.81
11.97
13.52
13.37
12.43
12.11

Seller mfn
evaluation
10.60
10.47
9.49
9.58
9.28
10.17
9.79
9.89
10.01
10.15
9.30
11.74
11.59
10.65
10.33

Buyer max
evaluation
10.14
10.44
10.98
11.01
11.00
10.17
11.13
11.39
10.20
10.81
11.42
10.10
10.21
11.09
11.10

Table 4 - Buyer and sellers evaluations.
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Buyer mln
evaluation
9.99
10.28
10.80
10.83
10.82
10.01
10.95
11.21
10.04
10.64
11.24
10.00
10.10
10.97
10.98

Therefore, Gamma EL is the best offer and 10.11 is
the price beat in the round (10.01 plus 0.1). In the
second round Gamma does not bid because it has
the best proposal. Beta proposes Betamax with
passenger AIRBAG, open roof and metallic
painting (13.13 to Beta, 10.28 to the buyer). Delta
proposes Deluxe with ABS and a 2% discount in
order to achieve an acceptable evaluation by the
buyer (13.01 to Delta, 10.12 to the buyer). In the
third round Alfa is leading. Gamma proposes now
Gamex EL with air conditioned and metalised
painting (12.81 to Gamma, 10.64 to the buyer) and
Delta the Deluxe with ABS, passenger AIRBAG
and the air conditioned (12.43 to Delta, 10.97 to the
buyer). In the fourth round Beta is in serious
difficulties to beat the third round best and does its
best proposing Betamax with passenger AIRBAG,
air conditioned, metalised painting and the lowest
possible price (9.58 to Beta, 11.01 to the buyer).
Gamma bids with Gamex EL with double AIRBAG
and air conditioned (12.55 to Gamma, 11.21 to the
buyer). This last offer is unbeatable by the other
companies and both quit in the sixth and last
negotiation round leaving Gamma as the negotiation
winner.
5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have presented what we believe to
be an adequate protocol for multi-issue, multivendor negotiation process. Inspired by the EnglishAuction case, the protocol now proposed supports
multi-round negotiation of multi-issue evaluated
transactions allowing the buyer agent to
automatically find out the best of the proposed bids
according to the buyer's interests. This solution is
very well suited to the retail electronic market, once
it promotes the buyer's proactiveness more
effectively than the usual in current electronic
auction systems. Instead of being up to the seller to
promote the auction of the selling goods (or
services) we are here proposing that the buyers can
do it by launching buying announcements to which
the sellers try to answer by making the best possible
bids. Moreover, instead of negotiating just the price,
as it is typical inmost of the current systems, a large
number of different issues that characterise the
products should be negotiated. This means that if
the buyer does not have a precise idea about what it
really wants and is receptive to proposals including
different features of a specific good (as it is often
the case in real-life trading) he can specify large
acceptance margins for the future bids and, through
negotiation, to find out the most suitable product
available in the market. Of course that broader
parameter domains (due to relaxation) usually
means more negotiation rounds and, as a

consequence, more time consumption as well as
more communication.
A limitation of the actual implementation is the
restriction of the bids evaluation functions to linear
functions. The introduction of Genetic Algorithms
in the offer search process will allow the use of any
evaluation function without any restrictions.
Another important development will be the
inclusion of an advanced protocol to support agents'
coalitions formation.
The introduction of
mechanisms for coalition formation and intracoalition negotiation identical to those presented in
[01i97] but now adapted to the multi-criteria
negotiation, will be one of the next steps in the
development of our multi-issue negotiation
protocol.
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Abstract
We consider the problem of detecting subsumptions and inconsistencies in
the knowledge available or obtained by intelligent agents. This problem is
formulated in the context of agents modelling in terms of special CONCEPT
language. For solving it we offer a method of compiling declarative
knowledge into a set of production rules acting on fact bases. Then,
knowledge inconsistency is detected whenever a fact base with contrary
facts is reached under applying the set of productions
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1. Introduction
Let us consider intelligent agents A;, i=l,...N
which are capable to reason on the base of some
priory knowledge K;. Let Ki(t) denote the knowledge that the agent Ai has at time t. (It is supposed that Ki(0) = K;.) Here Ki (t) is obtained
from Ki(t-1) by adding some new knowledge K
and by simplifying the union KuK;(t-l), if
possible. There are three ways of getting K:
• The agent A; reasons on the basis of Ki(t-1)
• External (for N agents) sources of knowledge
• The agent Aj transfers (from time to time) a
part of his knowledge Kj(t-1) to the agent Ai.
However the following two questions arise in the
context of maintaining the knowledge correct-ness
and simplicity.
Ql: Is K subsumed or not by K;(t-1) ?
Q2: Is K uKj(t-l) consistent or inconsistent?
Recall that some knowledge K* is called inconsistent if there is no interpretation I such that K* is
true under I; and the knowledge K* is subsu-med
by the knowledge K** if for every inter-pretation I
K* is true under I whenever K** is true under I. (It
is clear that if K* is subsumed by K** then
K*uK** is equivalent to K**).
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The questions Ql and Q2 are related to local
analysis of multi-agent systems. More delicate
problems may be faced in global analysis. For
example, the question Q3 is related to global
analysis. To formulate it we take the following
considerations.
Let K(t) = {K;(t) | 1 < i <N} be the knowledge
that all N agents have by the time t; and let d(t) be
the data introduced into the multi-agent system at
the time t. Here a transition function O may be
written in the form:
K(t)=0(d(t-l),K(t-l)).
Q3: Does exist or not the time t and inputs d(i),
0< i < t, such that K(t) is inconsistent ?
In DAI the agents knowledge is often repre-sented
by a set of sentences S with using a suitable
formalism. It is well known that if the negation is
allowed in this formalism then the following
questions are equivalent: «Is S inconsistent»? and
«Is Si subsumed by S2»?
It is pointed out by Y.Shoham: «Most often, when
people in AI use the term 'agent', they refer to an
entity that functions continuously and autonomously in an environment in which other processes take place and other agents exist» [1]. Therefore, the most natural and efficient way to de-

sign intelligent multi-agent systems consists in
using such facilities as active data models with
autonomous objects. So the system DEGAS is an
instance of such models [2]; more exactly, it is an
advanced active data model with object au-tonomy
and highly distributed control.
Each agent A can be represented in DEGAS
system by an instance of the class Agent with an
appropriate structure defined by its components,
attributes, methods (functions), production rules,
and its life cycle values. Here the methods and life
cycle values specify the agents potential behaviour, whereas the execution of production rules (triggers) determine their actual behaviour. In
particular, some of the triggers are used to manage knowledge exchange between agents.
However, in DEGAS system, it is possible to
represent the agents knowledge only in the form of
productions. Nevertheless, the productions languages provide rather low level tools for knowledge representation. To make easier the procedures of knowledge acquisition from domain
experts and its representation, it seems to be more
reasonable to use modelling languages of higher
level which may be referred as cognitively more
adequate. Among these languages the so-called
concept-based (or concept-oriented) languages
discussed in [3] are of primary concern. An
example of such a language is CONCEPT [4] - an
advanced concept-oriented language which is
rather well adapted to specifying both the structure and behaviour of intelligent agents.
Firstly, CONCEPT is equipped with some facilities that are equivalent, in fact, to those of the
DEGAS model. By using these facilities, the
expert can design in a natural way a scheme for
active databases with autonomous objects; this
scheme specifies the structure and behaviour of the
agents. Secondly, CONCEPT allows to spe-cify
the agents knowledge in a declarative man-ner, i.e.
in the form being often more suitable and natural
than production sets. However, declara-tive
sentences are not (directly) executable.
There are two ways of operational interpretation
of declarative sentences: a) to use programs
making inferences for such sentences; b) to translate these sentences into directly executable statements, for example, into productions. The lat-ter
is more preferable because of the possibility to
directly integrate compiled productions as trig-gers
into active databases of the CONCEPT sys-tem.

In this paper we propose a technique of compi-ling
declarative knowledge into productions, and show
how the compiled productions can be used for
detecting subsumptions and inconsistencies in the
agents knowledge. Let us note that the use of
productions leads to more efficient and regular
computations for answering questions Ql and Q2,
and. in particular, question Q3. Indeed, the
transition function 4> normally can be represen-ted
by productions; therefore, it is rather easy to
integrate this representation of <I> with the productions resulted from compiling a priory knowledge K(0).
For the sake of simplicity, we confine ourselves to
the case of declarative knowledge represented in a
concept-based language, namely, the CBRd
language, which is an extension of the CBR
language [5]. (The acronym stands for «Classes
and Binary Relations»; the letter "d" says that the
language includes defaults). Here CBRd is an
abstraction of a certain subset of the CONCEPT;
its kernel role is similar to that of propositional
logic in predicate logic.
Remark. Ina sense, our method for detecting
inconsistency looks like the analytic-tableaux
method [6].
2.Some CONCEPT features
Denotational semantics of CONCEPT is based on
a formal concept model which is close to the object
class. The difference consists in the fact that here
the concept includes points of reference and
coreferentiality relation.
A formal concept C is a pair (U°, Extc) where
• \f cU, U is the universe (the set of possible
object names); l^is called the universe of the
concept C
• Extc is a family {ExtcY | ye T} indexed by a set
T of points of reference
• Every ExtcY is the quotient E°y I ~CY of some
subset Ecy cU° by some equivalence ~CY called the coreferentiality relation. Here ExtcY is
called the extension ofC at the point of reference y.
Every name eeEcY is (the name of) an instan-ce of
C. If e ~ e' then e and e' are coreferent; they both
refer to the same object of a problem do-main.
A concepts system is a finite set of formal
concepts with the same points of reference. So
CONCEPT is a language for specifying the
concepts systems. A text in CONCEPT called
conceptual scheme consists of statement that
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specify: a) concept universes if (structural
statements);
b) concept extensions ExtcY given independently
from the points y (logical statements);
c) pairs of concept extensions (Extc% Ext 5) with a
pair (y, 8)eR (transition statements); here R is a
binary relation in T (accessibility relation).
By means of structural statements one can specify:
i) data types; ii) functions on the data ty-pes; iii)
object-oriented ' structures
with
attributes,
components, taxons, and inheritance mechanisms.
By means of logical statements one can define in a
declarative form various constraints on concept
extensions. The constraints select only those
extensions that are allowed by the semantics of a
given problem domain.
By means of transition statements one can describe the «behaviour» of concepts extensions in
response to points-of-reference changes. Specifically, the productions are transition statements that
specify the object dynamics.
A finite set of structural, logical and transition
statements is called conceptual scheme. For
example, on specifying in CONCEPT the structure
of instances of ihe Agent concept we could write
Agent |Name:String,Type:String,State,LifeCycle,
LinksTo: Agent(*), Believes: Knowledge,
Intends: Action, Informs: [Agent, Knowledge] (*)],
Knowledge [Sentence(*) I Fact(*)], etc.
In CONCEPT there are many types of logical
statements .The simplest statements have the form
A=B(a), where a is an attribute expression
inWpreted as a requirement to instances of C. For
example, the expression
Mobile Robot = Agent (Type = 'robot';
LifeCycle.Phase.Start=/= LifeCycle.
Phase.Finish)
is an instance of such simple logical statement.
In this statement the semicolon stands for logical
conjunction. Different types of logical connec-tives
may be used in CONCEPT statements. On the one
hand, the knowledge pieces interaction may be
treated with the use of generalised families of
connectives (see for example [7]) like triangular
norms and OWA-operators. An example of a
parametered family is a strict t-norm
HY(x,y) = xy/y + (l-y)(x+y-xy), 0<y<oo
Here different parameter values may be interpreted
as the strength of the knowledge pieces interaction.
On the other hand, a typical case of the agents
knowledge inconsistency results from the agents
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position asymmetry, when an agent has some
priority with respect to another one. In this case
the non-monotonic operations over the knowledge
pieces are needed. These operations may be seen
as extensions of standard connectives, where the
priority of an operand (that means generally the
lack of commutativity and associativity) is
established via some indices of knowledge
overlapping or subsumption. The main idea is that
by modifying the values of a conditional measure
M(Ki|Kj) one may manage the agents knowledge
consistency. Here the con-ditional possibility
measure n(Ki|Kj) = sup min {K;, Kj} or the
conditional necessity measure N(Ki|Kj) =
l-n(lKi|Kj) may be taken. Then, for example, the
non-monotonic knowledge conjunc-tion may be
defined as
KiA^Kj ={(l-n(Ki|Kj) A Ki}v (KiAKj)
So n(Ki|Kj) is seen as the agents knowledge consistency degree, and l-n(Ki|Kj) -as the agents
knowledge conflict degree. If n(Ki|Kj)=l, then the
agents knowledge is completely consistent, and we
reduce ourselves to standard conjunction. On the
contrary, if n(Ki|Kj)=0, KiAnmKj= K; , and the
knowledge Kj transferred by the agent Aj is inconsistent with the knowledge Ki of the agent Ai.
Furthermore, by using Believes attribute we can
also express different nested belief statements,
such as «Agent a believes that before agent b
believed that agent c had done the action of
grasping»:
a.Believes = (b.Believes = (c.Action = 'grasp';
c.Por.Time<X); b.Por.Time = X; X<now)).
Here Por is a built-in attribute standing for a point
of reference, and X is an existential variable
(unknown).
The following expression is an example of a
CONCEPT production.
X IN Mobile Robot => X IN Agent; X.LifeCycle.Phase.Start =/= X.LifeCycle.Phase.Finish
This expression is one of four productions associated with the above mentioned logical state-ment.
Structural statements from a conceptual scheme S
define heads of relational tables with the attributes
occurring in these statements. These tables are
filled in so that their rows represent instances
and/or counter-instances of S concepts. Let us
notice that a state ofS is a set of such tables.
Any production from S acts on S states; the result
of applying the production is a new S state. By
using these CONCEPT productions it is natural to
formally describe the transition function <D that

specifies agent's behaviour in multi-agent systems.
3. Some examples of using CBRd
Agents can act by manipulating objects and relations between them. Here the relations are also
considered as objects.
Objects are classified by concepts. In CBRd there
are two sorts of concepts: classes and binary
relations (points of reference are absent). For their
specification, there are in CBRd logical sen-tences
and default sentences.
Let us consider an illustrative example. Suppose
that the agents Ai and A2 have the following
knowledge concerning animals which are instances
of four classes: molluscs, cephalopods, nautili and
shell-bearers.
Knol: Some molluscs are shell-bearers.
Cephalopods are molluscs. Some cephalopods are
not shell-bearers. Nautili are cephalopods and
shell-bearers.
Kno2: Nautili are cephalopods. Nautili as
molluscs can be not shell-bearers.
When agent A2 transfers Kno2 to Ai, it is necessary to check that Knol subsumes Kno2. The
subsumption takes place if and only if Knol
implies the sentence of «Nautili as cephalopods
can be shell-bearers».
Let us write these sentences in the CBRd
language:
SOME Mollusc ISA Shell-bearer
(1)
Cephalopod ISA Mollusc
(2)
SOME Cephalopod ISA -Shell-bearer
(3)
Nautilus ISA Cephalopod
(4)
Nautilus ISA Shell-bearer
(5)
Nautilus AS Mollusc CANBE-Shell-bearer (6)
In the expressions (3) and (6) -Shell-bearer
denotes a complementary class; its instances are
counter-instances of Shell-bearers.
In a set-theoretic interpretation I of the CBRd
language, each class name C refers to a subset
1(C) of the universe U and each relation name R
refers to a subset I(R) ofUxU. In particular, let
M, S, C, N be abbreviations for /(Mollusc),
I(Shell-bearer), I(Cephalopod), and I(Nautilus),
correspondingly. Then the sentences (1) - (6) are
true in the interpretation / if and only if MnS *0,
Cc M, Mn-S'* 0, NcC, Nc S, (NcC &
CnS #0), correspondingly.
It is easy to prove that the following rules of
inference are logically sound.

XISAY, YISAZ
(TR, transitivity rule)
XISA Z
XISAY, SOME YIS Z
XASYCANBEZ

(DR1, first default
rule)

XISAY, YASZCANBEV
XASZCANBE V

(DR2, second
default rule)

Here is an inference of (6) from Knol = {(1) (5)}:
1.Nautilus AS Cephalopod CANBE -Shell-bearer
% from (4) and (3) by DR1 %
2. Nautilus AS Mollusc CANBE -Shell-bearer
% from (2) and line 1 by DR2 %
We also infer the sentence
Nautilus AS Mollusc CANBE Shell-bearer (7)
3. Nautilus ISA Mollusc
% from (4) and (2) by TR %
4.Nautilus AS Mollusc CANBE Shell-bearer
% from (1) and line 3 by DR1 %
Clearly, the sentence (7) is weaker than the
sentence (3) and then (7) can be deleted. Note that
the sentences (6) and (7) are consistent. On the
other hand, the sentence
Nautilus ISA -Shell-bearer,
(8)
more stronger than (7), cannot be deduced from
Knol. Thus, the pair of explicitly inconsistent
sentences (5) and (8) never can be obtained.
Remark. This approach to default reasoning is
based on original ideas of A.Hautomaki[8]. However, A.Hautomaki considered only two rules of
inference: TR and (a variant of) DR1. But it is
clear that the set {TR, DR1} of rules is not
complete as a deductive system, even for the
language of classes with the connectives ISA,
SOME-ISA, and AS-CANBE.
Let us consider how to compile CBRd sentences of
the simplest form A ISA B. It is clear, if e is an
instance of the concept A, then e must be also an
instance of B. Therefore, we have the produc-tion
X IN A => X IN B (the production scheme, more
exactly). On the contrary, if e is a counter-instance
of B, then e must be an counter-instance of A.
Therefore, we have the production X IN -B ==>
XIN-A.
So, the sentence (2) is compiled into the following
two productions:
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X IN Cephalopod=>X IN Mollusc
(9)
X IN -Mollusc =>X IN -Cephalopod
(10)
The sentence scheme SOME A ISA B is compiled
into the following production scheme:
=> c IN A; c IN B,
where c is new (Skolem) constant, i.e. when
compiling just another sentence from an object text
(for compiling) the constant c is replaced by the
constant Cj where j is the minimal number i such
that Ci does not enter into proceeding sen-tences.
For example, two SOME-ISA sentences from the
object text (l)-(6) are compiled into productions
=> cl IN Mollusk; cl IN Shell-bearer
(11)
=> c2 IN Cephalopod;c2 IN -Shell-bearer (12)
The sentence scheme A AS B CANBE C is compiled into the following production schemes: => c
INB;cINC,
XINA=>XINB,
XIN-B=>XIN-A
The CBRd language also has the connective NOT
playing the role of negation of sentences. For
example, the sentence NOT A AS B CANBE C is
true under an interpretation / if and only if it is not
true that I(A)c 1(B) and I(B)nI(C) *0, i.e. either
a) not I(A)c 1(B) or b) 1(B) nl(C) =0.
Let Sign denote the special class such that I(Sign)
c {+,-} for any interpretation /. Suppose the sign
+ corresponds to the case (a) when there exists an
instance e of A such that e is counter-instance of
B. Then we have^the production sche-me + IN
Sign ==> c IN A; c IN -B.
Let us rewrite case (a) as 1(B) < I(-C); then we
have two production schemes
- IN Sign; X IN B => X IN-C,
- IN Sign; X IN C => X IN -B.
To prove that (6) follows from Knol={(l)-(5)},
we take the negation of (6),
NOT Nautilus AS Mollusc
CANBE -Shell-bearer,
(13)
add it to Knol and compile Knol u (13). This
results in productions (9) - (12) together with the
productions listed below.
X IN Nautilus =>X IN Cephalopod
(14)
X IN -Cephalopod ==> X IN -Nautilus
(15)
X IN Nautilus =>X IN Shell-bearer
(16)
X IN -Shell-bearer => X IN -Nautilus
(17)
+ IN Sign ==> c3 IN Nautilus
(18)
- IN Sign; X IN Mollusc =>
X IN Shell-bearer
(19)
- IN Sign; X IN -Shell-bearer =>
X IN -Mollusc.
(20)
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So, the result of compiling Knol u (13) is the set
of productions PS={(9)-(12),(14)-(20)}. Now we
can apply PS iteratively, starting with the initial
feet base BF(0):
BF(t+l) = result of applying PS to BF(t).
Two steps of the iteration are shown in the Table.
Table
Sign

Mollusc

Cepha- Nautilus
lopod

ShellBearer

+/al
-/al
+cl
+c2
-c2/a2

+c2
+c3/al
-c3/al

+c3/al
-c3/al
-c2

+cl
-c2
+cl/a2

The initial fact base BS(0)={+/al IN Sign, -/a2
IN Sign} is recorded in the first row of the table.
Here al and a2 denote two possible alternatives.
At the first step productions (11), (12), and (18)
were applied. The result of applying (11) and
(12) consists of the facts +cl IN Mollusc, +cl IN Shell-bearer, +c2 IN Cephalopod, -c2 IN Shell-Bearer; the application of (18)
results in the facts +c3/al IN Nautilus and c3
IN Shell-bearer. (These facts are recorded in the
second row.)
At the second step, productions (9), (14), (17)
were applied. After that, the contrary pair of facts
+c3/al IN Nautilus, -c3/al IN Nautilus has
appeared. This means that the alternative al takes
no place. Hence the alternative a2 is realised and
we may delete /a2 from all facts. After deleting,
the contrary pair +c2 IN Mollusc and -a2 IN
Mollusc. Now it means that the fact base BF(2)
is inconsistent.
4. The CBRd language
4.1. Syntax
In CBRd there are four syntactic categories: Cterms (they denote classes), R-terms (denote
binary relations), P-terms (denote one-place predicates), and sentences.
R-terms:
• every relation name is a R-term

•

•
•
•
•
•

.
•

•

•

•
•
•

if Ti and T2 are R-terms then -Tls (TiAND
T2), (TjOR T2), INV(Ti), (Ti-T2), and (T,..Tj)
are also R-terms.
C-terms:
ALL and NULL are C-terms
every class name is a C-term;
if Ti and T2 are C-terms then -Ti, (Ti AND
T2), and (Ti OR T2) are also C-terms;
if Ti is a C-term and T2 is a P-term then
T, THAT IVis a C-term
if T] is a C-term and T2 is a R-term then (T2
/ TO and (T1//T2) are C-terms.
P-terms:
if Ti and T2 are P-terms then -Ti, (Ti AND
T2), and (Tj OR T2) are also P-terms
if Ti is a R-term, T2 is a C-term, c is a
constant, and X is a variable then TiEACH
T2, T^OME T2, TlC, Ti X are P-terms.
Sentences:
if q is a sentence and q does not begin with
the connective NOT then NOT q is a sentence;
if Ti, T2, and T3 are C-terms or they are Rterms then EXIST Ti, NULL T,, T, ISA T2,
Ti == T2, SOME T! ISA T2, and Ti AS T2
CANBE T3 are sentences;
if Ti is a C-term, T2 is a R-term, c and d are
constants then cISATi and cT2d are sentences
if Ti, T2 are C-terms and c is a constant then
cAST! CANBE T2;
if Ti is a C-term, T2 is a P-term, and X is a
variable then EACH T, T2, SOME T, T2,
EACH X Ti, and SOME X T2are sentences.

4.2. Denotative semantics
An interpretation / assigns to every class name C
and relation name R some subset 1(C) of a
universe U and some subset I(R) of the Carthesian product U x U respectively. Any interpreta-tion
I can be extended (in a standard manner by Tarski
method) on C-terms, R-terms, P-terms, and
sentences such that 7(T,) c U, 7(T2) c U x U,
7(T3): U -> {true, false}, and I(q) e {true, false}
for any C-term Th R-term T2, P-term T3, and
sentence q.
In particular, we define:
. /(T,ORT2)=/(T,)u/(T2);
. 7(INV(T)) = {(x,y) | (y,x)e/(T)};
• /(T,.T2) = {(x,y) | (X,Z)G/(T1) and
(z,y)e/(T2) for some z}
. 7(T c)(x) = true iff (x,c)e/(T);

•
•
•
•

/(Ti SOME T2)(x) = true iff (x,y)e/(Ti) for
some z;
/(Ti/ T2) = {x | (x,y)e/(T2) for some yeTO};
/(NULL T) = true iff 7(T) = 0;
/(EACH T!T2) = true iff/(T2)(x) = true for all
X6/(T,);

.

/(T, AS T2 CANBE T3) = true iff/(TOc /(T2)
and/(Ti)nI(T3)*0;etc.
By definition, a conceptual scheme S (in the
CBRd language) is a finite set of CBRd sentences.
5. Compilation of conceptual scheme
In Section 2 we have shown how to compile the
sentences of the form A ISA B, SOME A ISA B,
and A AS B CANBE C into productions. Let us
consider one more sentence form, EACH A B
SOME C. In a given interpretation / the sentence
asserts that for each x e /(A) there exists v e
/(C) such that (x,y)eI(B). Therefore a Skolem
function /exists such that (x, f(x))eI(B) aadffx)
e /(C) for any x e 1(A). This means that for any
object e e U either ee /(C) and (e, f(e)) e /(B)
or eg/(A). From here the following schemes of
productions are obtained:
X IN A => f(X) IN C; (X, f(X)) IN B,
f(X) IN -C => X IN -A,
(X, fl(X)) IN -B ==> X IN -A.
By the same argumentation line we determine
corresponding production schemes for all sentence schemes that are necessary to construct arbitrary CBRd sentences. This correspondence is
represented in the table used by the compiler of
conceptual schemes.
Let Pr(S) denote the production set which results
from compiling a conceptual scheme S. Here Pr(S)
acts on fact bases with the facts of the form +e IN
C or -e IN C where C is a concept name and e is a
member of the Herbrand universe H(S) associated
withS.
The Herbrand universe H(S) is the set of object
terms r and pairs (T, O) of object terms; the set of
object terms being generated from object names,
Skolem constants and functions extracted from the
Pr(S). A good few deduction algorithms for
conceptual schemes S in CBRd can be designed
with basing on various strategies of applying Pr(S)
to fact bases.
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6. Conclusion
The use of a special CONCEPT language to
describe intelligent agents is proposed. This
language has advanced facilities to describe the
agents mental properties due to its conceptorientation and, specifically, through the points of
reference and coreferentiality relation.
Moreover, the creation of multi-agent systems
supposes the agents collaboration that requires
knowledge updating and sharing. So the problem
of detecting knowledge subsumptions and inconsistencies arises that demands the development of
efficient procedures to maintain knowledge base
soundness. This problem is faced in this paper,
where a CONCEPT subset - the CBRd language,
being an extension of the CBR language - is
considered. A method of compiling declarative
knowledge into a set of production rules acting on
fact bases has been developed. In a sense it is close
to a well-known analytical tableaux method.
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Abstract •
Current interaction languages between agents use formally specified semantics and protocols to
allow good interoperability and understanding between agents. However, such a rigid
interaction model restrains interaction capabilities of agents. In this paper we propose a more
cognitive interaction model which allows open discussions between agents without strictly
predefined rules, but with a cognitive conversational tracking. We study this interaction model in
its theoretical aspects and practical aspects, first in the case of a conversation between two
agents, then in the case of a conversation between several agents.
Keywords: interaction, conversation, dialogism, meaning

1. Introduction
Nowadays, interactions between agents generally
use a formally defined interaction language and
interaction protocols. However, such a rigid
interaction model raises difficulties, particularly in
the case of interoperability of heterogeneous agents
or noisy communication channels. In addition, we
note that human interactions do not follows such
strict rules, but allow good interactions between
anybody even in a noisy environment. In this paper,
we propose to briefly present a human-inspired
interaction model called "dialogism", and our efforts
to port this cognitive-science theory to an
applicable interaction model for multi-agent
systems. Furthermore, we focus on the case where
more than two agents interact together.
The choice of a human-inspired interaction model
seems relevant since human-inspired metaphors
have always been a great source of inspiration in
Artificial Intelligence, and since we can experiment
in every day life that people can interact among
themselves despite the fact that they have different
experiences of the language, contrary to agents.
We first briefly present the "dialogism theory" from
a cognitive-science point of view, we then discuss
the benefits that multi-agent systems can earn of
using dialogism.
Afterwards, we present our effort to apply this
theory to define an interaction model for multiagent systems, specifically in the context of a
conversation between two agents, first its theoretical
aspects, then its practical aspects. We also present
experimental results from a dialogic prototype.
Then, before concluding, we propose to extend the
model presented in the second part to allow more
than two agents to discuss together, presenting

results from the adaptation of the previous
prototype.
2. Introducing Dialogism
2.1 The origins of dialogism
Very early, linguists, philosophers, semioticians
have perceived the fact that the meaning of a
message (which can be a speech act, but also a
gesture, a work, etc..) is not universal, but is coconstructed by the two interactors. More recently,
the semiotician and writer Umberto Eco analyses
"The interpretative co-operation in the narrative
texts" [Eco77]. Dialogism and its ideas have also
been studied in linguistics, management [Lei95] and
communication, but is a quite new concept in
multi-agent systems [CRPD98].
We have based our works on a conversational model
conceived at the Laboratory of Interaction
Psychology at the university of Nancy 2, which is
called interlocutionary logic [Bra92, Bra94, TB92].
The interlocutionary logic is a dialogisation of the
general formal semantics proposed by Vanderveken
[Van 88, Van90, Van91], itself being an enrichment
of the illocutionary logic [SV85].
The base of these theories is that any sentence is an
act, a speech act, and can be written in a F(P) form,
where F is the illocutionary force and P the
propositional content. The interlocutionary logic is
based on these works, and integrates non literal
aspects, in a radically dynamic perspective. This
logic is described in [Bra94]. Briefly, this
conversation model postulates that there is not a
single meaning exchanged by the interactors, but a
potential of meaning, and that this potential of
meaning is actualised by the two interactors in a
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dynamic and collective way, along the conversation
[BP99].
However, if interaction languages in multi-agent
systems generally integrates elements of this
illocutionary logic, it totally ignores the new aspects
of the interlocutionary logic. In the next section we
present some reasons for using dialogism as an
interaction model for multi-agent systems.
2.2 Why dialogism in MAS ?
Classic interaction languages like KQML [FFKE94]
or ACL FIPA [FIPA97] are not so far from a
Shannon-like communication model, where data
(meaning) is encoded by the emitter (the addresser),
carried by the medium, and then decoded by the
receiver (the addressee), even if they introduce some
elements of the speech act theory, formulated by
Searle and Vanderveken in [SV85]. The decoding
function is exactly the inverse function of the
encoding function, otherwise communication is not
possible. This approach of the communication
encounters its limits in multi-agent systems, where
the strict definition of interaction languages is a
bridle for the interoperability of open multi-agents
systems. Indeed, if we look at the (short) history of
standard agent communication languages, we see
that KQML, with its informal description of
semantics in natural language, suffers from several
incompatible flavours emerging from the standard.
To solve this problem, the FIPA foundation has
specified a communication language called ACL,
grounded on formally defined semantics, which
avoid any misinterpretation of semantics. However,
such strictly defined semantics constrains the agent
model too much, and impose a unique rigid model
on the agent developer. Furthermore, strict syntax,
semantics and protocols can easily lock interactions
in a noisy environment, as it can be observed in the
domain of robotics.
Moreover, it may seem strange that agents which
are said to be cognitive, and by definition
autonomous and free in their actions, are not able to
interpret messages using their own beliefs and
knowledge, but have to use instead a quite reactive
interaction model. The concept of interaction
protocols is unsatisfactory for the same reason :
interaction protocols should be an emergent
property of open interactions between cognitive
agents, but not a restriction on the communication
capabilities of agents.
The dialogic interaction model we present in this
paper, discharges the interactions from semantics
and protocol constraints, and compensates this
freedom by a dynamic cognitive conversational
tracking. Indeed, research on human communication
raises the fact that the meaning of a message is not
fixed and unique, but depends on the meaning the
addresser gives to it, but also (and especially) the
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meaning the addressee gives to it.
The following section describes our work trying to
adapt dialogism to multi-agent systems in the case
of a conversation between two agents [Ric98a].
3 Dialogism as an interaction model between
two agents
3.1 Theoretical aspects
In this section, we present the two key points that
we extract from the dialogism theory : the 'potential
of meaning' and the 'conversational tracking'.
The potential of meaning
Meaning is co-constructed by two interactors
(considered as being sincere and rational). More
precisely, the meaning of a sentence is not unique,
but potential. The addresser expresses a message,
that carries a meaning which is not universal, but
seems relevant to the addresser. The addressee
interprets the message, which means that he gives a
meaning to the message, according to its own
beliefs (about himself, the addresser, the language,
the conversational context, etc.).
Interpretation

Initial meanini

Final meaning

Addresser
| Message
| Addressee
Figure 1: the potential of meaning
The meaning the addressee interprets is not
necessary the meaning the addresser wants to
express. However, to allow both agents to
understand each other, a second key point of the
dialogism is necessary : the conversational tracking.
The conversational tracking
An agent has to infer what the agent he was
speaking to has interpreted from its message, in
order to maintain mutual understanding. More
precisely, we can distinguish three different
meanings for a single message :
-The meaning the addresser wants to give to its
message.
-The meaning the addressee interprets from the
message.
-The meaning the addresser thinks the addressee
has interpreted. This meaning evolves along the
conversation. From the addresser point of view, this
meaning is first checked and then replaces the first
meaning in the conversation trace if it is validated.
Clearly, the third meaning is the most complex to
infer, because it is deduced from the behaviour of

the addressee after he receives the message. But this
meaning is a key element for the mutual
understanding between the agents. Indeed, to
accomplish a successful communication, the
addresser has to check if the initial meaning he
wants to give to the message and the meaning he
thinks the addressee has interpreted are compatible.
If these two meanings do not differs too much, the
addresser silently solves the conflict, by accepting
the new meaning he thinks the addressee has
interpreted as the final meaning of the message in its
own conversation trace. On the other hand, if these
meanings are too different, the addresser explicits
the lack of understanding by re-expressing the same
meaning in a more precise way, or by expressing
explicitly the lack of understanding (As Richard
Nixon said : "I know you believe you understood
what you think I said, but I'm not sure you realize
what you heard is not what I meant to say... ")•
After presenting the theoretical frame, we present
our efforts to implement this dialogism model.
3.2 Tracks of implementation
Assumptions
We observe that dialogism is a highly cognitive
interaction model, which requires a high level of
intelligence from the agents, especially for the
conversational tracking. Conversational tracking
requires that the agents own a representation of its
interlocutors, a representation of the conversation
involving several speaking turns, and a reasoning
system on these representations. Hopefully, it is
possible to drastically restrain this complexity by a
restriction of the ontology of the conversation. With
a reduced ontology, the propositional content of a
sentence can not be interpreted in a lot of different
ways. As an example, in a scheduling ontology, a
sentence like "I suggest Monday at 12" is composed
of the illocutionary force "suggest" and the
propositional content "Monday at 12" [Van90,
Van91]. The propositional content can not be
misinterpreted, so the dialogic model is too heavy
and is useless for such a content. On the other hand,
the illocutionary force is still dialogic, and may be
interpreted in different ways. But the detection of
misinterpretations of the illocutionary force along
the conversation is quasi-impossible because the
indices of illocutionary force misinterpretation are
too small to allow a good conversational tracking.
We choose to use a restricted model of dialogism
with no cognitive conversational tracking to allow
to study ways to implement the potential of
meaning concept in multi-agent systems without
having to conceive a complex cognitive agent
model.
We also assume in order to simplify the agent s
conception, that agents manipulate precise (non

dialogic) internal meanings, and that only the interagent messages are dialogic.
Operational model
As shown in the previous assumptions, we plan to
implement only the potential of meaning concept.
We therefore propose a general operational model of
this concept, and a way to implement this model
with conversation patterns.
The potential of meaning is generated during the
expression process, which transforms a precise
meaning into a potential of meaning, taking into
account the agent's knowledge and beliefs about
himself, the others, the conversational context and
the language itself. The potential of meaning is then
transmitted to the receiving agent, who has to
reduce this potential to a precise meaning. This is
done by the interpretation process, which uses the
receiver's knowledge and beliefs about himself, the
others, the conversation context and the language
itself (which are not necessarily the same as the
sender's ones) [Ali97, Ric98a]. The precise format
of the message is not defined and depends on the
implementation chosen for the expression and the
interpretation processes. We illustrate how a simple
dialogic system should look like in the following
figure.
Emitter
Precise meaning
to express

Receiver
Precise meaning
interpreted

Knowledge base

Knowledge base
Message containing a
meaning potential

Figure 2 : The operational model
However, this model does not describe how the
expression and interpretation functions have to be
implemented. In the following section we propose a
way to implement these functions using
conversation patterns.
Conversation patterns
The conversion between the precise meaning and
the potential of meaning is done by a translation
table. The table contains several conversation
patterns, which are quite similar to those presented
in B. Moulin works [BM97]. A conversation pattern
contains a symbol representing a potential of
meaning, and the precise meaning attached to it. A
conversation pattern can be used in both the
expression process and the interpretation process.
To express a precise meaning, the agent should
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choose the conversation pattern which has a precise
meaning that matches the best, and then emit the
corresponding symbol. To interpret a symbol, the
agent should find the corresponding symbol in its
conversation pattern and then use the corresponding
precise meaning. We can observe that the larger the
collection of conversation patterns is, the richer the
communication can be. Indeed, a rich collection of
conversation patterns allows the agents to exchange
subtle meanings. Moreover this collection of
conversation patterns has to be private to the agent,
that means that to really study the impact of
dialogism, the agents should have slightly different
conversation patterns. If they are too similar, there
is no potential of meaning, if they are too different,
communication
is
impossible.
The
same
phenomenon occurs with human languages : there
are common references to a language, but each
person has a slightly different perception of the
meaning of the words. An example of a
conversation pattern is given below. In this example
the symbol is "SUGGEST" (we assume that only
the illocutionary force is dialogic), and the precise
meaning is given by two components of the
illocutionary force : the illocutionary point
(Assertive) and the degree of strength (0.9).
-Symbol : SUGGEST
-Illocutionary point : Assertive
-Degree of strength : 0.3
Note that each agent can have a different precise
meaning for the same symbol. A message carrying
this potential of meaning can be for instance :
<SUGGEST><"Monday 15:30">
Where we clearly remark the F(P) form, with a
dialogic illocutionary force associated with a nondialogic propositional content.
3.3 Experimental results
We have chosen to test this way of implementation
in a classical negotiation problem : the automated
meeting scheduler [Sen97]. This application domain
has the double advantage to be a classical and well
documented negotiation problem and to be an usual
inter-human discussion subject, which permits us to
easily validate the approach by human observations
and participation to the dialogues, considering
dialogism as a human-inspired interaction model.
We suppose that two agents take an appointment for
a day and a time of the week. Each agent has a
diary, with an occupation estimation for each hour
of the day, between 0 and 1. The goal of each agent
is to negotiate an appointment for the lowest
occupation time slice. To simplify the analysis of
the results, two simple diaries have been used : the
"early" diary and the "late" diary. They only focus
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on one day of the week (monday), the other days are
declared "overloaded". The early diary shows a
continuous progression of the occupation charge
from 8:00 (0.0) to 18:00 (1.0), whereas the late
diary shows a continuous decreasing of the
occupation charge for the same schedule. The best
compromise for both agents is to take an
appointment for 13:00.
Load factor

5

ill

Late
Early

-^t-

8:00 10:00 12:00 14:00 16:00 18:00
Figure 3: The "late" and "early" diaries.
The agents use 10 different selected symbols to
discuss : assert, ask, tell, insist, maintain,
hypothesise, request, solicit, sustain and suggest,
which are chosen from the Vanderveken trees of
performatives [Van90, Ali97, Ric98a]. Each agent
associates its own meaning to these symbols by the
way of their personal conversation patterns. These
conversation patterns have been build from a
questionnaire filled in by several people. The
scheduling part of the agents is constructed using
simple scheduling heuristics, which work well
enough for this application domain, and allows us to
concentrate our efforts on the interaction part of
agents. These heuristics are not described here, they
simply implement common sense rules of
scheduling.
An example of a dialogue between the agent Peter,
with the "early" diary, and the agent John, with the
"late" diary, is given in figure 4.

point of dialogism, the conversational tracking.
John: <Hypothesise><Monday 18:00>
Peter: <HypothesisexMonday 8:00>
John: <Assert><No>
Peter: <SuggestxMonday 9:00>
John: <HypothesisexMonday 18:00>
Peter: <Hypothesise><Monday 9:00>
John: <TellxMonday 17:00>
Peter: <SuggestxMonday 10:00>
John: <AssertxNo>
Peter: <AskxMonday 9:00>
John: <InsistxNo>
Peter: <SuggestxMonday 11:00>
John: <MaintainxNo>
Peter: <TellxMonday 12:00>
John: <SuggestxMonday 18:00>
Peter: <SustainxNo>
John: <HypothesisexMonday 17:00>
Peter: <AskxMonday 13:00>
John: <TellxYes>
Figure 4 : example of dialogue between two agents

The dialogue is rather long because the two diaries
do not allow for a trivial appointment, so agents
have to converge by "trial and errors" towards the
best compromise. Agents evaluate the force of the
answers to their propositions in order to guess the
other's diary, but each agent has its proper
perception of this force, according to its
conversation patterns. When an agent accepts a
proposed date, the appointment is made, and the
dialogue is finished.
We observe that despite the absence of protocols (a
question can follow another question), and the shifts
of meaning between the two agents, the dialogues
always converge near the best compromise.
We have presented dialogism in the case of a
discussion between two agents. However, multiagent systems are generally composed of more than
two agents, so we should adapt dialogism to take
into account this particularity [Ric98b].
4. From two to several: the multi-dialogism
The dialogism theory is applicable to the dialogue
between two agents. In this section, we will study
which extensions are needed in order to generalise
the dialogism for a dialogue between more than two
agents.
4.1 Theoretical aspects
The potential of meaning
The first key element of dialogism, the potential of
meaning, is not really affected by multi-dialogism,
the only important point is that for multi-dialogism,
a single potential of meaning is interpreted in
several different ways by different agents. This
multiplication of interpretations for the same
message is not without influence for the second key

The conversational tracking
Indeed, if we look at the three meanings we have
distinguished in section 3.1 for a single message, we
can observe that in a dialogue between n agents :
- the meaning the addresser wants to give to its
message is already a single meaning,
- there are n-\ meanings that the n-1 addressees
interpret from the message,
- the meaning the addresser thinks the addressees
have interpreted raises a difficulty.
Indeed, if we suppose that the addresser calculates
n-\ of such meanings (one for each addressee), he
needs at least n-1 return messages to infer these
meanings. Now these return messages are
themselves dialogic messages, so each addressee
will wait for n-1 return messages to track its
meaning (we suppose that every communication is
broadcasted). As a result, we may have a
combinatorial explosion ((n-l)(n-l)(n-l)...) of the
number of messages needed to achieve the meaning
negotiated and accepted by all the agents. This
problem can not appear when only two agents
discuss, because when n=2, ((n-l)(n-l)(n-l)...)=l,
reflecting the fact that the meaning can be
negotiated among two agents in a finite number of
speech turns.
To solve this problem, we need to re-binarise the
relations between agents. This binarisation is
achieved by the representation that the addresser has
of its addressees. Instead of taking in account all its
addressees, the addresser takes its addressees as a
single audience. This audience is a virtual agent
composed of all the addressees, complying with
recent research on recursive multi-agent systems.
The addresser may use an audience model made out
of its knowledge of its addressees, and then infer the
third meaning from the feedback of its audience.
With this model, dialogism becomes computational
again.
If a message coming from the audience reflects a
misunderstanding, the addresser can correct it in two
different ways, depending on its evaluation of the
source of the misunderstanding :
- If the addresser believes that the lack of
understanding is due to a too fuzzy expression of the
potential of meaning, he will continue to consider
its audience as being "unique", and will solve the
lack of understanding by re-expressing more clearly
the potential of meaning (or at least expliciting the
lack of understanding). This strategy may be
dangerous if only one addressee of the audience has
misunderstood the potential of meaning, because the
other addressees who have understood it well may
be confused by the re-expression or the
explicitation of a lack of understanding.
- If the addresser believes that the lack of
understanding is due to the wrong interpretation of a
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single addressee in its audience, he can solve the
lack of understanding by taking apart the agent
which is the source of the lack of understanding,
and negotiate the meaning with him by a private
communication ' link.
When the lack of
understanding is solved with this agent, the dialogue
is resumed in broadcast mode. This strategy can be
very expensive if several agents in the audience
have misunderstood the meaning because the
addresser has to re-negotiate the meaning with each
of them.
The choice of the good strategy is important, and
has to be based on the estimation by the addresser of
the origin of the lack of understanding : is it a
wrong expression or a wrong interpretation ? The
same dilemma occurs when a teacher, seeing that a
student misunderstood a lesson, has to decide
between re-explaining the lesson to the entire class
or re-explaining it to the student in private.
However, these advanced theoretical aspects of the
conversational tracking needs to be studied in more
detail to issue to a practical implementation.
4.2 Towards
dialogism

implementation

of

multi

The levels of communication
We can distinguish three distinct levels of
negotiation in dialogue between several entities :
- The speaking turn negotiation : who takes the
floor to speak ? This level is necessary because of
the asynchronous communication mode induced by
the number of agents involved and the protocol-free
dialogue context of dialogism.
- The message meaning negotiation : what does it
mean ? This level is the dialogic meaning
negotiation.
- The main negotiation : what did it propose to me
? This level expresses the domain dependent
negotiation.
The speaking turn negotiation : communication
channel and time model
In this context, the word "negotiation" is too strong.
Indeed, because speaking turn negotiation occurs at
each speaking turn, the negotiation should be
extremely simple. In fact it looks more like a simple
mutual exclusion algorithm, but behind this
algorithm, is defined the environment in which the
agents evolves. Before explaining how the agents
negotiate the speaking turn, we have to present the
communication channel and the time model.
We made the assumption that communication
between agents is asynchronous (i.e. each agent can
start to speak at any time) and broadcasted. Such
communication channel is needed to allow any
agent to speak without any global or predefined
constraints,
like
communication
protocols.
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Moreover natural dialogues between humans use
such a type of channel, so dialogism, as a humaninspired communication model, has to deal with it.
In this natural communication model, time is
continuous, and each person may speak at any time.
If two persons start to speak (approximately) at the
same time, the overlap is detected by the speakers,
who then stop speaking and negotiate who speaks
first.
This natural communication model has inspired a
hardware communication protocol called Ethernet
(IEEE 802.3), in which time is also continuous, and
where the computers emit messages on the same
wire, which plays the role of the broadcast channel,
the overlap of two messages being called a collision.
When we try to translate this hardware
communication
protocol
into
a
software
communication protocol, the main problem we face
is that time is usually not continuous in a software
environment, but discrete. The time can be
continuous in the case of real-time agents, but this
hypothesis has to be rejected because it introduces
an execution time bias which is undesirable for the
needs of the experiment. Thus we need a form of
"virtual" time, which is discrete at the computer
execution level, and quasi-continuous at the agent
level.
This is achieved through the following time model:
the time is measured in time turns. At each time
turn, each agent has in turn the possibility to emit a
message to the other agents (in a broadcasted way).
Agents are not forced to emit at each time turn. On
the contrary, they should not emit too often to avoid
collisions. When a message is emitted by an agent,
it is retransmitted to every agents at the next time
turn, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 5 : time model used for the speaking turn
negotiation

If two agents emit a message at the same time turn,
a collision occurs, and the agents have to re-emit
their messages with a random delay, as done in the
Ethernet protocol. With a sufficient time-spacing of
communicational intentions of the agents, we can
diminish statistically the problem of message
collisions.
With this model, we reach our goals : all agent has
an execution slice (of any real-time duration) at
each time turn, but from the point of view of the

agent, the virtual time seems quasi-continuous.
The message meaning negotiation
This negotiation level corresponds to the dialogic
meaning negotiation. As we have discussed before,
the transition from two to several dialoguing agents
entails modifications to the theory mainly on the
level of the conversational tracking, but not on the
level of the concept of potential of meaning. So, as
we assume in our operational model that we
implement only the potential of meaning concept,
the operational model does not need further
modifications in order to work in a multi-dialogic
context.
Also,
the
conversation
patterns
implementation works fine in this context.
However, beyond the simple potential of meaning
concept, any form of conversational tracking or
conversation representation should be modified to
take into account the capability of several agents to
discuss together..
The main negotiation
This negotiation corresponds to the goal of the
conversation between agents, and depends on the
chosen application domain. It is up to the multiagent system's conceiver to define negotiation rules
that deal with the fact that several agents participate
at the negotiation.
4.3 Experimental results
We have applied the multi-dialogism model to the
previously presented scheduling application. The
new communication channel and time model have
been implemented, and agents have been slightly
modified to work with it. Agents listen at the
communication channel. When they receive a
message, they compute a corresponding answer and
its strength. They then wait for a time inversely
proportional to this strength before answering. If a
message is sent by another agent in this timespan,
the agent resigns its scheduled answer and
recalculates another one corresponding to the new
message. So the dialogue is open, and only the most
important messages are expressed (more precisely
the messages that their senders think to be
important). The "audience" concept presented in
section 4.1 is also used. Indeed, agents do not know
exactly who participates at the negotiation, and
represent other agents as a unique synthetic agent.
This allows a fully decentralised negotiation, where
agents can enter or leave the discussion at any time.
The conclusion of the negotiation is also
decentralised. Indeed, when an agent has accepted a
proposed date, he will never change its point of
view until another agent refuses or proposes another
date. So when all agents have accepted a proposed
date, none of them have communicational

intentions, and the consensus emerges when the
communication channel becomes silent for a long
period of virtual time.
An example of a dialog between the agent Peter,
with the "early" diary, the agent Henry, with the
"early" diary, and the agent John ,with the "late"
diary, is given in figure 6.
John: <HypothesisexMonday 18:00>
Peter: <SuggestxMonday 8:00>
John: <AssertxNo>
Peter: <AskxMonday 9:00>
John: <AssertxNo>
Henry: <HypothesisexMonday 10:00>
John: <AssertxNo>
Peter: <TellxMonday 11:00>
Henry: <SustainxYes>
John: <SuggestxMonday 18:00>
Peter: <SustainxNo>
John: <MaintainxNo>
Henry: <AskxMonday 12:00>
John: <InsistxNo>
Peter: <TellxMonday 11:00>
Henry: <SustainxYes>
John: <HypothesisexMonday 17:00>
Henry: <AffirmxNo>
Peter: <SuggestxMonday 11:00>
John: <AssertxNo>
Peter: <AffirmxMonday 13:00>
John: <InsistxYes>
Henry: <Tell><Yes>
Figure 6 : Example of dialog between three agents.
We observe that in that case, a single acceptation is
not enough to conclude the negotiation. All parties
have to accept the same date. When it is done, the
dialogue stops by itself. We also observe that the
dialogue is longest than in a dialog of two agents,
because of the number of agents involved, but this
lengthening is limited by the speaking turn policy
which allows to express the strongest constraints
sooner than the weakest ones.
5. Conclusion and perspectives
Dialogism is a promising interaction model, which
allows open conversations between agents without
any predefined interaction constraints, enabling an
easiest interoperability between agents, a lower
sensibility to communication noise, and also a more
natural interaction between humans and agents.
However, the dialogism theory is so complex that
only a small subset, the potential of meaning, has
been implemented and tested. Conversational
tracking, which is the core of dialogism, is still at a
theoretical level, and needs to be better formalised.
Even if dialogism, as a human-inspired interaction
model, seems to require a very high level of
intelligence from the agents, the gains it brings to
multi-agents interaction are so promising that we
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can not step aside of it, possibly at the expense of
some adaptations to better integrate it into multiagent systems and to reduce its complexity.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a problem of generating of study plans in the virtual learning environment, which we have named EVA (states for Virtual Learning Spaces in Spanish). Planning of
trajectories and scheduling of learning activities in loosely coupled knowledge domains are performed for each student within a number of temporal and spatial constraints. A model of knowledge for each domain is represented as a type of semantic network, called a concept graph. Cooperative agents responsible for local planning and scheduling are associated with each knowledge
domain. A planning procedure overAND-OR graphs is used to generate plan alternatives. A number of heuristics are applied while agent is committed to a particular local plan, which is communicated to the agents controlling related domains. Multistage negotiation algorithm provides
means by which an agent can acquire enough knowledge to reason about the impact of his local
planes and to achieve globally consistent solution. A facilitator agent coordinates agent's activity.
Prototypes of agents have been developed using JDK 1.2 and JATLite packages.
Keywords: multi-agent systems, planning, negotiation, virtual learning environment.
1. Introduction
Since their conception more than a quarter of a
century ago, knowledge-based learning environments have offered significant potential for fundamentally changing the educational process [2, 16,
25]. The key feature of these systems is the possibility to acquire, represent and use knowledge.
This knowledge usually contains a model of problem domain, a model of student's beliefs, and a
model of teaching strategies and styles. A problem
domain model is an agglutinating center, which
relates the concepts to be taught, is used to define
student's state in the knowledge space and to find
solutions and applicable rules to present knowledgeable feedback to students. Thereby it allows to
include learning, reasoning and activities planning
capabilities into the characteristics of virtual
learning environments.
Nevertheless, despite of many expectations, few
learning environments have made the difficult
1

transition from the laboratory to the classroom, so
the development of pedagogically sound tools has
been the time challenge. The investigation project,
which we have named EVA (Espacios Virtuales de
Aprendizaje in Spanish - Virtual Learning Spaces),
applies the methodology and tools of Distance
Learning and Intelligent Tutoring Systems to obtain
a new paradigm of the Configurable Collaborative
Learning [18]. This project is dedicated to the research and development of pedagogic models and
information technologies that provide spaces of
knowledge, collaboration, consulting, and experimentation for supporting the learning activities of
teams separated geographically that maintain common conversations, matters, and projects.
Agent technology is the promising way to approach
these problems. The notion of agents is the central
part of contemporary learning environments, where
they act as virtual tutors, virtual students or learning
companions, virtual personal assistants that help students to learn, mine information, manage and sched-

The work is supported by CONACyT and IPN, Mexico
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ule their learning activities [1, 9, 14, 17]. The use
of intelligent agents is supposed to help to make a
further step in developing customized learning experiences composed of customized sequences of
units of learning material (ULM), each of them
located anywhere [11].
The main purpose of our project is to develop
models, architectures and multi-agent environment
for collaborative learning and experimentation.
The focus of this paper is one of these problems:
learning activities planning and scheduling. The
conceptual architecture of EVA is structured into
four essential knowledge elements formed by four
information deposits and a set of programs called
Virtual Learning Spaces. These spaces are:
• knowledge - all the necessary information to
learn,
• collaboration - real and virtual companions
that get together to learn,
• consultation - instructors or assessors (also real
and virtual), who give the right direction for
learning and consult doubts, and
• experimentation - the practical work of the
students in virtual environment to obtain practical knowledge and abilities.
To navigate these learning spaces, a learner needs
his personal routes (study plans) suggested in an
automatic manner by EVA. So, the purpose on the
planning system is to design a particular learning
trajectory for each student in the learning spaces
and schedule it in time. At the next stage, personalized books, called Multibooks, are armed by
concatenating of selected ULM along the learning
trajectory for each knowledge domain. In the same
way, groups of students with similar interests are
arranged.
The problem of planning and scheduling belongs
to the area of combinatorial problem solving, difficult to be efficiently solved in a traditional way,
including traditional knowledge-based approach
developed during last two decades. Now it seems,
that multiagent system (MAS) technology is one of
the most promising ways to manage this challenge
due to a distributed way of tasks solving [5, 10,
15], where agents make their local decisions on
plan fragments and negotiate the global decision.
A distributed way of decision making means that
each agent must make his local decision having a
deficit of information about environment and other
agents, resulting in conflicts between the decisions.
The common idea in all distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) contributions is that agents use negotiation for conflict resolution and hence the basic
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idea behind negotiation is reaching a consensus.
Probably, the most commonly used negotiation protocols for task and resource allocation and coordination among agents is the Contract-Net Protocol
(CNP) and auction-based protocol, both developed
for centralized way of resource allocation [7, 21,
24]. Recently, these protocols were investigated by a
number of authors, where it was shown that they
propose an efficient way for self-interested agent
behavior coordination [8, 22].
In this paper, we consider the use of multistage negotiations algorithm among agents of MAS that have
to solve a complex combinatorial task of planning
and scheduling of learning activities that makes it
possible to detect and to resolve subgoal interactions
and conflicts. It can be considered as an extension of
CNP, because multiple contracting mechanism is
applied. The most close task statement is one considered in [5], which was applied to traffic planning
and control of a complex communications system. In
the framework of their model, a cooperation strategy
in which agents iteratively exchange tentative and
high level partial results of their local subtasks, was
generated. This strategy results in solutions, which
are incrementally constructed to converge on a set of
complete local solutions, which are globally consistent.
A specific feature of the task statement in this paper,
in general, is that we aim at solving tasks of planning and scheduling, which complexity is conditioned by real time, temporal, and other constraints
imposed on synchronous collaborative learning activities. In our case agents are not self-interested,
they cooperate to satisfy a global goal - to generate
acceptable study plans.
In the paper, we focus on the problem of planning of
collaborative learning activities, negotiation algorithm, domain agent and MAS architectures, and
implementation. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. In section 2, we discuss the problem statement of formation of study plans in the virtual
learning environment on conceptual level. The
problem is specified as a task of dynamic planning
and scheduling of learning trajectories in the knowledge domains represented as a type of semantic network, called a concept graphs. In section 3, a model
of problem solving based on goals definition within
the constraints is considered. In section 4, the main
idea of algorithm of multistage negotiation is described. In section 5, domain planning agent's and
MAS architectures are considered and implementation details are discussed. Finally, section 6 is devoted to the discussion of the proposed algorithm in
the context of different negotiation techniques. In

conclusion we present the main results of the paper
and outline directions of future work.

^ Tt < Tc , where Tc is a time constraint
i=i

2. Problem statement
At the current stage of experiment, the Virtual
Learning Spaces are associated with the knowledge
taxonomy of Computer Science at the Master of
Science level. To represent this taxonomy we have
proposed a model based on the hierarchy of
knowledge domains and concept graph representation of knowledge.
2.1 Trajectory planning in the knowledge
space
Let us consider the problem of planning of student's trajectories over the knowledge space. The
model of knowledge is represented in the form of a
concept graph G. The concepts at any level of abstraction (courses, ULM or elementary concepts)
and relations between them (uni- and bidirectional, in general) correspond to the nodes and
arcs of the graph respectively. Each node / has a
number of attributes, including its weight (node
ratio) that means the importance to achieve a final
goal of learning Ih knowledge constraints (prerequisites) Pij and estimated time to learn the concept
T(. A precedence relation i->j is used to relate concepts that means that concept '/' has to be learned
directly before the concept 'j'. Knowledge constraint attribute Py captures a prerequisite relation
k—>j that means that concept k' is needed to learn
the concept 'j', but not necessarily precedes it. Each
arc (i, j) also has its weight (relation ratio) that
means the strength of relationship or the necessity
of the previous concept for the next one Ny. All the
ratios are estimated from "not necessary" to
"obligatory" and are represented using 5-valued
numeric ranking scale from 0.2 to 1. To capture the
fact that it can be necessary to learn two or more
concepts to proceed with the next one, AND arcs
are used.
Alternative paths mean different options for learning. Alternative routes are analyzed basing on the
following decision criterion (to be maximized):
n

EI*N

, where n is a number of nodes on the
route.

The semantics of this criterion is that generally
more long paths are preferable to be selected if and
only if they are consistent with a temporal constraint:

Figure 1 shows an excerpt from the domain model
for the "Distributed Intelligent Systems" (DIS)
course, adapted syllabus of which is shown in Table
1. It can be seen that the ULMs of this Multibook
use concepts from a number of other Multibooks as
prerequisites: Object Oriented Programming (OOP),
AI, Mathematical Logic (ML) and Distributed Systems (DS). It should be mentioned that at this figure
from all the prerequisites only a fragment of AI
course concept model is shown.
While selecting the alternatives, we are usually interested not in one and the only but in a number of
them. An E-conformation is introduced, which
means the possibility to initially accept first E alternatives.
It is extremely difficult to generate learning trajectories in a general case even at the level of ULM, because of a concept graph dimensions. So, the idea of
the proposed model is to capture the natural differences and similarities between the graph fragments,
introducing the concept of knowledge domain.
2.2 Model of knowledge domains
A subset G' of graph G can be divided in knowledge
domains if and only if the following conditions are
fulfilled. There exist a collection D0 Pi , ... , D„ ,
n>2, of subgraphs G\ for which:

•

DonDt-0

•

The subgraph D0 has outgoing edges (of precedence) to each subgraph A
The subgraph D0 has no incoming edges (of
precedence) from any subgraph A
In each domain A there exist at least one node
that has no outgoing edges (of precedence).

•
•

The subgraph D0 is called the "common domain" for
the domains Dlt ... ,D„. Note that the division of the
graph G in knowledge domains not necessary is
unique. Domains also can have common (shared)
nodes or intersections. This definition can be used to
obtain decompositions successively from whatever
subgraph.
An example of knowledge domain decomposition is
shown in fig. 2. The node N16 is the intersection of
the domains D, and D3 and pertains to the both of
them. The common domain for the domains Dj, D2,
D3 is Do = {N,, N4i N7}. In the subgraph G '= {N5, N6i
Nu. Nu. Nu N15} of the domain D2, D'0= {Ns, N6,
N13} is the common domain for the subdomains
{NnNu}y{N14}.
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Figure 1. A fragment of a concept graph for a Multibook on DIS
Node
number

ULM title

Al

A6

Introduction to agents
and MAS
Agents: definitions y
classifications
Shared knowledge and
general ontology
Agent oriented software
engineering
Agent oriented programming
Communication in MAS

A7
A8

Interaction in MAS
Mobile agents

A9

Formal specifications of
MAS
MAS frameworks and
development tools
Examples of software
agents

A2
A3
A4
A5

A10
All

Prerequisites

Artificial Intelligence
Object oriented
programming
Mathematical
logic
Distributed
systems
Distributed
systems

Importance
Time
ratio
duration
0.6

4

1.0

4

0.4

6

0.8

4

1.0

10

1.0

12

1.0
0.4

6
4

0.8

6

1.0

6

0.6

4

Table 1: A fragment from the "Distributed Intelligent Systems" Multibook syllabus
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This model has the following semantics. Knowledge domains have a hierarchic structure that corresponds to different areas and levels of abstraction: common domain, specialty domains, subspecialty domains. For example, common domain
consists of OOP, Data Base Design (DBD), Discrete Mathematics (DM) courses, etc. Domain of
AI consists of AI, Logic Programming (LP), ML
courses, etc., and contains several sub-domains:
Knowledge Based Systems (KBS), Automatic
Learning, Natural Language, Vision and Robotics.
It should be mentioned that the DIS course is an
example of the domain intersection, it pertains to
the KBS subspecialty, DS and Software Engineering specialty domains.
Usually, courses pertaining to different levels of
abstraction can be studied simultaneously. It means
that they do not have precedence relations between
them. Maximum time duration for each level in the
global study plan is also constraint. These temporal
constraints are used to schedule student's learning
activities.
Initial study plan and learning activities scheduling
is generated on the following basis:
(i) Student's initial knowledge state is detected
by means of a knowledge prospecting evaluation in the common domain, which is also related to the areas of Computer Science at the
graduate level according to the model, proposed by the ACM [4],
(ii) Student's interests in terms of sub-specialty or
separated courses from the area, which defines student's final state in the knowledge
space.
Initial student's knowledge is considered as initial
conditions for the common domain, which means
that students even with the same interests have different learning trajectories. The difference between
the two types of final state definition is also very
important for planning. The later case is more general one, because it can result in plan generation,
initiated from different knowledge domains.
Planning process always starts from the final state
in a backward chaining manner. Later on, each
time a student pass through the exam, the system
evaluates his knowledge and tries to infer the reasons of his misunderstandings. It can result in the
goal redefinition and, as a consequence, reestablishment of a new study plan, taking his current
state into account. Since a student is studying simultaneously a number of courses, the conditions
which give rise to goal instantiation may be observed at more than one place on the general con-

cept graph, and the same goal may be instantiated in
two or more domains independently.
To perform planning and scheduling within the
MAS paradigm, we propose to associate a planning
agent with each domain model. These agents must
have goal and belief representation capabilities to
fulfill the task. Since knowledge domains are interconnected, their local goals and decisions are also
interconnected. A multistage negotiation algorithm
provides means by which an agent can acquire
enough knowledge to reason about the impact of his
local decisions and modify its behavior accordingly
to construct a globally consistent decision. A special
coordinator agent facilitates communication and performs managing activities. This conceptualization
can also be expanded to other problem areas, where
problem decomposition into domains and subdomains is possible and necessary depending on the
problem's complexity.
3. Knowledge representation for planning
In this section we characterize a problem-solving
model in which multistage negotiation is useful. For
the illustration purposes, throughout the rest of the
paper we shall consider a simplified example of
study plan generation at the level of ULM, which
involves a student, who has to study the "Intelligent
Distributed Systems" course. Its concept graph
model was discussed in the previous section.
When viewed from a global perspective, plan generation produces a number of alternative study plans
for each student. Each plan fragment, as represented
in Table 2 for the DIS course, is a list of alternating
nodes and links, traversing the proposed study paths.
Suppose that a planning agent A (responsible for the
KBS sub-specialty domain) is associated with it. To
clarify the example, we have adopted a naming convention for goals and alternative plans, which incorporates the goal and plan number; thus some of alternative plans for the student alm-1 are designated
gl/pl, gl/p2, gl/p3 and gl/p4. The decision criterion
value for each plan alternative is shown in the second column of Table 2.
Plan fragments for goal gl to plan learning activities for the student alm-1 (agent A domain):
Goal/ Deci- Route
plan
sion
criterion
gl/pl

5.24

(A1:L1: A2:L4: DS' : A8:L7:
A6:L9:
A7:L11:
A10:L12:
A11:L13:A12)
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gl/p2

8.2

gl/p3

3.88

gl/p4 5.24

(A1:L1: [A2:L3: 'AI' : A3:L5:
'ML' : A5:L6], [A2:L2: 'OOP' :
A4:L8: A9:L10], [A2:L4: 'DS' :
A8:L7]: 'DS' : A6:L9: A7:L11:
A10:L12:A11:L13:A12)
(A1:L1: A2:L2: 'OOP' : A4:L8:
A9:L10: A10:L12: A11:L13:
A12)
(A1:L1: A2:L3: 'AI' : A3:L5:
'ML' : A5:L6: 'DS' : A6:L9:
A7:L11: A10.L12: A11:L13:
Al 2)

Table 2. Alternative study plan fragments
In this example, two plan alternatives (pi and p3)
have the same value of the decision criterion. For
the local conflicts resolution the minimum commitment heuristic rule is applied. It means that the
plan alternative with fewer relations with other
domains will be given a major priority (pi in this
case).
An agent cannot simply satisfy a local goal by
choosing any plan fragment according to the decision criterion, but must coordinate its choice so
that it is compatible with those of other agents.
Relations with other domains are reflected in Table
2 by including respective prerequisite courses into
the learning trajectory notation.
When viewed from the perspective of the system
goal, the global study plan appears as an AND-OR
tree progressing from the system goal (global study
plan at the root), down through goals and plans, to
local plan fragments distributed among the agents.
Formulation of a plan as a conjunction of plan
fragments induces a set of compatibility constraints
on the local choices an agent makes in satisfaction
of global goals. An agent generally does not have
complete knowledge about these compatibility sets.
In our application domain, constraints are divided
into two categories: local and global constraints.
Global constraints are usually temporal ones, e.g.
the time at student's disposal to learn the material.
Local constraints include a number of students,
simultaneously studying the same material, a number of students to form teams (usually from 5 to 7),
available resources, etc. A common domain has a
special sort of constraints: each plan fragment has
to meet student's initial conditions.
From an agent-centered perspective, plan fragment
selection is constrained by local resource availability. An agent cannot choose to execute a set of
alternative plan fragments that require more local
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resources than are available. For example, if an
agent has already assigned 7 students to go through
the second route, it can select only other alternatives
because of team size constraint. So, from each
agent's perspective, the search is over a group of alternatives subject to a set of local resource constraints and a set of global constraints imposed by
actions of other agents.
Multistage negotiation provides a mechanism by
which agents coordinate their actions in selecting
plans subject to both local and global constraints.
Knowledge about domain model, constraint and heuristic rules is stored in the agent's local knowledge
base (LKB). Dynamic information, such as plan alternatives and constraints is stored in form of beliefs,
which along with capabilities and committed alternatives form agent's mental states. As additional
constraints are added to an agent's mental states, its
local feasibility tree is augmented to reflect what it
has learned. Details on constraint representation and
satisfaction can be found in [23]. Domain agent architecture reflecting described model is shown in
fig. 3.
4. Algorithm of multistage planning
In this section we discuss the general strategy, then
provide more details to the role of negotiation in it.
To make these concepts concrete, multistage negotiation is applied to the simplified planning problem,
which has been discussed.
4.1 A general planning strategy
Multistage negotiation provides means by which an
agent can acquire enough knowledge to reason about
the impact of his local decisions and modify its behavior accordingly. The algorithm consists of the
following stages of planning and scheduling:
1. construction of the space of alternative plans,
2. plan commitment,
3. scheduling of committed plan alternatives.
The first stage of agent's activity is a phase of study
plan generation. At this stage, a coordinator agent
initializes a terminal agent (that controls a domain
model having terminal nodes for study plan - usually
a sub-specialty domain agent) to generate alternatives for study plans for the controlled area. Learning routs are generated based on the information
contained in the concept graph. While doing that,
each planning agent ascertains what alternatives for
partial goal satisfaction are locally possible and assigns a rate for each plan according to the decision
criterion.
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Which alternative choice obtains the highest rate,
depends upon the adopted criterion. In our case, it
is the integrated importance of the route with time
duration of the route as a cost function. In the case
of competitive learning, for example, it can be the
most complete study plan (maximum time). Since
at this stage, only one stage of negotiation, as in
conventional CNP, is used, we shall not consider
the details of plan generation here. A modification
of a well-known Dijkstra shortest path algorithm is
used for each plan fragment generation [6]. These
alternative plan fragments are used as a starting
point to initialize other agents.

ers. Impact of local actions is reported as confirmation that a tentative local choice is a good one or as
negative information reflecting nonlocal resource
conflict. The agent rerates its own local goals using
the new knowledge and possibly retracts its tentative
resource commitment in order to make a more informed choice. This process of information exchange continues until a consistent set of choices
can be confirmed. Synchronized global termination
is required in our application, so coordinator agent,
which receives all the information of the confirmed
plans issues a stop-negotiation message to all involved agents.

At the next stage, the agent A tenders contracts to
appropriate agents for furthering satisfaction of the
goals needed to complete established plan fragments. Currently, an active agent provides the coordinator agent with the information on agents
from other domains whom to contact. Using Econfirmation principle, the following 3 alternatives
will be selected for our example: gl/pl, gl/p2 and
gl/p3. According to the applied criterion, the second alternative gl/p2 is the best one. So, as we
have mentioned this alternative is related to 3 other
domains: AI, DS and common domain. Let us suppose that three other agents, B, C, and D are associated with these domains respectively.

4.2 Negotiation algorithm

On completion of this phase, a space of alternative
plans has been .constructed which is distributed
among the agents. Coordinator is responsible to
establish communications, transmit partial goals
and recollect the alternatives, performing facilitator
functions. It should be mentioned that a coordinator agent constructs global plans, which have been
generated in a distributed manner, and no single
planning agent necessarily knows of all plans or
any one complete plan. It is also responsible for
global temporal constraint satisfaction and partial
constraint relaxation.
At the next stage of plans confirmation, each terminal agent examines the goals it instantiated and
makes a tentative commitment to the highest rated
feasible set of plan fragments relative to these
goals. It subsequently issues requests for confirmation ofthat commitment to agents who hold the
contracts for completion of these plan fragments. A
protocol applied at this stage can be considered as
a multiple CNP. In general case, e.g. when planning occurs for the separate courses, belonging to
different domains, each agent may receive two
kinds of communications from other agents: 1)
requests for confirmation of other agents' tentative
commitments, and 2) responses concerning the
impact of its own proposed commitments on oth218

When a planning agent begins its activity, it has
knowledge of a set of top level goals, which have
been locally instantiated. A space of plans to satisfy
each of these goals is formulated during plan generation without regard for any subgoal interaction
problems. In a general case of planning for a number
of students simultaneously, after the phase of plan
generation, each agent is aware of two kinds of
goals: primary goals (or p-goals) and secondary
goals (or s-goals). In our application, p-goals are
those instantiated locally by an agent in response to
a query from the coordinator agent for courses from
the domain, for which the agent has primary responsibility (because the student is interested in the
agent's subregion). These are of enhanced importance to this agent because they relate to system
goals, which must be satisfied by this particular
agent, if they are to be satisfied at all. An agent's sgoals are those which have been instantiated as a
result of a contract with some other agent.
A plan commitment phase involving multistage negotiation is initiated next. A fragment from the agent
interaction diagram, illustrating our example is
shown in Figure 4. As this phase begins, each node
has knowledge about all of the p-goals and s-goals it
has instantiated. Relative to each of its goals, it
knows a number of alternatives for goal satisfaction.
An alternative is comprised of a local plan fragment,
points of interaction with other agents (relative to
that plan fragment), and a measure of the cost of the
alternative (to be used in making heuristic decisions). Negotiation leading to a commitment proceeds along the following lines.
•

Each agent examines its own p-goals, making a
tentative commitment to the highest rated set of
locally feasible plan fragments for p-goals (sgoals are not considered at this point because
some other agent has corresponding p-goals).
gl/p2 is selected in our example.

•

Each agent requests that other agents attempt
to confirm a plan choice consistent with its
commitment". Note that an agent need only
communicate with agents who can provide input relevant to this tentative commitment.
Agent A communicates with agents B, C and
D agents for the p2 alternative.
• An agent examines its incoming message
queue for communications from other agents.
Requests for confirmation of other agents'
tentative commitments are handled by adding
the relevant s-goals to a set of active goals. Responses to this agent's own requests are incorporated in the local belief set and used as additional knowledge in making revisions to its
tentative commitment.
• The set of active goals consists of all the local
p-goals together with those s-goals that have
been added (in step 3). The agent rates the alternatives associated with active goals based
on their cost, any confirming evidence that the
alternative is a good choice, any negative evidence in the form of nonlocal conflict information, and the importance of the goal. A revised tentative commitment is made to a highest rated set of locally consistent alternatives
for active goals. In general, this may involve
decisions to add plan fragments to the tentative
commitment and to delete plan fragments from
the old tentative commitment. For example, p2
alternative is deleted from the goal set because
of a conflict with the goal g2 established by the
agent C. Messages reflecting any changes in
the tentative commitment and perceived conflicts with that commitment are transmitted to
the appropriate agents.
• The incoming message queue is examined
again and activity proceeds as described above
(from step 3). The process of aggregating
knowledge about nonlocal conflicts continues
until a node is aware of all conflicts in which
its plan fragments are a contributing factor.
Negotiation activity in an agent terminates by a
coordinator agent, when he recollect the information on all confirmed or rejected alternatives. Actually, when a planning agent either has no pending activity and no incoming communications or if
an attempt is made to return to a previous commitment with no new knowledge from other
agents, he advertises a Coordinator about the termination of his activities.
The other issue of importance at this point is related to the quality of the result obtained through
negotiation. In the initial negotiation stage, each
agent examines only its p-goals and makes a tenta-

tive commitment to a locally feasible set of plan
fragments in partial satisfaction of those goals. Since
each agent is considering just its p-goals at this
stage, the only reason for an agent's electing not to
attempt satisfaction of some top level goal is that
two or more of these goals are locally known to be
infeasible, which means that the problem is initially
overconstrained.
In subsequent stages of negotiation, both p-goals and
relevant s-goals are considered in making new tentative commitments. If the system goal of satisfying
all of the p-goals instantiated by agents is feasible,
no agent will ever be forced to forego satisfaction of
one of its p-goals (because no agent will ever learn
that its p-goal precludes others), and a desired solution will be found. If, on the other hand, the problem
is overconstrained, some set of p-goals cannot be
satisfied and the system tries to satisfy as many as it
can. While there is no guarantee of optimality, the
heuristics employed should ensure that a reasonably
thorough search is made.
5. Multi-agent system architecture and implementation details
Learning activities planning system with multistage
negotiation is implemented using JATLite package
[12]. It is composed of «planning agents and a coordinator agent, which inherit their methods from
the RouterClient class. Agents are implemented as
JAVA applets, so they also inherit methods from the
Applet and Frame (to support graphic interface)
classes of JDK 1.2 package. For communication,
agents use the general set of JATLite KQML performatives, namely, advertise, tell, reply, and ask-if.
At the first stage of experiments, this set was extended by the following performatives, which were
introduced for implementation purposes:
• request-planning, initial external query to start
planning process;
• start-negotiation, a broadcast performative announcing the start of negotiation process;
• stop-negotiation, a broadcast performative announcing the termination of negotiation process.
At the current stage of experiments this additional
set of performatives is also changed to the standard
one, e.g. start- and stop-negotiation functions are
transmitted by a broadcast performative. The role of
coordinator is also to supply the agents with initial
beliefs that include information about general constraints and resources, retrieved from the global
knowledge base and names of agents responsible for
each domain. Another function of the coordinator is
to generate global study plans and schedules from
the proposals submitted by each agent.
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Figure 4. A fragment from the agent conversation diagram
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Figure 5 shows a Screenshot of the user interface of
the concept graph development tool. Figure 6
shows a Screenshot of a planning system, including
JATLite Client Applet, Coordinator agent and 4
planning agents (A-D) for the situation discussed
earlier in this paper. The following four agents are
involved in the planning process: A, controlling the
KBS sub-domain, B, controlling AI domain, C,
controlling DS domain, and D, controlling common knowledge domain. For the illustrative purposes, all agents run on the same platform, though
really each planning agent runs on the platform,
containing domain model files and tools for model
development. Agents Graphic Interface consists of
two boxes: the left one - for sent messages and
auxiliary information (such as committed or conflicting requests), and the right one - for received
messages. All the messages maintain KQML format. Agent windows show different stages of negotiation. For example, coordinator agent has already started the negotiation process, having
knowledge about existing knowledge route alternatives for each of two sub-goals, established by
agents A and C. .

agents in response to the announcement, and the
evaluation of the submitted bids by the contractor,
which leads to awarding a subproblem contract to
the contractor(s) with the most appropriate bid(s).
Although CNP is considered by Smith and Davis as
well as many DAI researchers to be a negotiation
principle, other researchers believe it is more a standardized coordination method for the following reasons [13]:
1. There must not be a conflict at all between the
agents to start the CNP, hence there is no possibility of bargaining between the agents. The
manager does not communicate its minimal
condition, nor do the bidders have a second
choice (no constraint relaxation),
2. A mutual decision is eventually given by the
decision of the offer, hence there is no two-way
agreement.

6. Discussion

The last observation seems doubtful because negotiation metaphors can be considered in the both different senses in respect to application. For example,
in the well-known auction-based model of agent behavior coordination, agent contractors can be representatives of really competing companies each is
self-interested and aimed at each own benefit only.
In this case, auction is a mathematical model of a
real competition of companies. On the other hand, if
we have to solve a centralized planning and scheduling task for activity of a large company the auction-based model is used only as a metaphor that
plays the role of a coordination mechanism for partial solutions made in distributed way. For such a
case, agent-contractors are not self-interested and
aim at solving an only complex task jointly.

In this section we shall compare our algorithm with
different types and strategies of negotiation. Two
types of negotiation is usually considered in the
MAS research: Competitive and Cooperative Negotiation, also sometimes associated with decentralized and centralized planning [17]. In the first
case, negotiation is used in situations where
"agents of disparate interests attempt to make a
group choice over well-defined alternatives" [20].
Therefore, competitive negotiation involves independent agents with independent goals that interact
with each other. They are not a priori cooperative,
share information or willing to back down for the
greater good, namely they are competitive. Another type of MAS, includes systems where agents
have "a global goal/single task envisioned for the
system" [24], in that sense these agents are called
"collaborative" [3].
In the conventional CNP approach, a decentralized
market structure is assumed and agents can take on
two roles, a manager and contractor. The basic
premise of this form of coordination is that, if an
agent cannot solve an assigned problem using local
resources/expertise, it will decompose the problem
into subproblems and try to find other willing
agents with the necessary resources/expertise to
solve these subproblems. The problem of assigning
the subproblems is solved by a contracting mechanism. It consists of contract announcement by the
manager agent, submission of bids by contracting

To follow this, its limitations involve the fact that it
does not detect or resolve conflicts, the agents in the
contract net are considered benevolent and nonantagonistic (which in real world scenarios is not
realistic).

Close task statements to that considered in this paper, but for the case of competitive agents in collaborative planning for Air Traffic Control was proposed in [3, 19]. A cooperative negotiation model, in
which the participating agents (pilots, air traffic
control) collaborate on developing the best plan in
terms of the interests of the agents as a group was
developed. This model involves an agent detecting
conflicts regarding proposed actions and beliefs
from other agents and initiating collaborative negotiation to resolve such conflicts. During negotiation,
an agent modifies the proposal with appropriate justification for this modification, based on its own beliefs. In this way, agents collaborate to achieve mutual beliefs, thereby resolving conflicts.
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Figure 6. A Screenshot of the system with 4 planning agents.
The algorithm discussed in this paper can be considered as a combination of the centralized and
decentralized modes of coordination, which are
applied at different phases of planning process.
While being applied to the case of collaborative
agents, it extends the CNP in the following: propose the mechanism for conflict detection, supports iterative exchange of knowledge, and applies
constraint relaxation making possible to achieve
two-way agreements. That is why we consider it to
be a negotiation algorithm, which can be used for
coordination purposes of cooperating agents. It
also should be noted that this metaphor could be
adapted for use in MAS, where agents are selfinterested.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an approach
making use of multistage negotiation algorithm for
cooperation in distributed planning and scheduling
of students learning activities. It is based on the
extension of CNP and permits an agent to acquire
enough knowledge to detect conflicts of his local
decisions with the others and to negotiate accept222

able global decision. The motivation for the development of this cooperation paradigm has the following reasons: (i) subgoal interaction problems that
arise in the context of a distributed planning system,
(ii) overconstraintness of planning problems, which
needs a strategy of constraint relaxation from the
global point of view. The last observation seams to
be very important, because in many planning problems, the constraints arising from resource availability determines a satisfactory solution to the planning
problem. Temporal and resource availability constraints play a crucial role in our system as well.
The distributed planning system discussed in this
paper is currently implemented as a full-scale prototype. The protocol of multistage negotiation is under investigation. Planning agents from the student's
point of view serve as his personal assistants that
assist him to plan and schedule his learning activities. They form a part of the multi-agent environment for individual and collaborative learning with
artificial learning companions, personal learning
assistants with information filtering capabilities, and
agents supporting experimentation activities, which
is under development. Cooperation of planning

MAS with personal learning assistants is under
consideration. We are also investigating computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm for different planning tasks.
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Abstract
In the paper, we present a technology for development of dynamic multi-agent systems which is
based on a combination of the object-oriented approach with constraint programming. We
introduce the notion of an active object as a way of describing and implementing of intellectual,
reactive and communicative properties of agents. A special emphasis is made on the dynamic
component of this technology. Dynamic systems are classified with respect to their complexity
level. It is shown how such systems can be implemented with the help of the technology of active
objects. We also present an application of the TAO language to the development of MAS in
social-economic modeling.
Keywords:
1. Introduction
The development of multi-agent systems (MAS) is
one of the main trends in modern programming (see
[1]). We can distinguish two aspects of MAS,
technological and conceptual. Technologically, an
MAS is constructed as a distributed system of
programs that consists of autonomous modules
called * agents. These agents are conceptually
characterized by independent behavior as well as by
certain intellectual and communicative abilities.
The following three types of agent behavior are
usually recognized: reactive, deliberative and
cooperative. The first type is characteristic for the
most simple agents, which react to events without a
logical analysis of the situation and possible
consequences. These agents are considered, for
example, in the «swarm intelligence» approach [2],
where MAS are compared with colonies of insects.
The principal idea of this approach stipulates that
unconscious joint activities of primitive organisms
can support the solution of rather complex,
«intellectual» problems.
Deliberative behavior is characteristic for intelligent
agents which have certain knowledge of the outside
world and can analyze events and predict their
1

consequences using, e.g., logical inference. The
behavior of intelligent agents is usually goaloriented, i.e., they can independently set certain
objectives, plan their realization, and be insistent in
the implementation of these plans. The most
common approach to the specification of
deliberative behavior of agents is BDI [3]. It can
integrate the potential of all methods of knowledge
processing that have been developed over the time
of AI existence. However, this approach in a
complete form is too complex for implementation or
application. Therefore, practical use of BDI often
uses an abridged version that has been adapted for a
specific subject domain and a class of problems to
be solved.
Cooperative behavior of an agent is its ability to
interact with other agents in order to solve a
common task. As a rule, this interaction consists of
negotiations as a result of which agents can enter
into contract relationships, form coalitions that can
be more or less stable, or simply agree the plans of
their actions for a certain period of time. One of the
most common negotiation schemes is the auction
model. This model is used, for example, in the
system MACIV [4], which realizes the selection of

This paper is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research (98-01-00694)
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companies with various specialties to perform a
single construction contract.
There are comprehensive technologies of MAS
development which support all three agent behavior
types. A notable representative of this class of
systems is InteRRaP [5], which is based on the idea
of assigning a separate control layer to each
behavior type (the so-called layered approach). This
approach not only ensures a better organization of
the MAS; it also leads to a more efficient
implementation. Some disadvantages of the system
are the heterogeneity of the tools used to specify
various components of MAS, as well as a somewhat
low level of some of these tools.
The objective of our work was to develop a highlevel, comprehensive technology of MAS
development that is based on one of the most
advanced branches of constraint programming,
called subdefinite calculations (or SD-method, for
short). This method was proposed in the early
eighties [6] and. has been successfully applied in
diverse application areas, such as scheduling [7],
knowledge processing [8], CAD/CAM and
engineering [9], solution of complex mathematical
problems [10], and others. Our objective is to
extend the SD-method to the class of multi-agent
systems.
The technology we have been developing has been
named TAO (technology of active objects), since its
first implementation [11-13] relied essentially on the
ideas of object-oriented programming. This work
resulted in a constraint-based language that allowed
one to develop mostly multi-agent systems
containing reactive agents.
In this paper we present a new version of the
language that extends the capabilities for
specification of deliberative and cooperative
behavior of agents. In addition, the language
supports hierarchies of agents and dynamic
reconfiguration of MAS. We also present an
application of the TAO language to the development
of MAS in social-economic modeling.
2. Principal properties of TAO
TAO is a multi-agent technology completely based
on the constraint-programming paradigm, which is
one of the most promising approaches in the field of
artificial intelligence. Constraint programming
provides the highest level of problem specification.
Instead of algorithms or logical inference rules, this
approach uses the notion of a model, which is a set
of constraints (relations, equations, inequalities,
logical statements etc.) linking the parameters of the
problem.

In TAO a multi-agent system (MAS) is created as a
collection of active objects (agents) with the
following properties:
• The behavior of any active object is described by
a set of constraints (i.e., by a model) which
defines a space of correct states of the object. An
active object is able to choose the optimal
solution from the space by analyzing the stream
of events coming from outside.
• TAO ensures a high-level specification of the
complex models of real-life entities. The
interaction between active objects is organized as
an asynchronous event-driven process. At each
moment an active object can independently
change its own state reacting to the events
generated by other active objects.
• An abstract global clock is the main active object
of any multi-agent system constructed by TAO. It
generates the next time moment at which all other
active objects can change their states. An active
object computes its current state knowing the past
(previous states of the MAS) and planning the
future.
• Dynamic reconfiguration of the multi-agent
system is supported. The number of active
objects as well as their links and models can be
changed.
• A hierarchy of active objects can be defined. The
master active object is able to control the
behavior of its subordinate active objects.
Metaconstraints are used for this purpose.
3. Problem solving in TAO
TAO is implemented in the form of a constraintbased agent-oriented language. To specify an
application problem in this language, the user has to
perform the following three steps:
1) Decomposition of the problem into a collection
of communicating agents.
2) Description of the structure and behavior of
active objects. Any active object has slots whose
values define its state, a model of behavior, and
a set of references to external active objects. In
the model, the slots of the active object and the
slots of the external ones are connected by
constraints.
3) Creation of the multi-agent system (TAO
program). It is necessary to set the initial state of
MAS and to specify the metaconstraints for
control and reconfiguration. In fact, any
complete TAO program can be regarded as a
master agent with respect to the members of the
implemented MAS.
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Example. Consider the problem of supporting
sustainable economic development of a region, e.g.,
Europe. The following sustainability criteria must
be satisfied:
- the level of the economy in each country of the
region should not fall below a certain limit;
- the development of the countries of the region
should be smooth, without sharp falls and rises;
- the differences between the economic potentials
of the countries of the region should be small, not
exceeding a certain predefined limit.
When solving this problem with TAO, it is
necessary to represent the countries of Europe by
active objects. In addition, we introduce an active
object representing an international bank providing
loans to developing countries.

Each country is associated with a macro-economic
model that links such parameters as national
income, financial resources, social expenditures,
investment in manufacturing, total debt, etc. TAO
makes it possible to represent models of this type by
algebraic equations and inequalities. The model
includes also relationships determining the country's
development in time.
Connections between active objects (countries) are
determined by their import and export relationships.
In addition, each country has relations with the
international bank and can either increase its assets
or take out loans on certain terms.
TAO allows us to link the model of a multi-agent
system with its graphic representation. In Fig.l, we
show the user interface of the system controlling the
social and economic development of Europe [14].

?P Sustainable Development Equilibrium - Europe - Slep I

Fig.l. Supporting sustainable development of Europe
The countries are color-coded to reflect their
stability level. The colors may change dynamically
in the course of operation of the system. The closer
a country's color is to green, the better the social
and economic situation is in this country. Red colors
correspond to crisis situations. One way to
normalize the situation in a country is to get loans
either from the international bank or from some
other country. The user is playing the role of one of
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the agents of this MAS. His main task is to control
the distribution of the resources of the international
bank between the needing countries.
This multi-agent system is being developed in
cooperation with FAW (Research Institute for
Applied Knowledge Processing, Ulm, Germany) in
the framework of the European project called ASIS
(Alliance for Sustainable Information Society) [15].

language used to specify multi-agent systems. The
overall architecture of the system is shown in Fig. 2.

4. Architecture of the TAO programming system
TAO is implemented in the form of an integrated
programming system with a high-level input
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the TAO system
The main notion of the TAO language is that of an
active object which has some properties of a
traditional object; in particular, it can inherit
information from other objects and ensures
encapsulation of data and actions. We distinguish
the following features of active objects:
- the behavior of an active object is described by a
single model rather than by separate, unrelated
methods;
- an active object is autonomous and exists over
time.
- interaction between active objects is based on
events rather than on exchange of methods as in
the classical object-oriented approach.
The description of an active object includes, in
particular, the following sections:
- a set of slots whose values determine the state of
the active object;
- a set of references to external active objects
whose state information this object can analyze;
- a set of local active objects that are subordinated
to the current object;

- a model of behavior, represented by a system of
constraints;
- control — a selected part of the model that is
responsible for the reconfiguration of the local
MAS.
On the whole, the MAS described in the TAO
language is a hierarchic network of active objects.
The compiler of the TAO system builds the
executable representation of a network of active
objects. This network may change dynamically in
the process of MAS operation.
Since the states of active objects are calculated
asynchronously, each of them can be associated
with an individual software module that solves the
corresponding system of constraints (the constraint
solver). This module can be executed in a separate
processor or node of the computational network.
Interaction between active objects is coordinated by
a special manager. It ensures, in particular, it
ensures exchange of data between active objects,
receipt of signals and other information from the
outside environment (including the user), switching
the MAS to a new state, the interface with the
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system performing graphic visualization of the
behavior of active objects, etc.
In TAO, the user is regarded as an active object that
can influence the operation of the MAS by
generating signals, data, commands, etc.
5. Construction of dynamic multi-agent systems
in TAO
The process of computation of the state of MAS is
called in TAO a computation step. We assume also
that there exists an abstract clock that counts the
computation steps. In each step the environment
goes into a new state. This means, in particular, that
the state of MAS and, therefore, the states of all
active objects have a fixed connection with the
number of the computation step. The organization
of calculations is such that the state of an active
object can change at most once in each step. Each
active object is recomputed at each step after the
values of all of its outer objects have been
calculated, and cannot change their values. To
modify effectively the state of MAS, one needs
additional information. Its sources in TAO are the
following:
- the connection between active objects and the
outside world;
- the dependence of objects on the previous state of
MAS;
- the reconfiguration of the set of active objects.
Here the outside world is represented either by the
user, who changes the state of MAS through input
devices (keyboard, mouse, etc.), or some sensors or
an arbitrary program (e.g., a DBMS), which
informs MAS that new information has arrived. In
all cases the connection with the outside world is
provided by special procedures written in the TAO
implementation language (C++). The interface to
such a procedure can be described within an active
object. Active objects that have a connection with
the outside world are given a generic name sensors,
since they generate events for the active objects.
Sensors do not usually depend on other objects, and
they are recomputed at the very beginning of each
computation step.
We distinguish three classes of MAS with varying
degree of dynamism: static, with dynamic links and
with a dynamic set of agents. Each type is more
general than the preceding one. We now examine
each type in more detail.
Static systems. These are usually used in
approaches related to describing individual agents
[16] or stable systems [17]. The set of agents and
the links between them are fixed prior to starting the
system.
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Systems with dynamic links. The most common and
best-studied class of systems. The set of agents is
fixed before the system is started, while the links
between them are established and modified during
its operation. A typical example is multi-agent
systems in which the interaction between agents is
based on a model of negotiation in its various forms:
private (two participants), tender (one consumer,
many suppliers), and auction (one supplier, many
consumers).
Systems with a dynamic set of agents. The process
of dynamic creation and destruction of objects is
both simple and complex. Its simplicity is in the
ease of its description within any approach (logic,
functional, or object-oriented). Its complexity is
related to correctly integrating a new agent in the
system, or removing an agent without compromising
integrity of the system. These problems can usually
be solved in one-to-many negotiations (tenders and
auctions). One can give two examples of such
systems. The first example is HOMAGE [18],
where an object is created by creating a new process
with a special library function, and its integration in
the system is described by the user through sending
messages. Another example is Creche Simulation
[19]. In this system, each agent is created with a
certain information on its place in the community of
agents; it has certain intelligence and a set of
relevant knowledge. Since each agent is an element
of collective intelligence, integration and removal of
agents presents no problems.
In TAO for each active object, its link is represented
by a set of other active objects that it can "see" at
the time. If this set does not change over the entire
lifetime of the system, we say that the link is static,
otherwise the link is dynamic. On the one hand, each
agent is independent; on the other hand, it is limited
by its task and its model, which defines the types of
other agents that the object can "see." The real
agents existing near this object are shown to it by a
certain management structure containing the object
as its part. This combination of agents and the
facilities for controlling them is called the
environment. It defines the separate tasks for all
objects and combines them all to solve one common
problem.
We give below a fragment of the formal description
of an environment.
Main ( Var
< Environment variables >
Agents < The set ofagents >
Model < Model of the environment >
Init
< Initial values ofvariables >
Control < Controlfacilities >

)

Like an active object, the environment contains a
number of variables (or slots) whose values are
recomputed in each step (section Var). The
relationships between them are described in the form
of a system of constraints in the section Model. The
initial values are given in the section Init. The
section Agents lists all agents of the system. We
will not describe types of agents here; we will only
say that their declarations should precede the
description of the environment.
Finally, the Control section contains the program of
the system's operation. It consists of a number of
instructions
that
should
be
executed
asynchronously. Stripped of the syntactic detail, an
instruction looks like this:
<condition> -» <action>.
Here <conditiori> means a certain predicate on the
values of environment variables and the slots of
agents that have been computed in the current step,
and <action> refers to a certain operation (for
instance, removing an agent or setting up a link
between agents). As a result of applying an
instruction, a certain configuration of agents and
links is prepared for the next computation step.
We describe now the algorithm of operation of the
entire system. In the preparatory step, all variables
and slots are given initial values, and the initial links
are created. Each computation step begins with
recomputing all agents in the order determined by
their dependencies on each other. Next, the model of
the environment is recomputed. After that, the
system is rebuilt by executing all instructions. It
should be noted that the links between active objects
can be changed only through explicit instructions. If
new links are not specified for an agent, then it
preserves its old links. After this section is executed,
the system goes to the next computation step.
Let us now consider in detail how TAO constructs
dynamic systems of classes mentioned above.
In static MAS, we define a set of active objects of
certain types and the links between them which
cannot change during operation of the system. An
agent can change its state depending on the states of
other agents. It should be noted that TAO already
has certain dynamic properties at this level,
provided by external stimulation through sensors.
In MAS with dynamic links we can modify the
relations between agents during computations. Here
all agents are known and described in advance,
although they can leave temporarily the "field of
vision" of the system. An example of such a system
can be presented by a model of a family living in an
apartment: we know all members of the family, but
they are not always at home. They can enter or

leave the apartment independently (they can go to
work, to school, shopping, etc.). Each agent knows
all others but does not always "see" them.
To support implementation of such systems, the
definition language for multi-agent systems contains
some new facilities in addition to the mechanism of
link modification: the symbol NULL for an
undefined object and the actions that remove or
restore an agent. The Restore action indicates the
appearance of an agent which had not been used in
computations for some time. The Remove action
removes the agent from the environment but not
from memory; the values of its slots can be saved,
to be restored at a later time when the agent returns
to the environment.
MAS with a dynamic set agents can have an
arbitrary number of active objects of a certain type
which appear and disappear in a random manner.
An example of such a system is a simulation of road
traffic, where the number of automobiles and
pedestrians is not known in advance. To implement
such systems, one needs facilities for description of
dynamic data structures and agent creation/removal.
If there are many agents of one type and none of
them has any advantages over the others, there is
no sense in giving the agent a unique name. It is
better to place it in a dynamic structure with
standard access means. In TAO, such a structure is
list. To destroy an agent, we remove it from the list
and free the memory occupied by the agent. To
create an agent, we allocate the memory and enter a
reference to it in the corresponding list. The initial
values of slots of the new agent are specified if
necessary.
The above
facilities
are
sufficient for
implementation of complex dynamic multi-agent
systems. In this section we consider the case when
the system consists of agents of one level. On the
other hand, the entire environment can be regarded
as a higher-level agent whose behavior is described
by the local multi-agent system. Continuing in this
manner, we can construct hierarchic multi-agent
systems.
6. Related work
Most multi-agent applications are presently
developed with the help of technologies based on
imperative programming languages, e.g., C, C++,
or Java. These languages are extended by special
facilities to support implementation of multi-agent
systems. The main drawbacks of this approach are
low-level, imperative style of system description.
This increases development time and makes
maintenance and further development more difficult.
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Multi-agent technologies developed within the
framework of AI allow one to create high-level,
declarative descriptions of rather complex MAS.
Intelligent agents have broad knowledge of the
outside world, can adapt to changing environment,
can set objectives, develop and implement plans to
realize these objectives. To support these and other
capabilities of intelligent objects, various AI
techniques are used, e.g., production rules, temporal
logics, fuzzy sets, constraint programming, etc.
Two drawbacks of these complex intelligent
technologies can be noted. First, they are complex to
learn and apply. It is difficult for the user to master
the whole variety of the proposed means and use
them optimally. Second, most of these technologies
are experimental and suitable only to develop demo
systems, characterized by low reliability and
efficiency.
The work in which constraint programming is
combined with multi-agent technologies can be
divided into two groups. In the first, agents are used
to solve constraint systems. One of the best known
representatives of this approach is Yokoo [20], who
proposed the method of distributed constraint
satisfaction. In this method, each variable is
associated with an agent. These agents use a
negotiating procedure to determine their states
(values) satisfying the constraints. The emphasis in
this type of research is on developing efficient
algorithms for solving constraint systems, rather
than on developing applied multi-agent systems.
TAO belongs to the second group that focuses on
applying constraint programming techniques to
implement multi-agent systems. One other method
that is close to TAO is the distributed version of Oz
[21], developed by G. Smolka and his colleagues in
Germany. This very complex system integrates
several paradigms: constraint programming, logical
programming, and functional programming. Oz
supports working with Internet and can be used to
develop physically distributed multi-agent systems.
Unlike Oz, TAO has the following properties:
• All aspects of agent operation are described in a
single manner, with constraints. This ensures ease
of learning and using TAO compared with other
technologies;
• TAO has facilities for working with time, which
significantly expands its area of application;
• The SD-method used in TAO to solve constraint
systems makes it possible to work efficiently with
agents possessing very complex behavior models
that cannot be realized in other systems.
Thus, TAO is a high-level programming technology
that allows one to create complex (including
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intelligent) and efficient MAS for a broad range of
applications.
7. Conclusion
The technology of active objects belongs to a new
generation of tools providing comprehensive support
to the development of multi-agent systems. It
extends the capabilities of the conventional objectoriented approach and integrates it with such
promising AI methods as dynamic constraint
programming and distributed knowledge processing
systems.
A principal novelty of TAO is that it uses constraint
programming methods to specify all aspects of
behavior of multi-agent systems, which allows one
to simplify their design and development. The
computational capabilities of TAO are based on the
method of subdefinite models, which has been
developed in our Institute and is presently
recognized as one of the most powerful and efficient
approaches in constraint programming.
The multi-agent technology that we propose can
find application in various fields, for example:
- distributed control of technological processes;
- supporting environmental, economic, social and
other types of monitoring, jointly with other
components of geoinformation systems;
- development of optimal scenarios for military and
rescue operations;
- modeling complex processes and technical
devices for design, diagnostics, and training;
- specification of the behavior of autonomous
mobile robots working in a dynamically changing
environment.
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Abstract
Image can be retrieved with the combination of features, such as color, texture, and shape. The
prevailing content based retrieval method is summing the weight retrieval result of individual
feature, which can just roughly reflects user's query description. We present a parallel image
query representation, which adopts tree to describe user's query. By searching individual R+ trees
of color blocks, texture, and shapes, a cooperative algorithm among individual query agents with
different features is designed coordinate them and to speed up the retrieval process. With a
multiagent-developing toolAOSDE built by us, a prototype system is developed and some benefits
on representation of user interest and speed are showed in the results.
Keywords: Image Retrieval, Multiagent System, Multiagent Cooperation
1. Introduction
Image Information is widely used in the some
important applications, such as digital library, art
works collection and museum management,
geographic information system, remote sense and
earth resource management, weather forecast, and
fashion design. The researches on building and
search image database follows two major
approaches: one method identifies image content
with text then search image with the regular
function of relational database; The other method
searches image with basic statistical image features
such as color, texture, and shape. These two
approaches are complemented and can be used
together.
Plenty of works have been done using searching
with individual feature. But these features
themselves can not express our cognition of image.
People percept an image as a group of regions,
inside which there is some similarity of color and
texture. The shape of an image is described by the
boundary of these regions and their spatial relation.
Describing an image query and search with the
combination of color, texture, and shape can define
user's search request more concretely therefore
retrieval results is a smaller and accurate set of
images to represent user's interest. QBIC, Virage,
and VisualSEEK are three systems that synthesize
two or three features into their query
algorithms[l][7][8]. Developed by IBM Almaden
research center, QBIC system (Query by Image
Content) use color and texture pattern, spatial
description, and text information to query image
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database. Similar to QBIC, Virage, a content based
search engine by Virage, support visual query based
on color, color layout, texture, and structure. User
can combine these atomic queries arbitrarily by
adjusting the weight of queries. VisualSEEK studies
the spatial relation query of image regions and
visual feature extraction from compressed format.
The visual features adopted by VisualSEEK are
color set and wavelet-based texture.
The methods used in these systems just provide a
way for user to select retrieve schemes. The
similarity between query request and images in
database is assigned with the weight sum of every
individual retrieval result, where the weights are set
by user according to his(her) fondness of features.
For example, by selecting large weight on color and
small ones on texture and shape, the result of color
based query will play a major role in deciding the
final result image set. But simply summing the
result can not sort out of the most similar image in
some situations for the spatial relation among
feature is omitted. Keeping the other conditions
constant, the image with greater similarity on one
feature will rank higher in final result image set.
Sometimes the features scatter through that image,
which means that all the features exist in a single
image. While as we often want to identify an object
in the image, where these features should located in
one region of the image. So that the result of
retrieval does not reflect the user query interest
loyally.
When users want to retrieve an image by describing
an object that should be in the result images with
the basic statistic features, the query is a kind of

spatial "And" of atomic queries on every features,
i.e. all the feature regions must locate in roughly the
same part of image. To utilize the existing retrieve
technique on color, textures, and shape, a
coordination and negotiation process is need to
synthesize each query's partial results and
synchronize the search progress. When one query
agent find a feature region in the image, it should
call other agents to search this area to test the
occurrence of other kinds of features in this smaller
region. If this area contains all features defined by
user judged by some criteria, the image is one of
those that meet the query standard; otherwise, we
must further search the image to decide whether it
contains the queried object.
A R+ tree scheme is introduced in this paper to
represent the spatial dimension of a feature. Based
this representation, a search algorithm for
individual features in presented. With this
algorithm, the image can be searched in parallel
using color, texture, and shape. A cooperation
mechanism is designed to coordinate to retrieval
process. When one significant feature in one region
is found by an agent, some notification messages
will be sent to other agents to inform them the high
possibility of the occurrence of the object to be
searched in the region. The similarity of an image is
decided by the spatial distance weight feature
distances of color, texture, and shape. A content
based image retrieval system is designed, which
consists of three search agents, a task allocation and
result synthesizing agent, and a browser to accept
user query condition and display the final result.
After receiving query request from browser, the
task allocation and result-synthesizing agent
allocate three atomic queries to search agents.
Using color, texture, and shape, these search agents
compare the images in database with atomic
features then summit partial results to task
allocation and result synthesizing agent. This agent
selects out of a set of most similar images by the
synthesized result. The final retrieval work is
carried out by human being to further analyze this
image set and select the best images. The system
works in parallel and asynchronously to speed
retrieval.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we introduce R+ tree for image
representation. In section 3.1, the calculation of the
similarity of an image with query condition and a
search algorithm with one feature are presented;
based on this algorithm the parallel retrieval with
multiple features is given in section 3.2. In section
4, we introduce a prototype agent based parallel
image retrieval system. Finally, we give the
conclusions of this paper, which discuss the benefit
and limit of our works.

2. The R+ tree of image feature regions
We can consider an image as a set of regions. A
region is a connected set of pixels that are
homogeneous with respect to a criterion of
homogeneity. An example of such a criterion is that
the maximal difference of gray values or colors of
the pixels is below a threshold. Various heuristics
have been designed to guide the determination of
regions. This issue will not be discussed here.
To deal with the great number of images in the
images, the use of R+ tree provides an efficient
access method. After segmentation of regions, these
two dimensional objects are simplified as the
minimal rectangles that enclose the objects. The
leaf node of R+ tree can be defined as a set of (oid,
RECT), where oid is the identifier of the object in
the database. RRCT is quadruple (Xlow, Xhigh,
Ylow, Yhigh), which describes the boundaries of
the minimal rectangle; Xlow, Xhigh is lowest and
most upper X-coordinate of feature region, and
Ylow, Yhigh is lowest and most upper Ycoordinate of feature region. The non-leaf node is
defined as (P, RECT) set, where P is the pointer to
lower level nodes in the tree. The node A has a
pointer P to node B means that region B is enclosed
in region A or have same overlapped area with
region A. As illustrated in Figure 1. The objects in
the figure construct one R+ tree shown in the right
side oftheFigurel.
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Figure 1. Some two-dimensional spatial objects
represented as a R+ tree.
R+ tree has the following properties:
♦ For every item of middle nodes, (P,
RECT), the root of subtree pointed to by P
has rectangle R if and only RECT
encloses R. An Exception is that R is a
rectangle of leaf node. At this time, R can
be enclosed by RECT or intersect with
RECT.
♦ The Intersection of arbitrary two items of
one middle node, (PI, RECT1) and (P2,
RECT2), is an emptiness set.
♦ Root has at least two sons, unless it is a
leaf itself.
♦ All leafs are in the same level of a R+
tree.
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In our retrieval system, a color image can be
understood as follows: Suppose there is a color
image shown in figure 2

(b)
Figure 3. Two R+trees built with different
understanding to the Figure 2. (a) is construct with the
first kind of understanding; (b) with the second one.
Figure 2. The grayscale replication of a colorful
image with sky, sun, grassland, tree, and a house
When we use feature color to build the R+ tree,
Figure 2 consists of: 1. Sky(blue); 2. Sun(red); 3.
Grassland(reseda); 4. Tree(bottle green); 5- Roof
(yellow); 6 Wall (gray); 7, Window(black); 8.
Earth(brown). With different understanding to the
image, two R+ trees can be constructed: (1). The
R+ tree of the image is constructed by pasting
small color blocks upon large ones, where the
large color block has a pointer to small ones.
First, draw rectangle blue sky; second, paste the
red sun in the sky and the brown earth in the
lower part of sky; then paste the grassland, tree
roof and wall in the earth block, finally, the
windows is pasted on the wall. (2). We paste
small color block upon large color block only
when it is enclosed by the large one. So that only
sun and window is pasted and the other are
parallel. In this situation, setting a virtual root is
necessary to construct the R+ tree. These R+

(a)
trees are shown in Figure 3.

3. Parallel Retrieval with Color, Texture, and
Shape
Image Retrieval is to find out the images that are
similar to a provided image in an image database.
With the R+ tree representation for an image, the
retrieval can be carried out as search of ä R+ tree.
3.1 Image Retrieval by R-f tree search
To identify a person or an object in an image is an
extremely hard work, but to find out a similar image is
not so formidable. The similarity of two images can be
described using the feature distance between them. As an
image is determined by feature
X = (f1X,fnX,-,fnX)T, the similarity between
image A = (tf ,f„A ,...,f„A)T and image
B = (/*,//,-,//)r can be calculated by the
feature distance as follows:

dis,(A,B) = £«,(// -f?Y
i=i

(1)
Where CDt(i = l,...,n) is the weight of microfeature
z, which determines the importance of this
microfeaure. The larger is disf(A,B) the more
similar are A and B. Euclidean distance is not a
good measure for perceptive space distance.
However, It is hard to find out another measure
before we study the human vision and perception
mechanism deeply. Consider that the emphasis of
the paper focus on mutliagent cooperation, the
prevailing Euclidean distance is adopted in this
paper.
Color, texture, and shape are three often used
features to calculate the feature distance of an
image. Color can be represented by RGB standard
where R stands for red; G stands for green; B stands
for blue. The distance between two color blocks can
be defined as

•tiA-fk'dxdy

disCOLOR(A,B) = j 2>,
R
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i=R,G,B

K

(2)

Where R is the overlapped region of two color
blocks, and f* and ftB are one RGB value of
pixel (x, y). Texture feature distance between image
A and image B can be defined as
4

disTExn!RE(A,B) = Ya^Mt -qf)2

<3)

Where ql,q1,q$,q4 are second order moment,
contrast, entropy, and correlation texture feature of
an image, ©,.(/' = l,...,4)is the weight of these
microfeatures. Because complex shape is difficult
to be described and matched, simple shape
templates are used. The shape feature distance can
be determined by some simple features, such as
size, perimeter, and shape, etc. But this measure
sometimes has great error, some methods based on
template distortion should further used to correct
the error[3], which will not be detailed in this paper.
In an image retrieval system, user usually queries
through providing a small piece of image or
describing the features of the image, which can be
converted into a R+ tree. Using this R+ tree, we can
use deep first search or breadth first search to match
two R+ tree, then calculate the feature distance. The
whole process of image retrieval with single feature
is described as follows:
ALGORITHM 1:
Step 1. Using the interactive graphic user interface
provided for user, user generates a search tree Ri
that is a description of the desired image.
Step 2. Unsearched_image_set = Image database;
Step 3. While (Unsearched_image_set is not empty)
do{
R2 = an image in the unsearched_image_set;
Unsearched_image_set=Unsearched_image_set-R2;
Search R2 with Ri, and calculate disf (Rt,R^ );
Step 4. Return some images that have minimal
feature distance.
Step 5. If user does not satisfy with the search
research result, then:
(1). Generate a new search tree, go to step 2. or
(2). Use one of the result images as the template to
generate a new R+ tree, go to Step2.
Step 6. If User satisfies with the search research
result, then return.
3.2 Parallel Retrieval with Color, Texture, and Shape
Multiple features can better describe an image than
single one, especially when they are defining the
same object in the image. Since these features must
have spatial correspondence in the image, the total
feature distance is determined by the individual
feature distances and the spatial distance among

every feature regions. If color, texture, and shape
are used to describe an image, and Rc,Rj.,Rsaie
three rectangles of these features in the R+ tree, we
can use the distance between the barycenters of
those regions and the barycenter of them to define
the possibility that the region are the features of the
same object. Hence the total feature distance of
color, texture, and shape is:

dis(A,B) = V wtdist d-C
i=C,T,S

(4)
where C, is the barycenter of one feature region i,
C is the barycenter of all the regions, and disi is
the
feature
distance
of
feature,
C e COLOR, T e TEXTURE, S e SHAPE
are
color, texture, and shape region respectively, and
COLOR, TEXTURE, SHAPE are set of all regions
of every feature R+ trees. The total feature distance
of the image is
frst{A,B)} (5)
dis(A,B)=
min
v
ieCOLORxTEXTUREXSHAPE

Because it is necessary to traverse three R+ trees
and find the feature regions set of these features,
and sort out the minimal distance from the cartesian
set of those features, the calculation of minimal
feature distance is a time-consuming task. However,
we need not to know the minimal feature distance
since we just want to identify the existence of some
combined features in the image. Usually, user make
the final selection from an image set, whose
elements are selected out for their feature distance
is less than a threshold T:
ResultSet = {/' | /' e imagebase A (disj < T)} (6)
So it is often unnecessary to calculate the minimal
feature distance of an image, instead using the
heuristic that there must have three "salient"
features is the same region, we can redefine (6) as
is ResultSet iff

v
teCOLOCR
meTEXTURE
nsSHAPE

(£,(C)Ä£m(r)Ä£n0S))

(7)
where E. (X) is given as the existence a feature x m
a region i by
[\ ifdiSy < Thresholdx

Ei(X) = \

,

.

W

[0 otherwise
X is a spatial AND operator that denotes two
regions are the same part of the image, where the
ratio of the size overlapped part of region A and
region B and the size of region A and region B is
adopted
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AÄB =
A

overlappedsize(A, B)
>C
size{Ä)
( overlappedsize{A, B)

{

size(ß)

(9)

>C

Where C is a constant. The position information can
be obtained from the RECT item of the nodes in R+
tree.
To speed up the retrieval process, we can search the
image by color, texture and shape in parallel. In the
parallel search process, if a "salient" feature is
found, i.e. its feature distance is greater than a
threshold, some notification should be sent to other
search process to pay attention to the same region in
their R+ tree. Using information of feature
rectangle, we can break the other search processes,
and find out the spatial corresponding feature
regions in the other R+ trees by looking up the
RECT entries of each element of nodes. Then the
feature distance of other two features can be found.
If these two feature distances are also "salient"
enough, we can use (5) to calculate the feature
distance of the image; otherwise, all search agents
continue their searches. This process will be
detailed in the next section. When algorithm 1 is
used parallel retrieval, the step 3 in algorithm 1
should be modified as follows:
Step 3'. While (Unsearched_image_set is not
empty) do{
R2 = an image in the unsearched_image_set;
Unsearched_image_set=Unsearched_image_set-R2;
While(SearchR2)do{
If (a feature region is found) {
notify it to other agents;
continue;
}
if (get a message to look up a region) {
find the region;
return the feature distance of this
region to result synthesizing agent;
}
if (get a break message)
break the search;
}
}
4. Agent Based Parallel Image Retrieval
System
From the analysis of the preceding section, we have
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developed a prototype agent based parallel image
retrieval system using the idea mentioned in section
3.2, which is a subsystem of Multimedia
Information Retrieval System(MIRES)[4]. This
system consists of: agent facilitator, color retrieval
agent, texture retrieval agent, shape retrieval agent,
task allocation and result synthesizing agent,
browser, and image database. The image to be
retrieved is stored and indexed in the image
database. Agent Facilitator provides some systemlevel services, such as naming service, query
service, subscribe service, and agent lifecycle
service to facilitate the communication and
cooperation among the functional agents. Feature
retrieval agents have the capability of search the
image base with one kind of feature. Color retrieval
agent queries the image atabase by color; Texture
retrieval agent queries the image database by
texture; And shape retrieval agent queries the image
database by shape. Since no agent has sufficient
competence, resource, and information to solve the
entire problem. A central controller is needed. The
task allocation and result synthesizing agent
receives query conditions from browser and
allocate query task to the three search agents; this
agent also store the temporary search results from
the search agents and return the final result to the
browser, which is the user interface of the system.
The architecture of the whole system is shown in
Figure 4.
In this system, agents communicate each other with
a subset of KQML performatives. The agents are
developed with one multiagent system developing
tool AOSDE[5][6]. As illustrated in Figure 5, Each
retrieval agent consists of five components: generic
agent template, communicate module, interface,
search engine, and user interface. Generic agent
template provides the some generic abilities and
knowledge for agent, such as communication ability
with an agent communication language, the
knowledge on interaction with agent facilitator, etc.
Communicate module deals with the physical issues
of agent communication and provides message
buffers to meet the KQML specification's
requirement on agent communication[2]. Search
engine is the some pre-built 'legacy system', which
is connected with an interface that exchange
function calling messages and data between generic
agent template and search engine. Although it is not
obligatory, user interface gives some tracing and
debug information to facilitate system debugging.

Color Retrieval Agent

\ ^Task
Allocation
and Result
Synthesizing
Agent

Browser

Texture Retrival Agent

Shape Retrieval Agent

"^

^
/
/
/

Image Database

« yeiii

Figure 4. Architecture of Agent Based Parallel Image Retrieval System.

Interface

♦

Search Engine

Generic Agent Template

Communicate module

User Interface

/To other agents

Figure 5. The Structure of Search Agent.
The image retrieval is carried out by the
cooperation among task allocation and result
synthesizing agent and retrieval agents. The
mechanism is depicted in Figure 6. There are a task
allocation module and temporary partial result table
in task allocation and result synthesizing agent. The
task allocation module will assign tasks to the
retrieval agent when a user request a query or some
partial result is gotten. The temporary partial result
table stores the partial query results returned from
retrieval agents according to image and task. It also
reminds task allocation module to assign retrieval
agents to search a specific region when a partial
result arrives. When all the partial results have been

returned, it return the total feature distance of the
image to browser and tell task allocation module to
notify the retrieval agents that this image is done
and assign new task to them. The tasks assigned by
task allocation agent are stored in task queue of the
retrieval agent. There are three kinds of tasks:
search an image with feature, look up one feature
region, and clear all the tasks of one image. Task
monitor is activated when a new task is arriving or
the search engine is idle. If the task on the queue is
to search an image with feature, it will tell the
search engine searching the image with algorithm 1.
If the task is to look up one region, search engine
will search the image with spatial information in the
R+ tree. If the task is to clear the tasks of the image,
it usually means the similarity of this image has
been calculated. So task monitor will clear those
tasks and notify search engine to forget the current
task and set the state of search engine as idle.
Search engine searches the image space, and if it
find a "salient" feature, returns it as the partial
results to result synthesizing agent.
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Figure 6. Cooperation mechanism among Agents. (Notice that although some lines connect the structures in agent
directly, agents communication with other using a subset of KQML).
With such a mechanism, the image retrieval process
can be speeded up in the following three manners:
♦

The retrieval processes in parallel.
Running on the network environment, the
system uses three computers as the
retrieval
agents.
The
increase
of
computing power shortens the retrieval
time.
♦ The retrieval processes asynchronously.
When an agent have finished search of
one image, it can search another image,
instead of waiting other agents to finish
their works.
♦ Some heuristic on spatial correspondence
of features is used to limit the search
space. When an agent finds out the feature
regions having salient feature, other
agents can just search these regions
instead of traversing the whole space.
5 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, We present an agent based parallel
image retrieval system, in which the three search
agents which search the image as a R+ tree in
parallel are coordinated by a task allocation and
result synthesizing agent. Since multiple spatial
corresponding features are used in the parallel
retrieval, user can more accurately express his or
her query interest. The final search result of these
features reflects both the significance of these
features in the image and the spatial intersection of
them. With the task schedule function of the task
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allocation agent, the parallel searches process
asynchronously in limited search space, therefore it
reduce the retrieval time. ,
There are still some problems that should be resolved in
our future works. The relationship between feature and
human cognition should be deeply studied to describe
user's query more accurately. Often the cognitive
expression on an object is difficult to be described by
user with the features used in our system, i.e. color,
texture, and shape. But user can tell his or her query
condition using high-level concepts easily. So some
research on human cognitive expression is proceeding.
Another work is to study the method of the partition of
texture and region, which effect the retrieval result
greatly.
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ORDER CO-ORDINATION IN MANUFACTURING
NETWORKS THROUGH
A MULTI-AGENT-SYSTEM1
W. Sihn, H.-M. Dudenhausen
Fraunhofer Institute Manufacturing Engineering and Automation
Nobelstraße 12
D-70569 Stuttgart
Abstract
Enterprises co-operate with one another and form manufacturing networks in order to benefit
from market potentials which they could otherwise not reach on their own. The operation of
manufacturing networks, however, is not supported properly by existing production planning and
control (PPC) systems. These systems allow neither communication with systems of other
enterprises, nor the synchronisation of master production schedules in manufacturing networks.
This paper proposes an order co-ordination method based on automatic negotiations in a MultiAgent-System. This system allows the inclusion and scheduling of orders in real time within
manufacturing networks in the semiconductor industry and, at the same time, co-ordinates the
individual master production schedules ftdPS) with one another.
Keywords:
manufacturing on demand, production planning and control, manufacturing
network, genetic algorithms
1. Introduction
The ability to react quickly to changes is a
deciding factor for the success and survival of an
enterprise in today's competitive market. Within
the framework of Production Planning and Control
(PPC), competitiveness depends on immediate
fulfilment of customer desires, continuous
supervision of goods and service, production
processes, undelayed recognition of emerging
conflicts, and quick responses in order to minimise
any negative consequences. These abilities provide
not only the basis for the successful operation of
individual businesses, but also production
networks. However, current PPC systems are not
able to sufficiently support the operation of
production networks. They do not allow for the
communication between several enterprises' PPC
systems, nor the synchronisation of the individual
network partners' production plans.
Due to the strong logistical interdependence
between plants, separate production planning for
1

each plant generates only unsatisfying results. A
lack of coordination and smoothing leads to
overstock, high lead times, and deficient customer
orientation (Arnold, et. al, 1996).
In order to operate production networks, order
management systems are needed, which streamline
and monitor the production of goods and services
of every unit within a production network along the
entire process chain (Dudenhausen, et. al, 1996).
Within the scope of order coordination, the order
flow through the production network has to be
planned, controlled, and monitored. Cost aspects,
such as high machine utilisation and low
inventories, as well as customer satisfaction have
to be taken into account. Besides low prices and
high product quality, short delivery times and
delivery reliability contribute significantly to
customer satisfaction. Due to legal independence
and the resulting variety of interests in production
networks, the solution of goal conflicts (which can
be rather difficult in individual businesses) is
highly complicated in these networks.

The development of this system is sponsored by the European Union within the framework of the ESPRIT project
20544 X-CITTIC in which, besides the IPA, the firms Alcatel Mietec, GEC Plessey Semiconductors, TEMC, Nimble,
and the research institutes Imperial College and INESC participate.
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2. The Tasks of Order Coordination
Order coordination includes both the proactive
abilities, such as
order clarification
- order rough planning (rough scheduling and
overall resources planning)
submission of offer
confirmation of order
as well as the reactive functionalities, such as
order control
reactive planning.
Order clarification includes the examination of the
technical feasibility of the desired product (Kurbel,
1993). Within the scope of order rough planning, a
cost-efficient solution for order fulfilment has to be
determined (Westkamper, et. al, 1997). With
regards to the current state of the individual
network units, which differ with respect to
practicable operations, available capacities, lead
times, cost structure, geographical location, and

Technology,
Cspsdly,
UtilhatioA,
Product Mbc,
CycloTim*,
YMd,
WIP,
Location (Transport Timai),
LooJcBcs Costs

inventories of unfinished and finished products, an
optimised route through the network has to be
chosen for the potential order. The route through
the network determines which units have to
produce what quantities of which (intermediate)
products within what time frame. Figure 1 shows
such a route through a network. The starting points
of the line graphics representing the route show in
which units production is started and from which
location intermediate products are taken.
Once the customer order is accepted, a comparison
of order data and offer data is initiated (Hornung,
et. al, 1996). If they match, all network units
participating in the completion of the order receive
suborders (according to the offers they have made)
for the services they have to render. In case they do
not match, a new rough planning has to examine if
the order is to be rejected or accepted despite the
discrepancy. Figure 2 summarises the processes of
the order co-ordination's proactive tasks.

./
Inwntonos,
Location,
Loghrtcs Costs

Manufacturing Unit
Stock Point

Figure 1: Optimised route of an order through a VE

The central problem of order coordination is the
order rough planning. Within the scope of this
rough planning, the partners have to agree on the
submission of a common offer and the possible
completion of the order. The submission of a
binding offer " requires all network units
participating in the completion of the potential
order to give their consent. Part of the agreement to
submit an offer held by all partners is to assign
subtasks to the respective network units, set the
dates for these subtasks and the prices partners ask
for services. These decisions cannot be made
independent of each other. Therefore an order
rough scheduling and an order-specific resource

rough planning has to be carried out
simultaneously with the submission of the offer
and the determination of delivery dates.
An agreement can be reached either previously
through the conclusion of basic contracts or
through individual negotiations for each order.
Individual negotiations make it more difficult to
meet the customer demands for immediate
acceptance of orders and quick responses to
inquiries concerning delivery conditions or unused
capacities.
Following the proactive order scheduling, it is the
task of the reactive order coordination to ensure
implementation of the plan by means of the two
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main functionalities, i.e. order control and reactive
planning.
It is the task of order control to supervise
production processes and the initiation of reactive

planning and control measures in case of missed
deadlines. The order control's subtasks include the

Inquiry

(confirmation)

Figure 2: Process of proactive order coordination
monitoring of the order progress, the forecast of
finish dates and quantities, as well as the
comparison of desired and actual values in order to
recognise plan deviations.
Basic target figures, such as date and quantity
targets from production planning, have to be
backed up by continuous comparison of
desired/actual values on a reconfirmation basis.
Especially compliance of basic time limits is
crucial in networks, due to the direct timewise
interdependence of individual suborders.
Permanent supervision of order progress and early
recognition of disruptions also fulfil the purpose of
increasing both the transparency of order
processing and the flexibility when reacting to
internal and external discontinuities. However, the
difference between internal and external
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disruptions is becoming less and less significant in
production networks, since these enterprises unite
to process orders together and thus have a shared
interest in completing them properly.Causes for
disruption are usually related to the uncertainties
of production (including logistics) which lead to
resource deficiencies, production and transport
delays, and lower product quality.
In the following section a multi-agent-system for
order specific rough planning as the most
important function of order coordination in
semiconductor industries will be presented,
preceded by a short overview of the logistical
problems in the semiconductor industry.

3. Overview of Semiconductor or
Manufacturing
The semiconductor industry is characterised by an
extremely turbulent and competitive environment
where large numbers of different products and
technologies have to be managed. The production
of semiconductors takes place in four stages wafer fabrication, wafer probe, assembly
(packaging) and final testing. The physical location
of the first two stages, and most commonly the
final stage, is within one site, while the third stage
and sometimes the final stage are integrated into
another site. The production sites are scattered all
over the world and often belong to legally
independent companies. With joined forces they
produce the final product, i.e. the chip:
The co-operation of independent businesses is
certainly connected to a considerable coordination
effort, further complicated by globally distributed
production
sites.
Nevertheless,
production
networks must maintain or enhance their ability to
respond quickly to changes and customer demands,
otherwise they will not remain successful in
today's competitive environment. The great
innovative capabilities of the semiconductor
industry lead to the rapid development of new
products, which in turn not only shorten the
product life cycle, but also quickly decrease the
value of previous products. Time becomes a factor
of increasing importance. Customer satisfaction is
greatly enhanced by low prices and high product
quality, short delivery times and delivery reliability
(Warnecke, 1996). Due to the dynamism and the
strong competition in the semiconductor industry,
enterprises must be able to submit a binding offer
in the shortest possible time. Accordingly,
negotiations with customers are reduced to a few
minutes2. At the same time, demands are growing
regarding precision and the reliability of promised
prices, delivery times, product quality and
quantity. Neglecting customer demands brings
about considerable competitive drawbacks
(Richards, et. al. 1997)

4. Concept and Architecture of the
Multi-Agent-System
The focus of discussion regarding PPC-systems in
transformable production networks is on
organisation concepts which deal with the
operation of production networks supported by a
2

Kurbel (1993) defines the ability to submit
customised offers as quickly as possible as a
competitive factor.

network co-ordinator3. The task of the network coordinator is both to optimise the supply chain to
the advantage4 of all network partners and to
increase the efficiency of the network .
The functions of the network co-ordinator are not
tied to any one person or institution. His/ her tasks
can be adopted either by an enterprise which is in
contact with customers, or by a neutral person. In
some cases the customer can take on the tasks of
the network co-ordinator.
The system presented here, is based on a software
agent taking on the role of a network co-ordinator.
The network co-ordinator co-ordinates the local
plans of the network partners and tries to
accomplish a globally optimal solution.
To include orders into the plan the network coordinator has to take into account the following
facts:
• Network partners have their own interests.
• The tasks to be performed are dependent on
each other.
• As a rule, each network unit has only
incomplete information about all partners and
the problem as a whole.
These aspects are also considered by electronic
production agents which represent the network
partners in the order co-ordination system. The
task of the production agents is to offer their
company's
resources
(manpower,
stocks,
equipment, capital, etc.) to the network coordinator, who pays for using them to carry out
orders during a defined period of time. The
production agents endeavour to make the highest
possible profit from their available resources. This
means that their ultimate goal is to obtain the
greatest number of orders and maximum possible
prices for their services. Three main features
differentiate
the
production
agents:
the
technologies available to them which allow for the
3

Boucke et. aL (1996) are describing logistical
scenarios where network-specific functions are
performed by so-called network architects, coordinators or brokers. The network architect
configures the production network, while the network
co-ordinator is responsible for the operation of the
production network, which includes the task of order
coordination. The network broker negotiates with
other networks, for example to tap external capacities.
4
Cf. Wiendahl (1998): „Eine globale Optimierung des
Netzes liegt (...) im Interesse aller."
5
Cf. Hezel and Kulow (1998): „Empirischen
Befunden zufolge bietet die Verknüpfung der
gesamten Versorgungskette (...) ein enormes
Effizienzsteigerungspotential."
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Figure 4: Selection of the best combination
transformation from one product into another; the
production capacities available for the various
technologies; and the cost of production.
Technology is therefore crucial to what
combinations of input and output are feasible and
at what prices.
Each production agent has to submit offers for
suborders at the request of the network coordinator. As basic time limits and production
quantities are part of an offer, the production agent
needs a rough planning function for its own
production units.
A study done at the IPA showed that one
possibility to accomplish the convergence of
automated negotiations is to couple them with
genetic algorithms. The following section describes
briefly how they work.
4.1

Genetic Algorithm

The goal of evolutionary algorithms and genetic
algorithms is the 'breeding' of a good or improved
solution to a given task (Weinberger et al., 1994).
The common basic structure all evolutionary
algorithms share is the cyclic application of the
evolutionary operations duplication (replication/
recombination), change (variation/mutation), and
choice (selection) for a population of individual
structures (Nissen, 1994). Each individual
corresponds with a suggestion for a solution,
encoded as vector form (chromosomes, genes) of
an algorithm for the given task. The effects of
evolutionary operations on the population depend
on a suitability measure (quality, fitness) which
evaluates the suitability of the individuals for the
solution of problems. The suitability is usually
determined not by the algorithm itself, but by an
authority in its 'environment'. The cyclical
application of evolutionary operations has the
effect that the population of suggested solution
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gradually approximates a value (relative) of high
or maximal suitability (Back et al, 1995).
After initialisation and evaluation, the further
evolution of the population of suggested solutions
is cyclical up to the reaching of a specific criteria
of breaking off (for example, obtaining a defined
quality of the solution or the exceeding of a given
number of generations or computer time). From the
parents of the first generation, descendants are
produced through the application of different
duplication mechanisms. One distinguishing
feature of this operation is that the suggested
solutions of the descendants can exclusively
contain information which can be acquired from
the combination of different solution building
blocks of the parents. On the other hand, changes
in the descendants (mutation) cause new solution
building blocks to enter the gene pool of the
descendant generation.
Analogous to the evaluation of the start
population, the descendants are evaluated. The
selective operations based on this evaluation are
responsible for choosing the parents for the
following generation from the population of the
current generation (usually including parents and
descendants). The various mechanisms of selection
tend to prefer individuals with high suitability. The
selection of new parents completes the alternation
in generations for the population.
Genetic algorithms are to be employed for
optimisation, since they are suitable to solve multidimensional problems with non-linear or unsteady
goal functions, as arise during production planning
(Schulte, 1995). The degree of complexity of a
problem is further increased by the examination of
a manufacturing network as against single site
production planning. Another advantage of genetic
algorithms is their independence of the particular
problem and their ability to be parallelised.
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Figure 3: Combination of evolutionary algorithms and negotiations
Due to these characteristics, genetic algorithms are
highly suited to control the automated negotiations
within the order planning system.
4.2
Control of Automated Negotiations
through Genetic Algorithms
Three tasks have to be solved for order rough
planning. The order has to be divided into
suborders according to the efficiency of the units.
The division is executed according to the four steps
of semiconductor production: wafer fabrication,
wafer probe, assembly and final testing. The
suborders have to be scheduled and assigned to the
manufacturing sites. Genetic algorithms are
employed for the scheduling of suborders. Based
on valid initial solutions, new solutions are
generated with the help of genetic operators
(variation, mutation, selection). The solution is a
vector shaped as follows:
(start date sub order 1, finish date sub order 1,
...start date sub order n, finish date sub order n)
Start dates and finish dates are positive integers. 0
represents today, 1 means tomorrow, 2 the day
after tomorrow, etc. A consistency check
guarantees that no inadmissible solutions are
generated. An inadmissible solution is one that has
a finish date of suborder n that is later than the
start date of suborder n or suborder n+1.

For each vector of the population, the network coordinator sends an inquiry about the suborders
including the corresponding frame schedule to the
remaining network units (Fig. 3). The network
partner (or the representing production agent)
evaluates the inquiry with regards to price and
feasibility (Fig. 3). By means of its rough capacity
model and its ATP6 function it can assess the
feasibility of the request based on its knowledge of
current operative capability, e.g. unused capacity,
inventory, or lead time. If the order can be
processed, the order promise agent makes an offer
price while taking into consideration its enterprise's
price policy and its own knowledge of the market.
The production agent which sends off the inquiries
receives the offers, usually only for partial
products or partial services, from the network
partners. The resource allocation algorithm
combines the partial offers of the individual
partners into one offer for the complete product,
the chip (Fig. 4). Then the combined offers are
evaluated and the most favourable is selected. This
way, the problem of assigning resources is solved
6

A product is called Available-to-Promise (ATP)
where an order can be filled from existing stocks. A
product is Capable-to-Promise (CTP) where an order
can be filled from existing stocks and is covered by the
quantities calculated in the master production
schedule.
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as well. This means that for each solution of the
population the best alternative is selected and the
corresponding fitness function, described in detail
in chapter 4.3, is calculated by the evaluator.
Afterwards, the evaluated population is altered
through genetic algorithms.
This method is repeated until the criterion for
breaking off is reached. A break-offtakes place if
a previously determined time interval has expired
or if a given quality of the solution is reached. This
is the case if a solution is found in which the
delivery date as desired by the customer is met and
the costs for its realisation remain under a
particular value which can be configured by the
user.
Immediately after the optimisation through genetic
algorithms the customer of the production
networks receives one or more alternative offers. If
the production network is awarded the order, the
corresponding suborders are passed on to the
individual units.

J=

Fab carries out production stage
otherwise

o

no''stage
stage = number of production stages, and
Pi. Fab

= price a fab asks for the execution of
production stage 1

Those network partners which provide services are
not able to include transportation costs into their
offer, since during the negotiations it is still unclear
which partners are going to receive suborders or
which transport route the order involves. Thus, the
price given in the offer never includes delivery.
During the calculation of the total price, the
evaluator generates the transportation costs
Ctransport by means of a transport cost matrix.
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Inventory costs arise if after completion of one
work cycle the following work cycle is not started
immediately. The evaluation takes into account
only those inventory costs which come up between
different VE units. The inventory costs which arise
during services of one network partner are included
in the price setting ofthat unit. The inventory costs
C'inventory axe calculated as follows:
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The price Pmtem which has to be paid by all
units participating in the processing of an
order is:
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Goal System of the Production Network

It is the goal of the production network to
manufacture the product requested by the customer
at minimal cost while ensuring the desired delivery
dates. The evaluation takes into account the prices
demanded by the network partners for their
services, transportation costs and inventory costs,
as well as a parameter for the assurance of the
desired delivery date.
The production network tries to get as many orders
as possible and makes an effort to offer an
acceptable price to the customer. In the same way,
each partner tries to award the order for a partial
service and, as a consequence, sets its own offer
prices for suborders. The market mechanism
prevents individual partners from asking for
excessive prices. If several alternative partners are
able to carry out one manufacturing sequence, the
least expensive supplier has the best chance to win
the order. If only one suitable unit exists, and if
this unit tries to take advantage of this situation,
this will lead to the disintegration or
reconfiguration of the production network.
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= start date for production stage 1
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= finish date for production stage 1
= delivery date promised to
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The keeping of the desired delivery date cannot be
measured directly in terms of a monetary quantity.
Delivery
reliability,
however,
contributes
significantly to an enterprise's success in the long
run. Non-compliance of delivery dates is a highly
negative factor. In the fitness function applied here,
the penalty function Cdelay for non-compliance of
delivery dates is user configurable. As a rule, the
penalty function Cdelay is defined as a function of
delay and price. One obvious possibility is to
assume a linear connection between Cdelay- and the
length of the delay.
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tend stage = date of completion of the last
production stage
tdd

~ agreed delivery due date

If contractual penalties were arranged with the
customer, these can be used for the basis of the
penalty function.
Following the above given considerations, the
fitness function is:
** ~ *intern

^transport

^inventory

production network carried out. The emulator
allows for the simulation of random configurations
of production networks in the semiconductor
industries. Like a real life network partner, the
emulator is represented in the multi-agent-system
by a production agent and has the task to simulate
the behaviour of a network partner. In doing so,
the emulator makes use of an event-based
simulation model which replaces a concrete
production unit. Each of the four production stages
in semiconductor manufacturing is represented by
its own simulation model mapped according to
real-life conditions. The models share an interface
with a database automatically supplied with
relevant (historic) data (WIP, orders, work
schedules, bills of material, etc.) of the
corresponding production unit. The simultaneous
use of several emulators enables the simulation of
random production network configurations.
The models of production networks, which were
used to check the full functionality and the
behaviour of the coordination procedure, were
generated with the help of realistic data for all
production stages from three semiconductor
companies.
Most recent tests have shown that through the
global coordination of customer orders and
production plans, which is accomplished by the
system presented here, inventories at the network's
interorganisational interfaces as well as the total
processing times can be reduced significantly. Due
to the high values of wafers and dies this way
enormous costs can be saved.

delay

(?)

5. Practical Application
By means of an emulator the suitability of the
procedure is verified and the modelling of the

The presented method makes it possible to include
orders into production nets' plans in real time.
Simultaneously streamlining of the partners'
production plans is accomplished. The distributed
architecture and the algorithm based on automated
negotiations react flexibly to all changes in the
system. Thus, reconfigurations or local changes,
such as the acquisition of new machines at one site,
have no impact on the system.
Furthermore, a tool is now available which allows
the production networks to schedule customer
orders between different enterprises within a very
short time. This is an important prerequisite for
networks needed to present themselves as a
cohesive unity to the customer. A reactive planning
and control component which takes appropriate
corrective action in case of disruption in networks
is currently being developed. Through the cooperation of these two components the delivery
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dependability will be improved considerably and
customer satisfaction will be increased.
In general, the system can be transferred to
production networks of other industries, if those

networks consist of equal partners and if a
suitable, clearly definable division of customer
orders is possible.
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Abstract
A cognitive network is offered as a new model of knowledge representation. It is based on a uniform
object platform that realizes principles of multiagent programming to describe problems with
information given imprecisely. A cognitive network is a collection of intelligent objects connected by
intelligent relations. The control over the network is carried out by apian that is specified by a group
of rules. A cognitive network represents knowledge in a hybrid way based on objects, constraints, rules
and imperative programming.
Keywords: Hybrid systems of knowledge representation, multiagent systems, cognitive network,
knowledge systems methodology.
1. Introduction
The history of the development of software
engineering from algorithmic programming
languages, frame-based and production systems up
to systems of logic programming is an attempt to
find adequate abstractions for mapping complicated
systems and processes of the real world and optimal
mechanisms of problem solutions. An object-based
paradigm is a new step towards a proper reflection
of the reality as any problem domain can be given
with the help of objects and communication
mechanisms. And at last the next stage of the
development in this direction is multiagent
environment where objects are endowed with
intelligence.
The methodology of the system engineering of
artificial intelligence assumes a choice of the most
approaching mode of knowledge representation for
a given problem or its part. It is obvious that we
need construction of the programming environment
for engineering of hybrid knowledge supporting a
wide choice of alternatives of representation.
In this paper a new metaphor for multiagent
applications that is a cognitive network, is offered.
The specification of a problem domain as a
cognitive network assumes the use of empirical
rules of decomposition of the problem domain as
the collections of intelligent agents connected by
cognitive relations. The cognitive network

integrates a hybrid knowledge representation on the
basis
of
objects,
relations,
constraints,
subdefinitness, rules, and imperative programming.
The examples introduced in a paper show that such
representation expands the range of application of
multiagent systems.
2. From a semantic network to a cognitive
one
The idea of cognitive network has arisen from an
experience of work with knowledge representation
on the basis of the semantic network in the system
Semp-F [1,2,3]. This experience has shown a
possibility of its modification and adaptation to the
problems with cooperative agents. A base structure
in Semp-F is a semantic network that represents a
current set of active objects and relations. Active
objects are characterized by their attributes and
constraints given as functional dependencies of
attributes. Constraints link attributes of the same
object and the attributes of different objects as well.
A network access is carried out through production
rules, in the left part of which the operation of
pattern matching is used. The semantic network in
Semp-F maps an information extracted from
natural language texts, and for user the traditional
mediums of work with a semantic network (pattern
matching) are submitted.
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In practice we more often meet with the
representation of ä structured problem domain and
very successful for this purpose the map it as set of
cooperative agents is. Cooperation is ability of an
agent to work with other agents to perform a task
and as such is a fundamental property of an agent.
An agent in contrast to the active object in Semp-F
has property of autonomy and reactivity. The
property of autonomy assumes symbolical
description of a fact with the help of the unique
gang of attributes and constraints on them.
Reactivity is ability of an agent to react fast without
the use of complicated reasoning.
Along
with
properties defining as set of attributes of object and
constraints on them, agent has some behavior
depending on exterior or interior conditions. The
behavior of agent is described with the help of rules,
in the left part of which a condition on attributes of
agent is set. As the agent a relation that connects
two or several objects can appear. The agentrelation or the cognitive relation describes
cooperating knowledge of agents and contains
symbolic model of the outside world about which
agents develop plans and make decisions. The
agent-relation can have a property of reactivity as
well. The cognitive network is a network that
represents the current set of agents or more
precisely the collection of agents-objects connected
by agents-relations. Such representation allows us to
combine reactive and cognitive approaches for the
construction of full solution in real applications. The
mechanism of constraints based on subdefinite
computing model [4,5] helps dynamically to adapt
the behavior of agents to modifications of external
environment. The specification of constraints on the
basis of subdefinite computing model represents the
natural mode of description of restrictions.
The suggested model is the development of the
model offered in [6]. It takes into account modern
developments in area multiagent systems [7],
process engineering of constraints programming
[4,5] and various modes of the communications of
agents: cognitive, reactive or hybrid [8].
3. Basic concepts of cognitive network
3.1. Cognitive network (CN)
Cognitive network is a collection of intelligent
agents-objects connected by intelligent agentsrelations. An agent-object in cognitive network has
the properties of autonomy and reactivity. The
agent-relation has the property of reactivity as well
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and has access to attributes of linked agents-objects.
Agents are described with the help of classes by
using the mechanism of inherithing.
3.2. Agent-object (O)
The knowledge base of the agent-object can be
represented by the triple:
0 = <A, C, R>,
where A = {ah.., at} - attributes described by a
name and a type. For attributes the following types
can be defined: integer, real, atom, subdefinite
integer, given by the values as an interval, for
example: start: integer (10.. 20). Except simple
types for description of agents the structured types
of data such as a set and a tuple can be used.
This part creates dynamic components of agent
knowledge and maps symbolical representation of
facts both about the exterior world and system
interior conditions.
C = F (A) - functional dependencies that specify
constraints on attributes, for example, finish = start
+ duration. Constraints represent the static part of
an agent knowledge.
R = fr,,.., rk} - serially ordered set of rules as
/•,..: Cond -> Act,
where Cond - conditions on attributes of the agent,
Act - evaluations over attributes or operations on
output of the values of attributes. Each rule is
executed once, if an operator repeat specially is not
used that calls cycling the rule.
This part contains knowledge about behavior of the
agent.
3.3. Agent-relation (L)
The agent-relation L (Oh.., OJ can link 2 or more
agents-objects. It allows us to create functional
dependencies on attributes of various agents-objects
one or different classes and rules of interaction of
agents-objects as well.
The knowledge base of the agent-relation can be
represented by the triple:
L = <A,C,R>,
where A = {ah.., a*} - attributes of the cognitive
relation. These attributes are set similarly to the
agent-object by a name and a type.
C = F (alt..,ak e 0lt.. ,ah..,akeOJ - functional
dependencies on attributes of agents-objects
connected by this relation.
R = {n,.., n) - serially ordered set of rules as rt:
Cond -> Act,

where Cond - conditions on attributes of objects
connected by this relation, Act - evaluations over
attributes of the relation and over attributes of
linked agents-objects or output of values of
attributes. Each rule is executed once, if an operator
repeat specially is not used that calls cycling a rule.
The operator activate used in Act allows us to
transmit control to other agents-objects or agentsrelations. This part can be used for the
representation of direct inference.
For the agents we distinguish 2 such as the
communications: output of information about
specified values of attributes and refinement or
modification of controlled attributes. The example
of the description of the agent on the MARS
language [9]:
The agent represents a square located in a parallel
way to axis. The square independently moves to the
right, while will not come across yet a motionless
wall.

structure POINT
x: integer (0.. 100);
y: integer (0.. 100);
end;
class ACTIVE _ SQ UARE
centre: POINT;
side: integer (10.. 20);
state: (move, stop);
constraints
centre.x < 75;
reaction
state = move = > centre.x: = centre.x + 1;
Vis _ square (centre, side); repeat;
//on repeated execution of a rule
= > state: = stop;
end;
In this example the ACTIVE _ SQUARE class is
circumscribed, for which the centre and side
attributes are defined. In a section constraints ä
restriction is given that inspects the transition of the
square. In a section reaction 2 rules are given that
determine behavior of the square.
4. Control by the cognitive network
The evaluations are produced when the current set
of agents-objects and agents-relations is created,

that is when the cognitive network is generated. The
control model contains the sequence of rules, that is
a plan. To control the activation of agents in a
network an operator activate is used.
The evaluation in cognitive network is produced in
the following order:
1. The functional network is generated that links
attributes of agents indicated in constraints, then
evaluations in the network are produced, therefore
some attributes can receive new more precise
values. The evaluations happen on a data-flow
principle, that is the agents exhibit the properties of
activity to attributes: when the modification of value
of one attribute arises the values of other attributes
connected with him by functional dependencies
vary. The functional network puts into practice
subdefinite computing model that theoretical
background in works [4, 5] is given.
2. The agents-objects or agents-relations indicated
in the operator activate are activated.
3. For the activated agent the rules from a section
reaction are executed sequentially. If in the rule the
operator repeat is used then the rule is executed so
long as in the functional network there will be no
inconsistency. In this case it happens rollback on the
previous step of evaluations and the next rule is
performed.
The library of plans can be created that contains the
set partially of developed plans, each of which
contacts with a condition of call.
For a cognitive network the following operations
are defined:
• Create -to create a current set of agents,
• Add - to add a new agent,
• Delete - to delete an agent from a network,
• Edit - to edit attributes for a given agent.
An example of the creation of network and control
by network is:
create Active _ square: ACTWE_ SQUARE (side
= 50, centre =0,0);
plan
read (cl) = Enter = >
Active _ square.state: = move;
activate (Active _ square);
end;
The current set of agents is created by an operator
create and the one agent Active _ square of the class
of agents ACTIVE_SQUARE contains. Plan
determines the control model and contains one rule
that activates the square with key Enter. The first
rule in reaction is executed until inconsistencies
appear, that is while the square does not reach the
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wall. When inconsistency takes place the next rule
is executed.
5. Demonstration of a cognitive network on
examples
Shown below 3 examples demonstrate the use of the
offered model for the solution of the different tasks.
In the first example the cognitive network is used
primarily as demonstrating of the subdefinite model
of evaluations with inexact given information and
represents the static model of interrelationship of
agents. The second example is characteristic for
traditional multiagent interaction and describes
cooperative behavior of agents in time. Third one
demonstrates the possibility of inference by
applying a sampling strategy. The given examples
can seem trivial, but behind it there is simplicity and
clearness of the universal use of cognitive network
for the tasks traditionally divided by researchers.
The program on the MARS language represents the
description of class of agents-objects and agentsrelations, the creation of the current set of agents,
i.e. cognitive network and plan that specifies model
of control.
5.1. Example 1
A task consists of 5 subtasks, it is required to define
maximum time necessary for realization of the task.
It is known that the subtasks 2,3 and 4 should begin
after the termination of the subtask number 1, the
subtask 4 should begin after the realization of the
subtask 2, and subtask 5 - after the termination of
the subtasks 3 and 4. Besides it is known that the
duration of the realization of the tasks is inexact and
is set as intervals. In this example the duration of
the task is defined in conditional units. It is required
to estimate the execution time of the task in whole.
The cognitive network consists from 5 of the
agents-objects of the class TASK and one agentrelation of the class MAIN TASK:
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type TASKS (Taskl, Task2, Task3, Task*,
Task5);
class TASK
name: TASKS;
start: integer;
finish: integer;
duration: integer;
constraints
finish = start + duration;
end;
relation MAIN _TASK (taskl, task2, taskS,
task4, taskS: TASK);
start: integer;
finish: integer;
constraints
taskI.start = start;
taskl.start > = taskl.finish;
task3. start > = taskl.finish;
task4.start > = task2.finish;
task4.start > = taskl.finish;
taskS.start > = task4.finish;
taskS.start > = task3.finish;
finish > = taskS.finish;
reaction
= > print (" time necessary for realization of
the task equal ", finish);
end;
create Taskl: TASK (duration = (10.. 12));
Task2: TASK (duration (5.. 30));
Task3: TASK (duration (10.. 20));
Task4: TASK (duration (3.. 40));
TaskS: TASK (duration (10.. 20));
Main _ Task: MAIN _ TASK (Taskl, Task2,
Task3,Task3,Task4,Task5:TASK);
plan
=> activate (Main _ Task (start: = 0));
end;
5.2.£xample 2
The next example is adapted from [10] and serves to
illustrate a pursuit game. In this domain, there are
four agents, one robber and three cops that are
placed in a rectangular grid limited by Wx
horizontal and Wy vertical units. Agents can move
in four directions: up, down, left, and right. The
goal of the game is to capture the robber that can be
done only at a wall or in a corner. Each of the five
agents can stay in the current position or move by
one step in the above four directions. The robber
and the cops cannot move simultaneously: in each
move, either the robber is moved or all the cops at
once. The individual plan for cops consists of one
action only: if the distance to the robber is greater

than one, move so as to decrease the distance by 1.
Two agents' plans are in conflict, if the agents want
to move to the same square. The cops can
coordinate their actions. In this example we do not
attempt to give an efficient procedure for capturing
the robber; rather, we only want to demonstrate the
method of knowledge representation. The model
will be shown as a cognitive network containing
three cop agents, one robber agent, and two
relations: between the robber and the cops, and
between the cops and the robber.

class ROBBER
x : integer (0.. 10);
v: integer (0..10);
end;
class COP
x: integer (0.. 10);
y: integer (O.JO);
end;
relation COPJROB (copl: COP, cop2: COP,
copS: COP rob: ROBBER)

constraints
copl.x != cop2.x != cop3.x;
copl.y != cop2.y 1= cop3.y;
reaction
rob.x -copl.x > 1 => copl.x := copl.x + 1;
copl.x -rob.x > 1 => copl.x . = copl.x -1;
rob.y -copl.y > 1 => copl.y := copl.y + 1;
copl.y -rob.y > 1 => copl.y := copl.y -1;
rob.x -cop2.x > 1 => cop2.x:= cop2x + 1;
cop2.x-rob.x > 1 => cop2.x . = cop2.x -1;
rob.y - copl.y > 1 => cop2.y := cop2.y + 1;
cop2.y -rob.y > 1 => cop2.y := cop2.y -1;
rob.x -cop3.x > 1 => cop3.x := cop3.x + 1;
cop3.x -rob.x > 1 => cop3.x := cop3.x -1;
rob.y — cop3.y > 1 => cop3.y := cop3.y + 1;

cop3.y-rob.y > 1 => cop3.y := cop3.y -1;
end;
relation ROBJOOP (rob: ROBBER, copl: COP,
cop2: COP, cop3: COP)
constraints
rob.x /= Wx;
rob.y != Wy;
reaction
(rob.x -copl.x) > 0 &
(rob.x -cop2.x) > 0 &
(rob.x -cop3.x) > 0 => rob.x := rob.x + 1;
(rob.y - copl.y) > 0 &
(rob.y -cop2.y) > 0 &
(rob.y -cop3.y) > 0 => rob.y := rob.y + 1;
rob.x = Wx& rob.y = Wy =>
print ("give up");
end;
create rob: ROBBER (x = 5, y =5);
copl:COP(x = l,y = 4);
cop2:COP (x = 4,y = 1);
cop3:COP (x = 2,y = 2);
ROB_COP (rob, copl, cop2, cop3);
COP_ROB (copl, cop2, cop3,rob);
plan
=> activate (COPROB, ROBCOP); repeat;
end;
In this example the use of n-arity relations, the
specification of constraints and coordinated
behavior with the aid of these relations is illustrated.
5.3. Example 3
The logical-arithmetical puzzle, it is adapted from
[11]. Fransua and Georg play in tennis. Fransua
wins Georg with the score six three. Fransua loses
one feeding, and Georg - three, the last time wins
Fransua. Who had the first feeding?
The cognitive network contains two agents-objects,
i.e. two players: Fransua and Georg and one agentrelation GAME that is characterized by the set of
feedings and by the set of prizes and the rules of
game describes.

type Player (Fransua, Georg);
type Prize INTEGER (0,1); //1 -prize, 0 - loss
type Feeding INTEGER (0,1); //1 -feeding, 0
feeding at the contender
class PLAYER
name: player;
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service: tuple ofFeeding [9]; //only there were
9 feedings
gain: tuple ofPrize [9]:
total _ gain: integer;
constraints
total_ gain = sum item in gain: item; //only of
wonfeedings
reaction
service [0] = 1 = > print (" byfirst given ",
name);
end;
relation GAME (playerl: PLAYER, player!:
PLAYER)
constraints
//Gives Fransua or Georg
forall item in playerl.service:
playerl.service [item] = 1 - player2. service
[item];
//Fransua and Georg give on queue
forall item in player2.service:
player2. service [item] = 1 -playerl.service
[item-1];
//Benefits Fransua or Georg
forall item in (playerl.gain:
playerl.gain [item] = 1 - player2.gain [item];
//The last time benefits Fransua
playerl.gain [9] = 1;
//constraints on lost feedings
(sum item in 0.. 8: (playerl.service [item] *
(player2.gain [item]) = 1;
(sum item in 0.. 8 (player2.service [item] *
(playerl.gain [item]) = 3;
end;
create
Frans: PLAYER (name: Fransua, total gain:
6);
Georg: PLAYER (name: Georg, total gain:
3);
Game (playerl: Frans, player2: Georg);
plan
=>
try
edit Frans (service [OJ: 1, gain [OJ: 0)
edit Georg (gain [1]: 0, gain [3J: 0,
gain [5]: 0)
or
edit Georg (service [OJ: 1, gain [OJ: 0, gain
[2]: 0);
edit Frans (gain [1]: 0);
end;
activate (PLAYER);
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end;
The inference is based on check of inconsistencies
in the network by applying sampling strategy: the
supposition at first is made that first was given
Fransua and then Georg The computing model is
initialized by values in the supposition that the order
of the won games is not important and only their
number is taken into account.
6. Discussion
Suggested model of knowledge representation is not
a simple expansion of semantic network.
Combination of well-known means of knowledge
representation such as objects, constraints,
productions that represent behavioral cognitive
pattern or simple reactions along with an expansible
set of data types lead to a new quality, therefore one
can say about a new model of knowledge
representation, i.e. cognitive network. Such model
represents a reality as it is through a population of
certain entities that exist in a certain restricted
environment and interoperate according to wellknown lows and, if needed, can perform
coordinated actions.
Generally accepted
understanding of an agent as a system whose
behavior is goal-oriented toward a certain state of
the world, is expanded up to system that reflects a
certain entity imbedded into a context of the
fragment of external world. And interdependencies
between these entities with the help of cognitive
relations are described. Such approach allows us to
see obvious connection with MAS organizations,
MAS
interaction
protocols,
theories
of
dependencies.
7. Conclusion
The cognitive network is a new paradigm that offers
us to consider the problem domain as a collection of
agents-objects
and
agents-relations.
Such
decomposition satisfies many problems for
representation, inference and refinement of
knowledge assigned in symbolical mode with
incomplete and inexact initial data.
The properties of the cognitive network are:
1. Activity. The property of activity consists in the
fact that the network is capable to calculate itself.
Modification of the values of one attribute calls
automatic reevaluation of other attributes connected
by constraints.
2. Reactivity. The property of reactivity consists in
the fact that cognitive network is capable to make
decision depending on the state network or to

change a state of the agents by calling a runtime
check behind restrictions.
3. Adaptive control. The special appeal of the
offered model consists in a possibility of dynamic
adaptive control by cognitive network at the
expense of dynamic modification (adding a new
agent or deleting old one) and modification of
conditions of a plan, for example, with the help of
events.
The offered model of knowledge representation, the
cognitive network, reflects wider understanding of
multiagent interaction than conventional, taking into
account both static and dynamic models of
interaction of agents, and thus expands the range of
the tasks considered from the point of view of
multiagent programming.
This model can be applied in different knowledge
domain: from real time planning, scheduling, and
resource allocation up to the expert systems and
problems of adaptive control in conditions of
varying environment, for example, an automatic
control of the automobiles on a given route.
As a toolkit for construction of the cognitive
network, the system MARS-V is realized using the
modern facilities of knowledge representation with
the help of agents and visual map of modelling
process.
The system MARS-V is open environment for
incremental development of applications, the base
variant of which assumes the use of the C++
compiler, C++ libraries, libraries of subdefinite data
types, set of program components for visual
description of the structure of problem domain, and
specification of knowledge components.
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Abstract
The fast development of transportation and communication means lead to emerging global
businesses and such a new form of co-operation as Concurrent Enterprises (CE). Interest in CE
and research supporting such industrial groups is growing along with increasing use ofAI-based
engineering and management technologies, and the trend towards product data and knowledge
globalisation. Based on CE concept a product should be designed for CE, as much as the CE
should be designed for the product. CE configuring is a new approach to industrial network
enterprise creation and reuse that considers enterprises as assemblies of reusable components
(units) defined on a common domain knowledge model "product - process - resources". The goal
of Knowledge Management (KM) is to facilitate knowledge transfer and sharing of in the context
ofCE structures integrating the customer and the supplier. KM tools for CE configuring activate
reusable components and configuration knowledge as needed to interactively assist users (agents)
while creating new CE configurations and new reusable components The paper discusses a
generic.methodology and an agent-based environment architecture for CE configuring knowledge
management.
Keywords: concurrent enterprises, configuration, constraint network, agent, decision making
1. Introduction
Lately a new development trend in
domain of electronic business collaboration is
observed. Applying Concurrent Engineering and
Electronic Commerce in the context of interenterprises business collaboration within the
Virtual Enterprise is named Concurrent
Enterprising (CE-NET, 1998).
The globalisation of industry has
increased the need for industry standardisation as
a methodology to avoid duplication and
misinterpretation. Knowledge as the critical
resource for business activity characterises this
era. Every company has its own intellectual
capital. Capitalising on corporate collective
knowledge and intellectual assets takes more than
an Intranet, some search and document
management
facilities.
Today
corporate
knowledge of large industrial companies is
distributed among many DBs. For example,
engineering and manufacturing DBs that contain
data about the product design and production,
domain DBs that contain information about
product use at the end-user sites and problemoriented applications, financial DBs, and
marketing DBs, etc.. Need to manage industrial
knowledge to convert external market forces (such
as speed of change, cycle-time reduction,
globalisation, etc.) and certain internal changes. In
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result new information technologies like Agent
Technology, Knowledge Management and other
are attracting increasing interest from industrial
companies.
Starting from the evaluation of existing
enterprise integration architectures (CIMOSA,
GRAI/GIM and PERA), the IFAC/IFIP Task
Force on Architectures for Enterprise Integration
has developed an overall definition of a
generalized architecture. The proposed framework
was entitled GERAM - Generalized Enterprise
Reference Architecture and Methodology (ISO
TC 184/SC 5/WG 1, 1997).
GERAM considers those methods,
models and tools, which are needed to develop,
design, build and maintain the integrated
enterprise, be it a part of another enterprise, a
stand-alone enterprise or a network of enterprises
(virtual enterprise or extended enterprise).
GERAM defines a tool-kit of concept for
designing and maintaining enterprises for their
entire life history. GERAM is not just anotherproposal for a new enterprise reference
architecture, but is meant to organize existing
enterprise integration knowledge.
The goal of an enterprise model is to
achieve model-driven enterprise design, analysis,
and evaluation. In (Gruninger, 1997) an enterprise
organization ontology is considered as a set of

constraints on the agents' activities. Currently
multi-agent systems and intelligent agent
technologies are widely used for CE applications
(Beyer et al, 1999; Bussmann, 1998; Fischer et
al, 1996; Jennings, 1996; Pawlak et al, 1997;
Sandholm, 1998; Scherer and Katranuschkov,
1999).
General objectives of this paper are to
develop a generic methodology and an agentbased environment for CE configuring knowledge
management
2. CE configuring
Product reconfigurability is becoming
more and more important. Reconfiguration is
necessary when the customer wants either to
upgrade the product to include new or better
functionality, or to replace nonfunctioning parts
for which identical replacements no longer exist.
Instead of exchanging the whole product, the
producer can add or replace certain parts to
provide the desired functionality. Reconfiguration
is a complex task, because replacing one
component might affect other components, which
in turn would have to be replaced or adjusted, and
so on. The reconfiguration basically performs the
process of adapting old configurations to new
situations.
In order to design a CE that can be
reconfigured to meet the changing production
demand, one has to understand the relationship
between the structure of the system "product business process - CE resources". CEs are able to
trade product models on Business Network that
make possible the truly integrated virtual supply
chain. CE configuration generates customised
solutions based on a standard components (as
templates or baselines) or CE model.
Configuration consists of two aspects configuring/reconfiguring
and
configuration
maintenance. Configuring deals with creating
configuration solutions; it involves selecting
components and the ways of their configuring.
Configuration maintenance deals with maintaining
a consistent configuration under change; this
requires the consistency among the selected
components and decisions. When a decision for
selected components changes, configuration
maintenance must trace all the decisions related to
the changed decision and revise them, if
necessary, to maintain consistency among the
components and decisions.
Configuration is an application area of AI
that deals with assembly of complex system
composed from a set of simpler components.
Various approaches are implemented in the field
of configuration (Stumptner,
1997):
(i)

representation-oriented approaches (rule-based
configuration,
structure-based configuration,
constraints
satisfaction problem,
dynamic
constraints satisfaction problem, resource-based
configuration, component-oriented configuration,
constructive problem solving); (ii) task-oriented
approaches, (iii) case-based reasoning, (iv) hybrid
systems.
CE configuring consists of two stages: CE
modeling and CE maintenance. CE maintenance
requires to use a special technology called
Corporate Knowledge Management (KM). KM is
a term that covers processes and technologies to
store and exploit the know-how and experience of
company employees. It comprises acquisition,
analysis,
transformation,
storage
and
dissemination of knowledge throughout the
complete engineering and management (E&M)
processes.
3. CE knowledge management
An
important
requirement
for
collaborative system is the ability to capture
knowledge from multiple domain and store it in a
form that facilitates re-use and sharing
(Bradshaw, 1993;Neches, 1991; Patil, 1991). KM
could be identified by four factors behind
successful KM systems (Donkin, 1998): an
understanding by employees why knowledge
sharing is important, recognition by employees,
the legacy of existing practices, and a support
mechanism or safety net, which allows employees
to experiment. KM is 90 per cent people and 10
per cent technologies, in result the four general
functions of KM - Extemalization, Internalization,
Intermediation and Cognitive (Delphigroup, 1998)
describe the relation "user - knowledge/data
bases".
A KM system addresses all three elements
of a knowledge process (Livelink, 1998):
• Knowledge discovery - people search for any
and all information that can help them to get
their jobs done and achieve their organization
business objectives.
• Knowledge Organization - the collection and
management of information of all types from files, documents and objects to running
histories
of enterprise projects, the
contributors, the consensus, the solutions, and
the activities.
• Collaborative Knowledge Development people taking action and working together to
create project, form teams, develop project
deliverables, and manage projects and
processes through their many stages and
cycles.
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4. CE model
Applying GERAM approach enables to
form the CE conceptual model of the system
"product - process - resource" satisfying the
constraints on manufacture resources. The CE
configuring stage is represented by relation
"configuring of.the product (product structure,
materials bill) -> configuring of the business
process (process structure, operation types) ->
configuring of the resource (structure of system,
equipment and staff types)".
The conceptual model of product is
hierarchical. Such model as STEP advocates a
hierarchical approach to product description. The
STEP model divides the product into four levels:
product, product version, subassembly, part. The
conceptual models of manufacturing systems are
also hierarchical. Such models as CAMT-I and
SER type

KNOWLEDGE & DATA

customer

supplier

NIST advocate a hierarchical approach to
manufacturing system design and analysis
(Nadoli, 1993). The CAM-I model divides the
factory management system into four levels:
factory, job shop, work centre, and resource. The
NIST model considers five levels: facility, shop,
cell, workstation, and equipment.
The implementation of CE approach is
based on the shareable information environment
that supports the "product - process - resource"
model (PPR-model) used for integration and coordination of users activity. This model is studied
from different aspects - viewpoints or users group
(Figure 1). CE model as PPR-model could consist
of three parts: CE Product Model, CE Process
Model, CE Resource Model. Figure 1 describes
links of users and knowledge&data with CE
Model parts for general business processes from
supply chain.

Product

business commitment

^_

I

Product

sale order

material resource
planner
^"

MODEL type

component list of product

Product & Process
& Resource

i

mrchasing
manager ^

production
engineer & ^manager
assembly
engineer & -^manager
logistic
manager

'

Product & Process
& Resource

Part & Process &
Resource

production order
-

assembly order

1

routing order & invoices & packing list
Figure 1. Links of users and knowledge&data in CE (example)
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Product & Process
& Resource

Enterprise Modelling Languages as a part
of GERAM define the generic modelling
constructs for enterprise modelling adapted to the
needs of people creating and using enterprise
models. In particular enterprise modelling
languages will provide constructs to describe and
model human roles, operational processes and
their functional contents as well as the supporting
information, office and production technologies.
Examples of modelling languages can be found in
ARIS, CIMOSA, GRAI/GIM, IEM or the IDEF
family of languages. Relevant Standardization:
• CEN ENV 12 204 "Constructs for Enterprise
Modelling" defines a reference set of twelve
constructs for enterprise modelling (businessprocess, capability set, enterprise activity,
enterprise object, event, object view, object
state, order, organizational unit, product,
resource, relation).
• ISO DIS 14258 defines rules and guidelines
for enterprise models.
Enterprise models may be defined in
various ways. In increasing order of formality
generic enterprise models may be defined as (ISO
TC 184/SC 5/WG 1, 1997):
• Natural language explanation of the meaning
of modelling concepts {glossaries of terms).
• Some forms of meta models (for example,
entity relationship meta Schemas conceptual
models of- terminology component of
modelling
languages)
describing
the
relationship among modelling concepts
available in enterprise modelling languages.
They describe the concepts used, their
properties and relationships, as well as some
basic constraints, such as cardinality
constraints.
• Ontological Theories defining the meaning
(semantics)
of
enterprise
modelling
languages, to improve the analytic capability
of engineering tools, and through them the
usefulness of enterprise models. Typically,
these theories would be built inside the
engineering tools.
Ontological theories are formal models of
the concepts that are used in CE model
representations. They capture rules and constraints
of the domain of interest, allowing useful
inferences to be drawn, to analyze, execute (for
example, simulate), cross check, and validate
models.

recognized in multiplicity of research fields and
applications
areas,
including
knowledge
engineering, agent-based system design and
enterprise integration (see overview in (Guarino,
1998). More recent definition of ontologies was
proposed in (Gruber, 1995): "Ontologies are
agreement about shared conceptualization. Shared
conceptualization includes conceptual frameworks
for modelling domain knowledge; content-specific
protocols for communication among interoperating agents; and agreement about the
representation of particular domain theories. In
the knowledge sharing context, ontologies are
specified in the form of definitions of
representational vocabulary. A very simple case
would be a type hierarchy, specifying classes and
their subsumption relationships. Relational
database schemata also serve as ontologies by
specifying the relations that can exist in some
shared database and the integrity constraints that
must hold for them".
Below we will use a following definition
of ontology: "An ontology is a formal description
of entities and their properties, relationships,
constraints, behaviours".
Kinds of ontologies (Guarino, 1998),
according to their level of dependence on a
particular task or viewpoint. Top-level ontologies
describe very general concepts like space, time,
object, event, action, etc., which are independent
of a particular problem or domain. Domain
ontologies and task ontologies describe the
vocabulary related to a generic domain or generic
task or activity, by specializing the terms
introduced in the top-level ontology. Application
ontologies describe concepts depending both on a
particular domain and task, which are often
specialization of both related ontologies.
In (Bradshaw, 1992; Gruber, 1991;
Gruninger, 1997) a set of integrated ontologies for
representing enterprises spanning activities, states,
time, organization, resources, and products is
proposed. The approach to engineering ontologies
begins with defining an ontology requirements;
this is in the form of questions that an ontology
must be able to answer, and is called the
competency of the ontology. The second step in
the design of an ontology is to define its
terminology: its objects, attributes, and relations.
The third step is to specify the definitions and
constraints against the terminology, where
possible.

5. Ontology
Research on ontology is becoming
increasingly widespread in the computer science
community, and its importance is being
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6. Object-oriented dynamic constraint
network as top-level ontology paradigm
for CE configuring

a set of constraints C, =\ca,ci2)...,cikf. A
DCN TV is a sequence of SCNs, each resulting
from a change in the preceding one imposed by
"the outside world". For description of top-level
ontology the following abstract model based on
integration of DCN model and object-oriented
model (Royer, 1992) could be used.
Model:
Mc =

Widely accepted that E&M activities can
be regarded as search involving techniques to
satisfy constraints (Giachetti et al, 1997; Hirsch,
1995; Tsang, 1991). Constraint satisfaction is a
fundamental problem among CE problems.
Conventional constraint satisfaction procedures
are designed for the problem with one constant set
of constraints. For example, in engineering for
manufacturing systems (design for productivity,
configuration, layout, and scheduling), it is often
necessary to solve a dynamic constraint
satisfaction problem where the applicable
constraints depend on design aspects (Smirnov,
1994). Ordering of constraints (priorities of
aspects) is one of the most important mechanisms,
which leads to the problem solution. There exist
constraints hierarchies for real E&M problems.
The domain knowledge model of CE
contains entities (objects), which can be of
different types (classes). The multi-level and
multi-aspect/viewpoint are used for PPR-model
description. Obviously, each user (aspect) works
with his own ontology-oriented constraints
network. KM tools support the conversion of
PPR-model from an ontology to another one.
An abstract PPR-model is based on the
concept of ontology-oriented constraint networks.
General ideas of networks are represented by the
concept of multi-ontology classes of entities, the
logic of attributes and the constraint satisfaction
problem model. This abstract model unifies the
main concepts of languages such as standard
object-oriented languages with classes, and
constraint
programming
languages.
This
integration supports the declarative representation,
efficiency of dynamic constraint solving, as well
as the powerful problem modelling capability,
maintainability, reusability, and extensibility of
the object-oriented technology.
Ontology-oriented constraints network
model is denoted A = (St, C), St — an ontology
structure, C — a set of ontology constraints. To
deal with the concept schema of configuring
process defined in terms of constraints, dynamic
constraints network (DCN) model is applied. A
static
constraint
network
(SCN)

The above Ontology Management
approach is based on two mechanisms:
• Class inheritance mechanism is supported by
inheritance of class ontologies (attributes
inheritance) and by inheritance of constraints
on class attribute values,
• Constraints inheritance mechanism for interontology conversion is supported by
constraints inheritance for general model
(constraints strengthening for "top-down" or
"begin-end" processes ).

At;= (PJ,.£>,C,J, involves a set of variables

7. Integration of ontology and agent

V

The implementation of the basic principle
for the CE, i.e. its collaborative nature, is based on
procedure distribution between different users (or
different agents). In this case it is more natural to
represent the configuration KM as a set of

i =(v,i>v,2>-->vtf\r,)'
respective

each

taking value in its
domain

A=AixA2x- .xDffx...xDWj =£A,= and
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= [<A1,Fu,...,Fln >,...,< An,FM,...,Fnn >],
At — an ontology, Fik a conversion from an
ontology Ai to Ak, Fu — an identity. Ontology:
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v. eV-
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consistency-checking arc

internal arc
n

km ' node (a8ent) associated externally defined predicate from DCN N'km;

/' - variable from V' czV, which is consistent with shared DCN N;
i, j - ontology numbers, k - task number, m - a state number
Figure 3. Configuring process specification as a communication network

ic*)=

8. CE configuring problems as constraints
satisfaction model
The constraints satisfaction model has
been applied to a wide range of CE problems (see
Figure 4). In order to realize the above concept
schema appropriate heuristics are proposed: (i) An
assembly operation is a connection between two
parts/subassemblies together with a set of
constraints, (ii) An assembly order given by
access conditions is a precedence order between
two or more assembly operations. An assembly
process can be serial i.e. one part is assembled at a
stage/a time,
or partial parallel with
subassemblies. (iii) Two parts are connected if the
intersection of sets of their attributes is not empty,
(iv) Operations not preceded by any operations
and those not followed by any operations can be
executed at the first and last assembly stages
respectively, (v) Connected operations at
assembly stage / are operations belonging to all
stages preceding i and those of stage i.
The rules set for assembly planning was
formulated as follows (Smirnov, 1998):
• Rule 1. A fuzzy relation between parts can be
defined

'

as:

R. P x P -> [0,l],

= M(Cjt)> Pj,Pt*P- In other
words, parts Pj and pk should be connected
R{PJ,Pk}

at stage / when p\CJkJ > or,. The constraints
are satisfied when p[Cjk) > a,, where a,, is
the system truth threshold (Giachetti et al,
1997). An p[Cjk) vauje can ^e assigned to
every existing assembly operation (the
operation should be executed at stage i):

C,
i

5+1 max c.

;' - the stage number, s - the total number of
stages.
•

Rule 2. If the operation {/*,■,/>*) is not a
fixed operation between stages / and u, then
its

a

value is in the range

[aa,a,J.

R[Pj,pk) is the degree of connectivity of
parts Pj and pk. At the a,-cut of fuzzy
constraints network (P, R) parts ps and pk
are connected iff R\Pj ,Pk)-aiA car assembly in case

when

\Cjk I = const for V/, k is shown in Figure 5.
Assembly operations are: AD, BC, BD,
DE with associated sets of constraints for their
attributes consistency. An order derived from
assembly access conditions is: BC < BD, BD <
AD. The assembly stages can be deduced from
operations as follows: BC: stagel; BD: stage2;
AD: stage3; DE: [stagel, stage3]. The
corresponding p. values are: pBC :0.75; p^ :0.5;
pDE:[025;0.75]; pAD.0.25. In result the
following fuzzy constraints network is developed
(Figure 6). The set of a -cuts of network is shown
in Figure 7.
Then a formal description of the problem
in term of resources dependency network could be
provided. The two types of notes represent goods
and CE participants (units). A network is a
directed
acyclic
graph(B,L),
where
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Assembly process ^^MBillllllllllllllllilllg|i|||^-

CE version

Figure 4. A constraints structure of CE model as "product-process-resource" mode

A - a cowling, B - a light, C -a cable, D - a cab, E - a trunk
Figure 5. A car assembly
B = Un[jG, Un - a set of CE units (agents), Un
- a set of producers, suppliers, customers, logistic
companies, etc., G - a set of goods (parts,
subassembly, products, orders, goals, etc.), L - a
set of edges L, connecting units (agents) with
goods they can use or can produce.
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CE resources dependency network (see
Figure 8) shows a result of conversion from CE
Technology Model (see Figure 7) to CE Resource
Model. In result a network that describes a
connections of CE local tasks as the task
allocation problem is developed. This problem
could be solved by an agent-based method for
decentralized task allocation (Walsh, 1998).

s^O.75 ff.

0,25 J> [0,25;0,75] ~E
0,25

ÖA
Figure 6. Fuzzy constraints network of the product
«Car»

9. DESO project: intelligent configurator
The goal of DESO (DEsign of Structured
Objects) project is to develop a methodology and
tools for automated re-use of industrial experience
from large collection of knowledge&data in the
engineering and business domains (Figure 9).
DESO aims at establishing a knowledge platform
enabling manufacturing enterprises to achieve
0.25

^=0.75

o @ @ O O *°=1
a, =0.75

a2 = 0.5

a3=0.25
"Car"

'Car"

Serial process
Partially parallel process
Figure 7. Assembly process organization

Un 1, Un2, Un 3 - produce units (Un 2, Un 3 could produce same goods);
Un 4 - could trade unit for subassembly (B+C);
Un 5 - sub-assembly unit
Figure 8. An example of CE resources dependency
network
reduced lead time and reduced cost based on
customer
requirements
through
customer
satisfaction by means of improved availability,
communication
and
quality
of product
information. DESO follows a decentralized
method for intelligent knowledge and solutions
access. Configuring process incorporates the
following features: order-free selection, limits of
resources,
optimization
(minimization
or

maximization), default values, freedom to make
changes in CE Model. The CE model has an
inheritance tree, in which each node corresponds
to a component type (Figure 10). A component is
described by a set of constraint variables that
represents its attributes (such as its price or the
resource it consumes or produces), its connections
with other components, and its type.
A CE model is an objects library
composed of the following:
• A set of object classes structured as a
taxonomy, i.e., each object is linked to one or
more other objects by a sub-class/super-class
relationship.
• For each object class a set of relations is
defined linking it to other object classes as
well as a constraints set for each relation.
• For each object class a set of attributes plus a
definition of the intended meaning of each
attribute.
The "product-process-resource" model serves
as a knowledge repository for manufacturing
system (Figure 10).
A typical technologic PROCESS could be
specified for PART class. Appearance of each
operation in techologic process specifies a set of
constraints, derived from part and operation
attributes (see Table). When operations are
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User-oriented applications/Configuring

1

Support for engineer-to-offer/order scenarios
(for example product calculation, selection of
facilities)
Support for upgrades
(of product, process, resource)
Integration ofadvancedfeatures and
technologic processes)

Configuration maintenance

Continually applying the constraints to perform
inferences and checkfor consistency
Applying defaults

Consistently updating the repository as
dynamic DB

Repository

1

Reusable objects/templates (part, operation,
machine, etc.)
Structure ofcomplex objects (product, process,
module, etc.)
Domain knowledge model (object types
hierarchy, consistency constraints, etc.)
Figure 9. DESO architecture
specified machines could be selected to perform
each operation. "Operation -> Machine" relation
specifies a set of constraints and search criteria for
machines search. Each relation transforms into the
following expression: (Al OR A2 OR A3 ...)
AND (Bl OR B2 OR B3 ...) ..., where Ai, Bi 264

elementary constraints (ITEM), connecting
operation and machine attributes. A weight
system could be specified for ITEMs (importance
of satisfying a given condition). In this case the
search is performed with due account of
constraints importance. At query execution users

Table: Relation between part and operation/A template of technologic process

Output_Shaft

Face & Center

Cpl. Turning

Washing
Hardening
Note:

Operation. Precision better Part.Precision AND
Partln-process material in Operation.Support material AND
PartXl <= Operation.!,
Operation. Precision better Part.Precision AND
Part.In-process material in Operation.Support material AND
PartXl <= Operation.Ll AND
Part.Pl <= Operational
Part. Weight »Count <= Operation. Weight
Part. Rigidity = Operation. Rigidity

Count - a number of similar parts in one SUBASSEMBLY.

can activate or deactivate some constraints. For
instance, current or prospective (previously
planned for a following time period) set of
machines. A time interval for search execution
could be specified as well. As a result of query
execution users receive a list of allowed machines.
When the search does not arrive to any results, the
system
based
on
constraints
generates
requirements to be met by sought-for machines.
The descriptions in the model are
composed from shared ontologies, i.e. sets of
agreed-upon terms and formally described
meanings of the CE configuring domain. It is
worth mentioning that each user category works
only with the objects of the corresponding classes
of the model (Figure 11). This sharing also takes
into account the fact that these tools do not
necessarily share the same internal model as
DNC. CE manager functions are associated with
corresponding object classes: Goal specification:
(product,
process),
Decomposition:
(parts/subassemblies, technologies), Selection:
(parts/ subassemblies, technologies, units),
Assignment: (parts/subassemblies, technologies,
units, CE life cycle stages).
A number of agents are associated with
the DESO functional tasks (Figure 12). KM tools
(relation manager, class manager, and type
manager) are agents that assist a domain expert to
define relations between the concepts of problem
domain, and a knowledge engineer to define the
subject domain structure. These agents are called
'assistants' or A-agents. CE configuring is based
on multi-level decomposition and collaborative
work in DESO. An agent is associated with each
task of CE configuring, which is task-specific
entity with limited knowledge about the global
system status. We shall call this agent a 'designer'
or D-agent.
At the current stage of the DESO project
only Windows based systems were developed: DAgents
(Direct
Costing
Environment,

implemented in Excel 97; PQE system for
requirement specification, implemented in Visual
FoxPro) and A-agents (KM tools, which is
currently enhancing the main version written in
Visual C++).
External requirements on the CE and the
CE units from the market were obtained via Direct
Costing system. In order to elaborate
recommendations for determining changes in
production program, the following tasks were
carried out: analysis of what part of costs at
different levels is fixed and what part is variable,
as well as what products are profitable and what
products are non-profitable. The results were
transmitted to the requirements specification
system (PQE), which determined the most
significant CE components for re-configuring on
the basis of integrated constraints on the general
attributes (such goods as "investments", etc.).
Determined component classes with associated
constraints were used as inputs for the KM tools.
Current configuration was supposed to be known
to the system. Proposed solutions (changes in
configuration) were once again evaluated with
PQE system.
10. Conclusions
1. Constraint-based approach to the CE
configuring suits well for different business
processes from supply chain.
2. The universality of the knowledge
representation by object-oriented dynamic
constraints networks for all kinds of CE models
makes it feasible to provide powerful interactive
tool for the DB & KB maintenance
3.
The
knowledge
management
environment comprises means for CE project
consistency control and allows multiple
aspect/ontology-oriented
collaborative
engineering
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a general knowledge domain model
an excerpt from the "Part - Operation - Machine" model
Figure 10. "Product-process-resource" model

4. Agent-based DESO architecture
supports co-operation mode of interaction among
agents, which reduces the time and increases the
quality of CE configuring process
5. Constraint satisfaction mechanism
gives us an opportunity to realise "test-generate"
design methodology to prune problem search
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1

Part- of

space that is more efficient as compared with the
conventional "generate-test" approach
6. Agent-based knowledge management
technology is an innovative technology in the
domain of CE. Using this technology enables
fewer people to make faster and better-quality
decisions on CE configurations from CE unit
templates under constraints networks with
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Figure 11. Sharing ontology example for the "product-process-resource" model
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reduced variance. Implementation of this
technology will be followed by increased quality,
reduced cost, reduced errors, decreased personnel
required, better CE configuration solutions.
7. In the future we are going to
development our approach under ILOG
environment for CE reconfiguring.
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COORDINATION IN MULTI AGENT SYSTEMS
THROUGH FAIRNESS GUARANTEES
M. I. Smirnov
GMD FOKUS, Kaiserin-Augusta-Allee 31, 10589 Berlin, Germany
E-mail: smirnow@fokus.gmd.de Fax.: +49 30 34638000
Abstract.
Multi Agent Service Systems and main rules of their behaviour are introduced. MASS is formalised with
two types of agents - service agents (static) and task agents (dynamic). Taxonomy of service agents is
defined. Communication between task agents aims at co-ordination of tasks and service agents
throughout a MASS, which is proposed to be best achieved via fairness guarantees. Fairness is two-fold:
fairness with respect to all agents in MASS (agent fairness), and fairness with respect to all tasks in a
MASS (task fairness). Both notions of fairness are formalised through a revenue, which is required to
be fairly distributed among service agents based on trading of their revenue expectations for revenue
offerings coming from tasks. The coordination component (relative coalition gain) of this trading process is carried by task agents. The MASS concept has been applied for the proposed group communication service Mediator, and in particular to its component which caches enriched IP multicast addresses
and therefore facilitates highly dynamic large scale group communication.
Keywords.' coordination, fairness, caching, multi agent systems, multicast

1. Introduction
Efficient and scalable solutions for coordination in
Multi Agent Systems (MAS) will facilitate MAS
based services in many areas where complex combinatorial problems should be solved, with data
communication networks and group communication support in such networks being such an area
and such a problem.
The following definitions are assumed throughout
the paper. Agent - an entity designed to offer service[s] via its interfaces which is characterised by its
behaviour [rules]: Multi Agent System (MAS) is a
system in which agents co-operate to achieve a particular goal. Multi Agent Service System (MASS)
is a MAS designed to offer a particular [set of] service[s] which are not available from any single agent
otherwise.
While providing services the same agent could be a
server or a client; we call them service roles of an
agent. Further in a server service role of an agent we
distinguish two options - passive server, traditionally awaiting for a service request from a client, and
push server - pro-active offering of a service to a [set
of] client[s]. In a MASS the desired application/enduser service is obtained as a result of agents co-operation and we assume that agents are not equivalent
in their offered services. We further identify a richer
taxonomy of agents in MASS.
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Multi Agent Service Systems are enabling highly
dynamic creation and dismantling of virtual on-demand enterprises [1] which is a typical e-commerce
scenario. As first prototypes of such virtual enterprises already show there are two meta services
which are critical for their mission: group communication service and federation service [2]. Group
communication service for global virtual enterprises
will use the Internet and its IP multicast technology
[3]. However, as our analysis of non-IETF activities
show [4] extensions are needed for 10 years old IP
multicast service model [5], partly because largescale multicast aware applications enabling virtual
enterprises will be built on concepts of distributed
processing environment. Therefore, an addressed
unit in a group will have much finer granularity than
existing currently MBone applications assume indirectly. Such an extension - Group Communication
Mediator - is proposed in [4]. The Mediator is an active network node [6] to which group members (basically - objects) delegate group membership. The
Mediator then will act on behalf of each member of a
group. Note, that a group might be formed by the mediator based on a member profile. We consider a profile to be
very similar to any policy description, i.e. constructed out
of simple rules represented in pairs <condition, action>.
Active networks allow also on demand service creation
by means of mobile code. With respect to group communication services we also assume that some members of a

group might wish to have specific code to be activated (on
a node) for the time of their membership.
Let us summarise the issues leading to the concept
of group communication service mediation (with IP
multicast as underlying internetwork technology):
• Network Multicast Gain (resources savings)
could be soon outperformed by savings in Information systems development (scalability
obtained through grouping) and in decreased
time-to-market for new services introduction;
• The issues of existing (low level) IP multicast
which are delaying its wide deployment are lack
of simple control over access, content, preferences, and address allocation and re-use;
• The issues listed above are all derivatives of a
simple feature of IP multicast service model group anonymity which prevents any kind of
group ownership, and hence any kind of control;
• Different example - strong ownership over the
group - is to be learned from a group communication paradigm adopted by ATM; however
mapping of IP multicast to ATM point-tomultipoint connections implies that group management is to be outsourced to the multicast
address resolution protocol (ARP) server;
• The outsourcing of ARP to a server co-located
with a group management facility implies a
strong opportunity to make rational use of multicast addresses enriched with user/application
preferences (QoS, authentication, authorisation,
accounting, platform specific and application
specific parameters, etc.) while these addresses
have been already acquired from the MALLOC
server;
• Making a step above opens an opportunity to
achieve even better scalability and performance
in group communication via co-ordinated
behaviour of several active nodes (several mediators).
The complexity of a group communication service
mediation in the Internet is a background model
throughout the paper the rest of which is organised
as follows. Section 2.1 tends to explain the framework and the vision adopted in this paper. Types of
agents and a taxonomy of services performed by
service agents are presented there. Section 2.2 further elaborates on this and introduces a service agent
coalitions and rules of coalition establishment. Section 3.1 surveys main coordination principles adopted in this research, while section 3.2 explains how
and why coordination in MASS is done through
fairness and how fairness could be guaranteed. How
1. MALLOC - Multicast address allocation working
group of IETF engineering a standard Internet
architecture

service agents are made motivated to establish coalitions, and, therefore, to conform to the overall
MASS strategy is explained in Section 3.3. Section
4 applies this framework and vision to the case of
Mediator and further elaborates on its structure,
components and evaluates the benefits of co-ordination in case of dynamic caching of multicast addresses enriched with object group profiles and also
associated with run-time [mobile] code. The paper
is concluded with a short summary and references.
2. Agent Coalitions in MASS
2.1 Multi Agent Service System
The paper introduces MASS as synergetic multi
agent systems performing a useful work (the notion
of usefulness is however, outside of the paper's
scope) better than with other approaches. We represent the usefulness by a flow of tasks entering
MASS and specifically concentrate on how should
agents be motivated to share the workload between
themselves being self-organised in coalitions.
Straightforwardly, we assume that the more tasks
are performed in a unit of time the more value is
gained by the MASS.
The main purpose of a Multi Agent Service System
is to serve as a mediation facility for external systems (applications). That is, MASS is communicating tasks between consumer applications and, at the
same time, performs a limited set of well defined
services for these tasks. By this we see a MASS as a
part of some workflow [7] external to MASS.
Based on the specification [8] we assume at least the
following properties of agents rational behaviour:
belief means that, at least, the agent has a reasonable basis for stating the truth of a proposition, such as having the proposition stored in
a data structure or expressed implicitly in the
construction of the agent software;
intention means that the agent wishes some
proposition, not currently believed to be true,
to become true, and further that it will act in
such a way that the truth of the proposition
will be established;
uncertain means that the agent is not sure that a
proposition is necessarily true, but it is more
likely to be true than false. Believing a proposition and being uncertain of a proposition are
mutually exclusive.
There are two types of agents within the MASS:
service agents and task agents. MASS'S service
agents have statically assigned position within the
physical topology underlying the MASS, while task
agents are travelling across the service agents and
carrying2 task related information.
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In this case service agents are representing what is
known as executive environment for mobile agents.
We use the term service agent, and not, e.g. agency
while the notion of agency is tightly coupled with
possible implementations (see e.g. [9]), another terminology option would be Stationary Agent and
Mobile Agent, as defined by OMG [10]. However,
by adjectives "service" and "task" we'd like to underline the main difference between the two types of
agents in MASS (Fig. 1).
Mediation by means of MASS

^^M Service agent

— Adjacency
of Service agents

Task agent

Fig. 1 The MASS Concept
Service agents are [quasi] statically positioned
within the MASS topology and, in parallel to serving tasks, are running two types of protocols: neighbour discovery and capability discovery, so that at
any moment in time each service agent with some
degree of confidence is aware of what services are
available at its neighbours. We formalise this in two
general assumptions:
1. Assumption on topological awareness of
agents: each agent in MAS is aware of its adjacent neighbours via periodical neighbour discovery message exchange. Neighbourhood
relation is defined by a possibility to send/
receive messages between adjacent agents without any other MAS entity being a mediator;
2. Assumption on service awareness of agents:
each agent in MAS is aware of services provided by its adjacent neighbours via periodical
capability discovery message exchange.
A taxonomy of services and service agents are dependent on external workflow specific features.
While we are assuming computer communication
networks to be the application area of MASS we define the following 4 major services:
- source services enabling an interface to a nonagent (real world) entity (application) wishing to
utilise MASS mediation service, in particular a
This does not mean always carrying physically; in
other cases it could be a simple tag with which a
task agent is labelled and which tells a service
agent where the task related information could be
obtained from.
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source service is responsible for creating needed
number of task agents per incoming task;
- provider services controlling the overall constraints of the MASS and its common policies;
- issue services terminating the MASS operation for
a task and. again, binding its results to a nonagent consumer entity (application), in particular
an issue service is responsible for destroying
needed number of task agents per performed
task;
- communication services enabling needed instances
of task agents to be in right service agents and
served by right services.
The above services could be combined in every
service agent and/or distributed between specialised
service agents, which is assumed for the rest of the
paper without any loss of generality, but for the sake
of clarity.
Task agents are dynamic objects which are created
by source service agents and destroyed by issue
service agents. Task agents are communicating task
information between service agents assuring their
coordination for performing particular tasks. This
communication is performed by physical transfer of
a task agent from one service agent to another.
Task agents could be seen as complex messages
(when on the fly) and as trading entities (when at
service agent) at the same time. Task agents communicate to each other only when they are at the
same service agent. Communication between task
agents aims at coordination of tasks and service
agents throughout a MASS.
We say that a number of service agents is forming a
task coalition if they are involved in serving the
same task. The coalitions are decided upon by service agents while they are actually facilitated by a
flow of task agents.
2.2 Coalitions of Service Agents
We formalise the work applied to MASS by a flow
of incoming tasks and specifically concentrate now
on how should agents be motivated to share the
workload between themselves via self-organising in
coalitions. Straightforwardly, we assume that the
more tasks are completed in a unit of time the more
value is gained by the MASS.
Let us describe a task processing request in its part
facilitating a coalition oriented collective behaviour
of agents. Basically a request is a triplet
req = {T, S, <|>) , where T- is a task, 8 - is a current value of relative coalition gain (see the definition below, in section 3), $ - a vector of Boolean
variables with its j-th element set to true when the ith service of task T'\s completed. We assume that T
carries all the data needed to perform the task by a

coalition of agents, including the value of revenue
offered by a task - T = r({5r},/?z) , where
{ST} - is a set of required services for T, R^ - is a
total revenue offered by a task to the MASS. As
mentioned, Rz is a function decrementing its value
over time.
How a service agent knows that participation in a
coalition is good for it? This paper proposes a mechanism informing a service agent on what amount of
revenue it will get if accepts and successfully performs a task. Note, that the maximal revenue for a
service agent corresponds to the largest amount of
resources available, i.e. to the cheapest1 way to perform the requested service. If a task could be completed by a single agent then the revenue could be
associated with the task and a service agent makes
its decision based on a task description. If a single
service agent can not complete the whole task, but is
capable of making a part of it, it should also decide
on the next agent willing to accept the uncompleted
task. By making a reliable decision on a next service
the current agent confirms its own part of the revenue, until the next service agent confirmation the
revenue gained by the current one is conditional.
This kind of task sharing is particular true for the Internet: each IP datagram carries information needed
for its processing in all IP modules along its path together with additional requests made by any of these
IP modules to various servers comprising the Internet infrastructure. Such servers could provide Domain Name Service, Address Resolution Service,
Classification, Address Translation, User Authentication, etc., and, finally, Accounting Service. In the
example above these additional services share the
time budget of a datagram, at the same time assuring
the service completeness, and, sometimes, improving the quality.
Due to topology and service awareness assumptions
for MASS we guarantee that coalitions are feasible
and revenue considerations could be used for the optimization. Based on topology and service awareness a service agent creates its own understanding of
a service topology. The notion of service topology
does make sense only with regard to a particular
task.
When receiving a triplet req = < 7,8,4») , an
agent first, analyses the task Tto see, whether it has
needed services to perform a part of T, assuming the
task arrived is uncompleted. If services are available, an agent sees, whether a task component value
of revenue allows it to accept a task and decides, if
1. This assumption is particularly true for many telecommunication services; e.g. the more bandwidth
is provisioned on a link the smaller is the cost of its
single unit.

applicable, whether it should participate in or establish a coalition with other agents to perform a task.
This decision is based on the analysis of relative coalition gain value with regard to agent's current
service topology understanding and policy constraints. For example, as it is demonstrated in Fig.2,
right side, the current service agent (i) picks the
cheapest next service agent offering a relevant service, i.e. the jfc-th one with maximal expected revenue
(re k), and forwards the task agent carrying the
modified triplet (T, 5', <!>'> to the fc-th agent.

<r, 6, <>>

J'
(2):({*2}»r«,2)
• •• (
N)

!({**}.

»VA,)

if(3*.*=/..*: K>\s;c{Sr} Sc(Sf{sk) = 0)
then { condRi = (8 + 1) • rg . ;
forward ( T', 8', ())')
to service agent k with max(r£ ^) ,

k = l,N;
wait for confirm from fc;}
if confirm then

[R. = R. + condRi-, cache (s,k)\)
Fig. 2 Coalition establishment example
The current agent waits for a confirmation from k
that the service[s] has been successfully performed,
and after that adds its own gain (up to this point being a conditional one - condRi) to the total
amount. The total revenue of current service agent is
decremented by condR{ and the *-th service agent
is excluded from the service topology, when no confirm arrives from it. We assume that service agents
are memorising successful coalitions in a service topology cache.
Cached coalitions should be aged by each participating service agent (the ageing interval estimation
is a subject of task requirements). Alternatively, a
coalition could be broken based on advertisement of
the same service from a competing service agent
and if a requesting agent believes this it could make
a trial. We argue that a trial functionality is a powerful mean to make MASS scalable and efficient.
Each server could send a probe task agent (assuming
a repository of task agents) and verify the service
provided by a potential partner agent.
A coalition is always dynamic and is represented by
a tree or another structure, which always could be
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decomposed into a number of trees. In general there
are two concurrent flows along a coalition tree : a
bottom-up flow of service offers associated with
revenue expectations from potential service agents
and top-down flow of task agents which are carrying
a cash revenue for best offers and motivate service
agents to share this revenue. This motivation comes
as a value of a relative coalition gain, multiplying
the own revenue of each service agent by (8 + 1) ,
where 8 is introduced below.

coordination concerns. An obvious way to do this is
to make sure that local objectives are met by agents
in a way conformant to the global MASS strategy.
Local agent behaviour, however is not aware of global strategy. Therefore, there is a need to convey a
global strategy to each agent. The best way to do
this is to let each agent to know the relevant part of
global strategy in a form which fits its local objectives representation. Coordination is thus proposed
to be best achieved via fairness guarantees.

3. Coordination Through Fairness

3.2 Fairness in MASS

3.1 Coordination in MASS
Coordination in a Multi Agent Service System is a
mean to achieve a desired system behaviour while
each of the system components (agents) follows locally defined objectives which do not necessarily
conform to the overall system strategy.
A strategy definition includes three components:
1.
Distributed presentation of a current
state;
2.
Desired overall evolution of a system (to
be reflected in agents intention), and
3.
Primitive actions (services) leading in
desired direction.
While it is well recognised that efficient coordination in MASS is a challenging task, it's even harder
when applied to real-time systems, like computer
communication networks. As, e.g. mentioned in
[11], Real-Time multi agent systems are difficult to
develop because additionally to response time constraints imposed on them they must support the evolution of their computational requirements.
Evolution is a difficult requirement to meet, since
not all the applications requirements are known in
advance. However, following the commonalities of
several coordination models, found in [12], we stick
for MASS for the following few coordination principles:
1.
Interaction via message exchange;
2.
Scoping in message exchange, reflecting
a service topology constraints.
3.
Service advertising, service and capability discovery facilities (agent directory);
4.
Rationality assumptions which serve as a
basis for inter-agent communication:
We argue that coordination is to be considered as a
separate part of MASS design, while it should be
embedded into regular agents functionality during
the MASS operation. This means merely, that
agent's functionality design should be enriched with
1. Actually, both information exchanges take place,
within adjacency, building, if possible a coalition
tree step by step.
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Following the notion of fairness elaborated in [13]
we consider the issue in settings where there are
long living processes performed by agents which
should be repeatedly scheduled for various tasks
throughout the lifetime of a MAS. For any such instance a notion of desired load of a process could be
developed, which is a function of the tasks it participates in. The unfairness of a system is the maximum, taken over all processes, of the difference
between the desired load and the actual load.
The desired load of each agent is further formalised
as a load which is maximising agents profit, taken in
some cost units. This formalism is intuitively obvious: each action an agent is designed to perform is
assigned a relative cost and expected revenue. If the
action is offered to be performed by another agent
then the cost sharing and revenue sharing take place.
Fairness is two-fold: fairness with respect to all
agents in MASS (agent fairness), and fairness with
respect to all tasks in a MASS (task fairness). Agent
fairness is defined as loading all agents with a fair
share of tasks, task fairness is via providing a task
with a fair service share from all agents. Both notions of fairness could be expressed through a revenue. Each task has a bounded, time dependent value
of revenue2 which potentially could be gained by a
MASS. This revenue is to be fairly distributed
among service agents based on trading of their revenue expectations for revenue offerings coming
from tasks. The coordination component of this
trading process is carried by task agents and is the
current estimation of an optimal number of services
for a given task. The optimal number of services
will maximize the MASS revenue (and the revenue
of a consumer system). The coordination component, called relative coalition gain, forces service
agents to establish coalitions to serve particular
tasks. This coalition enforcement is done via offering additional revenue which is maximal if a service
agent follows a coalition rule offered by a task
2. This potential revenue is assumed to be considered
for co-ordination and mediation services only

agent. Coalition maintenance needs a specific protocol between service agents (section 2).

Figure 3 shows hypothetical diagrams for a function
R

X,(Na)

for two values of N

t '

h and

*•We defme

AR(Nf) - an absolute coalition gain - as

M(Nt, Na) = Rj{N0aP\Nt), TV,) - Rz(Na, Nf)

3.3 Coalition Motivation
To protect agents from a greedy behaviour we introduce a concept of shared revenue. Shared revenue is
the basic motivation for agents to share the work
load in a cooperative way. That is we assume that
for a number of tasks N{, there is an optimal number
of agents performing these tasks N°f (N() . The
optimum condition is given by the following expression:

R^Na,Nt)<R^N°aP'(Nt),Nt)
opt.

\Nt), where Nt - is a sample
number of tasks considered for optimization, Na is a number of agents participating in a coalition
performing each task, N°aP' - is an optimal number
of agents in a coalition to perform a given number
of tasks, Rs - is a total revenue gained by the multi
agent system while performing a set of tasks.
M«.!,^^
for all Na * Na
1

Rz = Rz(Na,Nt)
A Tasks
k Tasks

' ^Conditional revenue Ik)

Fig. 3 Absolute Coalition Gain
The rationale behind this optimization comes from
a consideration that efficient MASS should have
agents specialised in performing particular actions,
while end-user requests (tasks) will require several
agents to be involved. Assuming partial overlapping
of functionalities, and/or competition between
agents we see that each task, requiring a timely performance, will be most optimally performed by a
particular number of agents. The Rz(Na, N,) is
the generalisation of this fact for the case of different task rates (number of tasks per time unit) applied
to MASS.

1. These tasks are considered to be concurrent, therefore this metric represents a task rate applied to a
given MAS

The coalition gain quantifies the increment of the
revenue for the whole MASS when a [set of] Nt
task[s] is performed by an optimal coalition of Na
agents in comparison with a smaller revenue when
the same [set of] task[s] is performed by a single
"greedy" service agent.
We further define a relative coalition gain
SR(Nt, Na) as

&R(N,, Na) =

Rz(Nt,N°apt)

The relative coalition gain (RCG) by definition is
bounded:
0 < 8R(Nt, Na) < 1
The RCG (Fig. 4) is maximal for the first agent in
the coalition chain and is exactly equal to 1 if this
first agent gains nothing from performing the task
(this hypothetical case would apply for a specific
agent serving merely as an interface for incoming
tasks - source service agent above). The RCG is
minimal for the last service agent in the coalition
and is always zero. This, however, does not mean
that the last agent gains less than any other - absolute value of the personal revenue of an agent is independent of the RCG.
AR(Nt,Na)

Task

1

2

4*

-o

*?"<",>

Fig. 4 Relative Coalition Gain
We can now relax the requirement to have an optimal number of agents to perform each task from the
task flow of a given rate. The RCG definition is,
however, still valid and useful if interpreted as a de275

sired probability of an agent to participate in a chain
coalition while performing a task. Thus, RCG being
a coalition participation probability, has intuitively
very clear motivation: the more completed is the
state of a task the less amount of choices could be
applied by participating agents to form coalitions. In
telecommunication networks, for example, if a task
is a connection establishment then, obviously, a
sending ag^nt has much more choices to select a
route to the destination, while the "last mile", has
typically no alternatives.
We do not touch here the issue of hierarchical coalitions, however it seems obvious to extend the
framework for the case of a hierarchy of coalitions.
Another valuable interpretation of RCG comes for
the group communication service. In this case the
meaning of RCG is a motivation for e.g. shared multicast distribution trees, or co-ordinated use of highly restricted IP multicast address space.

4. MASS Application to Group Communication Mediation over IP Multicast
4.1 Mediator Overview
Up to this point we have introduced a Multi Agent
Service Systems with a set of assumptions and motivations behind them. In Introduction we gave a
summary of issues requiring an extension of IP Multicast service model adopted by the Internet. At the
same time, more pragmatical considerations suggest
that IP multicast by itself should be kept simple,
however with complexity moved to policy control
and authorisation, authentication and accounting
entities. A valuable interpretation of RCG comes in
this case as the motivation for shared multicast distribution trees. Shared revenue turns to be a valid
mechanism to decide on many issues of IP multicast, like shared vs source specific trees, multicast
group dynamics and subsequent tree rebuilding. A
complete list of this issues could be found in [14],
while the foundation of IP multicast as performed
by what is called above "Task Agents", was first
published in [15] and then further elaborated in [16].
We, however, concentrate here on a new aspect dynamic co-operative caching of enriched IP multicast addresses, while it is a core of a proposed Mediator. We see group communication services
mediation as one of active node facilities residing
atop of fast IP forwarding engine controlled by a
routing manager.
A Mediator maintains so called active cache with
group membership and address information being
currently in use and a passive cache. We further
concentrate on a passive cache because our proposal
is to realise this passive cache and subsequent dy-
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namic co-operative hoarding of IP multicast addresses as a MASS. In particular, we treat further
caches of enriched addresses as service agents; multicast flows - as task agents; service agents protocols
- as service connectivity introduced below.
Notation
(*■*■*■ A)-if3 riO

(*, \G,A)-lf3(rrO*.rr1)

(*, P, G, A) - If 3 (rrO & rr1 & rr2)

Group Specific
ProcesglngCode
Legend

(C, P, G, A) - If 3 (rrO & rr1 & rr2 & rr3)

IT-

reference relation

Fig. 5 Enriched IP Multicast addresses
We propose to cache multicast group information in
4 main sets (Fig. 5) of enriched IP multicast addresses (presented in the ascending order of importance):
• IP Multicast addresses being currently in use or
reserved for future use, denoted as group
(*,*,*,A);
• IP Multicast addresses bound with groups of
objects, denoted as group (*,*,G,A);
• IP Multicast addresses bound with groups of
objects for which user/application preferences
(profiles) have been specified, denoted as group
(*,P,G,A);
• IP Multicast addresses bound with groups of
objects for which user/application preferences
(profiles) have been specified, and also some
executable code has been loaded to support
these preferences, denoted as group (C,P,G,A).
We further propose to define 4 reference relations
(rrO .. rr3) between these data sets:
• rrO - shows that a particular multicast address
has been acquired from MALLOC service and
could be used by AN;
• rrl - shows that a particular group of objects
participating in group communication (users,
applications, network interfaces, software
objects, without loss of generality we hereafter
will call any group an object group) is being
associated with the multicast address (Note: this
relation practically is the ownership relation);
• rr2 - shows that object group has some preferences associated with it (QoS parameters, AAA
settings, hardware, platform- or application-specific preferences);
• rr3 - shows that in support of the above mentioned preferences there exist some executable
code which has to be activated to facilitate fully
specified group communication.

Our main interest is in passive cache (Fig.6).

• warming,
• query interface to policy control unit,
• {execution I profile I bind} interface via which
the {code pointer I profile I object group} is
given to active cache and to routing manager,
the behaviour is described below by:
if cooling-timer(x) is over then cool(x);
ifquery(y) and y=nil then warm(y);
ifquery(y) andy <> nil then execute(y).
This information on a proposed scenario is sufficient to model the behaviour and analyse the benefits.
4.2 Analysis of Dynamic Co-operative Caching of Multicast Addresses

•UocUa.multlcuWdr
qiMty_muttlc«iHddcllfatlnw
ehanga_inuKICMWIdrJlfetlim
dulloeat«.inuHlca(t4ddr
gat_muHlca>ttddr_icopes
g*t_*cop«_n*ma
advanc«_»lloc_multlcutAddr
qiMry_nwKicMtKldr_iUft_tlnw
ch«ng«„multlc»i>ddr_«UrtJlm»

Figure 7 presents the main illustration for a model.

Legend C_* • cooling reference point;
W_* - warming reference point;
Q_* - query reference point

Fig. 6 Passive Cache
Each cached entry of every set is supplied with an
ageing timer: when the timer expires the associated
group entry is moved to the lower level of passive
cache. Finally, when the timer expires for an entry
in group (*,*,*,A), the entry is de-allocated using
regular MALLOC API. Passive cache is used to
provide with very low latency multicast address allocation enriched with object group binding, user
preferences and executable code.
While we should not cache multicast addresses
without proper use of them we introduce ageing
time-outs being in total within the time budget allowed by the MALLOC API and general framework.
We refer to the process of ageing of enriched addresses as cooling (the fewer data items are associated with the multicast address the cooler it is). On
the contrary, the process of associating of additional
data items to the multicast addresses we call warming. Therefore, the top of passive cache in Fig.6 is
considered to be "hot while the bottom - cold (and
ready for de-allocation).
There are 3 types of services provided by agents in
a passive cache. A generic service type description
is as follows (we assume x, y, z to be pointers to corresponding data):
{C I P I G} -type agent with a service to provide a
specific {code I preferences I object group} associated with {<P,G,A> I <G,A> I <A>}, with interfaces:
• cooling (with parameter timer denned),

Fig. 7 Agents Hierarchy in passive caches
Each level of any passive cache all over the network
is considered to be a server providing cached enriched addresses on request. This is a tree like hierarchy rooted at one or more MALLOC servers while
all cached addresses are obtained from them. The
tree specification template we consider is
hierarchy: {tree};
tree: {regular I irregular};
number_of_levels: L;
hierarchy_node_degree: g;
average_node_degree: d;
hoardjype: {uniform I non-uniform};
hoardjratio: h;
hoardjsort: {individual I cooperative};
hoardjcoopjiorizon:
{neighbours
I
all_in_scope};
hoard_coop_ratio: c.
Scenario!: Individual caching. Passive cache hierarchy for the whole network is a regular uniform
tree: all caches at all levels behave the same way they do individual caching (i.e. hoarding); for all
levels g = const; h = const; c = 0. Assume that all
used addresses UA(k,L) = const = M, then for all
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(k,i) hoarded addresses HA(k,i) = const = M-h, i =
1..L. Another important assumption here is that only
(C, P, G, A) entries are requested from caches, that
is only leaves of the hierarchy are really serving active caches.

at a leaf cache is more than M ■ (1 + h) then this
cache claims more from its parent (at level L-l) and
so forth.
The analogy of h(i) with a probability for a (ki)-üi
address allocation server to have claimed addresses

All used addresses are given by M ■ g

available (/vjDemand(i)>Mh(i)g(-'~ [ ) seems
obvious. Assuming that these probabilities are
independent for all children of an upper level (i-1)
MAAS, we will have that this single parent could

because there are g ~
leaves in the hierarchy.
The number of allocated addresses by all the leaf
caches is M ■ g • (1+ A).
Note that each server allocates (1 + A) ■ AA,^^
addresses, where AA^_ j> are addresses allocated
by its children. But the addresses allocated by the
children are then "included" in the addresses
allocated by the parent.
1
Therefore the utilization is: Util =
V
(1+A)v(i-l)
Note, that the utilization for regular tree and
uniform individual hoarding is independent of the
degree of the hierarchy. Assuming A=0.333 the
utilization is less than 0.5 for 3 levels in the
hierarchy (Fig. 8).
MASC Utilization, Regular Tree, Uniform Ind. Hoarding

Q

hoard much less: A(i - 1) .
Applying the same considerations as in section 5.1
we obtain the following expression for the utilization:
Util =

1

n

ie[l,L]

HI
d-lh

Let us denote the expression above as T(h, L, g)- it
will be made clear below that all expressions for utilization with the non-uniform hoarding will have
this expression as a multiplier.
Note that utilization for regular tree and non-uniform individual hoarding is dependent of the degree
of the hierarchy (Fig. 9). This dependence is the
largest for the values of L equal to 2 and 3. With the
hierarchy degree g=10, h(L) = 0.333, and L=3 the
utilization is approaching 0.7, while even with g=4
it's about 0.6.
MASC Utilization, Regular Tree, Non-uniform Ind. Hoarding

Fig. 8 Utilisation for scenario 1.
Scenario 2: Utilization boundary for regular tree and
non-uniform individual hoarding. Caches hierarchy
is the regular non-uniform tree: all caches at the
same level of hierarchy behave the same way (they
do individual hoarding BUT with values of "h"
which differ from level to level). For all MAASs g
= const; for all MAASs at i-th level h(i) = const, c
= 0. Assume UA(k,L) = const = M, then for all (k,i)
the following holds:
HA(k,i) = Mh{i)-g-l~^ = const

We assume that ^/j-\ _ h(i+l)g' ^e
motivation for this assumption is as follows. Each
leaf cache hoards A-th part of CA,i+ ^ ,.* - the
addresses claimed from its parent, assuming that
this amount will be sufficient to meet the pending
demand from hosts. In case the demand from hosts
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Fig. 9 Utilisation for scenario 2.
The T(h, L, g) expression is easy to interpret:
utilization depends greatly on the cache level node
degree, while the number of levels in the hierarchy
influences the utilization marginally. The
conclusion from this simple model could be as
follows: for the better multicast addresses
utilization it is much more important to provide a
MAAS hierarchy with larger degree (3..5) than with
more hierarchy levels.
Scenario 3: Co-operative caching. This model could
be explained as follows. At level L each node of the
cache hierarchy really uses M addresses and hoards
h • M addresses, and additionally it hoards cooper-

atively M ■ (1 + h) ■ c addresses together with
some other leaf caches. The cooperation horizon introduced above as the scope of cooperative hoarding
is assumed to be "all children of the same parent".
Each cache at level L has M ■ (1 + h) allocated
addresses and all nodes together have additionally
M ■ (1 + h) ■ c addresses. For the sake of
utilization estimation we safely can assume that
there is one more node in level L (a virtual, fg+Zj-th
one) which as if has all these cooperatively used
addresses allocated. Then we can apply the model to
the case when at the bottom level we have g nodes
with the same number of allocated/hoarded
addresses and (g+l)-th node which does not have
really used addresses but only those which are
"individually" hoarded (in fact - cooperatively
hoarded).
For the (g+l)-th node M = 0; and
HA = M(\+h)-c .
The parent node at the level L-l sees that altogether
all
nodes
below
it
have
claimed
g ■ M ■ (1 + h) ■ (1 -c) + c ■ M • (1 +h)
addresses. This parent node hoards the h8 -th part
of the amount above. Note, that again, if there is a
cooperative hoarding at the level L-l the total
amount of individually and cooperatively hoarded
addresses could be split into two parts - g nodes and
the one virtual one which acts in the model as all
nodes with regard to cooperative hoarding.
Therefore the following expression for the
utilization applies:

address space and only at the bottom of the caching
tree.
5. Conclusions
Finally, let us highlight some benefits of the MASS
approach as applied to group communication service mediation:
• Proposed scheme for multicast mediation fits
well the Active Node paradigm and facilitates
creation of next generation information systems, and dynamic virtual enterprises;
• Multicast mediation is efficient mean to meet
the requirements of large scale deployment of
IP Multicast even in presence of Firewalls,
Proxies and network address translators,
QoS issue is addressed exactly at the boundary
of service level agreements;
no interdomain multicast routing overhead in
trusted domains;
easily extensible set of policy rules controlling
the mediation;
very easy mapping to NBMA networks;
multicast is feasible widespread while there is
no need for address allocation/reallocation, etc.
easily coexists with a classical RFC1112 model;
address allocation being a critical service for
large-scale IS could be efficiently realised via
extending the MALLOC architecture with allocation cost and subsequent co-operative hoarding.

8
T(h,L,g)
g(l-c) + c
where g - tree degree, c - constant cooperation ratio.
ml =

MASC Utilization, Cooperative Hoarding (10%) at bottom level

1.2

3

4
5
«
7
8
Decree of MASC node (2 ft 3 leveb)

Fig. 10 Utilisation for scenario 3.
See a sample diagram in Fig. 10 which shows how
the utilization is increasing with the degree of cache
nodes (for 4 values of hoarding ratio and for 2 numbers of levels in the hierarchy) with the cooperative
hoarding being introduced at only 10% of the total
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Abstract
This paper proposes an approach to multi-agent systems.based on mathematical modeling of
behavior of proteins. Modern molecular biology shows, that such behavior play the key role both
for immune and intellectual processes. Therefore, the paper presents mathematical notions of
formal peptide and formal immune networks. Just like natural immune system, such multi-agent
networks possess all the main capabilities of artificial intelligence. The paper considers also
connection with the theory of linguistic valence, as well as real-world data mining applications
to space navigation, ecology, medicine, etc.
Keywords: formal peptide, agent, immune networks

1. Introduction
Fluffy variety of modern information technologies,
including multi-agent systems, sharply contrasts
with the unify information basis of all living nature. This basis consists of universal genetic code
and universal alphabet, which words are molecules
of proteins.
Using multi-agent terminology, it can be said, that
genetic code represents "messages" - instructions
(programs), received by the cell from it's parent
cell. In such sense proteins represent "agents" biophysical mechanisms, which recognize and
execute such programs. May be, that is the cause,
why proteins are the most complex of the known
molecules, as well as the most universal in their
properties and functions.
Modern molecular biology shows, that proteins
realize remarkably elegant, precise and reliable
mechanisms of information processing, and such
mechanisms play the key role both for immune and
intellectual processes. For example, specialists call
immune system (IS) "the second brain of vertebrates". Really, IS possesses the all main features
of artificial intelligence (AI) system: memory,
abilities to learn, to recognize and to make decision
how to treat any macromolecule {antigen), even if
the last one has never existed before on the Earth.
In addition, the biological mechanisms of immunity
are comparatively well studied, and in the same
time the mechanisms of intellect remain a mystery.
Especially interesting is the wide spread of the

networks theory of immunity (N.Jerne), supposed
that interactions between proteins of IS {antibodies) form the whole immune networks. The existence of such networks is beyond all doubts nowadays, because their fragments and interactions
have been detected experimentally.
Based on the principles of IS, there arises a new
and rapidly growing field of Artificial Immune
Systems (AIS), offering powerful and robust information processing capabilities for solving complex problems. Like artificial neural networks
(ANN), AIS can learn new information, recall
previously learned information, and perform pattern recognition in a highly decentralized fashion.
Treated as adaptive multi-agent systems, AIS have
yet rather serious applications to security, faults
detection, data mining, robotics, etc. [1].
However, comparing with ANN, the field of AIS
hasn't yet its own mathematical basis. Nowadays
AIS represent a set of heuristic algorithms, using
ideas from genetic algorithms, cellular automata,
etc. From the other side, role of proteins, as a basic
natural agents of information processing, has been
yet out of scope for multi-agent systems, including
those of AI, ANN and AIS. Therefore, this paper
tries to overcome such gaps. For this purpose we
introduce a notion of formal peptide as a mathematical abstraction for key biophysical mechanisms of proteins' behavior. In the frame of interactions between formal peptides we determine
networks of binding (recognizing), including for281

mal immune networks. We show, that even the
simplest variants of such networks demonstrate
important properties of immune response and immune memory. We consider also applications of
the theory to analysis of global ballistic situations
in near Earth space, complex evaluation of environmental and medical indicators, etc.
2. Mechanisms of behavior of proteins
In spite of exceptional complexity of phenomena,
studied by molecular biology, they can represent a
result of rather simple and general mechanisms,
nevertheless, not so easy yielded to detection. A
striking example represents discovery of double
helix for chains of molecules, storing genetic code
(1953). This spatial structure formed by week
interactions between exclusively strictly adjusted
molecular shapes, disposed in the same plane. No
doubt, this is one of the most significant examples
of geometrical correspondence on the biomolecular
level.
But for proteins the search of mechanisms with
analogous simplicity and explanatory power yet
has no success, in spite of its long history, intensive efforts and even sensational statements. Nevertheless, there exist convincing evidence for the
following principles:
1) function of any protein depends on its spatial
conformation;
2) this conformation, in its own turn, is determined
by the sequence of amino-acid's code of given
protein. The first correspondence between spatial
conformation and the functions of protein is realized by mechanisms of molecular recognition; the
second correspondence between the code and the
conformation of protein is realized by mechanisms
of self-assembly. These mechanisms provide interactions between different molecules of proteins, as
well as between different sectors of the same protein. Consider these mechanisms more detailed.
Molecular recognition. Under molecular recognition (further we'll denote it also as recognition)
we'll understand interaction with high specific
(selectivity) between the certain sectors of biomolecules. Such recognition forms the basis of
several fundamental phenomena and it has admitted as one of the main problem of biochemistry.
As a result of molecular recognition emerges biological specific. The analogous phenomenon exists
also in the non-organic nature - this is crystallization. Growing crystal is able to "extract" certain
molecules from a heterogeneous solution and
"reject" all the others.

According to "key and lock" hypothesis such phenomenon determined by a mutual adjusting of
molecules, like fragments of mosaic. The basis of
such adjusting form the weak interactions, which
determine also the conformation of the most biomolecules. In addition, molecular recognition depends mainly on sizes and shapes of interacting
surfaces, rather than on their chemical properties.
However, last time an experimental data appear,
which point out, that mechanisms of molecular
recognition are much more complicated and they
cannot be explained merely by shapes of the surfaces.
Self-assembly. Self-assembly (or folding) is understood as an ability of molecular chain of protein
to assume the single conformation in space, in spite
of an astronomical huge number of possible variants. Moreover, the time of folding is no more than
the time of synthesis of protein's chain.
Such ability of proteins to fold in a unique way
gives remarkably precise adjusting of structure to
the function of protein. Proteins are built so precise, that even change of several atoms of single
link in the chain can violate the structure and leads
to disastrous consequences.
Mechanisms of proteins' folding are closely connected with the thorough problem of dawning order
from chaos. Besides, the unique property is alternation of flexible and hard links along the protein's
chain (so called "statistical balls" and "secondary
structures"). Nowadays considered, that namely
this property ensures folding of protein's molecule
and makes this folding quick and faultless, as well
as provides protein with the necessary mobility for
its actions.
3. Formal peptide as a mathematical model
A notion of formal peptide (FP) has been introduced in [2] based on the above mechanisms of
proteins' behavior (peptide is a small protein). This
notion represents a mathematical abstraction for
the biophysical principle of free energy dependence
from the space conformation of protein's chain.
Besides, FP unites the two main ideas:
• algebraic description of protein's chain geometry
in 3D space by means of quaternions;
• definition of free energy as a function over elements of quaternions.
In the mathematical formulation FP is an ordered
5-tulp
P = < n, U, Q, V, v >,
which comprises the following components:
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1) number of links n>0;
2) set of angles U = { (ft, Vk}, k=l,...,n,
where-^^t <n, -n<'^<n7
3) set of unit quaternions Q = f QaQk }, where
quaternions Qk = Qk(<Pk, Wk) defined by the formulas (2)-(3) and the resultant quaternion of FP Q0
defined as their product:

v= -[QfM(v)[Q].

Define self-assembly of FP as a process of changing its states, according to the following system of
differential equations:
9k = ~

Qo = QiQ2-Qn,;
fk=~

4) set of coefficients V = {v^, i=l, 2,3,4, j>i;
5) function v (without index), defined over the
elements of the resultant quaternion Q0 by the following quadratic form:

In this definition unit quaternions Qj, ■■■ Qn have
the appearance
Q(<P, ¥) = qiHo + q2H, + qsH2 + <?Ä ,

(2)

ql = -c0 sin a
q2 =c0Cj cosa + SgSj cos 8
q3 - CgSj coscT-s0Cj COSS

(3)

q4 =-s0 sin S
Cn = COsLe,S0 = Sin L0,Ci = COS—TJ,
2
2
2
s, = sinl?], a = L(y/+<p), 8 = L(y/-(p),
2
2
*
where H0 - unit matrix, Hi ,H2 ,H3 - matrices of
Pauli. Note, that the angles of FP 9, n correspond
to the fixed angles of valence between atoms of
nitrogen and carbon within the molecule of protein,
and angles <&, y/k correspond to the angles of rotation of protein's chain around the axes of valence, called torsion angles in biophysics.
Consider values of torsion angles U as states of
FP, and values of coefficients V - as controls of
FP. Consider function v - as free energy of FP and
introduce configuration vector of FP as such column-vector [QJ = fqi q2 qi q<if, which elements
are the elements of resultant quaternion Q0. Consider also symmetric energy matrix M(v)=[miJ,
ij=l,2,3,4, determined by coefficients of quadratic
form (1) as follows: m,,=v„, mij=mß=--vij , itf.
Hence, free energy of FP can be represented in
vector-matrix form:

(4)

dcpk

v-c(pk+f(h)

d -v-c\(f +f(h)
k

(5)

#Vi

where k=l,...,n. These equations describe dynamics of changing states for bodies with unit masses
under the influence of potential v, resistance of
environment and disturbances. Here c - coefficient
of sticky friction,/^; - some function, which gives
stochastic disturbances with intensity, depends on
the parameter h. This parameter simulate such
factors, as temperature or acidity of environment,
as well as any external factors.
The main interest for multi-agent systems represents not a process of self-assembly itself, but its
main result - stable states of FP. Such states correspond to storing and retrieving of information.
Evidently, under absence of external disturbances
and rather sticky environment, stable states of FP,
as well as transitions between them, are determined
by the stationary values of the free energy, where
its partitive derivation over any torsion angle is
equal to zero. In addition, stable states are the
stationary states corresponded to local minima of
the free energy.
Therefore, stationary states of FP are determined
by extremuma of quadratic form (1). The solving
of this problem would be well known, if extremuma need to be determined only related to the
elements of resultant quaternion. In such case the
solution, connected with the representation (4),
could be determined by the spectral factorization of
energy matrix, formed by FP's controls. However,
solutions of equations (5) ought to be determined
relatively to the torsion angles, and the free energy
of FP has nonlinear dependence on these angles.
Moreover, equations (3) determine nonlinear
bounds on the possible values of elements go
Therefore, the special methods have been developed for the study of FPs' stationary states.
Therefore, FP described by a four real numbers
(quaternion), which computed as a product of elementary quaternions, corresponded to the links of
peptide (amino-acids). Every elementary quaternion, in its own turn, computed as a function over
the two torsion angles of rotation. Besides, the
FP's free energy computed as a sum of mutual
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products of quaternion's elements with given
weight coefficients.
As the result, we have torsion angles as inner parameters (states) of formal peptide, and the weight
coefficient of the quadratic form - as outer parameters (controls). The values of inner parameters, which give local or global minimum to free
energy, lower that some threshold, correspond to a
stable state of formal peptide. The model demonstrates such important properties of proteins, as
self-organized reaching of stable state (selfassembly), and its dependence from the number
and the order (non-commutativity) of links. Besides, the transitions between the stable states of
FP under an outer influence correspond to storing
and retrieving information from memory.
4. Multiagent networks of bindings
The main condition for protein to function is its
binding with another protein or another molecule.
As a mathematical abstraction of this fact consider
the natural spread of quadratic form (4) on the
interactions between FPs [3].
Define binding energy between two FPs by the
following bilinear form:
w(P,Q) = -fPfWfQJ,

(6)

where fPJ, [Q] - configuration vectors of the 1-st
and the 2-d FP, correspondingly, W - binding matrix, W={\ViJ, Wjj■- given coefficients, i,j=l,2,3,4.
From this definition follows

Hence, the stationary and stable states of the every
bound FP also determined by the energy of their
complex. Therefore, we've shown, that by binding
and the subsequent breaking of bound FP can
transfer to its other stable state. Such transforming
of FP's state after binding we've called (formal)
allosteric effect, because the real effects of the
same name provide proteins-en2ymes with abilities
to perform their functions.
In addition, by allosteric effects some FPs get an
ability to bind with those FPs, which they couldn't
bind before. And new FPs can be involved in such
process of subsequent binding. Based on this fact
we've introduced the notion network of binding,
which implies any subsequence of binding with
allosteric effects. It has been proved constructively,
that networks of binding exist.
For example, consider a special kind of FP, which
depends from only one torsion angle (p. Consider a
system of three such FPs: {PI, P2, P3}. Letthey
are in their stable states, correspondingly (see bold
lines in Fig. la):
<Pt

2n

(1-1), i=1,2,3.

Let by bind, any of this FP can change its stable
state to the new one: <pt - cpi + n .
Define the threshold of binding wA=0 and the energy of interaction between Pi and Pj as:
w(Pi,Pj)=-co.y [q>* -?*■)■

*>(Q,P)=-[QfwT[P],
and the direct representation of bilinear forms,
determined by the matrices W and WT, gives
w(P,0 = w(Q,P) for any configurations. In other
words, binding energy between two FPs is invariant to transposition of configuration vectors in the
formula (6).
Define now binding as satisfying condition w<wA
for binding energy of FPs, where wA - some
threshold of binding. If this condition satisfied,
then FPs considered as bound FPs and the following suppositions admitted:
1) bound FPs form the unite complex;
2) energy of complex for bound FPs is equal to the
sum of their free energies plus binding energy:
v(P,Q) = v(P) + v(Q) + w(P,Q);
3) self-assembly (5) for every bound FP determined by the energy of their complex.
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Then no one pair of given FPs can bind.
Let the fourth FP, denoted by A (antigen), is added
to the system. Let this FP is in its stable state
cp4 = — (dotted lines in Fig. 1). This FP binds with
PI: P1<-»A (Fig.la), and PI changes its stable
state (Fig. lb). Now PI is able to bind with P2 or
P3.
Consider, that PI binds with P2 (Fig.lb) and P2
transfers to its new stable state (Fig. lc). Now P2 is
able to bind with P3 (Fig.lc). If P3 change its
stable state by this binding, then P3 becomes to its
new stable state and is able to bind initial antigen
A (Fig. Id).

b) P1<*P2

a) AoPl

d) P3oA

c) P2<H>P3

Fig.l . Diagram of bindings between FPs
P3

P2

/

A

P1^/

\

7\
/

p? *

\
k P"

which includes formal peptide P, indicator of regime Ir and map of controls Gv with the following
restrictions:
1) B-cell can be in the regimes Ir={0,l,2}, where
lr=0 - death: B-cell destroyed;
Ir=l - regime of receptor: B-cell possesses the
abilities of its FP-P;
Ir=2 - regime of reproduction: another one copy of
B-cell created so, that for the both B-cells Ir=l and
their new control parameters determined by the
map of controls Gv;
2) transition from the regime Ir=l to the regime
Ir=2 occurs only as a result of binding between
FPs.
Define now formal immune network (FIN) as a
network of bindings, which includes B-cells. Unlike cellular automata and artificial neural networks, which elements are fixed in space, the elements of FIN (B-cells and FPs) allowed to displace. We've studied the simplest variant of such
displacement - linear displacement.
For this purpose a one-dimensional whole-number
FIN defined with the following elements and rules.
Elements:
1) there are n sorts of FPs {0,l,...,n-l}, which
denoted P0,Pl,...,Pn-l;
accordingly, Bi denotes B-cell, which includes FP
of the sort Pi;
2) a whole-number threshold of binding nA is given
3) energy of interaction between FPs defined by the
formula

Fig2. Schematic representation of network of bindings

w(Pi,Pj) = min { (i-j)mod(n), (j-i)mod(n) } .

Described network of bindings between FPs: {A,
PI, P2, P3} schematically showed in Fig2, where
dotted lines denote transitions of stable states. Obviously, there exist also another ways of bindings
between the given FPs. For example, initial activation of system {PI, P2, P3} by antigen A could be
realized by binding A<->P2 (Fig. la). Fig.lb,c also
show, that there exist several variants of bindings.
But the condition of the system, corresponded to
Fig. Id, shows the only one way of binding.

Rules of dispositions:
1) B-cells form one-dimensional sequence (population) without gaps, with begin (left) and end
(right);
2) if cell Bj reproduces, then one of its copy remains on the former place, and the other copy
added to the end of the population;
3) if cell Bj dies, then the other cells shift to the left
and fill the gap.
We've introduced and studied the two kinds of onedimensional whole-number FIN, called ABnetworks and BB-networks.
AB-network AB(«,«A) defined as such onedimensional whole-number FIN, which possesses,
apart from B-cells, also the free FPs (antigens) of
the n sorts A0,Al,...,An-l with the following rules
of displacement and interactions:
1) sequence of antigens displaced over the population of B-cells so, that to the every B-cell corresponded no more than one antigen;

5. Formal immune networks
For the modeling properties of immune networks
we need to supply networks of binding of FPs with
the possibilities, analogous to reproduction and
death of cells. For this purpose we've introduce a
notion of formal B-cell as a set
B = <P,Ir,Gv >,
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2) interaction allowed only for a B-cell and an
antigen over it by the following rules:
- B-cell dies, if there is no antigen over it, or if the
energy of interaction between B-cell and antigen is
higher, than the threshold w>«A;
- if w=0, then B-cell reproduces by forming two
precise copies of itself (without mutations);
- if 0<w&iA, then B-cell reproduced by forming
two copies of its nearest sorts (with mutations);
- the result of interaction has no influence on the
antigen;
- interactions realized consequently from left to
right;
- when the end of population achieved, there performed return to its begin.
For AB-networks we've studied a homogeneous
immunization, which complies the only one sort of
antigen in it. We've proved constructively, that if
even one B-cell bound antigen, then, after the finite
number of steps, for the every antigen will be corresponded the B-cell of the same sort. This result
affirms, that even the simplest variant of FIN
shows the mechanisms, by which FPs (antigens)
control the reproduction and the death of B-cells.
Besides, we've determined the conditions of arising
and supporting of formal immune response, which
implies the B-cells' desire for acceptation of antigen's sort.
We've studied also a variant, where several sorts of
B-cell generated and stored by interactions between
B-cells themselves, in the absence of any antigen.
For this purpose we've defined a notion of BBnetwork BB(«.wA), as one-dimensional wholenumber FIN with population of B-cells, formed by
the following rules:
1) interactions allowed only for the neighbored Bcells with the numbers 2k-l, 2k, where k=l,2... - a
number of the pair of B-cells:
- if the last B-cell in population is odd (without
pair) then it dies;
- if energy of interaction w>nA, then the second Bcell in the pair dies and its place remains free
(Fig.3):
number of cell: 1 ... 2k-12k
cell:
Bi ...Bm Bj... Bk

1...2k-12k
Bi...Bm *...Bk

Fig. 3. Death of B-cell Bj
- if energy of interaction 0<w<nA , then the second
B-cell in the pair reproduces with mutations, where
the first copy remains at the former place, and the
second copy delayed (Fig.4):

]...2k-12k
wmiierofcell: I . ..2k-12k
cell
Bi ..Bm Bj...Bk -> Bi...Bm Bj-1 .Bk
Bj+1
delayed copies:
Fig.4. Reproduction of B-cell Bj
- after all the pairs of population have interacted
one time, B-cells shifted to the left for filling gaps
of the died cells;
- then the delayed copies added to the end of
population in order of increasing their numbers.
Evidently, a system of B-cells with such rules of
interactions is determined, i.e. the initial population
of B-cells determines completely all the further
populations.
We've studied the possible variants of BBnetworks' behavior. We've proved, that only one of
the three regimes is possible for any initial population of B-cells:
1) death of all B-cells;
2) unbounded reproducing of B-cells;

3) cyclic reproduction of the initial population
(formal immune memory).
In addition, we've proved the existence of such
threshold «A for any n, that BB-network BB(«,«A)
possesses a cyclic regime. We've pointed out also
the variants of cyclic regimes with the several periods and dimensions of populations, including
those, where the number of B-cells changes from
population to population.
For example, in the network YSB(4.1) any initial
population of kind
BiBi+2Bi+3Bi
is cyclic with the period 2, and any population of
kind
BiBi+2Bi+2Bi+3Bi+3BiBi+l
reproduced on the every step (with the period 1),
where i=0,l,...,n. Specifically (for the convenience
of description we'll also denote the sort of B-cell Bi
as only the number i ):
0230-»0331 -»0230-»...,
3123 -»3220 -»3123 -»...,
0223301-»0223301-»...,
2001123 -» 2001123 -»... .
In the more complicated network BB(70,2) for any
sort i=0,...,9 there exist populations of kinds
Bi+3Bi-lBiBiBiBi+2
Bi+4BiBiBiBi+lBi"+2Bi+3 ,
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which are cyclic with the period 3. For example:
6233355-» 6323446-* 6224345-> 6233355-*...
4999012 -> 4980002 -> 4890911 -> 499012-K..
In the same network any population of kind
Bi+2Bi Bi-2Bi
is cyclic with the period 4, for example:
1979_> 187800-* 1770991-> 17980-> 1979-*-...
The obtained results show that even the simplest
variants of FIN demonstrate such important effects, as:
• immune response in AB-networks under the control of antigens;
• immune memory and generation of new immune
repertoire in the absence of outer antigen by means
of the cyclic regimes of BB-networks.
It's worth to denote the main difference between
FIN and cellular automata (CA). Namely, changing states of B-cell in FIN depends on possibility
of its binding (recognition) with the concrete cell or
antigen, but not on some total characteristic of
cellular environment;
The principal difference between FIN and wide
spread ANN is also determined by functions of
their basic elements. While artificial neuron considered as a summator with given threshold, the
FP, according to its biological prototype, ensures
self-organization (self-assembly) of its parameters,
as well as free binding with any other FP, depend
on their reciprocal states.
Therefore, the proposed model permits to determine in a natural way a free energy of interaction
between FPs as a bilinear form over the elements
of corresponding quaternions. As a result of interaction, a binding (recognizing) of FPs occurs, if
energy of interaction is low than some threshold;
otherwise FPs don't bind. In addition, as a result of
binding, the bound FPs can change their stable
states. Namely such properties of FP admit to
modeling the networks of interactions between
FPs, including FIN.
6. A basic agent of linguistic models
It is known, that proteins represents the chains
(words in alphabet) of 20 amino-acids. Usually, it
pays no attention, that this number is approximately equal to the number of letters in the
"classical" Indo-European alphabets. But similar

analogy induces an idea, that FP can be treated
also as a basic agent of linguistic models.
Really, consider an alphabet and connect to its
every letter the FP with the fixed coefficients of
quadratic form. Then the every word over such
alphabet will determine the concrete value of the
free energy of corresponding FP. Suppose, that the
value of energy, which is higher than some threshold, determines the non-stability and decay of the
corresponding FP. So, we've got, in general, an
instrument for construction "correct words",- or
morphology. Furthermore, determining bilinear
forms of interactions between FPs, we've got an
instrument for construction "correct sentences", or grammar.
Of particular interest is the fact, that there exists
rather advanced linguistic model of language, as if
it has been especially developed for the proposed
approach. The matter is of the theory of linguistic
valence, developed by L.Teniere [4]. This theory
stays somewhat isolated in linguistics, because it
differ strongly from the wide spread generative
grammars of N.Chomsky. Meanwhile, on the biological level it hasn't been detected nothing like
"innate grammars", postulated by N.Chomsky.
Moreover, the existence of such grammars itself
imagined as rather problematical. At the same
time, the theory of linguistic valence considers
ability of a word to enter into syntactic connections
with other elements of language based on the
straight analogy of chemical interactions, even
fixed in the name of the theory.
However, from the modern viewpoint it worth to
make the definition of linguistic valence more precise. In fact, the chemical valence corresponds to
the so called strong links. Their energy is much
more higher, then the energy of the so called week,
or non-valence links between molecules of proteins. Namely the week links, whose energy is
comparative to the threshold energy of the thermal
noise, correspond to the informational interactions.
And namely such interactions determine in general
the behavior of proteins. Hence, syntactic connections between words out to be corresponded, more
precise, to the notion of non-valence interactions
between FPs.
7. A basic agent of inference engine
Consider a set of FP sorts {Sl,...,Sn}. Let two FPs
can bind, if, and only if, they belong to the same
sort.
Using such set of sorts, define a notion of formal
T-cell <T> as a set of rules
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Sio -> <T> Sii ... Sir,

(7)

where i0, ii,..., ir are indexes of sorts and belong to
the set l,...,n.
The every rule (7) means:
1) T-cell has receptors of sorts Sii, ..., Sir (right
side of the rule);
2) T-cell synthesize FP of the sort Si0 (left side of
the rule), when all the receptors Sii,...,Sir are
bound (T-cell activated).
Define now T-FIN as a set:
T-FIN = < Sorts, FPs, T-cells>.
Consider a set of concrete FPs: Pki,...,Pkm, belonged to the sorts Ski,...,8k™, correspondingly.
Consider also an antigen Ag, belonged to some sort
Sj. Denote these facts by the following rules:
Sk, -» Pk,,..., Skj -» Pkj,
Ag -» Sj .

(8)
(9)

It can be shown strictly, that such T-FIN, added
with the rules (8), (9), is equivalent to a special
kind of attributive context-free grammar [5], where
antigen Ag corresponds to the axiom of the grammar, sorts Sl,..,Sn - to the nonterminals, FPs
Pki,...,Pkm - to the terminals, T-cells <T> - to the
synthesized attributes. It worth to note, that rather
powerful inference methods have been developed
for such kind of grammars [5].
For example, consider an arbitrary triangle ABC in
Fig.5. Denote its angles A, B, C and sides AJB,
B C,A C.

ß_C)2 = (A_B)2 + (A_C)2 -2(AJ3)(A_C)cosA ,
(A_C)2 = (A_B)2 + (B_C)2 -2 (A_B)ßjC)cosB,
(A_B)2 = (A_C)2 + (B_C)2 -2 (A_C)(B_C)cosC.
Hence, the following T-FIN could represent a
model of arbitrary triangle:
FP sorts: A, B, C, A_B, B_C, A_C;
T-cells: <Ta>, <Tsin>, <Tcos>:
<Ta>:
A-»<Ta>B-C, B-XTa>A-C, C-»<Ta>A-B,
<Tsin>:
A-XTsin>B-B_C-A_C,
B-><Tsin>C-A_C-A_B,
C-»<Tsin>A-A_B-B_C,
<Tcos>:
B_C-XTcos>A-A_B-B_C,
A_C-»<Tcos>B-A_B-B_C,
A_B-*<Tcos>C-A_B-B_C.
Consider the following task:
find BJC by C, AjC, A_B.

(10)

This task can be solved by T-FIN in the following
way.
Firstly, given data activate the following rule of Tcell <Tsin>:
B-><Tsin>C-A_C-A_B .
Denote FP of the sort B, synthesized by this rule,
as
B = <Tsin>C-A_C-A_B.
Secondly, this FP can bind receptor of the sort B.
Hence, the following rule can be activated:
A ->• <Ta>B-C,

Fig. 5. Triangle
Parameters of triangle are determined, according to
the following theorems:
Angles theorem <Ta>:
A+B+C=m

and T-cell <Ta> synthesizes FP of the sort A:
A = <Ta>B-C = <Ta><Tsin>C-A_C-A_B-C .
Thirdly, the last FP is able to bind receptor of the
sort A. Hence, the following rule can be activated:

Sinus theorem <Tsin>:
B_C-KTcos>A-A_B-B_C
AB
sinC

AC
sinB

Cosinus theorem <Tcos>:
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B C
sin A

and T-cell <Tcos> synthesizes FP of the sort B_C:
B C = <Tcos><Ta><Tsin>C-A C-A B-C-

A_B-B_C. (11)
It means, that T-FIN has synthesized the following
solution of the task (10):
1) find angle B by given angle C and sides AC,
AB by sinus theorem;
2) find angle A by known angles B and C by angles
theorem;
3) find side B_C by known angle A and sides AB,
B_C by cosinus theorem.
Moreover, the solution of the stated task is given
by T-FIN in the prefix Polish notation (11), which
can be treated strictly as the program of computations [5].
Although the above geometry example seems
rather simple, such kind of knowledge representation could be very useful, for example, for space
navigation.

Appropriate FIN technologies could also be capable of providing real-time decision making in
autonomous planning and control of space situation.
Consider, for example, the following task: over the
set of all satellites and space garbage detect only
those pairs, whose orbits intersects.
To solve this task represent every orbit as one-link
FP (monopeptide) with quaternion unit vector
[Qf = [sinco, cjcosco+sj, Sjcosto-Cj, 0],
where co- perigee argument (angle) of the orbit,
Ci=cosr[/2, si=sinrj/2, TJ- FP's valence angle. Let
every FP has an active center with an active center
matrix A, and environmental matrix S is the same
for the all FPs:

8.1. Detecting dangerous situations in nearEarth space
Nowadays near-Earth space is being increasingly
contaminated by hundreds of useless artificial objects which for all practical purposes could be
called "space garbage". Space garbage presents a
serious potential hazard to various space missions.
Accurate hazard assessment of immediate space
situations is crucial for mission safety. However,
the assessment problem has not been solved on the
global scale yet, primarily because of the following
three difficulties:
1. Complicated rules of orbital motion, especially,
relative motion of satellites
2. High order motion dynamics
3. Representation of 3D motion space on the 2D
displays
Based on the FIN theory we've developed an applied approach to the analysis and visualization of
global ballistic situation in near-Earth space. This
approach uses also our results on the theory of
orbital godograph, which reduces the dynamics of
orbital motion of satellites to the relations between
geometrical invariants in a specially constructed
planes [6,7]. Within the frame of FIN theory such
planes could be treated also as shape spaces [8] of
FIN, where FPs model parameters of orbital godographs.
Applications of this approach together with the
theory of orbital godograph facilitates successful
resolution of the above mentioned difficulties
within software thus providing the user with the
essence of the assessment in comprehensive terms.
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8. Data mining applications
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where p- focal parameter, e- excentricitet of the
orbit.
Let binding energy between two FPs Qi,Q2 computed as
MQL Q^-fQjW SA2[Q2],

where Ai,A2 - corresponding active centers matrices. Then, in accordance with equation
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we obtain the following result:
MQi<Q2> =
+

2e e

i 2 cos(co2 -&;) +
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Let the threshold of binding is wA=2. Then, according to [6], bound FPs with w<wA correspond to
the crossing orbits, where w=wA correspond to the
touching orbits.
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Giving the set of such FPs possibility to interact
and to bind within FIN, we get, as a result of such
self-organization, the complexes of FPs, which
select from the all set of orbits only the crossing
and the touching pairs of orbits. This approach has
been spread also on the determination of spacecraft's visibility from the Earth point, as well as on
the observation by spacecraft several areas on the
Earth surface.
The computer's simulation over the set of more
than 100 concrete orbits has showed, that such
approach allows to represent clearly the global
ballistic situation as a whole one, to analyze it
quickly and to detect the dangerous objects as follows.
A fragment of standard data using for space navigation is represented in the Tab.l, where M- denotes satellite "Molniya" and parameters of orbits
are: p- focal parameter, e- excentricitet, co- perigee
argument, i - angle to the plane of equator, Qascending node longitude.
Tab.l
Parameters of orbits
Satellite,
Time of
perigee
M-3 N43,
23 03 39
M-3 N52,
01 53 59
M-l N67,
23 28 45
M-l N71,
12 23 22
M-l N78,
15 03 11
Shuttle,
22 56 44
Imuse,
11 10 38
Fleetsat,
15 40 56
Ferret,
02 06 52

i°

e

\
a)

Shuttle
Ferret

13079

0.71261

279

64.7

261

12670

0.72339

282

62.8

205

14396

0.68317

273

63.8

158

14289

0.67967

278

63.3

122

13467

0.70229

280

63.0

136

6698

0.00042

285

49.6

123

42166

0.00008

79

1.3

131

42167

0.00027

168

0.6

42

6708

0.00755

43

97.4

331

b)

Computed by these data Fig.6a,b represent the
fragments of global space situation mapped to the
2D shape spaces of FIN.
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Fig.6. Shape spaces of FIN
In Fig.6a every orbit represented by FP (square) in
2D shape space of FIN. These FPs are able to bind
according to there proximity in the shape space.
Fig.6a clearly detects three groups of bounded FPs
corresponded to the systems of communication
satellites "Molniya-1,2,3". This FIN also clearly
detects, that something wrong is with the satellite
"Molniya-1" N67, because corresponded FP isn't
able to bind with any other FP.
In Fig.6b every pair of intersecting orbits represented by the pair of bound FPs-square (according
to the above presented formulas of active centers
binding), and every pair of satellites positions on
these orbits represented by another pair of FPscircle. If FPs-square binds with FPs-circle and this
complex binds with the horizontal line, then the
two corresponding satellites have the dangerous
approach. So FIN in Fig.6b detects among the all
possible pairs of satellites the dangerous approach
only between "Shuttle" and "Ferret". Such FIN is
also well-suited for the prognosis of dangerous
situations, because, unlike the complicated rules of
orbital motion, FP-circles in Fig.6b are moving
with time by the strict circles, and FP-squares
don't change their positions at all.

This approach has been spread also on the determination of visibility of several satellites from the
Earth point, as well as on the observation by satellite several areas on the Earth surface.
8.2. Homologies
Homology is a special kind of interaction between
FPs, which seems to be very useful for applications. For example, consider the two FP (chains)
FPi = abcdm and FP2 = acbm, where each letter
denotes also FP so, that FPs, corresponded to
similar letters, can bind (recognize) one with the
other. Then FPi and FP2 can bind according to
their homologies, as shown in Fig.7a or in Fig.7b,
where homologous codes are linked by vertical
lines. As one can see from Fig.7, such interaction
is able to expose similar letters, as well as locations, where similarity violates {loops).
b
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Fig.7. Homologous interactions
As we've shown in [9], formal grammars in general aren't able to describe all the loops of homologous interactions. So we've developed several
computational methods of detecting and visualization homologies, as well as their applications to
research of proteins and to medical diagnosis [10].
It worth to denote also a model of synchronizing
events in computers' networks, based on the developed approach. We've shown [9], that the model
needs not to introduce any traditional notion of
"time". Nevertheless, the two well known protocols
of synchronizing, based on scalar and vector
clocks, are treated as a special cases of the model.
8.3. Complex evaluation
The task of complex evaluation states as follows
[11]. Let a set of special ecological marks (indicators) and/or parameters (SEM) is given. It's
required to find out its complex ecological mark, or
evaluation (CEE). In other words, it's required to
classify this set by assigning it one of the mark
(class), denoted, usually, as a numbers 1,2,3, and
so on.

The general solution of the task comprises two
stages: learning and recognition. At the stage of
learning the set of typical patterns of SEM is being
chosen. This can be the results of monitoring for
the areas with known CEE, or data, elaborated by
experts. Then, using such data, several standard
patterns of SEM are being formed for the every
mark of CEE. At the stage of recognition given set
of SEM is being compared with the standard patterns and the pattern, which is the most "like" the
given pattern, determined the sought CEE.
The main differences of developed CEE approach,
based on the FIN theory, from the known approaches to pattern recognition can be reduced to
the following two features. First, at the frame of
the CEE approach, the sets of SEM are coded by
parameters of FPs. Second, the degree of similarity
between sets of SEM is determined by value of
binding energy between corresponding FPs. As a
result, the needed value of CEE is determined by
that standard FP (antibody), which has the minimal
binding energy (the maximal strength of binding)
with the given FP.
The developed approach has allowed to solve the
following practical tasks:
• processing uncompleted, imprecise and even
conflicting data from ecological atlas of
St.Petersburg;
• computing the CEE map for ecological atlas of
Kaliningrad;
• detecting concrete dependence between quality of
environment and morbidity of children for Tula
districts;
• detecting similarity in dynamics of infectional
morbidity in Russia;
• complex evaluation of population's health for
St.Petersburg and the all subjects of Russian Federation.
9. Conclusion
It's said, that there is nothing more practical, than
a good theory. It's said also, that any theory is a
theory in just the same degree of how much
mathematics it contains. From our viewpoint, such
obstacles are very important for multi-agent systems, which need a "good theory" in the modern
stage of development.
From the other side, we have IS as an excellent
example of natural multi-agent system, and we
have proteins as its basic agents. Moreover, this
approach to multi-agent systems seems to posses a
row of advantages comparatively with the AI, because:
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- IS is much far studied, than the brain, and molecular immunology develops as a leading direction
of the modern science;
- the properties of IS are the straight consequence
of the key biomolecular mechanisms of information
processing by proteins;
- simulating of the IS begins to give a qualitatively
new computational models;
- apparently, properties of proteins seems to be a
more promising key to the origin of intellect's
mechanisms.
It worth to note, that the theory of FP, as a basic
agent of IS, gives also a practical approach to
developing a special chips, which we've proposed
to call immunocomputers [3]. Besides, the properties of IS admit to hope, that immunocomputers
would be able to overcome the main deficiencies,
which block the wide application of neurocomputers in those fields, where errors cost too much.
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Abstract
In an automated contracting environment, where a
"contractor" agent must negotiate with other selfinterested "supplier" agents in order to execute its
plans, there is a tradeoff between giving the suppliers
sufficient flexibility to incorporate the requirements
of the contractor's call-for-bids into their own resource schedules, and ensuring that any bids received
can be composed into a feasible plan. In this paper,
we introduce a bid evaluation algorithm that incorporates cost, task coverage, temporal feasibility, and
risk estimation. Using this evaluation process, we
provide an empirical study of the tradeoffs between
flexibility, plan feasibility, and cost in the context of
our MAGNET multi-agent contracting market infrastructure.

Introduction
The University of Minnesota's MAGNET (MultiAgent Negotiation Testbed) system is an innovative
agent-based approach to complex contracting and
supply-chain management problems (Collins et al.
1998). It is designed to support the execution of complex plans among a population of independent, autonomous, heterogeneous, self-interested agents. We
call this activity Plan Execution By Contracting.
The MAGNET system is based on three elements:
1. The agents. Each agent is an independent entity,
with its own structure, goals, and resources. In
general, the resources under "control" of an individual agent are not sufficient to satisfy that
agent's goals, and so the agent must negotiate with
other agents in its environment in order to meet
its goals.
2. The market. Agents find each other and carry out
negotiations through a distributed infrastructure
that enforces protocol rules, limits opportunities
for fraud and counterspeculation, and tracks the
requests, commitments, and progress toward toward goals among the agent population.
3. The protocol. Although the basic structure of the
agents and the market will support a variety of
negotiation protocols, we have developed a finite,
leveled commitment protocol that limits the time

and bandwidth required for the negotiation process without limiting the scope of possible agreements.
Because it is based on a market-based economic
model, a MAGNET system acts to allocate resources
to their highest-value uses over time in a completely
distributed fashion. Because MAGNET agents are
heterogeneous and self-interested, they may represent real-world entities who may tune their levels of
cooperation and competitiveness to suit their own
needs.
Plan Execution by Contracting is designed to extend the applicability of agent negotiation to new domains, where schedules for production and delivery
affect the cost and feasibility of services and products, and where monitoring the performance of task
execution is an essential part of the process. This is
specially important for application domains such as
logistics, dynamic planning and scheduling, coordination of supply-chain management with production
scheduling (Swaminathan, Smith, & Sadeh 1997),
where what is important is flexibility, ease of use,
quality, performance, as opposed to just cost (Helper
1991).
In general, a MAGNET agent has four basic functions: planning, negotiation, execution monitoring,
and resource management. Within the scope of a
negotiation, we distinguish between two agent roles,
the Contractor and the Supplier. A Contractor is
an agent who has a plan to satisfy some goal, and
needs resources outside its direct control in order to
carry out that plan. The plan may have a value
that varies over time. In response to a call-for-bids,
some set of Supplier agents may offer to provide the
requested resources or services, for specified prices,
over specified time periods. The Contractor agent
might specify priorities for tasks and be willing to
pay a premium to ensure that higher priority tasks
are covered.
Once the Contractor agent receives the bids from
Supplier agents, it must evaluate the bids based on
cost and time constraints, and select the optimal set
of bids (or parts thereof) which can satisfy its goals.
The resulting task assignment forms the basis of an
initial schedule for the execution of the tasks.
In this paper, we introduce a bid evaluation pro-
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cess for automated contracting that incorporates
cost, task coverage, temporal feasibility, and risk estimation. Using this evaluation process, we provide
an empirical study of the tradeoffs between flexibility, plan feasibility, and cost in the context of the
MAGNET market infrastructure. Our experimental
evaluation will shed light on the emergent behavior
of agents in a multi-agent contracting environment,
and in particular, on task allocation strategies for
the Contractor agent. The bid evaluation process is
of general interest and can be applied in the context of other contracting protocols or combinatorial
auctions.
This paper is organized as follows. We describe our
study on bid selection in Section 2, and the experimental setup in Section 3. In Section 4 we present
our empirical results on tradeoffs between flexibility
in plan specification and cost/risk factors in plan execution. Section 5 covers the background and related
work.

Agent Interactions in Planning by
Contracting
In this section we briefly describe the protocol that
supports the Plan Execution by Contracting model.
The negotiation portion of the protocol is a finite
3-step process that begins when a Contractor agent
initiates a session and issues a Call For Bids.
The Plan Execution by Contracting protocol begins after the session has been initiated by a Contractor agent: the contractor issues a call-for-bids,
suppliers reply with bids, and the contractor accepts the bids it chooses with bid-accept messages.
Another set of messages, including release, completion, and decommitment, are used to manage the
progress of the plan once bids have been awarded.
We have avoided the need for open-ended negotiation by means of bid break downs and a time-based
decommitment penalty.
1. The Contractor agent starts with a goal to be
achieved, along with a (possibly time-varying)
value function for the goal. In the simple case,
the value of a goal is some fixed amount until a
deadline, after which it becomes zero. A more realistic case, for some domains, would see the value
of the goal as a decreasing function of time; it is
worth achieving only if at the time of achievement
its value is higher than the cost of achieving it.
2. The Contractor agent produces a plan to achieve
the goal, consisting of a set of tasks and precedence
constraints among the tasks. In this process, it
uses the domain model from the Market Ontology.
The domain model includes terms for the products or services within the domain, as well as terminology for quality, quantity, features, terms and
conditions of business, etc.
3. The Contractor agent breaks the plan down into
one or more discrete bid packages, which among
them include all tasks in the plan. The agent then
enters the market, either by creating a new session
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or by re-entering an open session to post a call-forbids and acquire a set of bids.
4. The market session makes the call-for-bids available to all the appropriate suppliers (those who
are registered with the market, and are able to
perform the necessary tasks.)
5. Each supplier inspects the call-for-bids, and decides whether or not it should respond with a bid,
according to its resources, time constraints, and
knowledge of the work to be done. If the supplier chooses to respond, it submits a bid in which
it must indicate the cost (to the Contractor), the
time window, and the estimated duration of the
work. A bid-accept deadline might also be included, as well as a penalty function for each subtask which the Contractor will have to pay if it
commits to giving this supplier the work but then
decides to decommit.
Each supplier can send multiple bids for each callfor-bids, each including different costs and time
windows, but each supplier will be awarded only
one bid combination (or part of one). This is to
enable the supplier to send many bids, but not
over commit itself. The bid is a commitment by
the supplier to do the work listed in the bid, should
the Contractor accept it.
6. The Contractor agent selects a set of bids from
among the returned bids that form a feasible and
approximately minimum-cost assignment of plan
elements to resources. In the process of selecting
bids, it builds a time map that represents the tasks
and their timing relationships, including, for each
task, temporal constraints, early start time, late
finish time, and duration. The Contractor agent
notifies the Supplier agents whose bids have been
selected.
7. The Contractor agent, using the time map, monitors execution of the plan. In the process, it receives notifications through the market session of
significant events related to each of the awarded
bids. Whenever an event occurs that threatens
the feasibility or timeliness of plan completion, it
takes action to repair or abandon the plan.
The main goal of our experiments is to observe
the relationships among numbers of suppliers, the
temporal flexibility offered to suppliers, and the price
and risk factors experienced by a customer agent.
The experiments are based on the following assumptions:
• different suppliers will require varying amounts of
time to perform a given task;
• suppliers are motivated to maximize the profitable
utilization of the resources under their control;
• suppliers may or may not have flexibility in resource loading over time. For a supplier with a
fixed set of resources, bids can only be submitted
for time intervals where resources are uncommitted.

We expect that larger numbers of bidders will result in lower prices, a higher probability of being able
to compose a feasible plan, and lower risk factors. We
also expect that giving bidders larger time windows
in which to bid will result in larger numbers of bids
and lower costs, but may also result in greater difficulty finding feasible compositions of bids. If the
number of bidders is large enough, larger time windows should allow the customer to compose lowerrisk plans by finding bid combinations that contain
more slack time for tasks that are likely to involve
higher risks, such as cases where only one bidder is
available for a given task.

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup includes three main components: a MAGNET Server as described in (Collins et
al. 1998), a Contractor Agent that generates plans,
requests bids, and evaluates bids, and a Supplier
Agent that generates and submits bids.
Contractor Agent: Generate Plan and
Issue Call for Bids
The Contractor agent generates a plan
V = {S,K}
where 5 is a set of tasks, and U is a set of precedence relations Kj = {/' e 5| /' -< /}, the set of
other tasks s' € <S whose completion must precede
the start of s.
The call-for-bids C contains a subset of the tasks
in the plan P with their precedence relations. Let
C.tes(s) denote the early start time for task s as
specified in a call-for-bids C. The notation s' -i s
denotes the constraint tf(s') < t3(s), meaning that
task s' must be complete before task s can start.
A necessary condition for this is (tes(s') + d(s')) <
{tif(s) - d(s)), where d(s) refers to the duration of
task s.
For each task s in the call-for-bids C, the following
variables must be specified:
• a time window, consisting of an earliest start time
C.tes{s) and a latest finish time C.tif(s),
• a set of precedence relationships C.Pred(s) =
{s' € C | s' -< s}, the set of other tasks s' G C
whose completion must precede the start of s, and
• a decommitment penalty dcom(s). This is the
penalty the supplier has to pay to the contractor
agent if the supplier decommits. (See (Collins et
al. 1997) for further explanation of the decommitment penalties.)
The agent may have general knowledge of normal
durations of tasks, or it may not. In order to minimize bid prices, vendors need flexibility in making
resource commitments. Two possible strategies are
(a) to use time windows that start at time to and
end at time tgoai, where t0 is the start time for the
entire plan and tgoai is the deadline for achieving the
top level goal, and (b) to schedule tasks ahead of

time using approximate durations, computing early
start and late finish times using the Critical Path algorithm (Hillier k Lieberman 1990). The minimum
duration of the entire plan is called the makespan of
the plan. The difference between tgoai and the latest
early finish time is called the total slack of the plan.
If tgoai is set equal to t0 + makespan, then the total
slack is 0, and all tasks for which tef = % are called
critical tasks. Paths in the graph through critical
tasks are called critical paths.
For the purpose of this experiment, the plans consist of identical tasks. Each task has an expected
duration de(s) that we arbitrarily set to 1 hour. In
the full MAGNET system, expected task durations
will be defined by the market ontology.
In order to allow for variability in actual task durations, and to allow suppliers some degree of flexibility
in their resource scheduling, the specified start and
finish times are relaxed from their expected values
by varying degrees. These times are computed as
follows:
• start time: The target start time t0 is set to an
arbitrary point in time in the near future.
• deadline: Using expected task durations de(s) ,
the earliest possible completion time for the entire
set of tasks is found by analyzing the dependency
graph. The target completion time td is then set to
allow an overall slack of 10% to account for some
uncertainty on the supplier side.
• time windows: Early start and late finish time
specifications are computed for each task s € S.
For each root task which has no predecessors,
C.tes(s) = t0. For each leaf task which has no
successors, C.tif(s) = td. For all other tasks,
C.tes{s) =

max (C.te,(s') + da(s'))

s'epred(s)

and
C.tlf(s) =

min, (C.tlf(s') - da(s%

»'e»ucc(»)

where da is an adjusted duration used to introduce flexibility into the specification and allow for
variation in actual task durations. The ratio ■£$
is one of the experimental variables, as described
below.
Supplier Agent: Generate Bids The supplier
agent is a test agent that masquerades as an entire
community of suppliers. Each time a new Call For
Bids is announced by the Market, the supplier attempts to generate some number of bids.
As described in (Jamison 1997), each bid represents an offer to execute some subset of the tasks
specified in the Call For Bids. A price for the whole
set is specified, and for each task in the set, a price,
early start time, late finish time, and maximum duration are specified. It is a requirement of the protocol that the time parameters in a bid are within the
time windows specified in the Call For Bids. For our
experiments, bids are generated randomly as follows:
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• select a set of tasks: A contiguous set of tasks b.S
is selected by choosing an initial task and then randomly following predecessor and successor links.
Bids consisting of contiguous tasks are realistic for
many domains, such as manufacturing.
• set duration: The duration d(s) for each task is a
normally distributed random variable with a mean
of 1 hour and standard deviation of 10
• determine feasibility: If the duration is longer than
the time window
[C.tes(s), C.tif(s)}
specified in the Call For Bids, the task is dropped.
• fill in bid data: The following steps are performed
on each selected task s € b.S:
- determine bid start and finish times: The expected early start time of the task tee(s) is selected as a uniformly distributed variable between the early start time C.tes(s) for s specified in the Call For Bids, and a late start time
derived by subtracting d(s) from the late finish
time C.tlf{s) specified in the Call For Bids. The
resulting bid early start time b.tea(s) is inserted
in the Bid. A bid late finish time b.t[f(s) is similarly determined by picking a random value in
the interval
[b.tes(s)+d(s),C.tlf(s)]
determine price: Price b.p(s) for a task s is set
as
b.p(s) = p x C.flex(s) x b.commit(s)
,where p is the initial price. Due to the fact
that all tasks in this experiment are identical,
the situation is similar to commodity markets
where goods are sold at similar prices by all
suppliers, flex is a flexibility discount, representing the fact that the cost of production is
often lower when the supplier has some temporal flexibility in scheduling the work, commit
is a resource commitment premium, representing the extra cost in keep production resources
committed while waiting for the Contractor to
release the job.
For the purpose of this experiment, p, or initial price, is a normally-distributed value with a
mean of 1000 and a standard deviation of 2%.
The value of flex varies linearly from 1.0 to 0.8 as
the ratio of the time window in the call for bids
to the task duration (°-M^-y-M*>) increases
from 1.0 to 2.0, and then remains at 0.8. Similarly, the value of commit varies linearly from
1.0 to 1.2 as the ratio of the time window in
the bid to the task duration (bt'/{%)t"W) increases from 1.0 to 2.0, and then remains at 1.2.
All these values are arbitrarily chosen to create
a reasonable spread of prices and time windows
in the bids.
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- set decommit penalty:
The decommitment
penalty that the Contractor must pay for backing out of a bid is chosen as a random value
between 0 and the price of the bid.
• set overall discount: If the supplier is bidding on
multiple contiguous tasks, it may offer a discount
in exchange for acceptance of the entire combination. The overall price for the bid is
b.p= V] (b.p{s) x b.discount)
seb.s
where b.discount is a random value between 1.0
and 0.8 (corresponding to the overall discount of
0%-20%).
Contractor Agent: Evaluate Bids Once the
bidding deadline is past, the Contractor evaluates
the set of bids in an attempt to find a combination
that minimizes a combination of cost and risk, provides coverage of all tasks, and allows for a feasible
schedule. For each bid, the Contractor has the option of selecting the entire bid and paying the overall
discounted price b.p, or selecting a subset of the task
bids from 6.5.
Let B be the set of returned bids, each bid b € B
includes a price b.price(S') for some subset 5" of
the elements of the call-for-bids, prices b.price{s)
for individual elements of the bid subset s € 5',
and timing information for the bid elements. When
b.price{S') < £sgS' b.price(s) then a discount is
associated with the bid 6. Timing information for
a bid b and a task s includes early start b.te,(s),
late finish b.Uf(s), and duration b.d{s) for each task
in the bid. The semantics of a bid is that a supplier is willing to perform the task s for the bid
price b.price(s) starting at any time ts(s) such that
b.tes(s) < ts(s) < (b.tif(s) - b.d(s)), and finishing at
time (ts(s) + b.d{s)).
The evaluator uses a stochastic search, executing
the following steps:
• choose a node: A previous partial or complete
solution is chosen as a base for the next expansion. A node is a partial or complete mapping of
tasks to bids. The root node is the mapping of
all tasks to no bids. The nodes are kept in an ordered queue, and the choice is made by choosing
an exponentially-distributed value whose mean is
10% of the range of evaluations in the queue. The
range is limited; nodes with evaluations that fall
off the end are dropped, and when a new best node
is found, the tail is trimmed.
• choose an expansion: Expansions are made by
adding a bid or individual task-bid to a node. The
probability of adding a task-bid rather than a bid
is equal to the current coverage factor of the node
being expanded, where the coverage factor is the
proportion of tasks that are mapped to bids. This
is to encourage use of discounted whole bids when
coverage is low, and individual task-bids when coverage is high and the addition of a bid is likely to

displace other bids from the mapping because of
task overlaps. Bids that have already been used
to expand a given node are disallowed, as are bids
that are in the tabu list, which contains the last 10
expansions in the parentage of the node. In addition, if there are any "singleton" bids, or tasks for
which only one bid was submitted, bids for those
tasks may not be displaced by expansions.
evaluate the resulting node: If a valid node was
produced by the expansion, it is tested for coverage, feasibility, cost, and risk, as follows:
- coverage: A penalty is added for each task that
is not mapped to a bid.
- feasibility: The Critical Path algorithm is run
across the task-bid mapping, with unmapped
nodes assumed to have a duration of 0. A
penalty proportional to the total negative slack
is added.
- cost: The total cost of all mapped bids is added.
- risk: In general, risk factors include decommitment cost, recovery cost, loss of value as the end
date is delayed, cost of plan failure, and other
factors. For the purposes of this experiment,
we have chosen to focus on the expected cost
of decommitment penalties. These are penalties
that must be paid by the Contractor to suppliers if the Contractor backs out of a commitment.
We assume that the Contractor will only do this
with regard to a particular task if execution of a
prior task experiences an unrecoverable failure.
The total expected decommitment cost is
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Figure 1: Infeasibility vs. Slack
out that this prevents continuing the search when
no progress is made but, at the same time, does
not terminate the search too soon.

Experimental Results

We explored two dimensions of the bid-evaluation
problem with the setup described above. The first
dimension is simply the number of bidders. One set
was run with 20 bidders to simulate a rather small set
of possible suppliers. We ignore the possible effects
of collusion and collaboration among vendors in a
cd{total) = 53(Ppud(s) x cd(s))
restricted market. The other set included 50 bidders.
For each of the two sets, we generated Calls For
Bids with 10 identical tasks, and time windows varied
where Ppud(s) is the probability that a task
s' 6 pred*(s) in the transitive closure of the pren i < 444 < 0.9. We ran 50 iterations for each Call
decessors of s will experience an unrecoverable
For Bids, each iteration consisting of the following
decommitment. We calculate Ppud{s) as
steps:
X
Pd
X (1
Prec{s ')))) • Contractor Agent: compose and submit call for
PpM = 1- II ( - ( < ^
"
'
bids
s'€pred'(s)
•
Supplier Agent: compose and send out bids
where Psd(s') is the probability that the supplier
• Contractor Agent: evaluate bids and output the
chosen for task s' will decommit, and Prec(s') is
the probability that recovery can be achieved
best plan
after decommitment:
As we can see from Figure 1, the probability of
1
...
1
) finding a feasible, covered plan is reduced dramati)(1Prec(s) = (1A.t (s)-A.t .(s)
bidCount(s)
cally with small numbers of bidders. When time win1 +
bl(i)
dows are short, the infeasibility test in the bid prepaThe justification for this formula is that the
ration process results in smaller numbers of bids,
probability of recovery increases with increaswith the bids received being composed of fewer tasks.
ing slack, and with a larger number of available
However when the time windows are increased, the
suppliers as evidenced by the number of bids reeffect of larger number of (larger) bids is more than
offset by fewer combinations that form temporally
ceived for the task.
feasible plans.
• stopping criterion: The search ends when a numFigure 2 shows the relation between expected deber of expansions equal to 20 times the number
commitment cost and time-window size. Given that
of bids have been attempted without finding an
the deadline for the overall plan is constant across
improvement. The best feasible and covered soluthese runs, and given that the average task duration
tion, if any, is returned. The number 20 is arbiis also constant, it is interesting that the variation of
trarily chosen, in our experiments we have found
1
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that reduces risk: suppliers are specifying larger time
windows in the bids, and are applying the resourcecommitment premium. In a more realistic situation,
bidders could submit both a higher-cost, more flexible and lower-risk bid, along with a lower-cost, less
flexible and higher-risk bid, allowing the customer to
make the decision.
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the risk evaluation decreases for the larger number
of bidders. This signifies the fact that it is easier to
recover from a partial failure in markets with a large
number of suppliers.
With the larger number of bidders there is a relationship between the size of the time windows specified in the Call For Bids and the expected decommitment cost. This is because the bidders are generally
composing bids with larger time windows, and even
though many of them cannot be composed while preserving precedence relations, the evaluator is able to
find combinations that maximize slack early in the
plan, where it has the greatest impact on expected
decommitment cost.
Figure 3 shows the expected relationship between
cost and number of bidders. The increasing cost
with larger time windows is due to the same effect
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Markets play an essential role in the economy, by
facilitating the exchange of information, goods, and
services (Bakos 1998), and there is growing evidence
that software agents will play an increasing role as
mediators in electronic markets (Guttman, Moukas,
k Maes 1998; Sycara, Decker, & Williamson 1997).
Mediators typically provide services such as searching for a product or supplier, negotiating the terms
of a deal, providing payment services, and ensuring
delivery of goods.
There is a growing interest in using market and
economics principles to model the interactions of
multiple agents (Mullen & Wellman 1996). Many
market-based architectures have been proposed for
multiple agents (see, for instance, (Rodriguez et
al. 1997; Mullen & Wellman 1996)). KQML is
emerging as the preferred communication language
for agents (Finin, Labrou, & Mayfield 1997), but
other languages have been proposed for electronic
commerce, such as CommerceNet's eCo/CBL (Tennenbaum, Chowdhry, & Hughes 1997).
Of the essential functions of a market identified
by (Bakos 1998), (i) matching buyers and sellers, (ii)
facilitating transactions, and (iii) providing institutional infrastructure existing software agents mostly
satisfy the need to search for product and price information (see, for instance, (Doorenbos, Etzioni, &
Weld 1997), but there is a growing need for agents capable of sophisticated automated negotiations (Beam
& Segev 1997; Guttman & Maes 1998).
Automated contracting protocols generally assume
direct agent-to-agent negotiation. For example,
Smith (Smith 1980) pioneered research in communication among cooperating distributed agents with
the Contract Net protocol. The Contract Net has
been extended by Sandholm and Lesser (Sandholm
& Lesser 1995) to self-interested agents. In these
systems, agents communicate and negotiate directly
with each other. In our proposed work, agents interact with each other through a market.
To the extent that we require the existence of
an external market mechanism as an intermediary,
our proposed framework is similar to that of Wellman's market-oriented programming used in AuctionBot (Wurman, Wellman, & Walsh 1998) and The
University of Michigan Digital Library. AuctionBot,
for instance, supports a variety of auction types each
imposing a set of market rules on the agent interactions. In contrast, our framework provides explicit
market mechanisms which can not only specify and
enforce auction parameters, but also support more
complex automated contracting.

Rosenschein and'Zlotkin (Rosenschein & Zlotkin
1994) showed how the behavior of the agents can be
influenced by the set of rules that the system designers choose for the agents' environment. In their study
the agents are homogeneous and there are no side
payments. In other words, the goal is to share the
work, not to pay for work. Sandholm's agents (Sandholm k Lesser 1995; Sandholm 1996) redistribute
work among themselves by a contracting mechanism.
Unlike Rosenschein and Zlotkin, Sandholm considers agreements involving explicit payments, but he
also assumes that the agents are homogeneous - they
have equivalent capabilities, and any agent can handle any task. We do not make any of these assumptions. Our agents are heterogeneous, and decide on
their own what tasks to handle by responding to a
call for bids that requires specific tasks or products
within a specified time window.

Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a bid evaluation process for automated contracting that incorporates cost, task coverage, temporal feasibility, and risk estimation, and we
have provided, using this evaluation process, an empirical study of the tradeoffs between flexibility, plan
feasibility, and cost in the context of the MAGNET
market infrastructure. We show that a Contractor
agent can make tradeoffs between price, feasibility,
and risk by adjusting the temporal specifications of
the tasks to be performed. We also show that the
nature of these tradeoffs varies with the number of
potential suppliers in the market.
This/work raises several interesting questions for
future research. A game-theoretic analysis of the
protocol could be done to determine optimal strategies for its use by agents. In particular, how should
the time windows and decommitment penalties be
used, and how should proposed decommitment functions be evaluated when computing marginal costs
of plan alternatives! The risk evaluation process also
needs to be expanded to include recovery cost estimates and time-varying decommitment penalties.
In cases where the value of the goal is a decreasing function of time, or where schedule slack is low
and probability of missing the goal deadline is high,
there may be value in offering to suppliers not only a
penalty for decommitment or failure to perform, but
also a premium for early completion of subtasks. We
will study how to calculate the value of such a premium, and develop methods for incorporating this
into the negotiation protocol.
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Abstract
In this paper we will illustrate the possible uses of norms in multi-agent decision making. Norms
as obligations serve to generate action repertoires and norms as constraints on behavior enable
pronouncers to filter out subrational decisions. These are combined with adjustable autonomy to
produce highly adaptive agents. The theoretical framework is tested in simulations of normspreading and robotic soccer.
Keywords: multi-agent systems, norms, robotic soccer, learning, pronouncers
1. Introduction
The focus of this paper is on how agents may obtain
a balance between following the norms of the
coalition and individualistic decision making (i.e.,
maximizing personal profit). Since agents may act
in dynamic environments, the choice between these
two extremes should not be fixed beforehand. In
other words, agents should be able to adjust their
autonomy with respect to the coalition at run time.
Another interesting issue is how the set of shared
norms comes about.
Adjustable autonomy is a recently introduced term
from the field of autonomous systems in space
exploration [11]. The general idea is that
autonomous systems adapt the level of autonomy to
the situation at hand. One aspect of agent autonomy
is largely ignored in [11], viz. the level of norms.
Designing norm-regulated or norm-autonomous
agents will enhance the possibilities of accurate
models of humans for the agents and vice versa. The
need for override of human commands by the
artificial agents can be modeled more clearly when
using the concept of norms.
Furthermore, norms can be used by external
counseling devices such as pronouncers [4]. Agents
finding themselves in a situations too complex for
them to make a rational decision may ask an
external entity for advice. A special case of such an
entity is a pronouncer. A pronouncer is an artificial
decision maker which itself is not an agent nor part
of the coalition. Pronouncers take as input the
decision tree of the agent, a description of the
situation and the set of norms of the agent and has

as an output the most rational choice given the
information provided. The use of pronouncers for
advice will reduce the dependence of agents on
other agents (human or artificial). It will also enable
the artificial and human agents together forming a
society to be less dependent on any outside control.
Individual agents participate in several coalitions
and may revise their standing towards the coalition
and its members during execution. This enhances
their self-organizing capabilities thus increasing
their flexibility and (re)action repertoire.
First we will look more closely at the concept of
autonomy before discussion ways of delegation and
distribution of decision making. After this we will
introduce the two simulation models developed to
test the usability of these concepts in multi-agent
systems and discuss the results obtained so far.
Finally we will indicate possible topics for further
research.
2. Autonomy
Autonomy is relative to something external to the
agent; an agent is not autonomous in an abstract
sense but is autonomous on some level with respect
to another entity, be it the environment, other
agents, or even the developers of the agent. This
point is also made in [7] where it is stated that an
agent's autonomy is necessarily limited since it is
situated. Unlimited autonomy renders an agent
solipsistic since the agent does not allow for any
input from its environment. Autonomy can be
viewed in at least two ways:
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•

levels of autonomy as abstraction levels or the
control the agent has over its behavior and
decision making process
• level of autonomy as level of independence of
coalition
The autonomy models developed in multi-agent
systems research (e.g., [6], [8], [10] and [24]) are
based on the first view on autonomy. These
autonomy models are summarized and extended in
[23]. In short, decision making takes place at four
separate yet connected levels:
• the level of actions
• the level of plans
• the level of goals
• the level of norms
The autonomy model developed in the work on
adjustable autonomy on the other hand is focused on
the second view of autonomy and describes the
ways in which agents may be independent of their
coalition members.
3. Delegation and distribution of decision
making
Norms can be viewed in different ways. For
example, [8] (pp. 91-92) distinguishes norms as:
• constraints on behavior
• ends (or goals)
• obligations
In [3] norms are seen as constraints on behavior. In
the current work we view norms as obligations.
Viewing norms as obligations includes norms as
descriptions of how to behave in a certain situation
as well as a description of the distribution of
problem solving (via roles). Norms as behavior
descriptions can be seen as decision modules that
can be used in less complex situations where agents
follow the norms of the coalition when making a
decision. Based on their knowledge of the norms,
agents can expect and thus predict the behavior of
fellow coalition members. The function of roles in
the normative action model [15] can be seen as an
implicit distribution of decision making. The
complement to distribution of decision making via
norms is the delegation of decision making, where a
decision is explicitly designated to a specific agent.
A pronouncer is a special case of this since it is not
agent nor part of the coalition.
4. Simulation of norm-spreading and norminternalizing
The simulation model consists of several agents
roaming a two dimensional space. The agents form
a coalition with one of the agents acting as the
leader. Every spot in the two dimensional space
may contain either nothing, one piece of resource
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one, one piece of resource two or one piece of both
resources. The agent has a choice to either do
nothing, move to another spot or take resource one
or resource two (if available). Combining the
amount of content alternative with the choice
alternatives and outcome alternatives (if the chosen
alternative is realized or not) gives 20 combination
alternatives in total.
4.1. Description of decision making model
Every agent has a private utility base containing
utility values for each of these alternatives (selfmodel) and a coalition utility base containing the
utilities the agent presumes the coalition has for
each of the alternatives (coalition model). The
coalition model expresses the agent's interpretation
of the norms the coalition holds. The degree of
autonomy of an agent relative to the coalition
determines to what extent the coalition model is
followed when making a decision. E.g., an
autonomy of 0.4 expresses that in 40 percent of the
cases the coalition model is followed instead of the
self-model to make a decision.
Choosing an alternative does not mean this is also
bound to happen, chance and the agent's skills
influence the outcome. An agent updates its selfmodel and coalition model based on the outcome
and the result of the feedback coalition members
give in answer to the agent's message containing the
chosen alternative.
The influence of the leader of the coalition may also
vary. The leadership value expresses the weight of
the information provided by the coalition leader.
E.g., a leadership value of 2 expresses that the
feedback from the leader is twice as important as
the feedback of the other coalition members.
4.2. Simulation setups
The following simulations were run: autonomy (on
a scale from 0 to 1) had a value of 0.0, 0.4 or 0.8
and the leadership value was 1, 2 or 5. In total this
gives 9 simulation setups.
The following two hypotheses were formulated:
Hypothesis 1: the higher the degree of autonomy,
the higher the variance of behavior will be.
Hypothesis 2: the higher the leadership value, the
lower the variance of behavior will be.
The variance of behavior can be measured in several
ways. One way is by determining the difference
between an agent's own utility base and the coalition
utility base it has. This expresses the norminternalizing. The mean value over the agents of the
mean value of the absolute difference between self-

model's utility and group model's utility per choice
alternative is the measure used for expressing the
norm-internalizing factor of the MAS as a whole.
Another measure is the differences in the coalition
utility bases over the agents. This expresses the
norm-spreading. The spreading of norms is
graphically displayed as the mean value of the
standard deviation per alternative of the coalition
utility ofthat alternative for each of the agents.

Figure 3 shows how the norm-spreading factor
behaves in time for the various leadership value
settings while the autonomy factor is set to .4.

4.3. Implementation of the simulation model
The simulation model is implemented in Java. Each
agent is a separate thread. The agents communicate
with the environment and each other through a
router programmed using JATLite. Varying the
settings for the agents requires editing of some
datafiles and Jaya code files and compiling these.
All simulation runs were run for 100 minutes.
During the simulation run a log file is kept for each
agent which gets updated every minute with the
agents self-model and coalition model at that point
in time.
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Figure 3: norm-spreading factor with autonomy = .4
Finally, figure 4 depicts the norm-spreading factor
over time for a leadership value of 2 and varying the
autonomy factor.

4.4. Simulation results
The results of some of the simulations are shown in
the figures 1 to 4. Figure 1 shows the behavior of
the norm-internalizing factor in time with an
autonomy of .4 for the three different leadership
values.
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Figure 2 shows the influence on the norminternalizing factor of varying the autonomy factor
while the leadership value is held constant at 2.
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Figure 4: norm-spreading factor with leadership = 2
4.5. Interpretation of the preliminary results
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The norm-sharing factor as depicted in figures 3 and
4 complies with both formulated hypotheses. One
may observe that increasing the autonomy causes
the agents to need more time to reach the maximum
value of the norm-sharing factor and it also takes
more time for the agents to enter a stable situation.
Increasing
value on the other hand
mwv-aomB the leadership
H
makes the agents reach the norm-sharing values
maximum sooner and also get to a stable situation
^°°ner- .
,.•*-*
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The norm-mternahzing factor as depicted in figure 1
and figure 2 does not comply with the formulated
hypothesis. Several factors may play a role here.
One possible cause is that not all situations occur
during the simulation. Since the norm bases are only
updated for the situations that occur, some utilities
do not change during the entire simulation. A
second explanation may be that the variance
between different runs with the same setting could
be greater then the difference between runs with
different settings. More elaborate simulations have
showed that this may explain for some variation but
^at fa, relative positions of the graphs are constant.
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5. Robocup
Originating as a standard problem for AI [17], the
RoboCup has evolved into a divers field of research
with approximately 1500 researchers world-wide in
January 1999. The research spans from robotics to
social sciences as the formulation of the RoboCup
Challenge includes both robotic soccer tournaments
and computer simulated soccer tournaments in
which research focusing on among others
collaborative and individual planning [2] can be
conducted. The choice of robotic soccer as a testbed is quite natural because of the vast range of
research items, the limited set of rules, the limited
field size, and the unpredictability of a near realworld application. We have chosen to extend the
research described in the previous chapter on
simulation of norm spreading and norminternalization, into the field of RoboCup, in order
to test the validity of the results found in the
previous chapter in a dynamic environment.
5.1. UBU
Utility Based Reasoning Under Uncertainty (UBU)
is the result of a research effort in the simulator
league of RoboCup. Previous versions have
competed both in the World Cup 1998 in Paris [1],
and in the Pacific Rim 1998 in Singapore [4]. Our
next version which will compete in the World Cup
1999 in Stockholm will have pronouncer calls
implemented for the coach agent. Training matches
between the old team and the team under
development will be played to measure the progress
made.
5.2. Team Constellation
The team consists of twelve autonomous processes
that represent the eleven players and the coach.
Since the players make decisions at a rate of 10
decisions per second and pronouncers usually need
more than a second to return their recommendations
[25], we do not intend to use pronouncers in the
players. Since the coach agent does not participate
actively in the game, it is not under the same hard
performance requirements. Thus we can wrap a
pronouncer into the coach agent.
The RoboCup-environment is very suitable to
perform research on autonomy as the team consists
of twelve autonomous processes. One of our
research topics is to decide what levels of autonomy
are satisfactory in order to optimize team-behavior
in which situations? We will also research the area
of delegation and distribution of decision making by
implementing a decision hierarchy between the
agents. Depicting the decision-hierarchy on the
levels of decision-making as described in section 2,
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gives the following. The coach will be setting the
goals. The group-leaders will decide upon the plans
on how to achieve the goals and the individual
agents will decide which exact actions have to be
performed to realize the plans.
In the development of the team, we will use an
approach similar to CMUnited'97 and CMUnited'98
[20], with position based playing. The actual
positioning of the players on the field is not
interesting at this stage, as we are more interested to
see their roles in decision-making. However to
reach the highest and toughest level of decisionmaking we may need to rethink the hierarchy
approach and try some form of contract net where
the agents will negotiate who is deciding what and
setting the norms.
One approach is to use a locker-room-agreement
[19]. This approach may be efficient in order to set
general norms, but each of the specific cases
encountered in the game might need some kind of
negotiating. If the negotiating becomes too
extensive and time-consuming, it might be better to
execute the best possible alternative found in the
time available, i.e. just-in-time-algorithm. Our
research will be among others focused on where and
how to make the decisions on the different levels of
decision-making, as well as how norms are adapted
and shared within the team during and between
games.
5.3. Robocup expected results
We expect to see results similar to the interpreted
preliminary results of section 4.5, and also to get a
good picture of how decisions are made efficiently
in a real-time and dynamic environment, which we
hope might be of use in human decision processes.
During the experiments with the team, we will
probably encounter several ambiguities. This would
lead us to changing the number of parameters in the
simulations and test our theories in other less
complex simulation-models in order to test their
validity.
6. Related work
An example of research on obtaining a balance
between deliberations at macro and micro levels is
[16] in which a proposal for social rationality is
developed. The authors try to give a general
decision rule based on payoff functions (in terms of
benefits and losses) for individuals and society. This
group decision rule is however not resistant to
individual differences between the agents (i.e., all
agents are supposed to follow the group rule) and
agents can be member of only one group (i.e., the
whole agent systems forms one social system which
has no subsystems).

As mentioned previously, the macro-micro link
problem and the function of norms is discussed in
[8]. In more recent work [9] a model for norm
acceptance is developed. In a sense this work is
complementary to our work. We do not study the
acceptance of norms but presuppose that coalition
membership in itself is reason to accept norms. On
the other hand, unlike [9] we do not presuppose that
accepting norms implies following them.
In a series of publications (c.f., [18]), Tennenholtz
has written on the use of social laws as coordination
mechanisms. This line of research differs from ours
in several aspects. Tennenholtz1 social laws are
aimed at optimizing the behavior of the agents
sharing an environment, the social laws are
engineered off-line (and preferably by the designer
of the agent system), are used to solve coordination
problems and are hard, that is, the agents are not
allowed to not follow the social laws. In our view,
the norms are not necessarily related to optimizing
the system, norms preferably emerge from
interaction with both the environment and other
agents, can be used to solve not only coordination
problems but also serve to enable delegation and
distribution of decision making, and finally agents
may choose to not follow the norms.
In the work on Sugarscape [12] some form of norm
spreading is also studied. The model of cultural
transmission is too basic and its transmission rule
too general to be considered a model of norm
spreading reconcilable with deliberating agents.
Peter Stone, who recently received his Ph.D., at the
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), has in cooperation with professor Manuela Veloso and
Patrick Riley developed a team, CMUnited, which
became the champion of the World Cup 1998.
Stone's research is more focused on machine
learning [19] than on the social aspects of RoboCup.
Milind Tambe and Gal Kaminka of the University
of Southern California, have used a rule-based
framework approach when developing their team
ISIS [21] in Soar. Tambe and Kaminka do research
in the field of teamwork and social diagnosis, which
is not far from the research on social norms
performed in our lab [5] and described in this paper.
7. Discussion and future research
Further simulation experiments will be conducted to
draw conclusions as to why the norm-internalizing
factor does not comply with the formulated
hypothesis. Other future work in the simulation of
norm-spreading will include comparison of different
initial situations (i.e., a default coalition norm base
versus an initial coalition norm base being equal to
the self norm base). Another topic for future
research will be the formation of coalitions.

Previous work on this topic has been focused on
game theory and thus individualistic decision
making. Inspiration from social theory (e.g., [13],
[14], [22]) will enrich these models with normative
decision making.
We will continue to develop our simulator league
team in the forthcoming years and we will
implement the main concepts mentioned in this
paper. We will also investigate whether it is
beneficial to use several groups and leaders within a
team and to which extent the agents should be
autonomous related to the group.
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Abstract
Sita is a novel agent languagefor modeling intelligent behaviour in dynamic environments. The central modeling principle is the distinction of recognition and action as the two complementary basic
skills essential for situated behaviour. The underlying computational model combines an incremental bottom-up logic programming mechanism with a concurrent process calculus. This principle
allows the clear separation and natural description of declarative knowledge about situations and
procedural knowledge about acting.
Keywords: agent architecture, computational model, programming language, situated action, reactive logic programming
1.

Introduction

In this paper we propose a new computational
model for intelligent agents.
Much work has been done on the theoretical basis
of agenthood. Probably the best known is the BDI
(Belief, Desire, Intention) approach [11], which
builds on a temporal modal logic. The conceptual
level of these theories is too abstract to directly derive concrete agents. Moreover, complete proof procedures are too complex to have a feasible implementation.
On the other hand, there is work on agent architectures, like InteRRaP [9], where functional models are used to describe the agent's behaviour, partitioned in several modules. The employed concepts
are crude and still very abstract. Therefore, these
architectures are more helpful for the abstract agent
specification, but less helpful for the implementation.
According to these observations there are needs
for concrete computational models supporting the
agent design process from the implementation language side. Such models should lift the expressiveness of the implementation language to a level and a
direction more suitable for agent design, compared
to the presently most used languages like C++, Java
or Prolog. These languages suffer from either being
very low-level or having no support for reactivity.
Narrowing the gap between the architectural level
and the language level will substantially enrich the

methodology of agent design.
In this paper we present such a novel computational model, which we call Sita (SITuated Action).
The aims behind the development of Sita can be
summarized as follows:
Support for reactive behaviour: An agent lives in a
dynamic environment, which is unpredictable in
principle. Therefore the agent must be able to trigger adequate, possibly nested reactions.
Reasoning on complex situations: The agents must
classify their situations to know how to respond to
them. This can be a complex reasoning task, which
again needs to be performed in a reactive manner.
Coordination of concurrent activities: The agent's
behaviour is composed of a varying set of execution
threads. As these concurrent threads highly depend
on each other, there must be mechanisms to coordinate these processes.
Precise semantics: A firm semantic basis simplifies
the understanding. Furthermore it is a prerequisite
for formal program verification (which could be a
future development).
Feasible implementation: The computational model
needs to have an effective and efficient implementation.
2.

Recognize and Act

The central modeling principle of Sita is the distinction of recognition and action as the two basic skills essential for situated behaviour: Passively
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Fig. 1. Sita architecture
waiting for something to happen, and actively making something happen. Accordingly an agent is
specified through describing the situations the agent
should recognize at first, and the reactions the agent
should respond with at second.
This distinction is rooted in the tradition of production systems like OPS5 and CLIPS, where programs are given by a set of condition-action-pairs
[8]. An example for the use of a production system
is the multi agent test-bed Magsy [3]. Each agent
is an OPS5 interpreter extended by the capability
of asynchronous message passing. Magsy has been
used for building a distributed planner for flexible
manufacturing plants [4] and for controlling forklifts in an automated loading-dock [10].
However, production systems suffer from two
substantial drawbacks, which restrict their usefulness for the mentioned applications:
1. The rule selection process utilizes a very simple pattern matching concept with little expressive
power. The condition parts of the rules are composed solely of fact patterns as primitives. There
is no concept to abstract condition expressions under a new name. So one cannot compose complex
expressions out of other expressions. Furthermore,
this makes it impossible to use recursive formulae.
2. The action parts of the rules are simple sequences
of actions without any control structures. Complex
procedural operations have to be scattered to several
rules, whereby the user is forced to manage the execution context on his own.
While preserving the advantages of production
systems (reactive, symbolic, event-driven compu-
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tation), Sita introduces new concepts both for the
recognition and the action phase to overcome these
drawbacks.
Two different formalisms are used for modeling
the two basic skills (see fig. 1). On the one side
there is a deductive knowledge base, responsible for
monitoring the (internal and external) state. This is a
process of analyzing the current situation, building
an abstract world model, activating of corresponding goals and calling for adequate actions. To serve
these complex tasks the Sita knowledge base employs a logic programming system based on Horn
clause logic.
On the other side there is a concurrent procedural language, responsible for the description and coordination of the action threads the agent is in. It
aims at a general but high-level model of coordinated computing. In contrast to production systems
there is a powerful set of imperative concepts: sequential and parallel composition, guarded choice
based on knowledge base queries, and definition of
task abstractions by means of procedures.
These two components are linked through a common interface. Firstly, there are primitive actions
to modify the knowledge base, i.e. the insertion and
deletion of facts. Secondly, there are queries that
trigger procedural actions upon entailment of the
query expression.
According to this architecture, the agent's state is
split into two distinct components: the facts present
in the knowledge base which can be queried and updated by processes; and the task, representing the
processes to be executed by the agent.

To be linked with the outside world the agent
needs capabilities to perceive and to act. Perceived
information is stored as messages in the knowledge
base. External actions are effected through special
primitives in the procedural part.
3.

Knowledge Base

The Sita knowledge base uses Horn clause logic
with negation as" failure and function symbols in
order to handle knowledge representation and abstraction, situation recognition, and decision making. It consists of a logic program, a fact base, and a
forward-chaining inference machine.
The basic expressions of the logic language are
predicates, which come in three flavors: Extensional
predicates are containers for those facts that may
be asserted or retracted through actions or perception. Intensional (or derived) predicates are defined
by the clauses of the logic program and are interpreted by the deduced facts. Built-in predicates provide for some basic functions, e.g. arithmetic operations. Accordingly the fact base contains two sets
of facts, asserted and deduced ones.
The inference engine continuously maintains the
set of deduced facts in dependence of the current set
of asserted facts and in correspondence to the logic
program. This maintenance is an incremental and
active reasoning process. All changes in the extensional part of the fact base will cause corresponding
changes in the intensional predicates.
In the following example, it is assumed that edge
is an extensional predicate. The two clauses define
the transitive closure path based on the edge relation. Whenever the base relation changes, the derived relation will change accordingly. In this example, the edge relation may grow (or shrink) step
by step through certain perceptions, while the path
relation may continuously guide the agent's action
to find a path between certain nodes.
path(X Y) ■<- edge(X Y) .
path(X Y) <- path(X Z) path(Z Y) .
The knowledge base is a pure declarative formalism, which gets its meaning through the wellfounded semantics [14]. The advantages are e.g. that
the ordering of the clauses within a program is irrelevant. The same goes for the ordering of the condition elements within the body of a clause. This is
a big improvement compared to conventional logic
programming systems like Prolog.
The evaluation is done by an incremental bottomup algorithm, which is an essential property for obtaining reactive, event-driven situation recognition.

To accomplish this, we extended the well-known
Rete-algorithm [6] in several ways:
1. In the presence of recursively defined relations
care must be taken about facts, that either support
themselves or negate themselves. In the example
above, if the relation edge shrinks, the relation
path must shrink coherently, such that path is the
minimal relation fulfilling the clauses. Therefore we
have developed an appropriate reason maintenance
algorithm, which is based on the idea of labeling
each fact with the length of its shortest derivation.
2. We apply the magic set transformation [1],
known from deductive databases. With this technique, instead of generating the whole set of consequences, only those parts of the program's model are
evaluated that contribute to answering the current
queries. In the example above, the relation path
may be adorned (in out), i.e. the first argument
is marked as an input argument, the second as an
output argument. This limits the computation of
paths to those starting nodes that are needed in other
parts of the program.
3. We found that the efficiency of the algorithm is
highly dependent on the order in which changes are
propagated through the clauses. Hence an appropriate scheduling mechanism is essential for efficient
execution.
As these algorithmic aspects go beyond the scope of
this paper, we omit the details here.
4.

Procedural Language

The agent's knowledge base is complemented by
a concurrent procedural language.
The current state w.r.t. procedure execution is represented by the agent's present task. A task is either
an elementary action, a compound task, or the name
of a procedure (see fig. 2).
The elementary actions are the insertion and deletion of facts, and sending a message to another
agent. In addition certain builtins provide special
actions, like commanding an effector, or accessing
the operating system.
Tasks can be combined by sequential composition, parallel composition, and by guarded choice.
The latter consists of a set of alternative task continuations, each guarded by a query expression. The
task execution suspends until at least one of the expressions is entailed by the knowledge base. Thereupon the execution is continued with the body of the
first entailed branch. The query expressions used as
guards have the same syntax as clause bodies.
A procedure definition takes a task expression and
makes it available under a given name. Procedures
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Fig. 2. task expressions

may have formal arguments. They may also use local variables, which get bound by a query expression
or a builtin action and can be used within the procedure. Procedures are not only used to structure the
program, they are essential to express recursive task
structures.
Through the use of the parallel composition multiple threads of execution are introduced, which allow for the required concurrency. A special statement is available to assign relative priorities to
threads. This is useful to distinguish between, for
example, an urgent reactive behaviour and a background planning task.
The presence of concurrency additionally requires a synchronisation construct, which is available in the context of guarded choice: branches
of a choice may be written query; o modi =^
task; , where modi is a sequence of elementary
insert/delete-tasks. If the branch is chosen (on entailment of query,•), the sequence modi is executed
immediately, without being interrupted by another
thread. Semaphores and similar constructs can be
implemented this way.
The mentioned procedural constructs should be
viewed as the minimal required set. They confine
themselves to the coordination aspects and leave
the further computation to the knowledge base, i.e.
the bottom-up reasoning process. As this may at
times lead to somewhat clumsy programs, an implementation of Sita may add further procedural
concepts, like assignment to local variables, looping constructs (beside recursion), or non-blocking
knowledge base queries. But this doesn't affect the
fundamental architecture of Sita.
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The Sita architecture combines a deductive
knowledge base with a concurrent procedural control component. This structure reflects a basic model
for intelligent agents. On the one side an agent has
to maintain its current beliefs about the world and
itself. This knowledge has to be represented on different abstraction levels. Higher levels model the
agent's view of its situation and current goals. The
Sita knowledge base is a tool to describe such abstraction processes by means of Horn clause logic
in a purely declarative manner. This enables the
agent to make reasoned choices. On the other side
an agent has to change the world as well as its own
beliefs and intentions. Procedures are a natural way
to describe these active aspects. The presented combination of declarative and procedural concepts results in a novel programming model for reactive, intelligent agents.
We presented the Sita constructs on a programming language level. On top of that, the Sita architecture can also be viewed as a functional reactive
agent architecture.
This gets evident if we switch to the usage of
mental concepts.1 Then the facts of the knowledge
base represents the belief-state of the agent, the logic
program is the agent's situation library, the procedures are its plan library. With the execution of a
guarded choice the agent commits itself to a certain
continuation task. Therefore the agent's current task
can be seen as a representation of its intentions.
This correspondence between computational
model and functional architecture indicates a good
balance between generality and design support, and
therefore contributes to bridge the gap between programming languages and agent design.
We have implemented most parts of the presented
architecture. In particular we have a fast and complete implementation of the knowledge base, together with a subset of the procedural language.
This has given us the ability to gather some first
experiences regarding our approach of declarative
bottom-up logic programming. First example applications are the n-queens problem, heuristic reactive
search algorithms, and a blocks world planning system.
We have found that most aspects of these problems can be modeled declaratively (and nevertheless
efficient), i.e. solely through the knowledge base.
This confirms our assumption that the expressive1

Compare with Shoham [12]: He defines an agent as an entity
whose state is viewed as consisting of mental components such
as belief, capabilities, choices, and commitments.

ness of the knowledge base formalism is sufficient
to perform complex situation recognition tasks.
Related work: Many control architectures for the
implementation of intelligent agents have been proposed [15]. We shortly compare the two well known
systems Concurrent METATEM [5] and dMARS [2]
with the Sita approach.
Concurrent METATEM is designed as an executable specification language. An agent is programmed by a set of rules of the form past =>■ future,
using a propositional temporal logic. There is a
forward-chaining reasoning process similar to that
of Sita. The main difference is the representation
of intentions: Concurrent METATEM doesn't apply
explicit control structures like Sita's procedures; instead it maintains a set of future time formulae, for
which the inference machine must find an execution path to make them eventually true. Concurrent
METATEM and Sita have the principle of declarative past and imperative future2 in common, which
is also reflected in the programming paradigms of
Sita's knowledge base and procedures.
dMARS is a control architecture for practical reasoning agents, which has its conceptual roots in the
BDI theory [11]. Regardless of this different background the practical execution model has much in
common with the one of Sita. Like Sita it uses
ground facts for belief representation and a static
plan library to keep procedural knowledge. Plans
are triggered through belief changes, and plan primitives effect these belief changes. But there are also
differences. Intentions are represented as explicit
data structures with richer semantics compared to
Sita tasks. Unlike Sita, dMARS supports backtracking on failure of plan execution. Situation recognition is handled in a simpler way, in that it doesn't
support the expressive power of logic programming
as Sita does.
The notion of situated actions was originally used
by Suchman [13] in the context of human-computer
interaction. She argues that (human) actions are
never planned in a strong sense. Rather, actions are
to a great extent linked to the specific situation at
hand. Her observations underline the significance
of an expressive situation description language.
Future work will focus on applications in more
complex scenarios, where the need for intelligent reactivity is more evident. As a first step into this direction we are currently working on the integration
of the Sita programming system into our robotics
laboratory.
introduced by [7]

Another research topic is the modeling of more
complex agent architectures like InteRRaP [9], that
include e.g. planning modules to gain deliberative
behaviour. We expect to find effective mappings
from these more structured but very abstract architectures onto the more concrete Sita concepts.
Consider a standard planning module for example. It may be implemented in Sita by a set of knowledge base clauses for a decision function to guide
the planing process to the most promising direction,
and a procedural loop that commits to that direction
step by step. The planner may even adapt its search
dynamically to changes in the current world model.
More general, we suppose that situation recognition
and coordinated action are two powerful building
blocks for composing complex agent designs.
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Abstract
An approach to the development of knowledge representation and processing system based on integration of classical knowledge representation means with methods of constraint programming
and agent-based technique is considered. In contrast to other constraint programming systems,
this one allows us to operate with imprecisely defined (subdefinite) values. To increase efficiency
of the processes of logical inference and data processing, agent-based technique is used instead of
a traditional production rule technique. Due to a natural combination of data-driven and eventdriven mechanisms, the development of efficient intelligent systems for various applications is
provided.
Keywords: Object, agent, constraint programming, subdefinite computational model, data-driven
and event-driven mechanisms, knowledge-based system.

Introduction
Nowadays, the main trend in artificial intelligence
changes from the opposition of different means
and methods for knowledge representation and
processing to their rational combination within a
single system. This trend is based on understanding of the fact that each of these means executes
its function and has its application domain. On the
other hand, none of the well-known means for
knowledge representation and processing can
meet all needs of creating a real-life application
system on its own. Let us consider the main of
these means.
One of the most popular knowledge representation means is semantic network. Due to such
properties as high associativity and flexibility for
representation of information, semantic networks
are considered to be a universal storage for any
information (knowledge or data), that can be represented in terms of objects and relations between
them. These properties have made semantic networks very popular. However, high flexibility of

semantic networks is provided by means of a
rather low level of knowledge representation that
leads to complicated description of a problem, and
thereby makes the work of the knowledge engineer (the user) extremely difficult.
The use of frames and object-oriented approach allows one to raise greatly the level of the
knowledge representation language and the possibility of its customization in a concrete subject
domain. The main advantage of such an approach
is the possibility of linking locally every frame
with its properties. This saves one from the necessity to take care of small details at the global
level. Frame-based representation languages have
the mechanism of demons and attached procedures which allows one to define functional dependencies for values of the slots. But, as a rale,
in frame languages such dependencies are given at
a low level, for example, in terms of procedures
and functions, which makes the knowledge engineer to turn to skilled programmers for help. It
would be better to use for this purpose the

This work is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant' 99-01-00495)
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mathematical and logical formulae or other means
of high level.
The formalism of production rules is regarded
as a powerful tool for expressing the operational
semantics of the notions of the subject domain and
for logical inference. It is characterized by a natural specification of knowledge, simplicity of
modification and extension, and natural modularity. But production systems are oriented mostly to
symbolic computations, therefore they are very
difficult to apply to the solution to problems requiring numerical calculations. Another shortcoming of the production systems is that this
technique usually use an expensive process of
pattern matching that leads to overall inefficiency
of applications created on this basis.
Another mean for organization of logical inference and data processing is the agent-based technique [1,2,3] which has become very popular
among researchers in various fields of computer
science. In contrast to production systems, agents
act more autonomously and provide us with possibility to specify inference processes locally.
Therefore application of this approach for knowledge representation and processing appears to be
very attractive and fruitful.
In the framework of the paradigm of constraint
programming [4], which is also very popular now,
it is possible to specify problem in the form of a
set of constraints over the values of parameters of
objects (or problem). This approach is particularly
convenient when the constraints can be represented by ordinary Boolean expressions. However, this approach allows one to solve a rather
narrow class of problems which are reducible to
the constraint satisfaction problem. Consequently,
in practice constraints are often used in combination with other, more universal means of knowledge representation and processing. Application
of this approach in AI languages appears to have a
future. The methods of constraint programming,
while usually used in numerical computations,
complement nicely the traditional AI tools oriented at symbolic processing and declarative
knowledge representation.
It should be noted that none of the above techniques has provided the means for working with
imprecisely defined values and objects. Such facilities can be found in the method of subdeflnite
computational models, proposed by A.S.
Narin'yani [5,6],
In this paper we consider an approach to the
development of a programming environment for
intelligent system design which is based on an
integrated model of knowledge representation that
unifies the classic means with the methods of con314

straint programming and agent-based technique
on the basis of object-oriented technology.
In contrast to other systems also using constraints programming technique, this system allows us to operate objects with imprecisely defined values of slots. Refinement of such values is
carried out by means of constraints linked to objects. The constraint satisfaction process is implemented using modification of the method of
subdeflnite computational models [7], The key
feature of this modification is linking constraints
with objects, which enables one to work with a
dynamic set of constraints.
Another important feature of the system is that
it utilizes the agent-based technique instead of the
production system traditionally used in inference
and data processing control. Unlike production
systems, the agent-based technique makes the inference and data processing more efficient by using the event-driven mechanism. According to
this idea, activation of each agent is performed by
an associative data-driven process where an agent
reacts only to an event related to it (e.g. appearance of new objects or setting new relations between them or changing values of the object's attributes).
Due to the natural integration of both datadriven (constraint-based technique) and eventdriven (agent-based technique) mechanisms, the
presented system can be used to create highly efficient intelligent applications, in particular, applications concerning the natural language processing or requiring the combination of logical inference and computations over imprecise values.
First, we consider the method of subdeflnite
computational models as it is of particular importance for our approach.
2. The method of subdeflnite
computational models
Let T be an "ordinary" data type with the set of
values A and the corresponding set of operations
over A. We denote by A* the set of all subsets of
A. Elements of A* will be called subdeflnite values
or SD-values and denoted by a. The values a
containing only one element of A will be called
exact values. A special value equal to the entire
set .4 will be said to be fully indefinite, and a value
equal to the empty set will be called inconsistent.
For each operation P: A" —>A of type T we can
define the correspondent operation P": A*" ->A*
as a subdeflnite extension of the operation P:

P*(a*,...,a„*J =
{P (au ..., an) \ aj ea*,..., a„ ea„*}.

These new operations have similar semantics
but may be applied to subdeflnite values and the
result of each of them is, in general, a subdeflnite
value too. So we can build a subdeflnite data type
f on the base of the original "exact" data type T.
Presently, subdeflnite extensions have been
constructed for various data types: integer, real,
symbolic, logical, sets, etc.
Subdeflnite data types can be used to represent
uncertain data in a problem which is specified in
terms of constraints on its parameters. The
method of subdeflnite computational models is
used to solve such problems.
First, we consider as constraints are represented in subdeflnite computational models.
Formally, a constraint is a Boolean expression
C(v!,...,v,) that is required to be true. The variables vlt...,v„ linked by the constraint may be of
any subdeflnite datatypes.
Each constraint must have functional interpretations. This means that the constraint can be
represented by a set of functions:

where S is an auxiliary variable.
A subdeflnite computational model (SD-model)
is represented by a bipartite oriented graph (subdeflnite functional network) and a discipline of its
processing, or data-driven computations. There
are two types of vertices in a subdeflnite functional network: variables and interpretation functions. The incoming edges of a function vertex
connect it to the variables whose values are input
arguments of the function. Outgoing edges of the
function vertex point to variables in which store
the results produced by the function.
For example, the subdeflnite functional network corresponding to the constraint (1) is illustrated in Figure 1.

f*:A*(nl)-+A\
which are called interpretation functions. Each of
these functions allows us to calculate the value of
one variable from the values of the other ones:
Vj=f*(Vj,...,Vi.1,Vi+1,...,Vn).

For example, the constraint
U = I*R

(1)

can be interpreted by the following three interpretation functions:
U=fi,(I,R),
I=f2'(U,R),
R=f3*(UJ),
where
fi*(x, y)=x *y,
f2*(x,y)=x/y,
fs*(x,y)=x/y.
Here '*' and 7 denote subdeflnite extensions of
arithmetical operations of multiplication and division, respectively.
If an expression in a constraint is too complicated, it is possible to simplify it by adding new
variables and splitting the complex constraint into
several simpler ones. For example, the constraint
•

Y=(X+C)2

(2)

Figure I. A subdeflnite functional network
The principle of data-driven computations
means that a change of the value of variable vertices activates (causes execution of) the function
vertices; execution of the function vertices, in
turn, may cause a change of the resulting value of
variable vertices, and so on. If at least one variable gets an inconsistent value (empty set), the
process will be stopped and the SD-model will be
considered inconsistent.
During the process of interpretation a new
value of the variable is calculated and intersected
with the old one. Since it is the result of this intersection that is assigned to the variable, its value
can be only refined, i.e. the new value is a subset
of the old one. It should be noted that the value of
the variable is considered to be changed only if it
is actually refined.
As it was shown in [7], for all data types containing only a finite set of SD-values, this algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps. In the
case of infinite sets of SD-values (for instance,
intervals of real values), the stopping criterion can
be based on the preset threshold of computation
accuracy s. This threshold e determines the
maximum possible distance between two values
for which they are still considered to be identical.

can be divided into two more simple constraints:
S=X+C,
Y=S2,

(3)
(4)
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3. The base means for knowledge
representation and processing
The base tool used to represent declarative knowledge in our system is a semantic network, which
consists of objects linked by binary relations. Besides, it is possible to specify knowledge in the
form of a set of constraints over the values of parameters of obj ects.
3.1.
Objects and relations of the
semantic network
An object can be any entity of the subject domain,
defined by the knowledge engineer. Objects with
the same properties are combined into one class.
The properties of the class define the names and
types of values of slots (attributes) of objects, possibly their default values, and their behavior. The
latter is determined by the set of constraints which
are defined on the values of the objects' slots.
The values of slots can be characters, strings,
atoms (indivisible strings), integer and real numbers, tuples and sets. An object may be the value
of a slot too. An important feature of objects is
that their slots may be subdefinite, i.e., their values may be subsets of the domain of admissible
values. Subdefinite values can be defined as intervals of values for numerical data types and as sets
of possible values for other types.
When an object is created, the slots whose values are not given will be filled with subdefinite
values. If type of the slot values is elementary
(characters, strings, atoms, or numbers), then the
slot will be given a subdefinite value which is the
entire set (domain) of admissible values. If type of
the slot values is a tuple, set, or object, then the
slot will be filled with the completely indefinite
value '?'.
Classes may inherit properties of other classes
(in this case, the .former are called subclasses, and
the latter are superclasses), with a possibility of
multiple inheritance. Some properties of superclasses can be redefined in subclasses.
If a subclass inherits from several superclasses
containing slots with the same name, then these
slots are "glued" into a single slot. The types 71, of
these slots specified in the superclasses must be
the same or at least they must be derived from the
same base type T0 and have a non-empty common
subset of values, i.e., r)dom(Tj) & 0. In this case
the slot in the subclass will have type T derived
from T0 and dom(T) =n dom(TJ.
In the definition of a subclass we can redefine
the type of an inherited slot. The new type T of the
slot must refine the old type T0, i.e., dom(T) a
dom(T0).
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Any constraint in an objects class definition
can be labeled. Use of labels of constraints makes
it possible to redefine this constraint through the
process of inheritance.
A binary relation is treated as a special object
with two slots, which are called relation arguments. We can define constraints for relations just
as we do it for objects. Note that in this case constraints are defined on the values of slots of objects that are arguments of relation.
We have selected binary relations as a particular class of relations because they have useful
properties like reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity,
which can be built into the system.
3.2.

Functional network

As said above the system allows one to bind with
any object a set of constraints defined on the values of its slots. Since the value of a slot can be an
object, constraints can link the values of slots
from several objects.
The constraints associated with some object
constitute its local SD-model and make it possible
to automatically refine subdefinite values by
means of the mechanism of constraint satisfaction.
The method of subdefinite computational models
is used to implement this mechanism.
The set of SD-models of all objects presented
in a semantic network constitutes a functional
network, which is activated for every modification
of the objects; it ensures recalculation and modification of the values of slots of the related objects.
3.3.

The base operations

The system includes operations for creating objects and instances of binary relations (new), editing them (edit) and deleting them from the network (delete). At the same time with the edition
of the semantic network, the functional network is
modified.
So, the new operation creates objects and instances of binary relations and inserts their into
the semantic network, and simultaneously adds
constraints bound with the object or relation to the
functional network.
After objects or relations are deleted, the semantic network and the functional network are
corrected. In the semantic network, all references
to the deleted objects are replaced by the completely indefinite value '?'. At the same time, all
constraints related to the deleted objects and relations are removed from the functional network.
Thus, the functional network can be modified
during the application system operation as a consequence of both insertion of new objects and relations into the semantic network and edition of

the existing ones. This takes place because the
process of setting up new links among objects can
lead to involving into the functional network new
constraints which include slots of these objects.
It should be noted that the operations described
above leads to the immediate activation and execution of the functional network until its stability
is achieved.
4. The agents system
The process of inference and data processing are
defined as an system of agents working over the
semantic network.
An agent is the object of special type. Agents
may inherit properties of other agents. Some
properties of base agents can be redefined in derived agents.
Each agent like one in [3] responds only to the
related events. The response of the agent is in an
execution of certain predefined actions. Specifically, the agent can create new objects in the semantic network, or change values in the slots of
the existing objects, or set up some new relation
between them. From this point of view agents
work like productions that define inference and
data processing in the traditional knowledge based
systems. However, unlike the production systems
that use an expensive pattern-matching routine,
the activation of agents is based on the eventdriven mechanism that significantly increase an
efficiency of the inference and control processes.
Besides agent-based approach allows one to implement natural integration of both data-driven
and event-driven techniques.
The structure of agent is similar to the structure
of the usual object and includes the following
components:
• Name
• Name of base agent
• External slots
• Internal Slots
• Condition
• Operators
Here, Name is the agent's own name which is
the unique reference to the agent.
Name of base agent is a name of agent whose
properties are inherited.
External slots define links of this agent with
the outside world. The description of the agent
specifies name of the link (i.e. slot name) and its
type. The latter is a name of a class of the objects
that are "visible" to the agent through the link. In
each instance of the agent the values of its external slots are references to the appropriate objects
in the semantic network.

Internal slots of agent determine its state. One
part of the internal slots is accessible for other
agents, whereas another part of them is used internally and is inaccessible from the outside.
Condition is represented by a set of constraints
defined on the agent's slot values. The truth of
this condition ensures actuation of the agent, i.e.
execution of the actions predefined in Operators.
Actions defined as the Operators may be either
mentioned above operations with objects in the
semantic network (creation, edition or deletion) or
certain system operations which are used to provide data input and output, organization of user
interface and so on.
Like the usual objects, agents are created with
the help of new operator. Operators edit and delete also may be applied to the agents.
The overall set of agents constitutes an associative structure over the semantic network, called
agent network (Figure 2).
Each agent reacts to the appearance of new
objects, that correspond to its external slots. If the
new created object is "visible" to the agent and all
of its external slots are associated with the other
"visible" objects, then condition of agent actuation
is to be tested. When the condition becomes true,
the agent is executed and its operators are performed. An agent reacts also to other events related to objects corresponding to its external slots,
e.g. changing values of the object's slots or setting
new relations between the objects.
Since values of the objects' slots generally may
be subdefinite, the truth of the agent condition
may be subdefinite too. In this case the local computational model is formed from the agent's constraints specifying by the values of the slots of
correspondent objects and is added to the functional network, and the execution of the agent is
postponed up to the moment when the values of
the objects' slots are refined to such a degree that
condition is exactly true. The recalculation of
these constraints will be performed under each
interpretation of the functional network as it takes
place for usual objects. When values of the objects' slots will be refined and the truth of the condition will be calculated exactly, this local computational model will be deleted from the functional network.
Actuation of the agent can lead to creating new
objects in the semantic network or changing state
of the existing ones. This, in turn, causes activation of the other agents associated with the new or
modified objects and so on. According to this process, agents are activated concurrently and asynchronously, as the objects appear or change in the
semantic network. Therefore the event-driven
mechanism of agent activation is based on the
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Figure 2. Four levels ofknowledge representation

general data-driven mechanism, discussed in the
chapter 2.
5. Control of the agents system
As the same object can be associated with several
agents, the creation of this object may involve an
activation of a set of agents. This set will be called
traditionally as the conflict set. Since generally the
final result of the inference process depends on
the order of agents actuation, an agent priority
mechanism is used to control agent execution
from the conflict set. According to this mechanism each agent may be given by a certain number that determines its execution priority. Under
the processing of the conflict set agents with the
high priority are to be processed first. The use of
the priorities technique allows us to avoid partially collisions and contradictions in the inference
process.
Another way to solve the above problem is defining a hierarchy of agents. According to this
approach agents which are located at the bottom
of the hierarchy and intended for processing of
special cases, get a highest priority, while agents
that are placed at the head of hierarchy and oriented to processing of more general situations get
least one. In this case specific agents will be activated first. As regards more general agents, they
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will be activated only if current situation does not
allow specific agents to be actuated.
Activation of agents can be also managed by
dividing all set of agents into separate groups and
activating these groups selectively. Agents of the
active group act in the usual way, i.e. they start
working when suitable objects appear or some
objects change their values. The agents of the inactive groups therewith only wait for appearance
or modification of objects in the semantic network
and just keep references to these objects but do
not perform any actions. Actuation of such agents
is postponed up to the moment when their group
becomes active. After the inactive group is activated, all its agents function over the combinations of the objects kept before and afterwards
they will be switched to the conventional waiting
state.
The division of the overall set of agents into
separate groups allows one to split the main task
into the separate subtasks. Furthermore, reduction
of the set of active agents increases the efficiency
of the overall inference process. Since the activation and deactivation of the groups of agents can
be performed by the agents themselves, the system gets control over the inference process. Thus,
it can be regarded as self-organizing.

6. Architecture of the system
The presented program environment consists of
specification facilities and a program kernel.
The specification facilities include the knowledge representation and processing language, as
well as the interactive graphical interface which
allows one to construct interactively classes of
objects and relations, user-defined types, and
specify agent systems.
The definition of classes and relations are
stored in special libraries of notions. All these libraries have value of their own, can be used separately by other users in the development of other
applied systems.
The agent systems is specified by the means of
the knowledge representation and processing language, based on a developed or inherited library
of notions.
The program, kernel of the knowledge-based
system (Figure 3) includes the agent control system, a semantic processor (semantic engine), and
a data driven processor (subdefinite engine).
Aaent Control Engine
Agent Network
Semantic Engine
Semantic Networl
Sharing
Data
*!*$::

F\onctional Network
Subdefinite Engine

Figure 3. A scheme of the kernel of the knowledgebased system

The semantic engine performs operations over
the semantic network (creation, modification, and
deletion of objects and relations, pattern matching) and data of other types (numbers, strings, tuples, sets, etc.).
The subdefinite engine is responsible for interpretation of computational constraints on the values of the objects' slots.
The agent control system supports the entire
process of execution of the agent system, from
agent activation to actuation.
The (interrelated) semantic and functional
networks play the role of the system's main storage. The semantic network represents the declarative knowledge on objects and relations between
them, while the functional network represents
computational relations (constraints) between the

objects' slots. The form of the semantic and functional networks is determined by the notions that
had been introduced by the knowledge engineer at
the stage of designing classes of objects and relations.
The agent system is the part of the system that
defines (together with the functional component)
the procedure for logic inference and information
processing.
7. Advantages of the use of agents
The use of agents instead of production rules for
definition of logical inference and knowledge
processing provides user (knowledge engineer or
practical linguist) with a lot of serious advantages.
First, agent is an object, therefore one can operates agents as the usual objects. In particular,
agents can be organized into hierarchy, using all
advantages of inheritance of their features.
Let us consider such field as diagnostic expert
systems. Usually, the diagnostics of an object is
provided by set of production rules, each of which
corresponds to the specific case of a disease or
damage determination. If there is a lack of symptoms, the more general production rules are activated and make general diagnosis and recommendation. Thus, the set of all production rules of the
diagnostic expert system is divided into various
groups, according to the depth and generalization
of their diagnostic possibilities.
Similarly, the set of agents can be organized
into hierarchy with the "general" agents at the
bottom and "specific" ones at the top. In this case
the low-level agents are able not only to analyze
additional information, but also to perform additional actions. While agents of the highest levels
of hierarchy can be used as for performing diagnostics by the general way and so far initialization
of processes of inquiring or refining missing
symptoms, generating hypothesis and so on.
There is another advantage of this approach.
Organization of hierarchy of agents allows one to
solve a problem of the choice between agents
from the conflict set and save the knowledge engineer from the laborious and often not so clear
assignment of numeric priorities to agents. Thus
the declarative information about the position of
agent in the hierarchy defines by the natural way
the operational characteristic of the agent - priority of its activation and actuation.
The use of agents is also very suitable for natural language processing. In this case each agent
may serve for the recognition of the specific syntactic or semantic construction of the text. The
input words are placed sequentially in the semantic network in the form of new lexical objects and
activate the corresponding agents immediately.
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Notice, that some characteristics of these words
can be undefined or subdefinite and agents will
not be actuated until these characteristics are
enough defined or refined by the other agents.
Under this approach agents intended for both
syntactic and semantic analyses can work simultaneously to recognize language constructions.
For example, consider the agent that recognizes word collocations. If not all characteristics
of the words potentially included in this collocation are defined, the agent waits until information
about each word is refined to such degree, that
they can be recognized as parts of the collocation
which correspond to some notion of the subject
domain.
As the agents act locally and respond immediately to the input of new words agent-based technique allows one to process phrases of natural
language text actually in the real time and hypothesize before the phrase is received completely. This feature can be useful, for example,
for the speech recognition systems or speech control of technical devices (robots).
Besides, utilization of agents instead of production systems .gives us a lot of advantages. In
particular, productions usually use an expensive
process of pattern matching that leads to overall
inefficiency of applications created on this basis.
To accelerate the pattern matching routine, some
associative methods such as RETE-algorithm [8]
are applied. But this does not solve the problem
because these methods work fine only for regular
and static systems where the set of productions is
stable. Whereas activation of agents is performed
by an associative data-driven process where each
agent reacts only to an event related to it, that allows one to increase efficiency of the processes of
logical inference and data processing.
8. Conclusion
The presented system is the development of the
program environment [7] based on an integrated
model of knowledge representation. Due to unifying such means as frames, semantic networks,
production rules, subdefinite computational models, and constraint programming techniques, it can
be used to create a broad range of intelligent systems requiring the combination of logical inference and computations over imprecise values.
In contrast to its predecessor [7], this system
uses the agent-based technique for inference and
data processing control instead of a production
system. High efficiency of these processes is
achieved by using the associative event-driven
mechanism instead of an expensive pattern
matching routine. So, each agent reacts only to
events related to it, e.g. appearance of new objects
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or setting new relations between them or changing
values of the object's attributes.
This event-driven mechanism is primarily
based on the data-driven mechanism used in [7] as
the constraint-satisfaction technique for refining
imprecisely defined values. Due to such a natural
integration of data-driven and event-driven methods the agent-based, technique can be used to operate imprecisely defined values.
Aside from providing additional functional and
descriptive capabilities, the presented program
environment greatly increases productivity of a
knowledge engineer designing an application and
makes it possible to form the knowledge base in a
rather natural, high-level manner. After defining
the necessary system of notions, one can process
objects in terms of agents, without worrying about
their internal semantics. The knowledge engineer
can concentrate mostly on their properties and
interrelationships.
The presented system can be used to create
highly efficient intelligent applications, in particular applications concerning natural language
processing, creation of expert systems and problem-oriented shells, design of sophisticated
knowledge-based systems, creation of planning
and decision support systems, and intelligent systems for controlling complex objects, including
robots.
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Abstract
The paper describes an infrastructurefor implementation of workflow management system using mobile agents.
The usage of mobile agents in modelling and implementation of a workflow is a novel approach and simplifies
the workflow management. Besides, the suggested infrastructure introduces fresh ideas in the field of mobile
agents as well.
Keywords: Workflow, Mobile Agents, Distributed Programming.

1. Introduction
Using the workflow management system is a modern trend
in modelling and implementation of an information flow
and business processes in a company [7,4]. Well organized
and fully implemented, a workflow can replace a large part
of a classical information system of a company. In a focus
of a workflow is "work" (information, a task, a document,
announcement, data, etc.) that flows through different
points in a company. Deadlines and conditions of a work
transition are defined in order to achieve the flow of
works. When a condition is met, work is transferred to a
next stage, where the next condition has to be fulfilled. At
the end of its itinerary, work is done.
According to most general definition, a mobile agent is
a program that is able: to stop executing at one node in a
computer network; to transfer itself to another node in a
network; and to continue execution there. More precise
definitions include additional requirements for a piece of
code to be a mobile agent. All definitions however, stress
the important feature of mobile agents - autonomous
behaviour. Mobile agents are a very fresh research area in
the field of a distributed programming and artificial
intelligence (see for example [6, 8,9,10].) Advantages of
mobile agents with respect to classical techniques of
distributed programming are numerous. Among many, we
stress the following ones: potentially better efficiency of
the whole system and a greater reliability.
In this paper, data structures, agents, tools, and
principles for implementation of a workflow management
system using mobile agents are presented. This approach
has several main advantages over other approaches in
organization and implementation of workflow management
systems (including implementations using static agents):
• Uniformity of organization and implementation.
Mobile agent system is used for implementation of: the
workflow administration and monitoring tools,
workflow client applications, and workflow enactment
services [7]. Moreover, agents are used as a uniform
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•

•

•

•

interface to invoked applications and other workflow
enactment services.
Simpler flow management. Mobile agents are workitems that are passed to different users and
autonomously take care of their current position and
further itinerary.
Flexibility. The flow of work is easily changed when
using mobile agents. It is done only by changing agent
itineraries or by introducing new agents.
Organizational structure of a company is contained
implicitly in agent itineraries and is easily changed.
Scalability. The workflow implemented with mobile
agents can easily grow with the underlying company or
complexity of its business processes. In those cases just
more agents are added, without the need to change and
understand the rest of the system.
Support of unstructured business processes. With the
use of mobile agents, business processes must not be
well structured.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, a basis for creation of individual work-agents is
presented. A work-server that hosts work-agents is
introduced in the third section. In order to ease the
application of the workflow system and to increase its
reliability, it is necessary to implement additional tools and
specialized administrative agents. These are discussed in
section four. In the fifth section, a reliability and protection
of the proposed system are shortly discussed. In the sixth
section, the related work is presented, while the seventh
section concludes the paper.
2. Class Task and work-agents
Class (in the sense of object-oriented programming) Task
represents an abstract (i.e., every) work in the proposed
workflow system. This class is a descendant of a class that
represents a mobile agent in a chosen mobile agent system.
Objects of the class Taskthas becomes mobile as well. The
class contains the following attributes and methods:
attribute containing work identification, attribute

containing work deadlines, attribute containing an owner
of work (the person that created the work), method for
work externalization (to save the work into a file), method
for work internalization (to load and recreate the saved
work), itinerary, and a method for presenting a userinterface.
The itinerary is a list of triples of the following form:
(node, condition, methods). It represents a flow of workagent through a network. A node represents an address of
a node where the work will transfer itself from the current
node. Only methods enlisted in the list methods are active
on the current node. The work-agent will transfer itself to
the node when and if the condition (a logical function) is
fulfilled. If an itinerary of a work-agent can contain
alternative routes through a network, then the itinerary
must be represented as a tree, rather than as a list.
3. Work-server and work-host
Up to now, our system consists of work-agents that
represent concrete tasks and are created by inheriting an
abstract class Task. Besides work-agents, a work-server is
needed as well. Work-server is a program that executes all
the time on every node that is in the workflow system. Its
basic tasks are the following:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Listens the designated port, waits for incoming agents,
internalize them, puts them into a list of agents on that
host, and activates them.
Inform the user about an arrival of new work.
For every work-agent periodically calls the function
condition for the current node.
If the work-agent is too long on the same node, alerts
the user.
At the end (before switching off the computer),
externalizes all agents that are currently under its
supervision.
At the beginning of its execution (after the computer is
switched on), internalizes all saved agents.

The work-server is kept small and simple. All other
necessary administrative functions are implemented as
separate, specialized agents.
Besides work-server, every node contains one workhost that can be implemented as a stationary agent. The
role of work-host is to offer the user basic data about all
work-agents that currently reside on the node. The workhost is very simple - it just uses appropriate work-agent
attributes and invokes its methods.
4. Other utilities and agents
Work-agents, work-servers, and work-hosts are the only
software components that are really necessary for the
proposed workflow system. However, if the system is to be
more user-friendly, more reliable, and more flexible,
additional tools and specialized agents are needed.
4.1. Templates and template library
The most important part in a definition of a new workagent (at least from the workflow point of view) is a
definition of an itinerary. For every class of a work-agent,
a template can be defined. The template for some workagent class is an object of that class with fixed itinerary

that contain empty nodes.
All available templates are organized into a template
library. A user creates a new, concrete work-agent by
picking a template from the library and instantiating
undefined attributes and nodes in the itinerary.
4.2. New work-agent classes
In the real companies, it is not possible to define all
possible work-agents and their templates in advance. New
work-agents may be needed on a daily basis. Therefore, it
should be possible to create brand-new work-agents by the
end-user of the workflow system. It could be done by
defining and implementing a software tool that enables the
visual definition of a new work-agent and its template.
4.3. Access to the Internet and databases
The suggested workflow system works only on nodes
where work-servers and work-hosts are installed. In the
real company environments there will be a lot of business
processes that cannot be completed without access to
nodes outside of the implemented workflow system. In
those cases, an access to common Internet services is
needed. More precisely, we need special (stationary)
agents that are able to send and read e-mail messages,
transfer files from one node to another using FTP protocol,
access web-pages from other nodes etc.
Furthermore, work-agents will often have to access the
internal or external databases, to retrieve or store data. For
that purposes, a specialized database agent is needed.
4.4. Other specialized agents
The workflow system we suggest is fully distributed,
without central administration, control, and maintenance.
All reports, control, and management are achieved by
creating and sending specialized agents that will
communicate with other agents in the system and achieve
the intended results. In this subsection we shortly
enumerate several possibilities.
Trackers. A user of a workflow system can always
send a tracker-agent. It will look for all agents owned by
the user on every node in the system, and gather a report.
Detour Agents. If a user is not able for a longer period
to fulfill its duties, all agents aiming to its node have to
detour. A detour-agent carrying a new itinerary is sent to
look for other agents and to replace their old itineraries
with the new one.
Advisors. If an itinerary contains alternative routes,
advisor-agents stationed at some nodes could direct
incoming work-agents to take other route. They would be
created automatically if some conditions are met.
5. Protection and reliability
Enforcing protection of a mobile agent system usually
means: a) to protect agents from malicious nodes, and b)
to protect nodes from malicious agents. Although
protection is an important issue in any mobile agent
system, we feel that in a closed system such is ours, all
nodes can be regarded as trusted. The only way the agent
communicates with foreign nodes and services, is via
Internet services. Therefore, we neglect the issue of
protection of agents from malicious hosts and a protection
of hosts from malicious agents. This problem should be
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addressed when work-agents from our system are allowed
for transport to foreign nodes, and when foreign agents are
allowed for access to nodes of our system.
Reliability of the mobile agent system is most often
regarded as enforcing the "exactly once" semantics [11].
The reliability of this kind is most commonly solved by
generating spare copies of every agent ("shadows" [1] or
"rear-agents").
6. Related work
Several authors have recently suggested a usage of mobile
agents in workflow management (for example [2,3]-) Our
system is highly decentralized and consists solely of
individual agents with autonomous behaviour. The only
centralized control is the control of user rights to create,
access, and change agents and templates.
The proposed workflow system brings some fresh
views in particular fields of a workflow management and
in mobile computing. In both fields, the advantages of
highly decentralized and distributed approach in designing
a system, have not been often recognized. Our workflow
system emphasizes the fact that mobile agent has
organizational advantages.
The similar holds for workflow management systems the usage of mobile agents frees the workflow
management system of centralized control that is typically
the most complicated part of the system.
According to [5], most applications of mobile agents
still belong to client/server software architecture. In a
mobile system a client can transport itself nearer to the
server-node or even to the server-node itself. The division
to service providers and service users still holds however.
In our workflow management system there is no such
distinction. A work-agent is both a provider and a user of
services.
Most agents suggested in our system (especially workagents) are not mobile all the time. They in fact spend most
of their lifetime waiting to be chosen by the user. Agents
in other systems are mostly executing all the time. The
need to wait on some nodes, require new features of
agents. For example, externalization of agents in other
systems is a useful feature, while in our system it is a key
feature.
In a proposed system, conditions for agent transport to
the next node are explicitly enumerated in the agent's
itinerary. The creation, understanding, and maintenance of
agents are therefore simpler.
7. Conclusion
The main characteristics of a workflow system suggested
in this paper are almost full decentralization and
distribution of workflow functions.
The proposed organization mimics usual user activities
in a real flow of work. Moreover, it relieves them (or any
centralized control) from the need to know what to do next
with the work-agent. Every user takes care only of workagents that are currently on its node.
Since the system consists of many autonomous agents,
the system is easily changed, extended, and improved. It
is often needed just to introduce new agents, without the
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need to change and even to understand the rest of the
system.
The organization and implementation of a proposed
workflow management system are also easy to understand
and follow, because most of its parts are uniformly
implemented as (mobile) agents. Administration and
monitoring tools are implemented as special agents:
trackers, detour-agents, advisors, etc. The roleof workflow
enactment service is done by work-servers, work-hosts,
and underlying mobility of work-agents. Process
definitions are embedded into templates and therefore in
itineraries of individual agents.
Full implementation of the proposed system requires a
lot of work on different part of the system. However, the
basic system consisting of several work-agents, a workserver, and a work-host, can be achieved in a few months
time. It can be immediately used, and then gradually
extended with new agents. The implementation of the
proposed workflow system has begun using "Aglets" IBM's mobile agent system
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1. Introduction
Design and manufacturing is a very fruitful field for
multi-agent system methodology implementation. In
this domain the main goals is reducing time and cost of
those processes. To achieve the goals it is necessary to
develop information technology of creation integrated
intelligent CAD, CAPP and CAM system, which have
to become the means of concurrent engineering.
According to [1] "an agent is a real or virtual entity
which emerges in an environment where it can take
some actions, which is able to communicate with the
other agents and which possesses an autonomous
behaviour that is consequence of its observations, its
knowledge and its interactions with the other agents".
An agent is a problem solving system operating within a
loosely coupled network of other agents (MAS) that
work together to solve problems which they are not able
solve on their own [2].
Within the domain of multi-agent design and
manufacturing systems (MADMS) agents are virtual
entities. Environment, where agents take actions, is a
project, which has to be completed and which data are
used as a mean of inter-agents communication. Each
agent has its own properties and knowledge of
functional dependencies between those properties. This
knowledge defines the behaviour of an agent. The goal
of any agent is to determine its own properties using
data of project state observations along with structure
and demanded input properties of depended agents. So
agents work together to complete a project which
incorporate the data of a set of agents examples.
Engineers are needed the very specific agents. Among
them are assemblies, subassemblies, parts and its
elements along with manufacturing routing processes,
operations, suboperations and so on.
2. Systemology and MADMS Architecture
There are two different types of knowledge
representation: procedural and declarative. Algorithms
are a mean of procedural representation but models —
declarative one. Within Artificial Intelligence are used
models.
Any model includes two basic components: set of the
objects and set of the relations.
M=<A;R1", ...,R„m>

Here M—model, A — carrier of model, R?— /'- relation
(/' = 1, ... , w), which set forms signature of model. If to
use as criterion of classification a type of the carrier, one
can obtain the traditional division of a science, any branch
of which is engaged in investigation of the certain type of
elements (physics, chemistry, mechanical engineering,
electronics etc.). Completely other classification of
systems one can develop using the relations as criterion.
The science studying systems in this aspect, is
systemology [3]. From the systemic point of view the
hierarchy of classes define epistemological levels, i.e.
levels of knowledge
The lowermost level in this hierarchy designated, as a 0level is system, recognised by the researcher as such. At
this level the system is defined through the set of
properties and carries the name initial system. Other
words at a 0-level there is considered properties of
researched or projected system.
On higher epistemological levels systems differ each
other by level of knowledge of the variables appropriate
initial system. In systems on higher level there are used
all knowledge of systems of lower levels and besides the
additional knowledge which inaccessible to the lowest
levels.
After the initial system is complemented by the data, i.e.
actual variables values, there is involved a new system.
This is an initial system with the data, which dispose on
the 1-st epistemological level. The systems of this level
refer to as data systems.
The 2-nd level represents a level of knowledge bases for
generation of variables values, detenmning properties of
initial system. At this level the functional relations of
variables are set. Variables include ones, determined by
the appropriate initial system and, probably, some
additional. As a main task of this level is a generation of
the initial system properties, the systems of the 2-nd level
refer to as generative systems.
On the 3-rd epistemological level systems determined as
generative or system of a lower levels, refer to as
subsystems of common system. These subsystems can
incorporate in the sense that they have some common
variables. The systems of this level are named the
structured systems.
On the 4-th epistemological level and higher levels the
systems consist of a set of systems determined at the
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levels 0, 1, 2 or 3, and some metacharacteristics (rule,
relation, procedure), describing replacements in systems
of a lower levels. There are levels necessary for
formation conceptual AND - OR graphs.
An overall architecture of MADMS comprises a pair:
environment and multi-agent system.
MADMS = <E, MAS>
MADMS — the multi-agent CAD/CAM; E — the
environment (project conceptual database); MAS — the
multi-agent system.
Environment is a project conceptual database. Models
of its elements are disposed on the first two knowledge
levels: initial systems and data systems. The whole
environment is a structured system comprised from
those elements.
Agent is a pair of initial system, which define its
properties, and structured generative system, which
defines its method.
The model of multi-agent system is a metasystem
disposed on the highest knowledge levels.
3. Model of MADMS Environment
There are two main classes of multi-agent
environments: non-transformable and transformable.
Both classes have two subclasses: closed and open [4].
Transformable environments can change thendescriptions as a result of agent's actions. Knowledge
about such environments and its descriptions has a
temporal type. Changes of state of transformable
environments are planned and initiated by agents.
MADMS environment belongs to transformable class.
The closed environment provides exhaustive description
of itself. Agents can take information about its state in
process of interactions with environment. The goal of
MADMS is to gain exhaustive project description, so its
environment has to belong to closed subclass of
transformable class.
The environment can be deterministic or probabilistic
[4]. MADMS works with deterministic closed
transformable environment.
In case of MADMS, it is very useful to detach an
invariant kernel from environment This kernel has to
incorporate standard and common used conceptions and
its attributes. Kernel concepts are connected closely to
drafting standards such as ANSI, DIN, ESKD etc.
The kernel includes such basic concepts as "Item" and
its different kinds: standard, purchased unified and
novel assemblies and parts. Composition of assemblies
is defined by specification. Joints with its different types
(welded, threaded and so on) describe how assemblies
are making up. Dimensions of items and its accuracy are
defined by appropriate concepts. Concepts "Material",
"Coating",
"Roughness",
"Hardness"
describe
properties of parts.
The environment kernel includes also such concepts as
"Manufacturing plan", routing assembly and part
manufacturing processes and its operations.
The implementation of MADMS in various
manufacturing domains is fulfilled by including in
environment concepts of appropriate domain (for
example: "Drive", "Electro-engine", "Muff', "Reducer"
etc.)
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4. Agents Model
There are two different types of agents: agent and
subagent (fig.l). The structure of agent method includes
three blocks: perception, decision and memorisation [5].
The perception block makes agent to be able to perceive
environment conditions. When data related to agent
emerge in the environment, it becomes active, read out
this data, make appropriate decisions and transform
environment through memorisation block.
<Name>

<Number>
Input
Attributes

/

Method

Output
Attributes

Decision

Perception

Memorization

V

- From
other
agents

Input
attributes

Output
attributes

jTo
other
agents

b)
Fig. 1. Architecture of agent (a) and subagent (b)
Subagent is a component of complex agent, which can be
regarded as super-agent. Method of subagent has not
perception and memorisation blocks and so subagent can
not transform environment. Subagents are interchanged
by data directly within decision block of super-agent.
Each MADMS agent is connected closely with one of the
environment concept. Therefore agent is a pair of concept
schema and method.
Ag=<shmP,M>
the schema of
Ag — the engineering agent; shm P
notion; M —the method of agent.
Concept schema includes three sets of attributes:
characteristic, valent and differential.

shm P = <B, C, D>
B={Bj},j=l,..., q —the set of characteristic attributes;
C={Ck}, k=l,..., m —the set of valent attributes;
D={Di}, 1=1,..., n —the set of differential attributes.
By characteristic attributes there is accomplished a
distinguishing of diverse agents by its names and
examples of each agent by it number.
Differential attributes define agent properties. They are
divided on two classes: input and output.
Valent attributes are needed to describe connections
between different agents.
Agent method is a pair of production rules set and
semantic network of those rules [6]
M=<PR, N>
PR—the set of production rules; N —the semantic net
of production rules.
5. MAS Model
Within the scope of knowledge engineering multi-agent
system has a structure, which is defined by AND/OR
graph.
MAS=<Ag,R>
MAS— the multi-agent engineering system; Ag — the
set of engineering agents; R — the inter-agent
connections:
R^Ag xAg xCon
Con = {AND, OR }
MAS structure depicts using notations of IDEFO and
IDEF1X standards. IDEFO is used for functional
analysis of item
Within MADMS multi-agent structure has not explicit
representation. Each agent has its own knowledge about
local fragment of overall AND/OR graph.
5. Characteristics of MADMS
In domain of design and manufacturing is used reactive
or plant-like category of agents' [7]. Reactive agents are
the simplest kind of ones but as it was proved by
practice such agents can decide all problems in this
domain. It is a further development of the expert
systems consisting of a knowledge base build out of
rules, a fact base, and an inference machine. Within of
MADMS this system gain capability to communicate
with other agents in order to decide a common problem.
MADMS agents can be regarded as "actors" within
"actor system" [7]. The actions of such actors as the
actions of the system as a whole get their meanings by
means of a message passing semantics, i.e. a semantics
which ab initio is based on possible messages that can
be exchanged by the individual actors. Knowledge base
of each actor has to understand the sense of messages
that are sent to it by other actors via environment. This
function is fulfilled by perception block of agent
method.
As a result of mentioned above agent properties,
MADMS agent's method development is based on
production rules of knowledge base.
MADMS agents use the both types of communication
mode: direct and indirect. Subagents within of superagent use direct mode. Usual type of inter-agent
communication is indirect one via environment.
As it has been discussed above, MADMS environment
belongs to transformable closed class and agents

communicate each other through this environment by
sending of semantic messages.
Within MADMS the most important agents are human
beings. So MADMS has to use advanced humancomputer interaction (HCI) on the base of business prose
language. In the most cases human operator is involved
into decision making and is an "actor" among other
artificial "actors". In those cases are used "participant
system" mode of HCI.
MADMS are used initiative activation of agents but
within the super-agents activation belong to imperative
type.
The most kind of agents' distribution in MADMS is
distributed network but at the small enterprises agents can
be located on the one workstation. The platform of
distributed MADMS is a net of specialised workstations
so there is not need to use of agent's migration.
When the designing is based on the invariant item
structure and is confined by parametrical synthesis, multiagent system structure has a static kind. Otherwise this
structure is a dynamic one.
6. Conclusion
Technology of multi-agent systems is a most promising
information technology for computer integrated
manufacturing in 21" century. MADMS is a mean of
achievement of the main conceptual goals in this domain:
integration, intellectualization and individualization. On
the foundation of described above concepts there was
developed instrumental workbench of multi-agent
oriented programming for design and manufacturing.
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The paper presents a multi-agent system with agents cooperating via knowledge exchange on resolving local
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1. Introduction
Multiagent systems consist of many relatively
small programs - agents. Each of them pursues a goal
of its own, can communicate with the other ones and
can carry out various actions in the system. [3,4] The
advantage of programming using the method of multiagent systems is that there is no need to know the global
solution of the problem under consideration and the
environment in which the system is running can be
changing and heterogeneous. The other advantage is the
unive'rsalism of the agents. An agent written once can
act in various environments.
The paper presents a multiagent system with agents cooperating via knowledge exchange [5,6] on resolving
local queries to databases [2]. The system permits to
audit the behavior of a population of cooperating agents
when varying strategies of agents. As a behavioral
background operation of home shopping agencies has
been selected. The system is implemented in Java [1],
Agents communicate using a language similar to
KQML [9]. In section 2 the home-shopping problem
considered is briefly outlined. Section 3 describes the
simulation environment for the problem. Section 4 gives
the results of our experiments with home-shopiing agent
strategies. We conclude the paper with short remarks in
section 5.
2. Home Shopping Problem
Most of us encountered forms of type "HomeShopping" (HS). Their activity consists in sending advertisement leaflets to homes of potential clients. They
offer a variety of more or less useful products. The client that received such a leaflet can select and order the
advertised products.
The process may clearly be automated in that a database
of addresses and formalized properties of potential clients is maintained by a database (DB) agent, and is used
by a service (US) agent in order to find potential buyers
satisfying specification of a seller (client) of a product.
Usually, a US agent operates in a certain (geographical)
region and competes with other US agents in the same
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region and may cooperate with US agents operating in
other regions (e.g. by exchanging information on buyers'
behavior). A US agent works then as follows (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1 How the US Agent meets the request of the client.
1. The client passes its request to the US Agent
2. The US Agent communicates with his DB Agent,
checking if all attributes appearing in the client's request are also available in his data. If so, the asks the
DB Agent to select all inhabitants matching client's
criterion and sends them the offer. If some attributes
are missing, he asks other US Agents if they are able
to calculate the dependence between the attributes he
knows and those missing in the request of the client. If
the reply is positive, he substitutes the unknown attributes with proper expressions and requests the DB
Agent to select inhabitants according to the modified
criterion. He has also the choice to request the DB
Agent to collect the missing data in the region. However, maintaining all possible data is not economical,
because buying and maintaining attributes must be
paid for. On the other hand inhabitants of different
regions differ in their characteristics so that dependencies derived from other regions may be prune to errors. Hence one should use information from regions
that are similar.
3. The client, after getting the reply to its offer from the
inhabitants pays the US agent for realization of its request.

3. Simulation Environment
The environment consists of four main components
(programs) [8]
• Database Agent integrated with database server
• US Agent Frame, permitting to define agent's
strategies
• Automatic client - user
• Monitor auditing the agent's state
Database Agent.
The whole system is a distributed database
consisting of many non-overlapping local databases.
Each local database is administrated by one database
agent (DB Agent). His functions are:
• Processing queries to the database
• It enables creation of new attributes
• It calculates functional relations between attributes.
The agent collects also fees from US agents using its
services. It is paid for creating a new attribute and for
maintaining attributes. Maintaining must be paid for
regularly independent of usage frequency of the attribute. Queries to the database are formulated in a simplified version of the SQL language. An answer to an
SQL query is a group of rows from the database formatted as the list of columns after the keyword 'select':
Column 1 Column! ...
Queries for knowledge (dependencies) are of the form:
Column^ Columnl, Column2,...)
where Column is the sought attribute
Columnl, Column2,... - known attributes
The answer is:
Column^ Columnl, Column2,...) ::= Expression
where Column is found attribute
Columnl, Column2,... - attributes on
which the attribute Column depends
US Agent Frame.
The task of the Utility Agent (US Agent) is to
realize client's queries. The HS client poses a question
to its US Agent. It is the US Agent that needs to bother
where to find data to match client's request. US Agent
can communicate with its database agent and other US
agents. Replies of the database agent are exact, that is
they represent concrete lines from the database. On the
other hand, the other US agent may provide with functional relationship between attributes. The US agent has
an initial account state. He has to pay for maintaining
columns in the database and for functional dependencies
from other US agents. He earns money providing other
US Agents with functional dependencies and realizing
HS client requests.
The frame is the agent's interface with the environment. While creating a new agent we can concentrate only on the strategic aspects of the agent's algorithms with no need to program communication protocols with the environment. The frame imposes a concrete structure of the US Agent making creation of an
agent a relatively simple task.
Automatic client

To evaluate the long term performance of US Agent, he
must be submitted with many requests. The stream of
requests is generated by an automatic client. One can
specify a number of request types and specify relative
frequencies of these requests. The client will then send
them randomly.
Monitor.
It is an application permitting to audit operation
of US Agents. One can view the states of all US Agents in
the system that is their accounts and columns bought in
the database.
4. An Experiment
To test the environment, a database has been generated
and two US agents have been created. The resulting database consists of 9000 rows (1000 rows for each region).
The first of the agents has been called „First». And works
according to the following scheme.
It^^JJJ^^I
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Fig. 2- Results of agents of type „First»'
after receiving a request _from the _client()
check if all _attributes needed are available
_to _you()
if yes then realize the _request();
answer to _the clientQ;
if no then for each missing attribute
if dependence _has already
been bought then buy the _dependence();
if dependence _has _not _been
_bought _earlier or attempt _to
buy failed then
buy _the _attribute();
for each _bought _attribute
ask _other _agents about
_dependence ();
if dependence found and accuracy _of _dependence>75%
resign from _the
_attribute0;
remember _by
whom found ();
substitute _the dependence _into _the
_request ();
realize the _request();
answer _to _the _client ();
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The second agent is called „second». Its algorithm is
simpler
after receiving a request from _the _client()
check _if _all attributes _needed _are available to _youO
if not then
for each missing attribute
buy _the _attributeO;
realize _the _request();
answer to _the _client 0;
The algorithm of the agent „Second» consists
in buying and maintaining all columns in the database
that were ever needed to reply to client's requests. As
mamtaining columns is expensive, after some time this
strategy leads to bankruptcy.
|-:!i.)ffl!IIBM

Fig. 3- Results of agents of type „Second»'
The algorithm of the agent 'First' is costsaving.. At the beginning it is buying all columns
needed. But during further operation it tries to reduce
the number of columns maintained. It asks questions to
other agents to check accuracy of dependencies derived
from their data. If one with sufficient accuracy is identified, then the agent resigns from maintaining the column. As obtaining a dependence is cheaper than maintaining a column, so the agent „First» works more effectively than the „Second». Additional effect is the
specialization of agents. Some maintain all columns but
earn by replying to queries about dependencies. The
other reduce the number o columns and make extensive
use of dependencies, the automatic client issued the
following requests with identical probabilities:
select TOYS, CHILDREN, INCOME from MAS where
TOYS > 500;
select CAR, INCOME from MAS where CAR>0;
select FLAT, INCOME from MAS where FLAT > 150;
Two experiments were run. In the first experiment
agents of type „First» were run. In the second - agents
of type „Second». After several „rounds» the states
visible in Fig.2 and Fig. 3 resp. were arrived by respective agent populations. The figures make visible
(for description of the meaning of information content
of Monitor program window see Fig 2.), that agents of
type „First» survive and the state of accounts grow (the
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initial state was 2000). Most of agents of type „Second»
get account balance below the initial value. Also specialization of agents of type „First» become visible. Agents in
region 1 maintain all columns but earn thanks to responding to queries about dependencies. Agents in region
2 do not maintain one column. One can conclude that they
partially make use of dependencies provided by agents
from region 1 and partially earn money from providing
functional dependencies. The remaining agents maintain
only three attributes and they recover the missing information receiving functional dependencies from agents
from regions 1 and 2.
Agents of type „Second» increase the balance of their
accounts in the first stage of simulation. The reason is the
low initial costs. As long as the clients' queries concern
only a small number of attributes., the maintaining of
attributes costs less by incomes from request answering.
However, later the situation changes and the costs of
maintaining all columns are higher than incomes.
In case of agents of type „First» the situation is different.
Initial costs are high because simultaneously they buy the
needed columns and ask other agents about dependencies
to check their accuracy. Later costs fall because after
finding proper cooperating agents . the agents themselves
can resign from maintaining superfluous columns.
5. Concluding Remarks
As a behavioral background operation of home shopping
agencies has been selected and an experiment comparing
two different strategies of agent's operation have been
tested. As expected, more elaborate strategies consisting
in cooperative usage of knowledge of other agents,
though more expensive at the beginning, are more cost
effective in a long term.
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Abstract
The propositional n-agent logic is proposed. The graphical illustration is given. An example is
considered. A sequent calculus for the n-agent logic is introduced. It is proved that the decision
problem of propositional n-agent logic belongs to EXPTIME.
Keywords: heuristic logic, agents, algorithm complexity.
1. Introduction
Multi-agent technology is developed in [12]. One can
use his own logic: either two-valued logic or threevalued logic for the same facts. The n-agent logic
allows to unify the assertions and reasoning to one
system.
R.S.Michalski [11], [1] has proposed a variablevalued logic system as a form of union of all
Post [14] logics together with fuzzy logic introduced
by L.A.Zadeh [15].
This paper is a further development of [6]-[8]. We
propose the n-agent logic where the n-agent logical
value is a sequence of n voices or teams. Each team uses
the logic from [7] with logical values and connectives
easily representable on a computer.
The introduced system is able to replace fuzzy
and continuous logics [13], [15] since in practice only
rational numbers are used.
Some logic which generalizes all Post logics was
introduced in [4]. Another approach based on interval
logic is presented in [9].
Probabilistic ideas are
used in [5]. Other many-valued logics are described
in [2], [3].
•
In the proposed n-agent logic we can receive the
same results in mathematical psychology concerning
to human consciousness as gamma-algebra of Lefebvre,
introduced for subconscious (intuitive) processes of
human thinking simulation [10].
2. The n-agent logic language
Let n be a natural number. The n-agent logical
value is an ordered sequence of n rational numbers.
The notation [A] will be used to denote the value
of a formula A. The average value of P such that
[P] = (Pi, • • • .Pn) is denoted as avg{P) and is defined
as
1

avg(P) = -J^Pin

»=i

We define a hyperplane of contradictions in Qn as a set

of contradictory points, i.e.
{(pi,...,Pn)eQn|pi + ---+P„ = 0}
and define an axis of truth in Qn as a set of points
{{pi,--.,Pn)€Qn\pi = ---=Pn}.
Notice that the value I E1U P. /-*/" is a distance
between the point P - (px,..., p„) and the hyperplane
of contradictions.
Every value which is above the hyperplane of
contradictions is true in average, every value which
is under the hyperplane of contradictions is false in
average.
The propositional formula of the n-agent logic
is constructed of propositional variables and logical
connectives as usually. Let P and Q are the n-agent
propositional formulae and
[P] = (pi.-..,Pn),

[Q] = (gi.-■■.*•)•

The "n-agent negation" (T) is represented by a
symmetry over the hyperplane of contradictions and
is defined by the formula

rP] = [P]-2Avg(P)
where

Avg(P)=[liYlPi,--,lT/Pi
The "logical negation" (-iP) is the negation of all
coordinates: [-P] = -[P]. The n-agent operation
"symmetry over" (fP) is represented by a symmetry
over the axis of truth and is defined by the formula

[tp] = Kn
The n-agent disjunction is defined by
f [P], if avg(P) > avg(Q),
[P'VQ] = i [P], if avg(P) = avg(Q) and [P] <L [Q],
\ [Q], otherwise,
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The operation "heuristic negation" is interpreted as
"\P = (-P2, —Pi)- The logic negation is interpreted as
hP] = (-pi,-p2).
if avg(P) < avg(Q),
Combination of operations "-T1" is heuristic
[P'kQ] = { [P], if avg(P) = avg(Q) and [P] <L [Q], operation "on the other hand" (\P) and is
[IQ], otherwise.
interpreted as [\P] = (p2>Pi)- The heuristic operations
"strengthening^" (P!) and "weakening" (P?) are
The
n-agent
"strengthening"
and
the
interpreted as [P!] = (2pi,2p2) and [P?] = (pi/2,p2/2)
n-agent "weakening" are defined by [P!] = 2[P] and
respectively. Consider the graphical illustration of
[PI] — \[P) respectively.
heuristic logic on the fig. 1.
Notice that De Morgan's laws are fulfilled:

where relation "<h" is a lexicographic order.
The n-agent conjunction is defined by

fin

"■(P "k Q) = ""P -V ^Q,

^(P -V Q) = ^P ~k -•Q.

The value of the n-agent formula P may be considered
as assertions of n agents. The average value of P may
be considered as the average opinion of all agents.
The generalization of the n-agent operations is
available. It is possible to introduce the "(zi,... ,im)negation".
This operation is considered as a
symmetry over the hyperplane pj, -I
+ p»m = 0
where 1 < ii < ... < im < n and m < n.
3. Example (Election in Russian Federation)
The n-agent technology may be useful for the analysis
of an election result. Let consider the election to
the Legislative Assembly of Saint-Petersburg which
takes place every four years. The area of SaintPetersburg is divided into 50 election districts. So
fifty deputies are elected to the Legislative Assembly
of Saint-Petersburg. There are some candidates for
deputy from each election districts. The ballot-paper
consists of candidate names and item "against of all
candidates" at the end. The result of election depends
on many factors. For example, a winner is not elected if
the percentage of votes is less than 25%, or if a number
of votes for a winner is less than a number of votes
"against of all candidates".
Therefore, we can consider a value pi from [P]
as a number of votes for the i-th candidate where
i € [1, n — 1] and the value of pn as a number of votes
"against of all candidates" multiplied by (—1) or by
(-n + 1). If we take the coefficient (—n + 1) then [P]
was true in average in some districts in the election
to the local region administration of Petershof (1997)
and to the Legislative Assembly of Saint-Petersburg
(1998, round I). So we can use "coefficients" for more
convenient knowledge representations.
4. Heuristic logic
Heuristic logic was proposed in [6]. Let us consider
2-agent knowledge representation for expert systems.
Truth of assertion is represented by an ordered pair
(main and secondary, sometimes opposite, meanings).
It is based on heuristic logic. The value of a heuristic
formula is an ordered pair of two rational numbers.
Let P and Q be heuristic formulae and their values
are [P] = (pi,P2) and [Q] = (gi,^)- The heuristic
operations "&" and "V" are interpreted as
[PVQ] = (max(pi,gi),max(p2,g2))
and
[PkQ] = (min(pi,gi),min(p2,g2))-
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Pig. 1. Graphical illustration of heuristic logic
The operation of logic negation -iP is a symmetry
over the origin point O.
The operation "&" is
graphically interpreted as a left bottom corner of the
rectangle formed by points P and Q. The operation
"V" is interpreted as a right top corner of the same
rectangle. The operation "heuristic negation" ("'P) is a
symmetry over the axis of contradiction. The heuristic
operation "on the other hand" (\P) is a symmetry
over the axis of truth. So \P = fP- The heuristic
operations "weakening" (P?) and "strengthening" (P!)
are interpreted as shift of point P along the axis OP.
The n-agent logic is a generalization of heuristic
logic. Another generalization was announced in [8].
5. Main result
Theorem 1 Decision problem of propositional nagent logic belongs to EXPTIME.
Proof of this theorem is based on Gentzen-style
sequent calculus.
Let T be a signature. Under a quantifier-free theory
based on T and denoted by UTh(T) we mean a set
of quantifier-free predicate formulae of classical firstorder logic such that interpretations of their (universal)
closures are true under ordinary interpretation of
elements of T.
Variables of a formula have indexes. Coefficients
and indexes are written in the binary notation. The
set of constants may be included as functions without

arguments. A semicolon is written in a signature before
the function and predicate list.
n
Define a signature for quantifier-free theory UQ :
UTh{Qn; |Qn, \{Xx.c ■ x+ C : ce Q,co e Qn},

[4] A.Getmanova "Logic". — Moscow:
Publishers, 1989 (in Russian).

Xx.abs(x), \x. \ x, Xab.a + b, Xa.(0 < a))
where Qn is the set (and |Qn is a sequence) of systems
of n rational numbers, \{Xx.c ■ x + Co}, Xx.abs(x),
Xab.a + b are usual linear, absolute value and addition
functions, Ax. \ x is a cyclic coordinate permutation
and predicate Aa.(0 < a) is a comparison of the first
coordinate with the zero.
A sequent is a word which begins with the sequent
sign -> followed by a list of quantifier-free formulae of
two-valued logic using the only predicate of inequality.
An interpretation of a sequent ->■ A is a disjunction of
all predicate formulae in A. An interpretation of the
sequent with the empty list A is false.
A base of a sequent S is a sequent which is
obtained from S by removing all its formulae except
of comparisons with the zero of linear combinations
of individual variables and constants. An axiom is a
sequent with a true base, i.e. the base contains at
least one true inequality after substitution of any set
of values instead of variables.
This definition is equivalent to the following
assertion. The system of negations of inequalities of
axiom's base is unsolvable. The notions of derivation,
derivable formula and derivable sequent are usual. A
derivation of a sequent 5 is a sequence of sequents such
that each sequent in it is either an axiom or has been
derived from previous sequents by some rule and S is
the last sequent of the derivation.
Lemma 1 Interpretations of axioms are true and
interpretations of inference rules' conclusions are true
if interpretations of their premises are true.
Lemma 2 Every sequent which belongs to UQ
derivable.

[3] D.Dubois, J.Lang, H.Prade "Fuzzy sets in
approximate reasoning". Part 2: Logical approaches,
Fuzzy sets and systems, V. 40, N2 1. — Amsterdam:
North-Holland, 1991. — pp. 203-244.

is

Axiom recognition algorithm consists in unsolvability
checking for a system of rational linear inequalities. It
is well-known that this problem is polynomial.
One can reduce the decision problem for the nagent logic to the decision problem for UQ. , keeping
the length of UQn formula polynomial in the length of
the n-agent formula, and so we get EXPTIME upper
bound for decision algorithm for the n-agent logic.
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Abstract
We present a work aimed to integration of multiagents systems in industry. There is an acute need for
computer-aided tools to provide full support for mould engineering and to improve the competitiveness of
mould manufacturers. The objective of the project is to develop a multi-agent system which provides flexible
integration of software tools belonging to the developers to be adapted to support the specific needs of the
mould industry, providing users with a sufficient knowledge base to resolve problems and assist decisionmaking in the process ofmould design.
KEYWORDS: blackboard, multi-agent systems, visual programming, mould engineering

1
INTRODUCTION
The mould industry is under considerable pressure to
reduce delivery times, improve quality and at the same
time reduce costs. The mould industry is an industry
with complex, unique products, highly dependent on
expensive machinery and highly skilled, experienced
and therefore costly personnel. Market demand is
presenting this industry with a great challenge.
One of the possible ways to overcome this challenge is
to support this industry with computer aided
technologies.
Mould engineering and manufacture still depend heavily
on craftsmen, basically on operatives with considerable
experience and skill, used to working with traditional
systems, not familiar with modem computer-aided
technologies and reluctant to work with them.
The computer-aided systems currently on the market
are useful only for some aspects of the mould
engineering process. Furthermore, all of them adopt a
general approach and do not provide sufficient
resources for resolving the specific problems of mould
engineering.
Each system, moreover, has its own complex user
interface and is not well integrated with other systems.
For this reason, European mould-manufacturing
companies have a considerable need for an easily usable
integrated system with a single user interface,
permitting management of the mould project, together
with calculation and design, in order to provide a better
design and better manufacturing results.
2
THE MULTI-MOULD PROJECT
The objective of the project is to develop a multi-agent
system which provides flexible integration of software
tools belonging to the developers to be adapted to
support the specific needs of the mould-maker for the
mould project, supervision, design and calculation of
the mould.
The system will have a single user interface adapted to
the user's language and culture, independently of the
software packages used, making it easy to access and
use in a transparent manner.
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The system will provide users with a sufficient
knowledge base to resolve problems and assist decisionmaking in the process of mould calculation and design,
while supporting processing of users' specific knowhow.
3
MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
In the previous paragraphs we have presented the type
of problems we need to solve in the mould industry
using computer systems, heterogeneous software
products and experts in the domain and in the packages.
We need a problem-solving model for organising
reasoning steps to construct a solution to the problem
and co-ordinate the different actors of the problem
(packages and experts). An architecture that fits with the
characteristics of these kinds of problem is the
blackboard architecture that was described back in
1962.[Newell, 1962]
The blackboard problem solving metaphor is very easy.
It includes several agents gathered around the
blackboard, looking at the pieces of information that are
exposed, reading, thinking and writing conclusions
The blackboard architecture fits easily as a problemsolving model and as a framework for the
implementation of architecture to solve the types of
problems that we present here.
We will integrate the experts and the packages in the
systems in the form of agents using the blackboard as
the medium to define the problems and to monitor their
solution.
In order to progress in the development of the
architecture we have develop a type of specialised
agents based on weak definition of the agents defined
by Woolridge. [Woolridge and Jennings, 1995]
Our interest in agents based on definition is to see
agents as concurrently executed software process that
encapsulates some state and is able to communicate
with other agents via message passing.
This weak notion of agent is the object of an emerging
discipline, agent based software engineering:

Agents communicate with their peers by exchanging
messages in an expressive agent communication
language. While agents can be made as simple as
subroutines, typically they are larger entities with some
sort of persistent control [Genesereth and
Ketchpel,1994]
Agents in our architecture are processes that
communicate with the blackboard using a
communication protocol and language to solve a
specific part of the problem. Agents can communicate
with other agents using the blackboard as a coordination mechanism.
3.1.1

The state model as the problem solving
model
The state model is the problem-solving model used in
the blackboard to represent the problem. A state is a set
of conditions or values that describe a system at a
specified point during processing. The state space is the
set of all possible states the system could be in during
the problem solving process. State space representation
solves problems by moving from an initial state in the
space to another state, and eventually to a goal state.
The movement from state to state is achieved by the
means of operators. A goal is a description of an
intended state that has not been achieved. The problem
of solving a problem involves finding a sequence of
operators that represent a solution path from an initial
state to the goal state.
State space techniques have been used extensively to
model problems in engineering applications [Brooks,
1983], management decision problems [Marshall et al,
1987] and in the implementation of expert systems
[Badiru, 1992].
3.1.2
Visual programming and monitoring
A very important question to have in mind is that the
type of experts that collaborate in the type of complex
problems are not in general experts in computing, so it
is important to provide them with a tool to allow them
the design of the problem in the blackboard easily.
The blackboard metaphor is represented by green client
windows with a toolbox and the mouse is the chalk to
draw the problemThe problem then could be drawn using a visual idiom
[Cooper, 1995], ellipses, arrows and icons to represent
states, transitions and agents.
4

APPLICATION
OF
MULTI-AGENT
ARCHITECTURE
TO
THE
MOULD
PROJECT
We must think of mould design as a really complex
problem.
The objective is to develop a system capable of realising
the complete design of a mould for plastic pieces.
Therefore, it will be necessary to develop CAD
applications for the display of projects in 2D and 3D, as
well as to develop FEM systems to study thermal and
mechanical behaviour of the mould; at the same time it
will be necessary to create specialised systems to
include the knowledge of expert Mould designers as

well as several different modules which will be
incorporated in a flexible and useful architecture.
It's easy to understand that all the actions performed by
the different applications are very varied and complex
and they imply collaboration between all the elements
of the system.
For this reason, the use of a multiagent architecture is
required in order to allow the system to control a series
of such heterogeneous applications.
5
ARMAG architecture
We must think in ARMAG like a distributed multiagent architecture based in a concurrent blackboard
model [Engelmore, 1988]. This architecture is oriented
to solve complex problems and uses state space model
[Newell, 1962] like a paradigm of its resolution.
ARMAG architecture is composed of two different
modules, the Blackboard Agent and the other agents,
which collaborate in the solution of problems.
5.1
Blackboard Agent
This agent is the kernel of the architecture. It consists of
two main modules included in a single workspace. One
module, the Blackboard, controls and plans the problem
while the other module is dedicated to agent registration
and communication between Blackboard and the other
agents. CRM (Control and Register Module);
On the one hand, the Blackboard consists of a Visual
Editor with all the tools required to define the logic of
the problem. On the other hand, it consists of an
Execution Engine capable of solving the problem.
5.1.1
Blackboard Visual Editor
A very important feature in the Blackboard is its visual
programming environment, which allows the user to
design the problem in a visual way without requiring a
high computing knowledge. The Visual Editor follows
the visual metaphor of a blackboard where we "draw"
the state diagram which defines the problem. During the
design of the strategy, the user registers the different
agents and establishes communication features.
5.1.2 Execution Engine.
It's the module, which executes the problem defined by
strategy in the Visual Editor.
Distributed execution. It provides the execution of
problems in network distributed agents (Windows and
Unix) taking advantage of the performance offered by
current workstations. Agents, both local and remote, are
launched automatically and simultaneously by the
Execution Engine. Communications between these and
the Blackboard are established by sockets.
Concurrent Execution. The Execution Engine allows
the execution of actions in a concurrent way, reducing
enormously the time to solve the problem. That is to
say, we can design the problem by making the different
actions run simultaneously. The Engine avoids the
execution of two or more actions in one agent at the
same time, if the agent doesn't support this feature.
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Stopping execution. During the problem's execution,
the Execution Engine allows the user to stop the
process, as well as saving the resolution status and
restarting the execution of the problem at the same point
where it was left.
Problem's resolution status. Another important task to
be performed by the Execution Engine is to
communicate to the user the problem's resolution status,
displaying information of the process at every moment:
running actions, data modification, communication
between agents, etc.
This way, we allow the user to have an exhaustive
monitoring of the problem's solution.
5.2 Other agents.
We are refering to the rest of the agents that colaborate
to solve the problem and which are specific for each
EXPERT
AGENT

problem. The first thing to consider is that those called
agents are, in principle, applications designed to
perform specific actions. Therefore, an important task to
do is to find the way to convert these applications into
agents.That is to say, we must design an interface,
which allows applications to interact with the
Blackboard.
In conclusion, we can see the architecture of the agents
as an application and an interface, which connects the
application with the Blackboard.
In fact this is a high level overview of the architecture
of agents. The real architecture of agents consists of
four levels [Lores 1994].
User interface agent It performs all users' interactions,
keeping a constant dialog with the user during the entire
process of solving the problem.
CAD agent It's based in a CAD application, which
performs the graphic design of the Mould: situation of
the relative components, size components, etc.
Expert agent. It's a knowledge-based system called
MOLORDII. This is for problems that in order to be
solved need human experience.
Data Base agent It performs data base management
through ODBC.
This agent includes different kinds of databases:
• Plastic data base.
• Standard Mould components database.
• Injection moulding machines database
Spreadsheet Agent. This agent calculates any
operations required during the problem solution process.
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CAE agent (FEM). It's a Fortran application dedicated
to finite element calculation. Interaction with this agent
is solved using BEM(Back End Manager) [Prat el al,
1990]. BEM is designed to solve troubles with
numerical packages management. It performs all these
operations to check the correct performance of the
Mould
6
CONCLUSIONS
Application of the MAS in the Computing System
which is being developed permits integration of the
various agents which take part in the process of design
and calculation of the moulds and also permits
unification and simplification of the user interface,
adapting it to user needs and potential.
The user-designer of the System will find integrated in
it all the tools necessary for design and calculation of
moulds through a single interface, and as well as having
a whole range of knowledge from various experts, can
himself extend these with own know-how and
customise them for own needs, while easily editing and
saving own strategies. Furthermore, users have all the
necessary data bases on plastic materials and metallic
materials for injection moulds, standardised modular
mould elements, injection machines, etc., which can be
added to over time.
All this potential which the System offers to users will
permit considerable reductions of mould calculation and
design times, thereby increasing the company's chance
of being competitive in the face of others which do not
have such a system.
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Abstract

This work covers development of virtual networks method and soft computing on Bayesian logic
for the automation of the knowledge base formation and finding out the most important additional
information for running the sequential diagnostics. It is stated there that the increase in efficiency
of the knowledge base development from 5-10 up to 50-100 diagnoses a month can be achieved
owing to the multi-agent technology. After knowledge base is cut in work the application is ready
and it can be used without carrying out the tests and refinements, if a data bases are not corrected.
Keywords: multi-agent systems distributed intelligence, knowledge base, interdisciplinary investigation,
recommendation automation.

1. Introduction
The necessity for sequential diagnostics arises in any
practically important case when the precheck information partially is not correct or is insufficient for recognition of illness of the person or defect of the device. The
sequential diagnostics systems (SDS) give the recommendations about the most important additional information, which needs to be received in the appropriate
analyses or procedures.
The user can apply the new tactics of diagnostics using
one of the SDS [1,2,3]. As a rule, when a physician
assigns investigations he tries to reduce uncertainty of
one diagnosis in a differential row2 to support or to reject it. The work of SDS is directed to a maximum reduction of the uncertainty of the whole row of the diagnoses. It allows to give more exact recommendations to
optimize the process of diagnostics in cost and time.
Keith [4] has shown, in his work, those recommendations of a computer system based on the probability
approach should be more exact, than those of an expert's as the system can take into account the greater
number of factors. The problem lies in impossibility, at
least in medicine, to receive rather exact data [5]. The
solution of the problem can be obtained with the help of
the virtual network method and soft computing on Bayesian logic [3] which are based both on knowledge and
data.
The purpose of the work is to show employment of the
method and computing for SDS development with the
help of the multi-agent system "Arrow".
2. Transformation of a Data Base with the help of
virtual networks in a Knowledge Base.
2

The list of possible diagnoses one of which is supposed to be true is called a differential row of diagnoses

In applying this method in_medicine the data base includes the lists of: a) of the diagnoses representing full
incompatible group of events on condition of manifestation in a patient the characteristic symptom-complex, 6)
the basic and additional signs sufficient, but not obligatorily necessary for statement of the diagnosis, with their
(following a terminology [6] ") interval probability uncertainty " manifestations in the appropriate diagnosesJf
the expert includes the additional signs into the basic
ones, the program itself determines his mistake. Shown in
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Fig. 1 is the virtual network for 3 signs. Sings dependence,
if it has place, is also taken into account by the program.
A +, B +, C + - are signs present in illness manifestation,
Fig. 1 virtual networks for 3 Signs

A -, B -, C- are signs absent in illness manifestations, PIPS- expert's estimations of probabilities of illness manifestation. Virtual networks similar to neural use a regression nonlinear model. In contrast to neural, the model
here is the Bayes formula, knowledge discovery is reduced to a solution of the inverse problem: on estimations
of probability the likelihood statistics Ls and Ln [7] are
calculated, in this case the interval probability uncertainty
is used as a restriction. The method works at uncertainty
increase up to a maximum, but its accuracy decreases.
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Other restriction following from the Bayes theorem is
the requirement to eliminate the conflicts, when an expert implicitly attributes different weights to the same
signs in different manifestations of the same illness
while making the probability estimations.
The calculated values Ls and Ln are included in a
knowledge base. They can be interpreted as weights of
signs, describing a force in supporting or refutating the
illness diagnosis, they can be checked in experiment and
used for programming the recommendations in any field
where the Bayes theorem is applicable..
3. Cooperative work of the agents in forming a
knowledge base and supporting the sequential diagnostics
3.1 Cooperative work of the agents in forming a
knowledge base
In Fig. 2 shown is the work of Example's designer agent
(E) and knowledge base agent (K) in forming the
knowledge base. E receives from data base (DB) an
information about the signs and their interval probability uncertainty, forms the network examples (see Fig.l
and Tab. 2) as combinations of appropriate signs, receives from K the boundaries, (calculated depending on
the uncertainty) in which an expert estimations can be
found. User (U) (in this case an expert) informs K about
the estimations of illness probability on each sample, K
checks estimations for correspondence to restrictions,

L+

1
E

DB

—*~ m—_^K
KB

Fig. 2 Cooperative work of the agents in forming
a knowledge base
indicated in item 2. If the estimations do not satisfy the
check, K returns them to U and shows those, which
should be revised if the estimations are satisfactory, the
likelihood statistics (see item 3.1.1) are defined and
knowledge base (KB) is formed.
Table 1
Fragment of estimations of manifestations of Tuberous sclerosis by the experts
Samples
Signs
+
Depigmented spots
+
+
Brain calcificates
+
Internal organs
Cortical tubers
Renal polycystosis
0.02
1
0
Min
0.99
0.96
1
Max
0.2
1
0.1
Expert Conclusions
"+, -" - Availability or lacks of sign it a hypothetical patient.
3.1.1 Knowledge base agent forms a virtual network (VN) shown in Fig. 1. VN is used to solve the
variational task for a spherical or cubic norm [8] (1)
with optional restrictions (2)::
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power operator, transforming by the Bayes formula the
likelihood statistics in probability of hypothesis, knumber of network examples, 2n <> k £2 n, X- matrix of
parameters containing kn binary values of signs of network examples, Q- area of possible values of likelihood
statistics. In a common case the task (1,2) is incorrect: the
insignificant changes in search of parameters and entry
conditions lead to the large changes in the sought for
vector [9,10]. The causes are nonlinearity of the variational equation (1) and multi-dimensionality of a vector
space R2n. The topology of the hypersurface under check
is characterized for such functionals with narrow fancifully oriented hollows and with many local minimums.
The standard methods of searching for global minimum
of such functional do not exist. The approximate solution
can be obtained with the help of the author's program, on
the base of algorithms of casual and regular searching one
by one.
After the likelihood statistics are defined, the knowledge
base agent eliminates out of number of the basic signs
those with values of a statistics Ls«l and Ln*l.
The forming efficiency of the knowledge base with the
help of the example's designer agent and knowledge base
agent depends on the number of basic illness signs and in
the range from 8 up to 3 signs makes 50-100 diagnoses a
month.
3.2 Cooperative work of the agents to support the sequential diagnostics
Presented in Fig. 3 is the cooperative work of the Scenario
Manager agent (S), Advice-giver agent (A) and Explainer
agent (Ex) to support the sequential diagnostics.
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Fig. 3 Cooperative work of the agents to support the sequential
diagnostics
S receives from U the list with N signs of a patient and,
using KB, tries to construct of them a differential row of
the diagnoses. If the row is empty, it informs U that an
input error of one or more signs has taken place and, deciding the combinatorial task, creates k combinations
from N in N-l, N-2...signs for k differential row of the
diagnoses, ranges them with the help of A. The each row

S ranges diagnoses by probability, and all rows by
maximum probability of the diagnosis, found in it. Then
S offers U to investigate them in the specified or random order. (S gives the developed in system "Arrow"
applications stability to the signs input errors and allows
to make some diagnoses in one patient, if they occur in
different differential rows. In reviewing of the selected
by U row, A with the help of algorithm described in
item 3.2.1, recommends U the most important additional
analyses and procedures. If U needs the explanation of
the recommendations, they are formed with the agent E
on the ground of information obtained from A and from
the knowledge base.

mendations programming. In the opinion of the author, it
allows to simplify the work both of the experts (as the
faultlessness of their conclusions becomes less important), and the developers (as a smaller volume knowledge
in the field of the artificial intelligence is required from
them) and to considerably reduce the cost of SDS development.
The efficiency of the knowledge base development is 50100 diagnoses a month, it can be achieved owing to the
multi-agent technology. After knowledge base is cut in
work the application is ready and it can be used without
carrying out the tests and refinements, if a data bases are
not corrected.

3.2.1 Advice-giver agent with the help of computing
made on the author's algorithm (3) gives the recommendations about realization of the most important additional analyses and procedures. Used in this computing
are likelihood statistics from the knowledge base, processed are the probable intervals of uncertainty for the
diagnoses, taken into account an actual force of manifestation of signs and ensured the solution stability
against errors.
According to definition of Zadeh [11] such computing
can be described as soft computing though it is fulfilled
with the use of a probability measure of uncertainty, but
not a fuzzy measure.
Mainly responsible for the most important additional
analyses or procedures are the signs, availability or lack
of which in a patient can supply minimum or near to
minimum value of goal function fl:
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Here [i - current uncertainty of investigated differential
rows, Pmax, Pmin- vectors max and min diagnoses
probability, which form the probable intervals of
uncertainty, i- number of an unknown sign in illness
J, i *s, j=l,2...r, r- number of the diagnoses in a differential row, V;j - possible value of still not investigated
sign, Vjj - actual value of investigated sign, V,i - tested
sign values (1 or 0), Qi: Vy =1, fi2: Vä =0, Lm - matrix of
likelihood statistics.
4. Practical outcomes
The author's programs on realization of methods described in this paper were used for the development of
system "West-Syndrome", which was included in international catalog "Epilepsy in focus".
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5. Conclusion
In this work described is the method of automation of
knowledge discovery with the use of the implicit conflicts detection procedure in an expert with Bayesian
logic, as well as the method of automation of recom-
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A MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM FOR SUPPORTING JOBSHOP SCHEDULING1
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Abstract
We present a multi-agent system for supporting job-shop scheduling which is named MASJSS. In this paper,
the architecture of MASJSS is given, as well as the multi-agent decision-making process. Based on a
community of agents, MASJSS is able to decide whether to accept an order and how to accomplish the
accepted order. For scheduling process, an incrementally cyclic procedure is proposed which involves three
stages, (1) goal-driven partial decision making; (2) conflict recognizing; (3) conflict resolving by using
constraint heuristic backjumping.
Key Words: multi-agent system, negotiation, constraint reasoning

1. Introduction
Multi-agent system offers a new technology for
manufacturing enterprise integration, and a lot of agent
based systems have been developed to support various
dimensions in manufacturing environment[l][2]. The
so-called job-shop scheduling problem, which decides
whether to accept an order and manufacture planning,
is important for an enterprise to respond quickly to the
ever-changing marketplace needs. The scheduling
problem has some particularly properties, for instance,
(1) time is an important factor in scheduling, (2)
resource allocation problem exists in decision process,
and (3) interdependence among agents exists.
Based on the above observations, we design and
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Architecture of MASJSS system

implement a multi-agent system, called MASJSS, to
support job-shop problem solving. In MASJSS, agents
are employed to simulate manufacture departments of a
factory, the community of agents are used to simulate
the running of the factory, and the job-shop scheduling
problem will be solved by these agents via a decision
making process.
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2. Architecture of MASJSS
The architecture of MASJSS system can be
outlined as three layers (see Figure 1). The first layer is
intended to provide intelligent decision support
techniques for manufacture department agents to make
partial decisions. The second layer is the interface
between manufacture department agents and decision
support components. The third layer is the kernel part
of MASJSS, in which agents represent manufacture
departments respectively and can use all kinds of
decision support techniques under the coordinating of
the facilitator agent

There are two tasks for job-shop scheduling: (1)
to decide whether to accept an order, and (2) how to
accomplish the order. MASJSS focuses on the first
task, if the order is accepted, the manufacturing plan
will be given simultaneously as the «byproduct» of
scheduling process.
In job-shop scheduling problem, agents are

interdependent, and the negotiation process is
interwoven with partial decision making processes. We
view the job-shop scheduling process as an
incrementally cyclic procedure composed of three
steps: (1) Goal-driven partial decision making; (2)
conflict recognizing; and (3) conflict resolving.
3.1 Goal-Driven Partial Decision Making
In job-shop scheduling problem, the order of
agents to make their partial decisions is conversely to
positions that they are in a working procedure, which
will be continued until all relevant agents make thenown decisions (if the order is acceptable). We call such
a multi-agent decision making process as goal-driven
decision making.
According to decision making orders, we group
agents into agent sets which are denoted as AS],
AS2GDDüASm. The decision making process can be
represented as algorithm GDDMP (Goal-Driven
Decision Making Process):
Algorithm GDDMP:
FORt=l TOmDO
BEGIN
For all agents in AS ft]:
BEGIN
Agents make their partial decisions respectively;
Send their results to global blackboard;
Conflict recognition;
IF there are conflicts exist, do conflict resolution;
END
END

3.2. Conflict Recognizing
There are two types of conflicts in job-shop
scheduling problem: (1) time constraint conflict, which
means that agents can not finish the order in time; (2)
resource constraint conflict, which means agents' needs
for some particular resources exceed the limitations.
For each agent set ASi, AS2, □□, AS*, the
maximum demand times are Ti, T2,DG, Tk, and the
total possible time is TD. If T,+T2+DDDTk > TD,
which means that the order can not be finished in time,
time constraint conflict exists and negotiation process
should be started.
Resources in this paper refer to the economical
resources necessary for manufacturing any products.
Resource constraint conflict is recognized by using
resource-agent demand matrix, whose rows represent
all kinds of economical resources Ej, E2, ÜDEm, and
columns represent agents of MASJSS system A], A2,
Q D A„. The resource-agent demand matrix is defined as
M^n, element m;j = 0 if E; is not necessary for Aj,
otherwise m^ equals to the quantities that Aj required.
After partial decisions being made, the quantities of
demand for resources will be filled in this matrix. If the
summation of one matrix row is greater than the
limitations, the resource constraint conflict exists.
3.3. Conflict Resolving by using Heuristic
Backtracking
Once conflict exists, constraint relaxation and
propagation techniques will be used. The assignment
order of constraints is determined by agent involved
degree and resource contention degree that defined as

follows.
Definition 1. For a particular agent a, Agent Involved
Degree represents how many kinds of resources that
used by a to archive its goal. It equals to the number of
non-zero elements in the column where a is located.
Definition 2: For a particular kind of economical
resource e, Resource Contention Degree represents
how many agents require this kind of resources. It
equals to the number of non-zero elements in the row
where e is located.
After an agent a has made its partial decision, if
conflicts are detected, it first attempts to propose other
proposals. Once there are no other alternatives,
constraint heuristic backjumping is used to resolve
conflicts. The central idea of constraint heuristic
backjumping is when an agent failed to make a nonconflict decision, the algorithm will jump back to the
agent which has the tightest relations. The conflict
resolution process is represented as algorithm CRHBJ
(Constraint Resolution by Heuristic Backjumping):
Algorithm CRHBJ:
WHILE conflicts exist DO
BEGIN
Select an agent A to jump back;
IF A = NULL THEN RETURN with failure;
A re-instantiates involved constraints;
IF A successfully re-instantiate THEN
BEGIN
Constraint propagation;
Conflict Recognition;
END
END

4. Related Works
Sycara etal studied distributed constraint
heuristic search (DCHS) and used job-shop scheduling
problem as its experimental domain [3]. She selected
activity as decision unit, while our approach select the
whole manufacture department to make goal-driven
partial decisions. Time in DCHS is the resource
aggregation dimension while it is decision dimension
in our approach. Corny et.al presented multistage
negotiation protocol that structured negotiation process
in three phases[4]. The essential difference between our
approach and hers is that we treat partial decision
making in an incremental manner, and negotiation
process interweaves with the partial decision making
process.
Future researches will concentrate on expand the
goal-driven decision making process to more
applicable domains and to propose a complete multiagent negotiation model.
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A COGNITIVE AGENT FOR SOCCER GAME
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Abstract
Soccer (association football of robot) makes a good example of Ote problem of the real world, which is moderately abstracted. This game has chosen as one of standard problems for study on multi-agent systems. We
are developing the soccer agent, based on the cognitive approach. Our soccer agent can learn whether he
shoots a ball or pass it because the agent has the neurological modules inside..
Keywords: multi-agent systems, soccer agent, neurological module, client-server programming.

1. Introduction
The distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) and multiagent systems (MAS) research directions became activity at present. We see wide use of MAS-technology application for design of DAI real-time control systems of
the robots grouped with the common work goal. The
complexity of the design DAI real-time systems with
MAS-technology has caused the machine learning (ML)
use. The computation complexity is being replaced with
system learning. The max reaction to situation can be
gotten only taking dynamic changes into account.
Soccer (association football of robots) is a team game in
which the players have a cooperation [1,3]. This is a
real-time game where situation changes dynamically.
Soccer was chosen as one of problems for studying on
multi-agent systems [5,6]. We are designing the soccer
agent using the cognitive approach. We presented an
algorithm of the decision making for a cooperative action among soccer players. We developed the learning
modules for partial implementation of decision making
at high and low behavior levels of soccer agent. This
soccer agent can be used as a client of Noda's Soccer
server for participation in simulation league of RoboCup [4,7]. In the Saint-Petersburg State Technical University has organized soccer team for participation in
RoboCup [2].
The following specific features of our agent are considered in this paper.
1. The agent is designed as a cognitive system that is
the learning intelligence system with nervous system behavior, function, and structure. Agent's
knowledge is produced by learning in a work process. The knowledge is kept and used in the associative neurological form.
2. The specific evaluation function, described below,
used for a decision making. This function is used at
high level control with a decision tree. It can be
tuned during the learning process for adaptation to
environment..
3. The middle level behavior function set is used for
agent's individual tactics with operative change for
adaptation to game situations.
4. The specific learning module for automatic interaction among others agents during game. It improves
coordination at attack or defense.

2. Agent's behavior
The soccer agent has a multi-level behavior like football
man does. The agent is based on simulating several behavior functions that formally can be mapped as:
SBF = (CF, MF);
CF = insf(EF, DM, IA BL);
EF = insfCTM, CD); DM = insf(AT, DF);
IA = insf(MS, RL, FM); BL = insf(CH, GM);
MF = insf(Pass, Dribble,
Avoiding, Pressing, Intersect);
MF = compf(Kick, Turn, Dash, Inhibit),
where SBF - Soccer behavior functions; CF and MF Cognitive and Motion functions; EF - Evaluation function; DM - Decision making function; IA - Interaction
function of players; BL - Behavior learning function; TM
- Teammate positions; CD - Contradictor positions; AT Attack decision; DF - Defense decision; MS - Message
change; RL - Role of agents; FM - Formation from roles;
CH - Coaching learning; GM - Game learning. These
functions determine the team strategy and tactics in the
battle with contradictors. Low level behavior includes
individual motion skills of players (MF). There are Pass,
Dribble, ball Intersect, Avoiding of obstacles, Pressing on
contradictors. The final actions of players include Kick,
Turn, Dash, and Inhibit. The operations 'insf and 'compf
mean 'insert functions' and 'component functions'.
3. Evaluation function
The correct evaluation of situation and position of the
players is fulfilled with special evaluation function. This
function evaluates the position where the player has ball
with relation to teammates and contradictors. The function for the i-th player is:
K;j = F{C;j, Wij, Sq^,n[ ocq, Pi(q,M(t))]}, i=l,...,ll,
where Q - interaction force coefficient of i-th and j-th
players from coach; W;j - adaptive coefficient for mapping of the game experience with similar contradictors; ocq
- prediction coefficient on period t; P;(q,M(t)) - position
evaluation with current position M(t) teammates and contradictors; F - constrained function. This function P is
implemented on neurological module with learning.
4. Decision-making
The choice of pass, dribble and shoot is executed on decision tree. There are branches of the tree that help to deci343

sion making for player with ball or without it, to attack
or defense in the current game situation. The decisionmaking algorithm includes:
calculationKij (j = l,...,ll)fori-thplayerwithball;
choice of of Sperspective candidates on max K^;
calculation Kqj (q = 1,...,S) with respect to q-th
perspective;
choice of the action on max K^ (pass or dribble);
the player without of ball makes decision in
branches of decision tree basing on hard algorithm.
5. Neurological module
The partial evaluation function P;(q,M(t)) is implemented with neurological module that can learn on examples (patterns). This is associative fuzzy-logical neural network with layered structure. Formahty it can be
as:
NM = {X,HX)St)W,Hy,Y},
where X and Y - input and output vector variables; Hx
and Hy - hidden variables for activator of the module; St
and W - structure and connection weights for the activator of module. This module is executes any vectorvector mapping X -» Y on many examples (patterns)
with learning. It can be used for implementation of individual skills, too.
The neurological modules based on fuzzy logic are used
in the agent. The follow procedures are used in design:
• Fuz - fuzzification calculating the membership degree lAi of variable x; to q-th fuzzy granule this
variable;
• Wagr - weight aggregation calculating the membership degree nqy of variable yj to fuzzy granule this
variable;
• Dfuz - denazification calculating the value of output variable yj;
• Wupd - weight update at learning of the neurological module by examples of map X to Y.
Let us consider on the example of two input variables Xi
and x2 and one output variable y. Let every variable is
decomposed on the three fuzzy granules and membership function have the triangular form. Then the procedures look as:
Fuz: |A = ((x-lq)cqf1 <= lq<x<mq) v ((rq-x)cqr_1
<= mq<x<rq) v (0 <= else);
cqi = mq-lq; cqr = rq-mq;
Wagr: ^ = v^w* A^^VXI, H-'-Z)) ;
Dfuz: y* = 0.5(yqn+y<1r) = 0.5(uy cqn+uq/cqr);
Wupd: Wp+i = wp (p/p+l)+wp(n*y/My)'(P+l);
p=l,...,np>
where 1<,, m,, rq - coordinates of left, middle, and right
points of triangle base in membership function, A fuzzy intersection (min), v - fuzzy unify (max), w; weight of structure connection of the module's activator.
6. Individual skills
The ball action individual components of agent are implemented on hard algorithm or neurological module.
We used combined method. The agent's action such as
shoot, run, turn dash, inhibit are executed on hard algorithm. The action as pass, dribble, intercept, avoiding,
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pressing, corner-kick are more complex agent's skills.
They were implemented on neurological module with ML
methods for tuning of dribble with avoiding the obstacles.
The goalkeeper-agent has some specific features. It could
predict ball motion direction and intersect its. The ML
methods for the tuning of skills are used to intersect the
ball, too.
7. Interaction of agents
The multi-agent soccer system is a client-server program
environment. The agents are divided into two teams that
have cooperation and collaboration. A team's agents have
their own roles and formation. Let
CA={cai,...,cam}; R= {r!,...,rm},
where caj - i-th agent; r; - i-th role. Formation F is components Uj from roles R as
F = {R,(U1,...,Ufc}; UJCR; U-{rü,...^j} (r^).
A mapping CA -> R is flexible, since it depends on time.
The roles can be assigned to different homogeneous
agents. We have used special neurological modules for
agent interaction. Formation can affect the agent's external behaviors by specifying inter-role interaction. Since
roles can be re-used among formations, their formationspecific interactions cannot be included in the role definitions. Instead of it, the interactions are a part of the formation specification.
8. Conclusion
As a result, the cognitive soccer agent is designed. It has
flexible behavior structure with learning. This agent is
being tested for participation in RoboCup. The testing
games have shown small advantage of this agent in team
tuning that can be produced on game's time. However,
after learning while playing, the next game is expected to
be more successful.
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Abstract
In this paper we suggest to apply the main ideas of reflexive theory to modeling of the intelligent agent
behavior in a situation of a choice between various alternatives. The choice of agent depends of some
set ofnorms which can be given to regulate the agent behavior. Sets of alternatives are ordered in such
a way as to form Boolean lattices. We build the logical model of agent with normalized behavior
described by means of Many-valued Boolean logics.
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1. Introduction
Modeling of the agent behavior and decision-making
under conditions .of choice is an important problem
whose solution has been attempted in a variety of ways.
In the early 1960's V. Lefebvre proposed an approach
in which the reflexive property of the human being is
formalized [1,2,3]. The reflexive models by V. Lefebvre
allow us to describe and predict some properties of
human choice in conflict situation. In [4] application of
principles of the reflexive control was suggested for
modeling of agent's behaviour in a situation of binary
choice. In this paper we develop the main ideas of
reflexive theory to modeling of the intelligent agent
behavior in a situation of a choice between various
alternatives. We consider the situation when the choice
of agent depends on some set of norms that can be
given to regulate the agent behavior. That means that
we build the reflexive model of agent with normalized
behavior.
2. The reflexive approach
In reflexive approach the agent is regarded as a
computational schema [2]. The process by which the
agent makes a decision is likened to a sequence of
binary choices, each taken as an elementary act of
decision-making. An elementary choice is enacted on a
bipolar scale with two poles, positive and negative.
Under pressure from the outside world to choose one of
the poles, the agent is able to choose one of the poles at
each moment of time.
We consider the schema of agent consisting of three
levels [2]:
,
, . intention
knowledge
behavior = perception
Perception is the first level where the pressure of the
outside world influences to the agent. The second level
is the agent's knowledge concerning the pressure of the
outside world, an opinion which does not necessarily
coincide with reality. The agent has certain intentions
toward the choice of one alternative from a set of
alternative.

This reflexive structure is described by the function of
three variables:
Y=f(xl,x2,x3),
(1)
where xl describes the pressure of the external world
toward the choice of one alternative, x2 the agent's
knowledge of the external world's pressure, and x3 the
agent's intention. This function Y characterizes the
agent's readiness to choose of one alternative.
In Lefebvre's works [2] a binary logic of morality is
constructed in which the agent is capable of choosing one
of the poles of an ordered binary scale: bad or good. If
we regard the scale of choice as a continuous linear scale
defined on the interval [0, 1], Lefebvre's model is a
probabilistic model of the agent's behavior under
conditions of choice.
3. Normalized Behavior of the Agent
In this work we will examine the behavior of the agent
under conditions of choice, when there exists a set of
alternatives. These sets of alternatives are ordered in
such a way as to form Boolean lattices. The agent
possesses the ability to choose one of the alternatives.
These alternatives are regarded as norms regulating the
conduct of the agent, and the Boolean lattices are
regarded as systems of norms. The agent's behavior
under the influence of partially-ordered sets of norms
will be called normalized behavior. In the present work
Boolean systems are used as the basis for a logic of
norms describing the normalized behavior of the agent.
The normalized behavior of the agent is described by
function (1). The world dictates to the agent the necessity
of choosing xl, the agent imagines to himself the world's
pressure as norm x2, and at the same time he has the
intention of choosing norm x3. The value of function
f(xl, x2, x3)is the norm that the agent is ready to choose.
3.1. Many-Valued Boolean Scales
We will regard many-valued scales formed on the
partially-ordered sets L and they form a Boolean lattice.
We shall consider at first a simplest case:
scales
consisting of four elements: L = {0, C, S, 1}. These
elements can form a partially-ordered set such that 0 <C
< 1, 0 <S <1, and C is not comparable with S. Such a
four-element scale forms a Boolean lattice [5].
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The rhombus pictured in Figure 1 is a Hasse diagram of
the Boolean lattice L, whose points correspond to the
elements of the set L. The order relation between two
points on the rhombus is indicated from bottom to top.
The values C and S are opposed to one another. In the
lattice L these two values are complementary one to
another.
Norm
I
Weak Antinorm
S

Weak Norm
C
Antiorm

Figure 1: The Boolean scale L

Each point on the Boolean scale determines one value
for the norm, that is, one of the alternatives for choice.
On the Boolean scale L we will call: the supremum of
the ordered set L (the unit point 1), the Norm, the
infimum of the ordered set L (the null point 0), the
Antinorm.
The intermediary values lying between the Norm and
the Antinorm will be called the Weak Norm and the
Weak Antinorm. In general, if a certain value x e L is
the Weak Norm, then the value ye.L that is the
complement of x in the lattice L is its Weak Antinorm.
Example.
In some cases a four-element scale can be formed out of
a combination of norms and antinorms defined on
binary scales. Imagine an agent in a situation of
conflict. In this conflict victory is possible, but defeat is
possible as well. Victory and defeat form a binary scale
on which victory is the Norm and defeat the Antinorm.
Also, victory can be achieved honestly, by following the
rules, or dishonestly, by violating the rules. Honesty
and dishonesty form another binary scale.
The two norms and antinorms can be combined:
dishonest victory and honest defeat, honest victory and
dishonest defeat. These four values form a partial
order:
dishonest defeat <, honest defeat £ honest victory,
dishonest defeat ^ dishonest victory £ honest victory.
Honest victory and dishonest defeat are now the Norm
and Antinorm of a partially-ordered set of alternatives.
Dishonest victory and honest defeat are the Weak
Norm and the Weak Antinorm.
Now the choice occurs on a four-valued scale that is
formed by the Cartesian product of two scales.
Formally, the Cartesian product of binary scales
produces new combinations combining the norms and
antinorms in various ways. In some cases, as in the
example given above, the combinations of norms and
antinorms can give rise to new Norms, Antinorms, and
also Weak Norms and Weak Antinorms. It should be
emphasized that the systems of norms are formed by
the Cartesian product of the binary scales only in case
its elements have an appropriate interpretation.
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3.2. The Logic of Norms
On the Boolean lattice L = {0, 1, C, S} it is possible to
define a four-valued Boolean logic B4 [5] in which the
operations of disjunction (v) and conjunction (A)
correspond to the lattice operations of union and
intersection: xv y=sup(x,y), x/\y=inf (x,y). The
operation of negation (-.) corresponds to the complement
in the lattice L. The operation of implication is defined as
-ix\/y=x->y. We shall call the four-valued Boolean
logic constructed here the logic ofnorms.
4. Logical Model of the Agent
Let us consider an agent who finds himself faced with a
choice among four alternatives corresponding to values
on a Boolean scale of norms. We shall construct a
logical model of the agent in which the values are
defined on the set of logical values L={0, 1, C, S}. The
agent's readiness to choose one of the alternatives is
described by a function in three variables [2]:
a3
Al=ala2
(2)
An expression of the type a" represents the logical
implication: b-*a, defined in logic B4. For this reason
formula (2) is equivalent to the logical formula:
Al=(a3->a2)->al.

(3)

In the formulas (2) and (2) the variable al describes the
pressure exerted by the outside world towards choice of
one of the alternatives: Norm, Antinorm, Weak Norm, or
Weak Antinorm. The agent's conception of the pressure of
the outside world is described by the variable a2. The
variable a3 describes the agent's intention of choosing
one of the alternatives. The value of the function Al
describes the agent's readiness to choose one of the
alternatives.
4.1. The Agent's Realistic Choice
The agent's choice is realistic if it coincides with his
intention [2]. The solution of the equation

al"2* =x

(4)

for all possible values of al, a2 describes the agent's
realistic choice.
In certain circumstances the agent possesses freedom of
choice. The conditions under which freedom of choice is
possible are defined by the values al, a2, such that for
any intention a3 this turns into the agent's readiness to
choose. Then the following identity holds:
~x
al a2
=x
(5)
Let us define the conditions under which an agent's
capacity for realistic choice appears in our model,
including free choice as a part of this notion. To do this
we find all solutions for equation (4) for the 16 sets of
values for the variables al, a2. The solutions of these
equations form three groups corresponding to determined
choice and partially and completely free choice:
determined choice, partial freedom of choice, complete
freedom of choice (see table).

Determined choice
01

=x

1°X =x
x

I1i

=x

rx

1L

=x

„X
lü

=X

lx

C1

=x

S1

=x

CS =x
rx
Sc =x

Partial freedom of choice

x=0

0C

=x

x= 1

0S

=x

x= l

0X

x = 0, S
x = 0,C
x^C.l

x= 1

CC =x

x = C, 1

x=l

S°X=x

x = S,l

x=C

x = S, 1
SS =x
Complete freedom of
choice

x=S
x=C

0°X = x

x=0,l,C,S.

x=S

Having surveyed all the solutions to equation (4), we
see that there is only one case where it turns into an
identity. Thus we can conclude that the agent has free
will only in case al = 0 and a2 = 0, that is, when the
world inclines him to choose theAntinorm and he has a
correct knowledge ofthat pressure.
The remaining values of the function (4) describe the
behavior of the agent when his choice is not realistic.
4.2. Generalization of Normalized Behavior Model
in Many-Valued Boolean Logic
A many-valued logic of norms can be constructed on
any Boolean lattice 2 , where n is the number of binary
characteristics entering into the lattice.
Generalizing the analysis of a model of the agent
behaviour, defined on many-valued Boolean scales
L = 2", it is possible to prove the following theorems.
Theorem 1. The agent makes a realistic choice in that
and only that case, if for anyone of a], a2, a3, defined
on a Boolean lattice L, the condition is satisfied:
al < a3 < -i a2\/ al.
From the theorem 1 the conditions of a determined
choice, partial and full freedom of a choice follow.
Theorem 2. The agent has full freedom of a choice in
that and only that case, if
al = 0 and a2 = 0.
Then a3 accepts any values from a lattice L:
0< a3 < I.
Consequence of the theorem 2.
The values al = 0, a2 = 0, with which there exist full
freedom of a choice, are unique.
The following theorem generalizes possibilities of
partial freedom of a choice.
Theorem 3. Partial freedom of a choice is possible in
that and only that case, if
al < —i a2 v al.
Then the agent is free to choose any of alternatives a3
which belongs to a closed interval
[al, -*a2 v al].
Consequence 1 of the theorem 3.

If pressure of the world al= 0, and the evaluation of this
pressure by the agent is a2, the agent is free to choose
any of alternatives a3, which belongs to the ideal [0, -,
a2v al].
Consequence 2 of the theorem 3.
If the pressure of the world is al and evaluation of this
pressure by the agent is a2 = 0, then the agent is free to
choose any of alternatives a3, which belongs to a dual
ideal [al, 1].
Consequence 3 of the theorem 3.
The amount k of alternatives of a choice with partial
freedom of a choice on a many-valued Boolean lattice
with 2" elements is defined by an inequality
2<Zk<2n-1
and is multiple of the whole degree two.
The following theorem defines conditions, with which
the choice of the agent is determined.
Theorem 4. If pressure of the world is al and evaluation
of this pressure by the agent is a2, and the condition is
satisfied
al = -7fl2 v al,
then a realistic choice of the agent is determined by
pressure of the outside world: a3 = al.
From the theorem 4 follows, that the determined choice
of the agent is always determined by pressure of the
outside world.
5. Conclusion
An agent under the conditions of choice may realize his
choice on multi-element scales forming partially-ordered
sets. In certain cases these sets form Boolean lattices. A
set of norms defined on a Boolean lattice gives rise to
many-values Boolean logic of norms. This permits us to
describe the normalized behavior of the agent. The model
of the behavior of an agent with normalized behavior
includes situations where the agent is capable of
possessing complete or partial freedom of choice.
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Abstract
Scientific theories incorporate a heterogeneous set of knowledge, hierarchically organized to represent a strategic
dimension. Thus, in a given scientific domain, different programmes or theories may arise, each supported by
a different group of researchers. In this work we investigate the issue of theory selection, i.e., the dynamic process by which theories are embraced or abandoned. First, we present a KR&R model for a scientific reasoning
agent, based on Lakatos' Scientific Research Programmes. We give a formal characterization of prediction and
explanation, and other patterns of scientific inference, like induction, abduction, and theory change within this
framework. Then we present a model of theory selection as a process of social choice among these agents, and
the corresponding emergence conditions for Nash equilibra and coalition-proof Nash equilibra.
Keywords: Multi-agent Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR&R), Models of Uncertainty, Theory
of Science, Social Choice and Game Theory.

l.Introduction
Scientific theories incorporate a heterogeneous set of
tentative knowledge which is hierarchically organized
in terms of the context where the theory is operational. This organization represents the strategical
dimension that accounts for the possible benefits of
the use of that given knowledge by means of certain
inference patterns in what is usually called the scientific method. Accepting or rejecting tentative knowledge may raise or lower the success or failure odds of
a given theory. In Lakatos' Scientific Research Programmes [4, 5], two or more programmes or theories
progress in a competitive fashion to give adequate predictions and explanations about a given scientific domain. These theories are not static, i.e., some adoption or rejection of 'periferic' hypotheses is tolerated,
but the hard core that identifies the programme as
such must remain static. Relative success of a programme against the others may eventually lead to it's
definitive preeminence. Then there is a tacit 'theory
selection' process performed by the scientific reasoning agents, by means of which they decide to embrace
one of the possible programmes within a discipline.
Our claim here is that this process can be rationally
understood in terms of game theory, and that theory selection is mostly a social choice process. In this
work we present a model of theory selection as a social
choice process. The starting point is to characterize
the different kinds of knowledge arising in scientific
research. Then we give a formal characterization of
prediction and explanation, and other patterns of scientific inference. Finally, we study the stability conditions of our game-theoretical model, in particular, the
emergence conditions for Nash equilibra and coalitionproof Nash equilibra.
2.KR&R and Research Programmes
The language of classical logic is insufficiently expressive to represent the different knowledge elements that
constitute a research programme. For that reason we
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will establish in this Section some common points between scientific reasoning and nonmonotonic reasoning. Strict, deductive knowledge is represented in a
deductively closed first order language C Such language is extended to allow the representation of other
kinds of knowledge. Sentences representing lawlike
statements assume the form of defeasible (default)
rules. For instance, the normal default rule "' Jpi*'
expresses that "the disposition to accept a(X) is a
reason to tentatively accept b(X)". Sentences representing particular defeasible knowledge (i.e., tentative
evidence) are expressed as indexed ground literals Zj,
where the disposition to consider particular knowledge I, is provided by a criterion i (exact or uncertain
information conjecture, statistical criteria, etc.).
We will describe a scientific theory T as composed
by the union of statements pertaining to 1C, the logic
and mathematical knowledge, V, the principles of the
given discipline, (for instance, Maxwell's laws), H represents the set of explicative hypotheses, i.e., lawlike
statements that are inferred from V (and K.) but have
empirical content, and therefore are of more pragmatic value, Q expresses the set of accidental generalizations that arises from an abstraction process
over the set of observations and particular examples
of phenomena, E, the evidence, is a set of experimental data represented as particular knowledge (ground
literals), and C, finally, expresses a set of auxiliary hypotheses, each applicable to a given particular state
of affairs to avoid the falsation of the theory. Usually
K, represents universally accepted knowledge. Since
V are definitions that can not be deduced from other
knowledge, a research programme can only take the
strategic decision of accept or reject members of V.
The generalizations in Q may be unsound (i.e., may
have exceptions), and we represent them with normal default rules. Members of O are tentative ground
literals i.e., particular knowledge relative to a given
criterion. Thus, C is represented as a set of indexed
ground literals.

1 Given a context K, V an Epistemic
Structure £KJ, is a knowledge structure £Kjl> Q
(H,G,E,C), where H is a consistent set of general
knowledge such that tCuV h H, G is a finite set of
default rules, E is a set of particular knowledge, and
C is a set of auxiliary hypotheses represented as tentative knowledge of the form U. When its context is
clearly denoted, we will refer to an epistemic structure
as £.

DEFINITION

2 Given an epistemic structure £Ki„
within context K,V, we define a Theory T as a
pair T = (£c7,,-0, where the binary relation * !s
a partial order on elements of £, named Epistemic
Preference Relation. T has an element TT such
that \/a e T.a-<TT (i.e., deductive knowledge or evidence), and an element T±_ such that V/3 € T.T±-<ß.
Then T is a lattice under -<.
DEFINITION

Given a set of knowledge (H, G, E, C) available in
certain discipline, a theory selects some statements
from each set. These statements need not be mutually consistent, since it suffices that they are consistent with the context and the set of evidence. The
subset of statements that constitutes a theory are assigned an arbitrary partial order. This order represents the strategic importance that a research programme assigns to every piece of knowledge, being
dependent from the external circumstances where the
programme is developing. In such a way, in a given
discipline, with a given set of available knowledge,
there may exist several theories, each supported by a
given epistemic importance relation.
3 Given a theory T = {£, -<) and a subset T C £, the Epistemic Importance of T given
Tis defined as the set of lower bounds ofT under ■<:
{a 6 T$ß e T.ß-«x}. Given two subsets of a theory,
Ti and T2, we will say that Tx is epistemicaiiy more
important than T2 ("denoted as Ti<Tx for simplicity)
ifff every statement in T\ is at least as important in T
as every statement in T2, but there exists at ieast one
statement in Ti that is strictly more important than
every statement in T2.
DEFINITION

4 Given a theory T = (£, -<), a Linear
Extension I of the binary relation -< is a relation
that includes -< and that induces a linear order on £.
Given a theory T = (£K>, -<) and a linear extension
lof<,a Maximally Consistent Subset (SMC) of
T (with respect to context K,V) is a consistent (wrt
K. and V) subset Sl of £ that satisfies:
DEFINITION

. Va e SlSß € (£/£l).ß^<x,

. p£'.£lc£'C£,(£'u)C)V-L,

make a choice among theories. The results in the
previous Section can be regarded as a general decision making process, where the basic statement is in
terms of a single agent facing the uncertainty generated by non-intentional sources of information. The
next step, considered here, is to introduce other agents
interacting with different preferences. The outcomes
are determined by the choices of all the parties. In
the case of theory selection, a multi-agent framework
seems natural to represent the social aspects of epistemology. In order to formalize the notion of social
adoption of theories we start from the following assumptions. There are several agents, each one with a
preferential ordering on the possible theories. As was
stated in the previous Section, each agent's ordering
constitutes a partial ordering on the set of theories.
The choice of the majority is the adopted establishment. To be in the establishment is better than to be
out. And finally, the adoption of an establishment is
not instantaneous, since the process allows agents to
learn the others' preferences and to act accordingly.
The formal framework in which all these assumptions
can be embedded is the following:
5 The theory selection process can be
represented asagame (N,T, {<i}ieN), whereN is the
set of reasoning agents, T — {T\, T2,..., TN) is the
set of theories in an epistemic structure £K „, and -Q
is agent i 's preference ordering on elements of TlieN SA profile t G UieN Tist= (Th?Ti3, ...,UH) where
each Ti is the theory chosen by i.
DEFINITION

6 The social choice of a theory is given
by a correspondence p : UieN T ~*T such that T* e
p(Til,...,Ti„)iff\{ti = n\ >\{Ti±T}\

DEFINITION

So far, this framework does not provide a rationale
for the preferences on profiles {-<i}ieN, which have
to be carefully distinguished from the individual preferences on theories {<[}ieN- To illustrate with an
example, we will find a strategy that an agent must
follow to become part of the establishment. A way
of doing this for an agent i, given the joint choices of
the others T_. = (Tlt..., Tt-U Ti+u- ;• • r\N\)>1S to
generate preferences (Ti,T-i) ^, (TJ,T-j) if and
only if (|{T,- = T\}oM > Wi = T<}#*l) V(|{T,- =

Tth#\
= m = T*M A T< ^ P THe
set of assumptions implies that agents act accord-

ing to the beliefs they have about the others' preferences. These beliefs represent the conjectures the
agents make about the structure of the game. Given
all these elements, a possible outcome should be predicted. A condition on the outcome that is natural to
ask is stability. More precisely that it should be an
equilibrium [3]:
7 A profile (T\,...,Ti,...,T\N\) is
a (Nash) equilibrium iff for each i there is
no other T- such that (Ti,...,Ti,...,T\N\) -<i

The set £j_, then, is the intersection of all the SMC
induced under every linear extension of -<. Finally,
the set CT of Conclusions (predictions or explanations) is the deductive closure of £j_, i.e., CT Th(£x).

DEFINITION

It is worth to note that there is a computational
procedure to determine if a given sentence is among
the set of conclusions of a theory (see [2]).

Then, the following result shows the existence of an
equilibrium:

3. Multi-Agent Theory Selection
Theory selection is a decision process in which several items of information are weighted in order to

(TI,...,T;)...)T|W1)

1 There exists a Nash eqiu'Jibrium for
(N T, {^i}igAr).
Moreover, each equilibrium
(Ti,..., T\N\) J's such that Ti = Ti {or a11 i'JZN-

PROPERTY
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EXAMPLE 1 There are three agents I, II and III.
Each one can choose one from a set of theories T =
{ti, t2, £3}. Each agent has a preferential ordering on
theories:

I: h-<J t3 -$ U
II: t3 -<Tn h -<JT t2
III: t3 -<Jn t2 <^H h
The preferential orderings on profiles are represented by means of a payoff function a : T3 —► 5ft,
such that if for an agent i and profiles t and t', t -<i t'
then <x(t') = 1 while o(t) = 0. Therefore, the preferential orderings on proßles can be represented by payoff' matrixes such that the choices of the agents are as
follows: agent I chooses rows, agent II columns and
III matrixes. So, for example, the second row in the
third column of the ßrst matrix represents the proßle
(t2,t3,ti).

r 1,1,1
0,0,1
. 0,1,1
" 1,0,0
matrix 2 is 0,0,0
0,0-, 0
" 1,1,0
matrix 3 is 0,0,0
0,0,0
Matrix 1 is

1,0,1
0,1,0
0,0,0
0,1,0
1,1,1
0,1,1
0,0,0
0,1,0
1,0,0

1,0,1
0,0,0
0,0,0
0,0,0
0,0,1
1,0,0
0,0,0
0,0,0
1,1,1

new

theory

is

f\ = ({«, -*> —7— },{a-<-ib,a-<—-— }). Following 7~i, the prediction fails because a is not adequately justified, but ^ can be safely maintained. Moreover, this state of affairs suggests
that presupposition that ->a, which must be corroborated (see below).
2. Here
T2 = ({a,-6,

we
have
-},{a^->b, ——;a}). In T2,
a : b
the culprit is the lawlike statement
which
is rendered false from evidence a and -16 that can
be safely maintained.

is T3 = ({a,c, -.6, -£-,
and

As this example shows, an outcome which is less
desired by the majority (in the example, £3) may be
supported anyway. This is a quite undesirable result,
but it is clear that the only way to improve upon such
a outcome is via a joint decision since no individual
agent has incentives to deviate individually. But a
coalition, i.e. a subset of N may join forces to deviate jointly away from the inferior outcome. The notion of Coalition-Proof Nash equilibrium [1] has been
suggested as a representation of profiles immune to
individual and joint deviation. Formally:
DEFINITION 8 A profile (Ti,...,T{,...,Tw) is a
coalition-proof Nash equilibrium iff there is no subgroup N' C TV and a profile TN> = (T^)ieAr such that
(Ti,... ,Ti, ...,T|jy|) -<i (Ti,...,TN>,...,T\N\)

4. Theory Selection and the Evolution of a
Programme
Within a given discipline, theories share a common
ground of which their epistemic structures are subsets.
Criteria for theory selection, within the evolution of
a programme, are based on the epistemic importance
relation. This selection process normally occurs when
a negative result (a failure in a prediction or explanation) forces the programme to evolve in order to
assimilate the new evidence. The following example
shows some different alternatives that can arise when
confronted with a negative result.
2 Let .a theory T be T = ({a, ^-j—}, {}).
This theory predicts b. If b is not experimentally observed, i.e., if there is certain evidence that -ift, then
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1. The

3. Other cases may exist where an auxiUary hypothesis c is proposed to protect the lawlike statement from falsation. In this cases the new theory

This means that if for example the proßle of choices
is (t2, *3, t\), the payoff is, for each agent, 0. It is easy
to check that the only Nash equilibria are supported
by the profiles where all the agents choose the same
theory.

EXAMPLE

at least three new theories can be constructed from
T:

a : b

-^
-A

}, {}). Follow-

ing T3, the statement
systematizes only a
subset of the domain, but a more specific law
a Ac: -16
must exist m a way such that completes the systematization in particular situations
in which c is observed.
But now we are in the same conditions as in the example of the previous Section, and according to the
coalition proof criterion, a reasoning agent should accept T\.
It is important to state that other patterns of inference that lead to the discovery of new knowledge,
as is the case of abduction, induction or hypothetical reasoning can be also stated as cases of theory
selection. The inference pattern, in general, is that in
order to accomodate a new (abductive, hypothetical
or inductive) piece of information, other pieces of information must be withdrawn, thus leading to two or
more possible new theories among to choose. Space
considerations do not allow to fully develop these examples in this version of the paper.
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Abstract
The tasks of monitoring the information related to work of multi-agent system are considered allowing
discovering the regularities ofstructural organization of agents set and set of problems, solved by them. The new method of
the collective decision making under the individual and group decisions with use of dispersion criterion of agents groups
competence is offered.
Keywords: monitoring, taxonomy, feature selection, decision making, prognosis, dispersion criterion,
collective-group decision rules.

1. Introduction
Let's imagine multi-agent system of decision
making as a set A of the M agents ai: al, a2, .... ai, ....
oM. The sequence Z of tasks zl, z2..., zj, .... zN is showed
to the agents. The result rij of a/'-th agent decision for a
task zj is added to the protocol. The results of work of all
multi-agent system can be represented by the table R of
the decisions, consisting from M lines and N columns. Ith line of the table contains the decision results for the
presented tasks by the /'-th agent. Let's name a vector ril,
ri2... rij... riN as a "the profile of agent" ai in space of
tasks Z Iny-th column of the table the decision results of
/-th task by all agents are assembled. Let's name a vector
rij, r2j... rij, ... rMj as a "the profile of a task " zj in space
of the agents A. Let's assume that each task zj is
characterized by some set L "describing" properties Y:
ylj, y2j... ylj... yLj. These properties can speak about the
difficulty of the task, to what applied area it corresponds,
who has put it, what for it is supposed to use the decision
etc. The data such as "task - property" can be imagined as
the table B with N columns and L lines, the information blj
about value of /-th property fory'-th task contained on thencrossing.
Similarly, each agent can be characterized by a
set of K "describing" properties X xl, x2... xk, ... xK. If /th agent is understood as /'-th set of decision rules, the
properties X include, for example, number of rules in set,
form of organization, specialization, level of effectiveness
etc. This data also can be reduced in the table D "agent property" by the M lines on K columns, where crossing
contains the information dki about fc-th property of /-th
agent.
In result all available information on the agents
and tasks may be represented by three adjacent tables R, B
and D. Using each of them separately and all their
combinations it is possible to put and to solve a wide
range of monitoring tasks about a status of multi-agent
system by methods of the data analysis [1]. Let's begin
from the problem of "the structure analysis of agents set
and set of tasks by the using the taxonomy methods.

2. Taxonomy of the agents
If the taxonomy Sar of the agents according to
"similarity" of their structures in space of tasks is made in
the table R, the groups ("coalition") of the agents
approximately equally deciding put tasks will come to
light. It can give information about their identical abilities
or identical positions in relation to arising problems.
It is possible to make taxonomy Sad of the
agents on the data of table D. The agents with similar
describing properties will be united into one taxon
(coalition). It is of interest to compare the taxonomies Sar
and Sad. If they coincide, it means, that there is a natural
connection between values of describing properties Y of
the agents and results R of the tasks decision by these
agents. In every taxon it is possible to reveal the typical
representative (precedent). If the resources of agent,
making final decision ("supervisor") for observation over
all agents are not sufficient, it is possible to limit
supervision only by observation of precedents. Looking
how they solve some task, it is possible to receive
information about results of its solution by all other
agents.
Looking how precedents solve some task, it is
possible to predict the results of its solution by all other
agents. The presence of connection between taxonomies
allows recognizing to what coalition the new agent will
enter according to its properties X.
3. Collective-group decision making
We described above the tasks of the data analysis
reflecting the last results the decision of tasks Z by the
agents A. The tables R, B and D represent a training
material. Now we will address from the analysis of the last
activity of the agents to the process of their current work
on making of the cooperative decisions. Every /-th agent
solves a task z and gives out his variant of the decision ri.
Supervisor (agent accepting the final decision) makes the
collective decision based on these individual variants. In
that case it can start from the assumption about presence
of some organized coalitions of the agents. Let the set of
the agents is divided on Q independent groups, which
obtain group decisions rq. The collective decision r is
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determined by the weighed averaging of the group
decisions:

e

e

r^CZJrq*Jq)lYJJq
9=1

9=1

How to determine competence of groups Jql This
question is important for all algorithms of pattern
recognition using more than one decisive rules. The
theoretical generalization of this approach within the
framework of the algebraic theory of pattern recognition is
presented in [2].
On the basis of the hypothesis of compactness [3]
we formed the assumption that the decisions of the
competent group of agents will differ from the decisions
of it less competent competitors by a value of dispersion
of the individual decisions received from the agents. The
higher is the dispersion (entropy) of the group decisions,
the higher will be the expected mistake of recognition or
forecasting.
The check a informativness of the dispersion
criterion was made within the framework of algorithm
ZET for filling of gaps in the empirical tables and in the
forecasting of the multi-dimension dynamic processes by
means of the algorithm GAP [1]. The correlation
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coefficient between dispersion and mistake achieves the
value of+0,7.
On this basis it is possible to offer the following
general scheme of a class of effective algorithms for
making the decisions by means of Collective - Group
Decisive Rules (class of algorithms K.GDR):
1) formation or detection agent groups,
2) making of the individual decisions and ratings of
groups competence,
3) formation of the generalized decision and
4) rating of an expected mistake.
Bibliography:
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analysis. Ed. By Institute of Mathematics SN RAS,
Novosibirsk, 1999. p. 213. (In Russian).
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